RALPH HOLLINS NATURE NOTES FOR 2007
SUMMARY FOR DEC 24 - 30 (WEEK 52 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Red-throated Diver: Plenty of these now around with reports of around a dozen
seen from Christchurch Harbour on Dec 24, 26 and 29. Locally two were on the sea
off Titchfield Haven on Dec 29
Great Northern Diver: Up to seven seen in Portland Harbour on Dec 23 and
locally one has been seen in the east Solent (from Titchfield Haven to the mouth of
the Hamble) on on Dec 26, 28 and 29
Great Crested Grebe: A flock of 43 on the water off Titchfield Haven on Dec 23
had grown to 65 by Dec 26, possibly the result of frost driving birds from inland
waters. Maybe really hard weather will cause the flock here to increase to the count
of 220 that occurred in Feb 1996 but on Dec 29 only 3 could be seen here
Red-necked Grebe: It seems that a few more have reached us recently with a
report of 3 in Studland Bay on Dec 22 and one on the inland Blashford Lakes on Dec
28
Slavonian Grebe: Six were on the sea off Pagham Harbour on Dec 24 - a good
count by this winter's standard but nowhere near the 20 or 30 that used to spend
the winter here (a report of 40 seen there on Dec 23 is intriguing)
Black-necked Grebe: Two of these are now settled at the Blashford Lakes, 21
were in Studland Bay near Poole on Dec 23, and 4 were in Portland Harbour on Dec
25, 27 and 28 but there have been no recent reports from Langstone Harbour
Shag: 22 were on the sea off Christchurch Harbour on Dec 26 with 21 there on Dec
28 - no reports from the mouth of Langstone Harbour since Dec 17
Bittern: One is now settled at the Blashford Lakes and at least one is being
regularly seen at Titchfield Haven but no further reports of the 4 birds said to be at
Titchfield on Dec 21
Cattle Egret: One was still to be seen in the Fordwater area of the Lavant stream
at Chichester on Dec 29 and five were still in fields to the north of Weymouth on Dec
26 and 27. Dec 27 brought one to Hampshire where it has been in the Harbridge
area near Ibsley north of Ringwood on Dec 27 and 28 - maybe it flew on east as one
appeared by the Sussex Ouse at Rodmell (just south of Lewes) on Dec 29. The
presence of one at Harbridge allowed some birders visiting the Blashford Lakes to
record 5 Heron species in one day (Grey Heron, Great White, Little and Cattle Egrets
plus Bittern)
Spoonbill: At least seven are still present in Dorset (on Dec 22 five were at
Lodmoor and two were at Brownsea Island)
Bewick's Swan: A total of 25 arrived on the River Arun in the Burpham area just
upstream of Arundel on Dec 22 and were still there on Dec 26. On the Hampshire
Avon, where there have been occasional sightings of up to 4 adults in Oct, Nov and
early Dec, two adults were seen at Harbridge on Dec 26.
Whooper Swan: One turned up by the River Adur (Bines Birdge area near
Henfield) on Dec 29 - probably the same bird that has arrived there with a few Mute

Swans each winter since Nov 1999 (and which vanishes each spring). It is not
ringed but there is some doubt as to whether it is a genuine wild bird from Iceland.
Bean Goose: A group of three Tundra race birds were with Mute Swans in the
Littlehampton area (mouth of R Arun) from Dec 24 to 28 at least
Pinkfoot Goose: A single bird was seen with 16 White-fronts in the Swineham
area of Poole Harbour on Dec 24
Whitefront Goose: 16 were in Poole Harbour on Dec 24 and 46 were at Pett Level
(Rye Bay) on Dec 27
Pale-bellied Brent: Two were still being reported at Ferrybridge (Weymouth) on
Dec 27 but I have seen no local reports since Nov 17, when one was in Langstone
Harbour, and Nov 29 when one was in Pagham Harbour
Brant: On Dec 29 the Gosport bird was seen on the Sultan Playing fields and the
Wittering bird was also seen.
Red-breasted Goose: Lee Evans tells us that the bird still being seen at Wittering
on Dec 26 is the same bird that was seen in Dorset, Hampshire and Sussex last
winter (last seen at Wittering on 28 Feb this year and seemingly preferring to stay
there this winter rather than to revisit the Poole Harbour and Lymington areas). It
was still at Wittering on Dec 29
Shelduck: No more than 10 birds had been seen in the Emsworth-Langstone area
since the end of November so a count of 54 on the Emsworth shore on Dec 22 was
a pleasant surprise. At least 30 could be seen on the Warblington-Langstone shore
on Dec 28
Gadwall: A new Hampshire country record was claimed for a count of more than
900 on the Blashford Lakes on Dec 28
Mallard: See Diary entry for Dec 28 concerning the death of an apparently healthy
male on Langstone Pond - was it killed by the returning pair of Swans?
Pochard: At least 8 were on Budds Farm pools on Dec 26 and totals elsewhere
seem to have increased as the result of an influx on Dec 23 which unexpectedly
brought one to the Emsworth town millpond and saw 23 fly over Christchurch
Harbour (also unusual there). At Titchfield Haven 43 were present on Dec 23 along
with 18 Pintail, 40 Tufted Duck, 121 Teal and 372 Wigeon
Scaup: The two which were regular at Normandy (Lymington) in Nov were not
seen there after Dec 3 until a single bird re-appeared on Dec 26 (seen again on Dec
28). In Dorset up to 9 are in Poole Harbour and 7 were at Lodmoor (Weymouth) on
Dec 23
Eider: More than 20 were on the sea off Titchfield Haven on Dec 29
Long-tailed Duck: Three were seen at Lymington on Dec 23 but by Dec 24 there
were only two there and the third bird seemed to have moved east to Sowley Pond.
Elsewhere one remains on Hove lagoon, three have been in Portland Harbour, two
are based at Rye Harbour and five in Poole Harbour.
Velvet Scoter: Reports on Dec 23 were of three in the Lymington area, one on the
sea off Seaview (Isle of Wight), four in Portland Harbour plus two more at Chesil,

and one in Studland Bay. By Dec 29 the total in the Weymouth area had risen to 10
(3 in Portland Harbour and 7 on the sea west of Portland)
Goosander: The night roost count at the Blashford Lakes rose to 58 on Dec 26
(where there were also 12 Ruddy Ducks). On Dec 28 the nightly roost at Blashford
had more than 62 birds including 23 adult drakes.
White-tailed Sea Eagle: Still being seen around Andover on Dec 27
Avocet: Nine were seen in Pagham Harbour on Dec 24
Little Stint: One still in Chichester Harbour at East Head (West Wittering) on Dec
23
Black-tailed Godwit: On Dec 23 two different visitors to Titchfield Haven area
reported counts of 313 and 193 respectively (not sure if these two can be added
together or are two views of the same flock)
Spotted Redshank: On Dec 22 one was on the Emsworth Western Shore and
another was at Ella Nore (near West Wittering) and on Dec 24 two of these birds
were at the Thorney Deeps
Greenshank: Relatively few of these stay the winter but there were still 15 at the
Thorney Deeps on Dec 24
Med Gull: Dec 23 brought counts of around 30 from the Lymington area and 20
from Portland Harbour while on Dec 24 there were around 140 in Pagham Harbour
and another 70 at Ferrybridge (Weymouth)
Ring-billed Gull: The Gosport bird was still at the Cockle Pond on Dec 29
Iceland Gull: An adult turned up at Titchfield Haven on Dec 23 and was still there
on Dec 24 - maybe the same bird that was seen there from Dec 28 to Mar 24 last
winter
Glaucous Gull: The bird at Shoreham was still there on Dec 29
Sandwich Tern: One was seen from East Head (mouth of Chichester Harbour) on
Dec 23
Little Auk: The bird in Shoreham Harbour was still there on Dec 26 but has not
been seen since - the length of its stay from Dec 12 to 26 sets a new Sussex record
Collared Dove: Many of these are now singing and on Dec 23 and fresh egg was
found broken on the ground at Burgess Hill in Sussex
Barn Owl: Two reports of these hunting by day - one seen from the Titchfield
Canal path on Dec 23 and two hunting together over the Steyning Levels by the R
Adur on Dec 29 - could the latter sighting mean that a pair are already thinking of
nesting and need more food to prepare for breeding activity?

Kingfisher: On Dec 22 John Goodspeed had two sightings in the Paulsgrove lake
area of Portsmouth Harbour and on Dec 26 I saw the Brockhampton Stream bird
here in Havant
Hoopoe: A very accessible bird appeared on Kingsley Common (east of Alton) on
Dec 24 and was still there on Dec 27
Great Spotted Woodpecker: Drumming was heard again at Wade Court
(Langstone) on Dec 22, and at Guestling Wood north of Hastings on Dec 24. More
drumming heard at the Blashford Lakes on Dec 28
Shorelark: One appeared at Rye Harbour on Dec 23 and was still there on Dec 29
Rock Pipit: I had close views of two on the Langstone South Moors shore on Dec
26 when 4 were seen at the Sidlesham sewage works near Pagham harbour
Scandinavian Rock Pipit: First report of one for this winter came from the
Lymington shore on Dec 23
Water Pipit: Two were seen at the Sidlesham sewage works (Pagham area) on
Dec 23 and Dec 26 and one was still at Lodmoor (Weymouth) on Dec 29
Dunnock: Several were singing around the Havant area on Dec 26 and one was
singing in my garden on Dec 30
Song Thrush: One sang briefly near my garden on Dec 26. One had been heard
daily there from Nov 21 to Dec 1 but after that only on Dec 6 and 13
Marsh Tit: Very early song was heard from at least one of four birds in Pilmer
Wood at Crowborough on Dec 26
Nuthatch: The first report of song comes from Guestling Wood north of Hastings
where one was 'fluting like a Mistle Thrush' on Dec 24
Great Grey Shrike: This week's reports come from the New Forest (just one at
Holm Hill on Dec 26), Mordern Bog (near Wareham in Dorset on Dec 24 and 27),
and the Great Bramshot Farm area near Farnborough (seen on or around Dec 28 has been at that site since Nov 1)
Carrion Crow: More than 300 were seen on the Weston shore south of
Southampton on Dec 27 (an estimated 500 were at this site on Sep 16)
Raven: On Dec 28 one pair was displaying in the air above Cheesefoot Head (east
of Winchester) and another pair were checking out old Crow nests in the Milford on
sea area.
Twite: The bird which has been in the Keyhaven area near Lymington since Dec 16
was seen on Dec 22, 23 and 28
Hawfinch: One was in the Stapleash Farm area of the Chichester West Dean
woods on Dec 22 and one was at the Mercer's Way site in Romsey on Dec 25

Lapland Bunting: There have been no definite sightings of the bird in the
Lymingon area since Dec 19 but it may still be among the large mobile finch flocks
there. A new bird seems to have arrived from the continent on Dec 26 when it flew
north over the coast at Hastings
Corn Bunting: 40 were seen on the Downs above Steyning (north of Worthing) on
Dec 24
INSECTS
Butterflies
Red Admiral: The only new report of a butterfly is of one Red Admiral seen
at Bignor on the Sussex Downs on Dec 18
Moths - the following have all been trapped in the last few days
Agonopterix heracliana: This species gets its first mention for the year
when trapped in Sussex on Dec 22 - normally it does not appear until
February with its main flight in March
Light Brown Apple moth: One taken at Portland on Dec 23 was an
unexpected record of a moth whose main flight season is in Aug and Sep
Rusty-dot Pearl: Also trapped at Portland on Dec 23 and also having a main
flight period in Aug and Sep
December Moth: A more seasonal item for Dec 22
Winter Moth: Also seasonal on Dec 22 - taken in Sussex and more
unexpectedly at Portland
Mottled Umber: Another seasonal find in Sussex on Dec 22 - main flight
period is December
The Satellite: Normally commonest in October one was taken at Portland on
Dec 25
Dark Chestnut: This species has the same calendar as The Satellite so
unusual in December at Portland
Angle Shades: Also trapped at Portland on Dec 23 this species normally
appears in October
PLANTS
The total number of species found flowering in December currently
stands at 82 of which I have seen 69
Lesser Celandine: One flowering at yet another site in a ditch at Pook Lane,
Warblington, on Dec 28
Hawthorn: Buds were opening on the tree by the Hermitage stream in Leigh Park
on Dec 26 and I have included it in the flowering species
Hazel: A second tree had flowering catkins on Dec 26
Dog's Mercury: My earliest ever find of the fresh young plants of this species
(complete with their flower heads, as yet unopen) was of a dozen plants in Pook
Lane at Warblington on Dec 28.

Alexanders: The single clump of flowering plants seen on top of Portsdown on Dec
19 was supplemented on Dec 28 with a find of 20 more flowering plants lining the
west side of the London Road climbing Portsdown from the Soutwick Hill Road
junction
Elder: The first fresh leaves were beginning to unfurl in Pook Lane at Warblington
on Dec 28
Blue Fleabane: One flowering plant found on Portsdown on Dec 28
Snowdrop: Brian Felllows found these flowering in the Lumley Road area of
Emsworth on Dec 24
OTHER WILDLIFE
Slow-worm: A young one seen on Dec 24 by a road near allotments in the
Hastings area - very late in the year (they normally hibernate underground from
October to March)
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR DEC 24 - 30 (WEEK 52 OF 2007)
Sun 30 Dec
(Link to previous day’s entry)
Summary of past week’s news
My latest weekly summary of reports is now available by clicking Weekly
Summary here
Fri 28 Dec
(Link to previous day’s entry)
First Dog's Mercury and lots of Alexanders
Two short outings today gave me some cheering news of wild flowers and an
unexplained corpse on Langstone pond.
In the morning I cycled to Warblington farm and found a dozen or more tiny fresh
plants of Dog's Mercury on the bank of Pook Lane - all tiny male plants already
showing their fronds of flowers though the flowers not yet open. Near them the first
Elder leaves were unfurling as were the leaves of Lords and Ladies which I first
saw here on Dec 22. One genuine flower was on a Lesser Celandine in the ditch
beside the lane opposite the stables just south of the A27.
In the farm fields I saw eight Egrets and on the shore, seen as I headed towards
Langstone, were several hundred Brent with a small flock of Wigeon as well as at
least 30 Shelduck (numbers have suddenly increased again since the influx which
brought 54 back to Emsworth on Dec 22). Teal and Black-tailed Godwits were
clustered by the outflow of the Lymbourne stream with the usual gulls on the mud
around them.

Langstone pond had its pair of Swans already back to defend their nest site and
(maybe as a sign that they will not stand any nonsense from lesser birds) the
corpse of a male Mallard was floating in the water near them. It is not
uncommon for female Mallards to die from drowning during 'gang rape' but I
cannot think why an apparently healthy adult male Mallard should be dead - it may
have been shot and injured by wildfowlers, have flown into something which broke
its neck, or even have succumbed to some disease (hopefully not bird flu), but I
would not put it past the Swans to have had a go at it if it appeared to threaten
them.
On the way out I passed Herb Robert in flower and nearing home I passed
another Hazel with fully open catkins - the third tree I have seen in flower so far.
In the afternoon I had to visit the QA Hospital for a final check after a very
successful cataract operation at the beginning of December and I took advantage of
this to park at the top of Portsdown and walk down the London Road and back up
it. The one plant of Alexanders which I had seen in flower near the hilltop carpark
(east of the London Road) on Dec 19 was still flowering, and by the time I gto back
to the car today I had found another 20 plants of it in flower along the west
side of the main road.
Also seen during this walk were 18 other plants in flower including Blue Fleabane,
Cow Parsley, Smooth Hawksbeard, Thale Cress and Wild Carrot. Among
the other was Chickweed which I thought had ceased flowering though its fresh
leaves are everywhere.
Wed 26 Dec
(Link to previous day’s entry)
Havant and Langstone
After a week-long silence a Song Thrush was heard again in my garden, though
briefly only. Other singsters in the area are Great, Blue and Coal Tits plus
Collared Dove. The regular Robins were today joined not only by the occasional
Wren but also several Dunnocks - all rejoicing in sunshine after several days of
gloom.
In the morning I headed for the Hermitage Stream in Leigh Park where the
expected flowers were out on the Hawthorn - don't expect a show of blossom, all
I saw were two half oppen buds and a few empty calyxes from which the petals had
fallen. On the way there I noted many flowers on the Intermediate Periwinkle
around the Havant Health Centre.
In the afternoon I had a longer outing down the Billy Line (where several flowers are
now out on one Lesser Celandine by the Lymbourne stream), and along Mill Lane
(where I heard the 'tuc-tuc' of a Blackcap), to the South Moors where the shore
gave me two Rock Pipits and a Grey Wagtail. The Budds Farm pools had the
usual selection of Mallard, Gadwall, Shoveler, Tufted Duck, Pochard plus

Coot, Moorhen and Little Grebe. Two Swans were on the water and a Heron
was perched on a tree.
By the shore Hemlock was still flowering and there were plenty of Wigeon on the
water (but only one Goldeneye and one Merganser). At the first bridge over the
Brockhampton stream a single Kingfisher flew away downstream along with a
cumbersome Little Egret, and coming back alongside the A27 catkins were out on
a Hazel to add to those that can be seen at Langstone bus stop.
Mid-week Summary
BIRDS
(Skip to Insects)
Great Crested Grebe: A flock of 43 on the water off Titchfield Haven on Dec 23
had grown to 65 by Dec 26, possibly the result of frost driving birds from inland
waters. Maybe really hard weather will cause the flock here to increase to the count
of 220 that occurred in Feb 1996.
Slavonian Grebe: Six were on the sea off Pagham Harbour on Dec 24 - a good
count by this winter's standard but nowhere near the 20 or 30 that used to spend
the winter here (a report of 40 seen there on Dec 23 is intriguing)
Black-necked Grebe: Two of these are now settled at the Blashford Lakes, and
21 were in Studland Bay near Poole on Dec 23 but there have been no recent
reports from Langstone Harbour
Bittern: One is now settled at the Blashford Lakes and at least one is being
regularly seen at Titchfield Haven but no further reports of the 4 birds said to be at
Titchfield on Dec 21
Cattle Egret: One was still to be seen in the Fordwater area of the Lavant stream
at Chichester on Dec 26 when five were still in fields to the north of Weymouth
Spoonbill: At least seven are still present in Dorset (on Dec 22 five were at
Lodmoor and two were at Bownsea Island)
Bewick's Swan: A total of 25 arrived on the River Arun in the Burpham area just
upstream of Arundel on Dec 22 and were still there on Dec 26. On the Hampshire
Avon, where there have been occasional sightings of up to 4 adults in Oct, Nov and
early Dec, two adults were seen at Harbridge on Dec 26.
Bean Goose: A group of three Tundra race birds were with Swans in the
Littlehampton area (mouth of R Arun) on Dec 24 and 26
Pinkfoot Goose: A single bird was seen with 16 White-fronts in the Swineham
area of Poole Harbour on Dec 24
Brant: On Dec 24 the Gosport bird was seen on the Sultan Playing fields and the
Wittering bird was also seen.
Red-breasted Goose: Lee Evans tells us that the bird still being seen at Wittering
on Dec 26 is the same bird that was seen in Dorset, Hampshire and Sussex last
winter (last seen at Wittering on 28 Feb this year and seemingly preferring to stay
there this winter rather than to revisit the Poole Harbour and Lymington areas)
Shelduck: No more than 10 birds have been seen in the Emsworth-Langstone area
since the end of November so a count of 54 on the Emsworth shore on Dec 22 was
a pleasant surprise.

Pochard: At least 8 were on Budds Farm pools on Dec 26 and totals elsewhere
seem to have increased as the result of an influx on Dec 23 which unexpectedly
brought one to the Emsworth town millpond and saw 23 fly over Christchurch
Harbour (also unusual there). At Titchfield Haven 43 were present on Dec 23 along
with 18 Pintail, 40 Tufted Duck, 121 Teal and 372 Wigeon
Scaup: The two which were regular at Normandy (Lymington) in Nov were not
seen there after Dec 3 until a single bird re-appeared on Dec 26
Long-tailed Duck: Three were seen at Lymington on Dec 23 but by Dec 24 there
were only two there and the third bird seemed to have moved east to Sowley Pond.
Elsewhere one remains on Hove lagoon, three have been in Portland Harbour, two
are based at Rye Harbour and five in Poole Harbour.
Velvet Scoter: Reports on Dec 23 were of three in the Lymington area, one on the
sea off Seaview (Isle of Wight), four in Portland Harbour plus two more at Chesil,
and one in Studland Bay.
Goosander: The night roost count at the Blashford Lakes rose to 58 on Dec 26
(where there were also 12 Ruddy Ducks)
Black-tailed Godwit: On Dec 23 two different visitors to Titchfield Haven area
reported counts of 313 and 193 respectively (not sure if these two can be added
together or are two views of the same flock)
Greenshank: Relatively few of these stay the winter but there were still 15 at the
Thorney Deeps on Dec 24
Med Gull: Dec 23 brought counts of around 30 from the Lymington area and 20
from Portland Harbour while on Dec 24 there were around 140 in Pagham Harbour
Iceland Gull: An adult turned up at Titchfield Haven on Dec 23 and was still there
on Dec 24 - maybe the same bird that was seen there from Dec 28 to Mar 24 last
winter
Glaucous Gull: The bird at Shoreham was still there on Dec 23
Sandwich Tern: One was seen from East Head (mouth of Chichester Harbour) on
Dec 23
Little Auk: The bird in Shoreham Harbour was still there on Dec 26
Collared Dove: Many of these are now singing and on Dec 23 and a fresh egg
was found broken on the ground at Burgess Hill in Sussex
Kingfisher: On Dec 22 John Goodspeed had two sightings in the Paulsgrove lake
area of Portsmouth Harbour and on Dec 26 I saw the Brockhampton Stream bird
here in Havant
Hoopoe: A very accessible bird appeared on Kingsley Common (east of Alton) on
Dec 24 and was still there on Dec 25
Great Spotted Woodpecker: Drumming was heard at Wade Court (Langstone)
on Dec 22 and at Guestling Wood north of Hastings on Dec 24
Shorelark: One appeared at Rye Harbour on Dec 23 and was still there on Dec 26

Rock Pipit: I had close views of two on the Langstone South Moors shore on Dec
26 when 4 were seen at the Sidlesham sewage works near Pagham harbour
Scandinavian Rock Pipit: First report of one for this winter came from the
Lymington shore on Dec 23
Water Pipit: Two were seen at the Sidlesham sewage works (Pagham area) on
Dec 23 and Dec 26
Dunnock: Several were singing around the Havant area on Dec 26
Song Thrush: One sang briefly near my garden on Dec 26. One had been heard
daily there from Nov 21 to Dec 1 but after that only on Dec 6 and 13
Nuthatch: The first report of song comes from Guestling Wood north of Hastings
where one was 'fluting like a Mistle Thrush' on Dec 24
Twite: The bird which has been in the Keyhaven area near Lymington since Dec 16
was seen on Dec 22 and 23
Hawfinch: One was in the Stapleash Farm area of the Chichester West Dean
woods on Dec 22 and one was at the Mercer's Way site in Romsey on Dec 25
INSECTS
(Skip to Plants)
Butterflies
Red Admiral: The only new report of a butterfly is of one Red Admiral seen
at Bignor on the Sussex Downs on Dec 18
Moths - the following have all been trapped in the last few days
Agonopterix heracliana: This species gets its first mention for the year
when trapped in Sussex on Dec 22 - normally it does not appear until
February with its main flight in March
Light Brown Apple moth: One taken at Portland on Dec 23 was an
unexpected record of a moth whose main flight season in Aug and Sep
Rusty-dot Pearl: Also trapped at Portland on Dec 23 and also having a main
flight period in Aug and Sep
December Moth: A more seasonal item for Dec 22
Winter Moth: Also seasonal on Dec 22 - taken in Sussex and more
unexpectedly at Portland
Mottled Umber: Another seasonal find in Sussex on Dec 22 - main flight
period is December
The Satellite: Normally commonest in October one was taken at Portland on
Dec 25

Dark Chestnut: This species has the same calendar as The Satellite so
unusual in December at Portland
Angle Shades: Also trapped at Portland on Dec 23 this species normally
appears in October
PLANTS
(Skip to Other Wildlife)
The total number of species found flowering in December currently
stands at 79 of which I have seen 63
Hawthorn: Buds were opening on the tree by the Hermitage stream in Leigh Park
on Dec 26 and I have included it in the flowering species
Hazel: A second tree had flowering catkins on Dec 26
Snowdrop: Brian Felllows found these flowering in the Lumley Road area of
Emsworth on Dec 24
OTHER WILDLIFE
Slow-worm: A young one seen on a road near allotments in the Hastings area very late in the year (they normally hibernate underground from October to March)
SUMMARY FOR DEC 17 - 23 (WEEK 51 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Red-throated Diver: On Dec 18 Dungeness recorded 350 of these passing to the
west - presumably fleeing colder weather in the North Sea.
Black-throated Diver: Last week one was seen to fly north from the Gosport
shore of Portsmouth Harbour and maybe it has returned as on Dec 16 one was seen
in the Weevil Lake area just south of Burrow Island (aka Rat Island) which in turn is
just south of the mouth of Forton Lake, the mouth of which is crossed by the new
Millenium Bridge to reach the Explosion Museum. On Dec 19 two of these birds were
seen to the west of Selsey Bill
Great Northern Diver: One seems to be currently based in Southampton Water,
operating between the Weston Shore and Hythe (this one has not been reported
since Dec 18 and may have moved west - two were in the Lymington area on Dec
19). Another is quite likely to be seen in the Chichester Harbour entrance at high
tide.
Great Crested Grebe: The only winter flock exceeding 100 birds along the south
coast remains in Rye Bay where an estimated 150 were seen on Nov 25 and at least
100 were present on Dec 17
Red-necked Grebe: The bird which arrived in Anglesey Lake at Gosport on Dec 14
was still there on Dec 17 but has not been reported since. Another bird has been at
Dungeness from Dec 19 to 21 at least
Slavonian Grebe: Three were seen in the Lymington area on Dec 16

Black-necked Grebe: At least three were seen in the north of Langstone Harbour
from Budds Mound on Dec 17 and it is likely that the flock of 13 birds is still in the
harbour but scattered. Two of these birds now seem to be based at the Blashford
Lakes near Ringwood.
Shag: The first report of one in the Langstone Harbour entrance for this winter
came on Dec 17 - in previous winters one or two have spent periods in this area,
sometimes seen near the ferry and sometimes round by The Kench.
Bittern: One seen at the Blashford Lakes on Dec 20 was the first there this winter,
perhaps driven there by the cold. The same cold seems to have brought up to
4 Bitterns to Titchfield Haven where 4 were reported on Dec 21 and at least 2
were seen on Dec 22
Bewick's Swan: Four adults were seen at Pulborough Brooks on Dec 17 but so far
it does not seem that a flock has settled in the Amberley area (the only report from
the Wild Brooks area was of six birds there on Nov 29)
Whooper Swan: Four adults and one juvenile were on the Trout Lakes at
Chichester on Dec 16
Black Swan: I drove past the West Ashling pond on my way home from Chichester
to Havant on Dec 19 and found one adult standing in the road at the east end of the
pond and a pair with one tiny downy cygnet grazing in a garden at the west end of
the pond. On Nov 8 Brian Fellows found two pairs of adults here, one pair having 5
new hatched cygnets. Hopefully that family is still intact and what I saw was the
progeny of the second pair but I fear it is more likely that the one cygnet I saw is the
only survivor of the family of five.
Red-breasted Goose: Both this lone bird and the single Brant continue to be seen
daily at West Wittering (at least up to Dec 21)despite daily distubance by dogs
Pintail: Nine birds were seen at Farlington Marshes on Dec 18 (five had been seen
there on Oct 7 but I have seen no other news of the species at this site)
Pochard: Despite my failure to see any Pochard at Budds Farm pools on Dec 11 a
dozen were present there on both Dec 16 and 17
Scaup: On Dec 17 there were 10 in Poole Harbour (Swineham area) and 7 more at
Abbotsbury on The Fleet. The two that were at Normandy (Lymington) have not
been reported since Dec 3 and Dorset seems to be the only place to see them at the
moment.
Eider: There were at least 58 on the sea off Titchfield Haven on Dec 17
Long-tailed Duck: The two birds in the Lymington area have not been reported
since Dec 16 but one was still being seen on Hove Lagoon (Brighton) up to Dec 21
Common Scoter: The winter flock in Rye Bay numbered at least 200 on Dec 17
and 60 were settled in the Chesil area of Portland on Dec 22

Velvet Scoter: Six of these were still with the flock of Common Scoter at Chesil
Cove on Dec 22
Goldeneye: A sighting of 12 in the north of Langstone Harbour, seen from Budds
Mound on Dec 17, was the highest count there this month though 23 were reported
to be in the harbour on Nov 12 and 15 were seen from the South Moors shore on
Nov 17. On Dec 16 three males were seen off the shore east of Langstone.
Smew: Six (including two males) were at Rye Harbour on Dec 17 but so far none
have come further west.
Ruddy Duck: The pair were seen together on the Budds Farm pools on Dec 16
Marsh Harrier: The increasing numbers of this species were demonstrated by the
finding of 29 birds coming to roost in the Walland Marsh area adjacent to Rye Bay
on the evening of Dec 16. One was also seen hunting at Titchfield Haven on Dec 19
- it seems likely that one had been present there since Nov 10 though I have only
seen news of it on Nov 24 until this latest sighting. Another was over the Brading
Marshes on the Isle of Wight on Dec 20
White-tailed Sea Eagle: The Hampshire bird was still being seen in the Andover
area up to at least Dec 19 though it seems to have taken to roaming over an
increasingly wide area.
Avocet: 8 were seen at Farlington Marshes on Dec 18 and at least 3 were in
Pagham Harbour on Dec 19
Golden Plover: More than 80 were seen on the Langstone to Warblington shore
line on Dec 16 - a similar flock is probably to be seen there regularly now (I found
an estimated 100 birds there on Dec 21)
Sociable Lapwing: One of these rarities from Afghanistan turned up on Dec 21 at
Grove Ferry in the Stour valley east of Canterbury. Martyn Wilson, who found it,
wrote .. "With the intention of checking Westbere and Collard's today for Ducks &
Grebes after a quick stop at Grove for Geese/Swans etc, I was halted at Grove with
a wader with Sabines Gull like plumage dropping in with the Lapwings. It
was of course a Sociable Plover that joined 30 odd Lapwings just before 8 o'clock
before taking flight at 8.10 and with the appearance of going to land on a back pool,
eventually flew of to the SSE in the general direction of Preston. Although staying at
the ramp and scanning the skyline and checking every Lapwing that moved it was
not seen again by the time I left at 1.45pm". Checking the Birdguides website I see
this is the first definite sighting of this species in Britain since one was at Rainham
Marshes in Essex from Dec 10 to 20 in 2005 although there was a 'probable' in
Norfolk on 14 Feb 2006. Some birders, including myself, know this species under
the name of Sociable Plover, which was also the name of a pub in the Paulsgrove
area of Portsmouth in the days when I was involved in Portsmouth Harbour WeBS
counts.
Knot: 245 of these were in Pagham Harbour on Dec 19

Sanderling: 50 birds were seen on the Southsea shore east of the Castle on Dec 18
and at least four were at the Langstone Harbour entrance on Dec 17. I think these
birds are all part of a larger flock which circulates around the Ryde, Gosport,
Portsmouth and Hayling Island shores throughout the winter
Purple Sandpiper: Seven were at Southsea Castle on Dec 18
Jack Snipe: Hard weather has, as usual, brought an increase in the sightings of
this species with reports of singles at seven different sites ranging from Worthing to
Portland (including one in the New Forest) between Dec 17 and 22
Woodcock: Only one new report of this species has come with the cold - one at
Portland Bill on Dec 19
Bar-tailed Godwit: More than 60 were on the Langstone-Warblington shore on
Dec 16, as were 30+ Black-tailed Godwit.
Spotted Redshank: The Nore Barn bird was still present (plus one Greenshank)
on the shore west of Emsworth on Dec 21 when a group of five were seen in Poole
Harbour at Holes Bay
Green Sandpiper: Just one report this week of two birds at the Blashford Lakes
near Ringwood
Common Sandpiper: One was seen on the Langstone shore (near the Royal Oak)
on Dec 16 - probably one of the three birds believed to be wintering in Langstone
Harbour? The only other report this week is of on in Poole Harbour on Dec 21
Ring-billed Gull: The regular Gosport bird was at the Cockle Pond again on Dec 16
and a second winter bird was inland at Weir Wood reservoir near Crowborough on
Dec 13
Glaucous Gull: The young bird which arrived in the Shoreham Harbour/Southwick
Canal area on Dec 11 was still there on Dec 22
Great Blackback Gull: A total of 109 were in Christchurch Harbour on Dec 18
Sandwich Tern: One was resting on the mud among the many gulls off Langstone
Village on Dec 16 (where Brian Fellows saw one resting on Oct 17 - Anne de Potier
probably saw the same bird fishing in the Nore Barn area at Emsworth on Nov 29).
The only other report this week was of one at Dungeness on Dec 21
Guillemot: More than 200 were still on the breeding ledges at Durlston on Dec 19
and 21
Little Auk: One was still being seen daily in the Shoreham Harbour/Southwick
Canal on Dec 22 (there since Dec 12 if not earlier)
Great Spotted Woodpecker: The bird which operates around Wade Court at
Langstone, and which started drumming on Dec 3, was heard again (not for the first
time) on Dec 22

Woodlark: A flock of up to 25 have been seen on a stubble field in the Henfield
area (Adur valley) but the numbers have declined as the field has been
progressively ploughed (down to 5 birds by Dec 18)
Water Pipit: Three were present at the Sidlesham Sewage Works (Pagham
Harbour area) on Dec 19 - the first report from that area except for a report of a
single bird somewhere round the harbour on Nov 15
Song Thrush: A further influx of these and other birds arrived from the south on
Dec 18 and 19 (when 90 arrived at Portland). Maybe one seen searching for food in
my garden on Dec 19 was part of this influx.
Mistle Thrush: In previous winters I have normally come across at least one in my
home area around Havant by this time in the autumn/winter period but so far the
nearest birds that I have seen reported have been in the area north of Walderton
(Ems valley) or at Hook/Warsash, and in neither place has there been more than
two birds. The only report that I have seen of more than 8 birds anywhere on the
south coast this autumn was a flock of 37 at Old Winchester Hill in the Meon Valley
on Aug 12.
Marsh Tit: A few of these are still around - latest reports are of one in a Woodberry
Lane garden at Rowlands Castle on Dec 16, one or more at Lavington Common near
Pulborough on Dec 17 with others in Rackham Woods south of Pulborough that day,
and at least three birds in the Southwick Woods just north of Portsdown on Dec 21
Coal Tit: These small birds are not easy to pick out by eye but one has recently
been the most often heard songster around my Havant garden and on Dec 18 I
came face to face with it in my garden. Blue and Great Tits have also been singing
recently, but only occasionally.
Tree Creeper: Four reports of these birds during the past week (no doubt in part
on account of trees now being bare of leaves). Locally three were in the Southwick
Woods on Dec 21, at least one in the Rowlands Castle area and another near Up
Marden (north of Walderton)
Great Grey Shrike: Only two were found in the New Forest on the week-end of
Dec 15-16 survey but what seems to be a third bird was reported near Holmsley on
the old rail line from Ringwood to Lymington on Dec 21
House Sparrow: The cold weather and my scattering of bread and seed on the
lawn in my garden has recently brought at least 10 of these daily into the garden
with up to five Chaffinch and the regular Dunnocks and Robins, not to mention
up to 18 Wood Pigeons, three Collared Doves, three Crows, two Magpies and
one or two Blackbirds. A single Starling was bathing in one of the water troughs
on Dec 18 and both Squirrels and Rats join the fray.
Linnet: A small flock of around 25 birds was in the Warblington Farm field behind
Conigar Point on Dec 22 - also in the same field were a dozen Skylarks, half a
dozen Reed Buntings and at least one male Yellowhammer.

Twite: A single bird has been seen in the Keyhaven area of the Lymington shore
from Dec 16 to 20. The only other Twite sightings I am aware of this winter have
been one at Durlston on Oct 29, four at Northwood on the Isle of Wight on Nov 15,
and two at Faversham on the north Kent coast on Nov 25.
Redpoll: The small brown Lesser Redpoll which breeds in southern England is
seen regularly but on Dec 16 a Common Redpoll (which we used to call a Mealy
Redpoll) was trapped at Sandwich Bay and a photo on their website shows it
alongside a Lesser Redpoll, looking both larger and greyer overall. Another report
of a single Common Redpoll came from the Swalecliffe area of the north Kent
coast that same day, so there may have been a minor influx of this species (which
breeds further north than the Lessers but overlaps them in southern Norway though
it does not interbreed). No reports yet of any Arctic Redpolls which only breed in
arctic regions and which are even larger and whiter (one was described as a
'snowball')
Bullfinch: Our breeding population is considerably increased by immigrants in
winter and their presence has led to a number of recent reports - locally Michael
Prior has come across up to eight different birds in the Rowlands Castle area during
the past week. I am intrigued by a Sussex report on Dec 18 from the Loxwood area
near Pulborough in which the observer writes of seeing 'the usual flock' but gives no
idea of its size or previous sightings.
Lapland Bunting: What was probably the same single bird first seen in the
Lymington area on Nov 17 and again on Dec 6 was again present on Dec 19
Yellowhammer: A flock of around 20 was seen in the Marsh Farm area north of
Pagham Harbour on Dec 18 (and at least one was at Warblington Farm here in
Havant on Dec 22)
INSECTS
The only insect to get a mention in this week's news so far is a Peacock butterfly
seen nectaring on Winter Heliotrope at Piddinghoe in the Sussex Ouse valley on
Dec 18 (the insect was probably rudely disturbed from its hibernation by some
human activity)
PLANTS
The number of plant species found flowering so far this December
currently stands at 76 (excluding Broom and Lesser Periwinkle both of which
have been reported in error for Spanish Broom and Intermediate Periwinkle
respectively). My own score this month is currently 60.
Sticky Mouse-ear: I was surprised to find this still having fresh flowers on Dec 22
after severe frost in the exposed Warblington farm field behind Conigar Point
Hawthorn: On 28 Dec 2006 I found a Hawthorn tree covered with flowers
(but with no leaves) by the Hermitage Stream in the Stockheath area of Leigh Park
and earlier this month I found many unopen flowerbuds on the same tree and am
pretty sure some of the flowers will be open before the end of this month. The tree

is easy to find - go from Barncroft Way along Stockheath Lane and veer away from
the road along the path following the east bank of the stream until that path is
crossed by a huge metal pipe whose base is less than six feet above the path. Do not
go under the pipe but turn left and follow the pipe for a few yards until you reach a
line of bushes and small trees - the Hawthorn in question is among the first trees
you come to but you may have to look carefully to see the flowers most of which are
above eye level.
Alexanders: On Dec 14 the Rye Bay website had a photo of Alexanders already in
flower at Rye Harbour, causing me to check local plants (in particular those lining
the London Road coming up Portsdown Hill from Cosham which are usually the first
I see in flower). No luck until Dec 19 when I found flowers on one plant growing on
the south side of the Portsdown Hill Road almost exactly opposite Hilltop Crescent
(not far east of the bridge over the London Road near The George pub).
Intermediate Periwinkle: The Rye Bay website has just published a correction to
the report dated Dec 7 that Lesser Periwinkle had been found in flower near Rye
- the plants in flower were in fact the Intermediate Periwinkle.
Tomato: Garden escape Tomato plants are not at all uncommon and will grow
almost anywhere (on Oct 3 Brian Fellows found a plant flowering among seaweed
on the shore of Emsworth harbour) but I thought it worth noting one seen in flower
on Dec 19 growing from the stones of Chichester Town Walls beside the arch
through which you enter the city along Chapel Street from the Orchard Road section
of the ring road.
Field Woundwort: Several plants of this still had fresh flowers on Dec 22 in the
Warblington farm shore field.
OTHER WILDLIFE
Dolphins: Fisherman working off Portland reported around 20 Dolphins passing
there on Dec 21 - at a guess these were Bottle-nosed Dolphins.
Muntjac: A birder looking for the White-tailed Sea Eagle near Andover obtained
permission to watch from the ancient hill fort on Quarley Hill (a little north of
Grateley rail station south west of Andover) and saw a group of five Muntjac
walking openly over the normally undisturbed fields at the foot of the hill - as none
of them had antlers he at first assumed they were Chinese Water Deer but so far
as is known there are none of these in Hampshire and the animals were probably
female/young Muntjac. The same birder also saw a couple of Hares on the hill.
Grey Squirrel: White forms of Grey Squirrel are regularly seen in many places
around Portsmouth but a sighting of one in Alexandra Park at Hastings on Dec 20
provoked local interest there.
Harvest Mouse: During conservation work at Brook Meadow in Emsworth on Dec
16 what was almost certainly a Harvest Mouse nest was discovered while
clearing brambles. Another nest was discovered at the same site in October 2004
and on that occasion a small mouse was seen scurrying away from the nest so there

is a good chance that Harvest Mice are permanent residents living and breeding at
Brook Meadow over a period of years.
The BBC Nature website tells us that Harvest Mouse "breeding nests are built in
stems high above the ground. The spherical nests are made from woven grass and
are about 10cm in diameter. Non-breeding nests are smaller (5cm in diameter) and
may be built closer to the ground or in buildings" It goes on to say that their
breeding season is from May to October, making it likely that the 2004 find was of
a breeding nest, and I suspect that the current find (measured as 8cm across, which
would imply a diameter of at least 10 cm) was probably also a breeding nest though
by December abandoned in favour of a smaller winter hideaway close to the ground
(perhaps among tree roots) or in some unused building. I am awaiting news of the
height at which the nest was found as I read that breeding nests are built from 30
to 60 cm above ground (while winter nests are close to or even below ground level).
I also read that the mice can be encouraged to breed by supplying them with old
tennis balls as ready made nests - all you do is to cut a round hole in the side of the
ball to act as an entrance and place the ball securely in a suitable place among long
grass (you can nail the ball to a wooden stake). One other fact that I have learnt
from reading of their presence at Titchfield Haven, where they nest in the reeds, is
that the mice are quite happy to swim if the reeds have water at their base. Further
proof that Harvest Mice are still to be found in our area came with the discovery
in August this year of another breeding nest on Portsdown Hill (somewhere
between the London Road and the popular viewpoint carpark just west of the road).
Otter: I am told that one of Richard Williamson's recent 'nature notes' columns in
the Chichester Observer reports that on Nov 29 an Otter was found dead
(presumably electrocuted as are quite a few Badgers and other animals) on the rail
line between Rowlands Castle and Havant. At a guess this would have been a young
animal recently expelled from its parents' territory. I understand that Otters
regularly make long overland journeys to find a new river in which they can set up
their own territory.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR DEC 17 - 23 (WEEK 51 OF 2007)
Sat 22 Dec
Around Warblington
A cycle ride from Langstone around the periphery of the Warblington Farm this
afternoon had little in the way of surprises but a walk around the field behind
Conigar Point had some interest both in the way of birds and flowers.
In the Wade Court area I heard the calls of a Great Spotted Woodpecker and
was told that it had been drumming again this morning, and on the shore before I
reached Pook Lane I enjoyed the sight of around 100 Golden Plover resting on
the exposed mud - at this time of year the birds sleep all day in large flock and
disperse to fed at night in small groups or alone. Dispersed over the mud were at
least 1000 Brent but no Shelduck that I could see (I found just six on my way
back from Nore Barn)

Heading up Pook Lane I looked for any fresh plants of Dogs Mercury starting to
push up (some can usually be seen on New Year's Day) but all noticed were quite a
few fresh leaves of Lords and Ladies (plus a flower on Greater Periwinkle).
In the Nore Barn area I could see lots more Brent and many Wigeon. I did not go
to look for the Spotted Redshank but instead continued to Conigar Point where I
stopped for a walk around the stubble field in which I put up many Wood Pigeon
(and saw at least one Stock Dove) plus a dozen Skylarks and 25 Linnets. I saw
at least two Reed Buntings in the hedges and suspect there was a small flock of
them in the shoreline hedge where I also saw a male Yellowhammer.
A lot of Scentless Mayweed was still flowering in the field and I also found Field
Woundwort and Sticky Mouse-ear flowering with a single clump of Cats-ear.
Back at Langstone there were plenty of Teal on the mud by the Lymbourne stream
outflow (Langstone pond was at least half frozen). The Hazel tree overhanging the
main road bus stop in the lay-by at Langstone now has all its catkins in flower and
when nearly home I found plenty of Ox-eye Daisy flowers still looking fresh on the
bank of Langbrook Stream near the waterwheel by the A27 slip road.
SUMMARY FOR DEC 10 - 16 (WEEK 50 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Red-throated Diver: Plenty of these about but a count of 24 off Portland Bill on
Dec 11 caught my eye as being more than we are likely to see together off the
Hamsphire coast - nevertheless this is by no means a record. Dungeness reported
30 on Jan 15 and 40 on Jan 26 this year with a year peak of 87 on Feb 16 (also 60
on Rye Bay on Feb 18 and 67 off Bexhill on Feb 19). In the autumn Dungeness had
35 on Nov 6 and the Brighton area reported 27 on Nov 18. (I think that it is not
uncommon to have counts of over 100 in some Cornish bays in winter months). On
Dec 15 Christchurch Harbour recorded 24 Red-throated Divers heading east so
maybe we will be seeing more of them in Hampshire waters
Red-necked Grebe: One appeared on Anglesey Lake in Gosport on Dec 14 and
was still there next day. It was seen to be catching fish which grow to a good size
in this dammed off west end of the Haslar/Stoke lake creek coming west from the
Portsmouth Harbour entrance. I am not sure if the dam was created as part of the
construction of the private railway line used by Queen Victoria as part of her route
from London to Osborne House on the IoW but the bridge which carried that railway
over the creek is above the dam (no railway now, just a cycle way!). The highest
tides overtop this dam, bringing new fish into Anglesey lake, but few of them leave
by the same route!
Leach's Storm Petrel: One was in the east Solent off Titchfield Haven for most of
the day on Dec 9
Cattle Egret: The two birds discovered by Mike Collins on Dec 7 in fields by the
River Lavant where it runs between Goodwood airfield and the Summersfield area
of Chichester (accessible by paths starting from Fordwater Road in Summersfield)

were still there on Dec 11 when another two could be seen in Dorset at the Upwey
site where there had been a group of six on Nov 25 and 26
Spoonbill: Eight were seen together in the Swineham area (west shore of Poole
Harbour) on Dec 14 and at least two are still in the Weymouth area
Bewick's Swan: One was seen at East Holme near the River Frome just west of
Wareham on Dec 15 - two had been seen here on Nov 20
Canada Goose: The 'white' bird which has been seen occasionally for a good few
years in the Titchfield-Fareham area (particuarly since 2003) was with the flock at
Titchfield Haven on Dec 11
Barnacle Goose: A flock of 55 was seen grazing in the Barcombe area upstream of
Lewes on Dec 13. A flock was also here last winter (30 seen there on 20 Feb 2007)
and maybe they were returning from abroad when a flock of 48 flew north over
Newhaven on Sep 26? Against the idea that these are wild birds is a report by Robin
Pepper (onetime Sussex Bird Recorder) of 33 at Barcombe on 15 Feb 2006 - Robin
described these as ferals with some hybrids but it seems strange that the flock only
appears in winter and (this year) possibly arriving from the sea. We also have the
appearance of a flock of 80 Barnacles at Rye Harbour (Scotney) on Dec 4 with a
colour ringed bird among them to suggest a wild origin.
Red-breasted Goose: The bird at West Wittering continues to show well up to
Dec 15 (as does the Brant)
Gadwall: A recent influx which brought 94 birds to the Powdermill reservoir near
Hastings also seems to have brought a couple of pairs to the Bedhampton Mill pool
in Havant (seen on Dec 11). On Dec 15 eight birds on the Thorney Little Deeps were
also, as far as I know, new arrivals.
Pochard: I could see none on the Budds Farm pools on Dec 11 and a look at reports
from other sites shows only two reports of Pochard in December (16 at Bembridge
on Dec 1 and 3 at Christchurch Harbour on Dec 15) despite large counts of other
duck species - have the Pochard all moved out of our area?
Scaup: On Dec 15 a group of 10 were seen in Poole Harbour and 10 were also
reported from Abbotsbury on The Fleet near Weymouth that day - possibly these
two reports were of the same flock on the move west but in any case the numbers
suggest a small influx.
Eider: More than 60 were seen on the sea off Titchfield Haven on Dec 15
Long-tailed Duck: One remains on Hove Lagoon, as do two at Rye Harbour
Goosander: The roost count at the Ringwood Blashford Lakes was up to 64 on Dec
13 (and included 20 males)
Ruddy Duck: One was seen on Budds Farm pools on Dec 11

Rough-legged Buzzard: With the claim that one was being seen in the
Petersfield (Q E country park) area in mind I was interested to see that Lee Evans
'national rare bird alert' this week suggests that only three birds of this species are
currently in Britain (one on Sheppey in Kent, one in Norfolk and one in Orkney)
White-tailed Sea Eagle: Our unexpected vistor from Finland was still present in
the Shipton Bellinger area west of Andover on Dec 15
Common Crane: At the end of November Lee Evans reported 27 Common Crane
in Norfolk making me wonder if our British colony of these birds was diminishing but
his latest bulletin restores the total to 32 birds.
Black-tailed Godwit: The largest count reported this week was 147 birds in the
Fishburne Channel near Chichester, seen on Dec 12.
Med Gull: A flock of around 50 were in the Church Norton area of Pagham Harbour
on Dec 8 and a similar number were in The Fleet near Weymouth on Dec 9
Ring-billed Gull: The Gosport bird was still at the Cockle Pond on Dec 15. Another
was seen at Lodmoor (Weymouth) on Dec 10 and a first winter bird was on the Weir
Wood reservoir near Crowborough on Dec 12
Glaucous Gull: On Dec 11 a first winter bird appeared at Dungeness and on the
same day a similar bird was found in the Shoreham harbour extension known as the
Southwick canal - this latter bird was still there on Dec 12 and had attracted
sufficient birders with their telescopes to bring out the local Police (who had been
informed that 'suspicious people' were pointing what might be weapons, i.e.scopes,
at the Texaco fuel depot on whose roof the gull had landed. No arrests were made).
Daily sightings have continued up to Dec 15 and the last report says that by feeding
bread to the Swans and other gulls you can attract the Glaucous Gull to close range
- it seems to come to see what all the commotion is about, and is not interested in
the bread as food (or maybe doen't understand that it can be food)
Kittiwake: A count of 1100 heading west past Dungeness on Dec 9 suggests that
we may soon be seeing more of this species (so far the biggest count has been of
around a dozen birds in the west Solent)
Guillemot: On Dec 9 Dungeness reported 630 of these heading west, and numbers
at Durlston are increasing - on Dec 12 more than 200 in breeding plumage were
crowded on the cliff ledges there and by Dec 14 the number on the ledges had
increased to an estimated 300+
Little Auk: On Dec 9 single birds were seen in the Christchurch Bay area (from
Milford) and in Poole Harbour (Brownsea Island), and on Dec 15 one was still in
Shoreham Harbour (seen daily there since Dec 12)
Wood Pigeon: Despite the large number apparently heading abroad during the
autumn passage there are still many with us. On Dec 13 Bob Chapman found 3600
in one field near New Milton and on Dec 14 Brian Fellows encountered a flock of 800
in the Watergate Park area in the valley near the source of the River Ems

Collared Dove: These has been a noticeable increase in the number of these
heard singing in the Havant area this week
Ring-necked Parakeet: In response to my recent comments based on an article
printed in The Times in 2005 I have heard that the huge number roosting in the
Poplar trees around the Esher Rugby Club's playing fields has been somewhat
reduced (in part by the employment of a falconer) but there are still enough to fill 15
of the 40 Poplar trees each night and to bring up to 11 to feed in one Esher garden
by day.
Short-eared Owl: Two are regularly being seen hunting down the west side of
Pagham Harbour since the start of November - last seen on Dec 15
Skylark: A flock of more than 200 birds were seen at Round Hill on the West Sussex
Downs above Steyning on Dec 13
Marsh Tit: One was heard singing in Rackham Woods (south of Pulborough) on
Dec 10 and six were found in the Chichester West Dean Woods on Dec 11. Two
more were visiting feeders on Dec 14 in the garden of the cottage on the west side
of the B2146 south of West Marden where it passes Watergate Hanger
Willow Tit: One was reported to be visiting feeders at Pulborough Brooks on Dec
10. This news sent me to check what other reports of this 'almost extinct' species I
have come across this year. The first news (on Jan 5) came from the Hastings area
but that was just a negative report saying that none had been seen there last
winter. On Feb 24 one was heard calling in the Chichester West Dean Woods, with
a report of song, display and calls there on Mar 12, and from Mar 15 to Apr 21 there
were six reports of breeding birds (several birds heard singing) at Hurstbourne
Common Wood (SU 3752 near Andover). There was also one report on Apr 9 of at
least two birds singing in the Overton area near the source of the River Test. That
total of 11 reports is all that I have in my database for this year.
Coal Tit: One was singing near my Havant garden (and another at Durlston) on
Dec 11, along with both Blue and Great Tits, and all three species seem to be
singing fairly regularly by Dec 16
Chaffinch: Autumn finch passage is not yet over - on Dec 10 more than 500
Chaffinch flew over Durlston with these and other finches passing over several
coastal sites. On Dec 14 a mixed Finch flock of 500+ (mainly Chaffinch) was in the
Brownwich area west of Titchfield Haven and on Dec 16 five came to seed scattered
on my Havant garden lawn
Brambling: A flock of more than 110 were feeding at Longwood Warren east of
Winchester on Dec 7 but in south Buckinghamshire we are told (by Lee Evans) that
there is a flock of 676 Brambling. On Dec 14 at least 30 were feeding on Beechmast
beside the Romsey Road in the Winchester area
Hawfinch: First report for this winter of these birds in the West Dean Woods (north
of Chichester) came on Dec 11 when a couple of them were seen near Monkton
House in the north west corner of this large woodland complex

Lapland Bunting: The Lymington area bird was seen again on Dec 12 (out on the
shingle of Hurst spit) and another one was at Portland on Dec 12
Corn Bunting: A flock of 30 were seen on Round Hill high above Steyning (north
of Worthing) on Dec 10 and on Dec 15 a flock of at least 75 were in fields near Lee
Farm on the Downs above Storrington (south of Pulborough)
INSECTS
The only current insect news is of a single Red Admiral flying around the Pagham
Harbour visitor centre on Dec 11 plus late news of a Peacock seen somewhere in
Portsmouth sometime in the week starting Dec 3
PLANTS
The number of species seen in flower during December currently stands
at 73 but many of these are 'last gasp' inividual plants. My personal list for
December has 54 species on it so far.
Sweet Violet: The first three flowers had opened on plants in St Faith's
churchyard, Havant, on Dec 14
Musk Mallow: One flowering plant seen in December in the Denvilles area of
Havant on Dec 13
Spanish Broom: A plant flowering on the north wall of Emsworth marina on Dec
15 had the larger flower (over 2cm long) and smooth round stems of Spanish
Broom rather than the ridged (five angled) stems and smaller flowers of our native
Broom
Fool's Parsley: One healthy plant with flowers seen in the Denvilles area of Havant
on Dec 13
Alexanders: One plant in flower at Rye Harbour on Dec 14 - plenty of fresh new
growth on plants in the Havant area but no flowers yet
Primrose: Commenting on the report of a Primrose in flower in Lyels Wood
(Stansted Forest) on Dec 6 John Goodspeed tells us that he found one flowering in
another part of the Forest back in early November. On Dec 12 Brian Fellows found
several plants in flower at Kingston, just west of Lewes.
Blue Fleabane: Just two plants still had flowers on the banks of the A27 above the
cycleway from Broadmarsh to Farlington Marshes on Dec 11
Ox-eye Daisy: A clump of these were also in flower on Dec 11 by the Langbrook
stream (close to the waterwheel north of the A27)
Black Knapweed: Two plants flowering on Dec 11 in the Broadmarsh area.
OTHER WILDLIFE
Hare: A birder walking across farmland high on the Downs near Lewes on Dec 9
noted 3 Hares sticking to their 'forms' despite total exposure to wind and rain presumably any suffering from cold and wet being preferable to being taken by

surprise in more sheltered places. I wonder if their strategy for survival will change
as the number of airborne predators (Buzzards and Eagles) increases?
Fungi: While delivering Christmas cards on Dec 13 I found a big display of Velvet
Shank on oak wood chippings (normally this grows directly on tree stumps)
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR DEC 10 - 16 (WEEK 50 OF 2007)
Sat 15 Dec
Emsworth and north Thorney Island
A ride to Thornham Marshes this afternoon in very cold, raw and gloomy weather
gave me little to rejoice in but I did find 8 Gadwall on the Little Deeps (I think
recent arrivals there) and saw many Blackbirds (also probable immigrants) with
the occasional Song Thrush along Thornham Lane.
No sign of flowering on the many plants of Alexanders that line Thornham Lane
but I did have a look at the Spanish Broom still flowering on the north wall of
Emsworth marina, and was able to identify it with confidence from the round stems
(common Broom has ridged - five angled - stems) and the larger flowers over 2cm
long.
In my own garden one plant of Red Dead Nettle was flowering - the first I have
seen in December though Brian Fellows found it in Brook Meadow at Emsworth on
Dec 5
Fri 14 Dec
Havant town and the Denvilles area
In Havant this morning the first three flowers were open on the Sweet Violets in
St Faith's churchyard and nearby the Ranunculus baudotii was flowering in the
Homewell spring and Wall Lettuce still had flowers outside Homewell House
A couple of finds made in the Denvilles area of Havant while delivering Christmas
cards this afternoon are also worth a note.
At the pavement edge of the entrance road to Marlborough Park from Southleigh
Road both Fool's Parsley and Musk Mallow were still healthy and in flower.
On wood chippings in a Glenleigh Park garden there was a good show of Velvet
Shank fungi - in the same garden a single Early Dog Violet was in flower.
Tue 11 Dec
Havant and Broadmarsh
This afternoon I cycled to Broadmarsh via Bedhampton Mill where a couple of pairs
of Gadwall were back on the Mill Pool and one flower of Stream Water Crowfoot was
seen in the Waterworks overflow channel. Before reaching the stream I passed a
flock of Starlings, some feeding on the ground and others singing/chattering in
trees.

At Broadmarsh the tide was starting to drop but was sufficiently high for what
waders there were to be close to the shore - nothing special among them (in
particular no Ringed Plover) but there were a few Turnstones in Chalkdock and
plenty of Wigeon in the mouth of the Hermitage stream.
Among the few flowers still open were two plants of Blue Fleabane and some Black
Knapweed, with one plant of Hemlock on the Budds farm shore and a flourishing
cluster of Ox Eye Daisies near the waterwheel on the Langbrook stream on the way
home.
Budds Farm Pools had at least one Ruddy Duck on show with lots of Teal but no
Pochard that I could see today
SUMMARY FOR DEC 3 - 9 (WEEK 49 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Great Northern Diver: One was seen in Chichester Harbour off West Wittering on
Dec 4 when two more were on the sea off the Ryde-Nettlestone shore of the IoW.
Up to six seem to be resident in Weymouth Bay and on Dec 9 one was well up
Southampton Water off Weston Shore.
Red-throated Divers have been seen at several sites in the past few days, but
none nearer to us in Havant than Selsey Bill or Hurst Castle.
A Black-throated Diver was in Portsmouth Harbour on Dec 8, seen off the Quay
Lane area (northern area of Gosport) from which it flew north and then headed up
Fareham Creek
Black-necked Grebe: When Lee Evans visited the Budds Farm area of Havant on
Dec 1 he saw 6 Black-necked Grebe, 6 Little Grebe and 17 Great Crested in
Langstone Harbour. Keith Betton's monthly report on Hampshire birds for
November tells us that 13 Black-necked were in Langstone Harbour
thoughout November and these are presumably still there.
Fulmar: A few of these returned to their breeding cliffs on the IoW as early as Nov
18 and by Nov 25 some were back at Newhaven. More seem to have come into the
Channel on Dec 8 when 50 were seen off Portland and the first were back on the
cliffs north east of Hastings
Balearic Shearwater: I have seen no reports of this species since Oct 28 so
sightings of singles off Portland on both Dec 4, 5 and 7 came as a bit of a surprise.
Petrels: Dec 2 brought definite sightings of one Leach's Petrel in the western
Solent with the possibility of a single Storm Petrel also in the same area.
Shag: Following a count of 22 in the Christchurch Harbour area on Nov 28 there
were 31 there on Dec 3 (and 30 there on Dec 8). These may well be the birds which
nested on the western cliffs of the IoW where 27 birds and 5 nests were seen on
June 6.

Cattle Egret: Until Dec 7 only one of these was being reguarly reported this week
at Upton country park at Poole but on Dec 7 Mike Collins had a surprise sighting of
two Cattle Egrets with some Little Egrets by the Lavant river at East Lavant on
the northern fringe of Chichester - he could not find them again when he returned
to that area a few hours later so they may have moved on....
Bewick's Swan: Four adults were seen at the Blashford Lakes on Dec 2, the first
to be reported in the Avon Valley this winter other than four seen in the river south
of Ringwood on Oct 28. Keith Betton's summary of Hampshire birds for November
includes a mention of two seen in Langstone Harbour on Nov 25 (the first I have
heard of this local sighting)
Greylag: John Goodspeed found 7 among the Canada Geese at Titchfield Haven on
Dec 8, the first report of any there since September when 10 were reported on Sep
13 and 12 on Sep 28
Barnacle Goose: Two were among Brent on the fields south of Daw Lane on
Hayling on Dec 2. These were almost certainly feral birds, as were a flock of around
80 seen at the Hersey nature reserve on the IoW east coast on Dec 4, but a flock of
80 seen at the Rye Harbour nature reserve contained a bird with a red colour ring
suggesting that these might be genuine wild birds belonging to the population
which regularly winters in the Netherlands. With this flock were nine hybrids
(Barnacle x Snow).
Brent: On Dec 7 the flocks on the Hayling West Lane fields were estimated to have
over 1000 birds - another 400 Brent were using the grassland on the Portsmouth
side of the harbour around the Portsmouth Sixth Form College on Dec 7
Brant: The Hayling Daw Lane area bird was seen there again on Dec 2 (but has not
been reported there since then) and the Wittering bird was seen on Dec 1 along
with 3 Brent x Brant hybrids - they were among a total of around 2000 Brent in
the West Wittering area
Red-breasted Goose: The West Wittering bird was seen on Dec 1, 3 and 4 - no
reports since then
Green-winged Teal: One was reported at Abbotsbury on The Fleet near
Weymouth on each of five days between Nov 11 and 19 and it was seen there again
on Dec 2 and 3
Scaup: December reports have come from the Weymouth and Lymington areas. At
Normandy (Lymington) two birds were still to be seen on Dec 3 but the juvenile
male which has been there since Nov 25 seems to have vanished and been replaced
by a male with a distinctive bill which was seen at Normandy last winter - the adult
female remains in situ. Near Weymouth the 9 birds that were seen at Abbotsbury on
Nov 26 and 27 have been reduced to 7, and 2 are at Lodmoor where there were 4
on Dec 2, increasing to 6 on Dec 6 with 5 still there on Dec 8
Eider: The highest count which I had seen from the Titchfield Haven area during
November was 43 on Nov 17 but Keith Betton's November summary says that up to

56 birds were there throughout the month - so far I have seen no counts from there
during December (at least 27 have been seen off Lymington on Dec 2).
Long-tailed Duck: Two remain in the Lymington area with another two at Rye
Harbour and one in Poole Harbour. Since Dec 2 one has also been on Hove lagoon
in the Brighton area (still there on Dec 6). One more bird was heading west past
Dungeness on Dec 7
Common Scoter: Plenty of these around with the largest flock (200+ birds on Dec
8) being in Rye Bay
Surf Scoter: On Dec 6 a single female flew west close in past Selsey Bill in
company with two female Common Scoter
Goldeneye: Hampshire reports for December include six in the north of Langstone
Harbour seen from Budds Farm on Dec 1, seven at the Blashford Lakes on Dec 2,
and eight in the Lymington area on Dec 3 when another five were in Newtown
Harbour (IoW)
Smew: Two redheads were at Rye Harbour on Dec 4 - this is the first report from
that site but there were five birds at the nearby Dungeness RSPB reserve on Nov 24
with one there from Oct 30
Red-breasted Merganser: 41 could be seen in the north of Langstone Harbour
from Budds Farm on Dec 1
Goosander: The count at the Blashford Lakes remained at 48 on Dec 2 with 47
counted on Dec 7
Ruddy Duck: The elusive pair on Budds Farm pools in Havant were seen again on
Nov 30
Rough-legged Buzzard: John Goodspeed's website reports that there had been
several sightings of a Rough-legged Buzzard around the Queen Elizabeth country
park near Petersfield at the end of November but I do not know who saw the bird
and what degree of confidence can be attached to the identification of this species
which is notoriously difficult to separate from Common Buzzard - I have not seen
any other confirmatory reports.
White-tailed Sea Eagle: The bird in the Cholderton area near Andover seems to
have been fully identified - on Dec 3 Lee Evans told us .. "I am very pleased to report
that Jukka Haapala of the Ringing Centre in Helsinki has traced the Hampshire
White-tailed Sea Eagle as being one of 18 nestlings ringed in Finnish Lapland this
summer". Perhaps we will soon learn why a Sea Eagle should abandon water and
fish for an inland dry site where rats are said to be among its diet - in the meanwhile
the bird was still being seen in the Shipton Bellinger area on Dec 7
Avocet: On Dec 4 eight Avocet were in Nutbourne Bay near Chichester and on
that same day 51 birds were seen at Oare Marshes on the north Kent coast - these
were said to be from a roost based on Sheppey where there may well be a higher
total, seeming to show that some of these birds which now breed on our east coast

remain there in the winter (I thought that, in the winter, they could only be seen in
Britain on the south coast and west country)
Golden Plover: The Rye Harbour flock exceeded 1000 birds on Dec 8
Black-tailed Godwit: So far no news of these birds moving to the Avon valley
floods but after this week-end's rain the valley should be very attractive to them.
One bit of late news comes from Keith Betton's November summary of Hampshire
birds - he states that 400 birds were at Titchfield Haven in November (but gives no
idea as to whether the birds were regular there or if this was a one off peak) - the
only count from Titchfield Haven which appeared on Hoslist was of 77 birds there on
Nov 17 (and it would seem that the volunteer who updates the Titchfield Haven
website has been unable to perform that function since Oct 4)
Greenshank: Numbers in Chichester Harbour seem to have diminished to winter
levels - in the past few days the only reported sightings were of one in Emsworth
Harbour on Dec 3 and another in Nutbourne Bay on Dec 4
Green Sandpiper: No further news of birds around the Lymbourne stream in
Havant but one was seen at Titchfield Haven on Dec 8
Common Sandpiper: Three birds were present in the Langstone Harbour area
through November
Kittiwake: 110 were off Portland on Dec 2 and 235 flew west past Dungeness on
Dec 7
Guillemot: More than 50 were seen briefly on the cliffs at Durlston on Dec 1 and on
Dec 4 large rafts of these birds were on the sea off Durlston, most of them in
breeding plumage (not sure if this is normal at this time of year). On Dec 8 the
Durlston website reported more than 200 birds on the sea (including some
Razorbills) and said that most were in winter plumage.
Little Auk: We haven't seen the last of them yet - on Dec 2 one was in Studland
Bay and on Dec 3 one was seen floating down the Avon Water stream in the
Keyhaven area near Lymington.
Ring-necked Parakeet: A report of one flying over the Lower Test area at
Southampton on Dec 4 revived the perennial question of why we do not see more
of these birds along the south coast (even the colony that seemed to be growing in
the Studland area of Dorset is now down to less than 10 birds). Anyone who does
not know of the rapid rate at which these birds are colonising Britain (and the
Netherlands) should have a look at the article printed in The Times on 10 Sep 2005
and still available online at
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/uk/article564768.ece
I quoted excerpts from this article in a message I sent to HOSLIST on Dec 5, saying
... The Times article claims that in 2005 the night roost at Esher Rugby Club grounds
was estimated at 7000 birds and that "According to the latest scientific survey, the
British parakeet population is increasing by 30 per cent a year, and is likely to reach

100,000 by the end of the decade". It goes on to say "Chris Butler, a biologist at the
Edward Grey Institute in Oxford, has studied the parakeet population and now
believes that they can no longer be controlled. Already, they outnumber barn owls,
nightingales and kingfishers. They have also been spotted in Wales, and as far north
as Glasgow" The article also tells us that "Mike Toms, of the British Trust for
Ornithology, said that they tended to nest in the same places as native birds, and
earlier. 'We need to be aware of the possible impact', he said. 'They nest in quite
large cavities so they would be competing with birds like tawny owls and jackdaws'."
It ends (after telling us how good Parakeets are at imitating sounds and how they
seem to like the Esher Rugby ground) by saying "The residents of the stockbroker
belt welcome the parakeets today but in a few years' time, if flocks of green parrots
take to the suburban skies chanting filthy rugby songs, they may feel rather
differently".
Barn Owl: On Nov 3 a pair were seen carrying food (presumably to young) in a
Test Valley wood and on Nov 26 a pair of the owls were seen with two fledged
young in the same area (and sadly one was recently found dead on the ground in
that area). Lee Evans responded to this with news from a ringer (somewhere in
Britain) who had ringed two broods this November, in one nest the birds were so
young they were unlikely to fly before the end of November. It may seem late in the
year for Barn Owls to have young but I see that a Barn Owl was seen hunting and
carrying food (to young?) in the Pulborough area on 20 Nov 2005.
The BTO Bird Facts website tells us that Barn Owls normally have two broods
(providing food is available) and gives an overall time of three months from
egglaying to the young becoming independent. It also says that while the first
clutch may be laid at any time from the end of March to early July the median date
for egg-laying is May 6, thus giving the likely date at which a second clutch might be
laid as sometime in August with the young of that second brood not being
independent until sometime in November, so perhaps young Barn Owls in
November are not that uncommon. Even less uncommon is the death of young Barn
Owls - if they are not eaten by their older siblings when food is short they are very
likely to starve to death after fledging (or to be killed by cars when hunting on road
verges). If they do survive the first year another common cause of death is
drowning in cattle troughs (the owls need to bathe and if no other water is available
in their territory they will bathe in those steep sided metal cattle troughs from which
they cannot get out after their feathers have become waterlogged).
Great Spotted Woodpecker: One had been heard drumming on Southampton
Common on Nov 29 and now a second report comes from the Wade Court area of
Langstone where one was heard on Dec 3
Rock Pipit: Keith Betton tells us that as many as 15 were present in Langstone
Harbour during November (with 2 Water Pipits there)
Dunnock: Birds were singing in Havant on Dec 3 and in Emsworth on Dec 5 (but
are not expected to start regular song until Christmas in normal years)

Song Thrush: The bird that has been singing around my house in Havant since
Nov 20 is now being joined by others - since Nov 27 birds have been heard singing
at Kingley Vale (north of Chichester), Pook Lane in Warblington (Havant), Cheriton
Wood near Alresford and Brook Meadow in Emsworth (first heard there on Dec 4).
Birds at Durlston had started singing by Dec 6 and on Dec 8 the Pett Level area
resounded to the songs of many birds.
Mistle Thrush: These are normally heard singing during November gales but this
year I saw only one report (a single bird singing at Pulborough Brooks on Nov 6) and
it is not until Dec 7 that I have seen another report of song - at the Ringwood
Blashford Lakes (the first Bob Chapman had heard this autumn)
Siberian Chiffchaff: One has been found in the Browndown shore gun battery
area at Gosport and has been heard constantly giving quiet Bullfinch like calls unlike
those of a normal Chiffchaff - discussion on Hoslist seems to indicate that these calls
are the most reliable way of positively identifying this Eastern race (unlike the
Iberian Chiffchaff the eastern race has not been granted the status of a full species,
and the presence of far more intergrades between our Chiffchaffs and Eastern race
birds, compared to the number of genuine Eastern race birds on which bird experts
can agree, is a good reason for denying that full species status!)
Great Grey Shrike: In additon to the birds I have already reported this autumn I
see from Keith Betton's November report that one was present in the Fleet area of
north east Hampshire (near Great Bramshott Farm) thoughout November
Brambling: A flock of more than 110 Brambling was feeding with other finches at
Longwood Warren (east of Winchester) on Dec 7
Lapland Bunting: One was seen among a huge flock of Chaffinches and
Linnets on the Lymington marshes on Dec 6 - maybe the same bird that was seen
there on Nov 17.
INSECTS
Butterflies
Red Admiral: Just one new sighting this week of a single Red Admiral in
Heathfield near Crowborough on Dec 3
Moths
The only migrant moth in the Portland traps on Dec 4 was one Rusty-dot
Pearl and on the previous night there had been four Rusty-dot Pearl and
one White-speck
Other insects
Bumblebee species: The only other insect news of the last few days has
been a sighting of a Bumblebee visiting flowers in a Northiam garden near
Hastings. Brian Banks was not sure of the exact species (Bombus terrestris
or B. lucorum) but did say that it was not a queen but a foraging worker - of
interest as all the workers normallly die during the winter and only the queens
survive.
PLANTS

Despite wind and rain 51 plant species (excluding grasses) have already
been seen in flower during December. The more interesting ones have been
...
Lesser Celandine: The plants by the Lymbourne stream at Langstone still have
only one open flower but on Dec 7 I found another single flower open in the Havant
Eastern Road cemetery
Black Mustard: still flowering on the seawall of the Emsworth marina on Dec 3
Sea Radish: flowering on the Eastney beach (Portsmouth) on Dec 7
Water cress: at least one flowerhead seen in Brook Meadow at Emsworth on Dec
5
Storksbill: one late flower seen at Langstone on Dec 3
Yellow Oxalis: a few unopen flower buds seen in Havant on Dec 7
Pellitory of the wall: flowering at Eastney beach on Dec 7
Hazel: the most interesting sighting this week was of catkins starting to open on a
Hazel tree in the Langstone area on Dec 3 (see diary entry)
Cow Parsley: seen in Brook Meadow at Emsworth on Dec 5
Stone Parsley: flowers seen on a plant in Brook Meadow at Emsworth on Dec 5
were unusually late
Sea Holly: a single very late flower seen on Eastney beach on Dec 7
Wild Primrose: Michael Prior found at least one genuine wild flower open in Lyels
Wood, Stansted Forest, on Dec 6. In 2005 the earliest wild flowers I heard of were
seen in the Botley Woods on Jan 9 and in 2006 the earliest were seen in Winchester
on Jan 15. Going back to 2004 I myself saw what were probably garden escapes
flowering beside the Langbrook stream in Havant as early as Nov 12 (but that year
the wild ones in Botley Woods were not reported until 7 Feb 2004)
Lesser Periwinkle: Although they have not appeared on this December's list so
far both Greater and Intermediate Periwinkle flowers could almost certainly
now be found but genuine wild Lesser Periwinkle, flowering at Rye on Dec 7, was
unexpected before Christmas. I have never seen these flowers in the wild before the
first week in February
Silver Ragwort: This was still flowering on Eastney beach on Dec 7
OTHER WILDLIFE
Wild Boar:
No actual sightings but a reminder that they are still present (and regarded as a
nuisance) on the Kent/Sussex border comes from Cliff Dean writing on the RX
website about a visit he made on Dec 3 to Doleham station on the railway line
connecting Hastings to Rye. His comments were mainly concerned with the work
being done to fell trees that might fall or drop branches onto the rail line but among
the sightings he records in that area were two human hunters waiting patiently in
the hope of shooting Wild Boar.
Great Crested Newt:

Also coming from the RX website is news from Brian Banks, who lives at Northiam
(in the Rother valley on the Hastings to Tenterden road), that the first Great Crested
Newt had returned to a pond on the western edge of Northiam within the past few
days (around Dec 1).
Bats:
At least one bat (species not known) was out hunting by day over the West Park
close to Stansted House on Dec 6
Fungi:
Fungi seen at Durlston Country Park on Dec 9 included Orange Peel and Dead Man's
Fingers
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR DEC 3 - 9 (WEEK 49 OF 2007)
Mon 3 Dec
Havant and Langstone
Both Dunnock and Wood Pigeon gave solo one off song performances in this
morning's sun and my lawn had 5 Chaffinches where there had been two last
week. A friend living at Langstone told me today that he had heard a Great
Spotted Woodpecker drumming in the trees around Wade Court this morning only the second report of this that I have heard, following a report of one drummng
on Southampton Common on Nov 29.
A cycle ride to Langstone confirmed that the single Lesser Celandine was still
flowering by the Lymbourne stream, and a scan of the Hazel tree which overhangs
the bus stop in the layby on the north bound road passing Langstone High Street
showed me that one or two catkins were fully elongated and had started to
open their segments - this Hazel is always the first to come into flower and last
winter I saw the first open catkins on it on this same date (Dec 3)
Coming back up the Billy trail past Wade Court I heard the sharp calls of a Grey
Wagtail back there for the winter but I have not yet heard or seen the Green
Sandpipers which Martin Hampton has seen flying over the spring of this
Lymbourne stream recently
SUMMARY FOR NOV 26 - DEC 2 (WEEK 48 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Red-throated Diver: Twelve reports this week, mainly from the Portland area
where four were in Portland Harbour on Nov 27. At least one was in the Solent off
Fort Victoria on Dec 1
Black-throated Diver: Nine reports include a juvenile seen in the mouth of
Chichester Harbour from Nov 27 to 30 (at least)
Great Northern Diver: On Nov 27 a total of six were seen in Weymouth Bay and
on the previous day one was well inland on Weir Wood reservoir while another was
in the Spithead area seen from the Isle of Wight (still there on Dec 1).

Great Crested Grebe: The usual winter flock in Rye Bay was estimated to have
150 birds on Nov 25 (looking back I see that there were 100+ off Pett as early as Oct
12). Nearer home Nov 26 brought counts of 50 on the sea off Worthing and 20+ off
Pagham Harbour. I suspect there are now substantial numbers in both Langstone
and Portsmouth Harbours but I have no news of them since Dennis Bill reported a
flock of 29 in the north of Portsmouth Harbour on Oct 18.
Red-necked Grebe: A single was off Seaview (IoW) on Nov 26 and another was
off Worthing on Nov 27
Slavonian Grebe: The usual winter flock seems to have returned to the sea off
Pagham Harbour with an estimate of 12 birds there on Nov 26. The inland bird at
Eastleigh from Nov 14 to 24 has not been seen since but may have flown to the
Lymington area where one turned up on Nov 26 and was still there on Nov 27. Andy
Johnson's report on birds in the Chichester Harbour entrance area during November
tells us that up to two were there from Nov 14 to the end of the month
Black-necked Grebe: Two birds were seen off Lepe at the mouth of Southampton
Water on Nov 24 and three were there on Nov 27 - I think this is a new site for them.
In Dorset a total of 14 were seen in Studland Bay on Nov 27 (after a count of 21
there on Nov 17) and the single bird remains on the Blashford Lakes - no recent
news from Langstone Harbour.
Fulmar: On Nov 18 Kris Gillam noted the first birds back around the Isle of Wight
and on Nov 25 some had returned to the Newhaven area (on Nov 30 two pairs were
seen on the cliffs there with a third pair flying in the area)
Wilson's Storm Petrel: No recent sightings in our area but a chance look at the
seabird info held on the Biscay Dolphin Research Programme website
(http://www.marine-life.org.uk/) surprised me with the fact that .. "Wilson’s Storm
Petrel is possibly the commonest seabird in the world" Those of you who are
interested in seabirds might find other interesting info via the drop-down list of birds
at the top of the first page of this website. Since Wilson's Storm Petrel is
regularly seen with our European Storm Petrel in the English Channel, and is
very similar to it, there may well have been some among the birds seen from our
shores this year and reported as Storm Petrels.
Cattle Egret: The four birds which turned up in the Poole Harbour area on Nov 3
seem to have been wandering around Dorset in varying numbers since then and this
week there was a peak count of 6 on both Nov 25 and 26 at a farm near Upwey
(halfway between Dorchester and Weymouth). Maybe they have moved and split
up again as Nov 27 brought a report of one in the north of Poole Harbour and no
mention of the Upwey birds). By Nov 29 four birds (probably those that have been
at Upwey) were using Radipole as a night roost site (along with 67 Little Egrets).
Great White Egret: The single bird was still at the Blashford Lakes on Nov 30. A
different bird flew south over Sandwich Bay in Kent on Nov 27

Glossy Ibis: Those who saw the Lancashire bird on the BBC Autumnwatch
programme may be interested to know it was still based at Lytham St Anne's on Nov
27
Spoonbill: The flock of 26 birds seen at Brownsea Island at the end of October has
long dispersed but there were still 6 birds at Arne in Poole Harbour on Nov 25. Since
then there have been regular reports of two birds at Abbotsbury on The Fleet near
Weymouth, but none from elsewhere.
Mute Swan: The largest flock/herd in our area is nowadays usually to be found in
the Fishbourne Channel near Chichester. On May 18 Brian Fellows found 110 there,
with 112 there on Oct 23, but on Nov 29 he counted a year peak of 123. By chance
this number (123) is the highest I have heard of anywhere this year and is exactly
the same as the count of birds leaving the night roost at Rye Harbour on Feb 5 this
year.
Bewick's Swan: A group of six birds (including one juvenile) were at Amberley
Wild Brooks on Nov 29. Other than a one day visit to Pulborough Brooks by two
birds on Nov 15 this is the first report from the Pulborough area this winter.
Brent Goose: A large flock has this week started to graze the Warblington Farm
shore fields as they do each winter - on Nov 26 I found 30 in the field immediately
south of the Old Rectory but the first sighting of a large flock there that I know of
came on Nov 29 when Anne de Potier counted 476 in one of the shore fields east of
Pook Lane
Pale-bellied Brent: In addition to the three birds that have been in the
Ferrybridge area at Weymouth for some time one was seen in Pagham Harbour on
Nov 29 and one appeared on the beach at Christchurch Harbour on Dec 1
Black Brant: In addition to the regular birds at West Wittering and Gosport (and
the hybrid at Farlington Marshes) a new bird has appeared in the Langstone
Harbour/west Hayling area. First report of it came from the fields south of Daw Lane
(and east of West Lane) on Nov 29 - it was seen there again on Dec 1 when what
was probably the same bird was also seen on the RSPB islands in Langstone
Harbour.
Red-breasted Goose: The bird seen from Hayling on Nov 24 in the mouth of
Chichester Harbour was not seen again until Nov 28 (again from Hayling) but closer
views of it have been obtained in the West Wittering/East Head carpark Brent flock
on Nov 30 and Dec 1. Stripes on its wings indicate it is a young bird. The only other
bird of this species getting a mention on Lee Evans' national bird news is the long
staying one at Caerlaverock in Scotland which is unlikely to have taken a day trip to
the south coast.
Wood Duck: A very smart male Wood Duck turned up in Chichester Harbour on
Nov 28 and was still there on Nov 29 (almost certainly an escape from captivity but
lovely to look at - a photo of it on the CHOG website shows it apparently in full
breeding plumage)

Scaup: In Hampshire the single female was still at Tundry Pond (west of Fleet) on
Nov 26 and the two birds at Lymington are probably both still there though not
reported since Nov 25 and could not be seen at Normandy Lake on Nov 26. In
Dorset the number in the Abbotsbury Swannery area shot up to 9 birds on Nov 26
but only five were reported on Nov 29
Long-tailed Duck: Two remain at Rye Harbour (up to Nov 27) and at least one
was still in Poole Harbour on Dec 1. The two at Lymington were last reported there
on Nov 26 but a report of two over the Solent heading for Keyhaven seen from Fort
Victoria (IoW) could have been the Lymington birds
Surf Scoter: Those who remember the brief visit paid to Langstone Harbour by
one of these birds last December (before it flew on to the south Devon coast) should
not expect to see it this winter as I expect it is the bird that went straight to the
Devon coast on Nov 6 and is still there on Nov 27
Velvet Scoter: There seem to be more than usual of these around this winter but
the Langstone Harbour birds have not been reported since Nov 21. Recent reports
are of 3 at Rye Harbour on Nov 25, then on Nov 26 there were 2 in Portland
Harbour, 2 in Poole Harbour and 1 in Pagham Harbour after which Nov 27 saw 4 off
Lepe on Southampton Water, 3 in Studland Bay and 1 in Weymouth Bay. On Dec 1
one was over the west Solent, another in Christchurch Harbour (same bird?), and
three were in the Portland area
Red-breasted Merganser: On Nov 26 there were 150 off Worthing and another
40+ on the sea off Pagham Harbour
Goosander: Numbers roosting at the Blashford Lakes continue to increase and by
Nov 27 Bob Chapman estimated that the total was of over 40 birds, increasing on
Nov 30 to a total of 48 birds including 17 drakes. Nov 25 also brought a peak count
of 7 birds at Abbotsbury in Dorset though only 2 were there on Nov 26.
Red Kite: One was over the West Dean area north of Chichester on Nov 28 and at
least five could be seen in the Faccombe area between Andover and Newbury on
Dec 1
Rough-legged Buzzard: In addition to the two birds currently resident on
Sheppey in Kent I see from Lee Evans' national news that a particularly tame bird
can be seen if you go round the back of the MacDonald's store at Great Yarmouth in
Norfolk
White-tailed Sea Eagle?: A young Eagle has been attracting many twitchers to
the Cholderton area (near the A338 just south of its junction with the A303 west of
Andover) since it arrived there on Nov 20 and is providing extra income for the
landowner (who is charging £5 for car-parking at the view point he has cordoned
off). To keep up this income he gets his gamekeeper to feed the bird near a pine
tree in which the eagle perches to sleep off each meal, giving the twitchers a brief
view of the bird (at a distance of 500 metres) once or twice a day as it flies up from

the ground to the tree. Distant views show that the bird has rings on both legs and
these seem to indicate that it was ringed as a youngster this year in Finland.
Avocet: On Oct 12 Brownsea Island in Poole Harbour reported the presence of
1150 Avocets and that increased to 1247 on Oct 29. Now on Nov 26 there is a
count of 511 Avocets from the Middlebere Penninsula area of Poole Harbour some
4 to 5 km west of the Brownsea Island lagooon area but I have no idea if this means
that the flock at Brownsea has increased to the extent that some of the birds have
had to move elsewhere in the harbour or if this is the total flock which has halved its
number. Latest report is of 7 in Pagham Harbour on Dec 1
Golden Plover: Recent reports of flocks have come from the Lymington marshes
(200+ on Nov 27), West Wittering (200 on Nov 29), and Rye Harbour (400 on Dec
1)
Sanderling: The only significant counts this week have come from Rye Harbour
with between 100 and 200 there on three days - nothing special about that but it
gives me a peg on which to hang news from Brian Banks (on the RX website) telling
us how the world famous shingle beach at Dungeness has recently begun to accrete
sand and how a small sand dune system (complete with Marram Grass to anchor it)
has recently appeared.
Little Stint: The bird wintering at West Wittering has regularly appeared in the
Black Point high tide roost on Hayling throughout November, and the young bird
which seems to have been in Poole Harbour since Aug 30 was still there on Nov 26.
Purple Sandpiper: 8 were at Southsea Castle on Dec 1 and on Nov 29 there were
10 at Newhaven
Black-tailed Godwit: The birds wintering in Chichester Harbour this winter are
currently showing a strong preference for the eastern end of the harbour. This week
counts in the Emsworth to Langstone area have found less than 20 birds as against
164 in the Fishbourne Channel (Apuldram) area plus 142 in Colner Creek (just north
of Bosham), counted simulaneously on Nov 29. On Nov 30 a flock of around 150
was at the Blashford Lakes - I think this an early date for them to arrive in the Avon
valley - at the end of 2006 there was just one report of 420 birds in the valley south
of Ringwood on Dec 17 before a report of 2000+ in the valley on Jan 7 this year and
over 1000 at Blashford on Mar 9, dropping to 200+ there on Mar 10 with no other
counts of more than 3 birds there until now
Spotted Redshank: The Nore Barn area bird at Emsworth continues to show well
- I saw it on Nov 26 and Brian Fellows saw it on Nov 28.
Greenshank: Numbers seem to have dropped off with just one bird found between
Emsworth and Langstone on Nov 28
Green Sandpiper: There were a few sightings in the Havant area in the autumn
(one at Budds Farm on Sep 29 and Oct 8 with up to three seen flying over the area
of the spring where the Lymbourne stream rises sometime in September). Those
birds presumably flew on but now, on Nov 27, two more birds have been seen flying

over the Lymbourne spring area and this may well indicate that birds have arrived
to stay and spend the winter with us here in the Havant area.
Sandwich Tern: Up to two Sandwich Terns were seen in the Chichester Harbour
entrance area on five dates during November and on Nov 29 what was probably one
of these two was seen fishing off Nore Barn west of Emsworth.
Guillemot: More than 50 were briefly on the cliffs at Durlston on Dec 1
Little Auk: A few continue to pass along our shores on their way from the North
Sea to the Atlantic. On Nov 25 singles were seen from Seaview on the IoW, in the
Lymington area and at Portland. On Nov 26 three were seen off Worthing and one
at Newhaven, and on Nov 27 two were seen at Brighton marina. On Nov 28 two
were seen at Christchurch and on Dec 1 one was released in Weymouth Harbour
having been found and taken into care from The Fleet area
Puffin: One was seen at Durlston on Nov 26. Of the 18 reports I have seen this year
14 have been from the Dorset coast (with a peak count of 9 birds at Durlston on
June 22), but there have been three Hampshire sightings (2 at Hurst spit on Apr 21,
1 at Sandy Point on Hayling on May 10 and 1 at Milford (near Lymington) on Aug 15.
Sussex has had just one sighting of a single seen distantly off Selsey Bill on Oct 25
Collared Dove: I have heard these singing in Havant on at least two days this
week
Little Owl: One has been seen regularly in the Sandy Point area of Hayling
throughout December and a pair are said to have been regularly seen recently in
Forestside village area north of Stansted Forest though one of these has recently
been found dead on the road
Great Spotted Woodpecker: The first report of one drumming out its spring
territorial signal came from Southampton Common on Nov 29. Last year the first
report of drumming came from Bob Chapman at the Blashford Lakes on Dec 4 with
birds at other sites starting on Dec 17 (Durlston), Dec 21 (Cheriton Wood near
Alresford and the Sway area near Lymington), and Dec 24 (Brighton)
Swallow: Latest sightings have been in the Thanet area of Kent on Nov 25 and at
Durlston on Nov 26 (both singles)
House Martin: Also two sightings of singles, both on Nov 26, at Lodmoor
(Weymouth) and Durlston.
Waxwing: No further south coast sightings to back up the one at Haywards Heath
on Nov 17 but Lee Evans' national bird news tells us that the birds have now spread
as far south at Bedfordshire (with a major flock of 70 in the Dundee area)
Blackbird: On Nov 27 Derek Hale photographed a male Blackbird with an almost
completely white head in the St Helens area near Bembridge (IoW). For some
reason he recorded it as an escapee (probable Madagascar Bulbul) but the
photos of that species that I have seen on the internet do not show a white head but
do show a frizziness to the head feathers which is not shown in his Blackbird. I

have myself in the past seen a Blackbird with an even more complete white head
and I think this is a not very uncommon aberration in Blackbirds.
Song Thrush: The bird which started to sing around my garden here in Havant on
Nov 20 can still be heard daily but it seems that other Thrushes have not yet got
going. The only other mentions of song that I have seen come from Brian Fellows
who heard one at Kingley Vale, north of Chichester, on Nov 27 and from Peter
Thompson who heard full song in the Cheriton Wood area near Alresford on Nov 30
Garden Warbler: A very late bird was trapped at Portland on Nov 27 - there were
seven reports during October but this is the first I have seen since Oct 29. A Serin
was also trapped there that day.
Siberian Chiffchaff: There have been several sightings of two at Portland recently
and on Nov 26 John Norton had a brief sighting of a 'probable' in the Browndown
area west of Gosport
Jackdaw: On Nov 16 there was a report on the SOS website of 'many hundreds'
of Jackdaws assembling each evening at dusk in the Wisborough Green area
(north of Pulborough) before flying south to some unknown roost. On Nov 25 a
further report gives an estimated total of 5000 birds being involved in this
assemblage but we are no nearer knowing where the roost is (nor if there are other
pre-roost assemblies elsewhere implying a vast number of birds in the final roost).
Another huge winter corvid roost has in past years been in (I think) the Elson woods
on the north west shore of Portsmouth Harbour but there has been no information
about this one so far this winter.
Starling: Another impressive night roost currently takes place in reeds at the
Blashford Lakes near Ringwood - on Nov 27 Bob Chapman estimated the number of
Starlings spending their nights there as 8000. This week has also brought news of
an impressive Starling roost somewhere near the entrance to Portsmouth Harbour
- a picture of the birds appeared in the Portsmouth NEWS and an eye witness
description from Martin Hampton appeared on Hoslist
Tree Sparrow: Although there have been 29 reports of these this autumn all but
three of these sightings have been either in Dorset or Kent and East Sussex, with
strong indications that the birds seen there have been arriving from the continent.
Two of the three exceptions have been in Hampshire (both at Sandy Point on
Hayling) on Sep 3 and Oct 24. The third exception comes in the latest report of a
sighting in West Sussex on Nov 27 when two birds were seen in the Adur valley near
Henfield.
Twite: A report of two birds seen on the Oare Marshes in north Kent on Nov 25
prompted me to check on other sightings this autumn. I found two previous reports
- a single bird at Durlston on Oct 29 and a report of 4 birds on the Isle of Wight on
Nov 15.
Yellowhammer: On Nov 27 two flocks (of 13 and 14 birds) were seen in fallow
fields north of Hastings during a single bird atlas outing (and back on Nov 7 there

was a count of 41 birds in Hastings Country Park). These flocks may be few and far
between even in Kent and East Sussex but they are in stark contrast to the apparent
absence of the birds from Hampshire this autumn. The only Hampshire reports I
have seen since Aug 1 have been on Aug 29 (2 birds at Old Winchester Hill), Oct 3
(1 at Sandy Point on Hayling), Oct 7 (1 at Farlington Marshes with another at Barton
on sea that day), and a final single over Broadmarsh at Havant on Oct 30. In the
most recent news from David Taylor on Dec 1 he mentions 'lots of Yellowhammer'
in the Cholderton area near Andover but only as a minor aside to the thrill of seeing
'that eagle' and so gives no idea of the number of birds.
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Migrant Hawker: One seen at St Catherine's Point on the IoW on Nov 25
was exceptionally late though there had been two other November reports (at
Browndown, Gosport, on Nov 3 and at Titchfield Haven on Nov 10)
Common Darter: Also seen on Nov 25 at Gosport - the tenth November
report for this year with the previous one on Nov 21 in the New Forest
Butterflies
Clouded Yellow: Sightings at the Southbourne undercliff colony in
Bournemouth on Nov 23 and 25
Small White: One at Gosport on Nov 16 is said to be the latest ever in Hants
Holly Blue: A female seen in Gosport on Nov 22
Red Admiral: As might be expected this species already has a December
sighting at Glyne Gap at Bexhill (west of Hastings) on Dec 1
Speckled Wood: One in Gosport on Nov 25 was another latest ever for
Hants (one was also seen there on Nov 22)
Moths
Acleris sparsana: This tortrix species is most commonly found in October
but the first mention of it that I have seen this year comes from Findon
(Worthing) on Nov 27
Eudonia angustea: This pyralid is most commonly found in September but
there was a report of one at Rye on 27 March this year with no others until
now (one trapped at Findon on Nov 27)
PLANTS
The find of Lesser Celandine in flower on Nov 30 brought my November
flowering list to a total of 202 species, of which I had seen 178. Recent
additions to this list are ...

Lesser Celandine: I do not expect to find this in flower until mid-December but
one flower was fully open beside the Lymbourne stream just south of the A27
Havant bypass on Nov 30
Rape: Still flowering in the West Stoke (Kingley Vale) area on Nov 27
Sea Radish: Flowering on Sinah Common (south Hayling) on Nov 25
Thale Cress: A late find for the month on Nov 29 in central Havant
Early Dog Violet: A single flower found in Havant New Lane cemetery on Nov 29
Tufted Vetch: A last flower seen on Portsdown on Nov 28
Thrift (Sea Pink): Flowering on Sinah Common on Nov 25
Eyebright: Flourishing on Portsdown on Nov 28
Field Woundwort: Plenty still flowering on a field at Warblington farm on Nov 30
Common Gromwell: Not flowering but showing a pretty display of its stone hard
white seed spaced out along the dead branches of the plants like white candles on
a Christmas tree - seen on Portsdown Nov 28
Hedge Bedstraw: One fresh flowering plant on Portsdown on Nov 28
Silver Ragwort: One plant still flowering on Portsdown on Nov 28
Carline Thistle: A couple of fresh plants flowering at Fort Purbrook on Portsdown
on Nov 26
OTHER WILDLIFE
Bottle-nosed Dolphin: A couple of these were seen off Durlston on Nov 26 after
being seen there four days earlier
Common Seal: On Nov 25 a young Common Seal was in the River Cuckmere,
more than a mile inland
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR NOV 26 - DEC 2 (WEEK 48 OF 2007)
Fri 30 Nov
A real bonus for my flowering plant list
Despite todays wind and rain I cycled to Langstone and then around the
Warblington area, my first stop being beside the Lymbourne stream where it runs
beside the Hayling Billy trail immediately south of the A27 Havant bypass.
Because the water in this stream rises from a spring only a few hundred metres
north of this point the water is always warmer than the surrounding air, and every
year this warm water and the shelter of the stream banks and trees create a
micro-climate that brings Lesser Celandine into flower much earlier than

elsewhere, though that early date has never been before mid-December in my
memory. This year, though, is different and there was the golden face of a
single fully open Lesser Celandine flower!
Carrying on around Warblington I stopped again to check out the now fallow field
behind Conigar Point - nothing new here (that would be too much to expect) but a
walk around the field gave me 15 species in flower including Field Woundwort
and Field Madder plus Field Pansy and a single flower on Sharp-leaved
Fluellen (I stopped lifting the creeping strands of these plants after finding the first
flower)
The Celandine brought my November flowering list to a total of 203
species, of which I had seen 178
Thu 29 Nov
Beating the 200 mark for flowering plants in November
When writing the mid-week summary yesterday I noted that the number of plant
species found flowering in November currently stood at 199, spurring me to use the
last two days of the month to add at least one more species to the list.
With this in mind I planned a short trip to the Havant Eastern Road cemetery where
there was a chance of finding a flower on the Early Dog Violets which abound
there, but before I could do this I spotted Thale Cress flowering on the roadside
just 100 metres from my own front door - surprisingly that was an addition to the
list.
When I got to the cemetery it was nearly dark and I really had little hope of finding
anything more there but, just as I was about to give up, I spotted a single
bedraggled flower on one of the thousands of Early Dog Violet plants the petals were virtually absent (pecked by a bird or blasted by wind, rain and frost)
but the distinctive straight, pointed, dark blue/violet spur was intact - certainly the
plant had been in flower in November! A couple of other plants had what I took to
be flower buds (the incipient flowers still sheathed in an opaque case) and these will
hopefully give me flowers to start the December list.
Wed 28 Nov
Fort Purbrook area on Portsdown
As I had to visit a house on the slopes of Portsdown this afternoon I took the
opportunity to stop off at Fort Purbrook on the way home.
One of the first things I saw on getting out of the car was a great display of the
seeds of Common Gromwell plants - by now the seed capsules had opened
and the stone hard white seeds were exposed to the light, giving the effect of chains
of white fairy lights on skeletal Christmas Trees.
Fresh live flowers here included Hedge Bedstraw, Small Scabious, Eyebright,
Burnet Saxifrage and Rough Hawkbit. Less fresh was a last flower head on
Tufted Vetch, and less genuinely wild was a single plant of Silver Ragwort.
Mon 26 Nov
Langstone to Thorney Deeps

This morning the local Song Thrush was once more belting out its song from
dawn, occasionally accompanied by a couple of Robins and a Collared Dove, all
enjoying the milder weather.
In the afternoon I cycled to Thorney Deeps west and had excellent close views of
the Spotted Redshank at Nore Barn, but little else other than a small flock of
around 40 Lapwings on Thorney Island.
Beside the Slipper Mill pond at Emsworth the Strawberry Tree was in full blossom.
SUMMARY FOR NOV 19 - 25 (WEEK 47 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Red-throated Diver: Plenty of these around now but a count of 27 made at
Ovingdean (just east of Brighton) on Nov 18 was the second highest score so far
this year after 35 at Dungeness on Nov 6. In Southampton the obliging bird
wintering on the River Itchen moved back downstream from Cobden Bridge to
Northam Bridge on Nov 19 and on Nov 24 it was seen out in Southampton Water off
Weston Shore
Black-necked Grebe: Although only three were seen from the Hayling
Oysterbeds on Nov 19 it is likely that the 13 seen there on Nov 17 are still in
Langstone Harbour but even so it looks as if Langstone Harbour has ceased to be
the top site for these birds in winter as the Dorset total (which included 21 present
in the Studland Bay area on Nov 17) increased by at least one on Nov 19 when one
turned up in Portland Harbour. On Nov 24 two were seen off Lepe at the mouth of
Southampton Water - a new location for them
Fulmar: A total of 23 in the Ventnor area on Nov 18 were declared (by Kris Gillam)
to be the first birds returning to the cliffs since the last breeding birds left the IoW
on Aug 18
Sooty Shearwater: Up to four were seen off Ovingdean (Brighton area) on Nov
18 when one was recorded at Dungeness
Manx Shearwater: One off Portland on Nov 18 was the first to be reported
anywhere in our area of the English Channel since Sep 23
Storm Petrel: Two seen in the Studland Bay area of Dorset on Nov 19 - also the
first to be reported since Sep 22
Leach's Petrel: One flew west past Sandown on the IoW on Nov 18 and maybe the
same bird was off Portland on Nov 19
Bittern: The bird at Titchfield Haven which only shows itself about once a week
was seen on Nov 17 and 24
Cattle Egret: A group of 5 were seen together on Nov 24 at a farm near Upwey,
half-way between Dorchester and Weymouth
Spoonbill: Just two reported daily this week at Abbotsbury

Bewick's Swan: A total of 18 coming to roost at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on
Nov 16 probably moved on west as the only subsequent report from that site was of
4 on Nov 19. In mid-week two were seen a mile or so west of Wareham in the Frome
river valley on Nov 20. On Nov 23 Derek Hale visited Slimbridge and only saw 11
birds - this seems an extraordinarily low count for this site but maybe the birds were
out in local fields when Derek visited. He also reports a count of just 10 White-front
Geese there.
White-front Goose: Two photographed on Nov 20 at Lodmoor (Weymouth) by
Martin Cade of the Portland Observatory were said to be Greenland race birds - the
longer, more orange rather than pink, bills were not very obvious in the photo
although the darker (almost black) colour of the upper throat could be seen
Pale Bellied Brent: At least one has been at Ferrybridge (Weymouth) since Oct 19
but a report on Nov 21 gave the first count of 3 there
Red-Breasted Goose: Jason Crook was among those who saw one on the mud of
the Chichester Harbour entrance between Black Point and East Head on Nov 24. As
far as I know this is a first (equal) for this winter anywhere in Britain but Jason
believes there was a previous sighting in the Northney area of Hayling a couple of
weeks earlier. One did arrive in Dumfries, Scotland, on the same day so maybe
more than two have just arrived in this country.
Wigeon: These seem more than usually plentiful this winter and there was a record
count of 162 in the Nore Barn area of Chichester Harbour (west end of the
Emsworth shore) on Nov 23.
Teal: Arund 50 birds were in the newly flooded area of the pony field north of
Langstone Mill Pond for the first time this winter on Nov 22
Pintail: The number to be seen at Hook (Warsash) continues to rise. One or two
were there from Aug 26 to Oct 3. On Oct 4 the count increased to 20 with 34 there
next day. That number was not beaten until 41 were seen on Nov 16 and that had
gone up to 48 on Nov 21
Pochard: I have no count from the Chichester Lakes since 50+ were seen there on
Oct 16 but at Rye Harbour (where there were 43 on Oct 8) there are now 130 (on
Nov 21)
Ferruginous Duck x Pochard: The Budd Farm pools 'Fudge Duck' was showing
well on Nov 24
Velvet Scoter: Two could still be seen near the Hayling Oysterbeds on Nov 21 but
have not been reported since (they may have flown out into the Spithead area to be
seen off the north east of the IoW on Nov 24). On Nov 22 a group of six were seen
from Lepe (mouth of Southampton Water) and on Nov 24 a total of 13 were seen
from Portland Bill
Goldeneye: There are probably by now at least 20 scattered around Langstone
Harbour based on a sighting of 15 made by Jason Crook on Nov 17 (Jason said he

believed that at that time there were at least two more males, which he had seen
previously). This of course assumes that birds known to have arrived in the harbour
do not move on!
Smew: Although there was an unconfirmed report of one at the Dungeness RSPB
reserve on Oct 29 there have been no subsequent reports until one turned up at
Dungeness on Nov 21, increasing to five birds there on Nov 24
Red-breasted Merganser: After two reports of a total of around 50 Merganser to
be seen off the Hayling Oysterbeds on Nov 17 and 19, a group of four flew in to
settle on the Town Millpond in Emsworth on Nov 20. They will probably stay there
for some time as they did last winter except when the pond is drained as has
happened at the end of this week! (At least one was there in Jan, Feb and Mar this
year with three there from Nov 16 in 2006 and 8 present from Nov 24 to the end of
the year)
Goosander: The number roosting at the Blashford Lakes increased to 37 (including
9 adult drakes) on Nov 23
Avocet: Autumn passage to west of England wintering sites is still on-going. On
Nov 19 a group of 13 were at the Sidlesham Ferry Pool (Pagham harbour) where
only two or three have been seen since the end of August, and in Langstone
Harbour the group of 14 seen at Farlington Marshes on Nov 12 had apparently
dwindled to three birds by Nov 19 (subsequently Derek Hale reports that there were
21 in the Shutt Lake area west of Farlington Marshes on Nov 19)
Golden Plover: The flock of 200+ reported at Hook (Warsash) on Oct 26 had
increased to 248 by Nov 21
Purple Sandpiper: 7 were at Southsea Castle on Nov 20 - it seems that a small
group of up to 9 are now settled there for the winter.
Snipe: Two reports of birds arriving in newly waterlogged areas this week - on Nov
22 two birds were flushed from the Meadow next to Brick Kiln cottages (Stansted
Forest) and on Nov 24 another two were put up from the 'orchid field' of the
Langstone South Moors area
Grey Phalarope: One was seen on the water of Shoreham Harbour on Nov 19 but
did not stay
Great-blackback Gull: Those who recall Simon Ingram's encounter with an
injured Blackback on the Lymington shore on Sep 1 (when Simon very nearly lost a
finger to the bird and Alan Lewis had to help him out with electrical insulating tape
to close the bird's bill during the operation to remove the fishing line in which the
bird had become entangled) will be pleased to hear that when another fisherman on
the Lymington shore got his line entangled with another Blackback on Nov 22 he
sensibly reeled in the bird and released it (without injury to himself) rather than
cutting his line and leaving the bird entangled.

Kittiwake: A good number of these seem to have flown west past the Isle of Wight
on Nov 18/19 - counts off Ventnor on those two days were of an estimated 40
followed by 230 birds
Auk species: There was also a good show of these (mostly, I think, Razorbills)
passing the IoW with 144 seen from St Catherine's Point on Nov 17, 81 off Ventnor
on Nov 18 and 350 off Ventnor on Nov 19
Guillemot: The first to return to the cliffs at Durlston were seen on Nov 20 (the last
of the breeding birds left on July 15)
Little Auk: On Nov 17 the bird found inside a garage at Bembridge on Nov 15 was
safely released from care. Since then one was seen from Worthing on Nov 23 and
on Nov 24 at least three were seen on the Dorset coast. Also on Nov 24 a birder at
Seasalter on the north Kent coast wrote .. "Three auks flying west a long way out
were probably Little but five flying east more closely at 10.10 were certainly
Dovekies". When I first read this I thought that a Dovekie must be a different
species to a Little Auk but subsequent checks seem to show that Dovekie is
another name for Little Auk.
Woodpigeon: Another migration surge occurred on Nov 24 when West Bay (near
Bridport in Dorset) reported the passage of 930 birds and Portland recorded 570.
Kingfisher: Another sighting at Langstone Mill on Nov 21
Swallow: Latest sightings (all singles) have been on Nov 22 (Isle of Wight), Nov 23
(Portland), and Nov 24 (Titchfield Haven, Rye Harbour and Sandwich Bay)
House Martin: Just one late bird seen at Worthing on Nov 24
Pechora Pipit: Not local, but one at Fishguard on the Welsh coast has attracted a
lot of twitchers since Nov 21
Waxwing: Just one sighting in southern England so far - a single bird is said to
have flown south in the Haywards Heath area of Sussex on Nov 17
Song Thrush: One resumed full throated song in the area audible from my
garden in Havant at dawn on Nov 20 and has now been heard singing intermittently
through each day since then, most strongly in the late afternoon but also in the
early morning (on Nov 24 it was on the go at 6:30 am). I see that Blackbird song
was heard on Hayling Island on Nov 10, but unlike the Song Thrushes that should
sing continuously from now to the end of the year (and into the New Year) I do not
expect to hear Blackbird song daily until Feb
Cetti's Warbler: One was very vocal at the Havant Budds Farm pools on Nov 24
Blyth's Reed Warbler: A totally exhausted bird found on the ground at the
Southampton Container Docks on Nov 20 was possibly a Blyth's Reed Warbler
which had arrived by ship. It was so exhausted that the finder picked it up in his
hand and took a couple of photos before letting it fly off into the unknown

Yellow-browed Warbler: One was with a Tit flock moving through the trees on
the motorway bank south of the IBM Lake at Portsmouth on Nov 21
Siberian Chiffchaff: Two birds thought to be of the Tristis race were at Portland
on Nov 23 and 24
Jackdaw: For many years Carrion Crows have been prone to abnormalities in
their plumage colour, showing various amounts of white among the black. One
theory about the cause of this is that it comes from some change in the birds' diet.
Interestingly the SOS website has an entry on Nov 24 from a birder living in the
Pevensey area to report an increasing incidence of white patches in the plumage of
Jackdaws there - he supplies a photo of one bird that has been seen in that are for
at least three years.
Hooded Crow: I don't find Carrion Crows at all attractive but I remember the
excitement of seeing Hooded Crows on the north Kent coast during winters when
I was at school at Canterbury from 1946 to 1950 and I can still feel the thrill of my
first encounter with one when I read of a sighting of one in the Seasalter area
(between Whitstable and Faversham) on Nov 17
Raven: As with Buzzards and Egrets, the population of Ravens in southern
England has increased in the last few years by much more than could be accounted
for by normal breeding, but it has not been clear where the extra birds have been
coming from. Maybe the report of 5 coming in off the sea and flying north over
Portland is a clue to answer the problem.
Hawfinch: On Nov 23 one was back at the Mercer's Way site in Romsey where a
number of these birds have chosen to spend several recent winters - one theory is
that the birds are attracted to the cherry like fruit of trees planted outside the
council flats at the west end of Mercer's Way where it abuts the canal cutting
through the town.
Snow Bunting: The bird which took up residence close to the Bluebird Cafe at
Ferring (Worthing) on Nov 16 was still there on Nov 20, as were the two birds near
Bopeep Farm on the Downs above the Cuckmere Valley
Corn Bunting: On Nov 23 a small number were seen at The Burgh on the Downs
above Amberley village and the River Arun
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Common Darter: A male was still flying in the New Forest on Nov 21
Butterflies
Brimstone: One male seen near Romsey on Nov 21
Red Admiral: Sightings this week on Nov 21, 22 and 23 at three different
sites

Peacock: One seen at Worthing on Nov 20
Speckled Wood: One seen at Crawley on Nov 22
Moths
Acleris hastiana: First mention of this species is of one trapped in Sussex on
Nov 19
December Moth: First of this winter trapped in Sussex on Nov 19
Winter Moth: As for December Moth
Other Insects:
Syrphus ribesii: This is a possible id for a black and yellow hoverfly which I
saw sunninging itself (not flying) in Havant on Nov 19
PLANTS
The total count of species seen in flower so far in November is 194 with
171 seen by myself
Cabbage: What I believe to be Cabbages of the sort grown for human
consumption were in flower on Nov 24 in the 'bird seed' crop planted on the
Langstone South Moor nature reserve.
Sweet Violet: On Nov 22 fresh flowers were found at two regular sites on Hayling
(Oysterbeds and North Common)
Blackthorn: A tree at the Hayling Oysterbeds which flowered at this time last year
had fresh flowers on Nov 22 - see my diary entry for that date
Sea Holly: Still flowering on Eastney beach (Portsmouth) on Nov 22
Verbascum macrocarpum: The famous plant on Hayling North Common had two
flowers, probably the last that I will see this year, when I was there on Nov 22
Teazel: One mauve flower head could be seen on the Budds Farm shore on Nov 24
Silver Ragwort. Flowering on Eastney beach on Nov 22 - thanks to Brian Fellows
for pointing out the difference in the leaves between this plant and the commoner
Shrubby Ragwort (which was also flowering this week on the abandoned Texaco
garage site in Havant but not recorded as it was obviously planted)
Sticky Groundsel: Still flowering in Havant (Town Hall Road)
Slender Thistle: A unexpected find on Nov 24 inside the Budds Farm fence at the
south end of Southmoor Lane at Havant - great masses of this flower here in the
summer but I have never seen a second winter flowering before
OTHER WILDLIFE
Grey Squirrel: Another of the Portsmouth 'albino' type white squirrels was seen on
Nov 19 in the 'heritage area' of Portsmouth Dockyard

Eel: Two sightings of Eels during the week made me wonder if this is the time of
year when the mature Eels head downstream at the start of their long journey to
spawn in the Sargasso sea but I have not been able to find any source of knowledge
on this subject other than that many factors influence the decision to move. I think
they generally get the urge to move in the autumn (one paper about Eels in the
Baltic says they leave in July but other sources are less specific) and that water
termperature and water flow both contribute to the decision to set out, and both
these factors would have been in operation recently. Regardless of what the eels
were doing when seen one was in the Langbrook stream near the Water Wheel by
the Havant bypass on Nov 21 and the other was in Budds Farm pools on Nov 24,
engaged in a prolonged struggle with a Cormorant which had caught it but was
unable to move it into position to swallow it without the Eel making a break for
freedom (only to be re-caught) - I never saw the ene of this battle but have seen
similar contests in the past (one had a Cormorant, a Grey Heron and a Great
Black-back Gull all after one eel - as soon as the eel gave on predator the slip
another of the trio grabbed it even though this involved the Heron having to land
in water too deep for it to stand!)
Clustered Bonnet (Mycena inclinata) fungus: As last year a log lying on the
Langstone Mill pond side of the path passing the mill was covered in long stemmed
medium sized fungi on Nov 24 - the caps are brown and distinctively 'helmet'
shaped.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR NOV 19 - 25 (WEEK 47 OF 2007)
Sat 24 Nov
Langstone South Moors and Budds Farm
This afternoon I walked down the Langbrook stream from Havant to the South
Moors where I put up 2 Snipe and some 20 Meadow Pipits from the now
waterlogged Orchid Field.
Going from there to Budds Farm I passed the plot planted with a bird seed crop and
noticed a few plants with bright yellow flowers among the dead stems of the
Quinoa and other plants. These had been forced to grow taller than usual by the
surrounding plants but were, I am pretty sure, Cabbage plants (not Wild
Cabbage but still of the same basic species Brassica Oleracea but distinguished
as 'var capitata').
Crossing Southmoor Lane to the Budds Farm side I made another unexpected find
- a plant of Slender Thistle with one small pink flower (and maybe more to come)
On the pools two things were noteworthy - one was my first good view of the
Fudge Duck (Ferruginous x Pochard) for this winter, the other was a
prolonged struggle between a Cormorant and a large Eel which it had just
caught but which escaped (and had to be re-caught) every time the Cormorant
released the pressure of its bill in order to try to get the Eel into a position to be
swallowed. While watching the Cormorant I heard a Cetti's Warbler singing
loudly in the bushes by the water's edge.
Thu 22 Nov
Around North Hayling

In my garden this morning the Song Thrush was again singing at full blast and I
heard a short burst of Collared Dove song. In the front garden three House
Sparrows had returned from their autumn holiday in the fields and at least a dozen
moved through the garden on their daily rounds, though not stopping despite bird
seed and bread on the ground, plus peanuts in the feeder.
By the time I got on my bike in the afternoon the tide was low and the sun was in
my eyes looking west from Langstone Bridge and the Oysterbeds so I did not see
anything interesting in the way of birds in Langstone Harbour but before I got there
(coming down Wade Lane to Langstone Pond) I found that the rough pony field
south of Wade Court (and north of the mill pond) has now begun to flood, bringing
at least 50 Teal back to feed there.
Looking east from Langstone Bridge I found some 40 Shelduck with the Brent
and gulls, and on the north shore east of Langstone pond I am pretty sure that a
roost of about 100 Golden Plover were present.
With nothing of interest in the Oysterbeds pools I came out of that area via the road
which vehicles use to access it from the Hayling Billy line, then turned left to stop at
the southern gate into the field west of the Billy line. Here, as I hoped, Sweet
Violets had started to flower but even better was to come as, after heading south
down the main track for less than 100 metres past the vehicle access road, I
stopped opposiste a large square whitish boulder on the west side of the track. The
boulder is not obvious unless you are looking for it, but it acts as a marker for
something rather unusual which occurred last winter and today had happened
again - flower Blackthorn. Don't expect much but there were more than half a
dozen flowers on the yellow lichen encrusted branches of an old tree on the east
side of the track opposite the boulder.
From here south then east via Daw Lane into Copse Lane taking me back to
Northney. Along Copse Lane I ticked Butcher's Broom, Feverfew and Winter
Heliotrope in flower plus the Strawberry Tree at Northney Church.
On North Common the last Verbascum macrocarpum was still erect and showing
its last two flowers, and the Sweet Violets which hide behind the huge bramble
thicket had started to flower. Here also I had my first view of Brent hapily
feeding on grass with some of their young - a total of around 200 Brent were in
the field south of the shore path through the North Common open space (and east
of the entrance to the site). Interestingly a couple of people I met at Langstone
Pond on the way out told me they had just been down the Eastern Road in
Portsmouth and had been impressed by the large number of Brent feeding
there in the Tangier Road area near the Sixth Form College.
Passing Langstone Pond on the way home at around sunset I was unable to stop to
watch any Egrets come to roost but I did see two already in the trees, then
passed three more in the pony fields north of Wade Court which were almost
certainly intending to roost at the pond.
Tue 20 Nov
A glorious noise in the garden
To most people the outside world would have looked depressing throughout today,
but I still have a smile on my face this evening after the delight of hearing the full
boldness of a Song Thrush singing at 8 am and then repeating its

performance at greater length and volume at 4 pm as dusk was obscuring
what daylight there had been. I'm pretty sure I'll hear him again and again as one
of the best prolonged Christmas presents I could have (hearing him actually sent
me along to Havant Museum to buy my first Christmas cards from their stock of
Charity Cards!)
Mon 19 Nov
A short walk round Havant
After yesterday's heavy rain there was a little sunshine this morning bringing out not
only a queen bumblebee but also a medium sized black and yellow hoverfly
which may have been Syrphus ribesii.
Both Wavy and Hairy Bittercress had lone plants with flowers but looked as if
there would soon a lot more flowering, the Winter Heliotrope was once again
giving off its scent, and several 'last of the year' specimens included Stone
Parsley, Purple Toadflax, White Comfrey, and Wall Lettuce while the
Ranunculus baudotii in the Homewell spring pool continued to flourish
I made an unexpected discovery in my kitchen fridge last night when I emptied the
last unused milk bottle from last Friday's delivery to put out for the milkman on
Monday morning. When rinsing the bottle I inverted it to empty out the water and
only at that stage did a notice a small dark round 'button' clinging to the centre of
the bottle's bottom (luckily on the outside). This turned out to be the small, flat,
round Cellar Snail (Oxychilus cellarius) which must have come in with the milk
on Friday morning and then spent a peaceful week-end asleep in the fridge (I don't
think it had come from any lettuce or cabbage elsewhere in the fridge). I was glad
to see it was still alive after the rude awakening I had given it - when I put it out in
the garden it immediately put out its head and presumably started looking for food.
SUMMARY FOR NOV 12 - 18 (WEEK 46 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Red-throated Diver. Twenty sightings in the period Nov 11 to 17 include a count
of 15 seen off Worthing on Nov 13 and 14 off Beachy Head on Nov 17. The bird
which has been on the Itchen in the Bitterne area of Southampton since Oct 3 was
still there on Nov 12 (this bird was initially reported as being near Northam Bridge
but from Oct 24 it seems to have moved upstream to be seen around Cobden Bridge
which links Bitterne Park area to Portswood)
Black-throated Diver: Fourteen reports from Nov 11 to 17 with a peak count of
five off Selsey Bill on Nov 17
Great Northern Diver: Three were in Weymouth Bay on Nov 13 and two were off
Selsey on Nov 11, 12 and 16
White-billed Diver: The bird which was regularly reported from Selsey Bill from
Oct 9 to 26 was not mentioned again until Nov 12 but has presumably been in that
area all the time. This week it has been seen on Nov 12, 13, 15 and 16

Great Crested Grebe: A flock of 15 was off Climping (east of Worthing) on Nov 14
and some 20 were off Pagham on Nov 16
Red-necked Grebe: One was seen from Selsey Bill on Nov 11 and then from
Goring (Worthing) on Nov 13 (reported as loafing offshore). These reports may well
be of the same bird which was first seen off Pagham Harbour on Nov 4
Slavonian Grebe: The first to appear on the south coast was at Rye Harbour on
Oct 2 and there have been 25 reports from Kent, Sussex and Dorset before the first
was seen in Hampshire on Nov 14 at the very unexpected location of Eastleigh
Lakeside country park where it has stayed to at least Nov 18
Black-necked Grebe: The normal winter flock has at last arrived in Langstone
Harbour on Nov 17 when 13 birds were seen from the Oysterbeds. The same influx
on that day brought two onto the sea off Titchfield Haven and increased the flock in
Studland Bay (Dorset) to 21. The one which arrived at the Blashford Lakes
(Ringwood) on Nov 5 was still there on Nov 15 at least
Sooty Shearwater: One flew past Dungeness on Nov 13 and probably the same
bird was seen that day off Worthing
Leach's Petrel: Amongst the huge mass of Little Auks and other birds forced by
recent weather from the Arctic into the North Sea were at least one Leach's Petrel
and one Grey Phalarope, both seen off the north Kent coast around Nov 12
Great White Egret: Lee Evans national rare bird news tell us that the bird still
resident at the Blashford Lakes is one of only four in the UK at present
Grey Heron: It is unusual to see these birds in any but an upright position but
many years ago I remember having an entry in my 'Wildlife Column' in the IBM
Portsmouth house magazine censored when I wrote of some 25 Herons around the
edge of the IBM Lake and described them as mostly standing motionless on sentry
duty in their 'siege' - the bit that was censored came when I remarked on the very
unusual sight of one or two lying down flat on the ground and the offence was given
by my phrase (thinking of them as being lax in their sentry duty) saying that they
'were lying down on the job'. I was reminded of this on Nov 16 when Steve Copsey
told us on Hoslist how he had seen a Heron at Hook (Warsash) sitting on its bottom
with its legs sticking out to the front - now what was that one up to?
Bewick's Swan: When four arrived on the Hampshire Avon on Oct 28 I hoped it
might be the start of a small build up to a winter flock but so far there have been no
more Hampshire reports. Two at Dungeness RSPB reserve on Nov 5 and 4 there on
Nov 8 probably flew on to Slimbridge, and two recent sightings also seem to have
been of transitory birds - four landed in Pagham Harbour on Nov 15 and stayed for
at least a few hours, and another two were at Pulborough Brooks all day on Nov 15
but so far there has been no further news from either of these sites
Whooper Swan: Unlike the Bewick's, three Whoopers have stayed in The Fleet
near Weymouth Nov 9 to 17

White-front Goose: Following the four which turned up at Lymington on Nov 10
another five were seen from Selsey Bill Nov 12 (and maybe the same five flew north
over Christchurch Harbour on Nov 15) - these are all probably birds coming from
northern Eurasia which would normally end up on our east coast but which have
flown too far south and found themselves in the English Channel, unlike the
Greenland race bird which was seen at Farlington Marshes on Nov 6 (which had
presumably flown overland to get here)
Greylag and Canada Geese: On Nov 11 John Clark found 146 Greylags and
237 Canadas on Tundry Pond, west of Fleet in north Hampshire
Brent: It would seem that a small number of these are starting to stay in the Rye
Bay area for the winter - on Nov 16 a flock of 80 was grazing fields in the Pett Level
area and on Nov 17 there were 33 to be seen at Rye Harbour
Brant: The Wittering bird was omitted from the Nov 10 WeBS count for Wittering as
it was seen and counted on the Hampshire side of Chichester Harbour off Hayling
Island but on Nov 13 it was back at Wittering associating with two hybrid juveniles
(on Nov 15 it was still there but not close to the juvs so maybe they are not related
- or perhaps they prefer to stay with their Brent mother who has lost interest in the
Brant?). The Ferrybridge Brant at Weymouth was still in situ on Nov 16 but there
has been no news from Gosport this week, unlike Pagham Harbour where one
turned up near the North Walls on Nov 15
Green-winged Teal: A first winter male was reported to be at Abbotsbury (near
Weymouth) on Nov 12 and was still there on Nov 17
Red-crested Pochard: News of a moribund Little Auk found in the village of
Lower Froyle (north east of Alton) triggered news of a strange assembly of ducks on
the village pond there. On Nov 4 one Red-crested Pochard and one Rosybill
were seen there and Steve Mansfield tells us that "back in April there were 2 male
and one female Red-crested Pochard on the village pond, plus a confused male
Rosybill and a male Ferruginous Duck. Clearly a collection - however the RC
Pochards were copulating (and at one point the Rosybill was on top of a male RCP)
- so this may be of interest if birds or odd hybrids show up elsewhere".
Red-crested Pochard (Netta ruffina) is not uncommon and does breed in
Europe but Rosybill (Netta peposaca) is a South American species that is very
much less common and has not (to my knowledge) bred in Europe - for pictures of
this species see http://www.pbase.com/dugalpic/rosybill
Scaup: Although Sussex reported the first arrivals at Weir Wood reservoir on Oct 10
and Dorset had one at Abbotsbury on Oct 20 Hampshire did not have any until Nov
10 when one female arrived on Tundry Pond (west of Fleet) and another female
turned up (accompanied by a juvenile) in the Lymington area - the birds remain
present at both sites.
Eider: A new peak count (for this winter) of 43 was recorded off Titchfield Haven on
Nov 17 after 36 had been the total for a few days

Long-tailed Duck: These have arrived in four different sites, all arriving on Nov
17. One was in Christchurch Harbour, two in Weymouth Bay, up to five in Poole
Harbour and at least three off the Lymington shore
Common Scoter: Plenty of these around including a flock of 200 in Rye Bay on
Nov 14 but of local interest three were seen in Langstone Harbour off the
Oysterbeds on Nov 17
Velvet Scoter: Two of these were also off the Oysterbeds on Nov 17 after
sightings earlier in the week at Dungeness, Selsey Bill, Chichester Harbour off
Wittering, off Titchfield Haven and in Poole Harbour
Goldeneye: These are at last becoming widespread with reports this week from
Dungeness, Rye Harbour, Climping (east of Worthing), Pagham Harbour,
Lymington and Portland Bill. Peak count was of 9 in Langstone Harbour off the
Oysterbeds on Nov 17
Red-breasted Merganser: The peak count of these (around 50) also came from
the Hayling Oysterbeds area on Nov 17
Goosander: 25 roosted at the Blashford Lakes (Ringwood) on the night of Nov 12
and that number increased to 31 by Nov 15 - you are unlikely to see more than half
a dozen there by day as the majority fly off to various ponds in the New Forest and
other surrounding areas. Other sightings have come from the sea off Pagham
Harbour (where two redheads seem to be established now), from the Sussex Ouse,
from Climping (east of Worthing), Poole Harbour, Abbotsbury, Little Sea at
Studland, and from Southampton Water where two were seen on Nov 15
Marsh Harrier: The increasing number which now remain in Britain through the
winter, and which are happy to hunt away from large reed-beds, was illustrated by
a co-ordinated search of the Rye Bay area on Nov 11 which found a total of 20 birds
Red-legged Partridge: The first releases of birds bred to be shot came in
September with counts of around 70 near Old Winchester Hill in the Meon Valley
and 73 near Goodwood north of Chichester but this week a count of 53 south of
Newport (IoW) on Nov 16 indicates a further release.
Crane: Not local news but I see from Lee Evans national news that the flock
resident in the Norfolk Broads numbers 31 birds - the same number that were there
last year on Dec 1
Avocet: On Nov 12 Ros Norton saw 14 Avocet together in the Farlington Marshes
lake and on Nov 11 at least 5 were at the mouth of the Beaulieu River
Ringed Plover: On Nov 12 Andy Johnson reported a recent peak count of 377 in
the Black Point wader roost at the mouth of Chichester Harbour - other peak counts
there were of 140 Sanderling, 243 Oystercatcher and 4000 Dunlin but only
51 Grey Plover, 25 Knot and 14 Bar-tailed Godwits
Golden Plover: There are almost certainly up to 500 still in the Chichester Harbour
area though there have been no reports of them this week when the big news has

been of a flock of 300 to 400 on the fringes of Dorchester (by the A31 Monkey's
Jump roundabout)
Purple Sandpiper: The number of sightings has increased since Nov 4 with daily
reports from up to 12 south coast sites but it was not until Nov 14 that five were
seen at Southsea Castle (the first anywhere this autumn were seen there on Aug 15
but there have been no other sightings there until now) By Nov 16 there were 9 of
these birds at the Castle (but the peak count so far is of 11 in the Newhaven area on
Nov 12)
Woodcock: One at Beachy Head on Nov 12 was the fourteenth to be reported
arriving from Europe since Oct 12 - with such an elusive species these reports must
be 'the tip of the iceberg'. Other reports of (probable) migrants this week came from
a golf course at Crawley on Nov 14, Brownsea Island in Poole Harbour on Nov 15,
and Portland on Nov 16
Spotted Redshank: The 'tame' bird which returned to the Maisemore Gardens
stream at Nore Barn (west of Emsworth) on Nov 5 and 6 then vanished with no
more reports until Nov 16 when it was seen with a low/rising tide.
Grey Phalarope: One seen at Brownsea Island on Nov 14 was the first reported
along the south coast since Sep 21 (when one flew west past Selsey Bill)
Pomarine Skua: On Nov 11 at least 15 were seen to pass Selsey Bill but the bird
seen in Langstone Harbour on Nov 10 has not been reported since then. On Nov 11
Selsey also had 11 Arctic Skuas plus singles of Geat and Long-tailed Skua ( a
second Long-tailed was seen at Dungeness on Nov 12), Since then there has been
an interesting account from Kris Gillam on the IoW who on Nov 14 watched at
Peregrine off Ventnor trying to catch a flying Teal. The Teal plunged down onto
the water and the Peregrine made several passes to try to grab it from the water
(but presumably failed because of the waves - Peregrine will snatch prey from the
surface of smooth water). At this point a Pom Skua turned up and, maybe thinking
the Peregrine was carrying prey, went for it as boldly as it would harry any gull.
The Skua got no reward other than the thanks of the Teal for driving off the
Peregrine!
Med Gull: A total of 50 were in the Bembridge Foreland area on Nov 11 (when 23
were around Pagham Harbour entrance) and on Nov 13 the Weymouth area had 51,
increasing to 74 in Portland Harbour on Nov 16
Little Gull: A sighting of four off Weston Shore in Southampton Water on Nov 11
was unusual
Ring-billed Gull: The Gosport bird was last reported on Nov 10 but is presumably
still there while a new bird arrived in The Fleet (Weymouth) on Nov 11
Glaucous Gull: I think three separate birds arrived on the Kent coast on Nov 11
and 12. The first was a juvenile seen at Dungeness on Nov 11 which had badly
injured itself by swallowing a fish hook that could be seen protruding from its bloody

neck, the other two were seen on Nov 12 and make no mention of injuries - one was
at the Dungeness RSPB reserve and the other was off Sandwich Bay
Kittiwake: A major westward passage was observed on Nov 11 with more than
1500 passing Selsey Bill during the day. Up to 160 were seen leaving the Solent in
the Hurst area but none of these were seen entering the Solent from Ryde on the
Isle of Wight so they may have come overland from the North Sea.
Little Auk: By Nov 13 there were estimated to be 54000 Little Auks in the North
Sea and a few of these have appeared in recent local reports. Nov 11 brought 8
reports including a total of 23 passing Selsey Bill and Nov 12 found one taking a
breather on the Lymington shore where it stayed for at least two days. The only
inland report was of one at Lower Froyle (just north east of Alton) which died before
John Clark could see it alive to justify him in recording the species for that area - no
doubt many others flew overland and either made it to the sea or fell without being
seen. Years ago I found a corpse in the Bells Copse woodland (part of Havant
Thicket) which had had its neck pierced by the broken stump of a small tree branch
into which the bird must have flown in the dark, and the chance of my finding the
corpse before a local Fox or other animal scavenger came across it must have been
very slender. The current 'wreck' is not yet over - five reports are dated Nov 13 and
the lastest is from Brownsea Island on Nov 16. A second 'inland sighting' came in
Nov 15 when one was found inside a garage (don't ask me how it got there) at
Bembridge on the IoW - it was alive and was last seen in the hands of the RSPCA
Wood Pigeon: Their autumn passage is still on-going with a total of 41,500 seen
heading west over the Christchurch Harbour area on Nov 12. At least 240 Stock
Dove went with them
Long-eared Owl: One flew in off the sea at Portland on Nov 15
Green Woodpecker: Now that ants have begun to hibernate at least one Green
Woodpecker in the Cheriton area east of Winchester has been seen happily eating
apples and it seems this is not uncommon
Swallow: Two flew over Selsey Bill on Nov 11 and one was seen at Durlston on Nov
13 with other sightings of no more than 3 at a time on Nov 14.15.16.and 17 at
various coastal sites
House Martin: One was over Camber near Rye on Nov 11 was followed by two
seen from Pett on Nov 14 and singles at Portland on Nov 16 and Durlston on Nov 17
Water Pipit: Sightings are starting to increase with recent sightings on Nov 11
(two in the Lymington area and one at Brading Marshes), and a further sighting of
two in the north of Titchfield Haven on Nov 13 plus one in the Pagham Harbour area
on Nov 15
Waxwing: Last week there were several in Scotland but only one in England
(Norfolk). By Nov 16 they had started to spread into the midlands with some
reaching Northamptonshire

Blackbird: What sounded like Blackbird song was heard from the cover of a tree in
Havant Park on Nov 13 - this may have been a local bird's defensive re-action to the
arrival of continental birds - on Nov 14 a total of 60 came in over Portland, on Nov
15 there were 55 over Christchurch Harbour, and on Nov 17 40+ were recorded at
Durlston
Song Thrush: I think it was frost which provoked a local Song Thrush to sing
briefly near my garden on Nov 15 but any day now we can expect to hear these
birds singing daily everywhere
Redwing: I think one paused very briefly on the top of the Beech tree in my garden
early on Nov 17, and I see that there were many of these birds among the Beech
Trees of the QE country park near Petersfield on Nov 16
Long-tailed Tit: Reports of these have been increasing for some time and on Nov
17 Christchurch Harbour recorded a flock of 50+ birds
Tree Creeper: With the leaves off the trees these birds are becoming easier to see,
and they are helping us to find them by themselves becoming more vocal - three
reports this week mention hearing their calls
Starling: Many still arriving from the continent up to Nov 13 when 150 flew north
over the Hook/Warshash area. On Nov 12 at least 450 came in over Selsey Bill and
on Nov 14 Dungeness had a peak count of 2200 arriving but that was beaten next
day with 2960 arriving at West Bay near Bridport in Dorset. The movement was still
ongoing on Nov 16 with 1200 over Portland and 120 over Selsey
Chaffinch: Big flocks have now settled on Beechmast - on Nov 14 200+ were in the
QE country park enjoying this year's bumper crop
Brambling: These were still arriving in numbers on Nov 12 when 16 came in at
Portland with 110 arriving at Dungeness plus other smaller counts at other sites. By
Nov 14 at least 14 were seen among the Chaffinches at the QE country park and
more than 100 were seen there on Nov 16
Siskin: Their passage has almost ceased but by Nov 14 around 200 had settled at
the Blashford Lakes sites
Twite: One was reported from the Durlston on Oct 29 (but never seen again)
leaving a group of 4 seen at Northwood village on the IoW on Nov 15 as contenders
for title of the first to settle on the south coast this winter (and successfully claiming
the prize for the first to be seen on the IoW since 2001)
Lapland Bunting: Nov 17 brought one to the Lymington Marshes and another to
Portland
Snow Bunting: One was seen at Christchurch Harbour on Nov 12 when 63 were
on the shore at Sandwich Bay. Since then two appear to have settled near Bopeep
Farm on the Sussex Downs above the Cuckmere valley and at least one remains on
the shore of Rye Bay at Pett. Most recently one was at Splash Point, Seaford, on Nov

16 and on the same day another (?) could be seen on grass outside the Blue Bird
cafe on the Ferring seafront in the Worthing area
Little Bunting: A 'probable only' (but heard and seen) at Portland on Nov 17
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Common Darter: Singles were still flying at Gosport on Nov 12 and in the
Pannell Valley near Rye on Nov 15
Butterflies
Clouded Yellow: One at Selsey Bill on Nov 12, one at Durlston on Nov 13
and three at their all year round foothold in Britain (Southbourne undercliff in
Bournemouth) on Nov 15
Small White: Latest sighting was at Bournemouth on Nov 10
Red Admiral: As many as 16 were on the wing in Gosport on Nov 12 and
there were sightings of up to three elsewhere on both Nov 15 and 16. Last
winter observation of nettle patches in the Sussex Ouse valley showed the
Red Admirals had become Britain's first all year butterfly with no gap in its
breeding cycle. This may happen again this year as eggs laid by the butterflies
around Kingston near Lewes on Oct 20 were seen to start hatching on Nov 16,
and if the weather does not kill off the nettles these caterpillars are now
eating they should be full grown before the end of the year when they will
pupate and emerge as fresh butterflies by the end of January. The normal
time scale is about a week from egg laying to hatching (that took over three
weeks in this weather), the caterpillars feed for about a month in summer
weather and pupation takes up to three weeks - clearly these times are
extended in winter weather. Last winter adult butterflies were seen flying in
every month - 63 reports in January, 44 in February and 49 in March (these
early year sightings being preceded last year by 64 reports in November and
34 in December).
Peacock: One seen on Nov 11 near Eastbourne
Comma: One in the Gosport area on Nov 12
Speckled Wood: Three flying at Gosport on Nov 12 and one on the wing at
Crawley on Nov 17
Wall Brown: Not seen in the past week but a late report of one on the downs
above Lancing near Worthing on Nov 1 is two weeks after the previous last
sighting on the downs north of Brighton on Nov 14
Moths
Hummingbird Hawkmoth: One seen at Portland on Nov 9 may have been
a new migrant arrival.

Other Insects
Speckled Bush Cricket: Although this is apparently a relatively common
insect in southern counties it made its first appearance of the year in my
database with a report of one at Rye Harbour on Nov 10
PLANTS
I have seen reports of 185 plant species in flower from Nov 1 to 18 and
have seen 161 of them myself
Yellow-horned Poppy: Probably still flowering on Hayling Island in November but
included on account of a photo taken at Rye Harbour on Nov 14
Sea Rocket: Still flowering on Hayling on Nov 16
Weld: Also found on Hayling on Nov 16
Musk Mallow: Still flowering in Havant on Nov 12
Dwarf Gorse: Flowering on Hayling on Nov 16 along with the ornamental Spanish
Gorse which is sometimes confused with Broom
White Meliot: Flowering at Eastney (Portsmouth) on Nov 14
Crown Vetch: Still flowering in Leigh Park area of Havant on Nov 12
Sea Spurge: Several plants flowering at Sandy Point on Hayling on Nov 16
Upright Hedge Parsley: Found on Portsdown on Nov 12 (Cow Parsley is also
out in several places)
Wild Parsnip: Still flowering at Durlston on Nov 16
Sea Holly: A couple of fresh, newly flowering plants found at Eastney on the
Portsmouth shore on Nov 14
Sea Knotgrass: A surprising addition to the flowering list with one or two flowers
surviving on some plants at Sandy Point on Hayling on Nov 16
Bell Heather: A much commoner find on Hayling on Nov 16
Water Figwort: Found on Nov 12 in the edge of the Lavant stream in the north of
Leigh Park (Havant) along with Marsh Ragwort, Meadow Sweet and
Agrimony
Common Toadflax: Still out at Durlston on Nov 16
Wild Thyme: Also flowering at Durlston on Nov 16
Vipers Bugloss: Reported from the Rye Harbour beach on Nov 14
Borage: At the very end of its flowering cycle in Havant on Nov 13
Ploughman's Spikenard: Still out at Durlston on Nov 17

Tansy: A clump of plants looking remarkably fresh and in flower by the roadside
just west of the Havant BUPA hospital on Nov 12
Winter Heliotrope: In full flower and giving off strong scent for the first time in
Havant on Nov 13
OTHER WILDLIFE
Dolphin: Three Dolphins (species not stated) were seen from Durlston Country
Park on Nov 13. These were probably Bottle-nosed Dolphins which are the most
commonly seen species off the south coast
Common Seal: Sightings of singles off Bognor on Nov 16 and Lymington on Nov
17 may indicate that some of these are getting restless

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR NOV 12 - 18 (WEEK 46 OF 2007)
Sat 17 Nov
Winter birds now coming to my garden
This morning the temperature was well above freezing and the air was damp, giving
wildlife a chance to get out and forage after a couple of frosty nights.
One sign of this was the presence of three Grey Squirrels in the garden where
there has only been one recently, but a more welcome sight was of small birds
moving through the tree-tops in which we can now see them after the leaves have
fallen. Nothing special (though I believe a single Redwing stopped for a couple of
seconds on the top of our Beech tree as it made its way up the Billy Trail) but there
was more variety than usual with Great and Blue Tits plus Chaffinches
Fri 16 Nov
Black Point/Sandy Point on Hayling
With sunshine almost all day and little wind I enjoyed an afternoon walk around the
Hayling side of the Chichester Harbour entrance when the tide was high.
Birds were few but I saw my first Sanderling making a 'clockwork mouse' run
along the sand at Black Point among a small mixed bag of Dunlin and Ringed
Plover. I had a closer view of a male Stonechat working its way down the bushes
beside the Black Point causeway, and also heard brief song from both Wood
Pigeon and Collared Dove. The best sight was of some 25 Linnets feeding
among the seaweed almost at my feet.
Sea Rocket was the most colourful flower but I also found a couple of strands of
Bell Heather with fresh flowers among the Dwarf Gorse on the old Hospital
grounds. Out on the Sandy Point shore I was just able to add Sea Knotgrass to the
flowering list, along with Sea Spurge and Weld

Thu 15 Nov
The first hard frost
This morning we woke up to the first hard frost we have had here in Havant,
bringing at least 16 Woodpigeons and 6 Collared Doves into the garden to
hoover up the food I put out, and also bringing the second burst of Song Thrush
song this autumn, albeit brief.
Last year isolated Song Thrushes sang at Brighton on Nov 21, on the Isle of Wight
on Nov 25, before they were heard everywhere each day from Nov 28 onwards
Tue 13 Nov
Around Havant
I extended my route to the shops today to take in Havant Park and Park Road South,
discovering no new flowering plants but finding that the number of flowering spikes
of Winter Heliotrope outside the abandoned Texaco garage had reached 30, and
that they were giving off a rich scent for the first time.
The one thing that was a surprise worth noting came as I was passing the club
house in the north west corner of Havant Park. Here, from the top of a tall
evergreen tree, were coming the fluty notes of a Blackbird in song. I never
managed to see the bird and was not entirely convinced that it was a Blackbird as
the extended song included some strange notes that might have come from a
Starling but I rejected the idea that I was listening to a Starling imitating a
Blackbird (with other phrases thrown in) as a Starling normally sings from an
open perch in the company of other Starlings whereas Blackbird subsong is
more likely to come from within cover (and the extra notes were perhaps those of
a young bird trying out its repertoire for the first time)
Mon 12 Nov
West Leigh Park and Hollybank Wood
This afternoon I cycled north through the West Leigh area to visit the Bartons Road
playing fields (west side of the railway line north of Bartons Road). Before entering
the open space I went past the council flats on the west side of Wakefords Way
almost opposite the playing fields club house and carpark. The narrow front garden
of these flats is mainly grass but it has a flower bed against the wall of the building,
and years ago Crown Vetch was presumably planted there but for more than five
years the plants have flourished with no sign of gardening care (everything else has
been stripped out but luckily whoever does do the garden maintenance has had the
sense to leave these plants which I now regard as established wild plants). As
expected several flower heads were still present to increment my November list by
one more species.
By the Lavant stream which runs the whole length of the east side of the playing
fields, alongside the railway, I added several more plants to the November list Agrimony, Meadow Sweet, Marsh Ragwort, Water Figwort and Musk
Mallow. Next I cycled uphill along Bartons Road towards the BUPA Hospital site,
but at the crest of the hill, well before the hospital, several fresh plants of Tansy
were in flower on the north side of the road with a Nuthatch calling from trees on
the south side.

In Hollybank Wood I added Red Campion and also found Wood Sage, while on
Southleigh Road as I headed home I found more Cow Parsley in flower (but had
recorded that elsewhere at the begining of the month)
SUMMARY FOR NOV 5 - 11 (WEEK 45 OF 2007)
The past week has seen a significant shift from autumn to winter - not only have
most of the leaves now fallen from the trees but passerine autumn passage has
almost ceased and wildfowl have started to arrive in earnest (though a surprising
number of insects were still on the wing).
BIRDS
Divers: 15 reports of Red-throated this week included a count of 35 at
Dungeness on Nov 6 and at least 11 off Selsey Bill on Nov 10. Nov 10 also brought
reports of 2 Black-throated at Selsey Bill and 2 (maybe the same) at Portland with
one at Christchurch Harbour. Also on Nov 10 three Great Northern were seen at
Christchurch Harbour with four other sightings elsewhere during the week, On or
before Nov 6 a White-billed Diver (maybe the one which had been at Selsey from
Oct 9 to 26?) was off the Norfolk coast.
Red-necked Grebe: One was reported on the sea off Pagham Harbour on Nov 4
- no confirmatory news
Slavonian Grebe: Single new arrivals were at Dungeness on Nov 5 and in Poole
Harbour on Nov 8. One on the sea off Pagham Harbour on Nov 10 was the third
seen there this autumn
Black-necked Grebe: Still no reports from Langstone Harbour but two were
reported off the Lymington shore on Nov 4 while the flock in Studland Bay had risen
to 12 by Nov 5. One at the Blashford Lakes (Ringwood) on Nov 10 was previously
seen there from Nov 5 to 8. In Sussex one was a new arrival at the Arlington
reservoir in the Cuckmere valley on Nov 10
Sooty Shearwater: One was seen at Dungeness on Nov 8
Bittern: One was reported at Titchfield Haven on Nov 10 (probably there since Aug
29 but the only sighting in between these dates was on Nov 3). One remains at the
Dungeness RSPB reserve (first seen there on Oct 6), two remain at Hatch Pond in
Poole Harbour (first seen there on Oct 21), and one has been at Radipole
(Weymouth) since Sep 30
Cattle Egret: Three of the four birds seen over Poole Harbour on Nov 3 were still
there (at the Bestwall RSPB reserve near Swineham Point east of Wareham) on Nov
4 with the fourth bird then at Radipole. Three were still in Poole Harbour on Nov 10
Little Egret: On the evening of Nov 6 Barry Collins saw 126 Egrets fly into the roost
trees just north of Thorney Little Deeps
Great White Egret: The Blashford Lakes bird was still there on Nov 8

White Stork: One reportedly seen from a moving car in the Wimborne area of
Dorset on Nov 9 but no subsequent confirmation.
Spoonbill: New reports are of one at Arne in Poole Harbour on Nov 4 and a single
at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on Nov 5. Nov 9 brought a count of 12 still at
Brownsea Island
Bewick's Swan: Two at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on Nov 5 and four there on
Nov 8
Whooper Swan: An interesting sighting of two flying south out to sea at Portland
on Nov 6 - these may have changed their minds and flown back as two were in The
Fleet near Weymouth on Nov 9 with three there on Nov 10
Black Swan: On Nov 8 one of two pairs resident on West Ashling pond (west of
Chichester) had hatched 5 cygnets showing that these birds still retain their
antipodean biological clocks
Whitefront Goose: On Nov 6 a Greenland (flavirostris) race bird spent most
of the day at Farlington Marshese before moving on and on Nov 10 four Eurasian
(albifrons) race birds were in the Lymington area. A flock of 22 were in the Rye
Bay area (at Camber) on Nov 6 and bigger flocks can be seen along the east coast,
Pale-bellied Brent: One was at Ferrybridge (Weymouth) on Nov 10
Black Brant: Two were at Ferrybridge on Nov 8 and 9 (with a site record flock of
2100 Brent there on Nov 9) but only one was seen there on Nov 10 when other
singles were at Gosport and off south east Hayling.
Wigeon: A count of 556 on the water off south east Hayling on Nov 10 was part of
a surge of new arrivals in our area after a first surge in late September and early
October. This is the highest figure I have seen recorded this autumn after a report
of 650+ at Pulborough Brooks on Oct 8
Scaup: Two turned up on Normandy Lake at Lymington on Nov 10. A young male
was there in Jan and Feb this year but the current birds are an adult female and a
'juvenile'
Velvet Scoter: November has brought eight reports of these - at Dungeness there
were 4 on Nov 4, 5 on Nov 6 and 1 at the RSPB reserve there on Nov 8, while
elsewhere there were 3 in Studland Bay on Nov 5, 2 at Christchurch Harbour on Nov
7 and a couple of sightings at Lepe at the mouth of Southampton Water (1 on Nov
6 and 5 on Nov 9). Most recent sighting was of one flying west off West Wittering on
Nov 10.
Goldeneye: These are just starting to turn up with ten new reports though the
highest count was of just four at Dungeness RSPB on Nov 4 followed by three at
Ibsley Water near Ringwood on Nov 6 and three females at Newtown Harbour
(IoW) on Nov 10 when one male was on the lagoon at Pagham village and two
males were on Thorney Great Deeps

Red-breasted Merganser: Highest count so far was of 31 (12 on the sea plus 19
flying west) at Climping near Worthing on Nov 8 but by Nov 10 there were around
15 together in Newtown Harbour (IoW)
Goosander: On Nov 6 there were 16 on the Blashford Lakes ( a count of 5 there on
Nov 10 does not imply a decrease as in the past large numbers have used the lakes
as a night roost, fanning out to smaller ponds in the New Forest to feed by day).
Two redheads remain on the sea off Pagham Harbour where they have been since
Oct 30
Red Kite: Around 12 were seen over the Faccombe area north of Andover on Nov
7 when another 5 were seen from Beacon Hill above Burghclere near the A34
Merlin: Eleven new reports show that these are now widespread
Hobby: The last of the year seems to have been one a t Horsham on Nov 2
Red-legged Partridge: Brian Fellows had a very unusual sighting when crossing
an open field between two sections of woodland west of Up Marden on Nov 5. In the
field he watched a lady with four dogs which were dashing around the field, putting
up five Red Legs which flew into the woodland. The dogs pursued them into the
wood and Brian saw two emerge, each with a Partridge in its mouth. As he does not
say if the lady was urging on her dogs or trying to restrain them it is difficult to
decide if this fell within the scope of illegal hunting with dogs, and as he also does
not say if the birds retrieved by the dogs were alive or dead there is a chance that
the lady was using the dogs to retrieve her pet birds (also loved by the dogs?)
before they came to harm out in the wild. On Nov 4 I had a more placid view of the
family group of four at the north end of the Hayling West Lane fields west of the
road.
Water Rail: Years ago I came on the corpse of a Water Rail at the foot of the glass
walled IBM buildings at Portsmouth around this time of year - it had probably been
migrating at night and had misinterpreted the view of water and reeds reflected
from the glass in the moonlight. On Nov 7 another Water Rail had also met its death
while on migration in the Sherborne St John area north of Basingstoke but I do not
know how it came to break a wing and its neck
Golden Plover: Flocks at both West Wittering and Keyhaven were estimated as
having 500 birds on Nov 10
Little Stint: Once again West Wittering has a wintering bird, seen there on Oct 27
and now on Nov 10
Purple Sandpiper: A run of eleven reports between Nov 5 and 11 shows that
more birds have recently reached the south coast. None at Southsea this time but
on Nov 10 there were two at Selsey Bill and five at Barton on sea with another 5 at
Portland and 2 at Christchurch Harbour
Jack Snipe: Two birds have been giving several birders good sightings on the
Lymington marshes this week - on Nov 10 they were feeding in the open for several

minutes and one is described to have given a demonstration of the art of
'trampolining' (something I have not heard of before - do they jump up and down in
the same way as Black-headed Gulls 'paddle' the ground to deceive worms into
thinking that it is raining and so fairly safe to put their heads up above ground?)
Woodcock: More evidence of these arriving from the continent - on Nov 5 one was
flushed from cover on top of Hengistbury Head at Christchurch Harbour and on Nov
6 one was seen to fly in off the sea in the Thanet area (north east Kent). On Nov 7
another new arrival was found squashed on a road at Ramsgate (flying in exhausted
it maybe flopped down on the road to recover its breath only to have a rude
non-awakening) - another theory is that the bird mistook a shiny black road surface
for a river and thought it would find cover on the banks of the stream. Yet another
arrival touched down safely in Hastings country park that day.
Spotted Redshank: On Nov 5 one arrived back in the Maisemore Gardens stream
where it enters Chichester Harbour just east of Nore Barn Wood on the Emsworth
shore (where one was regularly seen through much of last winter). Predictably it
was there again next day with a couple of Greenshank
Common Sandpiper: A group of seven were seen by the River Adur in the Upper
Beeding area on Nov 3 - presumably wintering there.
Pomarine Skua: One was off Portland on Nov 4 but many more may soon be seen
as at least 500 are said to be in the North Sea during the past week (17 were seen
together of the Thanet shore in Kent on Nov 4). Since writing that in mid-week there
have not been any large numbers along the south coast but Nov 10 saw reports of
3 passing Dungeness, 4 at Selsey Bill, 1 passing Worthing and 1 in the west Solent
plus a rare visit of one into Langstone Harbour where it stayed around South
Binness island for several hours to the delight of birders both at Farlington Marshes
and on the Hayling shore (this is the first seen in the harbour since Sep 2000)
Arctic Skua: A few of these occasionally decide to fly overland and so one seen at
the Blashford Lakes at Ringwood on Nov 6 was not unprecedented.
Ring-billed Gull: The regular Gosport bird was seen at the Cockle Pond on Nov 7
and 10 at least
Common Gull: 300 were at Rye Harbour on Nov 8 and 52 were recorded at
Christchurch Harbour on Nov 10 so numbers should now increase all along the
south coast (although by day these gulls are more likely to be seen well inland than
along the shore)
Kittiwake: On Nov 9 Selsey Bill reported 142 flying west, increasing to 1440
passing there on Nov 10
Sandwich Tern: Inland records of Terns are not unusual when they are on
passage or attempting to breed but one that is almost certainly intending to stay for
the winter was a surprise visitor at Eastleigh Lakeside country park on Nov 7 - first
seen settled on a bridge and later fishing.

Auk species: The total passing Selsey Bill on Nov 10 was around 300 (most of
them Razorbills)
Guillemot: Nov 5 brought an unusual sighting (supported by a photo) of one flying
fast and low through the University of Sussex campus at Falmer by day
Little Auk: Many have been seen in the North Sea during the past week and may
be expected to exit through the English Channel before long but so far I have only
seen three reports, all on Nov 10 when 6 were seen at Dungeness, 1 in Rye Bay and
2 off Worthing.
Woodpigeon: The great annual migration seems to have ceased with no reports
after Nov 7
Eagle Owl: One seen in a garden in the Poole area on Oct 24 was presumably an
escape
Long-eared Owl: One roosting at Rye Harbour on Nov 9 seems to be the first to
have settled into winter quarters
Short-eared Owl: Nine reports this week show that these are now widespread
along the south coast - latest sighting was of two hunting the fields west of Pagham
Harbour on Nov 10. Earlier one was at Hook/Warsash on Nov 4
Green Woodpecker: On Nov 10 one was seen perched on an apple tree eating
apples
Swallow: On Nov 10 there were sightings of no more than two birds at Rye
Harbour, Selsey, Blackfield near Fawley on Southampton Water, and at Titchfield
Haven
House Martin: Latest reported sighting was of two at Rye Harbour on Nov 8
Water Pipit: Two, maybe four, were in the Titchfield Haven area on Nov 10
Waxwing: First reports of them in Britain during last week included 18 in
Aberdeenshire, 14 in the Highland area, and 1 at Titchwell in Norfolk
Wheatear: Last report I have seen was of one near Swanage on Nov 7
Ring Ouzel: No reports since Nov 3
Fieldfare: 300 flew over the Coldwaltham area south of Pulborough on Nov 8 here have also been many sightings of smaller numbers
Mistle Thrush: Still very few being reported and only two reports of song so far one heard at Alton on Oct 6 and then a whole month before one was in full song at
Pulborough Brooks on Nov 6
Blackcap: Two reports this week sound as if winter birds are arriving - a male was
eating Rowan berries in a Crowborough garden on Nov 4 and another was in a

garden at Mountfield near Hastings on Nov 6. Nov 7 brought news of one newly
back in a Locks Heath garden near Fareham
Bearded Tit: A total of 40 at Portland Bill (where there are no reeds) on Nov 6
shows that their autumn movement is probably now at its height.
Long Tailed Tit: I am now coming across them daily after not seeing any for
months, and a notable increase in reports from many different sites indicates that
many have recently reached us from the continent. Looking back through the
Hampshire Ringing Recovery reports I see that one ringed at Winchester in Sep
1999 was recovered at Portland in Mar 2000 - commenting on this the report says
"In Britain Long-tailed Tits are considered sedentary but between 1982 and 1996
10% of recoveries were of birds that had travelled more than 100 Km"
Marsh Tit: These are suddenly becoming newsworthy with one at Horsham on Nov
5 (eating peanuts in a garden), four in woods near Horsham on Nov 5, one in the
West Marden area (north of Chichester) on Nov 7 and two heard in woods near Up
Marden on Nov 9
Great Grey Shrike: A 'new' bird was briefly at Rye Harbour on Nov 9, others
remain in Ashdown Forest, New Forest and at Lavington Common near Pulborough
Magpie: Bob Chapman found a night roost of more than 50 at the north end of
Titchfield Haven on the evening of Nov 10. I wonder if there is still a similar night
roost in the woods north of Portsdown between Purbrook and Southwick? - many
years ago I remember finding up to 100 on the edge of the woods at around SU
656088 around this time of year.
Starling: Several recent reports indicate that large numbers are currently arriving
from the continent - on Nov 2 1100 came in off the sea at Portland, on Nov 3 3000
arrived at Dungeness with 2000 coming in there on Nov 4 and on Nov 5 1500 came
in at Portland. A report of 75 coming in and flying north over Selsey Bill on Nov 5
shows that migrants can come in at a number of places (mosly unseen).
Snow Bunting: One seen at Lymington on Nov 4 seems to have been the first to
reach Hampshire this winter.
Escapee: A Harris Hawk with no jesses was seen over the Thorney Great Deeps
on Nov 10
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Migrant Hawker: One at Titchfield Haven on Nov 10
Common Darter: Five new November reports including 15 seen near Rye on
Nov 5 and several at Titchfield Haven on Nov 10
Butterflies - latest sightings
Clouded Yellow: Being seen daily up to at least Nov 7

Brimstone: Two sightings on Nov 3
Large White: One at Bournemouth on Nov 6
Small White: One at Bournemouth on Nov 7
Small Copper: One at Brighton on Nov 6
Holly Blue: One nectaring on ivy at south Hayling on Nov 10 may well be a
new record late date
Red Admiral: Still around on Nov 10
Painted Lady: One at Worthing on Nov 6
Peacock: One near Eastbourne on Nov 5
Speckled Wood: At two Sussex sites on Nov 9
Meadow Brown: One at Durlston on Nov 5 and one at Shoreham Mill Hill on
Nov 6
Moths
Scarce Umber: First report from Worthing area on Nov 7
Figure of Eight: First of year at Findon (Worthing) on Nov 7
Heart and Dart: A late find of one at Portland on Nov 3
The Sprawler: First of year found when they interrupted a talk being given
by Adrian Thomas by banging on the window of the hall at Henfield (Woods
Mill)
Other Insects
Harlequin Ladybird: A report of 'thousands' seen at Port Lympne Zoo in the
Romney Marsh area of Kent on Nov 5 was interesting for a couple of reasons.
The first was that these were not just adults going to hibernate but included
both larvae and pupae found on Norway Maple and Sycamore trees, and
amusingly a number of the adults were annoying Tigers in the Zoo by
settling on them.
Oak Bush Cricket: One still active in the Thanet area of Kent on Nov 6
PLANTS
163 species have been seen in flower so far in November, 148 of them
seen by myself
Lesser Spearwort: Freshly flowering at Havant Thicket on Nov 8
Yelllow Horned Poppy: At least 10 were in flower on the south Hayling shore on
Nov 2

Black Mustard: Still flowering at Emsworth Marina on Nov 10
Sea Rocket: Still flowering at Black Point on Hayling on Nov 10
Viola tricolour: A small last flower was still to be seen on the Hayling Billy Line
track at Langstone on Nov 5
Sea Campion: Many flowers in the shelter of a Hayling Beach Hut by the Kite
Surfers carpark on Nov 6
Lesser Stitchwort: Flowering in Havant Thicket on Nov 8
Thyme-leaved Sandwort: Flowering near West Marden on Nov 7
Round-leaved Cranesbill: Still flowering at The Ship inn at Langstone on Nov 5
Small-flowered Cranesbill: Also flowering at Langstone on Nov 5
Shining Cranesbill: The two flowers seen in south east Havant on Nov 2 were
down to one flower on Nov 5
Dwarf Gorse: Seen in Havant thicket on Nov 8
Tufted Vetch: Seen near West Marden on Nov 7
Wild Parsnip: Freshly flowering on Portsdown on Nov 9
Strawberry Tree: The tree by the Emsworth Slipper Mill Pond was covered with
blossom on Nov 10
Thrift (Sea Pink): Flowering with the Sea Campion in the shelter of a Hayling
beach hut on Nov 6
Common Centaury: Still out on Portchester Common (Portsdown) on Nov 9
(along with Yellow-wort)
Intermediate Periwinkle: Two flowers seen in the hedge around the Havant
Health Centre on Nov 5
Cock's Eggs: Plenty of flowers still to be seen at the Sinah Common site on Nov 6
Verbascum macrocarpum: One plant still had 15 flowers at Hayling North
Common on Nov 8
Common Toadflax: Reported from Durlston on Nov 6
Pale Toadflax: A second flowering had produced a good show of flowers at the
Sinah Common site on Nov 6
Eyebright: Reported from Durlston on Nov 6
Common Calamint: Found near West Marden on Nov 7
Marjoram: Still out on Nov 9 both on Portsdown and near Up Marden

Betony: An unexpected find at Havant Thicket on Nov 8
Clustered and Nettle-leaved Bellflower: Both still flowering on Nov 7 near
West Marden
Scabious: Small Scabious seen on downland near Lewes on Nov 4 and Field
Scabious was flowering by the Billy Line in Havant on Nov 5
Devils Bit Scabious: Flowering in Havant Thicket on Nov 8
Shaggy Soldier: Seen at two sites in the Havant area on Nov 5
Stinking Iris: A very unexpected report from Durlston on Nov 6 (not sure if this
does not refer to a sighting of the plant's colourful berries)
OTHER WILDLIFE
Common Seal: One seen off Hook/Warsash on Nov 7 and Titchfield Haven on Nov
10 may well have been one of the Chichester Harbour colony exploring the Solent
Mole: As is usual at this time of year moles are preparing for the winter and
extending their tunnels to ensure a continued supply of worms which may become
scarce if the ground becomes frozen - when at Havant Thicket on Nov 8 I noticed a
large number of fresh mole hills.
Water Vole: This summer a survey of the Brook Meadow area streams for signs of
Water Voles reported in June that 12 burrows and 10 latrines had been found,
indicating a healthy population still present in the area, but there have been fewer
reports of casual sightings this year than in past years and no reports that I have
picked up since July 19, so a sighting in the River Ems on Nov 4 was welcome news.
White Squirrel: Grey Squirrels with 'all white' fur are not uncommon in
Portsmouth and the surrounding area (I think they are technically not true albinos)
and a relatively tame one was seen in Portsmouth's Victoria Park on Nov 9
Fungi: On Nov 5 the Wrinkled Peach (Rhodotus palmatus) was still present
on the sawn off butt end of a large fallen tree in Pook Lane at Warblington and a
further look at the tree helped to confirm my thought that the tree had been an Ash
(this fungus is known to grow on Elm and Beech but not, as far as I know, on other
trees). In the ditch further down the lane a log had a good show of young
Spectacular Rustgill (Gymnopilus junonius).
On Nov 6 a decaying Horse Chestnut tree in Havant Park (tree is close to the
southernmost shops on the west side of Market Parade) had a good show of Giant
Polypore at its base (as last year) and looking up I could see several large fresh
Ganoderma type brackets. Nearby, in flower beds in Havant Rail Station
forecourt, one fresh Fly Agaric was a surprise (with it were two withered
specimens whose caps had turned orange)

On Nov 8 several Field Mushrooms were seen on North Common, Hayling and on
Nov 7 Orange Peel fungus was found at Durlston
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR NOV 5 - 11 (WEEK 45 OF 2007)
Sat 10 Nov
Langstone to Emsworth
An afternoon cycle along the shore in lovely sunshine discovered that the Wigeon
flock off Warblington had grown to over 100 birds but there was nothing else
unusual on the water and my only special notes of the trip were of a mass of flowers
on the Strawberry Tree by the Emsworth Slipper Mill pond and of Black
Mustard still flowering on the marina seawall
Fri 9 Nov
Portchester Common on Portsdown
An afternoon visit was disappointing as the arable field between the Common and
the Portsdown Hill Road had been sprayed with weedkiller but I was still able to find
both Sharp and Round-leaved Fluellen plus Field Pansy and Fools Parsley.
On the common both Common Centaury and Yellow-wort were flowering with
Eyebright and Marjoram, Common Vetch, Wild Basil and Burnet
Saxifrage. Heading back I came on a fresh plant of Wild Parsnip just opening its
flowers in the shelter of a hedge.
This morning in Havant the Winter Heliotrope plants outside the abandoned
Texaco garage on Park Road South had 22 flower spikes on show but in St Faith's
churchyard I could not find either Slender Speedwell not Sweet Violet despite
masses of leaves of both
Thu 8 Nov
Havant Thicket
A brief visit this afternoon just before the rain added ten species to my November
list of flowering plants, the most unexpected being a couple of plants of Betony.
Target species were Dwarf Gorse and Devils Bit Scabious, both of which were
found, and the others were Lesser Stitchwort (flowering in five different places),
Wood Sage, Marsh Thistle, Tormentil (one flower!) and Lesser Spearwort
plus at least one of what I believe to be the Hieracium sabaudum Hawkweeds
that are relatively common there. The tenth species was Common Ragwort which
has been missed off the list until today although I have both Hoary and Marsh
Ragwort on it.
Best bird interest was in hearing the agitated calls of a Kestrel and getting glimpses
of it passing repeatedly over tree tops at the edge of a plantation of conifers. By the
time I got to a point where I could view those trees I felt sure the cause of
annoyance to the Kestrel would have gone but I was lucky and got there just as
two Buzzards flapped lazily off to be shot of the noise that was preventing them
from sleeping. On the Gipsies Plain grassland there was the usual show of at least
100 corvids (mainly Rooks from the rookery near Rowlands Castle station) and

one of the first sounds I heard after leaving the carpark was the calls of
Long-tailed Tits - they seem to be everywhere in the past few weeks.
A final note was of the sight of fresh Molehills in several places.
Tue 6 Nov
Sinah Common on Hayling
This afternoon I drove to the Hayling Beachlands to add a few more plants to the
November list and in the area between the Fun Fair and the Sinah Golf Course found
Cock's Eggs, Pale Toadflax, Thrift and Sea Campion in flower plus Fennel. I
had hoped to see Yellow Horned Poppy (and probably would have had I
extended my search) but I already have it on the November list as Rosemary Webb
saw ten plants in flower on the shingle east of the Fun Fair at the start of the month
(Nov 2)
Walking round Havant this morning the very old and decaying Horse Chestnut in
Havant Park (close to the southernmost shops on the west side of Market Parade)
had not only Giant Polypore fungus around its base (as last year) but looking up
there were some large and impressive Ganoderma type brackets well above my
head. Another fungal surprise came when I climbed the steps from the north of
Market Parade into the rail station forecourt - the flower bed on the right of the top
of the steps, empty of all living matter last time I saw it, today had one fresh and
two withered Fly Agaric toadstools.
Mon 5 Nov
Havant and Langstone
A short walk this morning found Field Scabious still flowering near the entrance to
the Warblington School playing fields from the Billy Line, and a fresh plant of
Opium Poppy with several flowers (none yet open) on the edge of the railway by
the level crossing. Later in the morning I found a couple of flowers open on the
Intermediate Periwinkle in the hedge around the Havant Health Centre and on
the way home found Rough Hawkbit still flowering in the Eastern Road cemetery.
After lunch I headed for Langstone to confirm that Round-leaved Cranesbill was
still flowering at The Ship inn (which it was) and en route found a last flower on the
Viola tricolor where the Billy Line crosses the end of Mill Lane, also adding Small
Flowered Cranesbill, Alsike Clover, Garden Lobelia and Love-in-the-mist
to the flowering list.
The Wrinkled Peach (Rhodotus palmatus) fungus was still showing in Pook
Lane at Warblington and I re-confirmed my impression that the wood it is growing
on is a dead Ash tree (definitely not the Elm or Beech on which it is supposed to
grow).
With the tide low I found 15 Shelduck on the shore off Pook Lane and glimpsed a
Kingfisher going upstream as I passed Langstone Mill Pond. During the day I came
on Long-tailed Tits in three places - they have become a frequent sight in the past
few weeks after a lengthy summer and autumn without seeing them, strongly
suggesting that these tiny birds have made lengthy journeys (as do even tinier Gold
and Firecrests, and the equally ill-equipped for long distance flying Bearded
Tits).

SUMMARY FOR OCT 29 - NOV 4 (WEEK 44 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Divers: The White Billed Diver which was to be seen off Selsey Bill from Oct 9 to
26 has not been reported since then but both Red and Black-throated Divers
were at Selsey on Oct 30 and 31 (with several Red-throated elsewhere this week).
A Great Northern was off Portland on Oct 31and one was off Durlston on Nov 3.
Slavonian Grebe: Just one was on the sea off Pagham Harbour on Oct 31
Black-necked Grebe: A flock of 9 has been in Studland Bay all this week and a
single has been at Abbotsbury near Weymouth
Sooty Shearwater: One (probably the same bird) was seen off Worthing and
Ventnor on Oct 28. The only other October reports of this species were of singles at
Dungeness on Oct 1 and 20
Gannet: A large movement of 1020 Gannets west was reported from Worthing on
Oct 28 (2 hour count). This is the first four figure count since 5000+ were recorded
at Portland in one day on Aug 14
Bittern: Singles reported during the week in the Kent Stour Valley, at Dungeness
RSPB, at Hatch Pond in Poole Harbour and at Radipole (Weymouth). Nov 3 brought
a sighting of one in flight (and landing in reeds) at Titchfield Haven - the first
reported there since Aug 29
Cattle Egret: Four flew over Poole Harbour on Nov 3 (one subsequently seen on
the ground there)
Little Egret: Maybe of interest was a mention in Lee Evans national Rare Bird
report for Oct 30 of a night roost of up to 272 Little Egrets at a Norfolk site called
Bone's Drift.
Spoonbill: On Oct 29 the count of Spoonbills at Brownsea Island in Poole Harbour
was down to 12 (a flock of 26 has been there from Oct 11 to 21) and on Nov 1 only
7 were reported
Mute Swan: A note on the Rye Bay website for Oct 29 mentions that a large
number of Swans in the Romney Marsh area currently spend their days feeding in
oilseed rape fields.
Bewicks Swan: The first mention of this species comes on Oct 28 and surprisingly
from the River Avon south of Ringwood where four adults were present. Oct 29
brought news of at least two more arriving, flying in off the sea at Sandwich Bay in
Kent
Whooper Swan: Six were at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on Oct 30. The only
previous reports for this winter were of 2 at Pagham Harbour on Oct 18 and 3 flying
over the Wareham area of Dorset on Oct 23

Pinkfoot Goose: Some have now settled in Kent and a flock of 32 flew over Rye on
Nov 1
Whitefront Goose: Up to at least 30 were settled in the Kent Stour valley on Nov
2
Canada Goose: A report of 1000+ in one flock at Piddinghoe Pond by the Sussex
Ouse north of Newhaven on Oct 30 comes in a message extolling the pleasures of
walking in that area - I hope the author was exaggerating this pleasure as it is the
first 1000+ flock I have ever heard of.
Brent Goose: The arrival of 22 juveniles (in a flock of 190 geese) in Emsworth
Harbour on Oct 30 gave additional hope that the final percentage of young will not
be disastrously low this year. Also on Oct 30 there was a considerable increase in
the number of Brent along the north Hayling and Langstone shoreline (showing that
the birds have already lost their initial wariness of human activity). One flock of 30
geese flying north over the north Hayling fields suggested that the birds will soon be
landing on those and other fields.
Pale-bellied Brent: The first of the autumn was in The Fleet near Weymouth on
Oct 19 and one was still there on Nov 3 but for local interest 2 were with the Brent
flock at West Wittering on Nov 1
Brant: One was in Portsmouth Harbour close to Priddy's Hard (near the Explosion
Museum) at Gosport on Nov2, 3 and 4 while another was in the Moonfleet area of
The Fleet near Weymouth on Nov 3
Shelduck: A count of 60 in the Hayling North Common shore area (east of the
marina) on Oct 30 was the first 'normal winter' count for the area (hopefully the
count will soon be around 100)
Wigeon: These too made their first full scale appearance on the Emsworth shore
with a count of 74 off the western shore on Oct 30
Teal: The count on the Hook shore at Warsash rose from less than 50 in September
to 136 on Oct 4, 184 on Oct 17 and now 258 on Oct 30
Pintail: 29 present at Hook/Warsash on Oct 30 and 18 seen in Nutbourne Bay
(Chichester Harbour) on Nov 3
Garganey: One was still being reported from the Dungeness RSPB reserve on Oct
29
Ferruginous Duck hybrids: I have heard no more of the 'Fudge duck'
(Ferruginous x Pochard but looking very close to a true Ferruginous)
since it returned to the Budds Farm pools at Havant on Oct 19 for its eighth
successive winter (it was first seen at Farlington Marshes on 23 Nov 1999 but soon
moved to Budds Farm). I was reminded of this by a report and photo of another
hybrid (this one looking much more like a male Pochard with pale flanks but the
bright yellow eye of Ferruginous) which turned up at Rye Harbour on or shortly

before Oct 30 (and may have been there last winter) - this one has been given the
name 'Porruginous Duck'.
Surf Scoter: Two immature birds were in Studland Bay, Dorset, on Oct 30 - the
first for this winter
Velvet Scoter: One, also the first for this winter, was off Dungeness on Oct 28
Smew: One was said to have been seen at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on Oct 29
(not a conifdent report)
Red-breasted Merganser: Still no large numbers but I had my first two redheads
of this winter in the Hayling Oysterbeds lagoon on Oct 30. On Nov 1 there were 13
in Chichester Harbour off West Wittering
Goosander: Reports from two coastal sites this week. One redhead was at the
RSPB Dungeness reserve on Oct 29 and 30 (and again on Nov 3) and two redheads
were close inshore on the sea off Pagham Harbour on Oct 30 and 31 (and again on
Nov 1)
Ruddy Duck: The female was seen on Budds Farm pools on Nov 3
Marsh Harrier: One flew south over Horsham on Oct 28 and on Oct 31 John
Chapman happened to be on the Langstone South Moors when one flew low
overhead going southwest (very close to being a garden tick for him!). Four other
reports this week of single birds going south
Sparrowhawk: Three reports of migrants arriving from the continent. At
Dungeness 9 came in on Oct 30 and another 6 on Nov 3, while at Christchurch
Harbour two flew in off the sea on Nov 2
Hobby: A late bird was reported at Horsham on Nov 2
Little Crake: This is a species that I have not come across before among the south
coast sightings that I monitor and the current sighting remains only a possible
based on a very brief glimpse of a bird out in the open at Grove Ferry in the Kent
Stour Valley before disappearing into dense cover on Oct 28. The species is a rare
vagrant to Britain. Birdguides does list one confirmed report for this year but that
was in the Shetlands during May and June - just 42 British records before this year.
Avocet: Three were at Farlington Marshes on or about Oct 28 but if you want to see
them go to Brownsea Island in Poole Harbour where there were 1247 on Oct 29. At
the end of August there were 185 at Brownsea and on Oct 12 that had risen to 1150.
Nearer home 6 (including a juvenile) were in Nutbourne Bay (east of Emsworth) on
Nov 3
Woodcock: Two were seen going to roost in a quarry near the West High Down on
the IoW at dawn on Oct 27, and on Nov 1 one was flushed from Bembridge Down
- not sure if these were normal residents or winter visitors

Black-tailed Godwit: On Oct 28 Farlington Marshes was home to 278 birds while
Brownsea Island in Dorset had 1617
Whimbrel: What were almost certainly single wintering birds were at Cowes on the
IoW on Oct 29 and at Church Norton (Pagham Harbour) on Oct 30 and 31
Spotted Redshank: Two are said to be back in the Emsworth area of Chichester
Harbour but none have so far been seen at Nore Barn
Greenshank: At least 8 are now regular in the Emsworth area
Common Sandpiper: On Nov 3 singles (presumably wintering birds) were at the
mouth of the Hermitage Stream at Broadmarsh in Langstone Harbour, at the
Blashford Lake near Ringwood, and at Christchurch Harbour
Med Gull: In past year I have seen regular reports of post-breeding flocks of Med
Gulls on the Isle of Wight (near Bembridge Foreland) and in Pagham Harbour but
not in Dorset (probably because I have not been checking sources of info about
Dorset until recently). However, a count of 57 Med Gulls in The Fleet near
Weymouth on Nov 2 this year exceeds the highest count from the Weymouth area
last winter (37 birds on Dec 24) by a good margin, and in 2005 the highest count
from Dorset was just 21 birds in Portland Harbour (again on Dec 24)
Little Gull: 11 were seen off Worthing on Oct 28 and more than 20 were 'dip
feeding' on the sea off nearby Widewater Lagoon on Oct 29
Sandwich Tern: Two in Chichester Harbour off West Wittering on Nov 1 are
presumably wintering birds - a Common Tern in Christchurch Harbour on Oct 28
and an Arctic Tern there the same day were more likely to be late migrants
Little Auk: One was in Studland Bay near the mouth of Poole Harbour on Oct 31
Stock Dove: Peak autumn passage counts so far were both at Christchurch
Harbour - 132 birds on Oct 30 and 136 on Nov 1
Woodpigeon: Vast numbers were moving over the south coast on Oct 29, 30 and
31 - most were heading along the coastal strip to the departure point they
preferred, where they would turn south. I have no idea what the total number was
but counts at individual sites were up to 22,880 over Seaton in Devon and 31,000
over Dawlish, also in Devon - both on the morning of Oct 30. The next highest count
was of 11,000 birds going south over Portland on Oct 30 (when 3,084 went south
west over Broadmarsh here on the north shore of Langstone Harbour) but large
flocks of birds were on the move everywhere along the south coast and may have
left us at many different points (2500+ went south from Selsey Bill on Oct 30 but at
Beachy Head on Oct 31 a count of 5000 birds was listed as heading west, not out to
sea). November saw 22,500 over Christchurch Harbour on Nov 1, 17,000 there on
Nov 2 and more than 16,000 there on Nov 3. A local count on Nov 2 was of 1,180
going east (against the normal flow) over the QE country park near Petersfield
Short-eared Owl: On Oct 27 one was at Atherfield (near St Catherine's Point) on
the IoW, on Oct 29 one was near Pagham Harbour and on Oct 30 one was seen

'quartering the water' in Chichester Harbour off West Wittering (not seen to catch
any fish!) - this last bird probably changed its tactics to be the one seen hunting the
Pagham spit shingle on Oct 31
Kingfisher: On Oct 30 I watched one twice hovering (just as steady as a Kestrel)
about ten feet above the water off Langstone Mill and on Oct 31 John Chapman saw
one fishing from the sea wall just west of Langstone Bridge.
Woodlark: 9 went over Christchurch Harbour on Oct 29, 12 were in the West Bay
area near Bridport on Oct 31 and 19 were seen to fly in off the sea at Dungeness on
Nov 3
Skylark: On Oct 30 a count of 1360 was recorded passing over the West Bay area
near Bridport in Dorset (ten times the number seen there on Oct 29 or at
Christchurch Harbour on Oct 30). Here in Hampshire counts were of just 22 going
over Broadmarsh on Oct 30 and 14 over Hook/Warsash that day.
Shorelark: One seen on Tennyson Down (IoW) on Oct 31 was not seen again
Sand Martin: A single very late bird was over Christchurch Harbour on Nov 3
Swallow: Still being seen daily at favoured coastal sites but the highest counts
were of 18 at Durlston on Oct 29 (with 15 there on Oct 30 and 6 on Oct 31).
Sandwich Bay on the east coast of Kent recorded 53 on Nov 2
House Martin: 190 flew south from the IoW on Oct 27 but the only other new
reports are from Durlston (9 on Oct 30 and 15 on Oct 31). The only report since Oct
31 has been of 34 at Sandwich Bay on Nov 2
Richard's Pipit: Singles seen at Portland on Oct 30 and at Barton on sea in Hants
on Nov 4
Black Redstart: One was seen at Sandy Point on Hayling on Oct 22 but did not
stay beyond Oct 23. More recently one was seen in the Paulsgrove area just south
of Portsdown on Oct 31
Wheatear: One still present at Durlston on Nov 3 and one on the Isle of Wight on
Nov 1
Ring Ouzel: November sightings at Durlston on Nov 1, Bembridge Down (IoW) on
Nov 2 and Portland on Nov 3
Backbird: A high count of 100 at Portland on Nov 3 as more arrive from the
continent
Song Thrush: I have been expecting to hear full song from one soon, and early on
the morning of Oct 30 I dashed out to hear one belting out its full song from a tree
at the bottom of my garden (loud enough to be heard clearly indoors above the
radio and other noises). After less than a minute of this the bird stopped and has not
been heard again - I guess it was a migrant male just arrived here and trying to see
if it could interest any females in the area but not getting any response it moved on.

Mistle Thrush: These are currently in very short supply - a flock of 37 in the Meon
Valley on Aug 12 was the only two figure count of local breeding birds (to be
compared to flocks of up to 200+ in Hampshire during the 1970s) and in October
the highest counts (out of just 21 reports for the month) were a group of 6 seen on
the Isle of Wight on Oct 17 and a group of 8 on the Sussex Downs on Oct 2.
November has started with another group of 6 going over Christchurch Harbour on
Nov 2. As yet only one bird has been heard to sing this autumn.
Barred Warbler: A juvenile was seen well by several birders in bushes just north
of the Sinah gravel pit lake on south Hayling on the morning of Oct 29 - for an
excellent picture of it taken by Ian Julian go to
http://www.natureandpictures.co.uk/albums/LATEST%20PICTURES/slides/latest02.html (you can see another picture of the bird by clicking the number 1 above the
picture, this being number 2). Alistair Martin, who has sent me an even better
picture of the bird, says that it had a large mite or tick on its head and seemed to wilt
visibly during the course of the one day it was seen.
Lesser Whitethroat: A very late bird at Durlston on Nov 3
Garden Warbler: Two late birds on Oct 29 - one at Portland and one at Dungeness
Bearded Tit: 18 at Portland on Oct 30 were clearly in transit
Marsh Tit: A mention of a few seen in the Hastings area on Nov 3 reminds me how
scarce these have become in our south east Hampshire area - since the beginning
of August I have only heard of them at three local sites (Old Winchester Hill in the
Meon valley where they were reported on three days, Goodwood Trundle north of
Chichester, and Amberley area south of Pulborough)
Red-backed Shrike: An unexpected bird was present at Abbotsbury near
Weymouth on Oct 30
Great Grey Shrike: In Sussex the regular birds are still at Lavington Common and
in Ashdown Forest, and in the New Forest there have been sightings at Leaden Hall
and Bratley Plain, both on Oct 30
Raven: When the Havant Wildlife Group was at East Head (Sussex side of the
mouth of Chichester Harbour) on Oct 27 they watched a pair of Ravens eating
carrion and you can see Ian Julian's picture of one of them at
http://www.natureandpictures.co.uk/albums/LATEST%20PICTURES/slides/latest05.html
Starling: More than 1000 flew in off the sea at Portland on Nov 2 with another
1100 there on Nov 3 (when 3000 came in at Dungeness)
Chaffinch: On Oct 29 more than 2000 passed over Christchurch Harbour and on
Oct 30 the count at West Bay near Bridport was 2513
Brambling: Counts of these have also gone up with 65 passing over Durlston on
Oct 30 (and 8 over Broadmarsh here in Havant on Oct 30). Their rate of arrival has
also gone up with a peak count of 230 coming in at Dungeness on Oct 30

Serin: Just one seen over Durlston on Oct 30. Since Aug 23 (when one was at
Portland) there has only been one other report of Serin, at Christchurch Harbour on
Oct 15
Twite: First report of the winter is of a single at Durlston on Oct 29
Crossbill: A group of more than five birds in Milkham Inclosure (New Forest) on
Oct 30 and 31contained one male making calls suggesting it could be a
Two-barred Crossbill. On Oct 31 it was also making display flights.
Bullfinch: A count of 27 migrants passing over Christchurch Harbour on Oct 29 was
the largest of the 26 reports of migrants so far this autumn (the total of all 26 counts
is 149 birds)
Hawfinch: One over Durslton and three flying west over the Blashford Lake at
Ringwood, both on Oct 31, seem to be the first indication of this species on the
move. Another was seen near Swanage on Nov 1
Lapland Bunting: One over Portland on Oct 29 and maybe the same over
Christchurch Harbour on Oct 30. More recently one was over Barton on sea in Hants
on Nov 4.
Snow Bunting: Just starting to arrive in the south - one at Sandwich Bay on Oct
27, one at Pett Level on Rye Bay on both Oct 27 and 28, and three at Sandwich Bay
on Oct 29
Corn Bunting: A winter flock is starting to build up at Rye Harbour ith 42 birds
there on Nov 1
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Southern Hawker: What was very probably one of these was flying in the
Botley Woods area north of Fareham on Nov 2
Migrant Hawer: Still flying at Cherque Farm (north of Browndown which is
west of Gosport) on Nov 3
Red-veined Darter: More than 20 on the wing at Cherque Farm on Nov 3
Common Darter: Also seen at Cherque Farm on Nov 3
Butterflies (Fourteen species flying in November)
Clouded Yellow: Singles at both Cissbury Ring (north of Worthing) and
Bexhill (west of Hastings) on Nov 3
Brimstone: November sightings In Leigh Park (Havant) and at Crawley on
Nov 1 and near Eastbourne on Nov 3
Large White: Seen at Durlston on Nov 2

Small White: Seen on Thorney Island on Nov 1 and at Bexhill on Nov 3
Small Copper: Flying on Thorney Island on Nov 1 and at Cissbury Ring on
Nov 3
Brown Argus: One at Cissbury Ring on Nov 3
Common Blue: A female at Cissbury Ring on Nov 3
Red Admiral: Still seen daily with reports from four sites on Nov 3
Painted Lady: Latest was at Durlston on Nov 2
Small Tortoiseshell: One at Durlston on Nov 3
Peacock: One at Bexhill on Nov 3
Comma: Flying at both Durlston and the Worthing area on Nov 3
Speckled Wood: Seen at Durlston and Crawley on Nov 3
Meadow Brown: One at Durlston and one in an Edburton garden north of
Brighton - both on Nov 3
Moths
Feathered Thorn: First of the year reported from the Worthing area on Oct
31
Flame Brocade: First at Portland on Oct 29
Scarlet Tiger caterpillar: One discovered by accident in Friston Forest on
Oct 27 ws the first proof of this moth breeding in Sussex since 1929
Other Insects
Ophion luteus: This reddish coloured Ichneumon was still being found in
a Newhaven moth trap on Nov 1 - this species parasitises various caterpillars
Hornet: Surprisingly few reports this autumn but on was seen at
Hook/Warsash on Oct 30 and another turned up at Portland that day
PLANTS
The total count of species seen in flower during October now stands at
237 of which I have seen 210 personally. By Nov 4 my November count
was already up to 90
Stream Water Crowfoot (Ranunculus penicillatus): This had resumed
flowering in two local streams on Nov 3 (not seen in October)
Black Mustard: Still flowering at Emsworth on Nov 1
Perforate St John's Wort: A few late flowers at Broadmarsh on Nov 3

Sweet Violet: A single flower in St Thomas churchyard (Old Bedhampton) on Nov
3 is probably the precursor of many more this month
Corn Spurrey: Reflowering in a harvested arable field at Warblington on Nov 2
Round-leaved Cranesbill: Flowering at The Ship inn at Langstone on Oct 30 but
not yet looked for in November
Shining Cranesbill: An unexpected bonus at a regular site on Nov 2 (I don't recall
autumn reflowering of this species before this year)
Hairy Vetchling (Lathyrus hirsutus): Another bonus - just five flowers found at
Broadmarsh on Nov 3
Dwarf Spurge: Several plants flourishing as arable weeds at Warblington on Nov
2
Pepper Saxifrage: Still flowering at Emsworth Brook Meadow on Nov 2
Strawberry Tree: On Sep 4 the tree at Northney Church on Hayling seemed close
to the end of its flowering but the tree by the Emsworth Slipper Mill Pond did not
start flowering until the end of September. Now, on Oct 30, the Northney tree has
fresh flowers. Maybe these trees, like the Tamarisks on the shore, flower repeatedly
through the warmer months of the years and are not in synch with each other.
Yellow Pimpernel: Flowers seen by Brian Fellows in the Hollybank Woods at
Emsworth on Oct 30 seem to be the first to be seen since Aug 11 and so add another
species to the October flowering list
Verbascum macrocarpum: One of the plants at the Hayling North Common site
has escaped the attentions of the vandals who had bashed it and its companion in
September and on Oct 30 it had several spikes with flowers
Sharp and Round-leaved Fluellen: Both flowering among the arable weeds at
Warblington on Nov 2
Hybrid Water Speedwell: One plant flowering in the Hermitage Stream at
Bedhampton on Nov 3
Slender Speedwell: A single flower in St Faith's churchyard in Havant on Nov 1
Spotted Deadnettle: A very pretty garden escape found in the Emsworth west
shore area on Nov 2
Field Woundwort: Abundant among the arable weeds at Warblington on Nov 2
Fleabane: A late flowering plant on Hayling Island on Oct 30 - not yet found in
November
Golden Samphire: Still a few flowers on the Warblington shore on Nov 2
Blue Fleabane: Flowering at Broadmarsh on Nov 3

Chinese Mugwort: This never flowers until October - I missed the plants at
Broadmarsh in October but found them flowering on Nov 3
Red-hot Poker: Two spikes of this garden escape were flowering in Church Lane
at Warblington on Nov 2
Cockspur grass: On Oct 29 I found yet another site at which this grass is prolific
on a footpath going east from the Hundred Acres area near Wickham in the Meon
Valley
OTHER WILDLIFE
Frog: Many had returned to a garden pond near Hastings by Nov 3 - will we have
Frogspawn in November this year?
Common (Smooth) Newt: At least one had returned to a garden pond at
Northiam near Hastings on Nov 3
Fungi: A dozen Fly Agaric in the grass by the roadside in Beacon Square at
Emsworth were seen on Oct 29 but had vanished by Oct 31. More unusual finds
were of a Cauliflower Fungus (Sparassis crispa - also called Brain Fungus
but unrelated to Yellow Brain!) on Oct 30 in the Sling area of Stansted Forest (at
the foot of a Monterey Pine near the Rowlands Castle Lodges), and a big display of
Agrocybe rivulosa on a mound of wood chips at a Tree Surgeon premises in
North Boarhunt (opposite the village Social Club at SU 604111) seen on Oct 29. This
fungus was new to science when found in Holland in 2003 and spread to England in
2004 - by now it is found in most parts of Britain but this is the first time I have come
across it. At the same site there was a good show of Grey Coral fungus.
Since writing the above in mid-week more Agrocybe rivulosa has appeared on
wood chips in the Palmers Road Copse at Brook Meadow in Emsworth (Nov 2) and
a beautiful fresh growth of Wrinkled Peach (Rhodotus palmatus) had been
seen on the sawn butt end of a dead tree in Pook Lane at Warblington (also Nov 2)
- later in that visit to the Warblington Farm fields I found my first Stubble Rosegill
(Volvariella speciosa) of the autumn. By Nov 1 the Waxcaps on my lawn
numbered 37 Snowy Waxcap (Hygrocybe virginea), 50+ Parrot Waxcap
and 3 Meadow Waxcaps

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR OCT 29 - NOV 4 (WEEK 44 OF 2007)
Sat 3 Nov
Budds farm and Broadmarsh
On my way to Budds Farm I found Stream Water Crowfoot flowering in the
Langbrook stream with Water Forget-me-not beside it, and on Budds Farm pools

the female Ruddy Duck was visible with at least one Gadwall and three Pochard
among the commoner water fowl.
Heading along the shore to the Hermitage stream I ticked off Black Horehound
and Hemlock in flower, and where the Brockhampton stream joins the Hermitage
a single wintering Common Sandpiper was at the water's edge.
Best find was on top of the Broadmarsh mountain where five flowers of Hairy
Vetchling could still be seen but there was little more of interest until I got to the
cycleway below the A27 embankment. Here both Common Centaury and
Yellow-wort were in flower with Blue Fleabane, Common Vetch, Hemp
Agrimony, Corn Mint and Perforate St John's Wort. Returning along the
cycleway I stopped just before turning back into the Broadmarsh grassland to check
the Chinese Mugwort and found it also in flower (this plant never flowers until
October), and when I got back to what used to be the small west carpark (but which
has long been closed off as a base for workmen constructing the new A27/Harts
Farm Way roundabout) I found it was now free of all signs of the workers and had
a new tarmac surface, but when I went up the carpark approach road I found the
barriers at the main road firmly closed with anti-traveller concrete blocks - hopefully
it will soon re-open for public use.
Two more finds worth reporting were a single Sweet Violet flower in the old
Bedhampton churchyard and Hybrid Water Speedwell in the Hermitage Stream
near the waterworks (where Stream Water Crowfoot was also flowering).
Fri 2 Nov
A cycle round Warblington farm area
En route to Warblington I used the twitchel path from Wade Court Road to the Pook
Lane bridge over the A27 and in doing so not only found Pellitory of the Wall still
flowering but was very surprised to find two flowers on Shining Cranesbill among
many on Herb Robert. Church Lane still has several flowering plants of Cow
Parsley and two spikes of Red Hot Poker flowers but the really good find here
came as I went down the old part of Pook Lane and past the remains of a large dead
tree still lying in the hedge on the east side of the lane with its sawn off butt pointing
out to passers by on the lane. Today this butt end had a beautiful peach pink
adornment of fresh Rhodotus palmatus fungus - something I have only seen
once before in Havant Thicket. It is supposed to grow only on dead Elm wood
(though I am told it can also be found on Beech which was probably true in Havant
Thicket) but my impression was that the dead tree here was an Ash - that must be
checked out on my next visit.
Heading east along the shore with the tide at its lowest there was no special bird
interest though plenty of Brent on the water and a few waders on the mud with a
collection of Teal and Wigeon plus one Greenshank by the stream running out of
the farm.

Just past Conigar point I entered the shore field which is now rich in wild flowers
among the stubble. Field Woundwort is everywhere and I came across Corn
Spurrey re-flowering in two places. Both Sharp and Round-leaved Fluellen
were present and in flower and there was plenty of Dwarf Spurge which I counted
as flowering. Field Pansy was present and Field Madder had an unusually bright
mauve colour to its flowers. Two Skylark sang for me and I heard the call of a
Reed Bunting, and before I left I came on my first lone example of Rosy
Stubblegill fungus (Volvariella speciosa).
Thu 1 Nov
Around Havant
The large number of plants in flower during October has encouraged me to see
what can be found in Novemeber, and I got off to a good start with one flower not
seen at all last month - Slender Speedwell. I found this in St Faith's churchyard
and in the past I would never have picked out this one flower from the mass of
Common Field Speedwell but now familiarity with the very different leaves of
Slender immediately emphasised the very slight differences between the flowers
of the two species.
I was in that area to tick off the Brackish Water Crowfoot still flowering in the
Homewell spring and the Wall Lettuce and White Comfrey flowering by the
southern edge of the churchyard. Also seen in the churchyard was Field Madder,
and in the concrete courtyard of the building on the west side of the junction of East
St and Town Hall Road (opposite the Arts Centre) Sticky Groundsel was still
flourishing.
Back at home I counted the waxcap toadstools on the lawn, finding 3 Meadow
Waxcaps, 55 Parrot and 37 of the white ones whose name I can never decide on
(I put them down as Hygrocybe virginea which is the name for Snowy Waxcap
in the new list of English Names and is used by Michael Jordan but not by Roger
Phillips - typically Snowy Waxcap does not appear in Stefan Buckzacki's Collins
Guide but he has the species down as Camarophyllus virgineus and confuses
the issue by saying the species should have yellow spots on its white cap. That's this
month's rant on the tribulations of Toadstool taxonomy over)
Tue 30 Oct
Around north Hayling
After the sun had warmed it this morning I witnessed the safe departure of a Red
Admiral butterfly which had been discovered in the house last night as we were
ironing clothes which had been out on the clothes line yesterday - the butterfly must
have been firmly attached to the back of some garment as I took them off the line
and roughly folded them into a large plastic basin to carry indoors, and it survived
unharmed somewhere in the pile, waking in the warm room temperature before
being ironed.
After lunch I cycled to the Hayling Oysterbeds, then via Daw and Copse Lanes to
Northney before returning via Langstone pond and Wade Lane.

Reaching the main road end of Mill Lane at Langstone I found Shaggy Soldier,
Alsike Clover and Small-flowered Cranesbill still in flower and on the Hayling
side of the bridge at least one flower of Golden Samphire could be seen.
On the outer bund walls of the Oysterbeds many thousand Dunlin and other
waders were waiting for the tide to fall, as were 15 Egrets and 2 Grey Herons on
the more grassy areas. In the lagoon were my first two Merganser plus three
Little Grebe, with a few Wigeon and Teal with the Brent in the northern pools.
Another Red Admiral was on the wing here.
In the Copse Lane area I found a late flowering plant of Fleabane and a couple of
spikes of Winter Heliotrope before reaching Northney Church were the
Strawberry Tree had fresh flowers. At the North Common open space
Hedgerow Cranesbill was still out and one plant of Verbascum macrocarpum
had been unmolested since my last visit and now had several flower spikes.
With the tide still high there were 51 Lapwing in the marina inlet while the old
boating lagoon was crowded with Brent and Shelduck plus a few Teal and
Wigeon. Around 200 Redshank were roosting on the outer wall beyond which
another 15 Shelduck were on the open water to bring the total Shelduck count
here to 60. In addition to the Brent in the enclosed water at North Common a lot
more were on both sides of the harbour east of Langstone Bridge, and while I have
not yet seen any on fields a party of 30 flying north over the centre to north Hayling
suggested that they have already lost their fear of the land and will use the fields as
soon as they run short of weed on the harbour shores.
Back at Langstone I was approaching the Mill along the shore in front of the Roayal
Oak when I saw a Kingfisher skimming the water passing the Mill. It landed on a
rock at the water's edge, jerked its body a couple of times and then flew up to hover
about ten feet above the water before plunging into it. No luck this time so it had
another go, hovering with its body held almost vertically and as steady as any
Kestrel for at least ten seconds before it flew on to perch on the seawall beside the
mill pond.
Mon 29 Oct
Woodchip Fungi at North Boarhunt
On the way back from a visit to Swanmore in the Meon valley I thought I would have
a look at the footpath between the road serving Hundred Acres and that running
through North Boarhunt - this path supposedly goes through an area where John
Shillitoe has had a winter flock of Woodlark for many years and this year he
reported the return of six birds on Oct 1 to a field which has the remains of a Maize
crop.
After discovering that the West Walk wood public carpark at SU 597122 now has a
fixed £1 pay and display charge (and not having that amount on me in coinage!) I
drove to the other end of the path in question and parked for free outside the North

Boarhunt Social Club at SU 604111 which is almost opposite the east end of the path
I wanted to see (and also close to another path going east).
The start of my path goes west through a site owned by a firm of Tree Surgeons and
the first thing I saw on my left was a huge mound of wood chippings with a bold
display of fungi on it which I am pretty sure are the Agrocybe rivulosa species
which (according to Peter Marren writing in the Dec 2006 edition of British Wildlife
mag) were 'new to science when described from Holland in 2003 and which turned
up in Britain in the following year'. Since then they have been found widely
throughout Britain so a find here would not be surprising, though it gives me the
excitement of yet another 'first' on my life list.
My find looks very like the photos of Agrocybe rivulosa to be seen at
http://homepages.tesco.net/~brent.pearson/bolbitiaceae/agrocybe_rivulosa.htm
in particular the cap and stem colour, shape and proportions, but while my
specimens have a prominent ring around the stem they did not have the 'long skirts'
hanging down from the ring which is a feature of most of the photos I have seen of
this species.
On the other side of the path, against the foot of a building, were several other small
fungi including a good show of Grey Coral fungus.
Beyond the buildings the path goes uphill through woodland with the woodland
edge and grassy fields (several occupied by horses) for most of its length before
dipping down towards the Hundred Acres road with an area (on the north side of the
path) of dilapidated plastic tunnels in which flowers have been grown, becoming a
more active flower nursery as you approach the road. South of the path here the
fields currently look grassy and I could see no sign of maize having been grown
anywhere so I may have been on the wrong path to see the Woodlarks though
plant nurseries are a typical preferred winter site for them (and the ground where
plants had been grown was now almost bare except for lots of weeds, providing a
seed rich area for the birds to forage).
Among the weeds I noted Small Nettle and a lot of Cockspur grass (this beside
the path rather than on the cultivated area. Heading back through the woods I
heard several Jays and in the pony fields saw a small flock of Meadow Pipits.
SUMMARY FOR OCT 22 - 28 (WEEK 43 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Red-throated Diver: One was inside Chichester Harbour off Ella Nore (south of
Thorney Island) on Oct 26 and the one on the River Itchen in the middle of
Southampton was still there on Oct 24 (it arrived in summer plumage on Oct 3)
Black-throated Diver: One was seen passing Selsey Bill on Oct 25
White-billed Diver: Still off Selsey Bill on Oct 26 (there since Oct 9)

Slavonian Grebe: One seen inside Pagham Harbour on Oct 24 (but so far no flock
of them offshore there)
Black-necked Grebe: No further reports from Langstone Harbour since the
passing bird on Aug 24 but one was in Chchester Harbour off Ella Nore on Oct 26
and a new bird arrived in Dorset at the Abbotsbury Swannery on Oct 24 staying to
25
Cattle Egret: After the one seen at Bewl Water in Sussex on Oct 12 two were seen
in the Kent Stour valley on Oct 19 and one was subsequently at Rainham Marshes
in Essex. Oct 24 brought a brief local sighting at the Sidlesham Ferry Pool (Pagham
Harbour) before flying off in a north easterly direction.
Spoonbill: The flock of 26 was still at Brownsea Island in Poole Harbour up to Oct
21 but on Oct 24 one was seen flying over the Horton area (west of Ringwood) and
on Oct 27 the report from Brownsea was of only 13 birds
Mute Swan: The usual large flock in the Fishbourne Channel near Chichester
numbered 112 on Oct 23
Whooper Swan: The two reported at Pagham Harbour on Oct 18 have not been
seen there again but may have flown west to give a report of three flying over the
Wareham area in Dorset on Oct 23 (taking a very roundabout route to Slimbridge??)
Brent Goose: Maybe we are starting to see the main body of Brent that have
raised young this year starting to arrive in southern England. On Oct 25 a sample
count of 105 birds in the Swale estuary (north Kent) found 56 young - I don't know
how representative that is of the whole flock there which has grown to 2200 birds by
Oct 27. Another count came from West Wittering on Oct 26, giving 61 young among
a total of 608 geese
Wigeon: A total of 400 in Pagham Harbour on Oct 24 with 200 Pintail
Garganey: One was still being reported at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on Oct 23
Scaup: A first winter male was seen in the Selsey west fields area on Oct 21 and up
to three are being reported at the Abbotsbury Swannery near Weymouth
Lesser Scaup: One has apparently settled at Stourton in Wiltshire
Long-tailed Duck: John Norton had a probable sighting of two flying past
Gilkicker Point at Gosport on Oct 21 - the first report of this winter
Red-breasted Merganser: Three were seen in Langstone Harbour off the
Hayling Oysterbeds on Oct 22, the first report in this harbour since one off
Farlington Marshes on Oct 7. The first in Hampshire waters were two in Portsmouth
Harbour on Sep 26 with 8 there on Oct 18. Others have been seen in the west Solent
since Oct 7 and the latest reports include 9 seen in Chichester Harbour on Oct 26
from Ella Nore near West Wittering

Sparrowhawk: A male tried (but failed) to get its supper from the Pied Wagtail
roost in trees around the Havant Tesco store in gloomy semi-darkness on the
evening of Oct 27
Rough-legged Buzzard: One was reportedly seen at Lavington Common near
Pulborourgh on Oct 21 - as Common Buzzards show great variety in plumage and
behaviour (and Rough-legged are uncommon in Sussex and Hampshire) I was
sceptical about this but I see that Lee Evans is reporting small numbers currently
arriving on the east coast from Scandinavia. Subsequently one was seen well both
on the ground and flying south in the Lewes area on Oct 26 (when there was
another sighting at Reculver on the north Kent coast)
Hobby: Two singles seen on Oct 21 (one on the Isle of Wight, the other near
Bridport in Dorset) may have been the last for this year
Water Rail: An indication that these ungainly flyers are currently making long
journeys to winter quarters comes from two sightings at coastal sites which have no
marshy areas - one was at Portland Bill on Oct 24 and another was at Beachy Head
(Whitbread Hollow) on Oct 27
Crane: A possible sighting of one in the Meon valley at Droxford was made on Oct
26 from a car on the A32
Avocet: Three birds seen at Sidlesham Ferry (Pagham Harbour) on Oct 23 were still
there on Oct 26
Golden Plover: Coastal winter flocks seem to be settling down in our area now on 21 Oct 43 were at Newtown Harbour (IoW), on 26 Oct there were 170 in the
West Wittering area and 200+ in the Warsash/Hook area, while on 27 Oct a flock of
44 were seen between Selborne and Alton.
Little Stint: Nine reports this week include the first sighting of a winter bird at
West Wittering
Curlew Sandpiper: On Oct 26 one was still in Pagham Harbour near Sidlesham
Ferry and managing to survive despite a deformed bill
Purple Sandpiper: One was seen on Oct 21 at Southsea Castle where the first to
arrive back on the south coast was seen on Aug 15. Since that early report there
have been 14 other reports from various sites but the current one is the only other
report from Southsea. (Last year none were seen at Southsea until Dec 13). On Oct
22 one was seen at Shoreham Harbour and on Oct 24 one was at Selsey Bill
Woodcock: After the first indication of autumn movement with a single bird at
Durlston on Oct 12 there have been four further reports of migrants - on Oct 21 one
arrived at Sandwich Bay, on Oct 25 one was at Rye Harbour and on that day another
was seen at the Dungeness RSPB reserve.
Black-tailed Godwit: On Oct 23 Brian Fellows discovered a flock of 195 feeding in
an area from which I have seen no previous reports - the north east corner of
Bosham Channel called Colner Creek which can be viewed from a shore footpath

leading north from Bosham (or south from the fast straight section of the A259 west
of the Bosham roundabout - parking is available on the disused section of the old
road running past Colner House)
Whimbrel: What was likely to have been a wintering bird was seen from the
Apuldram area in Fishbourne Channel near Chichester on Oct 23
Little Gull: A few more have been seen in our area recently - on Oct 25 Selsey Bill
reported 10 birds with 34 there on Oct 26, and on Oct 27 three were seen from
Sandy Point on Hayling
Ring-billed Gull: The regular winter bird was back at the Gosport Cockle Pond on
Oct 20 and seen there again on Oct 22 and 23. It has been coming there each winter
since November 2003.
Iceland Gull: First report of the winter is of one at Ferrybridge (Weymouth) on Oct
25
Great Blackback: A count of 700 at Rye Harbour on Oct 27 is a sign that winter is
perhaps already here.
Kittiwake: A couple of adults were seen at the mouth of Chichester Harbour on Oct
27 (probably the same two seen from Selsey Bill on Oct 25)
Sandwich Tern: Several of these now regularly winter in all our local harbours and
are easy enough to spot when flying, fishing and calling but they can easily be
overlooked when resting among a large flock of gulls - Brian Fellows has recently
made the first finds of wintering birds on the mud among gulls both at Langstone
Village (Oct 17) and at the Sidlesham Ferry Pool (Oct 23)
Guillemot: One was in Chichester Harbour on Oct 27 seen from West Wittering
Razorbill: Two were seen from West Wittering on Oct 26
Puffin: One was seen distantly from Selsey Bill on Oct 25
Wood Pigeon: The annual autumn passage which began on Oct 13 shows no sign
of ending yet. So far the largest movements have been of over 1000 birds, the
highest count being of 1870 seen passing over the Broadmarsh area of Langstone
Harbour by Jason Crook on Oct 20 followed by 1673 over Bridport on Oct 26 and,
both on Oct 20, another 1692 over West Bay near Bridport and 1350 over Durlston.
Long-eared Owl: The first three reports seem to be of birds arriving from the
continent. One flew in off the sea at Dungeness on Oct 17, another was on the north
Kent coast on Oct 23 and on Oct 24 one flew in off the sea at Portland
Short-eared Owl: One flew in off the sea at Selsey on Oct 24
Hoopoe: One was seen in the Upton area of Poole on Oct 15
Skylark: Oct 21 brought high counts of 106 over Christchurch Harbour and 226
over West Bay near Bridport

Swallow: The highest count this week was of 90 over Durlston on Oct 22 but a few
were seen at various coastal sites every day of the week with 40 still going over
Durlston on Oct 27 (when 2 flew over South Hayling and 18 were seen at
Dungeness)
House Martin: Some seen each day, the biggest numbers being 55 at
Christchurch on Oct 26 and another 55 at Portland on Oct 27 (when 14 were over
South Hayling)
Richard's Pipit: An unsubstantiated one over Hook in north Hampshire on Oct 21
and a definite sighting on Oct 23 at Culver Down near Bembridge (IoW)
Water Pipit: A 'possible' sighting at Farlington Marshes on Sep 29 has not been
followed up by other local sightings and so far the only two other sightings have
been at Portland on Oct 18 and at the Pannel Valley (Rye Bay) on Oct 21.
Yellow Wagtail: One, probably the last of the year, seen near Poole Harbour on
Oct 24
Grey Wagtail: These are now widespread with birds seen by the River Ems and
the Lavant Stream in Leigh Park (Havant) this week. 12 were counted going to a
communal roost at Kings Pond in Alton on Oct 26 - it seems that the Greys like a
water environment for their roosts and do not mix with the Pieds which prefer the
warmth of buildings for their winter night roosts.
Pied Wagtail: Many are still on the move - largest count was 110 over Durlston on
Oct 25 (though these may have been birds dispersing from a night roost there) - but
many have settled in winter quarters giving a night roost of around 200 in trees
around the Havant Tesco store carpark and garage on Oct 27 (this roost is well
enough established to be known to the local Sparrowhawk which tried his luck, but
failed to kill, while I was watching the birds go into the trees.
Blue-throat: Sadly not in our area but birders at Sandwich Bay in Kent enjoyed a
superb red-spotted adult male on Oct 21
Black Redstart: Quite a few have now settled in to regular winter quarters but so
far no news of one back on the Hayling shore near Sandy Point
Wheatear: Down to just four reports this week including one going down the
Itchen valley past Winchester on Oct 25 and one at Rye Harbour on Oct 27
Ring Ouzel: Seven new reports, the latest being in the New Forest (on Coopers Hill
just east of Pitts Wood) on Oct 27
Song Thrush: One tentatively tuning up its song by the Hermitage Stream in Leigh
Park (Havant) at dusk on Oct 26.
Grasshopper Warbler: A late bird was seen at Portland on Oct 21
Garden Warbler: Another late bird as Sandwich Bay on Oct 20

Pallas Warbler: A small influx of these on Oct 20, 21 and 22 brought reports from
Thanet, Sandwich Bay and Reculver (near Whitstable) in Kent and from Beachy
Head. One had reached Studland in Dorset by Oct 24 (still there on Oct 26) and
another was at Christchurch Harbour on Oct 25
Dusky Warbler: One at Reculver on the north Kent coast on Oct 25 and 26
Golden Oriole: A 'probable only' sighting of one at Mill Hill, Shoreham, on Oct 21
sounded convincing
Great Grey Shrike: Three birds now settled at Lavington Common near
Pulborough, Ashdown Forest, and Morden Bog west of Poole Harbour. Other
sightings this week in the New Forest (Coopers Hill near Leaden Hall and Pitts
Wood), Cuckmere Valley near Beachy Head and Reculver on the north Kent coast.
Jackdaw: A much larger than usual number of these have been on the move
recently with counts of 630 passing west over Broadmarsh here in Havant on Oct 20
followed by a count of 3456 over West Bay in Dorset on Oct 21 (where 2784 had
been seen on Oct 20)
Raven: On Oct 27 two had settled on a dead cow in the Titchfield Haven area and
were starting to enjoy a good meal when a large and expensive tractor and trailer
arrived to remove the corpse. Luckily for the Ravens the weight of the tractor broke
a wooden bridge and the tractor ended up in the ditch so the Ravens have another
chance to feed until the tractor has been recovered and the bridge repaired.
Chaffinch: A count of 1270 passing over Christchurch Harbour on Oct 26 seemed
to be a peak count for autumn passage until I looked back to Sep 27 when more
than 1400 flew in off the sea at the Dungeness RSPB reserve (with another 1025
seen at the Dungeness bird observatory that day)
Brambling: 22 new reports this week show that these are becoming more
widespread but so far the highest count has only been of 32 over Durlston on Oct 22
and no settled flocks have been seen (though three were seen in a Crowborough
garden on Oct 24)
Greenfinch: More reports of dead birds killed by the trichomoniasis bug this
week - these come with a reminder to keep all bird feeding and water areas as clean
as possible to avoid passing on the disease.
Goldfinch: These continue to outnumber all other finch species in the autumn
passage counts - on Oct 22 Durlston reported 1350 and Christchurch Harbour 2300.
In Hampshire 1115 went over Barton on sea on Oct 21. On Oct 27 Dungeness
reported 3000+ (presumably coming in from the continent as winter sets in).
Mealy Redpoll: Now officially called Common Redpoll (which it is not!) the first
to be reported this autumn was on in the Kent Stour Valley on Oct 19
Crossbill: One over Mordern Bog (west of Poole Harbour) on Oct 21 and a party of
6 over Christchurch Harbour on Oct 27

INSECTS
Dragonflies
Several Migrant Hawkers were flying at Rodmell near Lewes on Oct 21 and
Common Darters have been on the wing up to at least Oct 23
Butterflies
Clouded Yellow: Still flying at Thorney Island and Old Winchester Hill on
Oct 21
Large and Small White: Both flying at Gosport on Oct 23
Small Copper: On Oct 23 seven were seen at one site on the Sussex Downs
and 3 at another nearby
Brown Argus: A late report of a pair seen mating at Kingston near Lewes on
Oct 17 (at least one was seen on Oct 18 at Cissbury Ring)
Common Blue: One male at Gosport on Oct 23
Holly Blue: A pristine specimen seen on flowering Ivy at Burgess Hill on Oct
21
Red Admiral: Plenty still flying with a count of 17 seen in one visit to
Stansted Forest on Oct 21 and 23 at Gosport on Oct 23
Painted Lady: One at Rodmell near Lewes on Oct 21 and one at Gosport on
Oct 23
Peacock: One at Brighton on Oct 23 and four at Friston Forest near
Eastbourne on Oct 27
Comma: Singles seen on Oct 21 at both Chalton Down and Stansted Forest
Speckled Wood: Five reports this week up to Oct 24
Meadow Brown: One still flying at Cissbury Ring north of Worthing on Oct
23 (also seen at Chalton Down on Oct 21 and Gosport on Oct 23)
Moths
November Moth: First was trapped at Lovedean (Waterlooville) on Oct 23
Swallow-tailed Moth: A late specimen at Portland on Oct 26
Light Emerald: A late find at Friston Forest (Eastbourne) on Oct 27.
Hummingbird Hawkmoth: These have seemingly been less common this
year than in recent years but one was seen at Kingston near Lewes on Oct 17
(fifth reported in October this year)
The Brick: First of year at Portland on Oct 22

PLANTS
The total count of species in flower during this month now stands at 235
with my personal count being 207
Lesser Spearwort: A lot of this was in flower on the Gipsies Plain south of Havant
Thicket on Oct 23 - the first I have seen since Sep 14
Brackish Water Crowfoot (Ranunculus baudotii): Still flowering in the
Havant Homewell Spring on Oct 23
Black Mustard: The first report of this in flower since the end of August came from
Emsworth Marina on Oct 21
Sea Campion: Another unexpected report of this in flower at Pagham Harbour on
Oct 23
Lesser Stitchwort: Still flowering in Havant on Oct 22
Hedgerow Cranesbill: Flowering at Emsworth Marina on Oct 21
Common Vetch: Flowering in Havant on Oct 22
Greater Bird's Foot Trefoil: An unexpected flower seen on Oct 23 in the Havant
Thicket area (just one plant)
Hawthorn: One cluster of flowers open on a tree by the Hermitage stream in Leigh
Park (Havant) on Oct 26 - this tree was flowering last winter in December and
January
Cow Parsley: One plant standing a metre high with half a dozen flower umbels
seen in Leigh Park (Havant) on Oct 26
Common Heather (Ling): Still flowering at Havant Thicket on Oct 23
Shaggy Soldier: Still flowering near the New Lane level crossing in Havant on Oct
22
Winter Heliotrope: After the first sightings of unopen flower spikes on Oct 18 one
was in flower at Emsworth on Oct 22 and at Langstone on Oct 24
Pineappleweed: Surprisingly this did not get onto my October flowering list until
Oct 23
Hawkweed: At least one of the Hieracium species was in flower at Havant Thicket
on Oct 23
Butchers Broom: Flowering in Havant Park on Oct 27
Rootless Duckweed (Wolffia arrhiza): This one only gets a mention after
reading about its abundance in a few ditches at Romney Marsh - the thing which
caught my attention was the fact that this is the world's smallest flowering plants
(Large specimens of this plant reach a maximum size of 1.5mm)

OTHER WILDLIFE
Seals: One Common Seal was seen both from the West Wittering and Hayling
Island sides of the Chichester Harbour entrance on Oct 27 and a Grey Seal remains
in the Rye Harbour area
Roe Deer: At Havant Thicket on Oct 23 I watched a pair of Roe happily grazing out
in the open Gipsies Plain in the pony field south of the Furzy Plain area. While they
were in full view they almost certainly remain there to escape the many dogs
roaming the wooded area on a sunny day - I have often seen them here before.
Chytridiomycosis: This is a disease which has already killed off many of our
native amphibians after it was brought in by American Bullfrogs which have been
released or escaped in southern England. An entry on the Rye Bay website on Oct
22 says that so far the Marsh Frogs on the Romney Marshes are free of the disease
but adds a further worry in reporting that the same disease has been imported from
Switzerland via Alpine Newts. Male Alpine Newts are very colourful in the
breeding season and are consequently popular as 'pets' (they are a species of
Salamander with ten subspecies found in Europe)
Fungi: After my recent false claim to have found Meadow Waxcap growing on my
garden lawn (based on finding them there last year) the genuine thing has
appeared this week. In Havant Thicket on Oct 23 my best find was a 'past its best'
specimen of Earthfan (Thelephora terrestris) which had lost its colour banding
around the edge and looked like nothing more than a sheet of brown rubber
attached to the ground in the grass where I have found much better specimens in
the past. I also found a good show of Oyster Mushroom and the sad remains of
some Spectacular Rustgill (Gymnopilus junonius) which had been kicked to
death. On Oct 24 I went to have another look at the Boletus luridus in the grass
beside Southbrook Road in Langstone but could find no trace of them - I assume
someone has removed them as being a threat to the continuing life of Langstone
residents (but of course they may have been taken by some misguided person who
thinks they are good to eat!). During the week I was told of some large fungi at the
entrance to the Havant Waitrose carpark and on Oct 27 I found a small cluster of
Bay Boletes at the foot of a conifer growing by the vertical 'Waitrose' name board
at the top of the slope down to the carpark
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR OCT 22 - 28 (WEEK 43 OF 2007)
Sun 28 Oct
Nothing much to report in the past couple of days that does not get a mention in the
week's summary. The main items were the visit to the Havant Tesco store at dusk
yesterday to see some 200 Pied Wagtails going to roost in trees around the
store carpark near the petrol station (and being abruptly sent into the air again as
a Sparrowhawk tried, but failed, to catch one)
On Friday a ride around the Leigh Park area gave me the sound of a Song Thrush
starting to tune up for regular song that will start soon, and the sight of a full
grown plant of Cow Parsley covered with fresh flowers plus a single cluster of tiny

flowers on a Hawthorn tree which I had seen in flower last December and
January
Tue 23 Oct
Havant Thicket
A walk around Havant Thicket this afternoon brought my list of plants seen
flowering in October up to a total of 232 with 204 seen by me in person.
Among the contributors to this increase some were expected - Dwarf Gorse,
Common Heather (Ling), and Devils Bit Scabious - but at least one was
unexpected - Greater Bird's Foot Trefoil. One of the additions went down as
Hieracium species as I can never be sure of the exact names of these, and one
plant - Pineappleweed - should have been on my list before today.
Other items noted were a single Common Lizard, a pair of Roe Deer feeling safer
out on the grassland of the Gipsies Plain rather than in the woodland where so many
dogs are roaming on a day like this. A single Common Darter was on the wing
with both Red Admiral and Speckled Wood.
Despite the dry weather several fungi were seen - pride of place being taken by an
old specimen of Earthfan found in the grass where I have seen it in some previous
years. Saddest sight was the trampled remains of what would have been a great
show of Gymnopilus junonius still retaining the wonderful colour which gives it
it's new English name of Spectacular Rustgill. A couple of trees had a good show
of Oyster Mushroom and surprisingly I found my first Sulphur Tuft of the
season out in the grassland with no obvious wood in sight.
The only birds of interest were a couple of Stonechats in widely different places
and a smart male Kestrel taking evasive action from a small swarm of Meadow
Pipits.
Back at home I had a very unexpected Great Spotted Woodpecker in the garden
where there is an ever increasing show of Parrot Waxcap toadstools plus two
genuine Meadow Waxcaps and the tiniest buds of pure white Waxcaps still to
come.
Walking round Havant this morning I found a second unopen spike of Winter
Heliotrope by the pavement of Park Road South outside the abandoned Texaco
garage. That site must inevitably be developed before long and we will lose a grass
strip with a number of interesting plants including a lot of both Winter Heliotrope
and Amphibious Bistort. Already this year the new Solent Retail Park has
destroyed a lovely patch of Marsh Woundwort and a large, colourful display of
Black Mustard.
SUMMARY FOR OCT 15 - 21 (WEEK 42 OF 2007)
BIRDS

White-billed Diver: The superb bird currently residing about 500 metres off
Selsey Bill was still there on Oct 16
Great Crested Grebe: No flocks on Hampshire waters yet to rival the 100+ birds
in Rye Bay on Oct 12 - the best we have to offer is a flock of 16 in Southampton
Water off Woolston on Oct 14 and 29 in Portsmouth Harbour on Oct 18 (there are
probably at least that number in Langstone Harbour)
Slavonian Grebe: Two flew west past Selsey Bill on Oct 14 but no news so far of
them landing in Hampshire waters
Black-necked Grebe: The bird that was seen in Langstone Harbour on Aug 24
must have flown straight on elsewhere and there have been no sightings anywhere
on the south coast since one in Dorset on Sep 28 but on Oct 18 one was seen at the
Dungeness RSPB reserve (where one was seen on Aug 29 and Sep 15)
Little Egret: Three were seen at Alresford Pond (near the source of the River Test)
on Oct 20 - it seems very early for these birds to start moving inland from the coast
as many do in winter months but this is the first I have seen reported there this
year. Of amusement value is a sighting of one flying around the Waitrose carpark in
Chichester on Oct 18
Spoonbill: On Oct 15 the total in Poole Harbour went up to 27 birds - one was seen
at Middlebere in addition to the flock of 26 at Brownsea Island (all 26 appear in a
single photo to be found on the Dorset Bird Club website entry for Oct 14). The flock
was back to 26 in number on Oct 19 and 20 but there may well be another flock
somewhere as a group of 20 were said to have flown over Abbotsbury (Weymouth
area) on Oct 18.
Whooper Swan: Two were seen in the main channel of Pagham Harbour on Oct
18 but I suspect these were from captive rather than wild origin.
Bewick's Swan: Rosemary Webb told me that as she was travelling back by train
from Crawley to Havant on Oct 17 and was crossing the River Arun she saw 36
Bewick's Swans but I have not heard of any other reports and last year the first
arrival was on Nov 10 though in 2005 two were seen at Dungeness on Oct 16 while
the next report did not come until Nov 7
Canada Goose: Some 250 were present at the Chichester gravel pit lakes on Oct
16
Pale-bellied Brent: A single in The Fleet (west of Weymouth) on Oct 19 was the
first to get a mention this autumn
Brant: The bird seen in Langstone Harbour on Oct 6, 7 and 11 is probably still there
and another has appeared in The Fleet with the above mentioned Pale-bellied bird
on Oct 19
Gadwall: More than 60 were on the Chichester lakes on Oct 16 and a pair were
new on the Thorney Little Deeps on Oct 15
Teal: The first to be seen back on the Emsworth west shore near Nore Barn were 17
birds seen on on Oct 15
Mallard: The two apparent 'orphan ducklings' were still on Langstone Pond on Oct
18 when I watched one of them take bread from the hand of one of the regular duck
feeders.
Pintail: A male was still on Budds Farm pools on Oct 19 (when 25 were seen at
Hook/Warsash)

Garganey: Another late bird was in Christchurch Harbour on Oct 14 and two were
still at the RSPB Dungeness reserve on Oct 18
Pochard: More than 60 were on the Chichester gravel pit lakes on Oct 16
Ferruginous x Pochard hybrid: The regular Fudge duck was back on Budds
Farm pools at Havant on Oct 19
Scaup: One at Abbotsbury near Weymouth on Oct 20 was the second to reach the
south coast this autumn after one at Weir Wood reservoir on Oct 10
Goldeneye: After a string of five sightings of single birds at various sites between
Sep 3 and Oct 7 a group of five seen flying together past Selsey Bill on Oct 13 may
herald the start of the winter influx (my expected date for this is Oct 25 going by
previous years)
Red-breasted Merganser: A group of three flying past Selsey on Oct 13 were the
biggest group to be seen together up to that date but on Oct 18 a total of 8 were in
Portsmouth Harbour and on Oct 20 a total of 22 flew past Dungeness
Goosander: One arrived at Rye Harbour on Oct 14, almost certainly one of the first
genuine winter arrivals (as probably was the Eastleigh Lakeside bird on Oct 12)
unlike previous sightings around the Hampshire Avon where some probably stayed
to breed this summer as they have been doing for about the past ten years (the first
family of young ducklings was seen on the Avon in 1998 but they had rpobably bred
in Dorset before that).
Ruddy Duck: The pair were seen together on the Budds Farm pools on Oct 19
Red Kite: A sighting of six together in one tree in the Singleton area north of
Chichester on Oct 11 almost certainly indicates local breeding - two of the birds had
tags and I assume these were the adults which had come from the introduced
population while the other four were presumably this year's young.
Marsh Harrier: One quartering the reeds around Alresford Pond (east of
Winchester) on Oct 20 was presumably a passing migrant going south
Osprey: On Oct 14 one was fishing somewhere around Thorney Island while
another was flying south down the River Itchen at Bishopstoke (Eastleigh). On Oct
18 one was seen in the Avon valley near Ringwood
Hobby: Single birds were seen at three locations including Thorney Island on Oct
14. None reported since Oct 17 (at Lodmoor near Weymouth)
Water Rail: Although these birds seem elusive to us they are bold and aggressive
in the own reedy world and when one wanted to come out and enjoy the sunshine
at Pennington Marshes (Lymington) on Oct 19 it showed this boldness by
continually pecking at a Teal that happened to be resting on the spot that the Rail
wanted as its sunbed - the Teal soon got the message and vacated the spot.
Coot: More than 600 were on the Chichester gravel pit lakes on Oct 16 (but avid
fulicaphiles will still prefer the Blashford Lakes which had a count of 800+ as early
as Oct 2)
Ringed Plover: The Black Point wader roost on Hayling Island had 190 on Oct 13
as well as 72 Turnstone
Golden Plover: 35 were seen on Thorney Island on Oct 14 but there are probably
quite a few more in that area
Knot: On Oct 17 Brian Fellows saw 150 on the Warblington shore east of Langstone
village

Sanderling: The Black Point wader roost on Hayling Island had 50 on Oct 13
(along with 1450 Dunlin) and on Oct 17 there were some 150 off Ryde Esplanade
(IoW)
Jack Snipe: One at Christchurch Harbour on Oct 20 was the sixth to be reported on
the south coast this autumn
Woodcock: Two at Beachy Head on Oct 20 (coming in from the continent?) were
the second sighting of the autumn after a single bird at Durlston on Oct 12
Black-tailed Godwit: A count of 200+ at Cams Bay (Fareham Creek) on Oct 18
was followed by a count of 437 there on Oct 19 suggesting to me that there has
been a recent overland arrival of these birds from the north east but there may be
many other explanations of their origin.
Bar-tailed Godwit: On Oct 17 Brian Fellows saw some 700 on the Warblington
shore east of Langstone village
Greenshank: At least 40 were in the Thorney Great Deeps rooost site on Oct 14
Little Gull: The great majority of the Little Gulls seen at Dungeness do not come
further east along the south coast (they may go west mid-Channel or along the
French coast) so a sighting of 4 at Lepe (mouth of Southampton Water) on Oct 20
was unusual.
Lesser Blackback Gull: Bob Chapman reported 1000 at the Blashford Lakes on
Oct 14 but these were probably only a fraction of the huge flock that spends the
night at the Lakes (on Sep 30 John Clark saw 8000 flying north from the Lakes at
first light)
Ring-billed Gull: Two adults were in Portland Harbour at Weymouth on Oct 16 the first of the autumn on the central south coast
Sandwich Tern: On Oct 17 three were resting on the mud off Langstone village
among many other gulls - at a guess these were birds intending to stay the winter
Common Tern: A late (or wintering?) bird was off Gilkicker Point (Gosport) on Oct
14
Arctic Tern: Two were still to be seen passing Dungeness on Oct 20
Stock Dove: These seem to have joined the flow of autumn passage migrants on
Oct 19 when the first 8 flew over Portland and 24 went over the Broadmarsh area of
Langstone Harbour. 50+ flew over West High Down (IoW) on Oct 20 and 35 went
over West Bay in Dorset that day.
Wood Pigeon: On Oct 13 the sightings at Dungeness included 80 Wood Pigeons
and that morning I noted a flock of around 30 flying west low over Havant, and on
Oct 15 Portland reported the first autumn passage seen there with 150 birds going
over south. By Oct 20 counts from Dorset were of 1350 over Durlston and 1692 over
West Bay with a flock of around 300 feeding in an arable field on Porstdown during
the day
Long-eared Owl: The first report of an autumn migrant was of one flying in off the
sea at Dungeness on Oct 17
Short-eared Owl: We have now had 24 reports of autumn migrants since the first
on Sep 1 (over the Sussex Downs) but it was not until Oct 19 that the first was seen
at Farlington Marshes

Wood Lark: Current news includes sightings of ones or twos over Portland,
Durlston, Beachy Head while at Gosport (Gilkicker) a flock of 14 went over on Oct 14
(possibly a Hampshire county record for a passage flock though not a record flock
as Trevor Carpenter's website mentions .. "The largest flock of Woodlark was 28 at
Hundred Acres on 13th Feb 1999".)
Skylark: Counts of 278 passing over Christchurch Harbour on Oct 14 and 123 over
Lodmoor (Weymouth) on Oct 18 show that their passage is now in full flow.
Swallow: Just when it seemed that most of these had left us Durlston reported a
movement of 1100+ on Oct 14 (with 300 House Martins). Durlston was still
reporting 200+ going over on Oct 20
House Martin: Some 200 were still over Ventnor Downs (IoW) on Oct 15
Richard's Pipit: One at Christchurch Harbour on Oct 15
Water Pipit: After a 'possible' at Farlington Marshes on Sep 29 Portland had its first
of the autumn on Oct 18
Yellow Wagtail: Tail enders included 4 over Horsham on Oct 14 and 1 over
Durlston on Oct 14 followed by one at Portland on Oct 19
Pied Wagtail: On Oct 19 Jason Crook reported that up to 600 had recently been
roosting in reeds at Farlington Marshes and on Oct 17 Paul Winter also noticed an
unusual roost of 500+ at the Lower Test Marshes
Dunnock: We don't hear much of these as migrants but on Oct 11 three were seen
flying high over St Catherine's Point. On Oct 14 one was singing in Brook Meadow at
Emsworth - the fourth to be heard since Sep 22 - I do not expect to hear them
regularly until the beginning of December
Black Redstart: These are now arriving back at some of their regular winter sites.
On Oct 18 one was seen on a building at Southampton University and on Oct 20 one
was back at buildings at Hoe Cross (west of Hambledon) where it has been regular
in the past when the buildings were derelict but they have recently been converted
to modern dwellings and the bird may not stay.
Fieldfare: Oct 13 brought a sudden increase in the number of sightings in the
central south coast area with reports from 13 different sites though the biggest
counts were only of 60 at Horsham and 56 at South Gorley (just north of Ringwood).
On Oct 14 there were 65 at Old Winchester Hill (Meon valley) and on Oct 15 more
than 60 went over Stone Quarry Bottom in the north west of the New Forest. On Oct
20 there were 80 at Beacon Hill near the A34 and the Berkshire border
Song Thrush: Fourteen new reports include counts of 107 over Old Winchester Hill
on Oct 14 and 87 over Christchurch Harbour on Oct 15
Redwing: Eight reports of these just on Oct 14, including an estimated 200 over
the Cheriton area near Alresford

Mistle Thrush: The first autumn song was heard in Alton around Oct 6 (no
more reports so far) and on Oct 15 I thought I heard a Song Thrush trying a few
notes in Stansted Forest.
Pallas' Warbler: The first I know of anywhere this autumn was at Portland on Oct
14
Yellow-browed Warbler: Fourteen new reports show these are now widespread
Penduline Tit: First of the year were 2 seen at Rye Harbour on Oct 20
Great Grey Shrike: One has been seen at Lavington Common (south east of
Midhurst) from Oct 14 to 20 at least but another seen at Halsey's Farm north of
Pagham Harbour was only seen once on Oct 15. On Oct 18 one turned up in the
Beaulieu Road station area in the New Forest with another being seen at Dungeness
that day. Oct 19 brought the first sighting in the Leaden Hall area of the north west
New Forest near Godshill and on Oct 20 one was seen west of Poole Harbour with
another arriving in Ashdown Forest
Jackdaw: An unusually large autumn movement of Jackdaws started on
Oct 18 when 54 went over Portland and 94 over Christchurch Harbour. On Oct 19
the movement was noticed in Hampshire with 351 over the north of Langstone
Harbour and 220 over Hook/Warsash. Oct 20 brought a count of 2784 going over
West Bay (west end of Dorset coast near Bridport), 400 over Abbotsbury near
Weymouth and 153 over Barton on sea near New Milton
Carrion Crow: A flock of 100 was feeding on the Warblington shore west of
Emsworth on Oct 16 - a flock of this size is not uncommon off the Warblington shore
in winter but the number of birds here cannot compete with the 500 seen on the
Weston shore of Southampton Water on Sep 16 (I think that is the current
Hampshire record flock size)
Tree Sparrow: Now that Tree Sparrows have retreated north from southern
counties as far as breeding is concerned I have assumed that the occasional reports
of winter flocks in East Sussex are the result of winter vistors from the continent and
a report of 9 flying in off the sea at Hastings on Oct 14 tends to confirm this as does
a sighting of 5 on the Dorset Purbeck coast at St Albans Head on the same day
Brambling: 15 reports dated Oct 13 to 17 include a count of 27 at Christchurch
Harbour on Oct 14 and 33 at Dungeness on Oct 19
Serin: One over Christchurch Harbour on Oct 15 was the first to be reported
anywhere since a couple of reports in August
Siskin: Oct 14 brought a significant increase in reports and numbers of Siskin with
reports from 8 sites that day including a count of 142 at Christchurch Harbour,
increasing to 160 there the next day (Oct 15) when I came on my first flock of 30+
in Stansted Forest
Linnet: Lots around but the biggest count was of 1200 over Christchurch Harbour
on Oct 14

Bullfinch: A few of these are now being seen among the other migrants but the
peak count so far is only 14 seen at Durlston on Oct 19
Escapees: I have already reported sightings of a Vulture over the Isle of Wight on
Oct 7 and at the time I read that it was thought to be a juvenile Griffon Vulture.
Kris Gillam has just updated his website with an eye wintess report of seeing the
bird flying in from the south over the sea towards Freshwater and then turning east
to cross the Island and he says the bird was a "Gyps vulture (White-backed?)".
Google took me to a Vulture Rescue website which shows that there are at least 8
species in the Gyps genus and that the White Backed is Gyps bengalensis
whose range is limited to the Indian subcontinent with an extension through Burma
to Singapore. It seems that most or all vultures are now endangered species and
Vulture rescue centres have been set up to breed them in captivity.
INSECTS
Dragonflies
As their season comes to an end warm sunny weather has brought several sightings
of Southern and Migrant Hawker and Common Darter. More than 10
Common Darters were still flying at Emsworth on Oct 14 but there have been no
reports of any species since that date
Butterflies - 18 species mentioned in current reports
Green-veined White: An unusual late report of two seen near Andover on
Oct 11
Brown Argus: One seen at Cissbury Ring near Worthing on Oct 18
Common Blue: Still flying at Haywards Heath on Oct 15 and at Cissbury Ring
on Oct 18
Holly Blue: Two seen in Gosport on Oct 6 were fresh third brood male and
female - since then a fresh specimen has been seen at Totton (Southampton)
on Oct 17
Painted Lady: Several reports including a fresh specimen nectaring on ivy in
Havant on Oct 14. On Oct 17 this was one of several migrant species
(including many Red Admiral) flying in off the sea at Portland
Wall Brown: One still showing in the Lymington are on Oct 14
Meadow Brown: At least one was still flying on Portsdown on Oct 20
Geranium Bronze: One of this South African species seen in Hill Head (next
to Titchfield Haven) on Oct 13 by Richard Carpenter - presumably its egg or
larva had arrived in Britain on imported pot plants - there have been quite a
few reports of this species in Britain since the first was reported at Kingston
near Lewes in 1997
Moths

Merveille du Jour: First of these lovely moths seen at Portland on Oct 14
but they may have been on the wing earlier as a report from Haywards Heath
on Oct 15 tells of one being in a moth trap there 'for the third consecutive
night'.
Yellow-line Quaker: First at Dungeness on Oct 14
Dusky-lemon Sallow: First at Dungeness on Oct 11
Slender Burnished Brass: First to be reported this year was one at
Portland on Oct 17. This is a rare immigrant with only 100 records or so in
Britain
Other Insects
Giant Wood Wasp or Horntail (Urocerus gigas): One measuring 2.6 cm
long seen in a Romsey garden on Oct 14
Ivy Bee (Colletes hederae): This species only recently arrived in England
and I was only aware of it as being established at Hastings (and there only
since 2004) but on Oct 14 it was reported at Durlston as if it was regular there
also. The Rye Bay website in 2005 said .. "Look out for the species wherever
there is bare sandy ground nearby lots of flowering ivy. The bee is quite a
large solitary bee with very distinct yellow bands across the abdomen". In
2006 a large colony was found at Tisbury near Salisbury and another at
Prawle Point in Devon. It is originally a Mediterranean species but has been in
the Channel Islands for about ten years.
Harlequin Ladybird: On Oct 14 a few landed on my house in Havant
looking for winter quarters and on the same day Tony Gutteridge living
nearby also saw them but at Edburton (north foot of the Sussex Downs in the
Brighton area) Tony Wilson's house was invaded by 400+
Bush Crickets: On Oct 14 both Great Green and Dark species could still
be heard at Durlston.
PLANTS
A total of 219 species have been reported in flower during this October
to date - of these my personal total stands at 190
Bulbous Buttercup: Several of these flowering in the Emsworth-Westbourne area
on Oct 14
Rough Poppy: With smaller and darker crimson petals this is not a rarity on chalk
but I had not seen one this year until I came across it on Portsdown on Oct 20 (see
Diary entry for that day)
Sea Rocket (Cakile maritima): Flowering at Black Point, Hayling on Oct 13
Three-veined Sandwort (Moehringia trinervia): Flowering in Stansted Forest
on Oct 15

Enchanter's Nightshade: Also flowering at Stansted on Oct 15
Cow Parsley and Upright Hedge Parsley: Both in fresh flower at Chichester
Gravel Pits on Oct 16
Autumn Gentian: Still plenty flowering on Portsdown on Oct 18
Common Figwort: A few flowers seen at Stansted Forest on Oct 15
Small Toadflax: Several plants still flowering on Portsdown on Oct 18
Round-leaved Fluellen: Only one plant, but an exceptionally large one, flowering
on Portsdown on Oct 18
Wall Speedwell: Another surprise found on Portsdown on Oct 18
Basil Thyme: Probably the best find on Oct 18 - 5 flowers seen on Portchester
Common, Portsdown
Bugloss (Anchusa arvensis): Still flowering at the Black Point sailing club,
Hayling, on Oct 13
Harebell: Another good find on Portsdown on Oct 18
Heath and Sticky Groundsel: Both still flowering at Stansted Forest and Havant
Town respectively on Oct 15
Winter Heliotrope: Just one flower spike (no flowers yet open) seen at Wade
Court, Langstone, on Oct 18 (and I am told that a similar spike with flowers not yet
open could be seen on south Hayling that day)
Woolly Thistle: One still flowering at Durlston on Oct 20
Chicory: First report for the year on Oct 13 but at a regular site on the west shore
of Mill Rythe at Hayling where it has probably been flowering for a couple of months
OTHER WILDLIFE
Fallow Deer: When in Stansted Forest on Oct 15 I was walking through an area
dominated by young spindly Ash trees and one of these, close to the edge of the
path I was on and causing a 'pinch point' narrowing the path, was almost entirely
stripped of its bark from about 50 cm up to over 2 metres high, showing a whited,
jaggedly gauged surface of very fresh wood. From the height range involved I am
almost certain this was the work of a Fallow Buck sharpening his antlers in
preparation for the impending rut.
Fungi: While in Stansted on Oct 15 I found a magnificent display of Porcelain
Fungus on the fallen branch of a Beech tree in the Lavant stream 'flood plain' area.
The display should last for some time and if anyone wants to see it enter the Forest
from the Finchdean Road near the Rowlands Castle railway viaduct, turn right along
the 'ornamental drive' back towards the Lodge (house) near the viaduct, but then
turn left through a gate into the 'flood plain meadow'. Here turn half left to follow
the path towards the stile leading into the trees on the far side of the meadow and

this will take you past to the aged Beech tree at the corner of the finger of trees
growing in a deep ravine - at the base of this beech you will see the fallen branch on
the slope down into the ravine.
Other fungi starting to flourish in the Forest were Parasol Mushrooms, and I see
that Brian Fellows had found Shaggy Parasol growing in the meadow immediately
north of the A27 as you walk north from the Brook Meadow area to Westbourne
roughly following the course of the river. Other fungi seen by me in Stansted Forest
included Bay Bolete and Rooting Shank among the trees and Yellow Cowpat
Toadstool (Bolbitius vitellinus), now called Yellow Fieldcap, and Japanese
Umbrella (Coprinus plicatilis), now called Pleated Inkcap, both in the grass
of the flood plain meadow.
On Oct 18 I thought I had discovered an unusual (possibly rare) fungus in the
roadside grass of Southbrook Road in Langstone (north side between Southbrook
Close and the footpath bisecting the new housing). The red colour and bulbous
shape of the stem, plus the red colour of the pores under the cap, suggested this
might be the very rare Boletus satanus (or at least B. satanoides) which I
remembered seeing in Roger Phillips book, but when I got home and consulted my
books and the internet I calmed down and decided the most likely identity was B.
erythropus seen at a young stage before its stem had grown to the normal height.
I then sent a description by email to Stuart Skeates, recorder for the Hampshire
Fungus Group, and he told me that what I had seen was almost certainly a much
commoner species called Boletus luridus. I now fully agree with this id, and while
the find may not be of great general interest it has given me a new tick for my 'life
list of fungi'.
Another newcomer to the fungal scene this week is Shaggy Inkcap, seen on Oct
19 both at Brook Meadow in Emsworth and on the mound above Budds farm in
Havant
Latest news comes from the Havant Wildlife Group's visit to The Sling area of
Stansted Forest on Oct 20 and a Fungus Foray in the Hollybank Woods at Emsworth
on Oct 21. At Hollybank the first Stinkhorns were seen with at least one Fly
Agaric (which had been out for several days). At The Sling a wide selection of fungi
were on offer, some of them being Oyster Mushroom, Magpie Inkcap,
Clouded Funnel, Giant Polypore, Honey Fungus, Wood Mushroom and
Shaggy Pholiota

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR OCT 15 - 21 (WEEK 42 OF 2007)
Fri 19 Oct
Langstone South Moors and Budds Farm
Today I went back to photograph the fungi I found yesterday in Southbrook Road at
Langstone and then headed for Budds Farm but went via the Langbrook stream

mouth where a few more Wigeon were present (now 43) and also saw my first two
Ringed Plover of the winter at this site.
At Budds Farm the pair of Ruddy Duck were floating peacefully side by side and
a male Pintail was still present along with the regulars, and on the viewing area I
came on my first Shaggy Inkcap fungi of the winter.
Thu 18 Oct
Around Langstone
Cycling down the Billy Line towards Langstone I chanced to divert into the
Southbrook Road area of Langstone to see if the Oxalis exilis (Least
Yellow-sorrel) was still in flower, which it was not, but as I set off again I saw two
large Boletus type fungi in the grass strip between the road and the pavement.
The caps were 14 cm across and a rich brown in colour but it was the stems that
attracted my attention being short, fat and apparently bright red in colour. The first
one I looked at seemed to have a red turnip for a stem, and when I cut a small
segment of the cap to check any colour change I found to my surprise that, while
the tubes under the cap were the yellow colour I had expected, the pores through
which the spores would drop out of them were a bright orange red colour,
something I had not come across before.
When I got home and had a look at my fungus books I found a small selection of
fungi with red pores and concluded that my specimens could only be one of three
species, though the measurements and features I had noted did not fit any of them
exactly. I ruled out the very rare Boletus satanus as it should have a pale grey
white coloured cap, and this left Boletus satanoides and Boletus erythropus
with the latter being the more likely though the description of it suggested a much
taller stem than my specimens. After thinking about this I decided that maybe I was
looking at very young specimens which had not grown to their full height - time will
tell.
I went on to the mouth of the Langbrook stream where a flock of 39 Wigeon - the
first time I have seen them at this regular winter spot for the species.
Heading back past Langstone pond I saw two of the downy orphan Mallard
ducklings still present and watched one taking bread from the hand of one of the
regular 'duck feeders' - these ducklings have certainly learnt how to survive as
'street children' with no parent.
Looking out over the water I could see many birds on the Northney saltings and am
pretty sure I was looking at big flocks of both Bar-tailed Godwit and Knot (Brian
Fellow had seen 700 Bar-tails and 150+ Knot here yesterday).
Heading home up Wade Lane I was pleased and surprised to see the first unopen
flower spike of Winter Heliotrope outside Wade Court - later I heard that one had
also just appeared at a South Hayling roadside.
Mon 15 Oct
Stansted Forest
A short visit to the Rowlands Castle corner of Stansted Forest this afternoon showed
me that the fungus season has begun despite the continuing lack of rain.
Almost the first thing I found after coming in from Woodberry Lane (opposite Glen
Dale) was a massive display of Porcelain Fungus on a fallen Beech branch and

later I found a number of large Parasol Mushrooms but there were also a number
of other species including Rooting Shank, Bolbitius vitellinus, Coprinus
plicatilis, Bay Bolete, Charcoal Burner and several much smaller species I
cannot name.
Another significant sight was my first flock of 30+ Siskin both in flight and in the
treetops.
Among the flowers the most surprising was Three-veined Sandwort but there
was a surprising amount of Lesser Stitchwort and several healthy plants of
Heath Groundsel. Enchanter's Nightshade, Common Figwort, Dark
Mullein and Common Centaury were good finds late in the season and Vervain
was hanging on by the skin of its teeth (just one single flower).
Almost the last thing I saw was a slender young tree that had been viciously slashed
on one side from about 1 metre to over 2 metres off the ground - this must have
been the work of a Fallow Buck sharpening his antlers for the impending
rut.
My last note was more tentative - I thought I heard a Song Thrush starting to
practice its song though it was distant and I could not be sure. Looking back on the
past few years they have not started to sing in earnest until mid November.
Back at home a male Brimstone added bright colour to an otherwise dull day and
having to visit the Havant Health Centre I was able to see that the Intermediate
Periwinkle which grows in the hedges round the south side of the site is in flower
SUMMARY FOR OCT 8 - 14 (WEEK 41 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Black-throated Diver: A juvenile had been seen off Pagham Harbour as early as
Sep 30 and this week brought a second sighting of one off Rye Harbour on Oct 12
White Billed Diver: Watchers on Selsey Bill had the good fortune to have close
views of a summer plumaged adult of this species (a great rarity anywhere in
Britain) for the best part of two hours up to dusk on Oct 9 and this bird has remained
there to at least Oct 13 giving good views and attracting national interest among
birders. As far as I know Hampshire has only one confirmed record of a bird seen off
the Lymington shore in Feb 1991 and Sussex has just three previous records (one
off Newhaven in April 1997, one off Ovingdean in June 1999 and two sightings of
the third later that year including a sighting in the Church Norton area).
Birdguides.com has a nice description of the species as "The White-billed Diver is
best described as being like a massive Great Northern Diver with a 'parsnip' for a
bill, with the pointed end of the parsnip sticking upwards" and says it is "A rare,
annual vagrant - usually to Shetland and northern Scotland. There have been 163
birds in Britain and Ireland up until the end of 1994". The BTO Bird Facts pages
indicate that this is the first to be seen on the south coast since 1999.
Great Crested Grebe: On Oct 12 the first winter flock of around 100 birds was in
Rye Bay where the presence of many fish has attracted numbers of Cormorant (65
were fishing in a tight group on Oct 9), Gannet and Auks
Red-necked Grebe: The first sighting of this species for this autumn was one at
the Dungeness RSPB reserve on Oct 6, staying to Oct 7 at least.

Slavonian Grebe: One turned up at Rye Harbour on Oct 2 and the second of the
autumn was at Christchurch Harbour on Oct 7. These are probably the only two
birds on the south coast at present and the only other reports so far are of the Rye
bird on Oct 8 and the Christchurch one on Oct 9. The Christchurch bird was still
there on Oct 13 and on Oct 12 it was seen, very unusually for a grebe, out of the
water and standing up among the ducks on its awkwardly (for walking) placed feet.
Bittern: Singles have been seen at Radipole (Weymouth) on Oct 6 and 7 (maybe
the same bird that arrived there on Sep 30), and at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on
Oct 8 (presumably the one which arrived there on Oct 6). One was at Rye Harbour
on Oct 13
Cattle Egret: Other than a juvenile seen near the Pagham Harbour visitor centre
on Sep 6 and 8 the only other record for this autumn is of one at Bewl Water near
Crowborough on Oct 12
Great White Egret: It seems that the second of the two birds at the Thorney
Deeps was scared off by the sound of a shoot on the morning of Oct 6. It was
probably this bird that touched down at Titchfield Haven that day but soon flew on
west and it could have been the bird seen at Langton Herring (by the Fleet near
Weymouth) on Oct 8. The Blashford Lakes bird now seems settled there (but
elusive) and it was last reported on Oct 8 and then on Oct 12
Spoonbill: In my last weekly summary I expressed reservations about the report of
23 Spoonbills in Poole Harbour at Brownsea Island on Oct 6 but reports of 24
there on Oct 7, 8 and 9 show that this was no typing error! Oct 11 and 12 brought
news that the flock had increased to 26 birds
Black Swan: A pair were seen in the Bosham channel on Oct 10 (perhaps taking a
day trip from the West Ashling pond a mile or so to the north?)
Barnacle Goose: Maybe the Baffins Gang are not yet defunct - on Oct 11 a
group of 5 Barnacles and a hybrid were seen at Titchfield Haven
Brent Goose: First report of juveniles back on the south coast came from
Langstone Harbour on Oct 7 and on Oct 11 two family groups (of four and two
juveniles respectively) were seen at the Hayling Oysterbeds. Elsewhere in
Langstone Harbour, where there are now probably a total of 1000+ Brent, few
young have been seen so far and the biggest family has had only three young.
Brant: One was first seen in Langstone Harbour on Oct 6 and was still there on Oct
11
Shelduck: 25 were seen around Farlington Marshes on Oct 7 and 10 were at the
mouth of the Langbrook stream (Langstone village west shore) on Oct 10
Wigeon: The count at Pulborough Brooks on Oct 8 was of 650+ and there are
plenty around now. Locally I had my first sight of a flock (18 birds) back at the
mouth of the Langbrook stream west of Langstone village on Oct 10

Mallard: These are still hatching young - two new families of ducklings were seen
at Slimbridge on Oct 13 and on Oct 11 at least two tiny ducklings were still present
on Langstone Pond, continuously 'peeping' and forever on the move as if searching
for their mother whom they never found. My guess is that these are the remnant of
a family of 12 hatched around Sep 27 and that they are now living as 'orphan street
children', pecking a bare living from the surface of the pond and somehow avoiding
the many predators (including the pair of Swans which have returned to the pond
and which almost certainly drowned one of the ducklings that was found dead
floating on the water - any other predator would have consumed the corpse)
Garganey: Two at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on Oct 7 may well be the last for
the year although one of these was still there on Oct 13
Ferruginous Duck: In my last weekly summary I reported the arrival of a genuine
young bird accompanied by a Pochard hybrid at Abbotsbury (near Weymouth) on
Oct 6 but opinion next day was that both were hybrids.
Tufted Duck: WhiIe I doubt that the small metal BTO rings cause the birds to
which they are attached any stress after that of being captured and handled, I have
never been keen on the increasing loads of plastic rings which many birds are now
required to carry 'in the interests of science' (isn't that what the Japanese say to
justify killing whales), and I am even less keen on the plastic plates 'nailed' to the
upper mandible of duck species but this is clearly a growing practice. I first saw it on
a Tufted duck at the Thorney Little Deeps a couple of winters back, and on Oct 9
another Tufted Duck was seen with such a plate on the Budds Farm pools discussion of this on Hoslist shows that this form of duck identification is practiced
in more than one continental country, but not, so far, I think in Britain. Later I read
that this particular duck had been plated in France.
Scaup: Three young birds were said to have been seen on Weir Wood Reservoir
near Crowborough on Oct 10 (and there has been at least one other report of Scaup
from north Kent this week)
Goldeneye: One female was seen briefly on the sea off Titchfield Haven on Oct 7
but so far there is no sign of a general return of winter birds.
Red-breasted Merganser: We have now had eleven reports of Mergansers since
the first returnee flew past Selsey Bill on Sep 19 but so far no one has seen more
than two birds together. The first that I have heard of in Langstone Harbour was
seen on Oct 7 when another was in Pagham Harbour and two were off Barton on
Sea west of Lymington
Goosander: What sounds like the first arrival from the north (rather than the birds
which may have bred in the Avon valley and been subsequently seen in the area
around Poole Harbour) was an eclipse drake seen at Eastleigh Lakes on Oct 12
Ruddy Duck: A pair were seen together on Budds Farm Pools here in Havant on
Oct 8 - they have probably been lurking there unseen since at least the end of
August. Others are on the move as witnessed by the sight of 5 seen most

unexpectedly on the sea off Selsey Bill on Oct 10 before three were seen flying north
east over Pagham Harbour that day.
Honey Buzzard: One was reported flying north east (wrong way!) over Sidlesham
Ferry Pool at Pagham Harbour on Oct 10
Red-legged Partidge: Around this time of year large numbers of these are
released in fields for subsequent shooting and a few have the sense to leave the
scene of the crime before it has been committed. Having been more or less hand
reared they are used to humans and so have no hesitation in landing in a garden if
food is available there. This reasoning may account for the presence of one in a
Portsmouth garden (in Locksway Road, Milton, not far from Langstone Harbour) on
the morning of Oct 12. On the previous day I had my first sight of a family group of
four in the large open West Lane fields on Hayling where at least one pair has bred
ferally for the past couple of years.
Common Crane: One seen flying northeast over Nursling village at the mouth of
the River Test on Oct 7 was presumably another migrant that should have been
flying southwest over France towards Spain - if so it is the fourth to have lost its way
this autumn (reports from Kent and East Sussex on Sep 18 and 25 plus Oct 5)
Avocet: The winter flock in Poole Harbour had built up to give a count of 1150
birds at Brownsea Island on Oct 12
Stone Curlew: Two birds making their autumn flight south made a brief stop at
Rye Harbour on Oct 11 - seen and heard flying over but not refound although they
appeared to land on the single. This is the first and maybe only autumn record of
this species on the south coast this year.
Dotterel: It seems that one of this autumn's southward bound birds stopped off at
the Dungeness RSPB reserve where it was seen with Golden Plovers on Oct 6 and 7
before moving to Rye Harbour (still with Golden Plovers) for Oct 8 and 9. If it joined
up with a flock of Golden Plover for the flight south, and its companions are
intending to stay the winter on our south coast, will the Dotterel stay with them?
Golden Plover: The flock at Rye Harbour had increased to 1100 birds by Oct 8 (the
only local reports this week are of four among the waders in the Hayling Oysterbeds
high tide roost on Oct 11 and a flock of 95 seen on Oct 12 in Newtown Harbour
across the Solent on the Isle of Wight)
Little Stint: On Oct 8 a total of 18 birds was reported along the south coast
including a flock of 13 at Rye Harbour - by Oct 11 the count at Brownsea Island was
up to 10.
Pectoral Sandpiper: The unusually tame bird on the Pagham village shore of
Pagham Harbour (White's Creek area) was still there on Oct 13
Woodcock: One at Durlston country park on Oct 12 was an unusual autumn record
Black-tailed Godwit: Numbers in Langstone and Chichester Harbours seem
unusually low at the moment (only 400 seen at the Farlington Marshes Lake on Oct

11) but a count of 1550 birds at Brownsea Island in Poole Harbour on Oct 12 shows
they are not lacking there (I have no information on what the normal count there
would be at this time of year)
Sabine's Gull: A juvenile was reported passing Selsey Bill on Oct 13
Great Blackback Gull: These will kill and eat almost anything that comes within
reach but I was surprised to read of one seen eating a Jackdaw at Durlston on
Oct 13
Sandwich Tern: A count of 23 at Rye Harbour on Oct 9 was probably of departing
birds but 2 in Emsworth Harbour oin Oct 10 may well be intending to stay the winter
there. Only two records of single Common Terns this week shows they hav
effectively left us. There was one sighting of an Arctic Tern off Titchfield Haven on
Oct 7 and since then there have only been four reports - all from Dungeness
Collared Dove: On Oct 12 a nest with one newly hatched chick was found in
Chandlers Ford
Turtle Dove: A late migrant passed through Dungeness on Oct 11
Short-eared Owl: Reports of these are increasing with three sightings on Oct 7
(one hunting over the Thornham Marshes on Thorney Island, one arriving at
Dungeness and two at Portland). Oct 9 brought another to the Seaford area west of
Beachy Head. Since then there have been sightings of single birds at Portland,
Christchurch and Dungeness
Kingfisher: Several seem to have settled down in winter quarters around Havant
- on Oct 7 two were seen together at Farlington Marshes, on Oct 8 one flew over
Peter Pond at Emsworth and another over Budds Farm pools at Havant, and on Oct
10 I saw one back on the Brockhampton stream (west side of Budds Farm)
Skylark: These have probably been on autumn passage since 10 flew over
Portland on Sep 22 and recently I have heard them flying west over my Havant
garden on several mornings. On Oct 4 Christchurch Harbour reported 57 flying over
and Oct 7 brought a report of 100 over Portland indicating a big increase in their
rate of movement. Oct 8 brought a report of 60 over Sixpenny Handley in Dorset
(near Martin Down)
Swallow: The flow of these has by no means dried up - on Oct 7 Christchurch
Harbour reported 1200 over and on Oct 8 Durlston had 2000 (with 1000+ again on
Oct 10). Numbers seem to have diminished since then.
House Martin: These are also still around in good numbers, the highest count
being 1450 over Durlston on Oct 8 but no count of more than 330 since then.
Richard's Pipit: One in the West Bay area of the west Dorset coast on Oct 8
Rock Pipit: I had my first on the Langstone South Moors shore on Oct 10 (Two
were back at Farlington Marshes on Sep 27)

Yellow Wagtail: No reports since Oct 10
Pied Wagtail: A substantial number were seen around the Havant Tesco store at
dusk on Oct 8 by Mike Collins as he drove home from the Budds Farm area
suggesting that there is once more a big night roost on the roof of the store where
hot air from the bakery and store heating is blown out around the clock. In Feb 2005
George Spraggs saw 200 Pied Wagtails on the roof of Tesco at dusk and I went
along a few days later (7 Feb 2005) and saw a similar number - I've often meant to
have another look but not got round to it! My only other report of them in that area
was on 20 Feb 2006 when Martin Hampton saw a flock of 80 fly over Park Road
South towards Tesco at dusk (but they might have been going on elsewhere).
Roosts are probably building up on many town centre buildings but the only other
report seen this week was of 170 spending the night of Oct 12 on Dungeness power
station
Wren: These resumed full song here in the Havant area on Oct 5 and have been
heard daily since then
Fieldfare: These have now been seen in Kent, Sussex, Dorset and the Isle of Wight
but not (ignoring the summering bird at Ropley in late July) in Hampshire. First
sighting was on the IoW on Sep 29 and there have been 22 more reports since then
including three flying over the Pulborough area on Oct 5.
Song Thrush: 70 arrived at Portland on Oct 7 with 35 more on Oct 13 while
Dungeness had 30 on Oct 11. The actual number arriving from the continent will be
vastly in excess of these three spot counts.
Redwing: Oct 8 brought a report of around 400 flying west over north Kent and
there have now been 71 reports of them since the first two were seen in the Thanet
area of Kent on Sep 7. On Sep 29 Dungeness reported a count of 125 and by Oct 2
that had risen to 315. Hampshire has had 9 reports starting on Sep 27 and bringing
at least 180 over the county on Sep 28 with a total of 50+ reported since then
Cetti's Warbler: Although this species hardly ever appears in counts of visual
migration or even ringing reports qute a lot of them are on the move at this time of
year as youngsters leave their nest areas to find their own territories and Oct 4
brought news of a 'first for the site' bird in the Hastings country park area while Oct
7 brought a report of six birds heard around the Lewes Brooks area where the
observer thought they had not been recorded before.
Pied Flycatcher: A late bird was at Portland on Oct 12
Coal Tit: Dungeness reported the arrival of two birds of the continental race on Oct
6 with three there on Oct 7 - almost certainly others have arrived here but not been
detected as differing from our British birds.
Magpie: A pair were nest building 'somewhere in Hampshire' on Oct 7
Jackdaw: A count of 130 flying west over Old Winchester Hill (Meon Valley) on Oct
7 may have indicated the arrival of continental birds or may have just been a change

of mode by British birds joining a communal winter feeding 'tribe'. One less lucky
bird was seen being eaten by a Great Blackback Gull at Durlston on Oct 13
Raven: A probable sighting of one at Head Down (just east of Butser Hill) on Oct 13
prompted a query as to how common these birds are in our area nowadays.
Birds of Hampshire, published in 1992, says that the last nest in the county
was recorded in 1887, and that in the 40 years from 1951 to 1991 there were
only 33 records of the species, probably all involving birds that still bred in
Dorset or the Isle of Wight. Subsequent Hampshire Bird Reports show that by
1995 numbers in Hampshire had increased to give 40 reports just for that
year. Five years on, 2000 had 106 records including anecdotal evidence of
two pairs breeding, and the 2005 Hampshire Bird Report gives a total of 300
records with breeding confirmed at four sites.
Reports from all southern counties are now to be seen daily and I have ceased
to record them unless they have some special interest such as the sighting of
a flock of 12 flying east (into Hampshire) over the Sway area near New Milton
on Oct 4 this year, setting a new Hampshire county record.
In 2000 I noted 17 reports including 2 birds over Farlington Marshes on Sep
26
for 2001 I have 46 records including 2 over the Chichester West Dean woods
on Jan 14
for 2002 I have only 19 records including one at Arundel Wildfowl reserve
for 2003 I have 117 reports with 2 over Old Winchester Hill on Sep 22, one
there on Sep 7 and 2 on May 3 while one went over Fort Widley on Portsdown
on June 24 and April brought news of singles of central Portsmouth and
Mislingford in the Meon valley. March had sightings from Botley Woods and
West Walk at Wickham
For 2004 there are 128 reports including more from Old Winchester Hill and
West Dean woods plus one over Beacon Hill at Exton in June and another over
Wheely Down at Warnford on Mar 6. On Apr 9 two flew east over
Catherington Lith
2005 gave me 154 reports including one over Stansted Forest in November,
one over Cams Bay at Fareham in October (with one calling from a pylon on
Portsdown and another over Stansted Forest that month). September saw
one over Gutner Point on Hayling and another over Petersfield with others at
Hook/Warsash and at Goodwood House. August brought news of them from
Idsworth, Kingley Vale and Old Winchester Hill. June saw one at West Dean
Woods. February had records from Warsash and Eastleigh and January had
another over Stansted Forest.
2006 has 187 records in my database with almost daily sightings over
Stansted East Park in Oct, Nov and Dec plus sightings at Markwells Wood

(Forestside) and Uppark House. In September one was over Goodwood
Trundle and another over Bow Hill (Kingley Vale). April brought a strong
rumour of the young being shot in a Hampshire nest and in March there was
a sighting at Stoughton. January had reports from Stansted Forest and the
West Dean Woods
2007 has brought almost certain evidence of breeding at Racton Folly and
sightings from Stansted, Forestside, Kingley Vale, Walderton, Old Winchester
Hill and Sandy Point on Hayling
Greenfinch: The effect of the disease (Trichomoniasis) which has been epidemic
among Greenfinch this year can be gauged by the following comparison of the
reports which I have gathered this autumn (Aug 1 to Oct 10). For Greenfinch I
have only seen 19 reports with the largest count being just 65 birds. For Chaffinch
these figures are 50 and 1400 and for Linnet 75 and 1489. (For comparison the
same figures for 2005 were Greenfinch 30/300 Chaffinch 40/609 and Linnet
68/820)
Lapland Bunting: One at Portland on Oct 8 (7 previous reports this year)
Ortolan Bunting: One at Portland on Oct 12 (14 previous reports this year)
Corn Bunting: A flock of 30 was seen at the Lewes Brooks on Oct 7 - the largest
count in the south since last March
Escapees: A Vulture was seen over the Isle of Wight on Oct 7 and one of the
Fulvous Whistling Ducks was seen at Titchfield Haven, also on Oct 7 (two were
there on Mar 15 and one was last seen on May 25)
INSECTS
Butterflies
Silver-spotted Skipper: A sighting of two still flying at Old Winchester Hill
(Meon valley) on Oct 5 may have been the first recorded October sighting normally this species has disappeared well before the end of September
Small Copper: The latest date I know of is for one I saw myself on Sinah
Common, Hayling, on Oct 11
Common Blue: Last known date is also Oct 11 at Cissbury Ring (Worthing).
No reports of Adonis Blue since Oct 5
Painted Lady: Just one seen at Durlston on Oct 11 and a fresh specimen in
Havant cemetery on Oct 14
Wall Brown: These too are flying later than usual with five October reports
so far - 9 were flying at Mill Hill (Shoreham) on Oct 5 and 4 at Keyhaven
(Lymington) on Oct 8
Other species still on the wing in October and mentioned in this week's
news have been: Clouded Yellow, Brimstone, Large White, Small

White, Red Admiral, Small Tortoiseshell, Peacock, Comma,
Speckled Wood, Meadown Brown and Small Heath
Moths
Crocidosema plebejana: First at Newhaven on Oct 12
Red-green Carpet: First at Portland on Oct 10
Deep-brown Dart: First of year at Portland on Oct 8 (this species is not a
regular migrant)
Brindled Green: First of year at Pannel Valley (Rye Bay) on Oct 8
Large Ranunculus: First at Crowborough on Oct 12
Barred Sallow: First at Newhaven on Oct 7
Other Insects
Scaeva pyrastri: My first sighting of this for the year was of a specimen with
a yellowish tinge to the normal bright white chevrons on its abdomen - seen
on south Hayling on Oct 11 (first of year was seen on June 27 at Emsworth)
Myathropa florea: This is a fairly common hoverfly but I had not seen it for
certain until one landed on my jersey on Oct 7 and I could see the distinctive
horizontal black barring on the upper surface of the thorax (only species to
show this)
Wasp: A large specimen in my garden on Oct 11 was almost certainly a
queen looking for somewhere to spend the winter.
Ivy Bee (Colletes hederae): I had only heard of this recent invader from
the continent in the Hastings area until this week when a report of them came
from Durlston.
Harlequin Ladybird: I know these recent invaders are now widespread in
Britain but I had not recognised them for myself until Oct 13 when two were
on window panes of my house searching for crevices in which to hibernate at least one was back in sunlight on Oct 14. As well as the large size, the
broad and slightly flattened shell and the great amount of white on their
'faces' picks them out from other species
Parent bug (Elasmucha grisea): A male came into my Havant house on
Oct 9, presumably hoping to hibernate there (it was moved to the garage)
PLANTS
My personal list of wild plants flowering since Oct 1 this year currently
stands at 168 species and if I take into account reports from other
sources the number is 194

Californian Poppy (Eschscholzia californica): I recently found specimens of
this growing in an alleyway across the Pallant from Waitrose store in Havant but did
not record it as a wild flower though it had clearly not been planted there but when
on Oct 13 I found a lot more flourishing on brick rubble in a pony field north of the
Bartons Road playing fields in West Leigh Park, well off any beaten track and a good
300 metres from the nearest house, I did add it to my list of flowering wild plants.
I see that the Hants Flora says that it is rarely found in the wild but probably
because it is under-recorded.
Yellow-horned Poppy: Still flowering on Hayling Beachlands shore on Oct 11
Pale Flax: This was flowering on Portsdown on Oct 8 (surprisingly late in the year).
Also seen on the hill that day were both Vervain and Restharrow
Bastard Toadflax: Still flowering at Durlston on Oct 13
Round-leaved Cranesbill: One of my better finds this week was of several plants
of this freshly flowering around the edges of the ornamental flower bed (with the
Welcome to Hayling Island message) at the entrance to the Ship Inn carpark at
Langstone
Hairy Vetchling: Brian Fellows found the plants on the Broadmarsh 'mountain'
were still flowering on Oct 11
Crown Vetch: This was also covered with flowers on Oct 13 at its only (to my
knowledge) local site in Havant - outside council flats on Wakefords Way in Leigh
Park
Ivy: Everyone must have found this in full flower and attracting insects recently but
I had forgotten how strong a scent (not particularly pleasant) it has - both I and
Brian Fellows began to notice this scent this week
Cowslip: Most inexpected at this time of year, two or more plants were flowering
in a Clanfield garden around Oct 11
Cocks Eggs: Named for the small white egg-shaped flowers which adorn this
plant, those flowers could be seen in plenty at the only site for it which I know of in
Hampshire which is on Sinah Common (opposite the south end of Staunton
Avenue).
Verbascum macrocarpum: This 'new to Europe' species which appeared on
North Common, Hayling, this summer, and which has been subject to vandalism, is
still surviving - on Oct 11 it had put up new flowering shoots to replace those broken
off by the vandals and had at least one flower open.
Weasel's Snout (or Lesser Snapdragon): Still flowering in the Havant New Lane
allotments on Oct 13
Harebell: Just one flowering on Portsdown on Oct 8 along with Tansy
Sticky Groundsel: Two freshly flowering plants appeared in Havant this week

OTHER WILDLIFE
Common Seal: One or two of these regularly fish in Langstone Harbour, at least
during the winter months, but I was surprised to hear that four were seen hauled
out on the mud south of Farlington Marshes Point on Oct 7. These animals are
almost certainly visitors to Langstone Harbour from the resident colony in
Chichester Harbour which number 11 at the end of August this year
Noctule Bat: On Oct 2 we heard of 2 Noctules seen by birders flying at dusk in the
Eastbourne area and on Oct 5 a total of 5 were seen at dusk in the Lymington area.
Nothing very unusual about those sightings though they may have indicated that
the bats were out early to get as much food as possible so as to fatten up for
hibernation, but a sighting of one flying and feeding in hazy sunshine at 13:30 just
after midday seems to be carrying this feeding up to excess (though such midday
flying would be typical of bat behaviour in mid-winter when they occasionally
emerge from hibernation on sunny days to stretch their wings, void their bowels,
and stock up on food before going back to sleep)
Fungi:
On Oct 7 it was possible to pick 1 lb of Field Mushrooms near Chidham
village despite the dry weather and on Oct 10 I came on a healthy looking
fresh cluster of Weeping Widow toadstools in Wade Court Road here in
Havant - the fringes which hang down from the rim of the cap like a black veil
around a Widow's head were still attached to the stem and were pure white
not yet having been coloured by the black spores of this species. On Oct 13 a
fresh cluster of Glistening Inkcap (Coprinus micaceus) had appeared on
a tree stump at the entrance to the Pallant carpark in Havant and on that day
the Havant Wildlife Group walked around Head Down (above the rail tunnel
south of Petersfield) - Jim Berry's report of this outing says .. "The most
interesting find was a group of Geastrum triplex (Collared Earthstar),
but we also found Lycoperdon echinatum (Spiny Puffball), Mycena
crocata (Saffron Drop Bonnet or Bleeding Mycena in old language),
Mycena alcalina, Mycena Pura (Lilac Bonnet), Coprinus micaceus
(Glistening Inkcap) and Xylaria hypoxylon (Candlesnuff Fungus)
amongst others"
By the end of the week a single unidentified fungus was fruiting on wood
chips at the end of my garden (standing around 7cm tall it has a long thin
white stem, white conical cap and very dark gills, all suggesting a
Psathyrella species) and I suspect it is a forerunner of an outburst that
occurred on those wood chips late last autumn. In the December 2006 issue
of British Wildlife I may have found its identity in an article on fungi that grow
on wood chips (the name given to my candidate was Agrocybe rivulosa)
but regardless of the identification of my fungus the article described a
sudden outburst of new fungi (several species) all across Britain. As many of
the wood chip piles were (like mine) created in situ this ruled out the
importation of fungi from abroad through spores carried on the wood or
chips, and the sudden occurrence of new species in many widely separated

species suggested 'spontaneous creation without a big bang' but I am pretty
sure that what it shows is that the air all round the world is rich in fungal
spores waiting for minute changes in climatic conditions to give them suitable
germination sites.
Finally I must retract my claim of last week that I had Meadow Waxcaps
growing on my lawn - the two fungi concerned had caps of the colour shown
for Meadow Waxcap and at 6 cm across they were twice the maximum
width given for Parrot Waxcap but within the range for Meadow, but I
could not see the undersides hidden in the grass. This week as they reached
the end of their spore shedding I picked one and immediately saw from the
underside that they were just extra large Parrot Waxcaps - this shows how
careful one must be to take all features into consideration when naming a
species!
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR OCT 8 - 14 (WEEK 41 OF 2007)
Sat 13 Oct
Around Havant
A cycle ride up New Lane to the Bartons Road playing fields and back today, plus a
short walk around central Havant, gave me several new flowering plants for my
October list bringing my personal list of flowering species to 168 for the month so
far (the total including those reported by others is 194).
My first find this morning was of a fresh clump of Glistening Inkcaps on a
treestump near The Pallant carpark, and in the same walk I found a fresh plant of
Sticky Groundsel. The mention of the Inkcaps reminds me that I must own up to
being wrong in reporting Meadow Waxcap in my garden - I did so on the look of
the upper surface of the fungi concerned - the colour was right for Meadow and the
width of the cap at 6 cm was twice the limit given for Parrot Waxcap and within the
range of Meadow but subsequently I picked one and a glance at the underside
showed that it was an overblown Parrot Waxcap
Back at home around lunchtime I saw a couple of Ladybirds on the outside of a
window and going outside I could see that they were larger than normal and had
the bold white patches on their 'faces' to tell me they were Harlequins looking for
somewhere to hibernate.
My cycle ride showed me that the big patch of Crown Vetch in the grounds of
council flats on Wakefords Way is still looking fresh and covered with flowers.
Making a circuit of the Bartons Road playing fields opposite these flats I spotted a
big patch of yellow flowers growing on a pile of brick rubble beside the stream in the
pony field north of the playing fields and my binoculars revealed these to be
Californian Poppies (Eschscholzia californica) - clearly originating from a
garden but looking well settled here far from habitation. Further down the stream
several Marsh Ragwort plants were still flowering along with several fresh young
plants of Meadow Sweet and back at the New Lane allotments I spotted two fresh
flowering plants of Weasels Snout (or Lesser Snapdragon).

Near Bartons Road a Grey Wagtail flew over and I saw it or another by the stream
around the playing fields. I looked for but did not see Green Sandpiper in the
stream where they sometimes appear in hard weather.
Fri 12 Oct
Around Havant
A short walk taking a detour from my direct route home from the West Street shops
today found the Ranunculus baudotii (Brackish Water Crowfoot) still
flowering in the Homewell spring with both Wall Lettuce and White Comfrey
flowering beside the path along the south side of St Faith's churchyard.
Reaching Park Road South near the multi-storey carpark exit there was still a good
show of Borage in flower, and by Bosmere School a couple of plants of Stone
Parsley were only just starting their flowering season.
Back in my garden I watched the unusual spectacle of a neighbour's cat
having a battle royal with a Grey Squirrel - something I have not witnessed
before. They were both giving as good as they took when something disturbed the
cat and they separated - I think neither suffered any damage to anything but their
dignity (I wish I had been near enough to hear the abuse they were almost certainly
hurling at each other during the fight).
Thu 11 Oct
Havant to Sinah Common on Hayling
A cycle ride down the length of the Hayling Billy line from close to Havant Station to
West Town Station on Hayling and then on to the Sinah Common shore gave me a
very pleasant afternoon with little bird interest but plenty of plants and a couple of
good insects.
The main bird interest came as soon as I reached the north end of the Coastal Path
on Hayling and stopped for my first view of the Oysterbeds area. The tide was high
and plenty of waders were on the remains of the bund wall at this end of the beds
(I later learnt that many of them had come here just before I arrived to escape the
attentions of a large female Sparrowhawk which had been buzzing the outer
bund walls of the main pool) and with the waders was a small group of Brent which
included two pairs accompanied by young plus two other pairs with no young these being the first juveniles I had seen this autumn I was encouraged to
see that one of the pairs had four young (the other had two). I gather that
this family is at the moment very much the exception - the great majority of birds
having no young and of those that have no one has yet seen a family of more than
three juveniles (but it is far too early to pass judgement on breeding success yet the birds with families tend to arrive much later than the non-breeders which form
the bulk of the early arrivals).
Also at the Oysterbeds were 5 Shelduck, 15 Egrets, 1 Grey Heron, 3
Cormorants and around 40 Redshank on the Tern Island plus a good showing of
Dunlin and Grey Plover on the outer walls (no doubt with other species among
them - I heard but did not see Ringed Plover). The birders who told me about the
Sparrowhawk said that at least four Golden Plover had been in the wader roost.
Further south in the harbour there were a couple of Great Crested Grebe and
more than 250 Brent too far from the shore for me to see if they had any young.

Passing the large open West Lane fields I saw a group of four Red-legged
Partridge at the extreme northern end while further south there were plenty of
Pigeons and Gulls with 50+ Crows and some Jackdaws.
One or two Large White butterflies were over these fields and at least three
Speckled Wood were in the tree shaded southern section of the coastal path but
the best insects were on Sinah Common - a single Small Copper and a hoverfly
which by its size and pattern of markings must have been a Scaeva pyrastri
though the curved 'chevron' segments on its abdomen (normally bright white) were
of a pale yellowish tinge - probably an effect of age.
Although I only listed 40 flowering plant species they included Lucerne and
Bastard Cabbage on the Saltmarsh Lane seawall and both Yellow-horned
Poppy and Restharrow still flowering on Sinah Common where I also found a
great display of the Cocks Eggs plants which flourish there (although they are a
rarity normally found in East Anglia - the Hampshire Flora states that they are
extinct in the county aftr being found on Hayling between 1949 and 1951). Another
uncommon plant on Hayling, which has its only known site on Hayling (plenty
elsewhere in the county!) near the Inn on the Beach, is Pale Toadflax and this had
just one token flower left after a good summer display. Also still flowering were
Vipers Bugloss and Thrift.
Back on the mainland I turned into the carpark of The Ship inn along the south side
of the flower bed instead of using the car entrance on its north side, and by so doing
I noticed that there was a good show of Round-leaved Cranesbill freshly
flowering just outside the wooden framework of the ornamental flower bed (with its
Welcome to Hayling message) on both the south and east sides. Finally, going up
Wade Lane, I passed freshly flowering clumps of both Musk Mallow and Herb
Robert.
Wed 10 Oct
Budds Farm and Langstone
The autumn scene in my garden this morning included both Wren and Chiffchaff
singing, a couple of Grey Wagtails going low over on a local journey and at
least three Skylarks and a couple of Chaffinch on more prolonged westward
journeys.
After luch I headed west on my bike, but only as far as Budds Farm. Before arriving
there I watched a Kingfisher flying down the Brockhampton stream and found
three Little Grebe on the sea of the Budds Farm outfall. On the pools I saw my
first Pochard (at least three), and on on the mound I'm pretty sure I glimpsed a
pair of Stonechat but could not refind them and have not recorded their
presence.
Along the South Moors shore I had my first Rock Pipit (with a single Wheatear)
and at the mouth of the Langbrook Stream the Wigeon were back (18 of them with
10 Shelduck plus a single Greeshank)
Among flowers seen on this trip was some fresh Rock Samphire in a new place
near the bench overlooking the Langbrook stream mouth - during the years I have

known the north shore of Langstone Harbour this plant has steadily pushed west
from the Portsmouth Eastern Road area onto the Farlington seawall (new there in
Dave Billet's time) and on.
Coming back up Wade Court lane and road I had a Fox sitting out in the rough pony
field behind Langstone Pond, a Great Spotted Woodpecker calling from the Old
Farmhouse, and a lovely fresh clump of Weeping Widow fungus on the roots of
an oak tree at the corner of South Close (the oak was cut down and removed a few
years back).
Tue 9 Oct
A harmless bed bug
Working at home today my wife called me to see a bug she had found when making
our bed - a colourful Shield Bug which I did not immediately recognize but soon
extablished to be a male Parent Bug (Elasmucha grisea) which had almost
certainly come indoors while searching for somewhere to hibernate. As he might not
survive in the bed I made him an offer of lodging in our garage.
Mon 8 Oct
Portsdown Hill
Having to visit the Q A Hospital this morning I parked by Fort Widley and walked
down the hill, coming back afterwards by a more roundabout route. It was a misty
day and the only interest lay in the flowering plants.
As I started out I soon found Tansy, Small Scabious and Yellow-wort in flower,
and on the way back found Vervain, Black Horehound, Common Poppy and
Annual Wall-Rocket followed by the best flower of the day - a single Harebell.
Later I added Restharrow and Pale Flax - in total I listed 55 flowering species
SUMMARY FOR OCT 1 - 7 (WEEK 40 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Red-throated Diver: Two were in the Stockers Lake area of Chichester Harbour
(south of Thorney Island) on Sep 30, one of them being in summer plumage maybe these were the same birds that were off Titchfield Haven on Sep 28 when
they were described as a juvenile being fed by its parent? At least one was still in
Chichester Harbour, off Itchenor, on Oct 5. Elsewhere one has been on the Itchen
in Southampton, around Northam Bridge, from Oct 3 to 6, still showing its red
throat.
Black-throated Diver: The first of this species to be reported on the south coast
this autumn was just off Pagham Harbour on Sep 30 - described as a juvenile seen
well close in.
Slavonian Grebe: Also the first of the autumn on the south coast was one at Rye
Harbour on Oct 2

Bittern: Second report of the autumn from the south coast, after one reported at
Titchfield Haven on Aug 29, was one at Radipole (Weymouth) on Sep 30 - this was
still there on Oct 6. In the Rye area one was at Pannel Valley on Oct 4 and 5, maybe
then moving to the Dungeness RSPB reserve where one appeared on Oct 6. Another
was in the Kent Stour valley on Oct 3
Great White Egret: One of the two which arrived on Thorney Island on Sep 28
was still there on Oct 3 and still sharing the Little Egret night roost near Marina Farm
on Oct 2 - the second bird has not been seen since midday on Sep 30 but probably
moved to Titchfield Haven where one turned up on Oct 6 but did not stay (it flew
west over Southampton Water) The Blashford Lakes bird in the Avon Valley seems
to have settled down there but is elusive - reported on Sep 27, 30 and Oct 2, 5, 5
and 6.
Spoonbill: The two birds at Titchfield Haven were last reported on Oct 3 but may
still be there. In Poole Harbour the four birds that have been seen occasionally
during September increased to 7 (at Arne) on Oct 2 with 5 there on Oct 3 and what
is probably an erroneous report of 23 comes from Brownsea Island on Oct 6. On Oct
5 a single juvenile was in Pagham Harbour.
Greylag: A total of more than 420 were in the Avon Valley south of Ringwood on
Sep 30 and 12 were at Titchfield Haven on Sep 28. On the evening of Oct 6 a group
of three flew high over Langstone Harbour, coming from the north east and leaving
to the south west after circling over the harbour. Jason Crook saw them and noted
black barring on the belly of at least one, suggesting the posibility that these might
be genuine wild birds.
Canada Goose: A flock of 300+ were in the Cuckmere Valley near Beachy Head on
Oct 2
Brent Goose: So far no one has reported seeing any juveniles but the rate of
arrival is increasing with 1250 passing Dungeness on Oct 2 and another 400 passing
on Oct 3 (when 300+ were seen in Chichester Harbour).
Black Brant: The first to be reported anywhere on the south coast was in
Langstone Harbour on the evening of Oct 6 but it was too distant and the light too
weak to be sure of its details - it may have been one of the hybrid/intergrade birds.
Egyptian Goose: A pair were feeding on the grass of a Polo field at Stedham near
Midhurst on Sep 29 and it seems there are at least 8 in the Hampshire Avon valley
- on Sep 30 seven were on Ibsley Water and another was near Avon village
Shelduck: A total of 27 were seen between Emsworth and Langstone on Oct 2 but
could not be seen next day (when the first 17 were back in Newtown Harbour on the
IoW) - these are presumably birds returning from the moult in the German coastline
and still moving west to find their chosen winter quarters. As many as 50 were in
Christchurch Harbour on Sep 27 with 16 there next day but none since.
Wood Duck: A smart male was on Eyeworth Pond in the New Forest on Oct 3 with
three Mandarin males

Wigeon: On Sep 30 Pulborough Brooks had around 260 and on Oct 2 there were
230 back at the Blashford Lakes in the Avon Valley but there are lots more still to
arrive. On Oct 5 a rough total of 311 flew east past Lymington marshes and on that
day 193 were present at Hook/Warsash.
Gadwall: Alresford Pond had 75 of these on Sep 30 and on Oct 3 there were 58 at
Titchfield Haven. Hook/Warsash had 49 on Oct 4
Teal: Also on Alresford Pond on Sep 30 there were 240 Teal but of local interest the
first I personally saw were 14 birds on the Langstone village shore on Oct 2 (with
around 60 there next day, including some on Langstone Pond) though some had
been seen there at least a week before that.
Pintail: In September the only double figure count which I saw was of 27 in
Christchurch Harbour on Sep 27 but Oct 2 brought a report of 84 flying north over
the Carters Farm area near Rye. By Oct 5 there were 34 at Hook/Warsash and on
Oct 6 there were around 40 at Keyhaven (Avon water floods). In Havant two were
on Budds Farm pools on Oct 4.
Garganey: One was still to be seen in Christchurch Harbour on Oct 3.
Pochard: One or more were on Budds Farm Pools on Sep 29 (but did not stay) and
three arrived at Christchurch Harbour on Sep 30
Ferruginous Duck: No reports yet from Budds Farm but on Oct 6 a first winter bird
plus a Pochard X Ferruginous hybrid male were both in the Abbotsbury area near
Weymouth
Eider: The count off Titchfield Haven as up to 32 on Oct 3 with only 5 in the
Lymington area on Oct 4
Common Scoter: A couple of unusual inland sightings - on Sep 30 one was on the
Blashford Lakes at Ringwood (only the third inland record for Hants) and on Oct 2
a male was inside Pagham Harbour near Tern Island.
Goldeneye: One was seen in the Titchfield Haven area on Sep 28, the same day
that one was seen in Chichester Harbour (first of the season for both Hants and
Sussex)
Red-breasted Merganser: So far only six reports of returning birds. One flew
west past Selsey Bill on Sep 19, one was in Christchurch Harbour on Sep 28 and on
Oct 2 one was seen off Durlston. Oct 4 brought one to Newtown Harbour on the IoW
and Oct 5 saw one in Pagham Harbour and two in Poole Harbour.
Goosander: On Sept 30 a total of five redheads were seen in the Avon valley near
Ringwood but it is not clear if this represents the arrival of birds from the north or if
these have all been summering in the valley. On Oct 5 one was at the Blashford
Lakes.
Ruddy Duck: Two new reports this week but neither were new arrivals at their
sites. One at the Blashford Lakes on Oct 6 has been there since Sep 1 and a male on

the Budds Farm Pools in Havant on Oct 4 is probably one of a pair that may have
been there for some time - the pair were seen together on Aug 29 and the male and
female have both been seen independently on more that one occasion since.
Marsh Harrier: One - presumably a departing summer bird - flew over Sandy Point
on Hayling on Sep 30 when another was seen on the IoW near the Needles.
Hen Harrier: One seen over Pagham Harbour on Sep 30 may have been the same
bird seen at Farlington Marshes on Sep 27 and over Thorney Island on Sep 28
Osprey: One seen over the Pilsey Island area of Chichester Harbour on Oct 1 was
said to be a 'new bird' - no reports of the two that were at the Thorney Deeps since
Sep 23 but there were two sightings (of the new bird?) on Oct 3 (probably the same
bird seen both from Sandy Point on Hayling and the Stakes Island area between
Pilsey and Cobnor)
Spotted Crake: One at Radipole (Weymouth) on Oct 2
Coot: Bob Chapman (who refers to people who enjoy seeing this species as
'Fulicaphiles') reports the presence of more than 800 at the Blashford Lakes on Oct
2 - I wonder if the Chichester Lakes can beat that total?
Common Crane: At least one more displaced migrant was wandering around the
Thanet area of Kent on Oct 4 and 5
Ringed Plover: Of local interest the first two were back on the Warblington shore
on Oct 2, and on Oct 3 some 300 were in the high tide roost at Black Point on
Hayling
Kentish Plover: One was reported to be in the Pagham Harbour high tide roost off
Church Norton on Sep 29
Dotterel: A single bird was spotted among Golden Plover at the Dungeness RSPB
reserve on Oct 6
Golden Plover: The first count to exceed 200 this autumn is of 210 at Rye Harbour
on Oct 1 but by Oct 6 there were 306 there. Locally a flock of 108 were on mud
beside the Emsworth Channel west of the Thorney Deeps on Oct 5 and more than
20 were back on the Northney saltings across from Langstone village that same day
(plus 65 in Pagham Harbour). On Oct 6 a flock of 120 (with 300 Lapwing) were seen
in the air just north of the A30 on the road from Winchester to Wherwell and
Andover.
Little Stint: One of the 103 reports I have seen this autumn was of local interest in
being at Sandy Point on Hayling on Sep 25 to 26, while 8 were seen together in the
Black Point roost on Oct 3. October has brought sightings from twelve sites and a
peak count of 13 birds at Rye Harbour on Oct 6
Pectoral Sandpiper: A juvenile was at Sidlesham Ferry Pool on Sep 30 and Oct 1,
and one was in Christchurch Harbour on Oct 1. On Oct 5 and 6 a juvenile has been

seen on the Pagham village shore of Pagham Harbour and is said to be very tame coming to within 3 metres of photographers.
Bar-tailed Godwit: 341 were back in Chichester Harbour on the Pilsey Sands on
Sep 30 and maybe these moved to the Langstone area by Oct 2 when 290 were
feeding on the north shore east of Langstone (a similar number were still there on
Oct 2, 3 and 5)
Spotted Redshank: Poole Harbour had an autumn peak count of 8 on Sep 30 and
maybe some of these moved on to give a count of 5 in Christchurch Harbour on Oct
1 and 8 there on Oct 6
Little Gull: The number off Dungeness shot up to 40+ on Oct 4 and 165 seen in
one hour on Oct 5
Lesser Blackback Gull: The annual miracle of the sudden appearance of around
8000 of these at the Blashford Lakes, without more than a dozen being reported
anywhere in the south in advance of this miracle, took place on Sep 30. To add to
the mystery these birds are only seen before sunrise and after sunset when vast
numbers disperse from and return to their overnight roost, never being seen
anywhere during the day. Maybe a slight exaggeration but this report of 8000+
flying north from Blashford at dawn on Sep 30 does show up one of the many gaps
in the knowledge of most birders about their quarry...
Terns: By the start of October it seems that the majority of these have left us. One
Sandwich Tern off the Langstone South Moor shore on Oct 4 may be one
intending to stay the winter but counts of those passing down channel to leave us
did not exceed 17 off Littlehampton on Oct 5. The latest Roseate was a single off
Dungeness on Sep 30 and the latest Black Tern was off Titchfield Haven on Sep
28. Just two reports of Common Tern in October both came from the Warsash
area (four on Oct 2 and two on Oct 4). Two juvenile Arctic Terns were off Warsash
on Oct 5 and a single Little Tern was off Dungeness on Oct 3. Best of the bunch
was a Wiskered Tern at the mouth of the Hamble seen by Pete Combridge on Oct
2 (only report for the year from anywhere that I know of)
Stock Dove: A group of 11 were feeding on Oct 3 in the field west of Pook Lane at
Warblington where a flock of up to 140 could be seen last winter.
Turtle Dove: A late departing bird was at Portland on Oct 4
Short-eared Owl: The first local birds were two seen at Thorney Island on Oct 1
- the fact that they were flying north could mean that they had just arrived from the
continent rather than coming from the north (though that is pure guesswork). Oct
4 brought a sight of one hunting at Beachy Head and another at Culver Down near
Bembridge (IoW).
Nightjar: Another late departing bird was on the Lymington Marshes, flushed at
dusk on Oct 2 (this is a probable, not definite, sighting)
Hoopoe: One seen in the residential gardens of Brighton on the evening of Sep 27
was more likely to have been an escape from captivity than a genuine vagrant.

Woodlark: Six were newly back at their regular winter quarters just east of the
Meon at Wickham on Oct 1. Others reached the coast at Hook/Warsash on Oct 4
and Dungeness on Oct 5
Skylark: I have not heard of any Skylarks singing since Aug 4 so the sound of full
song from three birds over the Warblington Farm shore fields on Oct 3 was another
milestone in the annual wildlife calendar - possibly the birds were provoked into
song to repel continental birds, now arriving for the winter, from invading the
feeding territory of local birds. A sudden increase in reports of passage birds
includes a count of 57 going over Christchurch Harbour on Oct 4 and the first sound
of one chirruping as it flew over my Havant garden on Oct 7
Shorelark: The first of the winter has been at Birling Gap on Beachy Head from Sep
30 to Oct 2 at least
Sand Martin: 75 were still over the Blashford Lakes on Oct 1 and 12 flew over
Christchurch Harbour on Oct 6
Swallow: 5000 went over Christchurch Harbour on Sep 30 with 2500 near Hastings
on Oct 2 and 4000+ over Dungeness on Oct 3
House Martin: These continue to pass along the coast in large numbers - on Oct
6 Portland had 1000+ and Christchurch had 1600
Richard's Pipit: A possible, heard only, went over Sandy Point on Hayling on Sep
30 followed by definite sightings at Christchurch Harbour on both Oct 4 and 6
Wren: Last year I only heard four singing in September but regular autumn song
started on Oct 3, being heard daily from Oct 9, and this year the pattern has been
similar with 5 records in Sept and brief bursts heard from my garden on both Oct 2
and 3. On Oct 5 I heard three birds in full song and have heard at least one on
Oct 6 and 7
Passerine migrants: Species seen in the first week of October have been ...
Tree Pipit,
Meadow Pipit (1250 over Durlston on Oct 2),
Rock Pipit,
Yellow Wagtail (17 at Farlington Marshes on the evening of Oct 2 may have
been the last flock of the year - just two there next day),
Grey Wagtail (first of the winter residents over my garden on Oct 3 and
what may have been one, though reported as a Yellow Wagtail, at the
Stansted sawmill site),
Pied Wagtail (160 over Durlston on Oct 2),
White Wagtail,

Black Redstart,
Common Redstart,
Whinchat,
Stonechat (69 at Christchurch Harbour on Oct 3),
Wheatear,
Ring Ouzel (30 at Dungeness on Oct 3),
Blackbird (50+ at Cissbury Ring on the Downs north of Worthing on Oct 2),
Fieldfare (Seven reports so far with the first being from the Isle of Wight on
Sep 29 and the biggest flock being 7 birds in the Kent Stour valley on Oct 6),
Song Thrush (75+ at Cissbury Ring on Oct 2),
Redwing (315 arrived at Dungeness on Oct 2),
Mistle Thrush (8 at Cissbury Ring on Oct 2),
Cetti's Warbler,
Grasshopper Warbler,
Aquatic Warbler (just one ringed at Titchfield Haven on Sep 29),
Sedge Warbler,
Reed Warbler,
Dartford Warbler,
Lesser Whitethroat,
Whitethroat,
Garden Warbler,
Blackcap,
Yellow-browed Warbler (now present a several sites including a report of
one in the Staunton Country Park at Havant),
Chiffchaff (55 at Christchurch Harbour on Oct 1 with at least two reports of
song in October),
Goldcrest (50+ at Hastings Country Park on Oct 4),
Firecrest (five at Portland on Oct 2 with October reports from fifteen other
sites),
Spotted and Pied Flycatchers (also a Red-breasted Flycatcher in a
Winchester garden on Sep 28),

Chaffinch (575 over Dungeness on Oct 2),
Brambling (small number of up to 8 seen at five sites),
Greenfinch (60+ at Cissbury Ring on Oct 2 - Greenfinch numbers are much
lower than expected, probably due to a disease affecting this species),
Goldfinch (650 at Barton on Sea on Oct 6),
Siskin (303 at Sandy Point on Hayling on Oct 3),
Linnet (1489 at Sandy Point on Oct 3),
Lesser Redpoll (59 at Christchurch Harbour on Oct 6),
Crossbill (Just one count of 3 at Hastings on Oct 4),
Bullfinch (Small counts from three sites show that these are on the move),
Bearded Tit (Reports of pre-passage 'high flying' from Thorney Island,
Titchfield Haven and the Pannel Valley at Rye Bay)
Long-tailed Tit (An interesting report of 60+ at Cissbury Ring on Oct 2 - are
these cross channel migrants with the winter Thrushes?)
Coal Tit (What are probably continental birds arriving for the winter were
seen on Oct 2 at Carters Farm near Rye (2 birds) and Durlston Country Park
(3 birds))
Great Grey Shrike (First of the winter were in East Kent on Sep 30 - two
seen at different sites in the Thanet area could have been the same bird.
Second bird was at Portland on Oct 6 - and was possibly seen at dawn that
day on the cliffs at Barton on Sea before it reached Portland)
Tree Sparrow (Late news of two seen at Sandy Point on Hayling on Sep 3 earliest to be seen on the south coast, preceding 10 in the Cuckmere Valley on
Sep 8, 1 in the Seaford area on Sep 10 and 1 at Christchurch Harbour on Sep
12. Recent reports have been of 2 at Hastings on Oct 4, 16 at Dungeness on
Oct 5 - new in from the continent? - and 4 at Christchurch Harbour on Oct 6)
Lapland Bunting (One in the Rye Bay area on Sep 29 - third or fourth for the
autumn)
Reed Bunting (80 at Christchurch Harbour on Oct 4),
Corn Bunting (15 flew over Rye Harbour on Oct 6)
Jay: No mass migration but clearly some movement is taking place, increasing
numbers seen at coastal sites
Raven: Reports of these are now so regular and widespread that I do not mention
them but on Oct 4 Steve Keen in Sway (near New Milton) watched a flock of 12 pass
over head, going east, to set a new Hampshire county record.

INSECTS
Butterflies (Still 16 species on the wing at the start of October)
Clouded Yellow: 18 reports this week including one of 13 seen around
Thorney Island on Oct 4. Two reports were of helice females.
Red Admiral: Plenty of these around but Durlston reported over a hundred
on Oct 5 and then 'hundreds roosting in Holm Oaks' seen early on Oct 6
Wall Brown: On Oct 5 nine were still on Mill Hill at Shoreham where the third
brood of the year has been the most numerous
Meadow Brown: Still 30+ to be seen near Eastbourne on Oct 5
Moths
Acleris logiana (Grey Birch Button): First report from Horsham on Oct 5
Blair's Mocha (Cyclophora puppillaria): First of year at Durlston on Sep
28
The Mallow (Larentia clavaria): First at Newhaven on Sep 29
Brindled Ochre (Dasypolia templi): First at Durlston on Oct 3
Blair's Shoulder-knot (Lithophane leautieri): First in the Worthing area
on Oct 1
Green-brindled Crescent (Allophyes oxyacanthae): First at Durlston
on Oct 4
Red-line Quaker (Agrochola lota): First at Peacehaven (Brighton) on Sep
29
Beaded Chestnut (Agrochola lychnidis): First at Worthing on Oct 1
Orange Sallow (Xanthia citrago): First at Horsham on Oct 5
Clancy's Rustic: Third specimen of the year taken at Pagham Harbour on
Oct 2
Scarce Bordered Straw (Helicoverpa armigera): First at Portland on
Oct 3
Other Insects
Rhododendron Leafhopper (Graphocephala fennahi): A new species
for me discovered when I read a report of one seen at Hastings on Oct 6. An
invader from north America which is now fairly common on Rhododenrens
along the south coast (though this one was on a sunflower) - see Michael
Chinery's Collins Guide to Insects page 92

Chrysotoxum festivum: This is my guess at the id of a couple of medium
sized hoverflies that were active in the Langstone area on Oct 3. This species
shares the black top to its thorax, and the black and yellow transverse stripes
on its abdomen, which I saw and it is made the more likely by being a
relatively common species whose flight period lasts into October.
Myathropa florea: Another fairly common hoverfly which is still on the wing
in October and which I identified for the first time when one landed on my
sweater, allowing me a close look, while out in my garden on Oct 7. The
clincher to the id is that this is the only hoverfly likely to be seen hereabouts
which has horizontal barring across the top of its thorax (something I could
only detect at really close range)
Robber Fly (Asilus crabroniformis): Oct 6 brought a third sighting for the
year of this rarity. On Aug 27 one was seen in the Eastbourne area and on Sep
15 and Oct 5 in the Newhaven area
Hornet: There are usually many and widespread reports of Hornets at this
time of year but one seen at Durlston on Oct 6 is the first I have heard of since
July 22
Devil's Coach Horse beetle: On Oct 3 the Rye Bay website had a dramatic
photo of one in its defensive posture when disturbed out in the open away
from cover
Crickets: On Oct 6 the ranger's daily report for Durlston mention that the
'songs' of Great Green and Dark Bush Crickets, plus Long Winged
Conehead, could still be heard there
PLANTS
Viola tricolor: A lovely specimen of this plant with deep Royal Blue petals was the
latest addition to the 'casuals' to be found (on Oct 3) on the disturbed ground of the
old Hayling Billy rail track where it crosses Mill Lane at Langstone. With it were a
Field Pansy and some Small Flowered Cranesbill as well as the Alsike Clover,
Cockspur Grass, Shaggy Soldier and other oddities such as Larkspur,
Love-in-the-mist and Lobelia erinus seen on a recent previous visit.
Brackish Water Crowfoot (Ranunculus baudotii): Although the water in the
Havant Homewell spring is as 'unbrackish' as you can get this plant grows there and
was freshly in flower on Oct 5
Lesser Stitchwort: This was found flowering in the Stansted Forest area on Oct 4
- last previous record was on Aug 27
Sticky Mouse-ear: Common Mouse-ear has been on the flowering list for some
time but Sticky Mouse-ear was new on Oct 5
Greater Sea Spurrey: Lesser Sea Spurrey has been widely found this year as it
has become addicted to the salt used on roads in winter and extended its range to
many roadsides far from the sea shore, but until Oct 3 I had not come across any

Greater Sea Spurrey with its larger and paler flowers - I found it flower on grass
by saltings east of Nore Barn at Warblington.
Hairy Vetchling (Lathyrus hirsutus): I was pleasantly surprised to find this still
flowering on the Broadmarsh 'mountain' on Oct 4
Goat's Rue: Still flowering at North Common on Hayling on Oct 6
Meadow Sweet: Flowering at Brook Meadow in Emsworth on Oct 1
Cow Parsley: Brian Fellows had found this re-flowering at Brook Meadow in
Emsworth as early as Sep 5 before finding more of it in Church Lane at Warblington
on Oct 2 - when I went to see this find on Oct 3 I found three specimens of Cow
Parsley and one of Upright Hedge Parsley all in flower scattered along that
roadside.
Hemlock: Many young plants were just starting to re-flower on the north pier of
the old rail bridge at Langstone on Oct 3
Tomato plant: Although these will grow almost anywhere I was surprised to hear
of one flowering among seaweed on the Esmworth shore on Oct 3
Verbascum macrocarpum: The 'new to Britain' plants found recently on North
Common on Hayling, which have suffered from severe vandalism, were still
surviving on Oct 6 - the one plant which has escaped the vandals is still intact and
bearing much seed, the tallest plant which was knocked down to ground level has
put up one small flower spike from its roots, and the smaller plant which was only
decapitated is also growing several new flower spikes (none of the flowers yet open
- if and when they do will the vandals strike again?)
Foxglove: A single plant in flower at Stansted on Oct 4
Sharp-leaved Fluellen: This was flowering in the harvested arable field behind
Conigar Point at Warblington on Oct 3
Germander Speedwell: Re-flowering in Warblington cemetery on Oct 5
Marsh Woundwort: A good find of this in flower again by Brian Fellows in
Emsworth on Oct 1
Field Woundwort: Although I had found this flowering in the Warblington shore
field behind Conigar Point in both August and September there was a lot more of it
to be seen when I was there on Oct 3
Devils Bit Scabious: Still flowering in Havant Thicket on Oct 6 along with
Goldenrod
Goat's Beard: Another good find for the time of year was a plant of this with a
flower (albeit closed) in Emsworth on Oct 1
Red-hot Poker: A garden escape was flowering in the hedgerow of Church Lane at
Warblington on Oct 2

OTHER WILDLIFE
Wild Goat: A reference to two of these seen on Tennyson Down (IoW) on Oct 4 is
a reminder of their existence on the Island
Common Seal: One was seen in Pagham Harbour on Oct 5 - unusual there
Noctule Bat: Maybe these come out earlier in the evening at this time of year in
order to feed up prior to hibernation, or maybe there are more birders out at dusk
now that it comes early in the evening, but for whatever reason birders in the
Cuckmere valley near Beachy Head recorded two Nocutules in flight on Oct 2 and on
Oct 5 five were seen over the Lymington marshes
Fungi: Dry ground is delaying the normal onset of the fungal fruiting season but
some are beginning to appear. In my Havant garden a group of four largish
waxcaps with a pinkish tinge to their caps area I think Meadow Waxcaps and with
them are some small 'golden spindles' but I think that name is reserved for a larger
species up to 6 cm long and these are probably Yellow Club (Clavulinopsis
helvola). On Oct 6 the Havant Wildlife Group visited Havant Thicket in search of
fungi and found the uncommon Earpick Fungus (Auriscalpium vulgare) which
only grows on the fallen cones of Scots Pine. Also in their list were False Death
Cap (Amanita citrina), Tawny Grisette (Amanita fulva). Amethyst
Deceiver (Laccaria amethystine), Common Earthball (Scleroderma
citrinum), and several others where there may be confusion over names (the bane
of current day communication about fungi!). In their report Stagshorn was
mentioned but there are three different fungi now given this name (Yellow, Small
and Pale) and my guess is that they found Yellow Stagshorn (Calocera
viscosa). Another confusion is that the name Japanese Umbrella which they use
for Coprinus plicatilis has now been changed to Pleated Inkcap
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR OCT 1 - 7 (WEEK 40 OF 2007)
Sat 6 Oct
North Common on Hayling
A very quick evening trip to North Common on Hayling found that all three of the
Verbascum macrocarpum plants had survived the brutal treatment handed out
to them - the plant furthest from the main path which had been in seed when I first
saw it was still intact, the big plant which had first caught my eye, and had grown
90cm tall before it was hacked down to ground level, had but up one tiny flowering
stem from the root of the plant and it had yellow buds already showing, while its
smaller companion had grown several similar flower stems from below the point at
which its main stem had been decapitated.
Also seen were the lovely Hedgerow Cranesbill flowers and a few of the white
Goat's Rue flowers plus a hint of Agrimony flowers from a normal plant close to
where the seed capsules of the Fragrant Agrimony can still be seen. Quite a few
of the Teazels still had flowers and the Dog Roses had a great show of shine red
hips.

Early morning in my garden had given me Chiffchaff song as well as more Wren
song and in the evening lots of Robins were singing at North Common - probably
most of them were newly arrived migrants.
Fri 5 Oct
Havant and Warblington
In the garden this morning a Wren was singing strongly for the first time and a
couple more were heard around Havant to confirm that they have recovered from
their moult and and back in good spirits.
Walking round Havant in the morning I found Borage and Wall Lettuce still in
flower, as was White Comfrey in the churchyard, but the best find was in the
water of the Homewell Spring were many white Water Crowfoot flowers had
suddenly appeared - taking one home I re-confirmed that this is Ranunculous
baudotii, despite its English name of Brackish Water Crowfoot it here grows in
the freshest of bubbling spring water.
Later I cycled to Warblington where I added Field Madder and Sticky
Mouse-ear to my October flowering list before reaching the cemetery where I was
pleased to find Germander Speedwell in flower though the Green
Bristle-grass was distinctly faded.
Also seen in the cemetery was a lovely fresh Comma - later in the trip I added three
Speckled Wood, a Large White and a Migrant Hawker dragonfly.
Mowing the lawn in the afternoon I discovered (and did not mow) a couple of
Meadow Waxcap toadstools and some of the small version of Golden Spindles
called Yellow Club.
Thu 4 Oct
Budds Farm and Broadmarsh
This afternoon I cycled to Budds Farm and found a pair of Pintail and a male
Ruddy Duck among the Mallard, Shoveler, Teal, Tufted Duck and Gadwall
on the pools.
On the Langstone Harbour shore both Dunlin and Redshank were well in excess
of 100 and there were lesser numbers of Oystercatcher and Curlew with Little
Egrets and Turnstone. In the mouth of the Hermitage Stream near the gravel
quay two Common Sandpipers skimmed the water.
Atop the Broadmarsh 'mountain' which overhangs the slipway and stream the rough
grass had been cut but they had not bothered with the edges of the area outside the
peripheral path and in the bay of rough grass left of the north side of the area Hairy
Vetchling was still in flower having first appeared on June 9 this year.
On my way home I found Bedhampton Mill Pool almost empty of water -maybe it is
having a clean out but maybe the gates which hold in the water at the southern end
have failed - if so it may be a long time before they are repaired.

Today's sunshine had brought out at least one Common Darter and one Red
Admiral with a pair of Small Whites trying to agree on whether they wanted to
mate or not.
Wed 3 Oct
Some good flowers in the Langstone-Warblington area
My usual mid-week summary of other people's news follows but first my own news
for the start of October.
Nothing much to report for Monday and Tuesday but this morning the first Grey
Wagtail of the winter flew over my garden (assumed to be back in regular winter
quarters rather than still on passage), and both Wren and Great Tit made
tentative attempts to join the many Robins in song while at least one Chiffchaff
called regularly as it moved round the garden - also probably taking up winter
quarters rather than passing through.
After lunch I cycled down to Langstone, pausing first in Southbrook Road to check
the Least Yellow Sorrel, then at the main road junction where what I believe to
be Musk Stork's-bill growing in the mown roadside grass - I collected a sample
here to compare with a sample of normal Stork's-bill but once again failed to come
to a definite conclusion.
Next stop was at the main road end of Mill Lane on the disturbed ground of the old
rail track where I added Field Pansy, Viola tricolor and Small Flowered
Cranesbill to the already wide repertoire of this spot which includes Larkspur and
Love-in-the-mist from gardens plus Alsike Clover, Cockspur Grass, Shaggy
Soldier and Marsh Cudweed. Both here and at another stopping point today I
noted a mediu-sized hover-fly which I could not name. Later I came to a best guess
of Chrysotoxum festivum (Chinery's Collins Guide to Insects p206) based on the
black upper surface of the thorax with black and yellow transverse stripes on the
upper abdomen, combined with the fact that this is a relatively common species
with a flight time continuing into October
On the north pier of the old rail bridge there was a fresh flush of Hemlock
flowering, and as I was about to cross the road to the Ship Inn, and was going over
the hummock of a flood defence bank on the path from the muddy ford to the main
road I noticed a tiny remanant of a white flowered umbellifer which suggested
Spreading Hedge Parsley but I need much more evidence before claiming this
(just one of the distinctive seeds would clinch it so I will be back!)
From the Ship Inn I could see the large flock of 200+ Bar-tail Godwits which
Brian Fellows had first seen back here yesterday (Oct 2) and there were around 60
Black-tails on the near shore but the new feature was the presence of 14 Teal,
several of them bathing in the relatively fresh water of the outflowing Lymbourne
mill stream as if refreshing themselves after a long journey. On the Mill Pond at
least four tiny Mallard ducklings were looking for their mother.

Heading east along the shore to Conigar Point my next stop was in the shore field
behind the point which has an easy 'walk in' gap in the shore line hedge. Here three
Skylarks were in the air and in full song - another milestone in the passing
year - but my interest was more in the arable weeds which today included flowering
Sharp-leaved Fluellen as well as masses of Field Woundwort. Before I left I
heard the calls of an unseen Reed Bunting coming from the shore hedge (which
also still had a cluster of House Sparrows) - maybe the Bunting was the same bird
that spent the first three months of 2006 in this hedge area...
At the east end of Nore Barn wood I at last found flowers of Greater Sea Spurrey
but more flowers were to come in Church Lane at Warblington where Brian Fellows
had seen Cow Parsley flowering yesterday - I not only found three plants of that
but also one of Upright Hedge Parsley (not very upright as it had been mown
with the roadside grass and its umbel was only an inch or so off the ground!). My
final note for the day was of 11 Stock Doves back in the field opposite the Old
Rectory in the corner of the new tarmac section of road called Pook Lane and the
genuine ancient track.
SUMMARY FOR SEP 24 - 30 (WEEK 39 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Red-throated Diver: We have now had eight separate reports of these since Sep
18 between Sandown on the IoW and Christhurch Harbour in Dorset - on Sep 25
two were seen at Sandown and two (maybe the same) at Christchurch. On Sep 28
and adult was seen feeding a juvenile off Titchfield Haven.
Black-necked Grebe: After early sightings in Hampshire (Fleet Pond and
Langstone Harbour) on Aug 24 , and in the Sussex Ouse Valley (Sep 9) and in the
Dungeness area on Aug 29 and Sep 15, there have been no further reports until
now (Sep 28) when one was on the sea at Studland Bay in Dorset near the mouth
of Poole Harbour.
Sooty Shearwater: On Sep 24 one was seen in Hampshire waters off Barton on
Sea (Portland has recorded as many as 27 of them on Sep 20)
Leach's Petrel: Despite the many Storm Petrels that have been in the Channel this
summer a Leach's Petrel seen passing St Catherine's Point (IoW) on Sep 21 was the
first to be reported since January
Little Egret: On the evening of Sep 28 Barry Collins counted 125 entering the night
roost in trees a little north of the Thorney Little Deeps.
Great White Egret: In addition to the 'regular' bird at the Blashford Lakes (last
reported on Sep 27) two birds (presumably new in from the continent) arrived over
Pilsey Island in Chichester Harbour and continued north to land by the central Great
Deeps on Thorney Island. After spending the day feeding there they joined the Little

Egrets in their night roost in a small copse north of the Little Deeps (and south of
Marina Farm)
Spoonbill: Four were still in Poole Harbour on Sep 28 and two were still at
Ttichfield Haven on Sep 29. One which flew over Christchurch Harbour on Sep 29
may have been one of the Poole Harbour birds or a new arrival.
Pink Foot Goose: On Sep 26 a party of 14 flew north west over Sandwich Bay on
the east Kent coast and were seen again over the Stour valley near Canterbury. On
Sep 27 what was presumably a second party of 20 arriving from the continent flew
north over Rye Harbour
Canada Goose: On Sep 25 what sounded like a couple of Canada x Greylag
hybrids were at the Lower Test and on Sep 23 a 'half size' Canada (minima race)
was at the Thorney Deeps
Barnacle Goose: On Sep 26 a flock of 48 were reported flying north over
Newhaven up the Sussex Ouse valley - at a guess these are feral birds or newly
escaped rather than wild arrivals from the Arctic which normally winter no further
south than Scotland
Brent Goose: The very first migrant seems to have reached Britain (Dungeness)
on Sep 12 and the first small flock of around 20 was in Langstone Harbour on Sep
13 but the first news of a large flock (153 birds) came from Chichester Harbour on
Sep 28. On Sep 29 I found a similar number (in excess of 120 birds) in Langstone
Harbour.
Wigeon: These too have now started to arrive in force with over 400 in
Christchurch Harbour on Sep 27 (over 100 at Lodmoor, Weymouth, that day).
Around 200 were on the Blashford Lakes at Ringwood on Sep 28 and 'hundreds'
were seen flying in at Lymington on Sep 29
Mallard: One female had a new brood of a dozen tiny ducklings on Langstone
Pond this week
Garganey: Four were still with us this week - One at Brownsea Island in Poole
Harbour on Sep 23, one at Weymouth (Lodmoor) on Sep 26, one at Horsham
(Warnham Mill Pond) on Sep 27 and one at Shell Bay (just outside Poole Harbour
entrance, so probably en route south) on Sep 28
Goldeneye: A female in Chichester Harbour (off Pilsey Island) on Sep 28 can be
regarded as the first of the winter (one in Poole Harbour on Sep 3 could well have
been lurking there during the summer)
Red-breasted Merganser: One in Christchurch Harbour on Sep 28 seems to have
been second of the winter following one flying west past Selsey Bill on Sep 19
Marsh Harrier: Anywhere east and north of the Rye Bay area Marsh Harriers are
now almost as common as Buzzards are in the rest of southern England but one
flying west over Langstone Harbour on Sep 27 was an exciting addition to the
Greater Yellowlegs for Jason Crook

Hen Harrier: One seen over Rempstone Heath (west shore of Poole Harbour) on
Sep 23 was the first of the winter in Dorset but there have been sightings in Sussex
(Selsey area on Aug 21), Isle of Wight (Newtown on Aug 25) and Hampshire
(Barton on Sea on Sep 16). This week brought a ringtail over Langstone Harbour on
Sep 27 and maybe the same bird over Thorney Island on Sep 28
Osprey: Two were still at Thorney Deeps on Sep 23
Corncrake: One flushed at Portland Bill on Sep 23 was the second of the autumn
there after one on Sep 9
Common Crane: On Sep 25 one was seen twice over the Pannel Valley near Rye
- it should probably have been migrating across Europe and had accidentally found
itself on the wrong side of the Channel. Another had been seen briefly at Dungeness
on Sep 18. At this time of year thousands of Cranes are moving southwest across
Europe from breeding areas in the Siberian taiga to wintering areas in Spain.
Knot: A count of 120 in Pagham Harbour on Sep 25 was the first 100+ report from
there this winter (we have had 350 on the Pilsey Sands on Sep 20)
Little Stint: Fourteen reports this week from nine sites. On Sep 28 one was at the
Sidlesham Ferry Pool (Pagham) and on Sep 29 one was at Titchfield Haven with
another four on the Lymington marshes.
Pectoral Sandpiper: An isolated report of one at Abbotsbury near Weymouth on
Sep 26
Curlew Sandpiper: Among many current reports news of three at the Bunny
Meadows site (on the R Hamble immediately north of Warsash) on Sep 24 was of
local interest as being slightly unusual. A count of 9 together at the Lymington
marshes on Sep 25 was equal highest of the autumn with a count of 9 at
Christchurch Harbour on Sep 22
Purple Sandpiper: One was back in the Bembridge Foreland area (IoW) on Sep
23, more than a month after the first of the autumn showed up at Southsea Castle.
Others have already been seen in the Hurst area near Lymington, at Portland and at
Christchurch Harbour where 8 were seen flying east (coming our way?) on Sep 28
Jack Snipe: First report of the autumn came from Christchurch Harbour on Sep 28
Whimbrel: Their main autumn passage is over by mid-September but stragglers
can be seen in October and even November so the singles seen this week at
Portland, Pagham, Lymington and Fishbourne (Chichester) may or may not be
staying for the winter. This summer the only flocks seen on autumn passage were
moving through our area in mid-July and there have been no reports of more than
three together in September
Greater Yellowlegs: The BTO had only 18 records of this North American species
since 1954 (there were earlier records - the first was found at the Scillies in 1906),
and none since 2002, when one flew in to spend 15 minutes at Baston and Langtoft
pits in Lincolnshire on the evening of Sep 25. That bird flew off south west overland

and was almost certainly the bird which landed in front of Jason Crook and Kevin
Crisp at the Farlington Marshes lake at 15:10 on Sep 26. They had an even shorter
time to see it than the Lincolnshire birder had had before it flew out into Langstone
harbour but at 18:50 it came back to the lake and remained there until it was dark,
giving elusive views. Next morning it was seen to leave before it was light enough
to get good views or photos and it has not been seen since. Back in Aug a
Yellowlegs was reported to have been in the Brands Bay area of Poole Harbour on
Aug 20 and 21 but that is more likely to have been the slightly commoner Lesser
Yellowlegs.
Grey Phalarope: There were two sightings in Dorset last week on Sep 20 and 22
and this week one flew past Selsey Bill on Sep 25
Long-tailed Skua: One (probably a juvenile) seems to have loitered in the east
Solent from Sep 23 to Sep 27 at least
Little Gull: A sharp increase in numbers brought 50 to Dungeness on Sep 23 but so
far this batch have not been seen futher west along our coast
Kittiwake: Large numbers started to pour out of the North Sea into the Channel on
Sep 19 when 162 were off Dungeness and 250 were seen at Portland. They were
still coming through on Sep 23 when 150 were seen at Dungeness and 31 went past
St Catherine's Point (IoW)
Little Tern: A late straggler was off Dungeness on Sep 24 and another was seen
there on Sep 29
Black Tern: A juvenile was off Titchfield Haven (and another off Dungeness) on
Sep 24, and three were at Christchurch Harbour on Sep 25
Razorbill: Five new reports show that these are starting to appear in our waters.
Two were seen from St Catherine's Point (IoW) on Sep 23 and three were at
Christchurch Harbour on Sep 28
Little Auk: One was off Dungeness on Sep 29 but got no further as it was killed by
a Greater Blackback gull
Collared Dove: I have no idea how many come to us across the Channel as winter
migrants but I see that two were seen to come in off the sea at Dungeness on Sep
27
Turtle Dove: What may have been the last to leave was seen at Dungeness on Sep
25
Short Eared Owl: After a single early sighting at Truleigh Hill on the Sussex
Downs on Sep 1 the next did not show until Sep 26 at Portland followed by one at
Cissbury Ring on the Sussex Downs on Sep 28
Wryneck: Two late sightings could have been of the same bird - first spotted on
the Farlington seawall on Sep 25 it made its next brief appearance at Sandown
(IoW) on Sep 29

Woodlark: At least four were still in their summer haunts in the Ashdown Forest up
to Sep 26 and what seems to have been the first coastal sighting was on Sep 28 on
Christchurch Harbour
Sand Martin: 270 went south over Dungeness on Sep 23 when there was a major
hirundine exodus but there were still 100+ at the Blashford Lakes on Sep 28
Swallow: On Sep 23 Dungeness reported 6000 leaving us while Christchurch
Harbour had 2400 and Portland 750. 1800 were still moving over Christchurch
Harbour on Sep 28
House Martin: Dungeness had 1200 leaving on Sep 23 with smaller numbers
elsewhere (Pannel Valley reported a night roost of 10,000 hirundines there that
night and in my own Havant garden I had the impression that more than 20 birds
spent the night in trees close by - see my diary entry for Sep 24 below). Those were
by no means the last - Christchurch Harbour reported 14,000 on Sep 26 and 2,200
next day increasing to 6,700 on Sep 28 when 300+ were over Warblington here in
Havant that evening. Also on Sep 28 an estimated 1800 hirundines were over the
Pagham North Walls area
Rock Pipit: The first of the winter to appear at Farlington Marshes was seen by
Jason Crook on Sep 27 and two showed up on Pilsey Island in Chichester Harbour
on Sep 28
Water Pipit: A 'possible only' at Farlington Marshes on Sep 29 - the earliest ever
for Hampshire was on 26 Sep 1993 though they normally do not arrive until
mid-October (in 2006 the first reached Hampshire on Oct 23)
Yellow Wagtail: These are still being seen daily at a number of coastal sites but
there have been no two digit counts since Sep 17 (when 25 went over Portland) and
that was a sharp drop from 100+ roosting at Lodmoor (Weymouth) on Sep 16
Grey Wagtail: The appearance of one on Sep 25 beside the tiny Westbrook stream
feeding the Town Millpond in the centre of Emsworth is an indication that the
passage birds which have been on the move since at least Aug 25 are now settling
in winter quarters - perhaps we will soon have one or more back in central Havant
as we usually do in the winter
Alba Wagtail: Most of the passage Wagtails seen on the coast at this time cannot
be separated into White and Pied and are recorded as 'Alba Wagtails'. On Sep 26
Portland recorded 150 of these and Christchurch Harbour had 145
Robin: It seems that Robins are now arriving from the continent in large numbers.
On Sep 26 there were 50 at Portland with 50+ on Sep 27 and on Sep 29 there were
88 on West High Down near the Needles (IoW)
Stonechat: The count at Portland was up to 65 on Sep 27
Ring Ouzel: 12 reports between Sep 22 and 29, all sightings of 3 or less birds
except for a group of 11 birds at Portland on Sep 29

Blackbird: A hint of the numbers arriving in this country for the winter is seen on
a count of 35 on the open high ground of the IoW West High Down on Sep 29
Fieldfare: Other than an odd sighting of one in a Ropley garden near Alton on July
24 and 26 the first of the winter was seen on the Isle of Wight on Sep 29 (just one
bird)
Song Thrush: A flock of 111 migrants was reported from the Lytchett Bay area of
Poole Harbour on Sep 28 with an estimated 60 on Portland that day and 85 at
Dungeness on Sep 29
Redwing: 17 reports since Sep 27 starting with 37 at Horsham on Sep 27, then 30
at Portland on Sep 28 and a total of 153 in the Stockbridge area that day and 125 at
Dungeness on Sep 29
Blackcap: This seems to be the only passerine species moving in large numbers in
the past few days - on Sep 23 the count at Beachy Head was 400 and the Pannel
Valley near Rye recorded 100+ that day. There were still 100 at Portland on Sep 29
Yellow-browed Warbler: First of the autumn were 3 which turned up at Portland
on Sep 28
Chiffchaff: These were also moving in force though the Sep 23 count at Beachy
Head was only 100 and the highest counts this week have been on Sep 27 when
Portland had 150 and Christchurch had 115
Red Breasted Flycatcher: Singles had been at Portland on June 19 and 23 but
the only other report that I have seen for this year is of one also at Portland on Sep
29
Bearded Tit: A count of 40 seen at the Thorney Deeps on Sep 23 is the first
indication that these birds are beginning their autumn journeyings. I think numbers
like this, although they may be present in the reeds through the summer after
successful breeding, are not seen by birders until the birds feel the urge to disperse
and start to fly up into the air above the reeds as they psyche themselves up to fly
off into the great unknown.
Rose Coloured Starling (now 'Rosy Pastor'): a juvenile has been in the
Pennington marshes area near Lymington from Sep 23 to 26 at least. The only other
report of this species I have seen this year was also in the Lymington area on June
10 (that was an adult)
Chaffinch: Autumn movement of these birds is now under way with counts of 43
and 71 seen moving across the Isle of Wight on Sep 22. By Sep 27 1400+ went over
the Dungeness area. Interestingly the start of this movement was marked with the
arrival of a female in my own garden on Sep 18 - reports from elsewhere started to
come in from Sep 22 onwards when the week end birders got on the case.
Brambling: First of the autumn was over Christchurch Harbour on Sep 26,
followed by sightings at Dungeness and Horsham on Sep 27 and at Christchurch
and Portland on Sep 28 (max count of 9 at Portland)

Siskin: 28 new reports in the past few days show that these are now on the move
on a broad front with a max count of 317 at Christchurch Harbour on Sep 28 when
birds which had been passing west over the Blashford Lakes at Ringwood for about
a week started to settle in the Alders there. Redpolls and Reed Buntings are also
becoming frequent entries in the current news.
Bullfinch: The first report of these as passage birds comes from Weymouth on Sep
27 when a total of 27 flew north.
INSECTS
Butterflies
Green Veined White: One seen at Browndown on Sep 25 may be a further
example of an unexpected third brood (a fresh male was reported from
Sussex on Sep 21)
Small Copper: Reports of these from the Isle of Wight, Beachy Head and
Durlston in the past few days - Durlston comment that these are now fresh
third brood insects.
Common Blue: These are also now third brood insects, reported from the
Isle of Wight, Noar Hill, Beachy Head, Keyhaven and Browndown (Gosport)
Chalkhill Blue: Five very late specimens seen at Brook Down, IoW, on Sep
22 with 3 Adonis Blues there
Wall Brown: Five third brood insects at Brook Down on Sep 22 and at least
one at Durlston on Sep 26. On Sep 27 a total of ten were seen in the
Lymington Keyhaven area
Grayling: A late specimen at Browndown (Gosport) on Sep 18
Gatekeeper: Four exceptionally late ones at Brook Down, IoW, on Sep 22
Moths
Clifden Nonpareil: First report for the year from the Pannel Valley, Rye Bay,
on Sep 23
Other Insects
Gymnosoma rotundatum: Once more the Rye Bay website has added a
new insect to my knowledge. A photo of this fly appeared on the website on
Sep 29 with news that several of the same species had been seen recently
around Peasmarsh (a village on the A268 three miles west of Rye). This fly is
one of a group known as Tachinid parasites described on page 212 of
my copy of Michael Chinery's Collins Guide to Insects but this species is not
mentioned there. The photo shows it to have a rosy pink abdomen and
further research shows that it lays its eggs in Shield Bug type insects - while
its young are eating the insides of the bug the adults are delicately sipping
nectar, with a preference for yellow coloured flowers.

Ivy Bee (Colletes hederae): This is not the first year I have been made
aware of this bee through the Rye Bay website - the species has only recenlty
appeared in Britain but now has a strong foothold on cliffs at Hastings where
an estimated 2000 insects have been seen recently.
PLANTS
Field Pennycress: Still flowering on the Warren Down stables dungheap at
Forestside (north of Stansted Forest) on Sep 25
Lucerne: Still flowering on the west shore of Hayling near Saltmarsh Lane on Sep
29
Dog Rose: The outburst of second flowering which started in mid-August was over
soon after Sep 7 so I was surprised to see a single flower out on a bush at Langstone
on Sep 29
Sweet Chestnut: Many spiny fruits had fallen to the ground in local woods by Sep
27
Sea Holly: The flowers on most plants are now dead but Brian Fellows found fresh
buds on plants at the Eastney shore in Portsmouth on Sep 29
Round-leaved Fluellen: This was still flowering in the harvested arable fields of
Stansted East Park when Brian Fellows was there on Sep 26 and I found both it and
Sharp-leaved Fluellen there on Sep 27 though all the petals had fallen from the
flowers of the latter.
Weasel's Snout (Lesser Snapdragon): Still flowering in the Havant New Lane
allotments on Sep 24
Marjoram: Still flowering at Warren Down, Forestside, on Sep 25
Green Bristle Grass: Brian Fellows found this in Stansted East Park (where it was
flourishing last autumn) on Sep 26
OTHER WILDLIFE
Dolphin species: One of these seen off Titchfield Haven on Sep 23
Seals: A Common Seal at Newtown Harbour (IoW) on Sep 25 and a Grey Seal in
the Portsmouth area this week (photos of it catching and eating a fish appeared in
the Portsmouth NEWS
Shews: When the Havant Wildlife Group were walking around Markwells Wood to
the north east of Finchdean on Sep 22 they found a number of metal sheets lying on
the ground. Lifting one revealed a large number of Common Shrews and under
another they found a black and silver furred Water Shrew although the location
was far from any water. I understand that while all Shrews can be found in damp
places the Water Shrew is the only one that regularly enters water in search of prey,
but it is equally happy on land and can be found (as in this case) on dry downland).

Roe Deer: These are a common sight in the countryside nowadays but I was
surprised to read on the Rye Bay website that one has joined a herd of bullocks in
a field near Hastings and can regularly be seen with them, even butting the bullocks
from time to time
Grass Snake: These are now getting sluggish as the nights get cold and one
disturbed at Rye Harbour on a recent morning had not got the energy to move away
but could still hiss, inflate its body a little and emit a foul smell.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR SEP 24 - 30 (WEEK 39 OF 2007)
Sat 29 Sep
Return of the Brent to Langstone Harbour
The forerunners of the migrant Brent geese reached Langstone Harbour on Sep
14 - no more than two dozen birds - and it was not until yesterday that I heard of
any large scale return (Barry Collins had 153 in Chichester Harbour along with two
Great White Egrets), so today I cycled down the west Hayling coastal path at
high tide in the expectation of seeing a large flock in Langstone Harbour. I was not
disappointed - there were at least 120 (maybe 150) around the area which I call the
'mid-way saltings' which lie off the west Hayling shore roughly half way down it.
When the tide is high the geese have no hiding place and can be seen by all, but as
soon as the tide drops they are difficult to see among the 'islands' between which
they can find the food they badly need after their long flight.
At the Oysterbeds the high tide wader roost seemed to consist mainly of Grey
Plover (very few Oystercatchers and without a scope I could not be sure of
smaller waders like Dunlin or Turnstone but as the tide was higher than usual
they had probably chosen to roost out on the islands.
Golden Samphire is still flowering along the shore, as was the Lucerne at
Saltmarsh Lane, and Gorse is now coming into its own for the winter but the only
surprise was a single Dog Rose flower near Langstone Mill Pond - where I did not
see the family of twelve Mallard ducklings which had appeared earlier in the
week but I heard that some of them had been seen today, though one was floating
the wrong way up ...
Thu 27 Sep
Southleigh Forest, Stansted Forest and the Ems Valley
No great excitement today but it was good to get out in the sunshine after
yesterday's rain. In Southleigh Forest (in which I include the Hollybank Woods) the
ground is now littered with fallen Sweet Chestnut seeds but I did not stop to
check whether any of the nuts are yet large enough to eat (I expect most had been
knocked down prematurely by wind and rain). I saw no fungi, but again I did not
search for them, and I heard at least two Buzzards calling overhead and saw one.

Swallows and Speckled Wood butterflies were seen sporadically through the trip
but the best birds were a small flock of Yellowhammers in the Stansted East Park
- probably only seven of them in total.
At Racton a fresh Comma butterfly was sunning itself by the river and there was
still a great show of Small Teazel plants in among the trees (but no flowers to be
seen now).
A brief look at Aldsworth Pond showed that the water level is now below the top of
the board which holds it back at the roadside sluice, but growth of trees and water
plants currently obscures any real view of the pond as a whole - I saw nothing but
Coot, Moorhen and Little Grebe on it
Tue 25 Sep
Warren Down at Forestside
A short walk from the Forestside 'hut' west past the Warren Down stables to turn
south into the northern edge of Stansted Forest to complete the circuit gave me
Field Pennycress still flowering on the stables dung heap and a good show of
Marjoram and Wild Basil still flourishing near Warren Down cottage, while
coming back through the woods I heard the call of a Marsh Tit.
I was also amused to see a bold notice by the track approaching the Pheasant
rearing pens in the conifer copse just before reaching Warren Down cottage - the
gamekeeper here has clearly realised that wildlife conservation is now appealing to
the dog walking public and the notice encourages them to keep their dogs under
control as this is a 'Wild Bird Conservation Area'.
Mon 24 Sep
Around Havant
A brief circuit around my home area in the late afternoon found the Lesser
Snapdragon or Weasel's Snout still flowering in the New Lane allotments among
60 flowering plant species plus an oddity found in the old Havant cemetery which I
have not been able to identify - it caught my eye from a distance and its flowers
gave the impression of a giant version of Blue Fleabane (a long stalked oval
involucre with a small head of shaving brush bristles sticking out at the top). The
rest of the plant might have belonged to a hairy Hieracium or an exotic Fleabane
(tall, straight woody stem with a sparse showing of long thin hairs and with long thin
strap leaves having outward pointing hairs around their edges. As all the flowers
had gone to seed I can only keep an eye on that area next summer to see if I can
spot the plant again but it may be worth a mention because of the trick it played on
me - when found I have already said that all the flower heads reminded me of Blue
Fleabane, but next morning those tight closed involcres had opened out with the
phyllaries now at almost 90 degrees to the axis of the stem, giving a very different
look.
Later in the evening, just after sunset, I happened to go into the garden where I
was surprised to hear the twittering of a small flock of House Martins
apparently feeding on insects above the tree tops at a time when I

would have thought they would either be already in their night roost or
heading purposefully towards it. Next morning a small number of them were
again apparently feeding in the same way and that evening (Tuesday) a similar
flock could be heard overhead in the dusk but flying higher and difficult to spot in
the dim light.
I know that House Martins will roost in trees (and on the rooves or walls of
houses) when on migration, and in the past I have come across substantial flocks
having difficulty getting going on chilly autumn mornings so I suppose these birds
might have been attracted to insects above the trees of the Billy Trail behind my
house and taken the double opportunity of a good insect supper and a safe night
roost in the trees before continuing their journey.
SUMMARY FOR SEP 17 - 23 (WEEK 38 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Red-throated Diver: The first diver of the coming winter to be seen in Hampshire
waters was a Red Throated seen by Bob Chapman on Sep 18 going west (leaving
Hampshire) at Barton on Sea. Other than a couple of oddities (one at Christchurch
Harbour on June 16 and one at Dungeness on July 3) this is the first Red Throated
in the English Channel since May 21 though the 'diver species' seen passing Portland
on Sep 7 may well have been Red Throated. Since then there have been sightings
of three flying east past Milford on sea (west end of Solent) on Sep 19 and of one
struggling to eat a large fish it had caught in the same area on Sep 22
Little Grebe: Of local interest there were three Little Grebe on Langstone Mill
Pond on Sep 22 - I guess these were just passing as the species does not breed on
the pond where there is little weed for them to eat.
Sooty Shearwater: Numbers on our side of the English Channel increased on Sep
19 to give 25 off Portland, where there were 27 on Sep 20 and 26 on Sep 21. Also
on Sep 21 at least 18 were seen from Selsey Bill.
Manx Shearwater: There had been almost daily sightings of this species from
May 2 to Aug 24 but they then disappeared for just over two weeks until 6 were
seen off Dungeness on Sep 16 and 11 off Portland on May 19
Balearic Shearwater: Regarded as much less common than Manx, Balearic
Shearwaters (which started regular appearance off our coast on May 29) seem to
have had less of an autumn break in the continuity of their sightings, the only gap
being from Sep 2 to 10. Latest sightings have been on Sep 16 at Portland,
Dungeness (11 birds) and St Catherine's Point (IoW) followed by 2 more at
Dungeness on Sep 17. On Sep 20 the count at Portland leapt up to 74 (there had
been a peak of 117 there on July 8)
Storm Petrel: After this year's extraordinary run of sightings from May 7 to July 17
there was one sighting of four birds at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 15 and now
comes another isolated sighting of a single bird seen from a boat in Lyme Bay on
Sep 22

Gannet: This week has brought counts of 600+ off Dungeness on Sep 19 and 908
off Selsey Bill on Sep 21
Little Egret: For various reasons I have been unable to count the birds in the
Langstone roost recently but Lee Evans told us on Hoslist that he came down to
Thorney Island on Sep 8 and saw 118 go into a roost on Thorney Island that
evening. Last year my peak counts at Langstone were 211+ on Sep 6 and 228 on
Sep 19
Great White Egret: The ringed bird which was a regular sight at the Blashford
Lakes last autumn and winter settled in there on Oct 1 after a couple of isolated
sightings there on Sep 3 and 29. This year the same bird was seen there on Sep 16
and Sep 20 after a reported sighting (not necessarily of the same bird) on Sep 7 - we
will have to wait for more reports to see if it settles again.
Spoonbill: The Titchfield Haven website had not been updated from Aug 3 until
Sep 16 but we can now see that a single bird was there (with short gaps) right
through the summer. There were a couple of isolated sightings on Mar 24 and Apr
5 before one turned up on May 16 and seems to have stayed until June 2. The next
sighting was on July 13 but that disappeared after July 15. On Aug 11 one
re-appeared and was there until Aug 26.There was then an isolated reported
sighting on Sep 2 but no more sightings unti Sep 13 and this time the bird was still
present on Sep 16 - since then there have been two at the Haven from Sep 19 to 22
at least. Elsewhere there were four birds in the Brownsea Island area of Poole
Harbour until Sep 9 when they seem to have flown to Calshot at the mouth of
Southampton Water on Sep 12 but they were back at Brownsea on Sep 16
Black Swan: A group of five birds (probably a family) turned up on the River Test
at Redbridge (Southampton) early in September and this has revived a
correspondence about the status of the species in Britain. Lee Evans contributed to
this with .. "Many Australian Black Swans are now breeding 'ferally' in the UK, with
as many as 45 pairs (including 'colonies' in Northamptonshire and Berkshire), whilst
the individual numbers probably exceed 150 birds, including most likely immigrants
from the Category C self-supporting populations in the Netherlands" .. but this takes
no account of the (I suspect much larger) number in captivity. In the past I recall
hearing of a large semi-wild population acting as a tourist attraction at Dawlish in
Devon and that town's website includes the statement that .. "The Brook is the
home to a great variety of ducks, swans and rare wildfowl. Black swans, swim
gracefully along the river, gently guiding their cygnets as they navigate the river,
and feed from the small weirs which interrupt the water's flow. You can view
hatchlings in the specially constructed pens on the edge of the park. The whole area
has a special feel to it, refreshing and tranquil". While this population may be one of
the largest I think that possibly hundreds of lakes and ponds throughout Britain
have one or more pairs and that some breed. The current discussion added one
more site to those that I know of fairly locally - a breeding pair on a lake at the
Hamptworth estate (just in Wiltshire but close to the northern boundary of the New
Forest at Bramshaw Telegraph).

Brent Goose: Two birds landed on the Lymington marshes on Sep 16 and eight
flew east past Gilkicker Point at Gosport on Sep 18. Since then the only reports have
been from Christchurch Harbour (two west on Sep 19 and one seen on Sep 22)
Egyptian Goose: To add interest in the plastic wildfowl market a leucistic Egyptian
Goose turned up at Pulborough Brooks on Sep 15
Shelduck: 17 were in the Thorney Island Great Deeps during the Sep 15 WeBS
count and a juvenile was off Nore Barn at Emsworth on Sep 19
Mandarin: Maybe these have already completed their moult as there have been
three reports of them this week - 5 at the Powdermill Reservoir north of Hastings on
Sep 17, 22 on Weir Wood Reservoir in Sep 19 and three smart males on Eyeworth
Pond in the New Forest on Sep 23
Wigeon: 600 were in the Thorney Island Great Deeps during the Sep 15 WeBS
count
Gadwall: 53 were at Titchfield Haven on Sep 15
Teal: 120 were in the Thorney Island Great Deeps during the Sep 15 WeBS count
Mallard: A female had 12 tiny ducklings with her on Langstone Pond on Sep 22
Pintail: 14 were in the Thorney Island Great Deeps during the Sep 15 WeBS count
and 31 were back at the Dungeness RSPB reserve at that time.
Garganey: Two were reported at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on Sep 17 with one
at Brownsea Island in Poole Harbour on Sep 22
Shoveler: 50 were back at Titchfield Haven on Sep 15 but the Dungeness RSPB
reserve had 437 there on Sep 16
Eider: Spring sightings off Titchfield Haven ceased after Apr 24 when just one was
seen. The next reported sighting was of three on Sep 2 but the count was up to 20
on Sep 9 and 23 on Sep 15. Off Lymington at the other end of the Solent between
25 and 30 were still present on June 28 and July 13 and fairly regular reports were
made throughout August with 32 there on Aug 17 increasing to 38+ by Aug 27.
Most recent reported sighting was on Sep 12.
Red Breasted Merganser: The first bird fo the winter flew west past Selsey Bill
on Sep 19 - there had been summering birds at both Portland and on the Isle of
Wight in early August but no reports since Aug 7
Hen Harrier: A ring-tail flew east into the Solent area past Barton on Sea on Sep
16. Although this is the first Hampshire report one was in the Selsey area on Aug 21
and maybe the same bird went to roost at the Brading Marshes (IoW) on Aug 25. On
Sep 1 a female hunting over Pagham Harbour was reported as one of seven raptors
seen in one visit to the harbour (the others were 6 Buzzards, 1 Sparrowhawk, 1
Osprey, 4 Kestrels, 2 Hobbies and 2 Peregrines)

Buzzard: An interesting report from Titchfield Haven on Sep 15 said .. "There was
an unusually high count of 16 Common Buzzards, 14 of which were observed
heading eastwards"
Osprey: At the Thorney Deeps two were seen on Sep 15 and one on Sep 20
Red-legged Partridge: These are now being released in preparation for shoots
and a sighting of 73 on farmland at Charlton (near Singleton below Goodwood
Trundle) on Sep 18 will probably be matched in many other areas.
Grey Partridge: A pair was seen on Sep 20 at the Lewes Brooks with a single
'week old' chick. My book says that Partidges will lay a replacement clutch but
gives the breeding season as ending in July
Common Crane: Although there had been 17 reports of Crane along the south
coast between the end of January and mid June a report of one flying in to spend an
evening at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on Sep 18 is the first since June 19
Ringed Plover: More than 80 were in a high tide roost on Sep 18 at the north west
corner of Broadmarsh (Langstone Harbour) where the open space meets the A27
Golden Plover: Although there has been a flock in the Rye Bay area since Aug 7
with up to 127 there on Aug 21 only very small parties have been reported
elsewhere (a party of 30 flying north over the IoW on Sep 4 being the only
exception). On Sep 15, however, the WeBS count at the Thorney Great Deeps found
29 birds there (there were 108 at Rye Harbour that day).
Grey Plover: The Sep 15 WeBS count found 300+ on the Pilsey Sands in
Chichester Harbour - also there were 87 Lapwing and 350 Knot.
Sanderling: A flock of 96 flew east past Gilkicker (Gosport) on Sep 18 was the
highest count of the autumn so far after an isolated sighting of 172 on the Ryde
Sands on Sep 2. Since writing that there has been an estimate of 130 at the Ryde
Sands (IoW) on Sep 22
Pectoral Sandpiper: The single juvenile which arrived at Pulborough Brooks on
Sep 12 was still there on Sep 18
Curlew Sandpiper: 21 recent sightings have come from 12 different sites
including 5 birds seen at the Thorney Deeps on Sep 15 and a peak of 13 at
Christchurch Harbour on Sep 16
Redshank: The Sep 15 WeBS count at Thorney Deeps recorded 700 Redshank.
Greenshank:The Sep 15 WeBS count at Thorney Deeps recorded 60
Greenshank and on Sep 18 seven birds were in Emsworth Harbour.
Wood Sandpiper: A single juvenile was in the flooded pony field beside the
Thorney Main Road from Sep 15 to Sep 20 at least
Common Sandpiper: A group of three were in the mouth of the Harmitage
Stream by the Broadmarsh slipway in Langstone Harbour on Sep 18

Grey Phalarope: One stopped off in Christchurch Harbour for 10 minutes on Sep
20 before flying east, and on Sep 22 one was seen from a boat in Lyme Bay
Pomarine Skua: Two off Dungeness on Sep 17, one off Milford on sea on Sep 19
and one in Lyme Bay on Sep 22
Arctic Skua: A count of 36 off Dungeness on Sep 16 is an indication that we are
approaching the peak in autumn passage. Last year the peak count was 100 at
Dungeness on Sep 30 with another 94 there on Oct 5. On Sep 21 one
uncharacteristically flew into Pagham Harbour and spread consternation among the
other birds
Long-tailed Skua: Sep 16 brought two reports of singles at Dungeness and
Portland
Great Skua: Eleven reports during the week with a max of 5 birds at Selsey Bill on
Sep 21 but on Sep 22 a boat trip around Lyme Bay found 25 there
Little Gull: Counts of 6 or less shot up to 38 seen at Dungeness on Sep 16 with 20
there next day
Sabine's Gull: Two juveniles were at Dungeness on Sep 17 - this is only the
second report of Sabine's this summer after a juv was seen at Selsey on Aug 18.
Sep 21 brought another juv to Dungeness and on Sep 22 both an adult and a juv
were seen there.
Kittiwake: On Sep 19 there were 162 at Dungeness and 250 at Portland with
another 142 off Selsey Bill on Sep 21
Sandwich Tern: 830 went west past Dungeness on Sep 19
Roseate Tern: Three were off Titchfield Haven on Sep 22
Common Tern: A flock of 1050 was off Titchfield Haven on Sep 9 but by Sep 14 the
count there was down to 320 but there were still 234 to be seen there on Sep 21
(with one Black Tern there that day)
Guillemot: A count of 70 of Dungeness on Sep 18 marked the arrival of the first
winter birds on the south coast.
Razorbill: Seven new reports this week include a count of 27 birds off Portland on
Sep 20
Little Auk: One was reported to have been seen off Brighton marina on Sep 17 but
there was also a Razorbill in the Shoreham Harbour area that day and the Little
Auk report may have been a mis-identification.
Puffin: Two seen in Lyme Bay on Sep 22
Sand Martin: 300 went over Christchurch Harbour on Sep 17 and 270 over
Dungeness on Sep 22

Swallow: 2000 went over Christchurch Harbour on Sep 17 and 5000 over
Ferrybridge on Sep 22
House Martin: 1200 flew out to sea from Dungeness on Sep 17 (when another
2000 were over Christchurch Harbour)
The following passerine migrants were recorded this week (max single
group in brackets)
Tree Pipit (12)
Meadow Pipit (3000)
Yellow Wagtail: (100+) The recent update to the Titchfield Haven website
tells us that the first Yellow Wagtail evening roost of the autumn occurred on
Aug 25 with a peak roost count of 250+ there on Sep 9. They were still
moving south on a wide front on Sep 18 with a roost of 100+ at Lodmoor
(Weymouth) on Sep 16
Grey Wagtail (30)
Pied Wagtail (50)
White Wagtail (10)
Common Redstart (2)
Whinchat (1)
Stonechat (4)
Wheatear (90)
Ring Ouzel (1)
Song Thrush (7) First arrivals on Sep 18
Redwing (10) First report of 2 north over Thanet (Kent) on Sep 7 then two
flocks arriving in the Dungeness area on Sep 18 with a further single bird seen
there on Sep 22
Grasshopper Warbler (4)
Aquatic Warbler (1)
Sedge Warbler (30+)
Reed Warbler (3)
Lesser Whitethroat (2)
Common Whitethroat (6)
Garden Warbler (2)

Blackcap (100+)
Chiffchaff (est 120)
Willow Warbler (est 100)
Goldcrest (10)
Firecrest (1)
Spotted Flycatcher (2)
Pied Flycatcher (2)
Carrion Crow: Flocks of up to 100 birds are not uncommon along the Hampshire
shoreline, especially in the winter but on Sep 16 an estimated 500 Crows on the
Weston shore just south of Southampton was the highest reported for some years
(the Hampshire record given in Birds of Hampshire is of 700 at Old Winchester Hill
on 31 Aug 1972). Looking through the Hampshire Bird Reports I see that the largest
flock reported in 2003 was just 250 in north Hampshire (Darby Green north of
Farnborough) on Jan 3. In 2004 the biggest flock was of 234 in the Lymington area
on Sep 23 and in 2005 the biggest count was of 320 at Weston shore on Oct 6
Siskin: The first autumn bird was seen at Portland on Aug 26 and that was followed
by six isolated reports of one or two birds up to Sep 8 but the arrival of four at
Christchurch Harbour on Sep 14 marked the start of an increased frequency of
reports and numbers of birds - seven reports for the period Sep 14 to 19 include a
peak of 9 birds at Christchurch Harbour on Sep 18 and Sep 19 brought the first
report of an autumn arrival in the Rye Bay area. Daily flights west over the Blashford
Lakes were of well over 20 birds on Sep 19 and at Christchurch Harbour 25 went
over on Sep 22
Linnet: A flock of 250 on the Goodwood Trundle on Sep 18 was the largest
reported flock of the autumn other than on of 450+ in the Weymouth area (Langton
Herring) on Aug 30
Lesser Redpoll: Four were seen in the Needles area of the IoW on Sep 15 and two
were with the Linnet flock at the Goodwood Trundle on Sep 18
Lapland Bunting: The second south coast sighting of the year came from Portland
on Sep 18 after one in the Weymouth area (Ringstead Bay) on Sep 15
Reed Bunting: As numbers increase there were counts of 20 in Christchurch
Harbour on Sep 22 and of 50 in the Brede Valley north of Hastings that same day
Corn Bunting: A flock of 11 at Rye Harbour on Sep 20 were the first reported there
since Aug 21
INSECTS
Butterflies

Twenty one species have been recorded in the latest new reports but that list
includes what may well be the last Brown Argus, Adonis Blue, Grayling and
Gatekeeper of the year. The reports also mention a very late fresh male
Green-veined White and some pristine Common Blues
Moths
Black Rustic: First for the year at Pannel Valley (Rye Bay) on 20 Sep
Other Insects
Robber Fly (Asilus crabroniformis): Second report of this rarity for the
year comes from the Newhaven area onSep 15 after one in the Cuckmere
valley on Aug 27
Digger Wasp (Mellinus arvensis): Andy Phillips (of Hastings Country
Park) says that this species is currently common in his area and is worth
keeping an eye open for elsewhere as other similar species have now
vanished from the scene. These wasps can be seen hunting for flies on which
they prey and a good place to look are flowering Ivy bushes which attract a
large variety of insects
Common Wasp: These are definitely scarce nowadays and I was very
surprised to hear of someone (Andy Horton) being attacked by a swarm of at
least 20 Wasps (and receiving several stings to his scalp) on Mill Hill
(Shoreham) on Sep 16. Andy does not give any reason for the attack and my
only guess is that he accidentally stood on the entrance hole of an
underground nest for long enough to seriously annoy the Wasps
PLANTS
Larkspur: On Sep 22 I found a very small specimen of this garden plant growing on
disturbed soil at Langstone where the Hayling Billy trail comes north from the rail
bridge to meet Mill Lane close to its junction with the main road through Langstone
Least Yellow Sorrel: Also on Sep 22 I found a big colony of this plant (a new life
tick for me) growing on the west side of the footpath cutting across the new housing
of Langstone from the A27 Langstone roundabout to the Royal Oak on the shore.
The site is immediately north of Southbrook Road where the path cuts across it for
the second time at around SU 718055. This species is marked Very Rare in the
Hants Flora and I have not come across it before
Hawthorn: Most Hawthorn trees are now laden with ripe fruit but on the evening
of Sep 22 I found a tree on Portsdown which also had clusters of freshly opened
flowers on almost every branch. To see the tree use the carpark entered under
a height barrier immediately west of the Churchillian Inn and walk down the east
side of the open grassland adjacent to the carpark on the north slope of the hill - the
tree is in the edge of the 'Children's Wood' planted by Portsmouth schoolchildren in
the early 1990's

Verbascum macrocarpum: The Mullein plants which I found growing on North
Common (Hayling Island) on Sep 4 have now been examined by both the south
Hampshire plant recorder (Martin Rand) and by the country expert on Verbascums
(Vic Johnstone who keeps the national collection of this group of plants) and neither
could initially name the species. Vic Johnstone told me my specimens and photos do
not match any species in his collection nor any described in a European Flora, and
that the seeds show that the plants are of a true species (not hybrids). After further
searching in the Floras covering the Middle East Vic now believes the plants found
on Hayling are Verbascum macrocarpum and are thus not only new to
Britain but also to western Europe - but before this can be be claimed with
certainty the seeds of the plants I found will need to be grown on and the results
submitted to other experts for their agreement.
Pink Water Speedwell: On Sep 19 Brian Fellows found this flowering in the mill
stream running south from Westbourne Church to Lumley Mill in Emsworth - the
plants were in the canalised section just south of the church
Wall Bedstraw: Within the past couple of weeks Geoff Farwell has found a
substantial colony of these plants growing on dry sandy soil just outside the north
east entrance to Farlington Marshes, and on Sep 18 I went to see them to add
another tick to my life list of plant species. The Hants Flora lists the species as Very
Rare and indicates that there were no known sites for the species is south
Hampshire up to 1996 (when the Flora was published). Since then Geoff Farwell has
found the species on Horsea Island (in the north of Portsmouth Harbour) before
finding this second site. To find the plants come out of the Farlington Marshes
reserve by the north east exit at Chalkdock and start out along the seawall path
leading to the Cycle Track running beside the A27 and onwards to Broadmarsh.
After a very short distance there is a gap in the bramble 'hedge' on your left with a
way down the inside of the seawall onto a now disused track leading through a
Teazel jungle. Follow this track for about 16 metres and you will see the plants
forming a dense mass at your feet. Everything about the plants is smaller than other
Bedstraw species and by now they have ceased flowering but there is sufficient
mass of plants to make it very difficult to miss them.
Stinking Hawksbeard: This plant became extinct in Britain in the 1980s, partly
due to Rabbits feeding on them in their shingle beach habitat in the Dungeness
area. They have now been re-introduced and are flourishing behind Rabbit proof
fencing and an entry on the Rye Bay website for Sep 17 shows that if planted in a
Rabbit free area the plants thrive. The proof of this comes from the village of
Northiam close to the Rother valley north east of Hastings, where a few seeds were
sown in a garden by Brian Banks in order to study the species. Brian writes .. "Within
3 years we had an embarrassing 1225 plants growing in our street, spread across
virtually all our neighbours gardens. This year the population declined slightly to a
minimum of 973 plants, although its difficult to count the numbers of plants
accurately in other peoples gardens without attracting the attention of
Neighbourhood Watch! Despite the embarrassment I have used this as an
opportunity to study the requirements of this plant. Interestingly it is not fussy

where it grows, in limestone chippings, flint gravel, my neighbours lawns, flower
beds, cracks in the road .."
OTHER WILDLIFE
Wild Boar: Although we hear little of them I think there are substantial numbers of
these creatures living in both Kent and Dorset (probably elsewhere as well) The get
a mention now as the Rye Bay website on Sep 22 told us that a Boar had recently
been killed by a train on the railway running north east from Hastings through the
Doleham area.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR SEP 17 - 23 (WEEK 38 OF 2007)
Sat 22 Sep
A walk around Langstone village
This morning I walked down the old route from Havant town centre to Langstone
Wadeway along the footpath which uses a bridge over the Langstone roundabout
area to connect South Street to the path running through the middle of the new
Langstone village, then across the Billy line and the meadow behind Langstone
Farmhouse, to reach the Royal Oak and the start of the Wadeway to Hayling. From
here I crossed the main road by The Ship inn and came back from the old rail bridge
up the old rail track.
En route I jotted down a list of 110 wild plants still flowering, including a
couple of good ones, but had little bird interest beyond the first Dunnock song I
have heard since the end of July, though at Langstone Pond I was interested to
see that a group of three Little Grebe had turned up - they do not breed here and
will probably move on for lack of food.
Going back to the plants, I was walking down the path which diagonally bisects the
'new Langstone village'. and just approaching the point at which it crosses
Southbrook Road for the second time, when I noticed a large area on the west side
of my path (where some shrubs had been cut back to reveal the ground below
them) was covered with minute yellow flowers, and subsequent checks show that
this must be Least Yellow Sorrel which is in the Hants Flora as 'Very Rare' certainly it is something that I have looked for but not found in the past.
The second good find of the morning came as I was following the old rail track north
from the bridge and was just coming the the point where Mill Lane meets the main
road. Here, on the south side of Mill Lane, the ground has been disturbed in the
recent past and I have found several interesting plants on recent visits - Shaggy
Soldier, Cockspur Grass, 'Love in the mist' (Nigella) among them. Today I
spotted a deep blue flower with a very distinctive arrangement of its petals plus a
long spur at the back - although a dwarfed specimen this must have been
Larkspur.
Further up the track I passed the very last flowers on the Danewort before getting
home.

In the evening we drove to the top of Portsdown and parked just west of the
Churchillian pub to take a walk around the grass on the north side of the hill. Here,
on the rough ground immediately behind the pub, I thought I had found another
plant that I am not familiar with (Copse Bindweed) but when I ploughed through
the rough grass to reach my prize I found nature had fooled me - what I had was a
stout plant of Redshank (or Redleg) Persicaria around which an unusually
effusive plant of Black Bindweed had grown so that its flowers covered those of
the Persicaria, making the combined plants suggest what I imagine Copse
Bindweed may look like if I ever do find it.
To make up for the shame of being fooled in this way I walked a little further south
along the edge of the 'Children's Wood' (trees planted by Portsmouth schoolchildren
in the early 1990's) and came on a Hawthorn covered with red haws, but a
close look showed that almost every branch of this tree had at least one cluster of
open flowers as if this were May.
Last note of the day came when I stopped at the entrance to the Rowan's Hospice
and had a look at the roadside grass north of the Purbrook Heath Tennis Courts
where plenty of Chamomile was still in flower and enjoying a period of no grass
cutting.
Tue 18 Sep
Plant news of two rarities
Last week Geoff Farwell told me of his second local find of Wall Bedstraw, a plant
which the Hants Flora marks as 'very rare' and has no records in south Hampshire
but which grows at two places in north Hampshire on old walls or dry sandy soil.
Within the past few years Geoff found this plant on Horsea Island (north part of
Portsmouth Harbour) and he has now found more on dry ground just outside
the northeast entrance to Farlington Marshes.
Today I went to see this rarity and had no difficulty in finding it. I cycled west on the
cycleway to Farlington Marshes and went in through the gate leading along the
Chalkdock seawall to the actual entrance to the reserve, but just before that
entrance there is a gap in the brambles lining the landward side of the sea wall.
Here I went down from the seawall onto a level area on which many Teasels grow
and walked some 16 paces along an old track through the Teasels to find the Wall
Bedstraw right at my feet. There are several dense patches of it hereabouts but
don't expect to see anything as prominent as the commoner Bedstraws - in fact
these plants reminded me of Annual Pearlwort which sometimes forms dense
masses of intertwined hair thin stems ending on almost non-existent flowers
(perhaps earlier in the season this Wall Bedstraw might have shown more
prominent flowers than the Pearlwort ever would but by now any petals had
vanished though the seeds had not ripened and a lens showed minute developing
seeds still showing the white and pink colours described for the flowers)
Back at home in the evening I had a phone call from Vic Johnstone, the keeper of
the national collection of Verbascums for the Society for Conservation of Plants and

Gardens. Yesterday I had sent him some material remaining on the last vandalised
plant at North Common on Hayling (which I initially thought might be Twiggy
Mullein) and having looked at this material and some photos I also sent he told me
that he could not give a name to this species - implying that it is new to Britain.
Having looked at the seeds he was certain that this was not just a hybrid but a true
species, and he said he could not find a match for its features in his collection, nor
in a European Flora. Next step, he said, was to search through a Turkish Flora as
that country has more than 300 species of Verbascum in addition to our meagre
European flora. He also intends to sow the seed I sent and when that comes up he
and a colleague with similar interests at Wisley will hopefully come up with an
answer to what the species should be called.

SUMMARY FOR SEP 10 - 16 (WEEK 37 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Black-necked Grebe: Three were seen on Piddinghoe pond (close to the Sussex
Ouse just north of Newhaven) early on the morning of Sep 9 but have not been seen
again. These have probably continued their journey to find winter quarters further
south, as have (probably) the bird seen in Langstone Harbour on Aug 24 (probably
the same bird as was seen earlier that day on Fleet Pond in north Hampshire), and
the other single seen at Dungeness RSPB reserve on Aug 29 - by Sep 15 the number
there had increased to three.
Bittern: Keith Betton's monthly summary for August of birds seen in Hampshire
mentions a Bittern at Titchfield Haven on Aug 29 - something that was not, I think,
mentioned on Hoslist while the Titchfield Haven website has not been updated yet
beyond Aug 3
Cattle Egret: The bird reportedly seen near the Pagham Harbour visitor centre on
Sep 6 and 8 is thought by at least one person to have been a juvenile Little Egret ...
Spoonbill: One flew in to Titchfield Haven on Sep 15 where I have not heard of one
since Aug 26. A party of four (maybe the four that were at Brownsea Island up to
Sep 9) flew in to the Calshot area on Sep 12 but at least one was still in Poole
Harbour on Sep 15
Brent Goose: The first four returning birds that I am aware of flew past Dungeness
on Sep 12 and at least 18 (maybe 24) newcomers were in Langstone Harbour on
Sep 13 (usually the first birds appear in the south east of the harbour but these were
at the RSPB islands, unmindful of the noisy A27 nearby). On Sep 14 one was seen
on the Lymington shore (maybe a summering bird?) and on Sep 15 a group of seven
were in the mouth of Chichester Harbour seen from the Tournerbury area of Hayling
(again possibly summering birds) but one at Ferrybridge (Weymouth) was more
likely to have been a migrant arrival.

Shelduck: A party of 15 flew west past Christchurch Harbour as long ago as Aug 24
but I think these cannot have been returning from moult and I guess we can date
the return of the birds from the north German sands at Sep 12 when 16 flew past
Dungeness - possible confirmation of this comes from the appearance of a single
adult on the Warblington shore here in Chichester Harbour on Sep 12 and the
appearance of ten birds (including at least one juvenile) at the west end of the
Thorney Great Deeps on Sep 13. Also on Sep 13 Christchurch Harbour noted the
arrival of seven new birds there.
Wigeon: Sep 7 brought a count of 120 from the North Walls area of Pagham
Harbour and they are now back in smaller numbers at many sites (e.g. around 40 at
the Blashford Lakes, Ringwood, on Sep 13)
Gadwall: The count at Hook (Warsash) increased from 33 on Sep 4 to 64 on Sep 15
Teal: Also on Sep 7 the North Walls area of Pagham Harbour had 120 birds and on
Sep 9 there were 140 in the Gutner Point area of east Hayling (178 already reported
from the Lymington shore on Aug 7)
Honey Buzzard: Singles flew over Dungeness on Sep 9 and Seaford on Sep 13
Osprey: On Sep 9 one flew south over Old Winchester Hill in the Meon valley and
on Sep 10 two birds were fishing in the Thorney Great Deeps seen from the east end
of Thornham Lane - by Sep 13 the number at the Thorney Deeps was up to 3
Hobby: Plenty of sightings still being reported but one seems to have left us on Sep
9, seen flying high south out to sea at Hope Gap, west of Beachy Head.
Spotted Crake: At least one was still at Farlington Marshes on Sep 14.
Corncrake: These are very rarely seen on passage but one was flushed at Portland
on Sep 9
Avocet: The reported count of 185 at Brownsea Island (Poole Harbour) on Aug 30
was down to 96 on Sep 9 - maybe half the flock has flown on to the Exe estuary?
Golden Plover: On Sep 4 a flock of around 30 flew north east over the Ventnor
Downs (towards Pagham??) but on Sep 7 only one bird was to be seen in the North
Walls area at Pagham. By Sep 15 the count at Rye Harbour was up to 108 and there
is some indication that these early birds come north from the continent in a sighting
of one flying north over the coast at Barton on Sea (west of Lymington) on that day
Grey Plover: On Sep 9 an estimated 700 birds were seen in the Gutner Point wader
roost area off east Hayling
Temmincks Stint: One was seen at Farlington Marshes on Sep 9 and 10 and may
still be in Langstone Harbour as Jason Crook had heard it calling ('trilling') over the
RSPB Islands before it was seen on the Marshes.
Pectoral Sandpiper: One was at Pett Level (Rye Bay) on Sep 9 and a juvenile has
settled in at Pulborough Brooks, seen there from Sep 12 to 15 at least

Curlew Sandpiper: 8 were seen at Pagham Harbour (Ferry pool) on Sep 14 and
18 have been reported at Christchurch Harbour with 5 at Farlington Marshes on Sep
11
Purple Sandpiper: One was reported at Christchurch Harbour on Sep 14
Black-tailed Godwit: On Sep 12 Anne de Potier found an estimated 110 in the
Fishbourne channel near Chichester and on Sep 11 there were 364 in the Farlington
Marshes lagoon
Pomarine Skua: One seen at Portland on Sep 13 (max of 32 Arctic at Dungeness
on Sep 10 with 3 Bonxies there on Sep 11)
Med Gull: Bob Chapman counted at least 144 on the Lymington shore on Sep 15
Nightjar: What may be the last sighting of the year was of one on Ventnor Downs
(IoW) on Sep 9
Wryneck: Two were at Durlston on the morning of Sep 16
Red-rumped Swallow: A juvenile was trapped at Haseley Manor (IoW) on Sep 9
House Martin: An estimated total of 20,000 flew over Christchurch Harbour with
very few Swallows and Sand Martins on Sep 9. High counts have come from several
sites but the highest are from Christchurch Harbour with an estimated 8000 on Sep
12 and 3500 on Sep 13 followed by 3100 over the Barton on Sea area on Sep 15
Meadow Pipit: The first three figure count (110) of the autumn passage came
from Christchurch Harbour on Sep 10 and that figure leapt up to 250 at Portland on
Sep 11 and then to 700 there on Sep 12
Yellow Wagtail: These are still being seen daily at numerous sites but the highest
counts have been 120 at Hope Gap, Seaford, on Sep 10 and an estimated 120
coming to roost at Titchfield Haven on the evening of Sep 13
Grey Wagtail: Their passage rate is also increasing with a count of 20 at Portland
on Sep 11 (preceding day counts there in Sept have been 3, 7, 13, 16 and 8). Sep
11 also brough 10 White Wagtails to Portland
Bluethroat: One may have been lurking in the Keyhaven area from Sep 5 to 11 at
least
Ring Ouzel: The first to be seen on the south coast since an odd sighting of one in
Sussex on June 24 came on Sep13 when one was at Durlston and another (probably
2) were on Ballard Down near Swanage. On Sep 15 there were singles at Durlston,
Portland and Christchurch Harbour
Melodious Warbler: One was found in the Stokes Bay area at Gosport on Sep 13
but could not be relocated
Barred Warbler: A probable was reported at Cow Gap (Beachy Head) on Sep 7 but
no further reports

Goldcrest: A total of 54 appeared at Christchurch Harbour on Sep 14 showing their
autumn passage is under way. With them were 5 Firecrests
Marsh Tit: I have only seen 25 reports of this species so far this year, the latest
being of three at Old Winchester Hill (Meon Valley) on Sep 8 - one was seen there
on Aug 29. 12 of the 25 reports were from Hampshire but from 10 sites. For
comparison I have seen 10 reports of Willow Tit for the year but five of those were
from the same site at the same time of year so a better figure is just 6 reports of
which three were in Hampshire.
Tree Sparrow: After the report of a flock of 10 in the Cuckmere valley near
Eastbourne on Sep 8 there have been reports of singles in the same area on Sep 9
and 10. On Sep 12 one turned up at Christchurch Harbour.
Linnet: Flocks of 100 reported from the Sussex Downs above Amberley and the
Brede valley near Rye Bay plus a bigger flock estimated at 160 in the Hook-Titchfield
area
Lesser Redpoll: The first autumn passage bird was at Christchurch Harbour on
Sep 15 - the first I have heard of anywhere for at least a month
Lapland Bunting: The first I have heard of anywhere this year was at Ringstead
Bay near Weymouth on Sep 15
Reed Bunting: Singles (arriving for the winter?) at Hook/Warsash,
Gilkicker-Gosport and Portland in the past few days. On Sep 12 a party of 12
appeared at Christchurch Harbour
Corn Bunting: Two seen on the Sussex Downs south of Amberley on Sep 8
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Golden Ringed Dragonfly: One was still flying at Ashdown Forest on Sep
15. Also reported from that site on that day were Keeled Skimmer, Ruddy
and Black Darter
Red Veined Darter: Three in the Browndown (Gosport) area on Sep 15
Butterflies
Swallow Tail: A convincing report of one by a visitor to Portland on or just
before Sep 9
Clouded Yellow: 18 new reports, from Sep 8 to 16, include a total of 31
around Thorney Island on Sep 11, 12 on teh Sussex Downs on Sep 8
(including a mating pair) and 10 at Cissbury Ring on the same downs on Sep
15.
Green-veined White: A late female seen in the Crawley area on Sep 11

Brown Hairstreak: These seem to be flourishing and maybe extending
their range this year - on Sep 10 one came into a Keymer suburban garden
(north of the Downs in the Brighton area) and showed interest in flowering
Soapwort. At least one was still flying at Pulborough Brooks on Sep 12
Long-tailed Blue: Two reports - the first a probable at Portland during the
August bank holidya weekend and the second a definite sighting by Dr David
Tinling at Gosport (Gilkicker area) on Sep 3
Chalkhill Blue: What may have been the last of the year were seen on Mill
Hill at Shoreham on Sep 9
Holly Blue: These are now getting thin on the ground but one was seen on
Hayling on Sep 15
Marbled White: One was still being seen at Durlston on Sep16
Moths
Ypsolopha parenthesella: First of year at Christ's Hospital, Horsham, on
Sep 14
Oak Lutestring: First of the year at Christ's Hospital, Horsham, on Sep 14 not just one but 164 of them
Mottled Umber: An early first 'somewhere in Sussex' on Sep 12
Autumnal Rustic: First at Rusper, Horsham, on Sep 13
Dotted Clay: First at Horsham on Sep 1
Dog's Tooth: First of year at Pagham Harbour on Sep 7
Feathered Gothic: First of year at Edburton, north of Brighton, on Sep 7
Feathered Brindle: First of year in the Denton area of Newhaven on Sep 8
Feathered Ranunculus: First at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on Sep 8
Centre-barred Sallow: First 'somewhere in Sussex' on Sep 12
Pink-barred Sallow: First at Christ's Hospital, Horsham, on Sep 14
Other Insects
Temnothorax interruptus: This small ant species is a rarity which inhabits
shingle beaches and can sometimes be found in the hollow stems of Sea Kale
and similar plants. Found at Rye Harbour and brought to our attention with
pictures on the Rye Bay website on Sep 11
Raft Spider: One seen in the Ashdown Forest on Sep 12
Wasp Spider: A large female still in her web on Portsdown on Sep 12. I have
no reason to believe numbers of this spider are in decline but Barry Collins

told me this week that he had seen none around Thorney Island this year normally there are many there
PLANTS
Marsh Horsetail: I was surprised to see one with a fresh fertile cone when at the
Langstone South Moors on Sep 14
Bastard Cabbage: Having come across this plant for the very first time on Aug 4
in Sussex (Nutbourne Bay) I was surprised to find it again in Hampshire on Sep 15.
This find was on the Hayling Island seawall at approx SU 710005 where a water
channel has an exit into Langstone Harbour under the seawall. The Hants Flora says
that the first record of it in the county came from Hayling Island but the current
locations listed have nothing nearer to Hayling than the Denmead/Waterlooville
area.
Hairy Violet: This was re-flowering at Durlston on Sep 14 - maybe it can also be
found on Portsdown?
Bastard Toadflax: This was still flowering at Durlston on Sep 14
Alsike Clover: My first find of this plant for the year was on recently disturbed
ground at the junction of Mill Lane and the main road at Langstone on Sep 14
Lucerne: My first two finds for the year of this came this week - on Sep 12 I found
it on Portsdown and on Sep 15 on the Hayling seawall
Strawberry Tree: Although the tree at Northney Church on Hayling had been
flowering for some time before Sep 4 the one by Slipper Road at Emsworth did not
start flowering until Sep 13
Cocks Eggs: The plants on Sinah Common, south Hayling, were still flowering on
Sep 15
Twiggy Mullein?? The plants found at North Common (Hayling) on Sep 4 have
still not had their identity determined. The latest news is that they seem to key out
in Stace as either Dark Mullein (which it is not) or Verbascum chaixii (called Hoary
Mullein in Stace) and I have been told that I should send specimens to Vic
Johnstone who runs the National Collection of Verbascums for the National Council
for the Preservation of Plants and Gardens at Whitchurch in Hampshire. The more I
seek a name for the plants the more bemused I become by the number of varieties
that exist and I was amused to see that a popular variant of V. chaixii is called
'Sixteen Candles' with one purveyor advertising it as 'From birthdays to matrimony
in two easy packets' so goodness knows where I will end up if I pursue the subject
- perhaps with 60 years off my age or maybe with a new spouse!!
Pale Toadflax: The single cluster of plants on Hayling Island (Sinah Common)
were flourishing on Sep 15
Round-leaved Mint: The three pronged cluster of white flower spikes on this Mint
caught my eye in the vegetation beside the Hayling Billy trail in Langstone on Sep 14

Tansy-leaved Phacelia: Several plants of this were flowering just inside the fence
of the Hayling Health Society enclave west of the Kench on south Hayling on Sep 15
- my first find of the plant for the year
Wall Bedstraw: Geoff Farwell recently found a colony of this plant on the Teazel
rich 'waste land' between the north east entrance to Farlington Marshes and the
A27. I hope to see them soon and the directions for finding them are to come out of
the Farlington Marshes exit as if following the seawall path to join the cycle way but
soon after coming through the exit gate turn left down a steep slope where an
unofficial track (now mostly overgrown) used to offer an alternative to the seawall
route. Once down the slope go straight ahead on the old track for perhaps 10 to 15
metres and the plants should be seen on the rabbit nibbled sandy grassland at your
feet. The grid ref given by Geoff is SU 688053 but on my map that takes me to a
point north of the A27 and I suggest a better reference is 6895-0513. The Hants
Flora lists this plant as Very Rare and gives no sites for it in South Hampshire though
Geoff has found it since publication of the Flora on Horsea Island in Portsmouth
Harbour.
Green Bristle-grass: Brian Fellows found this in Warblington cemetery on Aug 21
and half a dozen plants could still be seen there on Sep 12 despite recent strimming
of the area.
OTHER WILDLIFE
Fox: Shortly after dark on Sep 10 loud and piteous cries coming from a Fox in my
neighbour's garden suggested that the animal was in great distress but I think the
distress was mental rather than physical. Not many weeks ago I heard the same
calls from my own garden in the very early morning and when I eventually got out
of bed to investigate I saw a Fox (probably a youngster) standing motionless on the
lawn with an equally motionless cat sitting firmly across the intended path of the
Fox. By opening the window and causing the cat to disappear peace and quiet was
restored and the Fox rapidly went on its intended way.
Bottle-nosed Dolphins: I suspect these creatures are present in the English
Channel for most of the year but they are seldom reported. On Sep 11 a pod of at
least four was seen to cruise past Gilkicker Point at Gosport
Hare: Two seen boxing on the South Downs above Amberley on Sep 13 - unusual
for the season?
Slow Worm: 20 were translocated from a Bosham garden to Brook Meadow at
Emsworth on Sep 12
Sea Potato: This relative of the sea urchins has a brittle shell which is usually
broken up before the remains are washed up on the tide line but one measuring 48
mm across was found intact at Rye Harbour on Sep 14
Compass Jellyfish: One got it's photo on the Rye Bay website on Sep 11 when it
was found stranded on the tide line at Rye Harbour. This one measured 16 cm
across but they are said to reach 20 cm. They get their name from the set of 32

radial brown lines which divide the circular body into equal segments reminding the
mariners who see them of the lines which divide their compasses into 32 sectors
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR SEP 10 - 16 (WEEK 37 OF 2007)
Sat 15 Sep
West Hayling
A longer cycle ride today took me all the way down the old Hayling Billy line and on
to Sinah Common. The tide was high and my hope was to see any Brent Geese
that might have arrived and stayed as they usually first appear in the south east
corner of Langstone Harbour (though the very first arrivals were seen by Jason
Crook on Thursday on the RSPB Islands). Before I set out a Chiff Chaff sang
briefly in my garden in the early morning sunshine.
No geese seen on this trip, the best birds being 14 Great Crested Grebes in the
south east part of the harbour and 100 Grey Plover, 200 Oystercatcher and a
few (?25) Redshank all at the Oysterbeds. On Sinah Common there were several
Wheatear around (I saw at least four) plus a Stonechat and a Linnet.
The trip would not have been worthwhile for a birder but I was very pleased to add
two new plants to my Hayling Island list and to renew acquaintance with the colony
of Pale Toadflax which is flourishing.
The first new plant was found on the sea wall where the Saltmarsh Lane area drains
into the harbour (SU 711005) and was Bastard Cabbage (I see the first find of this
in Hampshire was on Hayling back in 1951, but the sites listed in the Hants Flora do
not include any on Hayling so I guess that it has not been reported there since the
first find). At the moment the plants still have yellow flowers and are easily seen on
the inside of the sea wall where a water channel draining the wetland area has its
exit into the harbour. Also on this seawall bank were a couple of healthy bushes of
Lucerne in full flower.
My second find was of Phacelia, a plant that has been planted in recent years both
by farmers and by gardeners who want to encourage bees to visit their land (and
fertilise their crops). I have not seen the plant on Hayling before and I guess the
plants I saw were self sown with seed coming from a planting nearby. They were
close to the Ferry Inn on the north side of the Ferry Road where there is an entrance
into the Hayling Health Society enclave right opposite the entrance to the Golf
Course. The plants which caught my eye as I was cycling by were right up against
the wire fence on the right hand side of the entrance in an unlikely spot for a
purposeful planting.
Fri 14 Sep
Langstone South Moors
This morning a juvenile Sparrowhawk made an unsuccessful foray into our
garden and perched briefly on an Apple tree, and this afternoon I walked to the
Langstone South Moors to check on the identity of the plants which I have always
assumed were Corky-fruited Water Dropwort but which this outing proved
them to be Parsley Water Dropwort.
One other object was to look for Devil's Bit Scabious on the Moors where it has
had a very tenuous foothold over the years I have been going there, and which

never shows itself until the very end of the season - today just two flowering plants
were seen!
While looking for them I was surprised to see a Marsh Horsetail with a fertile cone
- another sign of confusion in the natural world as the seasons become unreliable
indicators to where we are in the annual cycle of things.
Coming back up the Billy Trail I found Alsike Clover in the disturbed ground near
the junction of Mill Lane and the main road, and passing Wade Court I saw the triple
white spikes of Round-leaved Mint protruding from the trackside vegetation
Thu 13 Sep
North of Thorney Island
A ride from Havant to Thornham Point on the east side of Thorney Island in search
of Osprey was fruitless in terms of that objective but did give me several points of
interest and a strange encounter with a suicidal Swallow.
First item of interest was to find flowers just beginning to open on the Slipper
Road Strawberry Tree at Emsworth, refuting my theory that what Brian
Fellows called 'reddish flower buds' were in fact the flower stalks from which the
petals had fallen. This tree seems to flower a month or more later than the one at
Northney Church and the yellowish fruits on it must be the result of last year's
flowering showing that they take more than a year to gain the red colour of ripe
Strawberries.
Although I met Barry Collins who told me there had been three Ospreys at the
east end of the Deeps during the high tide period earlier in the day I could not spot
one of them and my best bird was a single Stonechat though it was worth going to
the far end of Thornham Lane in order to save the life of a suicidal Swallow. Quite
a few Swallows were in the air and many of them were perched on barbed wire
fences. As I approached most of the latter flew off but one did not - it was hanging
head down and motionless, somehow impaled on a barb of the wire.
Thinking I might rescue it if it were not already dead I stopped and walked towards
it and as I got near the bird suddenly struggled to free itself. I like to think I did save
its life, but I only did so because my close approach panicked it into a supreme effort
by which it tore itself free and flew off, apparently uninjured though I fear there
must have been some damage if only to the feathers on which it relies for that long
journey south.
Coming back I headed for the west sea wall, en route meeting a birder who had just
been there who told me he had seen a Dartford Warbler flit across the 'canal' half
way between the Little and Great Deeps at the one place where there are some
small Gorse bushes on the west bank of the canal alongside the track. He had also
seen two Kingfishers there but I saw neither of these species though I did see
evidence of the return of the first Shelduck from their moult - ten Shelduck
on the Great Deeps, though as at least one was a juvenile they were not all recently
arrived.
In place of the Osprey I had been hoping for I did go home with the sound and
sight of a lone Buzzard circling high over the west end of the Great Deeps
Wed 12 Sep
A walk on Portsdown

This afternoon I walked west from Fort Widley along the south face of Portsdown
which is still rich with flowers (60 species noted) but offered no greater surprise that
a bush of Lucerne in flower in an area that I have not seen it before. The only
butterflies were Meadow Browns and Whites but I did find one large female
Wasp Spider (they have usually laid their eggs and departed this life by now).
Checking the seeds of Melilot plants I found both Tall and Ribbed - Tall has
slightly larger seeds which are black and pubescent, while Ribbed has smaller
seeds that are hairless and brown when ripe - those that I looked at were distinctly
'ribbed' while the Tall species seeds had no distinct pattern to the lumpiness of their
skin but I don't think this can be relied on as an identifier.
I also found a large clump of White Melilot close to the southern side of James
Callaghan Drive across from the roundbout carpark, east of the power lines and
almost facing a 'Grazing on Portsdown' board. The only plants newly coming into
flower now are the Common Gorse and Michaelmas Daisies
Warblington shore at low tide
A very brief visit to Warblingon cemetery shore this evening with the tide fully out
gave me the first single adult Shelduck on the mud for several months plus a flyby
Great Blackback.
In the cemetery I found at least half a dozen plants of Green Bristle-grass which
had survived the recent strimming of the grass. On my previous visit I had looked
for them on and around the westernmost graves but there plants were growing
from the pavement edge on the west side of the western path leading south to the
exit gate into the field.
SUMMARY FOR SEP 3 - 9 (WEEK 36 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Diver species: The first diver of the autumn flew past Portland on Sep 7 but the
species could not be identified for sure
Great Crested Grebe: The presence of a group of 9 on the sea off Hook
(Warsash) on Sep 8 may indicate the start of an autumn flock on the water there.
Sooty Shearwater: Three sightings at Dungeness on Sep 3, 5, and 6. On Sep 5
two birds were seen flying east
Cattle Egret: A single juvenile appeared in Pagham Harbour channels near the
visitor centre on the evening of Sep 6 and was still there on Sep 8
Great White Egret: It would seem that one is roaming around and has not yet
decided where to settle. It was seen in the Arne area of Poole Harbour on Sep 5,
then briefly at the Blashford Lakes (Ringwood) on Sep 7 before flying on to The
Vyne watermeadows at Basingtoke that evening (it was seen there for 20 before it
flew west). It appears that someone has spotted red rings on its legs, making it
likely that it was last year's long stay bird at the Blashford Lakes.

Canada Goose: Three sightings this week are typical of this bird's autumn
behaviour when it seems to get the urge to migrate but does not know where to go
so the birds form large flocks and flew around aimlessly. 131 of them were at
Yarmouth (IoW) on Sep 2 and around 200 flew into the Hook (Warsash) area that
day. A small contingent of 32 were in the Budds Farm pools at Havant on Sep 8
Wigeon: Following the sighting of a dozen off the Langstone South Moors shore on
Aug 29 there has been a count of 14 at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 30 and now 30
at Pulborough Brooks on Sep 2 and 40 at Pagham Harbour on Sep 3. By Sep 5 the
count at Christchirch was up to 52
Gadwall: The number at Budd Farm pools was up to at least 8 on Sep 8
Teal: A total of 178 was reported from the Lymington marshes on Sep 7
Pintail: A count of 25 in Pagham Harbour on Sep 3 is the first double figure count
of the autumn and shows the birds are now returning
Goldeneye: The appearance of one in Poole Harbour on Sep 3 is the first report of
the species since May but may indicate the emergence of a summering bird rather
than a very early arrival.
Honey Buzzard: Two were over the Ventnor Downs on Sep 2 and another flew
south out of Southampton Water on Sep 8
Marsh Harrier: One at Bembridge on Sep 2 and one over Pagham Harbour on Sep
3 with another sighting there on Sep 6
Osprey: Sightings at the east end of the Thorney Deeps on Sep 1 (two birds) and
Sep 4 (one bird), and what were probably different birds were seen from Ella Nore
(south shore of Chichester Harbour) south of Thorney Island on Sep 3 (two birds)
and Sep 4 (one bird). At least one was in the Thorney area on Sep 6. Single birds
were also seen at Farlington Marshes (Sep 2) and Normandy Marsh at Lymington
(Sep 3). In total the past week has brought 21 reports from at least 12 sites
Merlin: Single birds have been seen in the past few days at Portland (Sep 2), and
on Sep 3 at Normandy (Lymington), Ella Nore near West Wittering, Newhaven, and
Weymouth. On Sep 4 one was seen again at Lymington.
Red-legged Partridge: More have been released on the Goodwood estate near
Chichester with a roadside sighting of 20 birds there on Sep 2
Water Rail: As many as 15 seemed to be newly arrived at Christchurch on the
morning of Sep 7
Spotted Crake: At least one was still at Farlington Marshes on Sep 2. These birds
are usually elusive but on Sep 4 someone walking along the pavement of a housing
estate at Seaford (at 6:05am) got within 3 metres of a juvenile before it vanished
into a garden - presumably it had arrived overnight and landed in the wrong place!

Avocet: At least one was still at Farlington Marshes on Sep 2. Three had been there
on Aug 28 with subsequent unquantified reports on Aug 31 and Sep 1
Kentish Plover: One was reported at Brownsea Island on Sep 2
Knot: Recent sightings have included 53 at Normandy (Lymington) on Sep 3 with
35 in Pagham Harbour that day
Sanderling: 172 on the Ryde sands on Sep 2 was the first three figure count of the
autumn
Temmincks Stint: One seen at Pulborough Brooks on Sep 2 and 5 was
presumably the one that arrived there on Aug 27
Curlew Sandpiper: Two were still at Farlington Marshes on Sep 2 and another two
were at the Sidlesham Ferry pool on Sep 3 increasing to 4 on Sep 6. Smaller
numbers can still be seen at more than 10 sites
Ruff: On Sep 7 one was at the Lower Test and another at Keyhaven with others in
Dorset, Sussex and the IoW
Black-tailed Godwit: Three figure counts in the past few days have come from
Newtown Harbour (IoW) on Sep 2 (105 birds) and from Broadmarsh in Langstone
Harbour on Sep 4 (124 birds) but smaller flocks are now widespread.
Bar-tailed Godwit: A count of 90 off Ella Nore near West Wittering on Sep 3 was
probably a 'one off' passing flock as it came from a very reliable source (Bernie
Forbes).
Whimbrel: The number of passage birds is now thinning out and the largest count
this week is of 3 at Dungeness on Sep 3
Spotted Redshank: Present at 8 sites during the past week including a first ever
sighting of one at The Vyne watermeadows (Basingstoke)
Wilson's Phalarope: One arrived at Christchurch Harbour on Sep 6 to increase
the site bird list by one to 321. It was still there on Sep 8 and has been giving good
views and photos
Long-tailed Skua: A juvenile seen off Dungeness on Sep 7 was only the second
report I have seen this year (first at Portland on May 12). The current bird at
Dungeness was with 15 Arctic Skuas and on Sep 8 there were 18 Arctic Skuas and
a Bonxie there
Med Gull: On Sep 2 more than 50 were off Ryde and on Sep 6 an estimated 60
were hawking insects over Pagham Harbour
Caspian Gull: On Sep 2 Bob Chapman claimed a first winter bird briefly at the
Blashford Lakes
Great Blackback: Simon Ingram was lucky not to lose a finger when a Great
Blackback gripped the finger in its beak while Simon was trying to free the bird

from masses of fishing line in which it had become entangled. He eventually ' got his
finger out' with the help of a friend who happened to have a roll of electrical
insulating tape in his pocket which was used to close the bird's bill before it could do
further damage. When the line was eventually disentagled the only means of
getting it off the bird was to bite through it (no other cutting device was available).
The bird was finally free to fly leaving Simon with a badly cut finger and the bird
presumably with a taped up bill to teach it a lesson (Simon does not tell us if the
tape was removed). This all occurred on the Lymington marshes on Sep 2
Black Tern: These are still passing daily down the English Channel and on Sep 8
one came into the Solent to be seen off Hook (five were at Dungeness that day
along with a single long staying juvenile White Winged Black Tern)
Barn Owl: A report of one at Dungeness on Sep 8 does not make it clear if this was
a migrant but I know that some continental birds do come across the channel for
the winter and so I assume this was an early arrival
Little Owl: On Sep 2 Richard Ford saw one on north Hayling in some pony
paddocks (I guess he means the fields south of Bridge farm)
Short-eared Owl: The first early autumn bird to appear near the south coast was
seen on the Sussex Downs (near the Adur valley) on Sep 1. These birds occasionally
stay with us through the summer but this year the only report of such a bird came
from the Poole Harbour area in Dorset on July 14
Nightjar: A visitor to the Arne reserve in Dorset found a Nightjar lying on the
surface of a road at 8:45pm, and the same person had seen one doing the same at
this time of year in 2006. It is thought that the bird was enjoying soaking up the
warmth retained in the road after a sunny day. Another person recalled seeing
House Martins doing the same on a different road sometime in the past but they
were more probably gathering heat directly from the sun in the early morning - I
have in the past seen a large flock of House Martins which had seemingly spent
the night on the roof of a building at Old Bedhampton and were unable to fly until
the early morning sun had warmed them back to life
Swift: Singles seen in the Beachy Head area on Sep 6 and at Portland on Sep 8
Kingfisher: I heard the sharp calls of a Kingfisher but could not see the bird as I
was approaching the metal bridge over the Hermitage stream where it passes the
Portsmouth Water springs at Bedhampton on Sep 8
Dunnock: A bird in our garden on Sep 5 seemed to have completed its moult (a
couple of weeks ago it was in a very tatty state)
Hirundines: There have been several large scale movements along the coast
during the past week with reports of birds passing at the rate of 1000 per hour.
These have been mainly of Swallows with good numbers of House Martins but
few Sand Martins

Passerine migrants: The following list gives the number of reports of each
species during the past week with the highest single count in brackets
Yellow Wagtail: 26 (95 at Barton on Sea on Sep 8)
Grey Wagtail: 13 (16 at Portland on Sep 5)
White Wagtail: 5 (7 at Portland on Sep 8)
Common Redstart: 14 (9 at Hastings Country Park on Sep 6)
Whinchat: 17 (20 at Portland on Sep 4)
Stonechat: 3 (35 newly arrived at Christchurch Harbour on Sep 7)
Wheatear: 16 (25 at Portland on Sep 7)
Grasshopper Warbler: Just one bird at Portland on Sep 4
Sedge Warbler: 7 (36 at Christchurch Harbour on Sep 5)
Reed Warbler: 7 (10 at Beachy Head on Sep 5)
Lesser Whitethroat: 10 (10 at Beachy Head on Sep 5 and a total of 23 at
Hope Gap near Beachy Head over three days)
Common Whitethroat: 13 (30 at Beachy Head on Sep 3)
Garden Warbler: 5 (10 at Beachy Head on Sep 5)
Blackcap: 15 (250 at Beachy Head on Sep 5)
Greenish Warbler: One reported to have been seen and heard singing at
Hastings Country Park on Sep 7
Chiff Chaff: 12 (40 at Beachy Head on Sep 5 - reports of singing at three
sites)
Willow Warbler: 15 (50 at Portland on Sep 8)
Goldcrest: 3 (5 at Portland on Sep 4)
Firecrest: 4 (All singles including a male singing at Horsham on Sep 4)
Spotted Flycatcher: 13 (10 at Portland on Sep 8 and another 10 at Hastings
country park on Sep 6)
Pied Flycatcher: 2 (4 at Portland on Sep 8)
Red-backed Shrike: The Hayling Mill Rythe bird has not been reported since Sep
4 and on that same day another (?) juvenile turned up at Christchurch Harbour and
was still being reported there on Sep 7
Jay: A count of 14 at Christchurch Harbour on Sep 7 may have been newly arrived
migrants or local birds

Tree Sparrow: A group of around 10 birds were seen well in the Cuckmere Valley
near Eastbourne on Sep 8. This is the first report from anywhere since June 10
Siskin: Five reports from four sites this week as they start to arrive. All were singles
other than 2 going over Durlston on Sep 4
Linnet: A flock of 160 remains in weedy fields between Hook and Titchfield on the
Solent shore
Ortolan Bunting: Seven reports from five Dorset sites - all singles other than a
group of at least 2 (maybe 5) at Portland on Sep 4
Reed Bunting: The shortage of these in our area may be about to end Christchurch Harbour reported a small influx on Sep 7
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Migrant Hawker: Numbers seen to have increased at least with news of
'many' at Beachy Head on Sep 2 and then at Lymington on Sep 4
Emerald Damsel (Lestes sponsa): I have only seen four reports of this
species this year since they start to emerge in mid June, and one at
Dungeness on Sep 6 is the first anywhere since July 31
Small Red-eyed Damsel: Dungeness also has an intriguing set of reports
of this species this week. One was seen there on Sep 4, three on Sep 5 and
33+ were reported on Sep 6 (it almost sounds as if next years insects were
emerging early but much more likely the number represent the interest of the
observer in searching for the insects) Another possibility is that these were
arriving migrants..
Butterflies (25 species reported during the week)
Silver Spotted Skipper: This seems to be having a very good season in
Sussex and are appearing in new sites there - on Sep 6 one turned up in an
allotment at Newhaven and on Sep 7 two were seen on the Bevendean urban
fringe nature reserve (several small bits of downland scattered in the
Bevendean housing estate on the east edge of Brighton). More expected was
a count of 30 on Old Winchester Hill (Meon valley) on Sep 1 and a count of 7
on Malling Down at Lewes on Sep 4 (the observer in this case only visited the
down because of a major hold up on the A27 which he had intended to use,
but as a result he enjoyed 16 butterfly species on the down)
Clouded Yellow: Quite a few are now with us - I have seen 12 reports for
the period from Sep 1 to 4 including counts of 7 on Thorney Island and 10 at
Beachy Heady, both on Sep 4. On Sep 8 one was flying north up Southmoor
Lane at Havant as I cycled past - mine was one of 17 sightings during the
week.

Brimstone: More than 20 were flying at Stockbridge Down on Sep 3 (with a
single late Green-veined White there)
Painted Lady: Nine recent reports include a count of 13 at Old Winchester
Hill on Sep 1
Marbled White: A single 'fresh looking' individual at Old Winchester Hill
(Meon valley) on Sep 3 may qualify as a latest ever in Hampshire (though one
was still flying at Durlston on Sep 8).
Gatekeeper: Still on the wing at Stockbridge Down on Sep 3
Moths
Phlyctaenia perlucidalis: First of year taken at Pagham Harbour on Sep 5
Trachycera marmorea: First report of the year from Newhaven on Aug 31
Small Dusty Wave: Also a first at Newhaven on Aug 31
Large Thorn: First seen somewhere in Sussex on Sep 1
Privet Hawkmoth: The appearance of a fresh specimen in a trap at
Peacehaven near Brighton on Sep 1 was extremely unusual for Britain.
Occasional second broods do occur in Europe (but not in Britain) and expert
opinion is divided on whether this was a local emergence of a second brood or
a migrant from the continent. On Sep 4 another specimen was taken
somewhere else in Sussex
Poplar Hawkmoth: One taken 'somewhere in Sussex' on Sep 4 was said to
be 'the latest for Sussex since 1850' but this was promptly capped by another
taken at Lindfield (Haywards Heath) on Sep 6
Marsh Mallow moth (Hydraecia osseola): The first to be reported this
year was photographed (on a Marsh Mallow plant) at the Pannel Valley (Rye
Bay) on Sep 7. This is a rarity only found in parts of Kent and East Sussex
Frosted Orange: First of year at Pagham Harbour on Sep 5
Large Wainscot: First of year at Pagham Harbour on Sep 6
Pale Mottled Willow: First found at Pagham Harbour on Sep 1
Golden Twin-spot: First at Dungeness on Sep 1
Other Insects
Scorpion Fly: Brian Fellows found a very fresh specimen at Brook Meadow in
Emsworth on Sep 5
Harlequin Ladybird: This species has been found in Emsworth before now
but an adult and a larva were both additions to the Brook Meadow list when
found by Brian Fellows on Sep 5

Marpissa muscosa jumping spider: This was a new species to me when
first reported from Rye Harbour on Aug 16 and now, on Sep 8, a group of 7
were found on one gatepost at the same site - a couple of excellent photos on
the RX website
Araneus quadratus: This large orb web spider is probably the most
colourful species that you are likely to come across but you may have to lure
it from hiding to see it. If you find a really large fresh circular web strung
between two bushes or other vegetation at this time of year, and cannot see
a spider on the web, follow one of the upper 'guy ropes' of the web to its
anchor point and look for a small cluster of leaves which the spider has stuck
together to give it both a place to hide from predators and shelter from the
elements. A gentle disturbance of the web may well draw a large spider out
from its shelter to investigate possible prey in its web and if the spider is this
species it will have four small dots forming a square on the upper side of its
abdomen but the overalll colour of the abdomen can be anything from bright
yellow to a rich claret red (well worth seeing)
PLANTS
Corn Spurrey: Still flowering at Warblington Farm in the harvested field behind
Conigar Point
Green Amaranth: On Sep 3 few damaged specimens can still be seen in Juniper
Square, Havant, at the roadside but on Sep 4 I found a lot of full grown plants in an
unused field north of Daw Lane, Hayling Island, where orchards had been grubbed
out a few years ago
Annual Sea Blite: I noticed this inconspicuous shoreline species was flowering at
Nore Barn, Esmworth, on Sep 7
Common Gorse: This was starting to re-flower at several locations on Hayling
Island on Sep 4 and can now be seen in most places where Gorse grows
Broad-leaved Everlasting Pea: On Sep 3 I noticed that a plant growing outside
the Park Road South multi storey carpark in Havant had pure white flowers
Fragrant Agrimony: Flowering on Sep 4 at North Common, Hayling, where it was
discovered last year
Ice Plant (Sedum spectabile): Clearly a garden escape I noticed plants in full
flower beside the Hayling Coastal Path passing Stoke Bay on Sep 4
Small Nettle: Still flowering on North Common, Hayling, on Sep 5
Hop: The distinctive fruits on a female plant at Juniper Square in Havant on Sep 3
showed me that I had (on Aug 23) mistaken the first flowers on this female plant for
those of a male.
Tamarisk: The shoreline trees at Warblington are now in full flower and looking at
their best

Dwarf Spurge: My first sight of this for the year was on Sep 7 in the Warblington
Farm field behind Conigar Point
Cow Parsley: Found re-flowering in Emsworth by Brian Fellows on Sep 5
Upright Hedge Parsley: Still flowering at Church Lane, Warblington, on Sep 7
Ground Elder: A few plants re-flowering by the Hayling Billy Trail in Havant on Sep
4
Lesser Water Parsnip: My first sight of this in flower on Sep 4 in the Lymbourne
Stream at Langstone
Strawberry Tree: The tree at Northney Church had both fresh and dead flowers
on Sep 4 and subsequently Brian Fellows noted unopen flower buds on the tree at
Slipper Road in Emsworth on Sep 7. As he also saw saw yellowish fruit on the tree
I think it must have flowered earlier this year and I am wondering if the reddish
flower beds he saw were in fact the remains of the flowers after all the white petals
had fallen.
Twiggy Mullein (Verbascum virgatum)??? On Sep 4 at North Common on
Hayling I came on a plant of a Mullein which I did not recognize. Initially it looked
like a large specimen of Dark Mullein standing 90cm high with very large flowers
(3cm across) on several spikes but a closer look suggested it was not Dark Mullein
and a quick check back at home suggested that it could be Twiggy Mullein which
has occurred on south Hayling in the past (but not since 1984). On Sep 5 I took
some photos and sent them with a description to Martin Rand as Plant Recorder for
the vice county but at the moment he require further evidence before committing to
an opinion. On Sep 7 I learnt that the plant which had caught my eye has been
knocked down but there was a second plant only just starting to grow next to the
one that has been damaged so we may still be able to get a firm identification.
Field Woundwort: This is currently flourishing in the Warblington Farm field
behind Conigar Point
Blue Fleabane: I first saw this reported in flower on Aug 1 but it was not until Sep
8 that I saw flowers for myself.
Salsify: Brian Fellows found this in flower in north Emsworth on Sep 8, long after
the normal flowering period (it started to flower this year on May 10 and was not
seen after June 8 until now so I assume this is a second flowering)
Butchers Broom: This had started to flower on Aug 28 when I found a flower
growing on the Langstone South Moors in a small clump of Hawthorns which narrow
the footpath going south along the top of the old concrete casing for the pipe which
once carried Havant's sewage into the sea. I mention this as I gather there is a
'health and safety' type proposal to clear this obstruction from the path.....
Marsh Arrowgrass: Brian Fellows found this on Sep 7 for the first time this year
on the Brook Meadow site at Emsworth when it was still in flower - another very late
flowering.

Green Bristle Grass: Brian Fellows found a good show of this on graves in the
Highland Road cemetery in Southsea on Sep 2. He had previously found it in
Warblington cemetery on Aug 21 but a recent visit there found that a man with a
strimmer had seemingly removed all trace of it (but I suspect we will see it raise its
head there again next year).
OTHER WILDLIFE
Bottle-nosed Dolphin: On Sep 6 one of these and one Harbour Porpoise were
seen off Hastings.
Toad: Sadly one was accidentally killed during work on Brook Meadow at Emsworth
but no doubt plenty more are lurking in that damp grassland.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR SEP 3 - 9 (WEEK 36 OF 2007)
Sat 8 Sep
Budds Farm and Broadmarsh
This morning I collected a new bicycle and this afternoon I rode it to Budds Farm
and Broadmarsh with great satisfaction, especially when riding up the steep slope
onto Budds Mound where the new bike's extra low bottom gear took all the effort
out of going uphill - after looking at the birds I could even get back on the back and
continue uphill from a standing start with no special effort.
On the Budds pools the most prominent bird was Canada Goose - 32 of them - but
there were many better birds including at least 8 Gadwall as well as the Shoveler
and Tufted Duck. Later on, in the Chalkdock area, I found 36 Lapwing back on
the shore disguised as stones and on the nearby high tidy roost saltings were 8
Herons. Coming back via Bedhampton Mill I found the Swan pair still had their
two cygnets on the Mill Pool, and crossing the Hermitage Stream via the metal
footbridge I heard the shrill calls of a Kingfisher but never saw the bird.
On my way down Southmoor Lane I had passed a Clouded Yellow heading north
and in the area I also saw Red Admiral and Peacock
My only new plant for the season was Blue Fleabane (though it has been out for
months) and I was too early to see any flowers on the Chinese Mugwort (they
come out in October) though I was pleased to see that all the plants of this which
had been drastically mown down earlier in the year were now re-growing. Both
Yellow-wort and Common Centaury were growing on the motorway bank with
the Blue Fleabane, and at Bedhampton Mill there was a good show of Vervain
though I was too late for the crop of Mulberries on the tree which overhangs the
path from the Water Company land.
Fri 7 Sep
Around Warblington
A short cycle ride around the Warblington area this morning gave me some more
botanic interest and a glimpse of an insect seen on the shore which could have been
a Bee Killer wasp though it did not settle to let me see it clearly through my
binoculars.

My first stop was at the east side of the A27 where I emerged from the cycle
underpass and walked up the grass bank onto the unused section of the old A259
where I had found Clustered Clover in flower on the May Bank Holiday - today
there was no hint of flowers or fruit but knowing where to look I could see a very
flourishing display of the leaves of the tiny plants
Next to Warblington cemetery where the graves were been tidyed by a man with a
strimmer who had removed all evidence of the Green Bristle Grass which Brian
Fellows found there recently but he had not yet get to the area where
Round-leaved Fluellen was still flowering.
Going back up Church Lane I turned right along the pavement on the south side of
the A259 and almost immediately spotted several plants of Upright Hedge
Parsley still in flower
At the east end of the Warblington Farm fields I took the footpath to Nore Barn and
half way down the path I heard excited cries from a Kestrel which I could see on
the bare branches of an old Oak. I was looking into the sun and so could not get a
clear view of the bird's plumage, so I was left in doubt as to whether the cries were
the calls of an adult berating a fox or perhaps a stoat in the hedge below the tree,
or those of a youngster hoping its parents would still bring it food. As the bird soon
flew off I feel sure that it should have been able to feed itself.
In the channel of the Maisemore Gardens stream were two Greenshank but little
else in the way of birds (three Swans were airborne distantly to the east), so I
went on along the shore line to Conigar Point passing Tamarisks now flowering
at their best.
Just before reaching the Point I stopped to look in the weedy harvested field to
which there is easy access at this point. As I approached the gap in the hedge giving
access to the field I noticed a wasp of some sort flying low over some bare stones
at the edge of the sandy shore - it seemed about to settle and I started to back off
to get a view through my binoculars but the wasp disappeared without settling. It
could have been one of the Digger Wasps, possibly a Bee Killer (something I
have never knowingly seen).
Going through the gap in the hedge I disturbed some 30 House Sparrows which
had presumably been enjoying the weed seeds in the field. Immediately inside the
field I found both Field Woundwort and Corn Spurrey among other weeds, and
a foray into the field added my first Dwarf Spurge of the year before I headed
home for lunch
Tue 4 Sep
Around North Hayling
A cycle ride around Northney and the Oysterbeds this afternoon gave me some
worthwhile additions to my plant list but little in the way of birds although the rising
tide had brought a long line of waders to the tideline off Langstone Mill - at least 75

Redshank and 25 Black-tailed Godwits - and I did at last see a single Grey
Plover on the Northney shore.
At North Common there was a great show of Hedgerow Cranesbill in flower to
greet me, plus a fresh Comma butterfly just inside the gate. Just before the path
turns east I found Fragrant Agrimony still in flower, and on in the hollow well to
the east of the path here the white Goats Rue was still in flower. Between these
two, close to the right hand side of the made up path as I was coming into the area,
and outside the jungle of Teazels, was what appeared to be an extra large plant
of Dark Mullein, though taller and with bigger flowers than I would expect (I
measured a fully open flower as 3cm across). Back at home I realised that this
could have been a specimen of Twiggy Mullein (and a look in the Hants Flora
shows that this species has been found on south Hayling in the past). I also found
that I should have checked the details of the male parts of the flower - in particular
the colour of the hairs on the filaments of the anthers - so I will be back there in the
near future to see if I have yet another 'life list tick'.
Cycling south through Northney village I found the flowers on the Strawberry
Tree at the church were well out - several florets were already dead - and when I
reached Daw Lane I found the fields on the north side of the lane which were once
orchards, but from which the fruit trees were grubbed up several years ago, were
'weed rich'. As there is no access to these fields I could only get distant views but it
was clear that one prominent weed (particuarly in the field at the east end of the
lane) was either Green Amaranth or a close relative (my doubts were that these
plants stood well over the 1 metre height that the species normally achieves).
Continuing west down the path connecting the West Lane bends to the Coastal Path
I checked out a large long established cluster of Butcher's Broom for confirmation
that the flowering season of this plant had already started - several flowers showed
that it has.
On the Coastal Path the Pepper Saxifrage that I could not spot until recently was
now very much 'in your face', and passing the field behind Stoke Bay (the field
immediately south of the access road to the shore carpark), I noted some garden
escape Sedum plants flourishing on the grass bank east of the Coastal Path.
Reaching the Oysterbeds area I found one plant of Bulbous Buttercup in flower
on the earth mound and it seems this is an addtion to the plant list for the site - both
Sea Radish and Amphibious Bistort still had flowers and I have added all three
to my version of the site plant list. A lone Small Heath butterfly also went on my
list here.
With the tide being high there was a roost of around 400 Oystercatcher on the
Stoke Bay bar but I could not identify the smaller birds among them though I heard
the calls of both Turnstone and Ringed Plover. The only waders roosting in the
lagoon were three birds at the south end of the north island - I could not be sure of
their bill or leg length, nor the leg colour, but the very pale underparts suggested
they were Spotted Redshank. Both Common and Sandwich Tern were present

and at one point a single Grey Heron and a flock of 17 Little Egrets were
airborne.
Coming back up the Billy Trail in the Langstone area I added the flowers of Lesser
Water Parsnip and Ground Elder to my list, but further up the line I could not
see a single flower left on the Danewort as I cycled by. My last note was of a single
Long Tailed Tit in a tree in a neighbour's garden - something I haven't seen for
some time.
Mon 3 Sep
(Link to previous day’s entry)
Around Havant
A slight diversion on a walk to the Havant shops found a single flower on the
Creeping Jenny plants that have 'gone wild' at the foot of Bulbeck's Wall behind
the multi-storey carpark, and on the south side of the carpark some of the
established Broad-leaved Everlasting Pea plants had pure white flowers
while Borage was still flowering outside Dolphin Court where it fronts onto Park
Road South. In several places Green Alkanet was prominently in flower and in
Juniper Square I could still detect the Green Amaranth plants in the roadside
despite a recent mowing. Elsewhere in the Square I noted the obvious fruits of a
female Hop, making me realise that when this had started to put out its flowers I
had mistakenly recorded it as a male plant!
Also in Juniper Square garden I spotted another deliberately planted example of
Honey Wort (Cerinthe major) - a plant unknown to me until this year. Nearer
home a definitely wild plant of Grey Field Speedwell was flowering in a dusty
pavement edge crack.
SUMMARY FOR AUG 27 - SEP 2 (WEEK 35 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Black-necked Grebe: The first autumn records came on Aug 24 with birds seen at
Fleet Pond and off Langstone South Moors on the same day. Third record of the
autumn was of one at Dungeness on Aug 29
Night Heron: The juvenile was still in Alexandra Park at Hastings on Aug 23 but
had moved to a different pool within the park
Squacco Heron. One was seen in Poole Harbour on Aug 27 - possibly the bird that
was reported eight times in the Weymouth area between May 28 and July 3
Little Egret: This species is always giving us surprises and on Sept 1 it added to its
repertoire when one was caught at Christchurch Harbour in a mist net designed to
catch warblers

Purple Heron: The juvenile which I first heard of as being at Frensham Little Pond
in Surrey on Aug 20 was still there and showing well on Aug 26
Spoonbill: Two were still at Brownsea Island in Poole Harbour on Aug 30 but
different single birds were seen at Titchfield Haven and at Farlington Marshes on
Aug 26 (the Farlington bird was still there on Sept 1)
Brent Goose: One seen flying in Poole Harbour on Aug 29 was a reminder that the
summering birds in Langstone and Chichester Harbours usually show themselves at
this time of year as they fly around looking for the first returning migrants (which
normally arrive around Sep 14)
Wigeon: Ten were back on the Lymington shore by Aug 27 and the first 12 were in
Langstone Harbour (off the South Moors shore) on Aug 29. On Aug 30 the count in
Christchurch Harbour was up to 14 and on Aug 31 there were 4 at Hook (Warsash)
Gadwall: At least two males were at Budds Farm pools in Havant on Aug 28
Teal: Reports of around 80 at Sidlesham Ferry Pool (Pagham Harbour) and 12 at
Hook (Warsash) both on Aug 25. On Aug 27 there were 49 at Keyhaven (Lymington)
and 7 in Christchurch Harbour, followed by a dozen at the Brading Marshes (IoW)
on Aug 28. Since then there have been 32 at Christchurch Harbour (Aug 29) with 35
at Hook (Warsash) that day and 67 at The Vyne near Basingstoke on Aug 31
Pintail: Autumn arrivals started with one at Hook (Warsash) on Aug 26, rising to
two there on Aug 29 when eight arrived at Dungeness. On Aug 31 the first four
autumn birds flew west over Christchurch Harbour
Garganey: Single birds were at Lymington, Christchurch and Weymouth on Aug 26
with two at Dungeness on Aug 29 and one in Poole Harbour on Aug 30
Shoveler: More than a dozen were at Budds Farm pools on Aug 28
Eider: The count off the Lymington shore was 38+ on Aug 27 - this is the highest
count there since April (though around 30 were still there in July)
Goosander: Two flew west over Christchurch Harbour on Aug 29 and at least one
was seen at Portland that day.
Ruddy Duck: A pair was seen in the Budds farm pools here at Havant on Aug 29
and at least one male was at the Blashford Lakes on Sep 1
Honey Buzzard: Six reports this week include two reports from Pagham Harbour
(Aug 25 and 27), one from the Hastings area (Aug 26), and one over Portland on
Aug 28. In Hampshire one flew low over Romsey and was said to have been
narrowly missed by a low flying Spitfire.
Marsh Harrier: Eight sightings this week include one at Farlington Marshes on Aug
29 and one at Freshwater (IoW) on Sep 1. In the Adur valley on Aug 29 one was
seen interacting with a Buzzard

Hen Harrier: After early reports of one near Selsey on Aug 21 and another on the
IoW (Newtown Harbour) on Aug 25 there has been a third sighting of a female
hunting in the Pagham North Walls area on Sep 1 - the observer of the latter also
saw 6 Buzzards, 1 Sparrowhawk, 1 Osprey, 4 Kestrels, 2 Hobbys and 2 Peregrines
Sparrowhawk: Two cars had to swerve to avoid a Sparrowhawk mantling a
pigeon it had just brought down in the middle of a minor road in the Ouse valley
near Lewes on Aug 25. While writing these notes on Aug 29 a female took a Collared
Dove on our garden lawn in mid-afternoon - it was aware that we were watching
from the house and (at the third attempt) managed to take off and carry its prey
into a tree. At Dungeness on Aug 27 a total of 15 migrant Sparrowhawks flew over
Dungeness and another 7 were seen there on Sep 1
Osprey: On Aug 27 what may have been the same bird was seen over the centre
of the Thorney Great Deeps (just east of the guard post) and over the top of the
Thorney channel seen from Prinsted. Also on Aug 27 there were sightings over the
Ventnor Downs and at Newtown Harbour on the IoW, and at Pett on Rye Bay. On
Aug 28 three were still in Poole Harbour and there were sightings of one in
Langstone Harbour on Aug 29, 31 and Sep 1. Three were around Thorney Island in
Chichester Harbour on Aug 31
Kestrel: Aug 27 brought a count of 21 migrants passing over Dungeness on Aug 27
Merlin: Nine reports in the past week include one at Farlington Marshes on both
Aug 29 and 31. The first to be seen at Dungeness this autumn was there on Aug 28
and Pannel Valley (Rye Bay) had its first on Aug 31
Spotted Crake: On Sept 1 two separate birds were seen at the Farlington Marshes
lake, allowing several birders to see them (unlike the bird there on Aug 11 which
remained hidden at the 'out of bounds' scrape)
Corncrake: One was reported to have been heard calling in the Christchurch
Harbour area on Aug 26 - I have some doubt about this as while I know the birds
overfly the south coast I would not expect one to be calling as it did so or on the
ground. Nevertheless the CHOG website stated that the sighting had been
confirmed.
Oystercatcher: These are often seen in their hundreds but a flock of 1064 at
Brownsea Island on Aug 30 must have been an impressive sight (and maybe
sound!)
Avocet: Two were again at Pagham (Sidlesham Ferry) on Aug 25 and 27, and three
were at the Farlington Marshes lake on Aug 28 with at least one still there on Sep 1.
The flock at the Brownsea Island lagoon had built up to 185 birds by Aug 30
Dotterel: A single bird was said to have been seen near the Seven Sisters cliffs
(west of Beachy Head) on Aug 24. Birds of Hampshire has 18 'modern' records of
the species and I see that 6 of these were in the autumn.

Golden Plover: The only large flock of 100+ remains at Rye Harbour but there
have been sightings of ones and twos at six sites between Selsey and Christchurch
Harbour in the past week including 12 overflying Hook (Warsash) on Aug 29
Grey Plover: A count of 100+ at Farlington Marshes on Aug 31 shows that winter
is approaching
Knot: 22 reports in the past week include 80 at Pagham on Aug 31 and 65 at
Christchurch Harbour on Aug 30.
Little Stint: Reported at six sites including 2 birds at Lymington (Normandy) on
Aug 29
Temmick's Stint: A juvenile Temmincks was at Pulborough Brooks from Aug 27 to
31
Pectoral Sandpiper: The first report of this species for the year is of a juvenile at
Sidlesham Ferry Pool on Aug 25
Curlew Sandpiper: Ten reports include three sightings of two birds at Farlington
on Aug 29 , 31 and Sep 1
Ruff: 14 reports of this species in the past few days include three birds at Farlington
Marshes on Aug 29
Black-tailed Godwit: 309 were present at Farlington on Aug 29 and there must
have been at least 1000 in Poole Harbour on Aug 30 when 813 were at Brownsea
and 180 in the Holes Bay area of the harbour.
Spotted Redshank: Present at seven sites this week including 3 at Farlington on
Aug 29 and one inland at The Vyne, Basingstoke, on Aug 31
Redshank: A count of 307 at Farlington on Aug 29
Greenshank: 24 were seen at Farlington on Aug 28 (when the count at Brownsea
Island was 46)
Green Sandpiper: 11 were present at the Lower Test on Aug 26 (but 12 had been
there on Aug 12)
Wood Sandpiper: One was at the Lower Test on Aug 26 and two were there on
Aug 30. Two were at Brading Marshes (IoW) on Aug 26 and one at Pennington
(Lymington) on Aug 31
Pomarine Skua: Both Arctic and Great Skuas have been a more or less daily
sight along the channel during the summer but a Pom at Dungeness on Aug 30 was
only the fifth to be reported since the start of July (against 56 reports of Arctic and
30 reports of Bonxies in the same period)
Lesser Blackback Gull: A count of 75 going west over Christchurch Harbour on
Aug 27 shows that their autumn passage is under way

Herring Gull: A count of more thn 400 on the hills east of Winchester is perhaps of
more interest for the fact that they were folowing the plough than for the number of
birds - driving from Havant to Huntingdon on Aug 30 I was surprised by the number
of fields already ploughed
Common Tern: On Aug 29 more than 100 were fishing off Titchfield Haven and
950 flew west past Christchurch Harbour
Turtle Dove: Just one report this week of a single bird at the Selsey west fields on
Aug 31
Cuckoo: One was at Seaford Head on Aug 25 and another near the Shoreham
tollbridge over the Adur on Aug 30
Nightjar: These birds will fly nightly some distance from their breeding grounds to
good feeding grounds, and moths around street lights are an attraction for them,
but I guess that birds seen in urban situations at Sway and Pennington on Aug 26
and 25 respectively were migrants taking an opportunity to feed up while on
passage.
Swift: Singles were seen on Aug 26 over Brighton, Winchester and Christchurch
Harbour. On Aug 27 two more were seen, one over the South Downs and one at
Durlston. On Aug 29 two were over the Seaford area and on Aug 30 one was over
Durlston
Kingfisher: One was seen flying over the Slipper Pond at Emsworth on Aug 1
Bee Eater: A late report of one flying east over Sandy Point (Hayling) on Aug 9
comes in Andy Johnson's summary of his Hayling sightings for the month of August
Wryneck: On Aug 26 one was at the Lymington Marshes and another in a
suburban garden at Basingstoke. On Aug 27 two were present at the Ventnor
Downs (IoW) and one was seen at Lullington Heath on the north side of Friston
Forest near Eastbourne - the description of this latter sighting by Rebecca Rees
reads .. "Exceptional viewing of Wryneck feeding on ants on path at Lullington
Heath. At first I thought it was a Wheatear in the distance then with bins Wryneck
was revealed! We watched it for 40 mins at 10 metres distance then crept forward
to 4 metres, amazing viewing and it was not bothered at all. After 20 mins 25 Bagot
Goats were then watching us watching the Wryneck! The bird was not phased by
their strong smell and mating noises. Eventually it got dark so we walked forward
and the bird flew a short distance into a Hawthorn tree". Since then there have been
two on the Ventnor Downs (IoW) and singles at fives sites from Dungeness to
Portland
Sand Martin: Dungeness reported a movement of 10,000 birds overhead on Aug
27 (plus a similar number of Swallows)
Passerine migrants - the following entries each give the number of reports
during the past week followed, in brackets, by the highest count.
Tree Pipit - 23 (30)

Meadow Pipit - 2 ('many')
Yellow Wagtail - 41 (100)
Grey Wagtail - 14 (9)
White Wagtail - 5 (4)
Nightingale - 2 (2)
Common Redstart - 14 (6)
Whinchat - 34 (20)
Stonechat - 4 (9)
Wheatear - 28 (72)
Grasshopper Warbler - 14 (3)
Sedge Warbler - 8 (40)
Marsh Warbler: Just one report (first for year) of a bird trapped at Haseley
Manor (on the IoW Newport to Shanklin Road) on Aug 28
Reed Warbler - 8 (7)
Lesser Whitethroat - 23 (14)
Common Whitethroat - 14 (131)
Garden Warbler - 10 (5)
Blackcap - 12 (11)
Wood Warbler - 1 (1)
Chiff Chaff - 5 (10+) These are at last starting to move - one was singing at
Emsworth on Sept 1
Willow Warbler - 16 (219)
Goldcrest - 1 (1) First of the autumn for Portland on Aug 26
Spotted Flycatcher - 19 (23)
Pied Flycatcher - 12 (7)
Marsh Tit: One at Old Winchester Hill (Meon valley) on Aug 29 is only the third to
be reported anywhere on the south coast since March - have they gone the way of
the Willow Tits?
Red Backed Shrike: A juvenile was near Pett on the Rye Bay shore on Aug 25 and
another juvenile was seen in hedges around the Mill Rythe holiday camp on Hayling
Island (east shore, south side of the Mill Rythe inlet) on Sep 1

House Sparrow: Ten or more came daily to my Havant garden up to Aug 21 but
then presumably headed off for their autumn holiday in the harvest fields. A party of
5 seen in the garden on Sept 2 were probably a family party passing through.
Goldfinch: A flock of around 70 were on Budds Mound at Havant on Aug 28 and 50
were seen at Hook (Warsash) on Sep 1
Siskin: A single at Portland on Aug 26 was the first autumn arrival there. On Aug 29
a male appeared at feeders in a Horsham garden
Linnet: An impressive flock of 450+ was in the Langton Herring area beside the
Fleet near Weymouth on Aug 30 and a flock of around 40 was in the Hook
(Warsash) area on Sep 1
Ortolan Bunting: A group of four at Portland on Aug 27 were the first reported
anywhere on the south coast this year. Another single was seen at Portland on Aug
29
Reed Bunting: There have been comments this week about the apparent scarcity
of this species but a flock of 70+ was in the Brede Valley (Rye Bay area) on Aug 26
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Southern Hawker: A female was in Brian Fellows' Emsworth garden on Aug
27 to relieve a general shortage of dragonfly reports
Common Darter: Several, including a pair in tandem, were along the Lavant
stream running along the edge of the Bartons Road playing fields in Leigh
Park (Havant) on Aug 27 (this is only my second sighting for the year)
Butterflies
Silver Spotted Skipper: On Aug 26 Pete Hughes and Alice Parfitt found
three on Kithurst Hill (south of Storrington) and on Aug 27 Neil Hulme wrote
.. "Congratulations to Alice and Pete on their discovery of Silver-spotted
Skipper at Kithurst Hill. I retraced their steps and found four, including three
females, one of which was laying eggs. This represents a giant leap for
skipperkind, amounting to an incredible 18 Km westwards shift
from their stronghold at Newtimber Hill". In Hampshire 50 were seen
at Old Winchester Hill on Aug 31 and 10+ at Beacon Hill across the Meon
valley on Aug 27
Clouded Yellow: Fourteen reports in the past few days including a count of
nine seen by Trevor Carpenter while walking around Thorney Island on Aug
27 and a count of 20 on southern Thorney by Barry Collins on Aug 29
Brown Hairstreak: Singles seen in different parts of the Adur valley on Aug
26 and 30

Brown Argus: While in the Kithurst Hill area on Aug 28 Neil Hulme found 53
Brown Argus
Duke of Burgundy: At least one was still flying at Noar Hill on Aug 30
Painted Lady: 17 new reports including a count of 37 on Old Winchester Hill
(Meon Valley) on Aug 26
Camberwell Beauty: A fresh specimen seen near the Friston Forest
(Eastbourne) on Aug 29
Marbled White: Still flying at Durlston on Aug 31
Ringlet: Two of these were still on the wing at Beacon Hill (Meon Valley) on
Aug 27
Moths
Tawny Speckled Pug: First report of this came from the Eastbourne area
on Aug 26
Purple Clay: First report from 'somewhere in Sussex' on Aug 24
Ear Moth: First report from 'somewhere in Sussex' on Aug 24
Plain Golden Y: What may have been the first of this species was reported
as a 'Gold Y' seen near Newhaven on Aug 29
Other Insects
Gall Midge Kiefferia pericarpiicola: Evidence of the presence of this on
the Rye Harbour reserve came from the swelling of flowers in Wild Carrot
umbels. The species was new to the reserve and to me!
Robber-fly Asilus Crabroniformis: First report of the year comes from the
Cuckmere Haven area of Sussex on Aug 27
Lesser Stag Beetle: First reported find of this for the year was made by
John Goodspeed in the Langstone village area on Aug 27
PLANTS
Hairy Bittercress: This was just starting to flower again in the pavements of
Havant on Aug 28 - last seen regularly in April
Honesty: Two or three flowers on an otherwise totally dead plant were a big
surprise on Aug 28 - last previous sighting on Apr 16
Horse Radish: Two fresh flowering plants on Budds Mound in Havant on Aug 28 last seen flowering on May 23
Soapwort: A large colony of the 'Bouncing Bett' form with multiple petals on each
flower was flowering in a hedgerow at the junction of Catherington Hill and

Lovedean Lane on Aug 30 - no doubt originally of garden origin the plants are
clearly well established there
Dwarf Mallow: Of personal interest was a find of this species well established
under an apple tree in a small garden in a village by the Bedfordshire Ouse near
Huntingdon on Aug 30
Bastard Toadflax: This was still flowering at Durlston on Aug 31
Crown Vetch: Still lots to be seen in flower growing wild in the garden of council
flats in Leigh Park on Wakefords Way (Aug 27)
Purple Loosestrife: In addition to my first find in the Langbrook stream last week
I found more in the culvert carrying the Lavant stream alongside New Lane in Leigh
Park on Aug 27 and another clump by the West Ashling pond on Aug 28
Ivy: More flowers open by Aug 28 on the bush overhanging the Langbrook stream
near its mouth but so far no other finds
Pepper Saxifrage: Just one small plant flowering by the Bartons Road playing
fields in Leigh Park on Aug 27 was only my second of the year after the plants seen
on Hayling on Aug 21. By Aug 30 there had been a suden upsurge of this species at
Brook Meadow in Emsworth where 20 plants were found to be flowering
Slender Hare's Ear: This has been out locally since Aug 17 but I was particularly
pleased with a good cluster of 20+ plants on the seawall of the Langstone South
Moors seen on Aug 28. The low ground inside the seawall was in the past a reliable
place to find the plant but that area is now thickly overgrown with Sea Couch grass,
etc, so I was pleased to see the plants have survived. Coming from Budds Mound go
up onto the higher wall after passing the old IBM playing fields and then count ten
of the South Moor fence posts below you before looking down at your feet - most
plants were on the seaward side of the beaten track. This may be a good year for
the species as a find of 100+ plants was reported from Rye Harbour on Aug 28
Wild Carrot: A photo on the Rye Harbour website for Aug 29 shows flowers of this
plant swollen by the work of a tiny gall midge called Kiefferia pericarpiicola which I
had not previously heard of.
White Lace Flower (Orlaya grandiflora): In last week's summary I reported
the strange find made on the Langstone South Moors on Aug 23 and said that it had
been tentatively named as the umbellifer Orlaya grandiflora (which I see I
mis-spelt in the summary!). On Aug 27 I took the specimen to Eric Clement in
Gosport and he confirmed the name after comparison with specimens from abroad
in his herbarium, to which my specimen has now been added. I am still not sure how
many times the species has been found in the wild in Britain but it seems likely to be
less than half a dozen - we should get a positive answer when Martin Rand has
submitted the find to the appropriate national BSBI committee. (Brian Fellows tells
me the official English name used by the BSBI is Large-flowered Orlaya - White
Lace Flower is a name used by commercial seed merchants and gardeners).

Amphibious Bistort: Another six flower spikes had appeared on plants at Brook
Meadow in Emsworth on Aug 30
Brookweed: Still flowering on the Langstone South Moors on Aug 28 but only two
plants seen.
Skullcap: It is good to know that this could still be found on Aug 29 flowering in the
brickwork bank of the 'tow path' beside the Lumley Mill Stream where it flows just
south of the church at Westbourne
Borage: A few flowering plants in a most unlikely site at an industrial estate off
New Lane in Havant on Aug 27
Elder: Several bushes have opened new flowers this week
Shaggy Soldier: Heading north over the New Lane level crossing on Aug 27 I was
much surprised to see a healthy flowering plant at the foot of the first telegraph post
on the left side of the road north of the level crossing
Sneezewort: Another plant still just surviving by the Lavant stream running
alongside the Bartons Road playing fields in Leigh Park
Narrow-leaved Water Plantain: The plant found last year in the Westbrook
stream running along the back of the Bridge Road carpark in Emsworth is still
present but is now long past flowering so it is of interest that on Sep 1 Brian Fellows
was able to show Havant Wildlife Group members some more plants still flowering
further upstream (where the Westbrook passes under Victoria Road)
Butcher's Broom: First flower of the new season found (with difficulty) on a bush
at the Langstone South Moors on Aug 28
OTHER WILDLIFE
Common Seal: Trevor Carpenter saw 5 Common Seals during a walk around
Thorney Island on Aug 27 reminding me that the colony based here usually
numbers around 10 and I see that 10 were seen here on May 6. On Aug 31 Barry
Collins reported the presence of 11 Seals around Thorney
Harvest Mouse: In the past I have heard of these nesting in the reeds at Titchfield
Haven and on Aug 30 this year one was seen in a similar environment at the Pannel
Valley reserve on the shore of Rye Bay
Adder: Few reports of these this year but on Sep 1 John Goodspeed watched a
young Adder (9 ins long) wriggle across the Hayling Coastal Path at the Oysterbeds
Anilocra species: This name probably means no more to you than it did to me
when I read of it on the Dungeness website but that site did have a couple of photos
of a 6 cm long translucent 'Woodlouse' type creature (which had been found
attached to a Black Bream in the sea) with the comment that this parasite was
probably sucking the brains out of the fish. A search of the internet told me
that there are several Anilocra species which parasitise fish, mostly found in warmer
waters than the English Channel (is this one another gift of global warming?). The

group of creatures to which Anilocra belongs are known as Cymothoid Isopods,
and more generally they are crustaceans. The only similar creature that I have
ever come across are Sea Slaters (which I once found in large numbers on the
shore of Fareham Creek, and which I understand occasionally come ashore like a
swarm of locusts).
Cow's Udder Sponge: This name was used by one of the Durlston country park
rangers in their website daily diary to describe something found in the sea when
checking an underwater hydrophone. I cannot find this English name in any book or
on the internet but guess it refers to the sponge called Grantia compressa (or
Purse Sponge) and the pictures of this certainly look like the teats of a Cow's
udder.
Little Cuttlefish: Another species mentioned on the Durlston website with this
name must be Sepiola atlantica (I did find a reference to the English name they
used for this one!). A lot smaller than a normal cuttlefish this species is apparently
not uncommon in English waters.
Fungi: Nothing special but this week brought up three species of Waxcap on my
Havant lawn - Parrot, Blackening and one other which has a white cap and may
be the Goat Moth species as it does not seem to be white enough for either
Snowy or Ivory Waxcap)
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR AUG 27 - SEP 2 (WEEK 35 OF 2007)
Thu 30 Aug
Seen by the roadside
Today I had to drive 320 miles to Cambridgeshire and back but did have two small
rewards for doing so. The first came soon after starting when I came to the foot of
Catherington Hill, where it joins Lovedean Lane to head north to Clanfield (SU
695153). In the hedge on the south side of Catherington Hill just before the junction
was a great display of pink flowers and on the way home I stopped to confirm that
they were indeed Soapwort and of the 'double flowered' variety named Bouncing
Bett in Fitter, Fitter and Blamey. No doubt of garden origin they are well
established here and are the only local colony which I know of other than one in a
hedge across the Clanfield to East Meon road where it passes Lower Farm (SU
684209).
My other find came at the destination of my journey in the village of Offord Cluny by
the Bedfordshire Ouse south of Huntingdon. Here, in mown grass under an Apple
tree, were the remains (alive and flowering) of several plants of Dwarf Mallow for
which I only know of two sites in the Havant area, one being under Apple trees in
the Nutbourne orchards.
One item not mentioned yesterday was the arrival of a female Sparrowhawk on
the lawn of our Havant garden in the middle of the afternoon, mantling the corpse

of a Collared Dove she had just struck. After a short time she managed to carry
the prey up into our Walnut tree.
Tue 28 Aug
Back to the South Moors
A walk down to the South Moors in search of any further plants of Orlaya
grandiflora was in vain as far as that was concerned but it did produce the first
flower of the new season on Butchers Broom and discovered a good show of
Slender Hare's Ear on the sea wall.
The travellers had left Budds Mound and from it I could see the birds on the pools,
among them at least a dozen Shoveler and a couple of male Gadwall with
Swallows, House and Sand Martins in the air. The thistles in seed on the mound
had attracted a flock of around 70 Goldfinch and with them were a few juvenile
Pied Wagtails (but no Yellow ones!). Down on the shoreline a small flock of
Meadow Pipits seemed reluctant to leave the land and head south...
Back on the mound I found a couple of fresh, flowering plants of Horse Radish
and at the mouth of the Langbrook more Ivy was in flower. One more surprise
came in Wade Lane where an otherwise dead plant of Honesty had put out several
fresh flowers! My last note for the day was of a single Holly Blue in Havant.
Mon 27 Aug
West Leigh area in Havant
This morning I drove to Alverstoke in Gosport with my specimen of the umbellifer
found last week on the Langstone South Moors and showed it to Eric Clement for
confirmation of its identity. Eric agreed with Martin Rand that it was indeed Orlaya
grandiflora and he has added the specimen to his herbarium.
Back at home I made a short cycle trip north up New Lane through the West Leigh
area to the Bartons Road playing fields along the east side of which the Lavant
stream flows on its way from Rowlands Castle to join the Langbrook in Havant. This
stream still has a few interesting plants and today I found Sneezewort, Pepper
Saxifrage, Marsh Ragwort and Marsh Woundwort all in flower.
Crossing Wakefords Way opposite the club house building of the playing fields I
found a mass of Crown Vetch still flowering in the grounds of some council flats,
and coming back down New Lane I found fresh Purple Loosestrife in the
culverted section of the stream passing the Colt factory. Further down New Lane I
turned left into Downley Road which is now totally lined with industrial units (there
used to be some interesting waste land at the far end, now lost!). One bit of plant
interest still survives in a dusty cul de sac - here several Borage plants were still
managing to flower. Back at the New Lane allotments just one flower was found on
one of the last specimens of Weasel's Snout, and at the north end of the Billy Trail
Field Scabious still survives.

SUMMARY FOR AUG 20 - 26 (WEEK 34 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Black-throated Diver: No divers yet back on the south coast but news from Lee
Evans of a first summer bird in Warwickshire last week indicates that they are
possibly on their way.
Black-necked Grebe: Early on Aug 24 one was on Fleet Pond in north Hampshire
and later that day one was on the Langstone Harbour water off the Langstone South
Moors - these are the first Hampshire reports of the autumn
Cory's Shearwater: One (and possibly a second) was off Portland on Aug 19. The
only other record of this species this year is Andy Johnson's distant sighting of one
off Hayling Island on July 4
Sooty Shearwater: Numbers increasing with 8 off Selsey and 5 off Portland, both
on Aug 18. Two more were off Portland on Aug 19.
Great White Egret: Latest report is of one at Lodmoor (Weymouth) on Aug 24.
Since the settled bird was last seen at the Blashford Lakes on Jan 21 there have
been six isolated reports from Apr 4 to Aug 24, all at widely separated sites and
none of the birds settled.
Purple Heron: One was at Frensham Little Pond on Aug 20 (and the juvenile
Night Heron was still at Hastings on Aug 21)
Spoonbill: One that was at Titchfield Haven on Aug 22 and 23 may have flown to
Farlington Marshes where one was seen on Aug 24. 2 birds have been seen at both
Lodmoor (Weymouth) and Brownsea Island on Aug 22 and 24 respectively with a
single seen in the south of Poole Harbour on Aug 25
Greylag: A substantial flock of 340 was at Pulborough Brooks on Aug 23
Canada Goose: Also at Pulborough on Aug 23 was a flock of 485 Canadas. On that
same day a flock of 210 were seen on Thorney Island - this flock had decreased to
just 72 on Aug 24
Bar-headed Goose: A family group of 4 (2 ads + 2 juvs) were on Thorney Island
on Aug 24
Ruddy Shelduck: One has been in the Keyhaven area near Lymington from Aug
19 to 25 (maybe present there since the first report on July 31). In East Anglia a
group of three juveniles were present in Essex recently
Teal: 43 flew past Dungeness on Aug 21 and next day 79 were present at Rye
Harbour. By Aug 23 there were 114 in Christchurch Harbour.
Garganey: Two eclipse birds were on the 'Balancing Pond' (SZ 311921) at
Keyhaven on Aug 19 and two were at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 21. when one
was at Titchfield Haven. The two were still at Keyhaven on Aug 24 and at least one
was there on Aug 25

Eider: Around 30 were off the Lymington shore on Aug 24
Goosander: Two birds flew over Christchurch Harbour on Aug 24 - presumably
birds which have attempted to breed in the Avon valley
Honey Buzzard: Five sightings this week - on Aug 22 one flew (north!) over
Portland and one was seen in Poole Harbour.On Aug 24 one was over the Purbeck
coast and two flew over the Isle of Wight where one was seen on Aug 25
Marsh Harrier: On Aug 19 one was still at Brading Marshes (IoW) - there since
Aug 17 - and on Aug 20 one was over Farlington Marshes while another was seen at
Christchurch Harbour on Aug 21. There were three more sightings in Dorset on Aug
22
Hen Harrier: A very early returnee to Sussex was hunting over the Selsey west
fields on Aug 21 and maybe the same bird roosted at Newtown Harbour (IoW) on
Aug 25
Montagu's Harrier: A juvenile was over Luccombe Down (IoW) on Aug 19 and a
female flew east over Christchurch Harbour on Aug 25
Osprey: Among this week's reports are a sighting of four in the Arne/Middlebere
area of Poole Harbour on Aug 19 and a juvenile flying inland from Langstone
Harbour on the evening of Aug 20 (it was going north east and this suggested to me
that it might be using the trees around the Brickkiln Pond at Stansted as a night
roost - I think there have been suggestions that birds have used this site in the
past). On Aug 21 one was fishing off Lepe at the mouth of Southampton Water and
on Aug 22 one was over Hatchet Pond in the New Forest (with three others seen in
Poole Harbour that day)
Merlin: One seen at Portland on Aug 22 was the first reported anywhere on the
south coast since May 13. Aug 24 brought sightings from Farlington Marshes, the
Selsey area and Ventnor Downs (IoW). On Aug 25 another was in the Weymouth
area
Hobby: On Aug 20 one flew south over Christchurch Harbour and carried on out to
sea, presumably leaving us. This was one of twelve reports during the past week
which included a sighting at Farlington Marshes and proof of breeding on the IoW
(adult feeding juvenile)
Red-legged Partridge: Around 70 recently released birds were in fields near Old
Winchester Hill on Aug 24
Avocet: This week's sightings include one feeding at Hayling Oysterbeds on the
evening of Aug 22 and a total of 90 at Brownsea Island lagoon on Aug 24
Stone Curlew: The first report of one flying south came from the Isle of Wight on
Aug 25 when one went over Newtown Harbour
Ringed Plover: More than 50 came to the Hayling Oysterbeds area as the tide rose
on the evening of Aug 21 but there had been 100 there on Aug 19

Kentish Plover: Two were seen at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 21
Golden Plover: By Aug 21 the roost on the shore at Rye Harbour numbered 127
birds but of more interest locally a party of 25 flew south west over Pulborough
Brooks that day, maybe heading for the Hampshire shore.
Knot: On Aug 21 there were 40 in Pagham Harbour and other recent local counts
have been six at Titchfield Haven on Aug 19, two at Hook/Warsash on Aug 20 and
four at Lepe on Aug 21. On Aug 22 there were 28 at Christchurch Harbour an d18 at
Rye Harbour, while on Aug 25 a party of 13 flew over Titchfield Haven without
stopping
Little Stint: One was at Hythe on Southampton Water on Aug 19 the week brought
eleven other reports
Temmincks Stint: One was at Rye Harbour on Aug 24
White-rumped Sandpiper: One at Brownsea Island in Poole Harbour on Aug 21
(another had been seen in the Shetlands on Aug 16) and was still at Brownsea on
Aug 25
Purple Sandpiper: Following the two at Southsea Castle on Aug 15 one was on
Hurst Beach west of Lymington on Aug 18 and 21. Another has been seen at
Portland on Aug 23 and 24
Ruff: These have been reported at six sout coast sites this week with 9 birds
together at Rye Harbour on Aug 24 and one at Lymington on Aug 25
Black-tailed Godwit: The number in Emsworth harbour increased from around
30 on Aug 20 to 88 on Aug 24
Bar-tailed Godwit: The first major arrival of the autumn was a flock of 380 at
Dungeness on Aug 19
Yellowlegs species: A 'Greenshank sized bird with bright yellow legs' was seen in
Poole Harbour (Brands Bay area) on Aug 20 and again on Aug 21 - probably a Lesser
Yellowlegs but so far not identified.
Turnstone: A flock of 38 was on the Lymington shore on Aug 19 and by Aug 21
there were more than 78 on the Titchfield Haven shore
Red-necked Phalarope: One made an overnight stopover in the Lymington area
from Aug 23 to 24
Pomarine Skua: The first to be reported since July 10 was off Dungeness on Aug
24
Sabine's Gull: A juvenile flew past Selsey Bill on Aug 18 (an adult was in Wales last
week with another at Rutland Water)
Little Tern: The Portsmouth NEWS this week quoted a West Sussex County
Councillor as saying that 8 pairs of Little Tern had nested on Pagham Spit this

summer and had fledged five young. This is said to be the first time Little Terns have
nested at Pagham Harbour for ten years
Black Tern: 100 of these were at Dungeness on Aug 22 with smaller numbers at
several sites during the week. Well inland there were 19 at Weir Wood reservoir on
Aug 22 with 28 at Bewl Water that same day
White-winged Black Tern: On Aug 20 a juvenile was seen at Dungeness and
that evening a juvenile was in Langstone Harbour, seen from the Oysterbeds. On
Aug 21 another juvenile was seen at Weir Wood reservoir in north Sussex and one
spent a couple of days at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on Aug 22/23
Departing migrants: The following have been reported in the past few days ...
Turtle Dove: Singles reported at five sites this week
Cuckoo: Three seen in West Sussex, one at Dungeness and one at Christchurch
Harbour
Nightjar: One at Abbotsbury on the Dorset coast on Aug 22
Swift: Reports from six sites including 20 at Lymington and 'dozens' over the Pett
Level pools. On Aug 23 there were 16 at Christchurch and on Aug 24 one was seen
still entering a nest site in a factory roof at Romsey. Latest sighting was of three at
Christchurch on Aug 25
Wryneck: The first of autumn on the south coast was at Christchurch Harbour on
Aug 22 and since then there have been sightings at Portland, Hastings, Lymington
and at two IoW sites
Sand Martin: 1800 flew over Christchurch Harbour on Aug 22 and 110 went over
there on Aug 23
Swallow: The passage at Christchurch on Aug 22 and 23 was 1000 and 1700
respectively
House Martin: The Christchurch counts of House Martins on Aug 22 and 23 were
of 500 and 450. Similar but smaller counts of hirundines came from several other
sites this week
Richard's/Tawny Pipit: A bird seen at Hope Gap near Seaford on Aug 24 was
reported as a possible Richard's Pipit but Bernie Forbes suggested it was more
likely to have been a Tawny Pipit at this time of year.
Tree Pipit: Around 100 were at Portland on Aug 22 - just one of 21 reports this
week
Meadow Pipit: Around 20 were on the Gipsies Plain south of Havant Thicket on
Aug 20 with a similar number at Selsey west fields that day
Yellow Wagtail: 150 at Rye Harbour on Aug 19 and 60 at Dungeness on Aug 21
were just two of 28 reports this week

Grey Wagtail: These are also now on the move with six reports - max count of 15
at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 25
White Wagtail: First autumn report is of 7 at Portland on Aug 25
Nightingale: Singles at Beachy Head on Aug 18 and 20 with two there on Aug 24
when one was at Dungeness
Common Redstart: Three at Luccombe Down (IoW) on Aug 20. By Aug 24 there
were 20 at each of Ventnor Downs and Portland
Whinchat: 38 reports this week with a max of 35 at Portland on Aug 24
Stonechat: Reports of two at Hook/Warsash on Aug 23, one at Farlington Marshes
on Aug 24 and six at Hook on Aug 25 seems to indicate a return to wintering coastal
sites
Wheatear: Largest count was of 200 at Portland on Aug 23
Grasshopper Warbler: Fourteen reports this week including a group of three at
Christchurch Harbour on Aug 20
Aquatic Warbler: Second of the autumn was at Radipole (Weymouth) on Aug 22
after one there on Aug 12
Sedge Warbler: Eighteen at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 20 plus ten other
reports
Reed Warbler: Only five reports including eight at Beachy Head on Aug 20
Icterine Warbler: First report for the year from the IoW West High Down area on
Aug 25
Dartford Warbler: Aug 20 brought a further sighting of a juvenile on Sinah
Common near the min-golf course
Lesser Whitethroat: Thriteen reports include a count of 12 in the Brede valley
near Rye on Aug 19
Common Whitethroat: Eighty in the Brede valley near Rye on Aug 19 was the
biggest of 23 reported counts this week
Garden Warbler: 15 reports with a max count of 20 at Portland on Aug 24
Blackcap: 12 reports include a count of 8 at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 20 (and
a male in my Havant garden on Aug 21)
Wood Warbler: Just one report of a single bird at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 24
Willow Warbler: 24 reports include a count of 100 at Portland on Aug 24
Goldcrest: One at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 20 seems to be the first autumn
mover - 12 birds there on Aug 25

Spotted Flycatcher: 21 reports with a max of 50 at Portland on Aug 24. Nearer
home 6 were in the Botley Woods on Aug 24
Pied Flycatcher: 11 reports with a peak of 15 at Portland on Aug 24
Rook: After the news of many hundred roosting in Midhurst on Aug 12 a report of
many flying in off the Solent at Hook on Aug 23 suggests that the winter roost in
northern Gosport (from which birds fly out daily to feed as far away as the New
Forest) may be in use again.
Carrion Crow: A count of 200 at Weston on the Southampton Water shore on Aug
19
Starling: A flock of around 500 at Farlington Marshes on Aug 24 suggests that
continental birds are already reaching us for the winter
Serin: One flew over Portland on Aug 23
Goldfinch: Autumn flocks are now feeding on thistle seeds. On Aug 19 a flock of 50
was at Climping on the Sussex shore and on Aug 23 a flock of 40+ was at the
Langstone South Moors
Linnet: On Aug 24 a flock of 60 were at Old Winchester Hill in the Meon Valley and
90 were at Rye Harbour
Corn Bunting: 19 at Rye Harbour on Aug 21 - the first flock reported here since
May 6
Escapes: On Aug 22 a female Saker crashed into a building at Walberton in the
Arundel area and was rescued by someone from the Earnley Falconry Centre (is this
a new organisation or another name for the Sussex Falconry Centre based between
Chichester and Birdham?)
INSECTS
(Skip to Plants)
Dragonflies:
Common Darter: Although these have been on the wing since June 9 they
have been in short supply so far this summer. Sightings at Brook Meadow in
Emsworth on Aug 24 and 25 may signal the start of their general appearance.
Butterflies:
Adonis Blue: The summer brood emerged at Mill Hill (Shoreham) with 48
seen there on Aug 25 (including four mating pairs)
Small Tortoiseshell: Aug 25 brought counts of 14 on one Buddleia at Rye
Harbour and 10+ in the Cuckmere Valley - I even had a fresh specimen on
Portsdown that day.
Marbled White: One was still flying at Durlston on Aug 25

Moths
Cydia amplana: First of these migrants taken at Brockenhurst in the New
Forest on Aug 23
Udea fulvalis: First also at Brockenhurst on Aug 23
Clay Triple-lines: First reported at Friston near Eastbourne on Aug 24
Oblique Striped: This unexpected find at Rye Harbour on Aug 25 was
thought to have come from a population at nearby Camber
Hoary Footman: First at Hailsham on Aug 24
Great Dart: First at Portland on Aug 23
Hedge Rustic: First at Brockenhurst on Aug 23
Scar Bank Gem: This was only the 15th record for Britain when it turned up
at Portland on Aug 24
Caterpillars: Two people have reported finds of Elephant Hawkmoth
caterpillars in gardens at Havant and Emsworth this week
Other Insects
Helophilus hoverfly species: A large hoverfly with longitudinal
yellow/black stripes on its thorax and broad horizontal bands of the same
colours on its abdomen was seen but not identified by me on Portsdown on
Aug 25
Chrysotoxum bicinctum hoverfly: One reported at Durlston country park
on Aug 19
Coneheads: Both Long and Short-winged species were found at Rye
Harbour on Aug 25
Bush Crickets: Grey Bush Crickets were seen at Rye Harbour on Aug 25
and a late report from Aug 16 is of many Roesels's on St Catherine's Hill at
Winchester
Pimpla instigator Ichneumon: What was probably one of these was on
our Havant kitchen window in sunshine on Aug 26 - the all black body and
coloured legs (supposed to be orange but seen by me as red) agree with this
species which is listed as the 'commonest of the 4000 species of Ichneumon
found in Europe'. It was a female with a substantial ovipositor.
Wasp Spider (Argiope bruennichi): My first of the autumn seen on
Hayling on Aug 21 and on Aug 23 I found four on the South Moors seawall,
then saw more than 6 on Portsdown on Aug 24. Aug 25 brought a report of 10
around Lime Kiln Cottage (warden's house) at Rye Harbour
PLANTS

(Skip to Other Wildlife)
Sea Spleenwort: Reported from Durlston on Aug 20. This only grows on rocks
exposed to sea spray and the Durlston site is probably the easternmost on the south
coast (the species is not found in Hampshire or anywhere on the coast up to
Yorkshire)
Yellow Horned Poppy: A plant in flower on Aug 21 at the south end of the Stoke
Bay area on west Hayling (SU 715 024) may represent an extension of the range of
this species around the Langstone Harbour shore
Common Gorse: First flowers of the new season found on a single (dying) bush
beside the Hayling coastal path on Aug 21. First flowers were reported at Durlston
on Aug 10. None flowering locally since June 4 but flower buds could be seen on
bushes at Brook Meadow in Emsworth on Aug 24
White Melilot: First find of this in flower for the year seems to have been my find
of it on Portsdown on Aug 25
Bladder Senna: Several bushes of this seem to be recent additions to the
driveway into Leigh Park Gardens - the bright yellow flowers and translucent seed
pods seen on Aug 20
Dog Rose: Several more bushes had a total of 20+ flowers on the Langstone South
Moors shore on Aug 23
Purple Loosestrife: I had seen this in flower in a garden at Fishbourne near
Chichester on July 11 but my first sight of it in natural surroundings was by the
Langbrook stream at Langstone immediately north of Mill Lane (viewed from the
public path across the small hay meadow) on Aug 23
Ivy: First flowers were open on Aug 23 on a bush overhanging and washed by the
water of the Langbrook stream south of Mill Lane
Pepper Saxifrage: Several plants flowering beside the Hayling Coastal Path on
Aug 21 were the first I have seen in flower this year other than a single plant in
Havant Thicket on June 19 (it was also reported flowering at Durlston on July 18)
White Lace Flower (Orlya grandiflora): This is the presumed id of a very
distinctive white flowered umbellifer which I found on the Langstone South Moors
on Aug 23. I sent a description and photos (courtesy of Brian Fellows) to Martin
Rand for identification and his opinion is that it is Orlya grandiflora (and would be
only the first or second record of it in the wild in Britain - the genus is not even listed
in Stace's Flora). On Aug 27 I hope to take it to Eric Clement for formal
identification. This species occurs in the wild in both France and Germany, and is a
popular garden flower which is grown in Britain.
Lesser Skullcap: My first find of this in flower this year was of a small clump at a
'new to me' site in the Long Avenue leading from Leigh Park Gardens to Havant
Thicket on Aug 20

Skullcap: Brian Fellows found the first flowers of this at a regular site by the
Lumley Mill Stream at Emsworth on Aug 20
Devils Bit Scabious: First flowers in Havant Thicket on Aug 20 (more found on
Portsdown on Aug 25)
Groundsel: The uncommon form of this with 'rayed' flowers was found at a regular
location in the Warblington farm fields by Brian Fellows on Aug 21
Canadian Goldenrod: Although I had seen this flowering 'out of county' on Aug
16 my first sight of it locally was on Portsdown on Aug 25
Ploughman's Spikenard: My first record of this in flower locally was on
Portsdown on Aug 25 but it has probably been out for a month or more
Sneezewort: First find of this in flower for the year was in the Gipsies Plain fields
south of Havant Thicket on Aug 20. Found at several places in the 'orchid ditch'.
Carline Thistle: My first record of this in flower for the year was my own find on
Portsdown on Aug 25
Lesser Hawkbit: A plant growing on the 'earth mound' above the tern island in the
lagoon at the Hayling Oysterbeds on Aug 21 was possibly an addition to the plant
list for this site.
Hawkweed (Hieracium subaudum): Newly flowering in Havant Thicket on Aug
20
Green Bristle Grass (Setaria viridis): Found on Aug 21 by Brian Fellows
flowering in Warblington cemetery (where it has occurred in past years)
OTHER WILDLIFE
Ray species: On Aug 17 a search of the Rye Harbour shore found the egg cases
of four different Ray species washed up after the young had hatched.
The common name for these cases is Mermaid's Purses and the shape of each
purse distinquishes the species to which it belongs - the number and variety found
is of interest to the Shark Trust which uses them to monitor the breeding of the
various species in British waters.
Totals were ..
Thornback Ray (Raja clavata) 54
Spotted Ray (Raja montagui) 14
Blonde Ray (Raja brachyura) 1
Undulate Ray (Raja undulata) 3.
Fungi: Both Blackening and Parrot Waxcaps appeared on my lawn this week
and on Aug 23 while out in the Havant area I came on a cluster of tall Coprinus (C.

lagopus type) and a huge display of small grey-white Mycena type fungi
growing on the exposed roots of an old Horse Chestnut tree in Wade Lane at
Langstone
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR AUG 20 - 26 (WEEK 34 OF 2007)
Sun 26 Aug
(Link to previous day’s entry)
Summary of past week’s news
My latest weekly summary of reports is now available by clicking Weekly
Summary here
An Ichneumon in my kitchen
During the morning a large Ichneumon fly got into our kitchen and allowed me a
close look at it on the window before it left. The size, length of ovipositor, and all
black body with brightly coloured legs all pointed to Pimpla instigator, and as that
is said to be the commonest of 4000 Ichneumon species found in Europe I am
probably right in thinking so.
Sat 25 Aug
(Link to previous day’s entry)
South face of central Portsdown
This morning I drove to the west side of Fort Widley on Portsdown and walked from
there along the south face of the hill most of the way to Fort Southwick to add a few
more flowers to my week list. By the end of today I had precisely 200 species found
in flower during the week if I include a plant which I found on the South Moors on
Thursday but could not identify at the time - with the help of Brian Fellows who took
photos of the plant we have recieved from Martin Rand (plant recorder for south
Hamsphire) a tentative name of White Lace Flower (Orlaya grandiflora).
Hopefully we will have confirmation of the id next week, but Martin is hopeful that
he is right and that this will be one of the very first wild finds of Orlaya grandiflora
for Britain (it does occur in both France and Germany - and is grown by some
gardeners in Britain).
Coming back to Portsdown I added several species to my week list and found my
very first White Melilot for the year. I also saw my first Chalkhill Blue
butterflies plus fresh specimens of Small Tortoiseshell and Painted Lady as
well as a large hoverfly which I think was of the Helophilus family (bold black and
yellow longditudinal stripes on its thorax as well as broad black and yellow bands
around its abdomen) but cannot give it a specific name.
Thu 23 Aug
(Link to previous day’s entry)
Havant, Southmoor and Langstone

This morning I walked down the Langbrook stream to the South Moors, coming
back along the shore and via Langstone Pond. I had been intending to have a look
at the Budds Farm Pools but found that the top of Budds Mound was occupied by
Travellers, solving the puzzle as to what the Portsmouth NEWS meant by referring
to a Traveller's camp in 'a field off Southmoor Lane'.
Before setting out I found a single Blackening Waxcap in my lawn and en route
I passed a clump of Coprinus lagopus type fungi while coming back up up the
narrow section of Wade Lane south of Wade Court I was delighted with a huge
display of tiny light grey Mycena type fungi on the roots of one of the old
Horse Chestnut trees (the roots are exposed in the earth bank forming the side of
the lane).
By the end of the outing my plant list for the week had increased by 42 to 174
species and those added today included a lovely display of Purple Loosestrife
growing by the Langbrook stream in the section just north of Mill Lane where you
see it from the public path across a small grass field. A less welcome addition was
the Himalayan Balsam further upstream, but the South Moors gave better finds
such as Tufted Forget-me-not, Corky Fruited Water Dropwort and
Brookweed plus Hairy Buttercup, Celery Leaved Buttercup and Marsh
Arrowgrass.
Also seen on the Moors was a group of three Whinchat with plenty of Swallows
and House Martins overhead. Just one Wheatear was seen. perched on
seaweed covered stones at the tide line below the sea wall - inside the wall I passed
at least four Wasp Spiders but could not find any Slender Hare's Ear.
Turning up stream from the shore I passed a good 20 Dog Rose flowers, and
from the bridge leading into the small hay field I had my best find of the day - the
first flowers on Ivy, open and attracting the insects.
Back in Havant I had a look at the Lymbourne triangle wildflower meadow which is
still bright with Corn Marigold and Cornflower. Perhaps I should not count these
planted flowers but I have no hesitation in adding Danewort to the end of my list.
Wed 22 Aug
(Link to previous day’s entry)
Mid-week Summary
BIRDS
(Skip to Insects)
Black-throated Diver: No divers yet back on the south coast but news from Lee
Evans of a first summer bird in Warwickshire last week indicates that they are
possibly on their way.
Cory's Shearwater: One (and possibly a second) was off Portland on Aug 19. The
only other record of this species this year is Andy Johnson's distant sighting of one
off Hayling Island on July 4

Sooty Shearwater: Numbers increasing with 8 off Selsey and 5 off Portland, both
on Aug 18
Purple Heron: One was at Frensham Little Pond on Aug 20 (and the juvenile
Night Heron was still at Hastings that day)
Teal: 43 flew past Dungeness on Aug 21 and next day 79 were present at Rye
Harbour
Garganey: Two eclipse birds were on the 'Balancing Pond' (SZ 311921) at
Keyhaven on Aug 19 and two were at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 21
Marsh Harrier: On Aug 19 one was still at Brading Marshes (IoW) - there since
Aug 17 - and on Aug 20 one was over Farlington Marshes while another was seen at
Christchurch Harbour on Aug 21
Hen Harrier: A very early returnee to Sussex was hunting over the Selsey west
fields on Aug 21 (in 2005 one was back on Aug 31)
Montagu's Harrier: A juvenile was over Luccombe Down (IoW) on Aug 19
Osprey: Among this week's reports are a sighting of four in the Arne/Middlebere
area of Poole Harbour on Aug 19 and a juvenile flying inland from Langstone
Harbour on the evening of Aug 20 (it was going north east and this suggested to me
that it might be using the trees around the Brickkiln Pond at Stansted as a night
roost - I think there have been suggestions that birds have used this site in the past)
Hobby: On Aug 20 one flew south over Christchurch Harbour and carried on out to
sea, presumably leaving us.
Ringed Plover: More than 50 came to the Hayling Oysterbeds area as the tide rose
on the evening of Aug 21
Kentish Plover: Two were seen at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 21
Golden Plover: By Aug 21 the roost on the shore at Rye Harbour numbered 127
birds but of more interest locally a party of 25 flew south west over Pulborough
Brooks that day, maybe heading for the Hampshire shore.
Knot: On Aug 21 there were 40 in Pagham Harbour and other recent local counts
have been six at Titchfield Haven on Aug 19, two at Hook/Warsash on Aug 20 and
four at Lepe on Aug 21
Little Stint: One was at Hythe on Southampton Water on Aug 19
White-rumped Sandpiper: One at Brownsea Island in Poole Harbour on Aug 21
(another had been seen in the Shetlands on Aug 16)
Purple Sandpiper: Following the two at Southsea Castle on Aug 15 one was on
Hurst Beach west of Lymington on Aug 18 and 21
Bar-tailed Godwit: The first major arrival of the autumn was a flock of 380 at
Dungeness on Aug 19

Yellowlegs species: A 'Greenshank sized bird with bright yellow legs' was
seen in Poole Harbour (Brands Bay area) on Aug 20 and again on Aug 21 - probably
a Lesser Yellowlegs but so far not identified.
Turnstone: A flock of 38 was on the Lymington shore on Aug 19 and by Aug 21
there were more than 78 on the Titchfield Haven shore
Sabine's Gull: A juvenile flew past Selsey Bill on Aug 18 (an adult was in Wales last
week with another at Rutland Water)
Black Tern: 24 of these were at Dungeness on Aug 20 with smaller numbers at
several sites during the week
White-winged Black Tern: On Aug 20 a juvenile was seen at Dungeness and
that evening a juvenile was in Langstone Harbour, seen from the Oysterbeds. On
Aug 21 another juvenile was seen at Weir Wood reservoir in north Sussex
Departing migrants: The following have been reported in the past few days ...
Turtle Dove: one near Lewes on Aug 18
Cuckoo: Two seen in West Sussex, one at Dungeness and one at
Christchurch Harbour
Swift: Reports from six sites including 20 at Lymington and 'dozens' over the
Pett Level pools
Wryneck: Not local but the first report of autumn passage is of two in Suffolk
in the last few days
Sand Martin, Swallow and House Martin: All on the move in substantial
numbers including 300 House Martins over Pulborough Brooks and 200+
over Titchfield Haven (both on Aug 21).
Tree Pipit: 50 were at Portland on Aug 21
Meadow Pipit: Around 20 were on the Gipsies Plain south of Havant Thicket
on Aug 20 with a similar number at Selsey west fields that day
Yellow Wagtail: 150 at Rye Harbour on Aug 19 and 60 at Dungeness on
Aug 21
Nightingale: Singles at Beachy Head on Aug 18 and 20
Common Redstart: Three at Luccombe Down (IoW) on Aug 20
Whinchat: Eleven in the Selsey west fields on Aug 20 plus reports from four
other sites
Wheatear: Largest count was of 30 at Portland on Aug 21
Grasshopper Warbler: Three at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 20 plus
reports from three other sites

Sedge Warbler: Eighteen at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 20
Reed Warbler: Eight at Beachy Head on Aug 20
Lesser Whitethroat: Twelve in the Brede valley near Rye on Aug 19
Common Whitethroat: Eighty in the Brede valley near Rye on Aug 19
Garden Warbler: Four in the Climping area near the mouth of the Arun on
Aug 19
Blackcap: Eight at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 20 (and a male in my
Havant garden on Aug 21)
Willow Warbler: Seventy at Portland on Aug 20
Goldcrest: One at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 20 seems to be the first
autumn mover
Spotted Flycatcher: Two at Portland on Aug 19
Carrion Crow: A count of 200 at Weston on the Southampton Water shore on Aug
19
Corn Bunting: 19 at Rye Harbour on Aug 21 - the first flock reported here since
May 6
INSECTS
(Skip to Plants)
Chrysotoxum bicinctum hoverfly: One reported at Durlston country park on
Aug 19
Wasp Spider (Argiope bruennichi): My first of the autumn seen on Hayling on
Aug 21
PLANTS
(Skip to Other Wildlife)
Sea Spleenwort: Reported from Durlston on Aug 20. This only grows on rocks
exposed to sea spray and the Durlston site is probably the easternmost on the south
coast (the species is not found in Hampshire or anywhere on the coast up to
Yorkshire)
Yellow Horned Poppy: A plant in flower on Aug 21 at the south end of the Stoke
Bay area on west Hayling (SU 715 024) may represent an extension of the range of
this species around the Langstone Harbour shore
Common Gorse: First flowers of the new season found on a single (dying) bush
beside the Hayling coastal path on Aug 21. First flowers were reported at Durlston
on Aug 10. None flowering locally since June 4

Bladder Senna: Several bushes of this seem to be recent additions to the
driveway into Leigh Park Gardens - the bright yellow flowers and translucent seed
pods seen on Aug 20
Pepper Saxifrage: Several plants flowering beside the Hayling Coastal Path on
Aug 21 were the first I have seen in flower this year other than a single plant in
Havant Thicket on June 19 (it was also reported flowering at Durlston on July 18)
Lesser Skullcap: My first find of this in flower this year was of a small clump at a
'new to me' site in the Long Avenue leading from Leigh Park Gardens to Havant
Thicket on Aug 20
Skullcap: Brian Fellows found the first flowers of this at a regular site by the
Lumley Mill Stream at Emsworth on Aug 20
Devils Bit Scabious: First flowers in Havant Thicket on Aug 20
Groundsel: The uncommon form of this with 'rayed' flowers was found at a
regular location in the Warblington farm fields by Brian Fellows on Aug 21
Sneezewort: First find of this in flower for the year was in the Gipsies Plain fields
south of Havant Thicket on Aug 20. Found at several places in the 'orchid ditch'.
Lesser Hawkbit: A plant growing on the 'earth mound' above the tern island in the
lagoon at the Hayling Oysterbeds on Aug 21 was possibly an addition to the plant
list for this site.
Hawkweed (Hieracium subaudum): Newly flowering in Havant Thicket on Aug
20
Green Bristle Grass (Setaria viridis): Found on Aug 21 by Brian Fellows
flowering in Warblington cemetery (where it has occurred in past years)
Purple Moor Grass: Fully flowering in Havant Thicket on Aug 20
OTHER WILDLIFE
Ray species: On Aug 17 a search of the Rye Harbour shore found the egg
cases of four different Ray species washed up after the young had
hatched.
The common name for these cases is Mermaid's Purses and the shape of
each purse distinquishes the species to which it belongs - the number
and variety found is of interest to the Shark Trust which uses them to
monitor the breeding of the various species in British waters.
Totals were ..
Thornback Ray (Raja clavata) 54
Spotted Ray (Raja montagui) 14
Blonde Ray (Raja brachyura) 1
Undulate Ray (Raja undulata) 3.
Tue 21 Aug
(Link to previous day’s entry)

North-west Hayling
This afternoon I cycled over Langstone Bridge and down the coastal
path as far as Saltmarsh Lane, returning the same way against a stiff
breeze.
At the Oysterbeds the tide was rising but the main bird interest was in
Stoke Bay where more than 50 Ringed Plover were arriving for a high
tide roost, showing well on the mud still exposed at the north end of the
bay. On the bar of the bay 350+ Oystercatcher were gathered.
The earth mound behind the Tern Island of the Oysterbeds added one
new plant species with Lesser Hawkbit, and in the rough grass just east
of the mound the number of flowering spikes of Amphibious Bistort had
increased to seven though the leaves had mainly disappeared from the
plants making them less easy to spot.
South of Stoke Bay, approaching the pill box where a path goes off to
West Lane, I found several clumps of Pepper Saxifrage (today's target)
in flower, and in the hedge separating the track from the open West
Lane fields I found my other target - the first Gorse flowers of the
autumn (though only on one bush that was half dead).
In the open space which you cross to get from the coastal path to
Saltmarsh Lane some Pale Flax was still flowering, and among it a little
searching turned up one plant of Slender Hare's Ear and my first Golden
Orb spider (Argiope bruennichi) of the autumn.
A couple of other botanic notes were of Yellow-horned Poppy flowering
on the shingle at the southern end of the Stoke Bay bar (where the
shingle ridge eventually meets the coastal path), and of mass flowering
of Spotted Medick. At the end of this trip my count of flowering species
for the week (i.e. yesterday and today) was up to 132
Mon 20 Aug
(Link to previous day’s entry)
Around Staunton Country Park
This morning I walked from the Staunton Country Park carpark north up
the Long Avenue to Havant Thicket , then east along the southern part of
the woodland before coming back over the Gipsies Plain grassland and
through Hammonds Land Coppice.
My main target was Devil's Bit Scabious, which had not been in flower
on my last visit, and I found this among just over 100 other flowering
plants including a bonus find of Lesser Skullcap growing in the Long
Avenue where I have not seen it before. Another new flower for the year
was the Hawkweed Hieracium subaudum with its many leaves and soft
hairs, and another which was plentiful in several places on the route

that I took was Betony which has been out for ages but not seen by me
until today.
Probably the best place for flowers on today's route was what I call the
'Orchid Ditch' path across the Gipsies Plain. No orchids at this late date
but among other things both Sneezewort and Dwarf Gorse were found
here, and at the southern end of the path (back on the main track just
before it enters Hammonds Land Coppice) I found Marsh Woundwort.
On the open grassland of the plain was a flock of at least 20 Meadow
Pipits, presumably on their way south but in no hurry to get there, and in
the bushes above the orchid ditch I watched a Whitethroat while a
Swallow flew by. Little other bird life though I did hear the chatter of a
Nuthatch briefly and passed another Wood Pigeon eggshell.
Back in the ornamental part of Leigh Park Gardens several bushes of
Bladder Senna had large yellow flowers and translucent seed capsules (I
think these are a new addition as I don't recall seeing them in previous
years).

SUMMARY FOR AUG 13 - 19 (WEEK 33 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Sooty Shearwater: Up to 3 were off Portland in mid-July and one has been seen
there again on Aug 13 and 15 - by Aug 18 five were seen there.
Balearic Shearwater: Now becoming more numerous and widespread. On Aug
14 the count at Portland was 16 with sightings at Branksome Chine in Bournemouth
and at Hurst spit that day with three as far east as Dungeness. On Aug 15 one was
off Milford on sea and on Aug 18 five were seen from Christchurch Harbour.
Storm Petrel: Four off Christchurch Harbour on Aug 15 were the first reported
anywhere since July 17
Gannet: On Aug 14 more than 550 were seen from Hurst Beach near the Needles
but at Portland that day brought a huge day count of more than 5000 (double the
previous record day count made there in Oct 1988)
Night Heron: An unconfirmed report of a juvenile roosting in Alexandra Park at
Hastings on the evening of Aug 14 has subsequently been substantiated by many
observers and photos. The bird was still present on Aug 19 and is thought to have
been there for a week or more. One had previously visited this town centre park site
in 1996 (June 26 to July 3)
Great White Egret: One was among gulls on the beach at Dungeness for 20
minutes on Aug 15

Purple Heron: A 'probable only' report of one in Poole Harbour on Aug 12
Spoonbill: No reports from Dorset since Aug 13 but on Aug 15 one arrived at
Titchfield Haven (last sighting there was on July 15). It was still at Titchfield on Aug
18 at least
Barnacle Goose: It seems that the Baffins Gang is not yet extinct. On Aug 18 six
Barnacles were at Baffins Pond with the white hybrid plus one Embden.
Bar-headed Goose: On Aug 18 one was on coastal fields south of Thatchers
Copse (just west of Titchfield Haven) with 50+ Canadas and 10 Greylags
Shelduck: A single juvenile seen at Alresford Pond (near the source of the Itchen
north of Winchester) on Aug 17 seems to indicate inland breeding
Teal: Counts of 15 at Needs Ore in the Solent on Aug 11 and of 22 at Brading
Marshes (IoW) on Aug 17 shows that more are returning
Garganey: This weeks reports of departing migrants includes one flying past
Portland on Aug 12, one at the Drayton pit east of Chichester on Aug 16, two at Rye
Harbour on Aug 17 and two at Keyhaven Marshes (Lymington) on Aug 18
Eider: 32 were off the Lymington marshes on Aug 17 (and two off Church Norton
on Aug 16)
Mallard: Last week I saw a new family of ducklings on Langstone Pond and on Aug
14 a family of five hatched at the Portsmouth IBM site
Honey Buzzard: One flew west over the Blashford Lakes at Ringwood, 'displaying
continuously', on Aug 13
Marsh Harrier: A migrant was seen hunting over fields on the IoW on Aug 12
Sparrowhawk: A male was feeding two noisy newly fledged young at the Sussex
University site on Aug 13. Another pair with at least two fledged young was at
Horsham on Aug 17 and a single juvenile was seen at the Lymington marshes on
that day
Buzzard: Several reports indicate that they have had a good breeding season and
plenty of young are now on the wing
Osprey: Three were still in Poole Harbour on Aug 17 and one was still at Newtown
Harbour (IoW) on Aug 16. On Aug 17 there was another sighting of one around
Thorney Island - seen eating a fish on the old airfield landing lights (south end near
Longmere Point)
Spotted Crake: No further news of the one at Farlington Marshes on Aug 11 but
on Aug 16 one arrived at Christchurch Harbour
Oystercatcher: The single youngster which hatched from a nest on the roof of a
building at the Portsmouth IBM site has now fledged and was seen on the ground
with one parent on Aug 14

Ringed Plover: Numbers now building with counts of 43 at Christchurch Harbour
on Aug 16 and 170 at Ferrybridge (Weymouth) on Aug 17
Kentish Plover: A report of three at the Lymington Marshes on Aug 13 aroused
some controversy. While there is a possibility of confusion with juvenile Ringed
Plover one group of birders said they could not have been Kentish Plovers
because 'they' did not see them - others maintained that recent sightings of
Kentish Plover at Christchurch Harbour and Weymouth, plus the rapid turnover of
birds coming and going on the Lymington shore, made it quite likely that the
reporter did see Kentish Plovers which vanished before other birders could see
them
Golden Plover: The flock of 21 which arrived at Rye Harbour on Aug 7 had
increased to 29 birds by Aug 12
Grey Plover: More than 20 were on the Lymington marshes shore on Aug 13 and
they can now be seen at most coastal sites
Knot: Reported this week from five sites but the highest count was only four birds
Sanderling: Highest count this week was of 24 at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 15
Little Stint: On Aug 12 three were at Ferrybridge (Weymouth), on Aug 13 two
were on the Lymington shore and on Aug 14 one was in Pagham Harbour at Church
Norton. Since then they have been seen at four other sites
Curlew Sandpiper: Two were in Christchurch Harbour on Aug 13 and one was on
the Lymington shore on Aug 17
Purple Sandpiper: Two were seen at Southsea Castle on Aug 15, only a few days
earlier than the first arrivals in the past two years. In 2006 the first was at Portland
on Aug 23 followed by Bembridge (IoW) on Aug 27. In 2005 the first also reached
Portland on Aug 23. There have been July sightings in Hampshire in the past
(suggesting summering birds) and one was at Pegwell Bay in Kent on July 24 in
2005
Ruff: There have been sightings of one or two at each of four sites between Aug 13
and 18. On Aug 17 there were three birds at the Lymington marshes.
Green Sandpiper: On Aug 12 the count at Southampton Lower Test was up to 12
birds. These, as well as Common and Wood Sandpipers, are now widespread
along the coast.
Med Gull: 50 were present at the Brading Marshes (IoW) on Aug 14
Common Gull: Ones and twos have been back for some time but a count of 15 at
Fishbourne (IoW) on Aug 12 suggests that numbers will soon increase
Little Tern: An unspecified number were still present at the mouth of Pagham
Harbour on Aug 14

Black Tern: The count at Dungeness was up to 18 on Aug 17 and on Aug 14 one
was seen at Sidlesham Ferry and three were in Pagham Harbour mouth - two more
were in the Lymington Hurst area that day. On Aug 16 three were over Ivy Lake at
Chichester and on Aug 17 one was among the terns coming to roost in the Kench
area of Langstone Harbour while on Aug 18 an adult plus a juvenile were on Ryde
Sands (IoW)
Razorbill: A juvenile was off Hordle cliffs near New Milton on Aug 12 and two were
seen off Portland on Aug 18
Puffin: A juvenile was an unexpected sight at Milford on sea on Aug 15
Cuckoo: On Aug 12 single juveniles were seen by the Cuckmere River near
Eastbourne and at Worthing. Aug 18 brought reports of singles from Christchurch
Harbour and Preston village by the A353 east of Weymouth
Swift: Still plenty about. On Aug 12 Dungeness reported 100 over and since then
there have been 13 more reports including 'many' over Titchfield Haven on Aug 18
when others were over Milton Common at Southsea.
Kingfisher: One was seen at the Thorney Deeps on Aug 12 and 'several newly
arrived juveniles' were at the Pett Level pools by Rye Bay on Aug 14. Aug 17 brought
another report from the Thorney Deeps and on Aug 18 one was seen in trees at the
back of Langstone Pond (probably there since at least Aug 11)
Green Woodpecker: Reports of migrant Great Spots on the move are relative
commonplace at coastal sites but I was surprised to see that on Aug 11 there were
6 Green Woodpeckers at Dungeness (where they are not resident).
Woodlark: A group of nine were still in the east of the Stansted estate on Aug 10
Aquatic Warbler: The first of the autumn passage birds reached the south coast
on Aug 12 when it was caught and ringed at Radipole (Weymouth)
Passerine migrants: The following species have been reported at coastal sites
this week (numbers in brackets are the highest individual day counts at a single site)
Sand Martin (300), Swallow (300 to roost by the River Adur), House Martin, Tree
Pipit (11), Yellow Wagtail (350+), Nightingale (1), Common Redstart (4), Whinchat
(5), Stonechat (1), Wheatear (60), Grasshopper Warbler (1), Aquatic Warbler (1),
Sedge Warbler (53+), Reed Warbler (15), Lesser Whitethroat (10), Common
Whitethroat (42), Garden Warbler (20), Blackcap (1), Willow Warbler (140),
Firecrest (1 in Charleston reedbed, Cuckmere valler near Eastbourne), Spotted
Flycatcher (40), Pied Flycatcher (4)
Rook: Large corvid roosts are a regular occurrence in winter but I was a little
surprised to hear of 'many hundred Rooks' gathering in trees at the Midhurst
town carpark on Aug 12
Serin: One seen at Wool in Dorset on Aug 13

INSECTS
Butterflies
Lulworth Skipper: Still present at Durlston country park on Aug 17
Clouded Yellow: Seen at Durlston on Aug 16 and 17, at Dungeness on Aug
17, and a fresh female was on the Thorney Island seawall (west end of Great
Deeps) on Aug 17
Brimstone: A count of 23 on Oxenbourne Down near Petersfield back on
Aug 4
Brown Argus: A count of 50 at Beacon Hill in the Meon Valley on Aug 11 was
surprisingly large
Chalkhill Blue: By Aug 4 more than 500 could be seen at each of Old
Winchester Hill and Oxenbourne Down
Painted Lady: No large numbers but counts of up to 3 came from ten sites
between Aug 11 and 18
Wall Brown: Keyhaven Marshes at Lymington seems to be the only
Hampshire site still to have this species (15+ there on July 25) but in Sussex
there have been sightings of the summer brood at 8 different sites
Marbled White: Still flying at Durlston on Aug 18
Grayling: Late news of 18 seen in the Sandy Point nature reserve on Hayling
on Aug 5
Monarch: One has been hanging around the Botanic Gardens at Ventnor
(IoW) from Aug 8 to 13 at least (migrant that has lost its urge to move or a
locally bred insect with no urge to leave home??)
Moths
National Moth Night on Aug 11 brought a long list of 'new for the year' species
which I will not list in full but I will mention a few of them.
Brown China-mark: First at Horsham on Aug 11
Gold Triangle: First at Horsham on Aug 11
Meal Moth: First at Horsham on Aug 11
Small Phoenix: First at Horsham on Aug 11
Cypress Pug: First at Dungeness on Aug 12
Dusky Thorn: First at Horsham on Aug 11
Buff Footman: First at Horsham on Aug 11

Beautiful Gothic: First at Portland on Aug 11
Copper Underwing: First at Horsham on Aug 11
Svenssons's Copper Underwing: Also taken at Horsham
The Olive: First at Horsham on Aug 11
Lesser Common Rustic: First at Horsham on Aug 11
Rush Wainscot: First at Horsham on Aug 11
Waved Black: First at Pulborough Brooks on Aug 11
Other Insects
Stripe-winged Grasshopper (Stenobothrus lineatus): Seen and heard
and Durlston on Aug 18
Cockroaches: The large insects which occasionally infest places where food
is stored are not permanently resident in Britain (they come from Asia) but
there are three smaller species of this very large group of insects which are
native to Britain. These are the Dusky, Tawny and Lesser Cockroach and
the latter two species were both seen at Durlston on Aug 18
Marpissa muscosa (jumping spider): This large and furry spider was
seen on a gatepost at Rye Harbour on Aug 16 (Photo on Rye Bay website). It
lives on wooden surfaces and has a flattened body allowing it to squeeze
under bark in order to hide when not out hunting.
Wasp Spider (Argiope bruennichi): Several seen in the Newhaven area
on Aug 15. (Correction to my report of 2 seen on Portsdown on Aug 8 - they
were found on the north face of the hill at the 'Two Dells' site north of Fort
Widley)
PLANTS
Early Dog Violet: One flower found in Havant cemetery on Aug 19 among
thousands of leaves where the plants thickly cover the ground
Corn Spurrey: Still a few flowers on plants in a Warblington farm shore field on
Aug 17
Saltwort: A good show of flowering plants by the Hayling Island sailing club at
Black Point on Aug 13
Frosted Orache: Also found in the Black Point area on Aug 13
Dwarf Gorse: A great show of this in flower at the old Sandy Point hospital site on
Hayling on Aug 13 (so far no local reports of Common Gorse coming into flower)
Sickle Medick: On Aug 15 John Goodspeed found the plants by the A3 slip road on
Portsdown in flower for the first time this year (photos on his website). Last year I

found flowers on June 20 and in 2005 John reported the first flowers on June 19
(but I was able to find plenty of flowers as late as Aug 19).
Dog Rose: Bushes on the shore line of a Warblington farm field close to Conigar
Point were covered with fresh flowers on Aug 17
Ivy: On Aug 18 I noticed that the tight flower buds which have been on show for
some time had expanded with long pedicels to the individual flower heads though
there was no sign of any opening flowers.
Pepper Saxifrage: No reports of this in flower yet but it was in bud at Emsworth
on Aug 12
Slender Hare's Ear: A good show of plants in flower on the Thorney seawall (west
end of Great Deeps) on Aug 17
Autumn Gentian: John Goodspeed reported a particularly good show of flowers
on Portsdown (near the A3 south of The George pub) on Aug 15
Weasel's Snout (Lesser Snapdragon): Still flowering at the New Lane
allotments in Havant on Aug 19
Field Woundwort: Still flowering in the Warblington shore field near Conigar Point
on Aug 17
Honeywort (Cerinthe major): Although this is a garden flower I was interested
to come across an example of this South African species which is greatly attractive
to several species of bumble bee (which get at the nectar by biting through the base
of the flower, not entering it from the open end). Found in a Brook Gardens garden
in Emsworth on Aug 17 (see Diary entry for that day)
Canadian Goldenrod: Wild Goldenrod has been out in Havant Thicket since July
31 but I did not see the very different common garden plant until Aug 16
Shaggy Soldier: Found at a new site in Emsworth on Aug 13 (in fields between
Thorney Main Road and the Slipper Mill Pond)
Autumn Ladies Tresses: A record count of 469 spikes on Portland Bill (counted
Aug 11)
Canary Grass: First mention of this from fields west of Southbourne (near
Emsworth) on Aug 13
Cockspur Grass: Also found in the Southbourne fields on Aug 13
OTHER WILDLIFE
Seals: A Common Seal came into Langstone Harbour with the rising tide on the
evening of Aug 17 and the Grey Seal remains close inshore at Pett (Rye Bay)
showing much curiosity about human swimmers
Slow-worms and Common Lizards were numerous on the Stansted estate during
the week ending Aug 12, and a three foot long Grass Snake was also found there

Wall Lizard: Five of these were seen again on Aug 13 at Ventnor (IoW) after a
sighting of three there on Aug 11
Snails: Both Striped and Wrinkled Snails were easy to find at Durlston country park
on a wet day (Aug 14) and on Aug 17 I found a mating pair of Pointed Snails at the
colony on the Thorney Island seawall (west end of Great Deeps)
Fungi: Visiting the Sandy Point area of Hayling Island on Aug 13 I found a large
white mushroom (still at the button stage but 8cm across) growing in a very dry
situation at the base of a Macrocarpa tree. I subsequently identified it as Agaricus
urinascens (in Phillips called A. macrosporus) which has the English Name of Macro
Mushroom - a new species for me.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR AUG 13 - 19 (WEEK 33 OF 2007)
Fri 17 Aug
Langstone to Thorney Deeps
This morning I cycled along the shore from Langstone to Emsworth, then down the
northwest shore of Thorney Island to the Great Deeps in search of Slender Hare's
Ear (Bupleurum tenuissimum) of which I found a better than usual show at the
foot of the sea wall opposite the wooden barrier above the pipes connecting the
Deeps to the Harbour (in fact the plants were probably a little north of the barrier).
Also seen here were the expected Pointed Snails (Cochlicella acuta) and I had
the bonus of finding two of them firmly joined together, presumably mating
(something I have not seen before)
Best sight here, however, was of Ted Raynor who persuaded me to become a HOS
walk leader some 5 years ago (and whom I have only seen about once since then!).
Ted showed me a pristine female Clouded Yellow which gave close views of both
underside (extra large black spot in its forewing suggesting a female) and upperside
(very broad dark edges to the yellow confirming the sex). He also told me that three
Painted Ladies had been nearby before I arrived, and as we walked back north
together we had a very worn Small Copper (plus Common Blue and Meadow
Brown) and a glimpse of what must have been a Migrant Hawker dragonfly.
Little bird news - Ted had heard at least one Bearded Tit at the Little Deeps and we
both heard Whimbrel and Greenshank while three Sand Martins and a few
Swallows flew south overhead.
On my way out there was little on the shore (one Greenshank was in the stream
running along the shore south of Nore Barn) but when I stopped near Conigar Point
for a look in the now harvested shore field I was surprised to find Dog Roses
re-flowering while in the field both Field Woundwort and Corn Spurrey could
still be found.

From the end of Warblington Road I scanned the gulls around the Maisemore
Gardens stream and found a Common Tern bathing in the fresh water - I wonder
if this is a bird that has already decided to forego the flight to Africa and to stay with
us for the winter?
On my way home as I was cycling along Brook Gardens road in west Emsworth, and
about to cut through to Far Meadow Way along a short footpath, I noticed a strange
plant growing in the garden of the house alongside which the path runs. Although
I had not seen it before in the flesh I had been introduced to it by a find made by
John Goodspeed on Milton Common in Southsea and reported in May this year - at
the time I consulted the internet to see a picture of the plant which he named as
Honeywort (Cerinthe major) and a further look at those pictures today showed
me that I had found this plant about which has the Natural England website says
that it attracts Buff-tailed bumble bee, Honey bee, Red mason bee,
Red-tailed bumble bee and White-tailed bumble bee and goes on to say ..
"This is a good species in which to see 'nectar theft' in action! Instead of entering
the flower as intended and collecting pollen on the way, bees access the nectar by
biting holes into the base of the flower. Honeywort should be grown in
well-drained, preferably rich, soil in full sun or partial shade. Deadhead them to
encourage repeat-flowering. A member of the borage family, this species is unusual
in having hairless foliage".
Mon 13 Aug
Sandy Point on Hayling Island
This morning I visited the Hayling side of the entrance to Chichester Harbour to look
for Sea Heath (last seen there in 1995). I had no luck with that but did find
Frosted Orache for the first time this year along with a better than usual show of
Saltwort which is now in flower.
Other plants worth a mention are the Sea Holly and Yellow Horned Poppy
together with the tiny Rough Clover and the delicate Hare's Tail grass.
Coming back via the path along the north east edge of the Sandy Point nature
reserve I was surprised to find a large white capped 'mushroom' growing from
an unlikely dry bed of 'pine needles' against the foot of the trunk of a Macrocarpa
tree. Although this was still in the 'button' stage the cap measured 8cm across and
the stem (including the part hidden in the 'button') was 8cm high by 2.5cm wide. My
best guess at this is what Roger Phillips calls Agaricus macrosporus but which
now seems to be known as Agaricus urinascens with the English name of Macro
Mushroom. My choice of id was influenced by the brown flecking on the cap which
would not occur in Horse Mushroom.
Near the Macrocarpa tree a large swathe of Dwarf Gorse is still in flower and both
Ling and Bell Heather are in flower and back on Sandy Point Road the Corn
Parsley which I first noticed in a gateway last summer is still there and in flower.
Where is Sandy Point???

The thing which surprised me most on this trip concerns the naming of places.
Everyone knows Sandy Point Nature Reserve and I think most people assume
(as I have always done) that 'Sandy Point' is the name of the west side of the
Chichester Harbour entrance where it meets the sea off the nature reserve. I know
that the name Sandy Point does not appear anywhere on the OS large scale map
(the point I have referred to is marked as Eastoke Point) but the map does mark
the northern end of the Hampshire side of the harbour entrance (i.e. the Sailing
Club site) as Black Point.
My reason for bringing all this up is that a new interpretation board has been put up
by Chichester Harbour Conservancy at the west end of the promontory on which the
Sailing Club is sited, and this board clearly states that this area (which I
have always known as Black Point) is Sandy Point. Interestingly my
Stanford's Sailing Chart does name the Sailing Club point as Sandy Point and
makes no mention of Black Point.
SUMMARY FOR AUG 6 - 12 (WEEK 32 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Cormorant: On Aug 5 David Thelwell reported the presence of 23 Cormorants in
a regular summer roost in trees near the River Test in the Romsey area and this
provoked a brief discussion on two points.
The first concerned whether Cormorants have ever bred anywhere in Hampshire
- the official view is that they have not but Bob Chapman thought it likely that they
had probably done so on one or more of the Spithead Forts which are in Hampshire
waters.
The second discussion was about behaviour differences between the 'British race'
and the 'Continental' (sinensis) race. It has been a general assumption that
British race birds only breed on sea cliffs while any inland tree nesters are Sinensis,
and this assumption has been extended by some to give the impression that any
bird seen inland is a Sinensis. David Thelwell said that the Romsey birds looked to
be Sinensis but he was uncertain, while Martin Pitt said that at least one bird seen
at The Vyne (National Trust property near Basingstoke) was ringed and could be
traced to British parents with a nest in the Bristol area.
One conclusion that I drew from this discussion is that separation of the races and
their habits is even more difficult than I previously thought, and one fact that I
learnt is that the British race is a very small portion of a world population
consisting of Sinensis birds.
Little Egret: An evening roost count at Langstone Mill Pond on Aug 11 recorded
120 birds - no significant difference from the 124 counted there on July 31. Another
count of 209 was made in the Poole Harbour area but I have no data with which to
compare this figure.
Grey Heron: Small groups of half a dozen or less are fairly regularly reported as
passage migrants over coastal sites but a count of 60+ seen from

Christchurch Harbour on Aug 11 came as a surprise to me. I guess the birds
were going west (as had been 3 birds on July 29 and 4 on Aug 5). The birds were
seen distantly on the horizon in two large flocks of 35+ and 25+
Black Stork: One was seen over Abbotsbury near Weymouth on Aug 7 - only the
second Black Stork report for this year (the first having been in the Petersfield
area on July 12). It was seen again in the same area on Aug 8, 9 and 10
White Stork: One was over the Alverstone area near Shanklin (IoW) on July 30 the fifth report of this species for the year
Wigeon: What seems to be the first major return of these to the south coast was
at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 10 when the count was 60+
Teal: The number at Christchurch Harbour shot up to 30 on Aug 8
Garganey: Two turned up in the Lymington area on Aug 4 and were seen there
again on Aug 5 (when they were described as juveniles)
Shoveler: Aug 5 brought sightings of 10 at Christchurch Harbour and 11 in the
Lymington area, and on Aug 7 the Hook/Warsash area had 3 back while the
Chichester lakes had 5. By Aug 11 there were concurrent sightings of one at
Keyhaven (Lymington), one at Lodmoor (Weymouth) and five at Christchurch
Harbour
Pochard: A pair appeared on the boating lake at Sandown (IoW) on Aug 3 and they
were still there on Aug 7 when 5 were seen at the Chichester lakes
Merganser: The summering bird which turned up at Ferrybridge (Portland
Harbour) on Aug 4 was still there in Aug 6 but may have then flown to the Isle of
Wight where one appeared on the shore of Sandown Bay on Aug 7 (only the second
summer bird for the IoW in the past 20 years)
Ruddy Duck: A pair on the Drayton pit lakes at Chichester had six ducklings with
them on Aug 7
Marsh Harrier: A pair which has bred at the Dungeness RSPB reserve this year is
the first to have done so at that site although they breed regularly elsewhere in
Kent. New reports of passing migrants this week came from Worthing, Weymouth,
Pagham Harbour, Poole Harbour and on Aug 12 a juvenile flew over Old Winchester
Hill in the Meon valley
Osprey: No reports from our local area since one was over north Hayling on Aug 4
but one was in the Lower Test area at Southampton on Aug 11. Other sightings of
ones or twos this week have come from Poole Harbour, Newtown Harbour (IoW),
and Weir Wood reservoir near Crowborough.
Spotted Crake: First of the autumn was at Farlington Marshes on Aug 11 but in
the 'Scrape' area where there is no chance of visiting birders seeing it - it may well
move to the Lake or Stream.

Kentish Plover: A single juvenile was at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 10
Golden Plover: The first autumn flock back on the south coast was at Rye Harbour
where 21 birds were seen on Aug 7. Two more turned up at Dungeness on Aug 10
Grey Plover: There are by now widespread reports of ones or twos back at the
coast and on Aug 11 a birder at Pagham Harbour reported .. "increasing numbers of
Grey Plover, many still in summer plumage"
Little Stint: First of the autumn had been of two at Sidlesham Ferry on Aug 2 with
no more reports until Aug 11 when singles were at Sidlesham and at Pannel Valley
(Rye)
Curlew Sandpiper: Following the first of autumn at Farlington on July 31 there
were three at Church Norton on Aug 7 and four at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 10
Ruff: There have been August reports from Dungeness on Aug 4 (3 flying west),
Pulborough Brooks on Aug 7 (one) and Keyhaven on Aug 11 (one)
Black-tailed Godwit: For the Blackwit specialists the newly updated Titchfield
Haven website shows that 170 new arrivals were there on July 11 several days
before the first big count of 134 at Farlington on July 14. Current news is of a flock
of 514 in the Middlebere area of Poole Harbour on Aug 9
Bar-tailed Godwit: Two summer plumage birds were seen in the Northney Marina
area of Hayling on Aug 7
Redshank: As early as Aug 1 there was a roost of 216 Redshank on the jetty at
Westlands (just east of Itchenor on the south side of the Chichester Channel)
Greenshank: Flocks of 20+ were reported at Farlington Marshes on Aug 10 and 22
were in the Fishbourne Channel on Aug 11 (there is probably a bigger flock based
on the Thorney Island Deeps but I have no news from there)
Green Sandpiper: Plenty of these now around but a count of 12 at Brading
Marshes on Aug 4 is worth noting as a record for the Isle of Wight
Turnstone: More than 50 were seen in the Keyhaven area near Lymington on Aug
5, and 3 were at the Hayling Oysterbeds on Aug 7. The recently updated Titchfield
Haven website tells us that a flock of 34 were present there on July 21, well before
Dungeness reported 20 birds passing there (which I previously had as the start of
the return of these birds)
Black-headed Gull: 10,000 of these were reported taking flying ants from the air
over Christchurch Harbour on Aug 5
Common Tern: A count of 300+ passing Christchurch Harbour on Aug 11 seems to
indicate that these birds are starting to leave us
White-winged Black Tern: One flew in through the Langstone Harbour entrance
on the evening of Aug 7, seen by Tim Lawman, and then perched on a buoy visible
from the Kench where Jason Crook and Martin Gillingham both saw it. This seems to

have been only the 29th Hampshire record of the species - the first having been in
Sep 1959 (also in Langstone Harbour) while the most recent previous sighting was
at Fleet Pond on 7 Sep 1999 and at nearby Tundry Pond next day
Turtle Dove: These could still be heard at Noar Hill on Aug 11 and at Old
Winchester Hill on Aug 12
Cuckoo: Juveniles nearing the time at which they fly south over the channel were
at Steep Down above Lancing on Aug 4 and at Hope Gap near Beachy Head on Aug
7
Barn Owl: At least one pair seem to have had a good breeding season - on Aug 5
a female was seen perched in a tree with five juveniles around her in the same tree
at Constantia Manor by the R Ouse north of Lewes
Swifts: It looks as if a substantial number left England on Aug 5 - there were
reports of 150 going south at Beachy Head, 200 leaving Portland and 370 flying over
Christchurch Harbour. I have not seen any local birds over Havant since Aug 3 and
have no idea as to whether they managed to raise any young this year but John
Goodspeed reports that at least one nest in Cosham (Portsmouth) had two young
fledge this year. A further wave probably left on Aug 11 when 50 flew over
Christchurch Harbour (and at least three went high over my Havant garden)
Kingfisher: The numbers reaching the coast from inland breeding areas seems to
be increasing and locally there is news of one at Farlington Marshes on Aug 10
(there was one there on July 21 but I have not heard anything to show that it stayed
there). On the evening of Aug 11 I am pretty sure I heard the calls of one back at
Langstone Pond
Tree Pipit: Four paused briefly to rest at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 6 and 14
were at Portland on Aug 7
Yellow Wagtail: Although these have been leaving us since July 20 a report of
250+ at Rye Harbour on Aug 7 shows that the main passage is now getting under
way
Pied Wagtail: On Aug 11 Trevor Carpenter was watching a cricket match at
Broadhalfpenny Down (the original Hambledon ground) and noticed a total of 17
Pied Wagtails keeping clear of the ground during cricket 'action' but invading the
grass during pauses in the action. From his observations you could infer that the
Wagtails were able to count the number of balls bowled and thus take advantage
of the pause in activity at the end of each over (and when the players went in for tea
all 17 Wagtails were on the pitch).
Dunnock: Although Robin and Wren are still singing daily I have not heard a
Dunnock since July 28. On Aug 11 I caught a glimpse of one coming to the bird
table and saw that it was in moult looking very unlike it's normally smart self.

Summer migrant departures: The following species have all featured in reports
from coastal sites during the past week (figures given in brackets are high counts
from an individual site).
Turtle Dove, Cuckoo juvenile, Swift (370), Swallow (150), Tree Pipit (14), Yellow
Wagtail (250+), Nightingale, Black Redstart (7), Common Redstart (11), Whinchat
(4), Stonechat (7), Wheatear (60), Cetti's Warbler, Grasshopper Warbler, Sedge
Warbler (25), Reed Warbler, Lesser Whitethroat (7), Common Whitethroat (86),
Garden Warbler (10), Blackcap (9), Wood Warbler, Willow Warbler (150+), Spotted
Flycatcher (60+ near Wareham in Dorset), Pied Flycatcher.
Woodchat Shrike: One was at Durlston country park on Aug 11
Starling: Autumn flocks now building - probably swollen by birds from the
continent that will winter here. At Rye Harbour 1500+ roosted on Aug 7
House Sparrow: In the past few days there has been a discussion on HOSLIST of
declining numbers of House Sparrows in gardens, and in particular the absence of
flocks of them from harvest fields. One thread seems to have been that you can only
enjoy the sight of these birds if you invest a fortune in bird seed. I would agree that
numbers are low but they still appear daily in my garden where I feed them with the
cheapest bird seed and stale bread (which I spend some time each morning cutting
into tiny pieces so that I can scatter it widely and not choke the birds). Two personal
observations this week have been of a flock of at least 50 on ripe wheat at
Nutbourne, and of a flock of around 20 on the paving of my garden driveway where
they were after what seems to be a delicacy for them - Buddleia seeds. I have not
seen them searching for seeds on the ground before (I had recently cut down
several branches with 'dead heads' thus scattering the seed on the driveway), but I
have often seen them taking the seeds from the bushes.
Linnet: In past years the majority of birds feeding on seashore weed seeds have
been Greenfinch but this year they seem to be Linnets. I have already reported
the presence of Linnets all down the west shore of the Cobnor penninsula during
my walk on Aug 4 and on Aug 7 Steve Copsey comments on the large number he
saw feeding on shingle weeds in the Hook/Warsash area
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Lesser Emperor: The first of these rare migrants turned up at Dungeness
on Aug 3 and seems to have been the precursor of a more substantial
invasion than usual, leading to reports of two at Tundry Pond (west of Fleet in
north Hampshire) on Aug 5 and of at least one at the Blashford Lakes near
Ringwood on the same day. Since then one has been seen at Keyhaven on
Aug 11
Butterflies

Green Veined White: Unlike the Large and Small Whites which are
forever on the move and can be seen anywhere and everywhere Green
Veined exist in colonies which normally never stray from a small area of
grassland (though they must have occcasional expeditions to found new
colonies even if these expeditions are unintentional and driven by the wind).
These remarks come as a result of having the species in my own garden for
the first time I can recall - a tatty specimen on Aug 6 and a fresh one on Aug
7
Brown Hairstreak: These are now to be seen in the sites they favour - they
are out at Noar Hill, Pulborough Brooks, Horsham and at Edburton to the
north of Brighton. At Steyning in the Adur valley one had been seen on
several occasions up to Aug 2 flying around a Bird Cherry tree several
hundred metres from the nearest Blackthorn and this misguided insect was
still there and alone on Aug 8
Duke of Burgundy: The unexpected second generation insect first seen at
Noar Hill on Aug 3 may have been one of a pair seen mating there on Aug 7
White Admiral: A late individual was seen in Hipley Copse near Denmead on
Aug 4 (and I may have seen a very tatty specimen in Stansted Forest as late
as Aug 11 - this one did not settle and was too worn to be sure of its markings
in flight but the flight pattern suggested that it was one)
Purple Emperor: At least one could still be found in the Straits Inclosure
near Alton on Aug 4
Painted Lady: Eight new reports this week include one of three insects seen
on north Hayling on Aug 7 and end with reports of large and increasing
numbers in the Dungeness/Eastbourne area on Aug 10
Silver Washed Fritillary: On Aug 11 I saw some dozen still flying in
Stansted Forest but all were very worn.
Wall Brown: Two reports from Sussex this week - one was on Malling Down
at Lewes on Aug 5 and four were seen in the Firston Forest area near
Eastbourne on Aug 10
Marbled White: These were still being seen on Aug 8 but not since then
Moths
Argyresthia goedartella: The first and only report of this comes from
Titchfield Haven on July 12
Orchard Ermine (Yponomeuta padella): The first seen on July 30 at an
un-named location in Sussex (the id was not certain and the moth could have
been the rarer Apple Ermine)
Swammerdamia pyrella: The first and only report of this comes from
Titchfield Haven on July 12

Brachmia blandella: The first and only report of this comes from Titchfield
Haven on July 12
Garden Rose Tortrix (Acleris variegana): The first and only report of
this comes from Titchfield Haven on July 12
Codling Moth: The grubs which make a tasty(?) addition to some eating
apples had turned into the first moths of this species in a Sussex garden on
July 30
Chilo phragmitella: The first and only report of this comes from Titchfield
Haven on July 12
Calamotropha paludella: The first and only report of this comes from
Titchfield Haven on July 12
Catoptria falsella: First taken at Pagham Harbour on Aug 9
Dipleurina lacustrata: The first and only report of this comes from
Titchfield Haven on July 12
Ringed China-mark: The first report of these is of 'many' on the wing at the
Pannel Valley near Rye on Aug 5
Orthopygia glaucinalis: First at Dungeness on Aug 8
Trachycera advenella: The first and only report of this comes from
Titchfield Haven on July 12
Small Emerald: The first and only report of this comes from Titchfield
Haven on July 10
Small Fan-footed Wave: The first report of this comes from Titchfield
Haven on July 10 (it was taken there again on July 12)
Wood Carpet: First taken in Ashdown Forest on Aug 10
Dark Spinach: First at Portland on Aug 5 (only the fourth to be recorded
there)
Maple Pug: First in an unspecified Sussex garden on July 30
Canary-shouldered Thorn: First at Portland on Aug 8
Scalloped Oak: The first report of this comes from Titchfield Haven on July
10 (taken again there on July 12)
Mottled Beauty: The first and (surprisingly) only report of this comes from
Titchfield Haven on June 10
True Lover's Knot: First at Horsham on Aug 5
The Gothic: The first and only report of this comes from Titchfield Haven on
June 12

Antler Moth: First in Ashdown Forest on Aug 10
The Wormwood: First at Portland on Aug 4
Toadflax Brocade: First at Hastings on Aug 5
Lunar Underwing: First (early) at Portland on Aug 8
Straw Underwing: First at Durlston on Aug 6
Double Kidney: First at Horsham on Aug 5
Slender Brindle: First at Portland on Aug 9
Double Lobed: First at Titchfield on July 10 and 12
Flounced Rustic: Another first from that unspecified Sussex garden on Aug
5
Saltern Ear: First at Portland on Aug 5
Rosy Rustic: First taken at Portslade in Brighton on Aug 4 with another at
Horsham on Aug 5
The Crescent: First at Portland on Aug 7
Fen Wainscot: First at Titchfield on July 10
Porter's Rustic: A good record for Portland where the first was taken on
Aug 6
Caterpillar: A fine Eyed Hawk caterpillar was found eating Willow leaves
at Rye Harbour on Aug 7
Other Insects
Horntail (Uroceras gigas): An unlikely but probable record for my Havant
garden on Aug 6 when I saw a large Hornet sized insect flying around an
old Pear tree in my garden. Although it was present for several minutes and
I had my binoculars in the hopes of close look it was restless and moving in
and out of the leaves around the many pears on the tree and I never got a
satisfactory view of the whole insect which I think was a male Horntail.
My first naked eye view suggested Hornet both by size and the
orange/yellow colour but later partial views with the binoculars showed long
gauzy wings with a coppery sheen, larger in size and held differently to those
of a Hornet, and the rear end of the body which was cylindrical (not coming
to a point like a Hornet) and pure yellow in colour without the darker shade
or markings of a Hornet.
Horntails are normally restricted to conifer woods but Michael Chinery says
they are also .. "not uncommon in housing estates where adults emerge from
timber used in building new houses" .. and this may have been the origin of

this insect. I have had a close view of a female in the past while sitting on a
stack of conifer logs beside a forest track but this was my first sighting of a
male. In another of Chinery's books he says .. "males usually keep to the tree
tops where they fly actively in sunshine" .. and this describes the behaviour I
saw.
Orange Ladybird (Halyzia 16-guttata): Two sightings are reported in
the latest news - one in East Sussex on Aug 5 and one at Dungeness on Aug
6. Unlike nearly other Ladybirds, which feed on Aphids or cannibalise each
other, the Orange Ladybird (larvae and adults) is content to munch mildew
from the underside of leaves and the species is often found on Sycamore
trees. This is a large species and has an overall pale orange colour.
Wasp Spider (Argiope bruennichi): Probably the first report of this had
come from Durlston on Aug 3 under the name of Tiger Spider but on Aug 8
a couple of these spiders were definitely found on Portsdown.
PLANTS
Bastard cabbage (Rapistrum rugosum): On Aug 8 I made a return visit
to the Nutbourne Bay site where I came across this plant for the first time on
Aug 4 and collected a couple more specimens to have a look at the leaves.
I am pretty certain from the very distinctive shape of the seeds that I have the
right id but other features of the plants seem to be highly variable. The leaves
which are illustrated by Marjorie Blamey as deeply lobed are on these plants
long thin entire elipses but with a series of points around the edge (dentate)
- Stace says they can be 'dentate to deeply lobed'. Another greatly variable
feature is the hairiness of the seeds - on the specimen collected on Aug 4
many of the seeds were hairless but some upper seeds had a thick covering of
stiff white hairs (at least on one side), but the specimens seen today had all
their seeds hairless as far as I can see.
While at the site today I confirmed that the field concerned has had a now
dead crop of Peas this year, while it probably had Rape as the previous crop
(many plants of Rape are now flowering all over the field). The Bastard
Cabbage is restricted to the seaward edge of the field where there is a dense
cluster of the yellow flowered plants (perhaps a dozen metres long and a
couple of metres wide) growing a little south of the farm track/public path but
close to the seawall ditch where some small trees grow on the seawall bank.
Other scattered plants of the Bastard Cabbage grow close to the farm track
but the plants are not found over the rest of the field.
Common Dog Violet: These are not uncommonly seen in the autumn but
this year I have noticed that they can be seen right through the summer in
woodland which had recently been felled, allowing the plants to see the light
for the first time in years. I came on several freshly flowering clumps in
Stansted Forest on Aug 11 and had seen others there on July 6 (when I
mistakenly took the dark violet flowers to be Sweet Violets)

Green Amaranth (or Pigweed): On Aug 10 I found several small fresh
plants flowering in 'pavement cracks' in the Juniper Square area of Havant my first sight of the species this year.
Common Gorse: The new fresh flowering season has started with a report
from Durlston in Dorset on Aug 10
Dragon's Teeth: The only site for this plant that I am aware of is Noar Hill
between Petersfield and Alton and plants were still flowering there on Aug 11
(I think they will have started to flower in June and will soon be over). I
assume the name comes from the shape of the large yellow upward curving
pea-type flowers which could suggest the fierce teeth in the mouth of a fire
breathing dragon.
Amphibious Bistort: Just one flower was seen at Brook Meadow in
Emsworth on Aug 5 following a find of three flowers at the Hayling
Oysterbeds on July 28
Autumn Gentian (or Felwort): This has now been seen in flower at
Durlston on July 31 and at Noar Hill on Aug 11
Common Hemp Nettle: This has no doubt been flowering for some time
but I have heard no reports of it and did not find it for myself until Aug 11 in
Stansted Forest
Ploughman's Spikenard: I have not yet heard reports of this flowering
locally (though it must be out). It was reported flowering at Durlston on Aug
10
Blue Fleabane: First report of this comes from Noar Hill near Petersfield on
Aug 11
OTHER WILDLIFE
Stoat: On Aug 7 a birder scanning the Sidlesham Ferry Pool at Pagham Harbour for
birds had the additional impressive sight of a Stoat killing and carrying away a
Rabbit twice its size
Grey Seal: One was seen in Rye Bay on Aug 10 when it surfaced for a close look at
a naked human swimmer
Fallow deer: A herd of 40 bucks was seen in Petworth Park on Aug 9
Roe deer: I used to think that the Roe rut was restricted to May but I have read
elsewhere that it occurs in August and on Aug 8 I disturbed a pair from cover in an
otherwise very open arable field immediately east of Nutbourne Bay. I had the
impression from the way in which the buck (a young animal with small antlers)
stayed close to the doe that he had not let her out of range of his nose for some time
and did not intend to do so until she was receptive!
Harvest Mouse: I was aware that the nests of these creatures could be found in
reeds at Titchfield Haven (the mice at times having to show that they can swim to

get to and from the nest) but it was news to me that they might be found on
Portsdown where the Conservation Volunteers found an old nest on Aug 8 in the
Two Dells area (not sure where this is but I guess it refers to the Candy Pits area
close to the west side of the A3 just south of The George pub)
Wall Lizard: Three were seen at Ventnor, IoW, on Aug 11
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR AUG 6 - 12 (WEEK 32 OF 2007)
Sun 12 Aug
(Link to previous day’s entry)
Summary of past week’s news
My latest weekly summary of reports is now available by clicking Weekly
Summary here
Sat 11 Aug
(Link to previous day’s entry)
Violet Helleborine at Stansted and Egrets at Langstone
This morning I went in search of Violet Helleborine at the Rowlands Castle end of
Stansted Forest, finding one spike in flower in the recently cleared compartment
22B near the junction of the Main and Broad Avenues, but failing to see any sign of
plants in Compartment 21A on the slope down from the west end of the Main
Avenue to the Lavant floodplain meadow. The latter site has had a couple of good
healthy plants for each of the last few years but I fear they have been trampled
under the relatively new footpath which people have created to get round the
blockage of the path which use to take you up from the floodplain directly into the
west end of the Main Avenue - the new route takes you out into the edge of the
adjacent arable field before coming back into the Main Avenue.
I did not expect to find the spike in 22B, having only seen it once about five years
ago when the compartment had a dense understorey of Sweet Chestnut and
some Hazel but I struck lucky when a random search took me to a pile of
brushwood (my thought was that the plants might have been protected from deer
browsing by heaping around them some of the branches left on the ground after the
felling operation), and after seeing nothing among the tangle of branches I found
the plant in the open within a metre of my feet!
If anyone else wants to find this plant, which is in flower but in a sorry state with a
stem bent into a zigzag and with a lot of black marks on the stem, they should go to
the junction of the Broad Avenue and the Ornamental Drive, then walk 100 paces
west along the Drive to a point just beyond the first wood pile. The drive here runs
northwest but for simplicity assume it runs due west and look 'south' from it to an
isolated standard Oak some 30 metres from the drive. Now make your way to the
Oak, then turn round and look 'north west' towards a pile of brushwood and,
beyond it, a clump of fresh chestnut re-growth. The orchid is about 3 metres from
the Oak in a gap between some fresh Ferns and the brushwood. If you find it you
will see that there was a second spike close beside it which has not survived.

Back at the junction of the Drive and the Broad Avenue there is a large patch of
thistles, and this was attracting several very tatty Silver Washed Fritillaries and
other butterflies plus a Migrant Hawker - while in the Forest I saw Peacock, Red
Admiral, Gatekeeper, Meadow Brown plus all three common Whites. At one
point in an open glade I think I saw a very late White Admiral but its tatty
condition and the dappling of light and shade in the glade left me uncertain about its
id.
Among the many expected flowers I was pleased to find my first Common Hemp
Nettle and Corn Mint with a strong re-flowering of Yellow Pimpernel and
several patches of fresh Common Dog Violet benefitting from the light after
clearance of trees
Langstone at dusk
I cycled to Langstone Pond an hour before sunset when the tide was well out but
starting to rise. On the shore a dozen Lapwing were newly back and in the roost
trees I could pick out four Egrets (though there may well have been more). In the
first 45 minutes of the hour before sunset 30 Egrets arrived and by the time of
sunset that had doubled to 60, then in the 25 minutes after sunset until I left it had
doubled again to exactly 120 showing no significant change since I counted 124
on July 31.
Also of note were two unseen birds - what I feel sure was the first Kingfisher back
in the pond area and what I am less certain was a Water Rail repeating a
monotonous single note call from somewhere out in the saltings in the dim light
after sunset.
A more definite sighting over my garden early this morning was of three Swifts
high in the air and only picked out because of a short bout of screaming on their
part.
Fri 10 Aug
(Link to previous day’s entry)
Green Amaranth
This afternoon I went to Boots to collect a prescription and was not surprised to be
told that it would not be ready for 15 minutes so I decided to go for a short walk
around the town, and this walk provided more proof of my firm belief that there is
always something of interest to be seen when you are out of doors, anywhere at
any time.
This time my find was of Green Amaranth, several plants growing from 'pavement
cracks' in the Juniper Square housing estate. The plants were small but if anyone
wants to see them go down South Street, turn left into Juniper Square then take the
next left (leading to Slindon Gardens) and you should see the plants along the edge
of a dead end side road (again on the left) leading to some garages.
Another casual observation from my own garden yesterday morning was the sound
of Willow Warbler song from a passing migrant

SUMMARY FOR JULY 30 - AUG 5 (WEEK 31 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Fulmar: On Aug 5 five occupied nests could be seen at Hastings Cliff End but only
two of the nests had young in them.
Balearic Shearwater: Of the 82 reports I have seen this year only 11 have been
from sites east of Dorset, giving little opportunity to see them from Hampshire
though at least one has been seen in the Lymington area. One seen off Rye Harbour
on Aug 3 may indicate that the chances of Hampshire birders seeing one will
increase as autumn progresses.
Gannet: The highest day count of the year so far was made at Portland on July 29
when 1300 Gannets were among the stream of birds passing the Bill
Cormorant: 73 flew west over Christchurch Harbour on July 30 following a count
of 28 going west there on July 28
Cattle Egret: A single was seen at Dungeness RSPB reserve on July 30, only the
seventh sighting reported this year from random points along the south coast with
no apparent pattern (though the previous report also came from Kent - two were in
the Stour valley near Canterbury on July 22)
Little Egret: The autumn build up of numbers is now well under way with a night
roost count of 124 at Langstone Mill Pond on July 31. On Aug 3 a total of 52 left the
Christchurch Harbour roost (the highest Dorset count of the year - 51 were in that
area in January)
Great White Egret: An isolated report of one in Poole Harbour on July 27 - could
it be heading back to the Blashford Lakes where none have been seen since Jan 21?
Last year there were a couple of isolated sightings there in July but the birds did not
become a regular sight at Blashford until Sep 29.
Spoonbill: The three birds that were at Farlington Marshes from July 16 to 29 seem
to have split up - one was still there on July 31 but maybe one of the three flew to
the Isle of Wight where one turned up at Brading Marshes on July 30. What may
have been the immature bird from Farlington was seen at Christchurch Harbour on
Aug 1 when an adult (possibly the third from Farlington) was at Brownsea Island
Black Swan: The two that were at the Pennington Marshes (Lymington) on July 13
were seen there on July 31 and again on Aug 4 (maybe they are a permanent
feature that most people do not report?)
Canada Goose: The first report of these back on the wing after their flightless
moult period comes from Farlington Marshes on Aug 1 when Frank Foulger saw a
group of 20 fly in from Hayling Island, followed by another group of four.
Ruddy Shelduck: Last week we had the first report of these for the year when
three flew north over Portland on July 27 and now we have a sighting of a female in
the Keyhaven area (Lymington) on July 31 and on Aug 1 one flew over Christchurch

Harbour. I assumed that the furthest these were likely to have flown was from the
feral population in the Netherlands but I see some birders are wondering if these
are truly wild birds from Asia...I think that's wishful thinking but they are behaving
in a restless fashion.
Teal: Reports of 7 in Yarmouth estuary on the IoW on Aug 3 and 6 new arrivals at
Christchurch Harbour on Aug 4 show that these are starting to return from
breeding.
Garganey: A sighting of two at Lymington on Aug 4 suggests that they are starting
their retreat from breeding areas.
Shoveler: These too are returning to coastal sites with 10 flying over Christchurch
Harbour on Aug 1 and probably settling there to give daily sightings of smaller
groups up to Aug 4. There have also been new arrivals back at Pagham and
Hook/Warsash at the end of July
Red Breasted Merganser: One at Ferrybridge in Portland Harbour was the first
Dorset sighting since the end of April. (The only report of a summering bird that I
have seen remains the one seen at Hook/Warsash on June 27)
Marsh Harrier: There have been sightings of presumed breeding birds in Kent and
in the Rye Bay area throughout the summer but one seen flying over the
Christchurch area on Aug 3 may indicate the start of their passage
Sparrowhawk: Durlston has reported the hungry cries of juveniles now out of the
nest since July 24 and I may well have heard one in trees between the Nutbourne
orchards and bay when I was walking round Chichester Harbour on Aug 4
Osprey: The first autumn report from Thorney Island came from Barry Collins on
July 30 when he saw two fishing there, and on both Aug 1 and 4 one was seen in
Hampshire airspace over north east Hayling.
Red-footed Falcon: The first summer male which appeared briefly at the Brading
Marshes (IoW) on July 28 was seen again in the Bembridge area on July 29 but has
not been reported since
Avocet: On Aug 1 there were 66 at Brownsea Island in Poole Harbour
Little Ringed Plover: Indications that these migrants are now heading south
comes in a sighting of one at the Sidlesham Ferry pool in Pagham Harbour on Aug
2 and of a juvenile at Lodmoor (Weymouth) on the same day. Two on the
Lymington shore on Aug 4 may have been birds still close to their breeding territory
Ringed Plover: These are now arriving on the south coast in strength with a count
of 113 at Ferrybridge in Portland Harbour on Aug 4 and of 29 at the Hayling
Oysterbeds that day
Kentish Plover: Also seen at Ferrybridge on Aug 2 was a group of four Kentish
Plover - the first to be reported anywhere since one was in Pagham Harbour from
May 20 to 25

Grey Plover: The first report of summer plumaged birds came from Newtown
Harbour (IoW) on Aug 1 when two of five birds were in breeding plumage - probably
a family party as I see that adult females as well as males acquire the smart black
and silver plumage in the breeding season (in the majority of species nesting
females have drabber plumage than the males). Locally three were at the Hayling
Oysterbeds on Aug 4 but as there is no mention of plumage I guess these were first
summer birds that have stayed in Langstone Harbour.
Lapwing: There are now large flocks at several places along the south coast so I
was surprised on July 31 to see at least one still apparently on its breeding territory
at the Gipsies Plain south of Havant Thicket - I only had a distant view of it and could
not see a mate or chick in the same area.
Sanderling: These are also beginning to return - there were 23 on the Ryde sands
on July 30 and 52 there in Aug 4. Other sightings of birds on the move west include
32 at Rye Harbour on July 31 and 11 on the Lymington shore on Aug 4
Little Stint: The first report since May is of 2 at the Sidlesham Ferry pool (Pagham
Harbour) on Aug 2
Curlew Sandpiper: One was reported to be at Farlington Marshes on July 31 (the
first reported anywhere since there was a possible in Langstone Harbour at the end
of June)
Snipe: Plenty of these now round with reports 29 arriving at the Pannel valley near
Rye on Aug 3 and 26 at Lodmoor (Weymouth) that day followed by 20 on the
Lymington shore on Aug 4
Black-tailed Godwit: On Aug 1 there were 88 at Farlington, 120 around Thorney
Island, and 57 in the Fishbourne Channel. Next day there were 58 in the Sidlesham
Ferry pool (possibly having flown there from Fishbourne which is only 5 or 6 Km
north)
Bar-tailed Godwit: I was aware that a few Bar-tails stayed around during the
summer but I was surprised to see that Jason Crook has had as many as 50 feeding
on the west coast of Hayling (a little south of the Oysterbeds) in late July. (In his
latest summary of news from the Hayling Oysterbeds he says .. "Up to 50 Bar-tailed
Godwits gathered to feed at low tide just south of the reserve".. I presume that by
'the reserve' he means the Oysterbeds though he may be referring to Farlington
Marshes). I guess these are passage birds passing through the area and stopping
briefly to feed but not staying here as the Black-tails do.
Whimbrel: Jason Crook, in his latest summary of news from the Oysterbeds, gives
a peak of 33 Whimbrel at the Oysterbeds on July 20
Spotted Redshank: Farlington seems to have had its first autumn Spotshank on
July 31
Redshank: Barry Collins reports a figure of 600+ on Thorney Island on Aug 1,
along with 57 Greenshank

Turnstone: The Langstone Harbour WeBS count on Aug 4 found 21 Turnstone
around the Kench and 6 more at the Oysterbeds so it should not be difficult to find
one from now on.
Little Gull: One was seen around Farlington Marshes on July 31 - maybe the same
first summer bird first seen there on July 16
Black-headed Gull: By July 31 the majority of these were well on the way to
losing the dark feathers from their heads
Roseate Tern: One could be seen from the Hayling Oysterbeds on Aug 1 and on
Aug 2 one was briefly in Pagham Harbour
Common Tern: Biggest recent count was of 332 off Titchfield Haven on July 29
Arctic Tern: A first summer bird was seen from Farlington Marshes on July 31 and
two juveniles were off the Hayling Oysterbeds on Aug 1
Black Tern: On July 29 two were seen off north west Hayling Island (so
presumably visible from the Oysterbeds), and there was another report of two off
south Hayling that day. On Aug 1 one was again in the north of Langstone Harbour
and on Aug 4 singles were seen in the Solent off Titchfield and Lymington
Guillemot: A party of six including some juveniles were on the sea below the West
High Down (IoW) on Aug 3
Cuckoo: An adult was still to be seen near Bembridge (IoW) on July 29 and a
juvenile at Dungeness on July 31
Nightjar: One was still churring in Parkhurst Forest (IoW) on Aug 1 but some are
already heading south - one was hunting over the Pannel valley reeds on Aug 2, well
away from breeding habitat
Swift: Although there are indications that large numbers are already leaving
England a few still seem to be attached to nests in the Havant area giving me
sightings of six over the town on July 30 and two on each of July 31, Aug 1 and 2 but
a group of six in the evening of Aug 3 were the last seen here
Sand Martin: Both Sand Martins and Swallows began to use the Pannel Valley
reeds (near Rye) as a night roost on Aug 2
Tree Pipit: The first report of one heading south comes from Portland on July 30
Meadow Pipit: A report of 45 at Rye Harbour on July 31 seems to be a first
indication of these heading south
Yellow Wagtail: A report of more than 150 in the Rye Harbour area around July
20 has now been followed by a count of 90+ there on July 31
Pied Wagtail: Following the report of 100+ around a Tesco store in Gatwick on
July 28 I had my first sight of birds heading over my house on the evening of Aug 1

going in the direction of the Havant Tesco (or maybe onward to Farlington
Marshes).
Nightingale: One in the Lymington area on July 29 and one at Portland on Aug 2
mark the start of their southward trek, now involving all of our passerine summer
visitors too numerous to mention here
Whinchat: I have now seen several reports of birds on their way south following
the first sighting near Worthing on July 6. One of the latest reports came on July 30
from the Chidden area near Hambledon (not far from Old Winchester Hill)
Wheatear: Plenty of those are now heading south - Portland had a count of 25 on
July 30 (the first report came from Portland on July 21). Locally the first sighting
seems to have been on Hayling Island at the mouth of Langstone Harbour on July
30, and two were on the Farlington Marshes seawall on July 31
Wood Warbler: Singles of this species were at Christchurch Harbour on July 28
and Aug 3
Spotted Flycatcher: Five birds were seen on the Stansted estate on both July 30
and 31
Pied Flycatcher: First autumn sighting comes from Pulborough Brooks on July 31
Starling: Autumn flocks are now building up all along the south coast and there is
a report of 1000 in the Cuckmere vallley near Eastbourne on Aug 3
House Sparrow: I saw my first flock of around 50 House Sparrows out in
harvest fields near Nutbourne on Aug 4
Greenfinch: A group of 10 seen in the Bembridge Foreland area on July 31 were
described as early migrants and on Aug 1the first for months landed in my garden
(presumably a new comer to the area, not one of those that nest nearby and fly over
each day)
Linnets: These too have started roaming in flocks - on July 29 some 140 were seen
at Old Winchester Hill in the Meon valley and July 31 brought counts of 50 from the
Bembridge Foreland area of the IoW and of 40 at Rye Harbour. On Aug 4 Linnets
were to be seen all along the west shore of the Cobnor penninsula, probably
involving 100 different birds
Bullfinch: One at Portland Bill on July 30 indicated that this species has also started
to roam.
Escapes: A Scarlet Headed Blackbird appeared at Christchurch Harbour on Aug
4. A series of sightings of this species could possibly be of one bird that has learnt
to survive in the wild - one was at Sandown (IoW) in July 2006 and there were
several sightings of one in the Medina estuary south of Cowes in Feb 2007, then
back at Sandown in April and now in Dorset
INSECTS

Dragonflies
Migrant Hawker: These have been reported from the Hastings area since
July 16 but the first I have heard of them elsewhere was my own sighting of
two in Havant Thicket on July 31. One was in my Havant garden on Aug 5
Lesser Emperor: The first report of this rare migrant comes from
Dungeness on Aug 3
Butterflies
Silver Spotted Skipper: Following two reports of singles in the Stockbridge
area of Hampshire on July 21 and 22 the first major sighting has been of 24
on Newtimber Hill near Brighton on July 31
Dingy Skipper: A summer brood started to emerge on July 28 when one
was seen on Malling Down near Lewes. July 29 brought a sighting of one on
Chalton Down by the railway north of Rowlands Castle. Further sightings
came from Steyning in West Sussex on July 30 and from Newtimber Hill near
Brighton on July 31
Clouded Yellow: Two were seen on Thorney Island on Aug 1 and singles
have been seen this week at Hastings and Durlston
Brown Hairstreak: The first Hampshire report came from Noar Hill on July
28, and in Sussex (where the first was reported from Ifield near Crawley on
July 24) they could be seen at Pulborough Brooks starting a few days before
July 31. Other sightings come from Edburton on July 31 and from the
Steyning area on Aug 2 (where it is possible that a colony exists away
from Blackthorn around Bird Cherry trees)
Small Blue: The first of the summer brood was seen in the Shoreham area
on July 23 and another was seen on Portsdown on July 24 - they could still be
seen at the west end of Portsdown on Aug 4
Chalkhill Blue: By July 28 Old Winchester Hill in the Meon valley was living
up to its reputation with a report of 500+ to be seen there
Adonis Blue: The first generation was last reported on June 17 so a sighting
of one on July 28 at Castle Hill in the Brighton area was the start of a second
generation and this was confirmed by a sighting of two on Mt Caburn at
Lewes on July 31
Duke of Burgundy: A small individual photographed at Noar Hill on Aug 3
was evidence of a very unsual appearance of a second generation
Large Tortoiseshell: On July 30 one spent 30 mind nectaring on Buddleia in
the New Milton area before flying north (This is the 24th report of this species
I have seen this year)
Moths

Pediasia aridella: First of year at Rye Harbour on July 30
Mother of Pearl: First of year at Durlston on Aug 3
Grass Eggar: A very unusual pale form (var flava) was seen at Rye
Harbour on Aug 3 (another had been seen at Dungeness RSPB in July)
Oak Eggar: The males of this species fly by day using their 'noses' to sniff
out females which stay hidden during the day. The first had been seen at Rye
Harbour on July 24 but the presence of one on Thorney Island on Aug 1 is
worth noting
Barred Rivulet: First of year at Portland on July 31
August Thorn: First at Pulborough Brooks on Aug 1
Convolvulus Hawkmoth: First was recorded at Portland on Aug 1 and
another was there on Aug 3
Hummingbird Hawkmoth: A report of one flying in off the sea at
Dungeness on July 29 was followed by three doing so on July 30 and two
more on Aug 4
Bedstraw Hawkmoth: First migrant arrival was at Portland on July 29
White-line Dart: First at Pulborough Brooks on Aug 1
Garden Dart: This used to be a common species but is now a rarity. First in
Basingstoke area on July 28
Tree-lichen Beauty: First at Rye Harbour on Aug 1
Orache Moth: First of these rare migrants for the year turned up on the IoW
on July 24 - the first British record was in 1995 and this is only the eighth
Bulrush Wainscot: First at Pulborough Brooks on Aug 1
Red Underwing: Another first at Pulborough on Aug 1
Emperor Moth: A caterpillar of this moth, probably now full grown (6 cm
long) and on walkabout looking for somewhere to pupate, was seen at
Cissbury Ring (north of Worthing) on July 31
Other Insects
Saltmarsh Horsefly (Atylotus latistriatus): This large but rare fly was
recorded at Rye Harbour on July 30 with the comment that it rarely bites
humans and prefers to take nectar from flowers
Voucella zonaria: This large hoverfly appeared on Buddleia in my garden
on Aug 3
Bush Crickets: On July 31 Durlston country park reported that three species
were now adult there - Great Green and Dark plus the less common Grey

Bush Cricket (Platycleis albopunctata). On July 30 in the Steyning area
north of Worthing there was an interesting report of a Roesel's Bush
Cricket - not only is this an uncommon species but the observer (Neil Hulme)
told us that "This was the mobile, macropterous (long-winged) form
(diluta), which occurs in order to assist the species with increasing
its geographical range". Most Bush Crickets are pretty sedentary and
some cannot fly at all but I had never thought of them as having 'winged
messenger' variants to spread their genes.
Wasp spider (Argioppe bruennichi): These should be starting to be
noticed around now so I assume that something which the Durlston Country
Park website lists as a 'Tiger Spider' was one of these.
PLANTS
Bastard cabbage (Rapistrum rugosum): This is a new species to me and was
found by chance in the edge of a harvested arable field on the east side of
Nutbourne Bay. At first sight the plants looked like Black Mustard which had gone to
seed but the shape and hairiness of the seeds fit nothing other than Bastard
Cabbage which Stace describes as "a casual on waste and arable land .. frequent
and increasing in south and central England" - see diary entry for Aug 4 for more
detail
Sea Rocket (Cakile maritima): Two large 'bushes' in full flower on the shingle of
the north east corner of Nutbourne bay were a pleasant sight on Aug 4
Rock Rose: This was first reported in flower in north Hampshire on May 4 but could
still be found on Aug 4 at a regular field edge site south of Huckswood Lane in the
Idsworth area north of Rowlands Castle
Red Goosefoot: This joined the flowering list this week with plants found in a walk
around Havant on July 30
Marsh Mallow: There was a great show of freshly flowering plants at the regular
site just above the high tide mark around the south west corner of the Cobnor
penninsula in Chichester Harbour on Aug 4
Long Stalked Cranesbill: This was found still flowering in a field edge on the
south side of Huckswood Lane by the Havant Wildlife Group on Aug 4. This is the
only site which I know of for this plant but luckily the plants straddle the
Sussex:Hampshire border allowing it to be recorded in both counties.
Spotted Medick: Although Black Medick has remained in flower through the
summer I have not recorded Spotted Medick since June 11 so a find on Aug 4
marks an autumn re-flowering.
Dwarf Gorse: In full flower at various places in Havant Thicket on July 31
Fragrant Agrimony: Plants growing on Hayling North Common which had the
diagnostic features of Fragrant Agrimony last year lacked the distinctive backward
curling on the bristles around the base of each seed when I looked at them on Aug

2 this year but the plants still had a strong scent and the undersides of the leaves
were crowded with tiny glands
Hop: The first show of fully open male flowers was seen by me near Chidham
village on Aug 4
Common Heather (Ling): This will soon be in flower but on July 31 I could only
find one flower open on the millions of spikes in Havant Thicket
Cross Leaved Heath: This was fully out in Havant Thicket on July 31
Rottingdean Sea Lavender (Limonium hyblaeum): I was introduced to this
plant by the Rye Bay website on July 31. A native of Sicily it has been imported to
this country as a garden plant and has escaped to establish itself on cliffs at
Rottingdean near Brighton. More recently it has appeared as a garden escape in
other places in East Sussex and Dorset, including Rye Harbour. It seems to prefer
dry cliffs to saltmarsh.
Autumn Gentian (or Felwort): This had started to flower at Durlston on July 31
Nettle-leaved Bellflower: I had my first sight of this in flower on Portsdown on
July 30 - no doubt it has been out for a little while but I have not seen any previous
reports of it.
Round-leaved Fluellen: Plenty of this flowering in a harvested arable field east of
Nutbourne Bay on Aug 4
Devil's Bit Scabious: Not yet flowering but when I was in Havant Thicket on July
31 there was promise of a good show before too long
Golden Rod: This was in flower at Havant Thicket on July 31
Stinking Chamomile: This was flowering around a field at Chidham on Aug 4
Saw Wort: Flowering at Durlston on July 31
Carline Thistle: Starting to flower at Durlston on Aug 1
Broad-leaved Helleborine: Plenty of this had been found by John Goodspeed in
the Cowplain area of Waterlooville on July 25 but it may be of interest that at least
one plant (with a good flower spike about to open its first flower) could still be found
in Havant Thicket on July 31
Autumn Ladies Tresses: Some 30 flowering spikes could be found on the south
face of Portsdown on Aug 3 and on Aug 5 it was found flowering at Durlston
OTHER WILDLIFE
Bottle-nosed Dolphin: As last summer one is currently appearing in the
Portsmouth NEWS as a regular sight in Portsmouth Harbour. Last year's animal was
named Spinnaker by the paper - this year it is called Dolly (no connection with the
sheep). Another single was in Bournemouth Bay on Aug 1

Hare: Numbers continue to appear to decline year by year. This year I have only
seen six reports in total with the highest number seen in one area bring only 4 (in
the Stansted area on June 27). Latest report is also from Michael Prior at Stansted
where he has seen three Hares shortly before the end of July.
Fungi: First troop of Clouded Agaric (now called Clouded Funnel) found in
Havant Thicket on July 31 along with one Tawny Funnel and one Rooting Shank
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JULY 30 - AUG 5 (WEEK 31 OF 2007)
Sat 4 Aug
A walk around the Cobnor penninsula
This morning I parked at Farm Lane in Nutbourne and walked south down the east
side of the Thorney Channel to Cobnor Point, coming back up the east side of the
penninsula until nearly opposite Bosham when I cut back inland via Chidham village
to Nutbourne Bay.
My target was to see the Marsh Mallow which grows around the west side of
Cobnor Point, and I found this in plenty and at its best with fresh flowers on
hundreds of plants lining the shore. Also among the 116 flowering plants which I
noted was one that I did not recognize and which appears to be a new tick on my
'life list' - Bastard Cabbage (Rapistrum rugosum) of which Stace says it is "a
casual on waste and arable land .. frequent and increasing in south and central
England".
Other 'good finds' were Dyer's Greenweed, Sea Rocket, Round-leaved
Fluellen, and Stinking Chamomile (Anthemis cotula) while male Hop
flowers were a first for the year.
Nothing special in the way of birds but I did put up a Buzzard from the oaks west
of Cobnor Point and saw a couple of Kestrels en route (the second was hovering
over trees on the west side of the Ham Brook mouth rough field, and was
accompanied by strident calls of what may have been one of its young sitting in the
trees and wanting to be fed). Around the east side of Nutbourne Bay I came on my
first flock of around 50 'Corn Sparrows' (my name for House Sparrows when
they desert our houses to forage in the harvest fields), while all down the west side
of Cobnor I kept seeing shoreline flocks of Linnets probably totalling 100 birds.
One Skylark was heard in full song as was one Robin in autumn mode. At the very
end of the seven mile hike I had my first two autumn Wheatears on the shore of
Nutbourne Bay.
In addition to the Gatekeepers, Small Whites, Red Admirals and Meadow
Browns my butterfly list had Comma, Green Veined White, Speckled Wood
and Small Heath.
Anyone interested in checking out the Bastard Cabbage should go to the east side
of Nutbourne Bay and go down from the seawall as if taking the first field track east

to Cot Lane. I found the plants on my right as soon as I reached the start of the
harvested field, close to the track edge (there were quite a few of them), and my
first impression was of Black Mustard (a few yellow flowers at the tips of long
flower spikes now packed with small seeds pressed close to the stems. These seeds,
however, were unlike the relatively long, multi-seeded pods of Black Mustard but
looked to the naked eye more like those of Agrimony (single round and bristly
capsules). A closer look showed that above the pedicel was a first 'cell' roughly
cylindrical in shape, after that came the prominent spherical cell and after that came
the relatively long spike of the flowers style. There were very few leaves left on the
plants and the one I saw reminded me of Eastern Rocket (and looked nothing like
the illustrations of Bastard Cabbage leaves) but I can find nothing in Stace that
has fruits similar to those I saw (and whcih closely fit the illustration of Bastard
Cabbage). Clearly another trip to the site is indicated!
At the south end of that same field (where the second field path crosses by a
hedgerow) there was a lot of Round-leaved Fluellen to be found, and after you
come down from the seawall to get to this second path there was fresh Dyer's
Greenweed in flower. On the seaward side of the wall in the north east corner of
the bay two large plants of Sea Rocket (Cakile maritima) could be seen while
along the southern shore of the bay there is a huge mass of Lax Sea Lavender.
Tue 31 July
Havant Thicket and Langstone Egret roost count
This afternoon I took a walk around Havant Thicket, mainly to look for new flowers
but I also came on two individual Migrant Hawker dragonflies (my first of the
summer) and was surprised to find at least one Lapwing still present on the Gipsies
Plain grassland (I suspect it had a mate and maybe some chicks still with it to keep
it there but I only saw the one adult). I also passed a fresh Woodpigeon eggshell
on the ground indicating that the pigeons are still keeping up their round the year
breeding.
I didn't note the butterflies seen other than one fresh Common Blue and many
tatty Small Skippers which were not among the species seen in my garden before
I set out (Holly Blue, Gatekeeper, Large and Small Whites, Comma and Red
Admiral)
Coming to the plants I quickly found the first of my target species, Golden Rod, in
flower and close to it was Dwarf Gorse (which I was not expecting to be out yet,
but which was seen in several places around the Thicket). Another plant which I
looked for, but did not expect, was Broad-leaved Helleborine - not many years
ago there was quite a good colony just inside the 'Castle Road' gate but the plants
have been shaded out by tree growth and choked by bramble, grass, etc. Today,
however, I did find just one spike with plenty of flower yet to open, the lowest just
about to do so. The second of my target species was Devils-bit Scabious and,
while there were plenty of plants and flower buds none of the flowers looked likely
to open for at least a week. The final plants of interest were the Hieracium
species that flourish here but none were yet in flower.
There was no sign of the Sneezewort which has had a tiny toe-hold here in recent
years but the two expected Heather species were easily found - Cross-leaved

Heath has probably been out for some time and Ling showed my just one open
flower among millions of flower spikes. Bell Heather does not grow in the area I
visited but has been out on south Hayling since late June.
I had a look for Lesser Skullcap but had no luck, however in the damp shaded
areas I found the first examples of three common fungi - Rooting Shank, Tawny
Funnel Cap and Clouded Agaric (now called Clouded Funnel)
Egret roost count at Langstone
An hour before sunset I was down on the seawall at Langstone to count Egrets
coming into their night roost in the trees behind the pond. The tide was at its lowest
(if it were high then the Egrets would have left the shore early and arrived at the
roost before I got there) and the weather was very pleasant. I arrived an hour
before sunset and one or two Egrets arrived soon after I did, and when I left some
ten minutes after sunset I had counted 124 birds arriving. No doubt one or two
were in the roost before I arrived, some will had got into the roost without my
seeing them (coming low from the far side of the trees) and others will have arrived
after I left but the count of 124 is a good indication of the recent increase in
numbers from around 20 birds at the beginning of June. The increase will continue
for another couple of months and it will be interesting to see if I can exceed my
count of 228 birds made on 19 Sept 2006.
Mon 30 July
A brief visit to Portsdown
Parking between the Churchillian pub and Fort Widley I had a brief evening walk
around this area which gives great views not only to the Isle of Wight in the south
but also the line of the South Downs to the north.
The only notable find here was a plant of Nettle-leaved Bellflower with most of
its flowers open. Back in Havant later in the evening I watched six Swifts patrolling
the sky. Earlier in the day a walk around Havant gave me my first sight of Red
Goosefoot.

Summary for July 23 - 29 (Week 30 of 2007)
BIRDS
Great Crested Grebe: Although the autumn flock in Langstone Harbour does not
normally top the 100 mark until October it starts to build from July onwards (2005
figures from the Hampshire Bird Report are June = 8, July = 31, Aug = 66, Sept =
60, Oct = 110). This year the build up seems to have started as I saw 12 birds in
Bridge Lake on July 28 (looking from the north pier of the old rail bridge)
Madeiran Petrel (Pterodroma madeira): In 1912 one of these was found dead
on the shore at Milford-on-sea and was accepted as the first British record of the
species. Until this week that was the only bird on the British list which had only been
recorded in Hampshire and in no other county - sadly, on the evening of July 28,
that unique feather was stolen from the crown of Hampshire birders by the sighting
of a second (live) specimen of this bird by a party aboard a boat off the Scillies.

Cattle Egret: One adult and one juvenile arrived at the Stour Valley near
Cantebury in Kent on July 22 could presage the arrival of others along the south
coast in the post breeding dispersal which has already brought us several Spoonbills
Spoonbill: Three still at Farlington Marshes on July 27, two weeks after the first of
them arrived there from Thorney Island. Maybe two of them have now left as on
July 28 one adult and one first summer turned up at Brading Marshes (IoW)
Black Swan: One has been on the Test at Redbridge (Southampton) since at least
June 7
Ruddy-headed Goose (Chloephaga rubidiceps): A new escapee species
added to my database after it was reported with Canada Geese at a golf course near
Hurstpierpoint north of Brighton on July 23. Ruddy-headed Goose is a species of
Shelduck.
Ruddy Shelduck: First report for this year is of three birds arriving over Portland
Bill on July 27 and heading north. Martin Cade is to be congratulated in getting a
distant photo of them as he was 'caught short' (clearing sewage from a blocked
drain with his bare hands covered in nasty material) when the birds came into view.
Shelduck: On July 23 a single juvenile Shelduck was still on the Budds Farm Pools
at Havant where there had been 2 adults and six juveniles (all apparently fledged)
on June 29. On July 27 Frank Foulger found an adult together with one of this years
young at Farlington Marshes - I suspect these were in addition to any that have
survived from Budds Farm.
Shoveler: Four seen at Pagham Harbour on July 25 were the first I have records of
at that site since Mar 26 so presumably they were newly returned from breeding
elsewhere.
Goshawk: Reports of one over Chewton Common in Highcliffe to the east of
Christchurch on both July 18 and 26 suggest to me that it is a falconer's bird as
Chewton Common is now a small patch of open ground totally surrounded by a built
up area.
Sparrowhawk: Maybe these have had a bad breeding season as Durlston Country
Park is the first place to report the 'plaintive calls of a juvenile' on July 24 - the sound
of young begging for food is usually a common feature of woodland by the end of
July.
Red-footed Falcon: On July 28 a first summer male spent ten minutes perched on
a fence at the Brading Marshes RSPB reserve on the Isle of Wight allowing at least
one experienced birder to be confident in the id.
Lapwing: A flock of 400 was at the Blashford Lakes (Ringwood) on July 21and
more then 46 were at Farlington Marshes on July 27
Temmincks Stint: One was reported at Ibsley (Blashford Lakes) on July 24
following the arrival of one in the Kent Stour Valley on July 22

Dunlin: The first three figure counts of returning birds have come from Pagham
Harbour (250+ on July 26) and Newtown Harbour, IoW (100 on July 28)
Black-tailed Godwit: 210 were counted in Poole Harbour (Middlebere area) on
July 24. Other counts of returnee flocks this past week have been 89 at
Hook/Warsash on July 28, 82 at Keyhaven on July 22, 60+ at Farlington Marshes on
July 27, 52 in Emsworth Harbour on July 27, and 50 at Sidlesham Ferry Pool in
Pagham Harbour on July 27
Wood Sandpiper: Singles have been at Rye Harbour, Christchurch Harbour and
Pagham Harbour this week with 2 birds at Pulborough Brooks on July 27 - of these
Peter Hughes, warden at Pulborough, wrote .. "One of the Wood Sandpipers
froze with bill and body horizontal and just above the water as a passing
Common Buzzard went over".
Green Sandpiper: 5 birds were at the Blashford Lakes on July 21 (there had been
6 at the Lower Test on July 15)
Turnstone: Two were at the Hayling Oysterbeds on July 25 and on July 28 there
were 5+ at Newtown Harbour (IoW) and 9 at Hook/Warsash.
Terns: Each autumn large numbers of terns spend the nights in communal roosts
just inside the entrances of both Langstone and Portsmouth Harbours. On the
evening of July 24 Tim Lawman made the first reported count of them entering
Langstone Harbour and his totals were Common Tern 881, Sandwich Tern 37,
Little Tern 5, Roseate Tern 2 (thought to be the birds still being seen off
Titchfield Haven during the day on July 24) and Black Tern 1
Little Tern: The "Ray of Sunshine Page" (a new feature of the Portsmouth NEWS
dedicated to bringing us good news to cheer us up) announced recently that at least
five pairs of Little Tern were feeding young on Pagham spit.
Nightjar: One flushed at Christchurch Harbour on July 25 must have been already
leaving the country after a wet summer in which many of their ground nests have
been flooded or chilled (and the supply of insects diminished). John Eyre tells us
that of 15 nests he has been monitoring in the Thames Valley heathland only two of
the pairs have succeeded in raising young.
Alpine Swift: After one flying north over the Lower Test reserve at Southampton
on May 11 the second of the year was at Portland on July 28 (spending 2 hours
circling the bird observatory)
Sand Martin: Counts of 300 passing over Dungeness on July 22 and 400 departing
there on July 24 bring the phrase 'rats leaving a sinking ship' to my mind. At least
two were among a large crowd of Swallows and House Martins feeding up over
Budds Farm pools here in Havant on July 23 as they waited for the rain to stop
before they headed south.
House Martin: It seems that they majority of Swifts, Swallows and Sand
Martins have had a very bad breeding season and many of them have now

abandoned all hope of having young this year but House Martins may fare better
- they are well known for late breeding (young in the nest in October is not
uncommon) and on July 27 one Hampshire birder reports a pair nest building on
July 27
Yellow Wagtail: These have been flying south since July 3 but it was not until July
16 that the first was seen on the Hampshire coast (at Hook) - a second was at
Barton-on-sea on July 24 (with a Grey Wagtail also on the move there that day)
Pied Wagtail: It would seem that these are now into autumn mode with July 28
bringing the first report of 100+ seen around the roof of a Tesco store in Gatwick
where they have presumably established a night roost warmed by hot air coming
from the store bakery.
Black Redstart: A count of 5 at Dungeness on July 24 was the first mention of the
species anywhere since June 8 and presumably marks the start of their autumn
passage
Whinchat: July 28 brought two coastal reports of departing birds at Dungeness
and Christchurch Harbour
Wheatear: The first migrant to be seen on the Hampshire coast was a single young
bird at Park Shore (east of Lymington) on July 24. One at Christchurch Harbour that
same day was hailed as their 'first of the autumn'. Since then they have been seen
at Portland (one on July 26), Barton on sea (two on July 27) and Pagham Harbour
(five on July 28)
Fieldfare: A confident report of one seen on both July 25 and 26 feeding on wild
cherries in a Ropley garden seems to be only the second Hampshire record of one
present in July.
Song Thrush: These have continued to sing fairly regularly in the Havant area,
probably indicating that they are still in breeding mode, and on July 26 Bob
Chapman reported seeing one on a nest 'recently'. He has also seen recently
fledged Blackbirds and thinks both Blackbird and Song Thrush have
benefitted from the wet weather (bringing a great supply of snails and worms)
and have attempted to raise a third brood this year.
Lesser Whitethroat: The arrival of 'several' at Durlston country park on July 24
indicates that they are now moving south.
Wood Warbler: One of these was seen at Christchurch Harbour on July 28 presumably also leaving the country early.
Willow Warbler: The 'first of autumn' was at Dungeness on July 19 and by now
they are becoming fairly common on the coast along with Grasshopper, Sedge
and Garden Warblers. The first of the bright yellow juvenile Willow Warblers
was noted in the Rye Bay area on July 24. On July 28 counts of departing Willow
Warblers were 20 at Portland, 20 at Dungeness, and 65 at Christchurch Harbour on that same day I heard one singing as it passed through gardens at Langstone

INSECTS
Butterflies
Silver Spotted Skipper: The first of the summer was seen at Stockbridge
Down on July 21 with another at Broughton Down (a little further south down
the Test valley) on July 22
Clouded Yellow: Still no major invasion but of four reports this week one
was at Horndean close to the A3M road on July 27
Black Veined White: One was seen and photographed at Stockbridge
Down on July 25. This eye-catching species which is still common in Europe
was once a pest of orchards in southern England but became extinct here in
1922. Several attempts at re-introduction of the species have all failed and it
remains to be seen if this was genuine vagrant or a foolish attempt at a
re-introduction.
Brown Hairstreak: The first for this summer was seen at Ifield near
Crawley on July 24
Small Blue: One seen in the Shoreham area on July 23 was the first to be
reported since June 23 but seems rather early for the second generation that
usually appears in late August
Chalkhill Blue: Of local interest the first two were seen on Chalton Down
(above the railway line between Rowlands Castle and Petersfield) on July 22
and by July 27 a dozen were seen there as the general emergence got under
way.
Wall Brown: More than 25 were seen in the Keyhaven area west of
Lymington on July 25 and on that same day the rangers diary for Durlston
country park enigmatically stated that numbers there were similar to those of
Marbled Whites (but did not say how many Marbled Whites there were!)
Moths
Beautiful China-mark: First of year seen at Horsham on July 25
Palpita vitrealis: First at Portland on July 27
Onocera semirubella: This delicately coloured micro put in its first
appearance at Rye Harbour on July 24
Amblyptilia acanthadactyla: One of these small brown plume moths was
showing well on the glass window of my garage door here in Havant on July
29, apparently the first to be reported this year
Clouded Magpie: First at Eastbourne on July 25
Privet Hawkmoth: On July 16 one was photographed on the jetty of the
Hayling to Portsmouth ferry - such sightings are usually of moths that have

just emerged from pupation and are spending their first day drying out on
some sunny surface before flying off at dusk never to be seen again without
use of a moth trap but the jetty seems an odd place for the caterpillar to have
pupated.
Black Arches: First at Eastbourne on July 25
Rosy Footman: First at Eastbourne on July 25
Langmaid's Yellow Underwing: First of year taken at Portland on July 23
Mouse Moth: First at Horsham on July 25
Webb's Wainscot: First at Horsham on July 21
Other Insects
Hornet: A butterfly watcher in Alice Holt Forest near Alton was looking at a
Ringlet on July 22 when a Hornet flew in, grabbed the butterfly and flew off
with it as food for Hornet grubs.
PLANTS
Treacle Mustard: My first sight of this for the year was at Stubbermere Pond (SU
749095) south of Stansted Forest on July 24
Narrow-leaved Pepperwort: The plants by the A27 Langstone roundabout still
had some flowers on July 23
Hairy St John's Wort: This was flowering in the Hollybank Woods on July 24 - the
first I have heard of
Bush Vetch: On July 24 this was just starting to flower along the bank of the steep
hill road running up from Racton in the Ems valley towards Aldsworth.
Hoary Willowherb: This was flowering everywhere around Havant on July 23 first time I have noticed it.
Hop: Male flowers were close to opening on plants at Racton in the Ems valley on
July 24
Sea Heath (Frankenia laevis): Pictures of this nationally rare plant flowering at
Rye Harbour on July 23 sent me to check the status of this plant in Hampshire and
I was very interested to see that (apart from three sites on the Isle of Wight) all the
known Hampshire records come from the Black Point and Tournerbury area of
Hayling Island. The last record for Tournerbury was in 1984 but there were records
for Black Point from Paul Bowman up to 1995. The habitat preferred by the plant is
a narrow band where saltmarsh and sandy soils meet, so it may well be worth
having a look along the inner (west) edge of the causeway out to Black Point. To
know what you are looking for go to http://rxwildlife.org.uk/ and select Plants under
the News Categories heading on the left of the page. The entry for July 23 will give
you a close up of the plants in flower and by clicking "Read the rest of this entry"

below the photo you will see broader views of the habitat as you might spot the
plants from a distance
Spreading Hedge Parsley (Torilis arvensis): Last year I saw this species for
the first time in my life when I came on one plant in an arable field in the Stansted
East Park (around SU 768107) after the crop had been harvested. This year I went
there on July 24 and found at least three healthy flowering plants hiding under the
wheat crop (see my diary entry for July 24 for more detail). Michael Prior (head
forester of the estate) tells me that .. "We are hoping to enter a small part of the
East Park into a special management regime with the help and cooperation of our
tenants to preserve rare arable weeds". Michael adds that as a backup he is
successfully growing some of the plants in his own garden.
Knotted Hedge Parsley: On July 23 I had difficulty in spotting the plants on the
Langstone South Moors (close to the entrance from Mill Lane) as they had finished
their season and died back but on the same day I could still find fresh flowers at the
Southmoor Lane site (still under the Navtech banner)
Wild Angelica: A plant of this was flowering out of season at Brook Meadow in
Emsworth on Mar 15 but a report of it there on July 27 is the first for the proper
flowering season
Water Dock: Plants at Langstone Pond and in Emsworth are probably now
flowering but the only plant I have seen in flower was by the bridge over the River
Ems at Racton on July 24
Amphibious Bistort: The first sight of this in flower on July 28 came as a surprise
on the rough ground east of the 'earth mound' at the Hayling Oysterbeds. As I made
my way down from the centre of the mound using the northern of the two avavilable
tracks I found three spikes flowering on a dry ridge in an open area close to a
blackthorn thicket (only a few yards from the base of the mound)
Gipsywort: I found this in flower for the first time at Stubbermere Pond on July 24
Bugloss (Anchusa arvensis): This is a plant which I see regularly at Black Point
on Hayling and have occasionally come across in arable fields elsewhere but I do not
recall finding it within the Havant town area until July 23 when I came on several
plants flowering along the Southmoor Lane frontage of the Seward Car Repair
centre (taking advantage of the protection given by their relatively new metal
fence!) Apologies if I have wrongly named this plant as Alkanet (Anchusa officinalis)
elsewhere - I have a mental hang-up over the two names!
Round-headed Rampion: This must by now be in flower on Hampshire downland
but the only mention I have seen of it is in a Sussex Butterfly news item relating to
the Cuckmere Valley near Eastbourne on July 22
Small Teazel: Ten years ago or so this could be found each year in the Ems valley
at Racton but the site became shaded by trees and choked by brambles. Last year
I spotted that one plant had managed to push up through the brambles and this

year on July 24 I found 27 plants there, some over 2 metres tall and one having a
newly opened flower. For more detail see my diary entry for July 24.
Shaggy Soldier: One small plant in disturbed ground near the main road end of
Mill Lane in Langstone on July 28 was, I think, a first for that area (though by no
means the first or only find this year)
Woolly Thistle: Although planted and growing in a garden at north Hayling I could
not but be impressed by this large flower standing quite a bit taller than my height
(nearly 6ft 6ins) - seen on July 28
Musk Thistle: On July 24 I found an immense number of these flowering in fields
south of the bridge over the Ems on the Racton to Funtington Road - if you are
passing they will repay a look.
Broad-leaved Helleborine: On July 25 John Goodspeed found 60 spikes, some
already in flower, beside the unmade track called Sheepwash Road running
alongside the A3M in the Cowplain area of Waterlooville
Violet Helleborine: Although not yet in flower John Goodspeed reports the
presence of two healthy spikes growing in the Stansted Forest compartment 22A
(SU 743107) which has recently been cleared of trees, and Michael Prior tells me
that plants are growing in a wire cage under one of the Beech trees lining the
approach road to Stansted House (SU 757105) though I did not spot them on July
24
'Landweed' (Nostoc commune): This alga, which I call landweed as it is the
equivalent of seaweed but growing on dry land, could be seen on bare ground at the
Hayling Oysterbeds on July 28
OTHER WILDLIFE
Badger: A road casualty corpse was lying beside the minor road from Aldsworth to
Racton in the Ems valley on July 24
Roe: Last year there were numerous reports of at least 11 Roe to be seen on the
large open fields of north Hayling. Walking across those fields on July 28 I talked to
two separate people who both told me that one of the adult deer had died but the
population had increased by at least one as one doe has two new kids this
summer (one of my informants thought there was a third kid with another of the
does).
Water Vole: An unusual observation made in Pagham Harbour on July 26 was
reported on the SOS website by Bernie Forbes and Dave Smith who said .. "whilst
testing out the new seats in the hide at Church Norton, we witnessed a Whimbrel
chasing a water vole over the mudflats, the vole disappearing into the
vegetation near the hide".
Fungi: On July 28 I was walking on the footpath running south and west of Bridge
House Farm (near the ex-Texaco garage at the Hayling end of Langstone Bridge)

and found a cluster of large white capped toadstools in long grass near Poplar trees
towards the south end of the western (north bound) section of the path. Sadly I did
not test the gills for milk but all other factors suggest these were Lactarius
controversus as described in my three field guides to Fungi - this seems to be an
uncommon species and one I have not come across before.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JULY 23 - 29 (WEEK 30 OF 2007)
Sat 28 July
A walk around north west Hayling
Clear blue skies first thing beckoned me out for a walk with a circuit of north Hayling
in mind and I was soon rewarded with the sound of Willow Warbler song, briefly
heard above the traffic noise as I made my way down the main road through
Langstone - the bird will have been a migrant passing south through the gardens.
The next surprise came at Mill Lane where the Billy Line surface has recently been
dug (to lay something underground) and among the other plants taking advantage
of the disturbed soil was one of Shaggy Soldier - not previously known to me in
Langstone.
Coming to Langstone Bridge I saw another newcomer at the roadside - leaves of
Tansy - and I found more plants of this (no flowers) in the grass near the small
carpark beside ‘Texaco Bay’ (that name may soon puzzle people as the Texaco
garage seems to have gone out of business and to be in the course of demolition).
Also seen from the bridge were a dozen Great Crested Grebes as an autumn
flock starts to build up.
Approaching the Oysterbeds I began to see butterflies and by the time I was
home I had ten species on my list including Common and Holly Blues.
Birds were in short supply at the Oyster beds (a few Whimbrel were calling and
both Sandwich and Common Tern were present but nothing else worth
comment) but I did find an unexpected plant flowering in the rough ground on the
east side of the earth mound - three spikes of Amphibious Bistort - the first I
have found in flower anywhere this year.
From the Oysterbeds I crossed the main road to walk south from Victoria Road to
take the footpath east across the fields (if you did not know this path existed you
would never spot the entrance to it from the main road!)
Crossing the open fields to Northney I spoke to a couple of people who told me that
one of the eleven or twelve Roe deer that were seen here last year has died but the
population has still increased as one of the does currently has twin kids (and
maybe there is another kid from another doe). I did not spot any of the deer but did
hear and see a Buzzard high over the Copse Lane area.
Following the field edge path north from the church I came on a fresh Southern
Hawker which obligingly hung from a tree to show me she was a female - just
brown and green in colour with no blue.
The path around the south of Bridge House farm offered me not only ripe
Blackberries but also several juicy ripe plums, and when I turned the corner to
head north towards the ex-Texaco garage I noticed a cluster of large white

toadstools half hidden in long grass under poplar trees. I noted their large size
(around 20cm across the whitish caps which had flecks of colour in them and were
very deeply funnel shaped in the centre) and picked one specimen to see the
underside which had pale pinkish gills and the edges of the cap slightly rolling over
the rim. The stem was white, short and stout. Sadly I did not think of them as
Milkcaps and so did not test the gills for milk but a check with my books at home
suggested they could have been Lactarius controversus.
Back in Langstone the clouds thickened and rain threatened, and this seemed to
encourage several Robins to sing, which they have not done for a week or so. As
they maybe celebrate autumn with song so, back at home, there is another sign of
autumn in that the local Swifts have not been seen for a couple of days perhaps this time they really have given up trying to raise young (though in the 'old
days' Swifts used to turn up on May 1 and leave on July 31 - we are only two days
from that latter date now!)
Tue 24 July
Stansted East Park and Racton in the Ems valley
A break in the rain gave me the chance to check up on a couple of botanic rarities
in a cycle ride via Emsworth Hollybank Woods, Stansted East Park and Racton in the
Ems valley, returning via Aldsworth and Westbourne.
First addition to my flowering plant list came in the Hollybank Woods with Hairy St
John’s Wort but the first significant interest came at Stubbermere Pond where
Gipsywort and Treacle Mustard were newly flowering and a Southern
Hawker was hunting overhead with Common Darter and one of the blue
damselflies perching on the mass of Water Plantain in the pond.
Heading on along the entrance road to Stansted House I had a look for Violet
Helleborine plants at the foot of the Beech trees lining the first small rise but could
not see any (I see that John Goodspeed has seen some plants recently in the newly
cleared compartment 22B south of the Ornamental Drive just east of the Broad
Avenue where they have been found in the past).
In the East Park I stopped at SU 768 107, the junction of what is marked on my map
as the ‘Western Downs Cycle Route’ (but which is also part of the ‘Monarch’s Way’
path) with the footpath heading south west over the arable fields towards Sindles
Farm. My first step onto the path gave me what I wanted to see - Spreading
Hedge Parsley with flowers and fruit hiding at the foot of the very first row of the
planted crop on the right (west) side of the path. Walking a few more paces along
the path I then turned right (west) into the first tractor wheel tracks and found
several more plants of the Hedge Parsley before I had gone more than three or
four metres. I did not explore further but I expect there are more plants to be found,
and I think they are flourishing here very near the field edge as they probably get
less of the pesticides sprayed over them here than they would further out in the
field.

I cycled on to Walderton and turned south down the Ems valley to the road junction
at Racton where I turned left onto the road for Funtington, but only for the few
metres to the bridge over the river (which despite the heavy rain is now virtually
dry, no doubt thanks to water abstraction at Walderton). Close to the bridge Water
Dock was in flower and along the roadside fence Hop plants were about to open
male flowers among the similar looking Nettle flowers.
Looking south from the bridge there was a really magnificent view of acres of Musk
Thistle in full flower but after a good look at this I turned to my real target here the Small Teazel which I refound last year after it had apparently been choked out
for many years by the growth of trees and brambles. To search for it I headed back
west from the bridge to have a look under the trees on the south side of the road at
the road junction.
Walking in under the trees through chest high nettles I was delighted to find at least
27 plants of Small Teazel growing tall enough to get their heads above the nettles
in an ‘open’ area behind the trees. The plants, some of which were well over 2
metres high, can also be seen from the road running south through Racton from a
point near a telegraph pole just south of the road junction, and from here I saw the
bright white flowers of the first flower head to open.
Continuing south past Racton church I turned up to steep hill taking the narrow road
to Aldsworth and on the roadside bank of this hill lots of Bush Vetch was just
starting to flower. At the top of the hill Field Scabious and Musk Mallow were
flowering but as I approached the Aldsworth end of the road I passed the less
pleasant sight of a dead Badger road casualty.
Mon 23 July
(Link to previous day’s entry)
A walk to Budds Farm
Monday is my ’day off’ after a full day’s work compiling the week’s summary each
Sunday, so despite the occasional drizzle I walked through Havant down the
Langbrook stream and across the South Moors to Budds Farm coming back by the
Southmoor Lane-Solent Road route.
Little to report in the way of birds but I did list 133 plants in flower (including a new
species for my Havant town area list) and even put up a few Meadow Brown
butterflies from the wet grass of the Moors.
The first plant to arouse any interest was Hoary Willowherb which seems to have
suddenly appeared everywhere but the next two were ’one offs’ (the Small
Flowered Cranesbill in Juniper Square and the Narrow-leaved Pepperwort
which still has some flowers beside the Langstone roundabout.
The path beside the Langbrook stream almost gave me a first with Gipsywort but
I could only detect a hint of white in the buds and could not claim it was yet in
flower. Two other attractive plants here were a form of Bistort and Monkey

Flower but both were clearly planted in the recent past (as was the Goat’s Rue
around the edge of the most southerly of the ‘Mallards’ houses).
Out on the Moors there was lots of Corky-fruited Water Dropwort and I
eventually found a couple of plants of Brookweed still in flower. Also seen in the
short grass were Fairy Ring and Blackening Waxcap toadstools.
Nearing Budds Farm I found the crop of Cherry Plums looking good but still to
hard to try eating (though there was a good crop of the wild ‘cultivated’
Blackberries of which I had a good sample).
On the pools I could only see a single juvenile Shelduck - last time I was here
(June 29) there were two adults and two families, each of three juveniles - hopefully
the missing birds have flown out into the harbour. Still present were 11 Canada
Geese (against 12 on June 29 when four of them were clearly juveniles). In the air
over the pools there were many Swallows and House Martins among which I
spotted two Sand Martins. At least one Whitethroat scolded and one Song
Thrush sang full throatedly (damp days always seem to encourage bird song).
Out on the shore seen from Budds Mound I counted 15 Egrets, no doubt reflecting
greatly increased numbers in the harbour now the breeding season is over.
Although the tide was falling and a fair amount of mud was exposed I could see few
other waders - perhaps 9 Blackwits, 6 Oystercatchers and at least one
Redshank with the odd Curlew, but I did not spend any time walking along the
shore.
Heading back up Southmoor Lane, near the southern entrance to Sewards Car
repair centre, I found what I think is a new plant for my Havant town area list Bugloss (Anchusa arvensis) - I see that two of my older plant guides call this
Lycopsis arvensis and I have my own mental block causing me to call it Alkanet
rather than Bugloss! Further up the Lane there was at least one flower on the
Knotted Hedge Parsley, and coming back along Solent Road I found Marsh
Ragwort in a ditch at the west end and at the east end (within the area of the new
retail stores that will open in a month or so) some brave Black Mustard was
defying its eventual fate.

Summary for July 16 - 22 (Week 29 of 2007)
BIRDS
Fulmar: A mention of five nests seen on cliffs at Newhaven on July 15 reminds me
that we recently had news of 10 pairs nesting at Hastings (Cliff End) and have
previously heard of a few nesting at St Catherine's Point (IoW) and on cliffs at
Durlston

Sooty Shearwater: Up to three were off Portland on July 12 and 13 with a final
sighting of one on July 15
Storm Petrel: At least two could be seen from Christchurch Harbour on July 17
when strong southerly winds drove them inshore - only sighting reported this week
after five weeks of almost daily sightings on the Channel coast.
Gannet: Up to 600 feeding off Portland from July 15 to 17 - highest number
anywhere so far this year.
Cormorant: A total of 48 flew west over Christchurch Harbour on July 16 - perhaps
dispersing from south coast breeding in the hope of finding more food?
Little Egret: A count of 48 at Christchurch Harbour on July 15 is the highest I have
seen from any site since early May.
Spoonbill: During the past week a number of Spoonbills have turned up along the
south coast between Christchurch Harbour and Cuckmere Haven (near Beachy
Head) with a cluster of sghtings at Thorney Island, Brading Marshes (IoW) and
Titchfield Haven. Currently three have settled at Farlington Marshes - one arrived
there on July 14, becoming three birds on July 16 and 17 (still there on July 21)
Canada Goose: A group that has been on the south east shore of Langstone
Harbour since at least July 15 has two large white geese among them. Photos of
the two white birds can be seen on John Goodspeed's website with a request from
the person who took the photos for identification of the white geese. Looking at the
photos it seems to me that both white geese are as large as (or even slightly bigger)
than the Canadas and have pale bills and legs that may be yellow (as in Bar-Headed
Goose) or pale pink (as Greylag) as well as a hint of some grey feathers. I can offer
no definite suggestion as to the parentage of these birds but we should not forget
that there have been one of two cases of leucistic Canada Geese in Hampshire
(these are certainly not just white Canada Geese but that possibility may complicate
the causes of their appearance)
Shelduck: Just one was seen at Newtown Harbour (IoW) on July 21 and I have
heard no reports from anywhere in Langstone or Chichester Harbours since three
were at the Oysterbeds on July 17. No doubt a few adults and juveniles are
somewhere in the harbours but are keeping a low profile as they all become
flightless in the moult season.
Wigeon: A single male remains at Christchurch Harbour where it has been since at
least June 27, and this week new birds were seen at Hook (Warsash) on July 20 and
at Farlington Marshes on July 21
Gadwall: These too are starting to return to the coast with a party of 12 landing in
Christchurch Harbour on July 21 (the first returning Teal was also there on July 20
and a full albino Mallard was present on that day)

Pintail: The arrival of two juvenile birds at Farlington Marshes on July 16 aroused
speculation as to where they were hatched - Jason Crook is certain that they came
from elsewhere but maybe not very far away.
Garganey: Two eclipse birds turned up in the flooded field by Thorney Main Road
(near Little Deeps) on July 19
Shoveler: These too are thinking of returning to the coast but a party of 16 which
flew downstream into Christchurch Harbour on July 21 changed their minds and
went back north.
Osprey: What may have been the first bird to start heading south from Britain was
at the Lower Test Marshes (Southampton) on July 14 and 15 before moving to
Newtown Harbour on the Isle of Wight where one turned up on July 16 (and was still
there on July 21)
Oystercatcher: I have long known that these will nest well away from the shore
and in unusual places (I recall the story of one nesting in the ballast of a railway line
in Wales many years ago) but I had not until now heard of them nesting on the
rooves of buildings. It seems that at least one pair has nested and raised a chick this
year on the flat roof of a building near the Quay Street roundabout (close to
Fareham Creek) in Fareham while another pair has a chick on the roof of a building
at the Portsmouth IBM site. Peter Raby tells us that the Fareham nest site has been
used by one or two pairs for at least the last three years and there may have been
such nests in the past at IBM as single Oystercatchers have been seen on the site
during previous summers over a long period.
Lapwing: A flock of 68 were back at Titchfield Haven by July 21
Sanderling: Reports of these from five coastal sites this week with a count of 19 on
the Pilsey Sands in Chichester Harbour on July 19
Dunlin: Small groups (of failed breeders?) now seem to be returning to our shores.
Last week there were 20 at Farlington Marshes, another 17 at Lymington and 15 at
Portland (Ferrybridge). By July 17 the numer at Ferrybridge had doubled to 30 and
24 birds at Christchurch Harbour were described as new arrivals there. This week
the increasing flow of returning birds is illustrated by counts from Christchurch
Harbour of 29 on July 18, 60 on July 19 and 75 on July 20
Snipe: What may have been the first bird to return to Farlington Marshes was seen
there on July 16
Whimbrel: A group of 27 on the Ryde east sands on July 17 shows that autumn
passage is now seriously underway.
Curlew: The number at the Pennington Marshes (Lymington) on July 20 was up to
110
Spotted Redshank: The first of these arrived back in Poole Harbour on June 30
and by July 15 there were four present at Brownsea Island with the first singles back

at Hook (Warsash) and Thorney Island Deeps (with 20+ Greenshank there that
day)
Greenshank: There were 33 of these at the Thorney Great Deeps on July 19
Wood Sandpiper: One arrived at Pulborough Brooks on July 15 and was still there
on July 17. One or two more, plus a possible Pectoral Sandpiper, have been seen
this week in the Hastings area, and on July 20 one was in the Pennington area at
Lymington
Common Sandpiper: Plenty of these now around with a count of 22 at
Christchurch Harbour on July 19
Turnstone: The first bird to be reported anywhere on the south coast since June 8
was at Christchurch Harbour on July 15 and 16. Since then there have been
sightings at the Hayling Oysterbeds and at Newtown Harbour on the IoW (three
there on July 21)
Med Gull: An approximate total of 250 were in the Bembridge area of the IoW on
July 16
Little Gull: A first summer bird was at Farlington Marshes on July 16 following a
report of one at Titchfield Haven on June 23
Common Gull: The number on the Langstone to Emsworth shore was up to at
least 4 on July 16 and and 6 were in the Bembridge area (IoW) on July 17 with the
first single back at Portland (Ferrybridge) that day.
Yellow-legged Gull: A good number of these (both adults and juveniles) have
been arriving recently and I see that on July 18 there were 91 of them around the
Kerry Foods factory in Poole (I have a feeling that some of these will have nested in
Poole Harbour as the first pair to breed in Britain did so in Poole Harbour in 1995
with two pairs nesting there in 1997)
Sandwich Tern: 400 pairs nested at Rye Harbour this year and raised 300 young
- more than 1000 birds could be seen there on July 20
Roseate Tern: This week has seen an adult in Poole Harbour on July 15, singles at
Dungeness on July 16 and 21, and another adult at Titchfield Haven on July 21
Common Tern: An autumn feeding flock off Titchfield Haven has already built up
to around 250 Common Terns
Little Tern: It is still just possible that one pair will raise a chick at the Hayling
Oysterbeds (but I'm not expecting that!) but there is some good news from Pagham
spit where, on July 19, several pairs were feeding young. This seems to be the first
breeding at Pagham since 1988 when 9 pairs fledged six young but on the other
hand there has been no mention of nesting on Stakes Island or at Ellanore in
Chichester Harbour, a site regularly used by some of the birds until 2003.

Black Tern: With autumn passage now under way a count of 14 birds at
Dungeness on July 20 was not unexpected - nearer home one was at the Blashford
Lakes on July 20 (first of autumn there)
Cuckoo: Three seen at Dungeness on July 15 were almost certainly saying
goodbye to Britain for this year
Swift: Two or more are being seen regularly over my garden during the past week,
suggesting to me that they are feeding young somewhere nearby
Kingfisher: It would seem that some are now arriving at coastal sites with
sightings this week from the Lower Test, Christchurch Harbour, Farlington Marshes
and Bembridge (IoW) - these are probably first brood juveniles.
Woodlark: A group of 8 seen feeding on the ground at the Stansted estate on July
13 probably included some young and indicated successful breeding there
Sand Martin: The flow of birds heading south is increasing with counts this week
of 200+ at Portland on July 18, 150 at Brading Marshes (IoW) on July 19 and
another 100 at Portland that day.
Yellow Wagtail: The first to reach the Hampshire shore on its way south was at
Hook (Warsash) on July 16 and by July 20 Rye Harbour was reporting 150+ 'in the
last few days'
Robin: I have not heard one singing since July 9 and on July 21 the only bird in my
garden was clearly moulting
Redstart: These too are beginning to head south - a female was at Southampton
Lower Test reserve on July 14 and a male was at Brading on the IoW on July 15
Wheatear: A pair were seen feeding two unfledged young on the clifftop west
of Newhaven on July 15. In 2005 one or two pairs may have bred at each of 3
Sussex coastal sites (including Newhaven) with more than 20 pairs breeding at Rye
Harbour. The 2005 Hampshire bird report only mentions one pair breeding in the
county at a coastal site - have they ceased to breed in the New Forest? Birds of
Hampshire suggested that up to 20 pairs bred in the Forest in the early 1990s but by
2000 only two pairs were know to have bred there. Up to six pairs may have been
present in 2001 but that seems to have been a 'dying spark'. By July 21 single
departing migrants, the first of the autumn, were seen on both the Isle of Wight
and at Portland.
Mistle Thrush: A flock of 23 birds seen together on the Stansted estate on July 16
is good news - such autumn flocks were once a regular sight but this is the first I
have heard of for a good many years.
Grasshopper Warbler: The first two reports of birds arriving back at the coast on
their way south come from Durlston on July 12 and Brading Marsh (IoW) on July 15
Willow Warbler: The first autumn passage bird was at Dungeness on July 19 and
on July 20 Portland reported that 'a few are now passing through'.

Bearded Tit: July 19 brought a report of 'several with young' from Thorney Little
Deeps and at least two birds were seen this week at both Rye Harbour and Titchfield
Haven
Siskin: An indication of autumn movement comes in reports at one flying over
Christchurch Harbour on July 19 and a group of five going west over the Blashford
Lakes on July 21
Crossbill: A party of four flew west over Christchurch Harbour on July 16 but I
suspect this is another isolated report of a family party on the move rather than any
hint of an irruption. This seems to be the fourth of a series of such sightings - a party
of 5 arrived at Dungeness on May 21, another group of 5 were at Hastings on June
2 and a third report of 5 birds came from Durlston on June13 with no more reports
unitl the current one. Latest reports are of two flying over the Horsham area on July
20 and singles over Christchurch Harbour on both July 20 and 21
INSECTS
(Skip to Plants)
Dragonflies
Migrant Hawker: First of year reported at Rye Harbour on July 16 with
another report from the Hastings area on July 20
Butterflies
Dingy Skipper: A pristine insect seen at Shoreham Mill Hill on July 16 was
the first reported since June 9 and marks the emergence of the summer
brood
Bath White: This is a very rare migrant in Britain with very few records since
the last mass arrival in 1945 so a confident report of one seen flying through
a Micheldever garden (near Winchester) on July 15 is of great interest.
Brown Argus: The summer brood started to emerge on July 7 (3 fresh seen
at Magdalen Hill Down) and of local interest they have been seen in the past
week at the Hayling Oysterbeds
Common Blue: The first generation had come to an end by the end of June
and a fresh male specimen seen at Crawley in Sussex on July 18 was probably
the first of the summer brood (though one seen on Beachy Head on July 8
could claim that honour though it was probably a late survivor of the first lot)
Chalkhill Blue: These have started to appear in force this week. They have
been seen in small numbers since July 5 but on July 15 an estimated 200 were
flying at Stockbridge Down (and July 14 brought the first report of them from
Portsdown)
Large Tortoiseshell: One seen near St Catherine's Point (IoW) on July 15
was the 18th report of the species I have seen this year. Since then I have

read of one in the New Forest on July 5 and of three sightings (perhaps the
same insect) at Portland on July 18, 19 and 20.
Camberwell Beauty: A fresh specimen was seen in an Eastbourne garden
on July 14, the first since three sightings in April (one of those was the release
of one found hibernating in the Hastings area in February)
Peacock: In Brian Fellows' diary entry for July 21 describing a visit by the
Havant Wildlife Group to Oxenbourne Down he writes .. "Ian heard a Peacock
butterfly he was photographing making an alarm sound. I was not aware
butterflies made any sounds". I seem to remember that hibernating
Peacock butterflies can make a squeaking noise when disturbed and I
know that the caterpillars of Death's Head Hawkmoths are well known
to 'squeak' when handled but I cannot find any reference to noises made by
active butterflies (when threatened the defence mechanism of a Peacock is
to flash its wings to show the 'eyes'). When and if they 'squeak' I understand
they do so by expressing air through their spiracles (breathing tubes) and so
I suppose it is possible for an adult butterfly to do this but I would be very
interested to hear more about this.
Wall Brown: The first of the summer brood was seen on Mill Hill at
Shoreham on July 15 - hopefully this summer generation will have a better
showing than the first generation did (the only place where they were seen in
any numbers this spring was the south west Hampshire shore with a report of
28 at Hordle Cliffs on May 2 and 30+ on the Keyhaven Marshes on May 5).
Since July 15 I have only read of two more sightings - a female egglaying at
Wilmington (Eastbourne) on July 18 and a single seen near Mount Caburn
(Lewes) on July 21.
Moths
Orange Swift: First at Portland on July 17
The Festoon: This appeared on July 13 both at Pagham Harbour and at 'The
Mens' reserve (by the A272 between Petworth and Billingshurst)
Esperia oliviella: First report of this also comes from The Mens on July 13
Eudemis profundana: First report of this also comes from The Mens on July
13
Epiblema foenella: First at Rye Harbour on July 21
Endotricha flammealis: Another first from The Mens on July 13 (very
plentiful there)
Hemp Agrimony Plume (Adaina microdactyla): First at Horsham on
July 15
Oak Eggar: First at Portland on July 17

Small Argent and Sable (Epirrhoe tristata): First on the Downs above
Graffham near Midhurst on July 14 - a new species for me
Small Rivulet: First at Horsham on July 16
Wormwood Pug: First at Portland on July 15
Plain Pug: First at Horsham on July 15
Bordered Beauty: First of year taken at Lovedean (Waterlooville) back on
June 26
September Thorn: Sounds early for this but one was taken at Pagham
Harbour on July 9
Pigmy Footman: First at Rye Harbour on July 21
Four-spotted Footman: Another first at Pagham Harbour on July 10
Jersey Tiger: First at Portland on July 18
Small Black Arches: This rarity (new to my database) was taken at The
Mens on July 1
Archer's Dart: First at Rye Harbout on July 21
White-speck: First at Pagham Harbour on July 12
The Shark: First at Rusper near Horsham on July 14
Striped Lychnis: First taken at Lovedean (Waterlooville) on July 8
Marbled Beauty: First at Portland on July 19
Small Dotted Buff: First at Portland on July 15
Mere Wainscot: First at Pagham on July 8
Brown-veined Wainscot: First at Pagham on July 10
Olive Crescent: Found in Friston Forest near Eastbourne on July 19 'with
torch and net'
Other Insects
Tiphia femorata: This is listed on the Rye Bay website as one of a list of
'aculeates' found on July 16 at Glyne Gap (between Hastings and Bexhill) by
Andy Phillips from Hastings Country Park. It seems 'aculeates' is a general
name for insects which have stings and thus covers Ants and Bees as well as
Wasps. This species is a relative of the Digger Wasps and lays its eggs in the
larvae of Dung Beetle and Chafer grubs.
Digger Wasp Oxybelus uniglumis: Seen in Hastings Country Park on July
20. Andy Phillips tells us that this species has more than one parasite waiting

to lay eggs in the paralysed flies which Oxybelus places in its nest chamber to
feed its own grubs. To thwart these parasites Oxybelus covers the entrance to
its nest chamber with sand every time it leaves to collect more flies and in
order to dig its way back into the nest chamber as fast as possible it carries
the paralysed fly spiked on the tip of its 'sting', leaving its legs free to dig. If,
despite these precautions, one of the parasites gets so much as a touch on
the paralysed fly Oxybelus assumes that a parasite egg has been laid in the fly
and discards it, making sure it does not remain within the nest chamber.
Digger Wasp Mellinus arvensis: Another of the aculeates at Glyne Gap on
July 16
Digger Wasp Astata boops: Another of the aculeates at Glyne Gap on July
16
Digger Wasp Cerceris arenaria: Yet another of the 'aculeates' seen in the
Hastings area on July 20
Digger Wasp Lindenius albilabris: Yet another of the 'aculeates' seen in
the Hastings area on July 20
Anthophora bimaculata: Another of the aculeates at Glyne Gap on July 16
- this one is a Bee
Bee-killer Philanthus triangulum: Another of the aculeates at Glyne Gap
on July 16 (the only one of this set that I was previously aware of)
PLANTS
Smith's Pepperwort: This has probably been out for several week's but I only
saw my first flowering (and seeding) plant when visiting Sinah Common on Hayling
on July 19
Stone Parsley: The small flowers on this plant are difficult to see in normal
circumstances but a mass flowering under trees at the extreme south end of the
Hayling Coastal Path made an eye catching show on July 19
Pepper Saxifrage: The first mention of this in flower comes from Durlston on July
18 - none seen locally so far.
Fennel: Plants were in flower on south Hayling on July 19
Lesser Centaury: First find of this lovely plant was made by John Goodspeed on
Portsdown on July 18. I have looked at a number of small Common Centaury
plants so far but none have had the deeper red of Lesser Centaury, nor the short
(4mm) flower stem holding the calyx of the flower above the bracts at its base.
Common Dodder: John Goodspeed had found this in flower on Hayling on June 13
but I did not see any until July 19 when, luckily, it was still in full flower.
Pale Toadflax: The small colony of plants growing at the south east corner of the
mini-golf course on Sinah Common was in full flower on July 19
Common Calamint: The plant which lurks under a Shrubby Honeysuckle bush
surrounded by tall grass and shaded by a Strawberry Tree on the bank of the Slipper
Mill pond at Emsworth had a fresh flower (and the remains of two previous flowers)
on July 16. Brian Fellows reported the re-appearance of this oddity (first noticed last

year) on June 27 but it was not then (I think) in flower - he has now seen the flowers
on July 20
Betony: John Goodspeed is the first to report the flowering of this (on Portsdown)
on July 14 (Last year it started to flower on June 28)
Sea Plantain: Although this had started to flower on May 31 it was not untiil July
16 that I saw a good showing of the yellow flowers along the north west seawall of
Thorney Island
Common Valerian: John Goodspeed had found this in flower on Portsdown by
July 14 and on July 21 there was a good show of it on Oxenbourne Down at the foot
of Butser Hill near Petersfield.
Shasta Daisy: These garden escape coarse versions of Ox-eye Daisies were
prominent by July 19
Tansy: July 19 brought my first sight of this lovely plant in flower on south Hayling
Prickly Lettuce: As with Stone Parsley this is not normally an eye-catching plant
but a mass of them on the Thorney Island seawall, with all their flowers apparently
open and with no 'dead heads', was attractive on July 16
Autumn Hawkbit: Brian Fellows found this in flower on Hayling Island on July 17
and I found my first there the next day
Frog Orchid: Although these have been flowering since June 6 at least there was
a great show of more than 50 to be found on Oxenbourne Down near
Petersfield on July 21
OTHER WILDLIFE
Mink: A reminder this week that Mink will take the chicks of raft nesting terns - as
they did recently with Common Terns at the Warnham Pond reserve at Horsham
Bottle-nosed Dolphin: On July 15 a school (or is it a 'pod') of these joined gulls
feeding on fish shoals in Bournemouth Bay. First mention of this species in our area
since early May
Water Vole: Not as many sightings at Emsworth as the locals would like - just
three reports during June and two so far in July (the latest being of what was
possibly a juvenile on July 19)
Natterjack Toad: I would have thought these would have moved from the tadpole
stage to become baby toads by now but on July 15 the Christchurch Harbour
website mentions good numbers of tadpoles in pools at Hengistbury Head.
Land Snails: On July 20 the Durlston website had an entry about the 32 species
that can be found there, with mention of five species currently seen there - Pointed
Snail (also to be found on the Thorney seawall opposite the west end of the Great
Deeps), Round-mouthed Snail (which they call Trapdoor Snail but is the same
species - Pomatias elegans - which can be found at the north end of the Ladies'
Walk in Stansted Forest), Lapidary Snail (which was mentioned last week) and
the commoner White and Brown-lipped Banded Snails. This summer's rain is
not bad news for Slugs and Snails!

Fungi: Blackening Waxcaps have appeared on my lawn, both in front of and
behind the house, for the first time that I can remember - they are probably
abundant in their regular sites (I used to see them in hundreds on the IBM North
Harbour site in past years)

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JULY 16 - 22 (WEEK 29 OF 2007)
Thu 19 July
Down the Hayling coastal path to Sinah Common
This afternoon I cycled to Sinah Common where I added four plants to my flowering
list. The one I had been aiming for was Pale Toadflax and there was a good show
of that at the south east corner of the mini-golf course with an unexpected bonus
within a couple of metres - Smith’s Pepperwort. I then had to cast around in the
gorse to add the next species - Dodder - but when I eventually found some it was
at its best in full flower. The fourth new flower was Tansy - plenty growing along
the west side of the unmade road coming down the west end of the Norfolk
Crescent block though the east side (where even more of it used to grow) had been
totally cleared of ‘weeds’.
Another plant newly in flower in several places was Fennel and two plants that
were at their best were the Cock’s Eggs as you enter the common from Staunton
Avenue (at least 16 square metres of plants all in fresh flower) and the Stone
Parsley lining the southern couple of hundred metres of the coastal path under the
shade of the oak trees.
Another find on the grass along the east side of Staunton Avenue was the first
large boletus fungus of the autumn - probably a Bay Bolete.
At the Oysterbeds on the way home a dozen or so Common Terns were making a
lot of noise in the air - at least one was carrying a fish and maybe the others were
chasing it as gulls do in the hope of getting a taste. Around fifty Redshank were
sitting out the high tide on the west side of the tern island and a couple of Common
Sandpipers flew from the landward shore as I cycled by. One species now missing
from the area is Shelduck and one that has started to return but which I could not
spot is Turnstone.
Mon 16 July
Emsworth shore and Pubrook Heath
This morning I cycled along the shore of Chichester Harbour from Langstone to the
Thorney Great Deeps but saw almost no birds on the water or mud other than gulls,
though among those the many Black-Headed there were four Common. The
only wader species seen were Little Egret, Oystercatcher, Curlew and

Whimbrel, all in ones or twos, with a couple of Greenshank flying out from the
Thorney Deeps.
The only birds heard singing near the shore were Skylark, Meadow Pipit, Reed
Bunting and Reed Warbler. Inland Blackbird, Song Thrush, and Wren were
the only ones heard other than the perpetual Wood Pigeons and Collared
Doves.
Wild flowers put up a better show and the ones that caught my attention were Sea
Plantain and Prickly Lettuce, both in full flower along the Thorney seawall, and
the great show of Golden Samphire at Nore Barn. Of special interest was my first
sight this year of a flower on the tiny bush of Common Calamint which is once
again hiding under a thick bush of Shrubby Honeysuckle (Lonicera nitida)
which itself grows in the shade of a Strawberry Tree and is surrounded by long
grass on the bank of the Slipper Mill Pond at Emsworth. Although the plant is
growing within a metre of the Slipper Road it cannot be seen without stepping off
the road far enough to be able to peer under the Honeysuckle
In the afternoon I went to Purbrook Heath to check on the continued existence of
one of our local ‘rarities’ which makes no attempt to hide itself but is probably
overlooked by 99% of the people who walk right over it as it was by the members
of the Havant Wildlife Group which were there last Saturday but did not see it.
This is the Chamomile (Chamaemelum nobile) which was used by our
Elizabethan ancestors to create aromatic lawns, and it still retains its ability to
survive regular close mowing (and to provide a pleasant scent when the leaves are
crushed).
I have no idea of the origin of these plants - they may have been native to the area
before the playing fields were created or may have arrived with soil used to
landscape the site when a level playing field was created out of the sloping ground
coming up from the Pur-brook stream. If so they have probably been there for some
50 years as a current proposal to demolish and rebuild the cricket pavilion tells me
that the existing pavilion was built in the 1960s.
If you want to find them go to the tennis courts (SU 668 079) on the east side of the
pavilion and search the grass either north or south of the courts - on the south side
look on the top of the slope in front of the west most bench seat. The whole extent
of the plants runs the whole length of the steep slope in front of the pavilion and
some way down the side slopes, especially on the west side.

SUMMARY FOR JULY 9 - 15 (WEEK 28 OF 2007)
BIRDS

Sooty Shearwater: Apart from a probable sighting of one off Selsey on June 22
the first of the year was reported off Portland on July 12 with 3 seen there on July
13
Manx Shearwater: The number seen from Portland decreased daily from 2380 on
July 8 to 35 on July 14
Balearic Shearwater: These too decreased at Portland from 117 on July 8 to 15
on July 14
Storm Petrel: Peak count this week was of just 5 off Portland on July 10 with only
1 seen on July 13
Great White Egret: One in the Sussex Ouse valley near Lewes on July 8 was the
first report from anywhere since May 26
Black Stork: A first report for the year came from the village of Steep Marsh, north
of Petersfield and east the Hangers, on July 12 when one was seen in flight
Spoonbill: An immature bird was seen in the marshy field east of Thorney Island
Main Road on July 12 and it was still there just before noon on July 13 after which
it may have flown across the sea to appear at Brading Marshes on the Isle of Wight
around tea time, and it may have then returned to the mainland where a similar bird
was seen at Farlington Marshes on the afternoon of July 14 and the morning of July
15. What must have been a different bird flew north over Cuckmere Haven in East
Sussex on July 14.
Mute Swan: A pair has once again bred on Bedhampton Mill Pond here in Havant
- I saw the pair with three cygnets on July 14
Black Swan: A pair were on the Fishtail lagoon on the Lymington shore on July 13
- not sure if these are new there (I have not heard of them before)
Canada Goose: 30 of the 200 birds spending their flightless summer moult period
around the IBM Lake at Portsmouth were, on July 7, lured into a cage and then had
their necks wrung on the orders of the company (not IBM) which now manages the
site (IBM now rent the offices back from this company). This cull, which I suspect
will eventually reduce the number of birds much further, has aroused mixed feelings
and makes me wonder about the attitude of humans to the natural world. I suspect
that most of the people who object to this method of reducing the numbers of geese
would not have the same compunction about killing ants, mice or wasps which had
invaded their houses, and who are decidedly in favour of killing any rats which
happen to eat Little Tern eggs.
Canada Geese were imported to this country in the18th century to ornament the
lakes created as part of landscaping the grounds of our stately homes but, having
no natural predators here, their numbers have increased exponentially with the
result that (as one example) virtually all the mown grass around the edge of the IBM
lake has been torn up by the geese and replaced with a 'wall to wall' layer of goose
droppings from which a selection of 'coarse weed plants' grow, destroying both the

pleasant look of the lakeside near the buildings and making it impossible for staff to
sit on the grass and enjoy the view of the lake in their summer lunch time breaks.
A less annoying feature of their moult is the litter of dropped feathers that cover the
area.
The geese do this whereever they settle en masse - I remember being asked to
count the flock around the Baffins Pond lake in Portsmouth during one hot summer
in the 1990s and having to do so in a series of short dashes to the lakeside before
retreating to a distance where I could breathe fresh air and not the stink of their
droppings.
Going back to the situation at the IBM site I also remember being invited to explain
to the then Chief Executive of IBM UK (Sir Eddie Nixon) why, when invited to
Buckingham Palace to be 'knighted', he had incurred the wrath of the Duke of
Edinburgh when he selected as the best example of IBM's efforts to create a natural
paradise on the reclaimed mudflats of Portsmouth Harbour the fact that he could
look out of his office window and see the beautiful Canada Geese sailing on the lake.
He was aware that the reclamation was a controversial subject with the Duke who,
as a Naval Officer, objected to the loss of part of the harbour for the building of the
M27, and Eddie thought he could win him over by saying how much more wildlife
could be found on the site after reclamation than could ever be found on the dreary
mudflats.
If I can extend this digession even further I see that Tim Doran (who reported the
cull) also mentioned that nine Common Sandpipers could be seen around the lake
that day and he commented that it was a pity that there were no muddy edges to
the lake. That same comment was also made by the Duke of Edinburgh on another
occasion when he visited the IBM site and I was detailed to occupy him for a few
minutes with an informal presentation on the widllife aspects of the site - as a result
of that comment by the Duke we were able to get funds from IBM to create just
such a muddy patch of shoreline at the extreme west end, but not to maintain it
over future years - as a result another species saw its opportunity to extend its
foothold on the site and the whole area was over-run by Phragmites reeds within a
couple of years. I wonder if those who object to control of the goose numbers would
be so opposed to destruction of those reeds?
Brent Goose: I see that the number of these summering in Langstone Harbour (as
reported in Keith Betton's monthly summary of Hampshire Birding) has gone down
from 11 in May to 8 in June. I also see (on the Rye Bay website) that a single
summering Brent Goose was at Rye Harbour on July 9.
Pochard: One seen on the Sandown (IoW) canoe lake on July 8 as said to be the
first July record for the IoW since 1999 (when a pair bred on the Island). I suspect
this is just another example of early post breeding dispersion which we have seen in
many other species this year after they have failed to breed (though the weather
should have been all right for ducks! - but remember that they too can have nests
washed out by high water levels and can lose young to cold weather)
Eider: More than 29 were on the water off the Lymington marshes on July 13

Common Scoter: There seems to be a year round supply of these in the English
Channel - this week high counts were of 160 off Portland and 180 in Rye Bay, both
on July 14
Osprey: This week brought late news of on in Langstone Harbour on June 3 and
another at the Blashford Lakes (Ringwood) on June 21, plus a new sighting of one
at the Lower Test marshes on July 14
Quail: One was heard at Mill Hill, Shoreham, on July 10 - the fourteenth report for
this summer. On the same day one was heard somewhere in south west Hampshire
Oystercatcher: A gruesome photo on the Portland website with the July 14 entry
shows an adult Great Blackback gull standing on the ground, apparently
alive and well, with the head and bill of a young Oystercatcher
protruding from its neck just below its own bill. The guess is that the gull
decided to eat the Oystercatcher and swallowed the bird whole, feet first - this
would not immediately kill the Oystercatcher and it seems it still had the strength to
pierce the gulls throat with its bill, getting the bill and head out through the hole put
unable to complete its escape before its strength gave out. This reminds me of
another photo of a Great Blackback showing it in the process of killing an adult
Moorhen which it, so we were told, did manage to consume.
Knot: One was at Titchfield Haven on July 11 and another (maybe the same?) was
seen in summer plumage at the Farlington Marshes lake on July 15
Sanderling: Two were seen at the Lymington marshes on July 13.
Ruff: A male was in the flooded field beside the Main Road on Thorney Island on
July 13 and maybe the same bird was at the Sidlesham Ferry Pool at Pagham
Harbour on July 14
Black-tailed Godwit: These have now started to return to our south coast from
Iceland. On July 12 a group of at least 11 were on the Langstone village shore, on
July 13 Farlington Marshes had 70 back, and on July 14 the count at Farlington was
up to 134 with another 33 at the Pagham Harbour ferry pool
Whimbrel: A report of 5 at Rye Harbour on July 11 may indicate that the birds
which have stayed here through the summer are now being re-inforced by passage
birds. This is the first mention of Whimbrel from the Hastings area since May.
Redshank: A single chick seen at the Farlington Marshes lake on July 14 and 15
gives first proof of breeding there for at least two years. On July 13 a total of 130
adults were there.
Common Gull: July 1 brought the first mention of one back on the Isle of Wight
shore and I see that on July 8 two were back at Fishbourne beach.
Yellow-legged Gull: The first juvenile seems to have been seen on the south
coast (at Dungeness) on July 8 with another seen at Fishbourne (IoW) on July 10
Great Blackback: See Oystercatcher entry above for a gruesome tale

Roseate Tern: Reports of returning birds this week include three at Lodmoor
(Weymouth) on July 8, one at Rye Harbour on July 9 and one in Langstone Harbour
off the west Hayling shore on July 10. On July 11 three adults were present at
Lodmoor (Weymouth)
Common Tern: Around 200 flew west past Christchurch Harbour on July 14
Cuckoo: One adult at Christchurch Harbour on July 10 shows that the adults have
not yet all left us.
Short-eared Owl: I know that these occasionally remain on the south coast
during the summer but a sighting of one on Holton Heath (northwest shore of Poole
Harbour) on July 14 is probably of a bird returning from the flooded north of
England.
Swift: It now seems that birds across the south of England all disappeared from
their breeding areas for a couple of weeks during the wet weather in June but many
have returned for a new attempt. One doubly interesting report dated July 12
comes from Cuckfield in Sussex - the first interest is that a pair there had moved in
to nest in a box which had previously been used by House Sparrows (which have
only just left the box) but the aspect that I found most interesting was that when
Swifts were flying overhead in a 'screaming party' a bird in the nest box could be
heard screaming back at them, giving a new point to the screaming of the airborne
birds (perhaps they are learning more from the birds on their nests than a plain 'I'm
here' message)
Sand Martin: These have been heading south since June 28 and on the morning of
July 11 more than 25 were seen to leave a reed bed at Rye Harbour.
Rock Pipit: Although these birds do breed in Dorset, Sussex and the Isle of Wight
very few nest in Hampshire though they have done so at both Hurst Castle and at
Calshot. Until 2005 none had been known to nest anywhere east of Southampton
Water (with the next regular breeding area being at Seaford near Beachy Head in
Sussex). In 2005 a nest with young was found in the walls of Southsea Castle but
this year there have been no reports from Southsea since Mar 12 and there has
been no obvious extension of their breeding range so a bird seen in the Hook
(Warsash) area on July 9 (where they do not normally appear until September)
seems to have been a very early returnee/failed breeder elsewhere.
Yellow Wagtail: More evidence that these are already flying south comes from
reports of 1 at Christchurch Harbour and 3 at Dungeness both on July 10. The first
to arrive on the south coast away from breeding areas were 1 at Dungeness on July
3 and around 50 on the beach at Rye Harbour on July 5
Pied Wagtail: A report of 16 roosting overnight in reeds at Rye Harbour on July 11
shows that these too are on the move.
Robin: Autumn song can now be heard intermittently

Whinchat: The first two reports of birds heading south came on July 6 (a pair seen
on the Sussex Downs at Cissbury Ring) and July 7 (a single in the Lymington area).
We now have a third report of one at Dungeness on July 10
Grasshopper Warbler: One was at Durlston country park on July 12, presumably
already on its way south
Starling: Another sign of autumn being upon us comes from Rye Harbour where,
on July 11, more than 4000 Starlings roosted overnight in a reed bed.
House Sparrow: These too are now in autumn mode with a flock of 10+ (including
some juveniles) coming daily to my garden where there have been no more than
half a dozen since the end of March. On July 13 an albino bird was seen in the
Worthing area
Corn Bunting: There has been a distinct increase in reports from Sussex this year
though that may be because birders have only now become concerned about their
disappearance from the countryside and are reporting sightings which they would
previously have ignored as being of common birds with no great interest. Latest of
these reports is of four birds at Mill Hill, Shoreham on July 10. Here in Hampshire I
have only seen two reports of the species this year - just one bird was seen in the
Meon Valley area on Feb 3 and on May 20 two birds were seen at Martin Down.
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Golden Ringed Dragonfly: The first sighting of one had been reported
from the Fareham area on June 17 but I have heard no more of them until
July 8 when one was seen in Atherfield area of the Isle of Wight. On July 13
came another sighting at Christchurch Harbour.
Butterflies
Clouded Yellow: My sighting of one in Leigh Park, Havant, on July 7 has not
turned out to mark the start of a summer invasion but there have been six
more sightings this week beginning with two more singles on July 8 - one at
Arundel and another at Beachy Head. Since then there have been more
singles in Hampshire, Sussex and Dorset.
Brimstone: Regular sightings of last year's butterflies continued until June 9.
Since then there has been one sighting in Gosport on June 22 and another of
a fresh specimen at Emsworth on July 8 and 9 and I have since heard of fresh
insects at seven other sites up to July 12. It would seem that this years new
generation are now out.
Brown Argus: Three fresh specimens seen at Magdalen Hill Down
(Winchester) on July 7 were the first of the summer brood which normally
appears in mid July. This species had ceased to be reported reguarly on June
8 though one was seen in the Gosport area on June 22.

Chalkhill Blue: Ignoring the unusual sighting of one on the Sussex Downs
on May 16 the first to emerge was seen at Stockbridge Down on July 3 with
another seen in Sussex on July 5. By July 7 eight were flying at Magdalen Hill
Down with three more at Stockbridge Down, while July 8 brought the first
sighting at Mill Hill, Shoreham and July 12 brought a report of four at
Oxenbourne Down near Petersfield
Large Tortoiseshell: This species seems to have become a regular
immigrant this year and I now have records of 15 sightings the last five of
which form a cluster on July 7 to 10. On July 7 one was on a Buddleia in
Clanfield village north of Waterlooville and another was at Portland, July 8
brought an unconfirmed report of as many as 4 different insects on Portland
and July 9 brought a sighting from Brownsea Island in Poole Harbour followed
by another sighting at Portland on July 10
Silver Washed Fritillary: On July 11 one was seen in Butterwood (near
Fleet in north Hampshire) with wings that were jet black with orange spots
near the tips of the forewings. This seems to be the most extreme of the
aberrant forms of butterflies seen this summer which have included 'Black
Admirals' and Valezina Silver Washed plus a Comma of variant called
'suffusa' which has virtually no dark markings - just an overall washed
out orange (but still retaining the 'deckle edged' shape)
Grayling: The first had been seen at Browndown (Gosport) on July 1 and by
July 6 at least two were out in the Beaulieu Heath area of the New Forest.
Moths
Cistus Forester: The first (probable) report of this species comes from the
Wilmington area of Sussex inland of Beachy Head on July 13
Hornet Moth: Another tentative id of a moth seen 'feeding on Hedge
Parsley' in the Romsey area on July 11
Sitochroa palealis: First taken at Portland on July 9
European Corn-borer (Ostrinia nubilalis): First report from Portland on
July 11
Perinephela lancealis: First at Dungeness on July 12
Dolicharthria punctalis: First for year at Rye Harbour on July 8
Chalk Carpet: First at Portland on July 9
Dingy Footman: First also at Rye Harbour on July 8
Garden Tiger: First sighting at Portland on July 7
Scarlet Tiger: First report comes from the Test valley at Mottisfont on July
10

Lesser Broad-bordered Yellow Underwing: First at Portland on July 13
Square-spot Rustic: Also at Portland on July 12
Broad-barred White: Also at Portland on July 11
Devonshire Wainscot: This was taken at Portland on July 12 and was a
new species for my database
Old Lady: First sighting in an Edburton village garden at the north foot of the
Sussex Downs on July 7
Crescent Striped: Another first at Rye Harbour on July 8
Cloaked Minor: First at Portland on July 11
Dusky Sallow: Another first at Rye Harbour on July 8
Small Rufous: First at Pannel Valley near Rye on July 7
Gold Spot: First sighting at Portland on July 7
Bloxworth Snout: First found by day at Portland on July 9
Dotted Fan-foot: Another first at Rye Harbour on July 8
Other Insects
Bumblebee Bombus hypnorum: This species has always occurred on the
continent but was new to Britain on 2001 when one turned up in Wiltshire.
Now it has been found at Rye Harbour on July 8
Summer Chafer: David Parker is the first to report these on the wing around
tree tops on the northern fringe of Stansted Forest on July 7
PLANTS
Mare's-tail: Although I could not get close enough to check if this was flowering
the very healthy looking display of spikes sticking up from the water of Fishbourne
village pond on July 11 should have had specimens in flower (and others should be
out in the mass growing in Aldsworth Pond)
Creeping Yellow-cress: Although this has been in flower outside the Ranelagh
Road allotments in Bedhampton since June 11 it was good to see it still flourishing
while at the other end of the road the construction of new houses on the Jeram's
Farm site has brought about the demolition of an old wall on which Maidenhair
Spleenwort had grown for years.
Field Pepperwort: A visit to Portsdown (central south above Paulsgrove) on July
9 gave me a great feast of downland flowers, mainly as a result of the extensive
scrub clearance which has been made during the past ten years by Richard Jones
working for Portsmouth city council and his team of volunteers. One reminder of this
came when crossing one of the newly cleared areas which as yet has no visible

grass and is still thickly covered with coarser plants taking advantage of the light
now reaching them - right in the middle of such an area I trod on a plant I did not
recognize in that habitat but which turned out to be Field Pepperwort when I
stooped to examine it and saw the seeds. Afterwards I was not certain if I had ever
come across this species on the hillside, but was able to confirm that it has been
found there by entering "Field Pepperwort Portsdown" into Google, taking me to a
website (http://www.portsdown.org/) that I have not previously heard of and which
surprisingly is not among the web links listed by John Goodspeed although he is one
of the principal conservation volunteers whose work the website respresents. This
site not only lists all the known wildlife species to be found in the area of the hill
managed by Portsmouth City Council but has a very large photo album illustrating
most of the plants (e.g. 12 images of Field Pepperwort)
Dittander: This large member of the cress family was flowering in some profusion
along the upper limits of the saline area around Fishbourne Channel near Chichester
when I was there on July 11 - although plentiful here the species cannot be found
in Hampshire
Water Chickweed (Myosoton aquaticum): A find of this freshly flowering in
most unexpected habitat (on the dry inner bank of the Prinsted Bay seawall) on July
13 added a new tick to my 'life list' The size of the plants and their flowers plus
details such as abundant glandular hairs on the upper part of each plant convinced
me that I had identified it correctly but to make sure I sent a description to the
Sussex plant recorder and asked if it would fit any other species that I had
overlooked - he has told me that I am almost certainly correct and that he too has
occasionally found this species in unusual situations.
Greater Sea Spurrey: Although this has probably been in flower since I saw
Lesser Sea Spurrey appeared in early June I did not spot any until July 11.
Dwarf Mallow: This is just holding on in our area where I found it flowering on
July 13 on a market garden plot at Prinsted - it had only escaped weeding out by
growing at the foot of a wire mesh fence around the plot. The only other site at
which I have previously found this plant is the apple orchards at Nutbourne but here
the grass under the apple trees is so thick that there is no sign of any Mallow
Bastard Toadflax: I went to look for this on Portsdown on July 9 and failed to find
it so I am pleased to see that John Goodspeed found a few plants there on July 11
Clustered Clover: The Rye Bay website mentions this as one of the rarer plants
that can currently be found on the Rye Harbour reserve - I will have to see if it is still
flowering at the Warblington site where I found it on May 29
Hairy Vetchling (Lathyrus hirsutus): This had started flowering on the
Broadmarsh rubbish mountain on June 9 but there was still a great display on July
14 when I went to confirm that the seed pods are indeed very hairy and probably
give the plant its name (a theory suggested by Alistair Martin)

Ribbed Melilot: It is not easy to differentiate Tall Melilot from Ribbed Melilot until
the seeds are ripe when those of Ribbed (M. officinalis) are brown and hairless while
those of Tall (M. altissima) are black and hairy. Ribbed, however, is the commoner
species hereabouts and I assume the many plants now flowering are of that species
until proved otherwise
Dropwort: I am not familiar with this lovely plant on Portsdown but I see from
three photos taken by Richard Jones which illustrate it on the Portsdown website
that it was flourishing there in June 2006 and this year John Goodspeed re-found it
on July 11
Purple Loosestrife: This is no doubt now flowering in the wild (probably on the
Hermitage Stream here in Havant) but the only specimen I have seen was in a
garden at Fishbourne when I was there on July 11
Upright Hedge Parsley: Having seen the first example of this on July 6 I found a
lot more of it on Portsdown on July 9
Knotted Hedge Parsley: Although by now a few plants which I found along the
seawall at Fishbourne on July 11 were dead and dried they retained the distinctive
'knotted' clusters of seed capsules.
Corn Parsley: Plenty of this was found along the seawall at Fishbourne on July 11
although I only managed to find one umbel with flowers open.
Stone Parsley: This was first reported in flower on July 12
Wild Parsnip: Although this had been reported in flower at Durlston on June 27 I
did not find my own flowering plants until July 9 on Portsdown.
Lesser Water Parsnip: This was flowering prolifically in the small stream crossing
Farm Lane at Nutbourne west of the main 'Ham Brook' on July 13
Black Bindweed: This inconspicuous arable weed was flowering in a field west of
the Nutbourne orchards on July 13
Common Centaury: I was puzzled to read of Tufted Centaury being seen at
Durlston County Park on July 10 as I could not find the name in any of my books but
I soon discovered that this name is used for a 'dwarf mutant' form of Common
Centaury.
Black Nightshade: By July 13 this was in full flower in several places
Field Cow-wheat: This impressively colourful plant was, we are told, deliberately
introduced to the banks of the M27 above Portchester where it has survived and
extended its foothold over the past ten years or more. In recent years it has been in
danger of being shaded out by young trees growing on the bank so I was very
pleased to read that John Goodspeed had, on July 8, found some new plants in a
new area on the north side of Nelson Lane close by the original site.

Corn Mint: First of the year found flowering in the Hayling Oysterbeds area on July
10
Marsh Woundwort: First report of this in flower came from the Chichester Canal
south of the city on July 10. By chance I found my first single plant on July 11
flowering on the banks of the now bone dry Lavant stream running around the city
walls and later the same day found lots of it in the Fishbourne meadows
Common Valerian: First flowering on Portsdown on July 11
Squinancywort: Although this has been in flower since at least June 11 I was
impressed by the quantity of it to be found on July 9 on Portsdown this year
Elecampane: I am not sure if this can be found as a wild plant anywhere in our
area but I did see several specimens flowering in a garden at Fishbourne on July 11
Sea Aster: Just one plant had opened a single flower by Fishbourne channel when
I was there on July 11
Shaggy Soldier: Masses of this in flower at the Prinsted market garden plot when
I was there on July 13
Hemp Agrimony: The very first had been found on Portsdown on July 7 and I
found my personal first flowering in a different area of the hill on July 9
Woolly Thistle: This biggest of our thistles had started to flower at Durlston on
July 14 - I must see if one which I was told some time ago had appeared in a
Denvilles garden here in Havant is now in flower.
Common Water Plantain: No doubt this has been in flower for some time but I
saw my first specimen at Farm Lane, Nutbourne, on July 13
Great Quaking Grass (Briza maxima): This impressive grass is very rare in the
wild but is grown as an ornamental garden plant. When I found some just outside
gardens at Bedhampton some years ago I assumed it had just escaped but a plant
found by Brian Fellows by the roadside through the Drivetts Copse area of the
Southwick woods was far from human habitation though seeds can blow a long
way, be carried by birds, or 'drop off a lorry' (or other vehicle to which they had
become attached while parked in a garden.
OTHER WILDLIFE
Grey Seal: One had its photo taken in Rye Bay on July 14
Lapidary Snail (Helicigona lapicida): The weather recently has been good for slugs
and snails and I have found several large specimens of the slug Arion ater in my
garden but I was particularly interested to see on the Durlston website that they
now have a lot of Lapidary Snails which have flattish disc like shells - this shape
enables them to slip easily into cracks such as those in stone walls.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JULY 9 - 15 (WEEK 28 OF 2007)

Sat 14 July
Broadmarsh and the gradual urbanisation of Bedhampton
A late afternoon cycle ride to the Broad marsh ‘mountain’ showed me that the Hairy
Vetchling (Lathyrus hirsutus) is flourishing with many plants flowering over a
larger area than I have noticed in previous years, and it also allowed me to see, now
that there are seed pods on some of the plants, that these pods area densely hairy,
giving the plant its name (as with Hairy and Smooth Tares).
I came back via Bedhampton Mill where a pair of Swans have bred again and have
three cygnets. Where the path crosses the Hermitage stream I heard more young
waterfowl - loud calls from seven young Mallards which, not yet able to fly, were
unable to get up the series of concrete steps which here left the stream to the height
of the concrete based section running upstream from here to Stockheath Common.
The mother of these ducklings eventually realised that her young could not follow
her and the whole family retreated downstream.
Passing the Ranelagh Road allotments I noted a good show of Creeping
Yellowcress in flower but where that road reaches Brockhampton Road and a
cluster of new houses has just been built on the Jeram’s Farm site I was saddened
to see that the old wall of the farm, on which Maidenhair Spleenwort has grown
for years, has been totally demolished though it remained there throughout the
building period. To add to my feeling of loss I found the the north verge of the
Solent Road has been tarmaced over with a new pavement and what always used to
be an interesting wildlflower site on the corner of Brockhampton Lane has also been
‘eliminated’ as part of the construction of the new health centre on the Portsmouth
Water Company field which was once used as a staff playing field (and in at least
one winter had a resident Snow Goose with other geese (I’m pretty sure Brent once
grazed there).
Fri 13 July
Nutbourne and Prinsted
A brief walk around Havant this morning showed me the first cluster of ripe fruit on
the ‘cultivated’ blackberries growing beside the Hayling Billy line behind my house interestingly I only noticed them when looking for the Blackcap which was
guarding the berries with ‘machine gun fire’ sound of repeated alarm calls
Also during the walk I noticed both Enchanters Nightshade and Hairy St
John’s Wort growing in neighbour’s gardens, and found a very late Early Dog
Violet flower in Havant cemetery.
By the afternoon the sun had come out encouraging me to go out again and I
thought I would visit the Nutbourne orchards to the east of Emsworth in the hope of
seeing Dwarf Mallow in flower. Sadly the Mallow had been choked out (or at least
hidden) by a mass of grass growing under the apple trees but walking on towards
Prinsted I found my first Black Nightshade and Black Bindweed in the arable
field west of the orchard.
Reaching the shore I started to walk down the east side of Prinsted Bay using the
lower path below the seawall, and about a third of the way along this straight
section my eye was caught by a mixed patch of plants looking different from the rest
of the seawall flora. A closer look found some ‘very large Chickweed’ which I did not

recognise so I took a couple of samples home and came to the conclusion this must
be Water Chickweed (Myosoton aquaticum) though the dry habitat in which it
was growing was all wrong - nevertheless I now have confimation from Alan Knapp
(West Sussex plant recorder) that there is no other plant that would fit my
description and that he too has occasionally found it growing in strange places. I
think this is a ‘life tick’ for me.
After completing my circuit back to Nutbourne I drove to Prinsted for a look at the
small market garden plot on the west side of the village where I did find Dwarf
Mallow in flower along with a great mass of Shaggy Soldier.
Thu 12 July
Langstone village shore
A brief cycle ride to Langstone this evening gave me my first sight of both Common
Gull and Black-tailed Godwit back after the summer break.
There was just one Common Gull among the Black-headed (including the first
juvenile I have seen here) and Herrings Gulls on the mud off the Royal Oak, and
on the eastern shore seen from the pond were 11 Black-tailed Godwits with four
Redshank and a Lapwing.
At least 20 Egrets were in the night roost behind the pond but most had been there
before I arrived so there was no point in waiting to count those arriving as the dozen
or so I could see in the trees could well have been 50 from past experience! A couple
of Stock Doves also came to roost.
Wed 11 July
Fishbourne Meadows
After a shopping trip to Chichester today I stopped off at Fishbourne to have a quick
look round the meadows where I found the two ‘target species’ that I was expecting
- Dittander and Corn Parsley. The former was flourishing and had been in flower
for some time while the latter, though plentiful, had only one umbel with flowers
already open.
Other plants seen included a bonus of the first flower open on Sea Aster, a good
show of both Marsh Woundwort and Marsh Ragwort, plus the remains of
several Knotted Hedge Parsley plants with their distinctive ‘knots’ of seed
capsules. A less interesting and late first flowering was of Greater Sea Spurrey,
and the gardens of Fishbourne village had Purple Loosestrife, Elecampane,
Creeping Jenny and an Indian Bean Tree covered in flowers.
One unsolved puzzle was the identity of a large cluster of very large Goosefoot
type plants with triangular leaves but no flowers (just a hint of what might grow
into terminal spikes). I would like to think I had at last discovered a site for Good
King Henry but the saline grassland hardly seemed right for a plant that normally
likes to grow on old manure heaps in farmyards.
While in Chichester I noted more Lesser Sea Spurrey flowering at the roadside of
the Avenue de Chartres inner ring road and was amused to see half a dozen active
House Martin nests at the top of a building offering them a good housing

opportunity, and in approprite use on the ground floor by the Estate Agents Cubbitt
and West.
Feral Pigeons were resting undisturbed on the cathedral but while I was by the
Fishbourne Channel a large flock of mixed gulls all took panic flight as a Peregrine
flew fast and purposefully down the channel low over the water. The Swan pair on
Fishbourne pond had three apparently late hatched (smallish) cygnets and around
the meadows Yellowhammer, Skylark and Reed Warbler song was heard.
Midday sunshine in my own garden brought more butterflies than usual - two
Peacocks, two Holly Blues, a Large White, a Red Admiral and what I am
pretty sure was the first Gatekeeper of the year in the garden.
Mon 9 July
Portsdown above Paulsgrove
Despite one very heavy rain shower in the morning this was a sunny summer day
which brought not only a Comma and a Peacock to my garden Buddliea but also
brought a Speckled Wood into the garden - the first seen in the garden this year
and maybe the start of the third emergence of this species for the year some three
weeks early. Also seen while gardening in the morning were two Swifts (assumed
to be local breeders) overhead and a good congregation of House Sparrows with
their young while a Robin sang his autumn song, now doing so in the morning,
though only briefly.
In the afternoon I drive to Portsdown and parked in a layby above Paulsgrove, then
walked the south face of the hill above the big chalk pit to the Fort Southwick area
and back.
I was hoping for an early Chalkhill Blue but saw none (and surprisingly only one
Marbled White) though all three common White species were out and there
were plenty of Gatekeepers and some Meadow Browns with singles of Holly
Blue and Speckled Wood. No sign of the Stonechats that used to breed here
(though they may have finished and already returned to the coast) but I did hear
Yellowhammer and Whitethroat song with a determined Skylark above the
ridge of the hill. Also heard were Chiffchaff and Linnet
By far the best aspect of this walk was the tremendous display of wild flowers partly
brought about by the weather but mainly by the great work of Richard Jones and his
volunteers (and cattle) in clearing the scrub which covered much of the hill ten
years ago.
One thing which struck me particularly was the immense amount of
Squinancywort everywhere that there is short grass. Two other dominant plants
were Viper’s Bugloss (including at least three lovely white flowered specimens
with their white flowers tinged pink) and Hawkweed Ox-tongue (this latter is a
new feature here I think - at least in the amount of it to be seen everywhere). In
total I listed 75 species in flower.

Newcomers to my personal flowering list were Hemp Agrimony (first seen by the
Havant Wildlife Group last Saturday), Wild Parsnip, Dwarf Thistle and Field
Pepperwort (this latter has probably been out for a month or more but this is the
first time I have come across it). Not new, but only seen for the first time last Friday,
was Upright Hedge Parsley which was out in abundance in one area. Also of
some interest was Thyme-leaved Sandwort and a small cluster of (dried up)
Field Mushrooms.
SUMMARY FOR JULY 2 - 8 (WEEK 27 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Red-throated Diver: One seen off Dungeness on July 3 was probably one of the
first heading south after the breeding season. Reports of this species were regular
up to May 21 and since then there has been only one June sighting (seen from
Christchurch Harbour on June 16 heading east into the Solent) before this current
one
Cory's Shearwater: The first of the year was seen from Sandy Point on Hayling
Island by Andy Johnson on July 4. This is only the fifth Cory's ever seen from
Hampshire.
Manx Shearwater: Large numbers continue to be seen off Portland (1000 or
more seen there on both July 5 and 6). On July 5 eleven flew west past Dungeness
and on July 3 fourteen were seen from Ventnor (IoW)
Balearic Shearwater: Portland had 55 on July 5 after 42 on July 4. At
Christchurch Harbour 6 were seen on July 1 and on July 3 one was seen from
Ventnor and one was as far east as Dungeness. On July 5 on e was seen from Selsey
Bill
Storm Petrel: More than 30 off Christchurch Harbour on July 1 with 25 there on
July 2. On July 3 some 10 were off Selsey Bill but by July 7 numbers were down to
just two off Portland and three off Christchurch.
Squacco Heron: The bird which arrived at Radipole (Weymouth) on June 30 was
still there on July 3. This is said to be a different bird from the one that was there on
June 6 and 7 - the current one has a 'blue bill'.
Little Egret: In my weekly summary for Week 25 I mentioned that I had just heard
that there had been around a dozen nests at the Chichester Harbour heronry near
Fishbourne and Brian Fellows now has confirmation of this number but no news of
their success in producing young (the first juvenile left the Portsmouth Harbour
nests to appear at Gosport on June 26). Also of current interest is a sighting on July
3 of two Egrets flying into Portland from the south - no doubt lots more will be
arriving here from the continent in the next few weeks. Recent discussion
suggested that some juveniles (but also at least one adult) had been seen with
brown markings in their plumage and on July 7 one of three birds at the Hayling

Oysterbeds was seen to have brown in its tail feathers - could that have been a
juvenile with its parents?
Mute Swan: The pair in the Bosham area which Brian Felllows saw with 8 cygnets
on June 4 still had that same number on July 3
Canada Goose: Brent Geese can create difficulties for golfers at the Cams Hall
course alongside Fareham Creek where they refuse to give way to golfers and I am
sure that Canada Geese also disrupt some sporting events so it is interesting to
hear that Wisden's Almanac reports that the Worcestershire Cricket Club employ a
pack of Collie dogs trained to drive Canada Geese off their riverside county cricket
ground
Shelduck: At the Blashford Lakes near Ringwood a Mute Swan managed to drown
at least one family of Shelducklings while still tiny but another family escaped the
Swan and are now near fledging. I wonder if, when they can fly, they will dive bomb
the Swan as we saw one parent Shelduck do to a Swan during the recent TV
Spring Watch programmes - the adult Shelduck flew at the Swan from behind and
hit it hard on the head!
Wigeon: An adult male bird still in spring plumage turned up at Christchurch
Harbour on June 27 and was still there on July 5
Teal: Several of these have recently appeared at coastal sites as if returning from
breeding - five were in Pagham Harbour on July 5 and singles have appeared this
week at Bembridge (IoW) and at Hook (Warsash)
Oystercatcher: On June 15 Jason Crook told us that 10 pairs were nesting at the
Hayling Oysterbeds and on July 3 Jason has updated us with news that only two of
these pairs have been successful - one pair has two juveniles near to fledging, the
other has two newly hatched chicks
Grey Plover: Two seen at Christchurch Harbour on July 5 were said to be new
arrivals there but I do not know if 29 seen at Pagham Harbour that day were
returnees or had been there through the early summer
Lapwing: July 1 seems a late date for a Lapwing to hatch chicks but two eggs had
just hatched on that date at Isfield in the Ouse valley upstream of Lewes.
Black-tailed Godwit: On July 7 Christchurch Harbour reported 18 flying west
(with another 9 in the harbour) but whether the birds on the move were new
arrivals from Iceland was not known. On that same day 51 birds were still at Hook
(Warsash) and 40 at Keyhaven (maybe the same group seen at Yarmouth (IoW) on
July 4 when 42 were seen there.
Spotted Redshank: The CHOG website tells us that this species is usually one of
the first to return to our shores from the arctic and notes the arrival of one bird in
almost complete summer plumage at Christchurch Harbour on July 3 (this is
probably the same bird that was seen in Poole Harbour at Brownsea Island on June
30 and July 1). By July 5 three were back at Brownsea.

Green Sandpiper: Six different birds were at the Blashford Lakes (Ringwood) by
July 7
Wood Sandpiper: The first autumn bird was at Rye Harbour on July 5
Common Sandpiper: One was back at the Hayling Oysterbeds by June 25 and by
July 3 Jason Crook reports that two are now present. By July 6 Christchurch Harbour
was reporting 14 there.
Pomarine Skua: The first autumn bird was off Portland on July 6 (last 'spring'
sighting was at Selsey on May 31)
Med Gull: First report of a juvenile away from its nest comes from Dungeness on
July 5
Common Gull: One at Sandown Canoe Lake on the Isle of Wight was the first to be
mentioned anywhere on the south coast since May 3
Kittiwake: A full check on the cliffs around Seaford Head on July 1 came up with
800 Kittiwake nests, maybe indicating a slight increase since 2005 when 721
nests were counted at Seaford (with another 85 at Newhaven)
Roseate Tern: One seen off Christchurch Harbour on July 5 was probably on its
return journey although seven sightings at other sites during June
Common Tern : Three pairs hatched young at the Hayling Oysterbeds but by July
3 none of the young were left - almost certainly all eaten by one or more
Black-headed Gulls
Arctic Tern: At least one juvenile had flown south to be seen at Dungeness on July
2
Little Tern: Jason Crook's latest report from the Hayling Oysterbeds on July 3 said
.. "During the last week the only Little Terns to be seen on the reserve, up to eight
birds, have sometimes been seen courtship feeding, displaying and even
nest-scraping but the weather has not been kind to them. Feeding in the harbour in
strong winds would have been difficult and I suspect the females have never had
the opportunity to get into condition to produce eggs to lay. The season draws on
and it remains to be seen if these birds will settle... I hope they will". Although it is
unlikely that any young will leave Hayling Island or Rye Harbour this year I see that
some chicks had hatched on Pagham spit on July 6 (no idea of numbers)
Black Tern: Four seen feeding at Dungeness on July 1 were the first there since
June 7 and may well have been on their back from breeding on the south coast of
the North Sea or around the Baltic. I'm not sure where the two that were at Weir
Wood reservoir near Crowborough on June 22 had come from - possibly an attempt
at breeding in East Anglia? The BTO website tells us that Black Tern ceased to
breed in Britain in 1884 but recorded breeding attempts since then are: Ouse
Washes (several in 1966 and 1969 & 1975), Lough Erne, Fermanagh (1967 & 1975),
Tayside (taking food to young in 1970) and Nottinghamshire (1975).

Ring-necked Parakeet: One was heard calling from an Oak tree in Sway (near
New Milton) at dusk on July 3 and I see that one was also reported from Sway on
June 7 (possibly the same bird which had been seen at Titchfield Haven and then in
Southampton on June 2)
Cuckoo: On July 3 one was so surprised to see the sun shinging that it was heard
singing at Edburton north of the the Sussex Downs - this is the first report I have
seen of one singing since June 9 when Brian Fellows heard one in Emsworth.
Swift: All over the south of England it seems that a majority of young in nests of
Swifts, Swallows and House Martins died of starvation and cold during the very
wet month of June and the local breeding Swifts here in Havant disappeared after
June 19, probably joining the large flocks which oculd still be seen along the coast,
but two Swifts were back over my house on July 7 and three were seen on July 8
- could they be laying a new clutch of eggs at this late date?
Green Woodpecker: John Gowen told me recently that he had seen the pair
which frequent the Langstone South Moors with four young (I may have
misremembered the number of young but the pair has bred successfully)
Sand Martin: Many of these are now moving back south - ome had started to do
so at the beginning of June. By June 28 the first were seen back at Bembridge
(IoW), on July 4 Dungeness reported 32 heading south and next day 70 flew south
out to sea there. Several other reports confirm that birds are now departing.
House Martins: These are often among the last summer visitors to leave and can
have young in the nest in October but this year a lot of them are already departing.
On July 4 a flock of around 200 was over Titchfield Haven and several people who
normally expect to have breeding birds are reporting that the birds have returned to
their nests but then abandoned them without even laying eggs.. Against the run of
these reports a few birds have been seen over my house on July 6, 7 and 8 behaving
as if they have young in nearby nests (four were overhead, hawking for insects, on
July 8)
Yellow Wagtail: One seen at Dungeness on July 3 was listed as a departing
migrant (though, unlike Hampshire, I think quite a few still nest on the wet
grassland close to Dungeness) and on July 5 a flock of around 50 could be seen on
the shore at Rye Harbour.
Robin: On July 4 I wrote .. "I have not heard Robin song since June 19 though
Wrens still sing occasionally and Dunnock song is heard daily".
Having said that I began to hear quiet autumn song from Robins in the
evenings starting that very night (July 4)
Whinchat: These have started to move south with reports of a pair seen on the
Sussex Downs at Cissbury Ring north of Worthing on July 6 and of a single bird at
Keyhaven (Lymington) on or before July 7

Magpie: This week brought two reports of Magpies catching and killing Field
Voles
House Sparrow: Having seen no more than half a dozen Sparrows in my garden
for some time I was pleased to see more than 12 feeding and bathing on July 8 several still had youngsters begging for food.
Corn Bunting: There seem to have been more reports of these on breeding
territory in Sussex this year than there have been in recent years. One on
Beddingham Hill near Lewes on July 1 was the eighth report from Sussex this
summer (including two reports from the Chidham area of Chichester Harbour on
May 26 and 31)
INSECTS
Dragonflies:
Southern Hawker: The first report of this species came on June 10 but I
have heard of no others until I saw what was almost certainly one in a
Stansted Forest ride on July 6
Butterflies
Clouded Yellow: One seen on July 7 speeding north through Leigh Park at
Havant was my first of the year and may presage a summer influx similar to
the invasion lasting through April into May
Green-veined White: The presence of two at the Warnham reserve at
Horsham on July 1 may indicate the emergence of the summer brood and a
count of 15 at Crawley on July 6 confirms this. Sightings of spring insects
became sparse after the end of May (just four reports of singles up to June 20
with none since then)
Chalkhill Blue: There had been an extraordinary early sighting of one on the
Sussex Downs on May 16 but the real first of the year came on July 3 with one
at Stockbridge Down followed by another on the Sussex Downs on July 5. An
interesting comment on this latter sighting said .. "As soon as this very
fresh specimen landed, it was 'mounted' by two excited red ants,
possibly because it still carried traces of the attractive amino acids
that the pupa exudes, to gain the protection of the ants".
Holly Blue: The spring brood staggered on up to June 22 and the first of the
summer brood came out on July 4
Purple Emperor: An unusual sighting on June 29 came from Axmansworth
near Tadley north of Basingstoke - the butterfly had flown from nearby
woodland to rest on the observer's house before it flew down and in through
the open kitchen window. Before returning to the woods it settled on a liquid
soap dispenser (no doubt attracted by some artificial scent in the soap) and
extended its proboscis to drink this nectar - it soon discovered its mistake and
flew off. The first female to be reported was seen at Horsham on July 5

Large Tortoiseshell: The eleventh report for this year came from Portland
on July 7
Grayling: The 'first' for this year was photographed at Browndown near
Gosport on July 1
Moths
Cameraria ohridella: No moths seen but the work of their larvae can be
seen on every Horse Chestnut tree in the Havant area (or at least all those I
have seen in the last few days). See my diary entry for June 30 concerning
this aggressive invader of Britain.
Hummingbird Hawkmoth: There has possibly been a new wave of
immigrants reaching southern England recently. After lots of reports in the
early part of the year up to April 17 I have only recorded four more reports from Dungeness on May 22, Hayling Island on June 24 and now two reports
on July 1 from Cissbury Ring near Worthing and from Dungeness
Rosy Minor: First of year at Portland on July 1
Scarce Silver-lines: First seen at Horsham on July 4
Other Insects
Jewel Wasp (Hedychridium roseum): Found at Hastings Country Park
on July 4 this is one of a group of 'Cuckoo Wasps' (listed by Chinery as
Ruby-tailed Wasps) which lay their eggs in or among those of other
species - the larvae of this species parasitise the larvae of Shield Bugs
Hornet: Although these have been on the wing since Apr 21 I only saw my
first in Stansted Forest on July 6 after eight other previouse reports.
Bombardier Beetle: On June 12 I reported how the warden of Rye Harbour
found one of these beetles in his house, hiding under one of his boots when
he went to put on the boots that day. Now, on July 1, he has found more than
100 of these beetles all enjoying the heat and protection of the roofing felt
panels he has put down around the reserve as part of a scheme to monitor
reptiles.
Glow-worm: Walking a dog at Durlston on the evening of July 6 one of the
rangers there counted 63 Glow-worms near the lighthouse
Grasshoppers: Both Meadow and Common Green Grasshopper adults
were 'singing' at Hastings Country Park on July 2
Great Green Bush Cricket: A sighting of one at Durlston on July 6 did not
specify if it was a mature insect or still a nymph
Dark Bush Cricket: One of these seen at Durlston on July 6 was stated to
be still a nymph.

Roesel's Bush Cricket: Adults of this species were also heard at Hastings
Country Park on July 2
PLANTS
Square-stalked St John's Wort: The first report of this in flower comes from
Brook Meadow at Emsworth on July 2
Trailing St John's Wort (Hypericum humifusum): I came on the first flowers
of this in Stansted Forest on July 6
Sweet Violet: This was flowering widely in the first three months of the year and
I had not seen any in flower since Apr 6 when I came on a clump freshly flowering
in Stansted Forest on July 6
Soapwort: Seen flowering in a Havant garden with other 'cultivated wild flowers'
on July 2, acting as a reminder that more genuinely wild specimens might now be
found (In the past I have seen this in a hedgerow opposite Lower Farm on the road
south from East Meon)
Crown Vetch: In previous year's I have found this in Havant and in Southbourne
(east of Emsworth) but this year I am only aware of one site in the local area
(having discovered the site last year). A great mass of the plants grow on the small
grass 'front lawn' of some council flats facing onto Wakefords Way in Leigh Park
(almost opposite but a little downhill from the entrance to the Bartons Road playing
fields car park). When I went to look for the plants on July 7 I found the 'lawn' of
these flats had been brutally cut but luckily the plants had been spared and there
was a massive show of them.
Hoary Willowherb: I first noticed this flowering in my garden on July 5 and have
since found it around the Havant area.
Beech-mast: There seemed to be a great crop of this on all the trees in Stansted
Forest on July 6
Lime: Although I have already reported Lime flowers since early May the scent and
sight of them on trees at Stansted Forest on July 6 was impressive - I could smell the
scent from yards away and every tree was alive with bees attracted to the same
scent.
Upright Hedge Parsley: A single plant of this was in full flower at Stansted Forest
on July 6. The first Cow Parsley species started to flower on Mar 20 and the last I
recorded was on May 14 but the second species (Rough Chervil) did not appear
until June and seems to have very rapidly given way to the summer species.
Burnet Saxifrage: I found the first of this in flower on Portsdown on June 7 but
have seen no more reports of it until July 7 when it was flowering at the east end of
the hill
Water Pepper: This had started to flower in Hollybank Woods on June 8 but I did
not come across any until I was in Stansted Forest on July 6

Dark Mullein: Having found Great Mullein in flower on June 28 I found lots of
Dark Mullein at Stansted Forest on July 6
Round-leaved Fluellen: The plants in Warblington cemetery were in flower on
July 3
Wild Basil: This was flowering at Stansted on July 6 and on Portsdown on July 7
Teasel: After a lengthy period during which the framework of the flowerheard
acquired its lilac colour a plant growing in my garden had at last protruded enough
of its florets to attract a bumble bee by July 3
Marsh Ragwort: First for the year in my list was seen by the Lavant Stream
running along the edge of the Bartons Road palying fields in Leigh Park on July 7
Hemp Agrimony: The very first flowers were seen on Portsdown on July 7
Lesser Burdock: This had flowers fully open in Havant on July 2
Prickly Lettuce: First flowers seen on waste ground in Leigh Park on July 7
Bee Orchid: It seems to have been a very good year for these and I have just had
belated news of a count of 40 flowering spikes where I only found 12 in the small
section of Warblington farm which was cut off by the new route of the A259 caused
by the extension of the A27 from Warblington to Chichester in 1988
Slender Rush (Juncus tenuis): This was one of the less dramatic finds in
Stansted Forest on July 6
OTHER WILDLIFE
Water Shrew: These got a mention on the Rye Bay website when both Common
and Water Shrews were found under sheets of roofing felt laid on the ground at
Rye Harbour as part of a scheme to monitor reptiles. This reminds us that Water
Shrews are by no means restricted to water - in the past I have read that there is
nowhere in the UK where they could not be found though they are by no means
common.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JULY 2 - 8 (WEEK 27 OF 2007)
Sat 7 July
West Leigh area of Havant
This morning I cycled north through Leigh Park to the Bartons Road playing fields,
returning down New Lane after adding three plants to my flowering list and seeing
my first Clouded Yellow butterfly for the year.
The first migrant Clouded Yellow arrived at Portland on April 2 (shortly after the
emergence of the first of our resident colony on the Bournemouth shore on March
28) and there were regular sightings throughout April up to May 3 (when one was
seen on Portsdown). There was then a gap in sightings until June 10 with more
sightings through June but today’s sighting seems to have been the first since June

28 - hopefully it marks the start of a large scale summer invasion, but we will have
to wait and see about that.
I also saw a Holly Blue today, and while on the subject of insects I see that I forgot
to mention that I had my first encounter of the year with a Hornet when I was in
Stansted Forest yesterday.
The first of my new flowering plants today was Prickly Lettuce - several had their
flowers open on waste ground (once part of the Oak Park school grounds) - and my
next sighting was of a mass of Crown Vetch at a site which I discovered last year
in the grounds of some council flats on Wakefords Way. After seeing that I crossed
Wakefords Way into the carpark of the Bartons Road playing fields where no games
were in progress leaving the northern football pitch free for a crowd of corvids - at
least 50 Rooks and a similar number of Jackdaws (a few Crows were keeping
themselves clear of the crowd on a southern pitch). While watching the corvids I
heard the cries of a Buzzard and watched one soaring over the railway in the
Whichers Gate road bridge area.
On the east side of the playing fields the Lavant stream still had a flow of water and
had clearly had more to nourish lots of streamside plants, among them the third
newcomer to my list - Marsh Ragwort - as well as the Dyers Greenweed that is
normally found here.
Coming back down New Lane there was a good show of Weasels Snout in the
allotments and back at home two Swifts flew over in the early evening (the first I
have seen here since June 20, about the time when many Swifts all across the
country seem to have abandoned thoughts of raising young and had formed large
roving flocks).
In the late afternoon I had been doing some gardening to the accompaniment of
the quiet autumn song of a Robin. In Wednesday’s mid week summary I
mentioned that I had not heard regular Robin song since June 19, but as ever the
penalty for making such a statement was that I heard one on Thursday, Friday and
today but only in the latter half of the day and with the Robins singing more quietly
and ‘wistfully’ than they had been doing when they could be heard in the mornings
and often throughout the day.
Fri 6 July
Stansted Forest west
With some sunshine and a fresh wind but little chance of rain I took a walk around
the Rowlands Castle corner of Stansted Forest, starting from the Glen Dale entrance
off Woodberry Lane.
The ‘flood plain meadow’ of the Lavant stream was not only full of flowers but also
of butterflies - Ringlets, Marbled Whites, Gatekeepers and Meadow Browns
with both Small and Green Veined Whites seen clearly and Large Whites
almost certainly seen. While on the subject of butterflies it was not long after I
reached the main avenue that a Silver Washed Fritillary landed on a bramble
flower well within reach on my hand, and on the way back from the Broad Avenue
by my preferred path which goes through several open glades I saw not only a
couple more Silver Washed but also a couple of White Admirals.

In the Broad Avenue which runs north uphill from the Main Avenue I not only found
both Large and Small Skippers but also had sight of what was almost certainly a
Southern Hawker dragonfly and more surprisingly a brightly coloured Azure
(or was it Common Blue) Damselfly. In that same area a sunlit dry log had a
smart black Ground Beetle and a full grown Grasshopper (probably Meadow
Grasshopper but the two characteristics which I noticed do not help me to pin it
down - the whole body, especially the front end, was coloured a bright umarked
green while the ‘knees’ of the massive jumping legs where noticeably black). Right
at the end of the visit a single Red Admiral was sunning itself on the ornamental
drive, and back at home there was a Peacock on my garden Buddleia.
There were 80 flowering plants on the morning’s list with the most dramatic were a
large bank of Rosebay Willowherb and a mass of both Musk Mallow and Dark
Mullein (a first for me) in the Lavant stream bed meadow. Biggest surprise was to
find a small patch of Sweet Violets as fresh and colourful as if this was early spring
and at the extreme west end of the main avenue a small group of young Lime
trees were covered with flowers whose scent could be detected before I reached
them, and which were covered with bees attracted by the same scent. Another real
surprise was to find one plant of Upright Hedge Parsley already in flower and
another addition to my flowering list was Trailing St John’s Wort.
Two plants which I was hoping to add to my flowering list were Hemp Nettle and
Hemp Agrimony but the former, while found in good numbers, had no flower
buds and the latter had a mass of pink flower heads but no open flowers. One that
I was not anticipating was Hairy St John’s Wort and one that is always a pleasure
to see was Vervain and almost the last plant to go on my list was one that would
have pleased Brian Fellows - a lone plant of Common Sorrel which still had
flowers.
Among other things seen at Stansted were signs of a massive crop of both Beech
mast and Hazel nuts (the latter will probably all be eaten by Squirrels before they
are ripe), and at home the garden lawn has two new small toadstools - one is I think
Marasmius rotula and the other is a small Waxcap which does not look like any
of the three species that I expect on the lawn (Parrot, Goat Moth and Meadow
Waxcaps).
Wed 4 July
Mid week summary
After several days of rain and wind which have discouraged lengthy periods in the
open air here are the observations which I have gleaned since last week’s summary
was compiled on July 1
BIRDS
Red-throated Diver: One seen off Dungeness on July 3 was probably one of the
first heading south after the breeding season. Reports of this species were regular
up to May 21 and since then there has been only one June sighting (seen from
Christchurch Harbour on June 16 heading east into the Solent) before this current
one

Manx Shearwater: Large numbers continue to be seen off Portland (900 there on
July 1 reducing to 250 on July 3). On July 2 three flew west past Dungeness and on
July 3 fourteen were seen from Ventnor (IoW)
Balearic Shearwater: Portland had 39 on July 1, 20 on July 2 and 25 on July 3. At
Christchurch Harbour 6 were seen on July 1 and on July 3 one was seen from
Ventnor and one was as far east as Dungeness
Storm Petrel: More than 30 off Christchurch Harbour on July 1 with 25 there on
July 2. On July 3 some 10 were off Selsey Bill
Squacco Heron: The bird which arrived at Radipole (Weymouth) on June 30 was
still there on July 3. This is said to be a different bird from the one that was there on
June 6 and 7 - the current one has a 'blue bill'.
Little Egret: In my weekly summary for Week 25 I mentioned that I had just heard
that there had been around a dozen nests at the Chichester Harbour heronry near
Fishbourne and Brian Fellows now has confirmation of this number but no news of
their success in producing young (the first juvenile left the Portsmouth Harbour
nests to appear at Gosport on June 26). Also of current interest is a sighting on July
3 of two Egrets flying into Portland from the south - no doubt lots more will be
arriving here from the continent in the next few weeks.
Mute Swan: The pair in the Bosham area which Brian Felllows saw with 8 cygnets
on June 4 still had that same number on July 3
Oystercatcher: On June 15 Jason Crook told us that 10 pairs were nesting at the
Hayling Oysterbeds and on July 3 Jason has updated us with news that only two of
these pairs have been successful - one pair has two juveniles near to fledging, the
other has two newly hatched chicks
Spotted Redshank: The CHOG website tells us that this species is usually one of
the first to return to our shores from the arctic and notes the arrival of one bird in
almost complete summer plumage at Christchurch Harbour on July 3 (this is
probably the same bird that was seen in Poole Harbour at Brownsea Island on June
30 and July 1)
Common Sandpiper: One was back at the Hayling Oysterbeds by June 25 and by
July 3 Jason Crook reports that two are now present.
Common Gull: One at Sandown Canoe Lake on the Isle of Wight was the first to be
mentioned anywhere on the south coast since May 3
Kittiwake: A full check on the cliffs around Seaford Head on July 1 came up with
800 Kittiwake nests, maybe indicating a slight increase since 2005 when 721
nests were counted at Seaford (with another 85 at Newhaven)
Common Tern : Three pairs hatched young at the Hayling Oysterbeds but by July
3 none of the young were left - almost certainly all eaten by one or more
Black-headed Gulls

Arctic Tern: At least one juvenile had flown south to be seen at Dungeness on July
2
Little Tern: Jason Crook's latest report from the Hayling Oysterbeds on July 3 said
.. "During the last week the only Little Terns to be seen on the reserve, up to eight
birds, have sometimes been seen courtship feeding, displaying and even
nest-scraping but the weather has not been kind to them. Feeding in the harbour in
strong winds would have been difficult and I suspect the females have never had
the opportunity to get into condition to produce eggs to lay. The season draws on
and it remains to be seen if these birds will settle... I hope they will".
Black Tern: Four seen feeding at Dungeness on July 1 were the first there since
June 7 and may well have been on their back from breeding on the south coast of
the North Sea or around the Baltic. I'm not sure where the two that were at Weir
Wood reservoir near Crowborough on June 22 had come from - possibly an attempt
at breeding in East Anglia? The BTO website tells us that Black Tern ceased to
breed in Britain in 1884 but recorded breeding attempts since then are: Ouse
Washes (several in 1966 and 1969 & 1975), Lough Erne, Fermanagh (1967 & 1975),
Tayside (taking food to young in 1970) and Nottinghamshire (1975).
Ring-necked Parakeet: One was heard calling from an Oak tree in Sway (near
New Milton) at dusk on July 3 and I see that one was also reported from Sway on
June 7 (possibly the same bird which had been seen at Titchfield Haven and then in
Southampton on June 2)
Cuckoo: On July 3 one was so surprised to see the sun shinging that it was heard
singing at Edburton north of the the Sussex Downs - this is the first report I have
seen of one singing since June 9 when Brian Fellows heard one in Emsworth.
Green Woodpecker: John Gowen told me recently that he had seen the pair
which frequent the Langstone South Moors with four young (I may have
misremembered the number of young but the pair has bred successfully)
Yellow Wagtail: One seen at Dungeness on July 3 was listed as a departing
migrant (though, unlike Hampshire, I think quite a few still nest on the wet
grassland close to Dungeness)
Robin: I have not heard Robin song since June 19 though Wrens still sing
occasionally and Dunnock song is heard daily
Corn Bunting: There seem to have been more reports of these on breeding
territory in Sussex this year than there have been in recent years. One on
Beddingham Hill near Lewes on July 1 was the eighth report from Sussex this
summer (including two reports from the Chidham area of Chichester Harbour on
May 26 and 31)
INSECTS
Butterflies

Green-veined White: The presence of two at the Warnham reserve at
Horsham on July 1 may indicate the emergence of the summer brood.
Sightings of spring insects became sparse after the end of May (just four
reports of singles up to June 20 with none since then)
Purple Emperor: An unusual sighting on June 29 came from Axmansworth
near Tadley north of Basingstoke - the butterfly had flown from nearby
woodland to rest on the observer's house before it flew down and in through
the open kitchen window. Before returning to the woods it settled on a liquid
soap dispenser (no doubt attracted by some artificial scent in the soap) and
extended its proboscis to drink this nectar - it soon discovered its mistake and
flew off.
Grayling: The 'first' for this year was photographed at Browndown near
Gosport on July 1
Moths
Cameraria ohridella: No moths seen but the work of their larvae can be
seen on every Horse Chestnut tree in the Havant area (or at least all those
I have seen in the last few days). See my diary entry for June 30 concerning
this aggressive invader of Britain.
Hummingbird Hawkmoth: There has possibly been a new wave of
immigrants reaching southern England recently. After lots of reports in the
early part of the year up to April 17 I have only recorded four more reports from Dungeness on May 22, Hayling Island on June 24 and now two reports
on July 1 from Cissbury Ring near Worthing and from Dungeness
Rosy Minor: First of year at Portland on July 1
Other Insects
Bombardier Beetle: On June 12 I reported how the warden of Rye Harbour
found one of these beetles in his house, hiding under one of his boots when
he went to put on the boots that day. Now, on July 1, he has found more than
100 of these beetles all enjoying the heat and protection of the roofing felt
pannels he has put down around the reserve as part of a scheme to monitor
reptiles.
Grasshoppers: Both Meadow and Common Green Grasshopper adults
were 'singing' at Hastings Country Park on July 2
Roesel's Bush Cricket: Adults of this species were also heard at Hastings
Country Park on July 2
PLANTS
Square-stalked St John's Wort: The first report of this in flower comes from
Brook Meadow at Emsworth on July 2

Soapwort: Seen flowering in a Havant garden with other 'cultivated wild flowers'
on July 2, acting as a reminder that more genuinely wild specimens might now be
found (In the past I have seen this in a hedgerow opposite Lower Farm on the road
south from East Meon)
Round-leaved Fluellen: The plants in Warblington cemetery were in flower on
July 3
Lesser Burdock: This had flowers fully open in Havant on July 2
Teasel: After a lengthy period during which the framework of the flowerheard
acquired its lilac colour a plant growing in my garden had at last protruded enough
of its florets to attract a bumble bee by July 3
OTHER WILDLIFE
Water Shrew: These got a mention on the Rye Bay website when both Common
and Water Shrews were found under sheets of roofing felt laid on the ground at
Rye Harbour as part of a scheme to monitor reptiles. This reminds us that Water
Shrews are by no means restricted to water - in the past I have read that there is
nowhere in the UK where they could not be found though they are by no means
common.
WEEK 26 - SUMMARY FOR JUNE 25 - JULY 1
BIRDS
Great Crested Grebe: On June 30 Bob Chapman was puzzled by the behaviour of
an adult Grebe at the Blashford Lakes. In heavy rain the bird climbed onto the nest
from which young have recently departed, turned onto its side and raised one leg to
expose its belly to the rain. Bob could not suggest a reason for this but I suppose it
maybe had a parasite or skin problem on its belly which normal washing and
preening would not cure?
Manx Shearwater: On June 26 as many as 2100 were seen off Portland (only
100+ recorded on June 25 and 700 on June 27 but 500+ again seen on June 30)
Balearic Shearwater: Counts off Portland were 50 on June 25, 35 on June 26 and
16 on June 27 (the peak of 52 on June 22 still not beaten). Two seen off Selsey Bill
on June 30 where the year's first for that site though one had been off Worthing on
May 29
Storm Petrel: Selsey Bill saw 1 on June 24 and 2 on June 26. Christchurch Harbour
had around 30 on June 25 when Portland had 12 and more than 20 were in the West
Bay area of the west Dorset coast on June 28 with an estimate of 40 off Christchurch
Harbour on June 29
Squacco Heron: There have been seven reports since May 28 and five of these
have been in the Weymouth area though the bird has been elusive and moving
between sites. On June 27 it was at Abbotsbury and on June 30 it was back at
Radipole (where it had been seen on June 6 and 7)
Little Egret: First report of a juvenile out of the nest comes from Gosport where
Ian Calderwood saw just one fledged bird on June 26

Greylag: By June 26 the Blashford Lakes at Ringwood had a flock of 400 that are
likely to stay for some time while they moult. With them were 200 Canadas and a
single Bar-Head.
Egyptian Goose: Three were at Blashford by the end of June
Shelduck: A flock of 12 or 13 adults at the Hayling Oysterbeds on June 26 was the
first double figure count there since mid-March. As these seemed to be all adults
with no young among them they may have been a flock pausing on its way to their
summer moult grounds on the north German coast. Not leaving us to moult were 8
Shelduck seen at Budds Farm pools on June 29 - six of these were well grown
ducklings seen in two widely separated family groups of three each - with them
were two adults.
Gadwall: Two broods of 7 and 8 ducklings were seen with a total of 10 adults at the
Chichester lakes on June 26
Shoveler: Two seen at Budds Farm pools on June 29 were the first I have seen
there since March 29
Eider: 25 were on the water off Pennington (Lymington) on June 28 - the biggest
count I have recorded for that area this year.
Red-breasted Merganser: An adult female was seen on Hook spit near Warsash
on June 27. There is usually at least one summering bird in Langstone Harbour but
this year this is the first report of a bird anywhere on the south coast since Apr 30
Honey Buzzard: One was reported as having visited the Weir Wood reservoir near
Crowborough on June 22
Red Kite: Sightings of these all across southern England are no longer unusual but
of local interest there was one right over Stansted House on June 27
Kestrel: With no Little Tern chicks left at Rye Harbour the local Kestrel was seen to
take a Common Tern chick on June 29
Quail: One more report from Dorset - a single bird heard on June 24 at
Cheselbourne (halfway between Blandford and Dorchester) - bringing the total of
this year's reports to just 11. Since then two were heard on the downs above and
west of the R Arun on June 28
Lapwing: Of local interest only - the first seven birds returning from breeding were
back on the Langstone shore off The Ship inn on June 26
Knot: A single summer plumaged bird was seen off Church Norton in Pagham
Harbour on June 26 and three were seen at Brownsea Island in Poole Harbour on
June 30
Curlew Sandpiper: Two 'possible' sightings of a small wader with a white rump
(but in non-breeding plumage) have come from the Hayling Oysterbeds on June 21
and 27 but there has been no confirmation of either sighting.
Black-tailed Godwit: When a flock of 57 Blackwits was seen at Hook (Warsash)
on June 27 it was suggested that they were newly returned from Iceland, rather
than birds which had never left us, and this provoked a discussion on Hoslist. Lee
Evans produced some evidence in favour of early return when he said .. "Although
a little on the early side, probably because of the dismal weather that Britain and
much of Northern Europe has experienced this spring, large numbers of adult
Icelandic Black-tailed Godwits have already returned south, including sizeable
flocks in NW England and in East Anglia. This past weekend saw a trickle of birds

displaced at Midlands sites and it seems likely that your 57 are like-minded, early
returning, failed breeding adults, including both males and females. In normal
years, large flocks of predominantly moulting males appear from mid-July, leaving
females and young behind in Iceland. The latter then generally reach Britain in early
to mid August". Against the suggestion was the fact that a flock of 58 Blackwits had
been reported at the same site on June 23 with no special comment (though they
were the first seen there since Apr 25), plus an absence of reports from other local
coastal sites (e.g. only 2 birds present at Farlington Marshes and just 12 at
Pennington)
Spotted Redshank: One at Brownsea Island in Poole Harbour on June 30 was
presumably a returning migrant
Redshank: A group of 12+ coming to high tide roost on the walls of the Hayling
Oysterbeds lagoon on the evening of June 26 were the first such 'autumn flock' that
I have heard of there since April
Common Sandpiper: Also at the Hayling Oysterbeds the first returnee was seen
on June 25 - another was new on the Titchfield Haven shore on June 26 and by June
29 one was back at Christchurch with three at Brownsea Island and one at the
Blashford Lakes (both on June 30)
Little Gull: Lee Evans tells us that at least one pair bred in Britain this year at
Titchwell in north Norfolk - by no means a first for Britain, and they were
unsuccesful.
Black-headed Gull: The first report of a juvenile away from its nest in the local
area came from Emsworth where Brian Fellows' photographed a very be-draggled
specimen showing none of the normal ginger colour on June 27
Roseate Tern: One seen off the Hook links (Warsash area) on June 27 was the
first to be seen in Hampshire since May 17
Common Tern: A pair hatched three young at Blashford Lakes on June 28 but on
June 30 a count of 44 adults flying west past Christchurch Harbour (mostly in pairs)
was thought to indicate early passage of failed breeders.
Little Tern: Of at least 10 pairs (maybe up to 25 pairs) which attempted to nest at
Rye Harbour only three were still sitting on June 26 and all chicks which have
hatched since the first chick was seen on June 22 have been taken by Kestrels. By
June 30 we were told that the last bird of 16 pairs which had nested there had
abandoned their nests with no young having been raised (and that the local Kestrel
had since turned to taking Common Tern chicks)
Guillemot: On June 30 an adult with a very small youngster were seen on the sea
off Birling Gap. These were assumed to have nested locally on Beachy Head and, if
so, that would be the first breeding recorded there since 1904
Swift: During the recent bad weather several people have commented on the
absence of Swifts from sites where they should still be nesting but on June 30 Nigel
Driver said on the SOS website .. "Swift numbers have been down for a couple days,
they often move off to the continent in bad weather, though the chicks seem to
suffer no ill effects, going in to a state of torpor".
Roller: A 'possible' was seen on the Dorset coast near the Dancing Ledge (Swanage
area) on June 26. The Roller is a member of the Bee-eater family but almost as big
as a Jackdaw, with a brown back and the rest of the plumage a light blue. Its

nearest breeding area is in Morocco. Birds of Hampshire lists four records between
1904 and 1987, two in late May, two in mid-September and one in July. The latest
genuine report for Britain is of one in Northumberland from Oct 16 to 19 in 2006
Sand Martin: Two of the first to head south had been at Portland on June 22 and
by June 28 four had appeared at Brading Marshes on the IoW
House Martin: Also on June 28 Brian Fellows was surprised to find some 20 House
Martins hawking for insects in the Ems valley just north of Emsworth where he is not
aware of any nesting birds nowadays. While they may have been breeding birds
that had flown some distance to a good feeding area they too may have been
already heading south. On June 29 several were similarly feeding over the Budds
Farm pools where they normally only appear when on passage.
Ring Ouzel: The first report of one already heading south comes from Patching Hill
(north of Brighton) on June 24.
Spotted Flycatcher: Michael Prior found a pair feeding young in a nest in the east
park area of Stansted on June 27 - as far as I know this is the only breeding pair in
the immediate vicinity of Havant.
Golden Oriole: Another bird on its way south was singing in a garden at Rusper
(close to Crawley) on June 26
Serin: One sang briefly at Selsey on June 26 and another was at Portland on June
27
Corn Bunting: 'Good numbers' were seen on the Sussex Downs immediately south
of Amberley on June 28
INSECTS
(Skip to Plants)
Butterflies
White Letter Hairstreak: 27 were seen during a visit to the MoD Defence
Munitions site on the north west shore of Portsmouth Harbour on June 22
Purple Emperor: The first appeared in Surrey on June 19 and since then
they have been seen in Alice Holt Forest (11 there on June 23) and at Bentley
Wood on the Hants:Wilts border (just a single here on June 23 and June 26)
Large Tortoiseshell: In addition to the four records before April 7 and the
three records already reported on June 20 (Titchfield Haven), 21 (Seaford in
Sussex), and 22 (Barton on sea in Hants) we now have a record of one in the
Fort Cumberland area of Eastney (Portsmouth) on June 21. The entry on the
Hampshire Butterfly Conservation website reads .. "John Vallender reports:I’m a member of Butterfly Conservation living in Wiltshire but working in
Hampshire. I’d like to report a sighting of a Large Tortoiseshell (Nymphalis
polychloros) at English Heritage Fort Cumberland, Portsmouth (SZ683992) on

21/06/2007. It was present for much of the day, basking in various locations
and returning regularly to feed on a flowering bramble patch. I’ve attached
the best photograph that I managed to take." Since then there have been
new sightings at Littlehampton on June 26 and at Hurstmonceux Castle near
Eastbourne on June 29
Marbled White: A total of 108 were seen at the Gosport Defence Muntions
site on June 22
Gatekeeper: The first was seen at Magdalen Hill Down near Winchester on
June 12, and this was followed by two sightings made by Brian Fellows
(Hayling Oysterbeds on June 19 and Emsworth on June 21). Since then two
were seen at the Gosport Defence Munitions site on June 22 and one was
seen near Eastbourne on June 26 with a further single at Farley Mount near
Winchester on June 28 - still no general emergence.
Common Ciliate Blue: One of these was photographed on a car at
Farlington (Portsmouth) on June 16 and has only now been identified. It
seems to have originated in South Africa from where the person who found it
at Farlington had recently returned after playing golf there - he thinks the
butterfly hitched a lift in his golf bag
Moths
Leopard Moth: First record from Brighton on June 23
Narrow-bordered Five-spot Burnet: On June 19 I passed on a report of
a Five-spot Burnet seen at Haywards Heath but the originator of that report
has now been told that Five-spots are extinct in Sussex and he has changed
his report to be of a Narrow-bordered Five-spot.
Caloptilia robustella: A new species for my database, found at Horsham on
June 29
Currant Clearwing: One had been recorded at New Milton on May 26 but
one seen on June 27 was a new species for Portland Island
Cameraria ohridella: This moth, new to Britain in 2002 and now
widespread across England, has not been seen but the effect of its
caterpillars, which can defolitate Horse Chestnut trees, can be clearly seen at
Wade Court, Langstone - see diary entry for June 30
Helcystogramma rufescens: Another species new to my database was
recorded at Horsham on June 29
Aleimma loeflingiana: Another first for the year at Horsham on June 29
Bramble-shoot Moth (Epiblema uddmanniana): Another first at
Horsham on June 29

Water Veneer (Acentria ephemerella): Another first at Horsham on June
29 (59 of them were in the trap)
Euzophera pinguis: Also a first at Horsham on June 29
Phycitodes binaevella: Another first at Horsham on June 29 that was new
for my database
Buff Arches: First of year at Horsham on June 29
Single-dotted Wave: First of year at Horsham on June 29
White-pinion Spotted: First of year at Horsham on June 29
Hummingbird Hawkmoth: I saw at least 47 reports of this species
between Jan 31 and May 22 but have seen none since until now when one
was seen on June 24 sheltering from rain under a supermarket trolley at the
Hayling Co-Op store. The same trolley also had an Elephant Hawkmoth
sheltering under it.
Yellow-tail: First of year at Horsham on June 29
Round-winged Muslin: First of year at Horsham on June 29
Scarce Footman: The first was seen at the Park Corner butterfly reserve
near Eastbourne on June 26
Least Yellow Underwing: First at Portland on June 29
The Clay: First at Portland on June 23
Southern Wainscot: First of year at Horsham on June 29
Minor Shoulder-knot: First of year at Horsham on June 29
The Dun-Bar: First of year at Horsham on June 29
The Rustic: First of year at Horsham on June 29
The Blackneck: First of year at Horsham (Southwater Park) on June 20
The Fan-foot: First of year at Horsham on June 29
Cinnabar Moth Caterpillars: The first sighting of these feeding on
Ragwort was made on June 24 at Haywards Heath
Other Insects
Drab Wood-Soldier: Several of these Soldier Flies were found on a Poplar
tree at Rye Harbour on June 26 - a first for the reserve and only the fifth
known record for Sussex. This is a nationally notable species and its larvae
live under the bark of Poplar trees

Cleg-fly: Present at Hastings by June 28 provoking the comment that in
Ireland it is known as 'The Silent Doctor' becuase of its ability to settle on your
flesh and insert its needle-like proboscis without you being aware of its
presence (until afterwards!)
Scaeva pyrastri: This bold black and white hoverfly was first seen at
Emsworth by Brian Fellows on June 27
Robin's Pin Cushion: I first noticed one of these at Sandy Point, Hayling on
June 28 where a female gall wasp called Diplolepis rosae had laid her eggs
in the stem of a wild rose. This species has very few males and generation
after generation of females all practice 'virgin birth'
Harlequin Ladybird: A large number were seen at Dungeness on June 28
(new in from the continent?)
Strangalia maculata: A photo on the Rye Bay website shows that there can
be great variability in the pattern of black and yellow markings on this
Long-horn beetle species
Great Green Bush Cricket: Two nymphs seen at Durlston on June 26 - no
reports of adult insects anywhere so far.
PLANTS
Viola tricolor: Where an earth bank was recently scraped clear of its previous
vegetation (on the right side of the north entrance to the pedestrian underpass by
the Langbrook stream south of Tesco) I recently found Corn Spurrey in flower and
on June 29 both Viola tricolor and Lobelia erinus (the common small garden
Lobelia) had appeared
Proliferous Pink: What was originally mistakenly call Childing Pink at Hayling
Beachlands seems to be near the end of its appearance there. On June 28 I found
just four tall stems each surmounted by an empty husk with neither flower nor seed.
Rose Campion (Lychnis coronaria): Many of these lovely flowers were out on
Hayling Beachlands on June 28
Rough Clover (Trifolium scabrum): On June 28 this was flowering the sand
beside the causeway approach road to the Black Point Sailing Club on Hayling
Hare's Foot Clover: This was also flowering at Black Point on June 28
Meadow Vetchling: The first which I can be sure of as flowering in the Havant
area was seen by the Hayling Coastal Path on June 26
Rosebay Willowherb: A single spike of this was flowering on the bank of the
Hayling Coastal path at Stoke Bay on June 26 - the first I know of this year
Horse Chestnut tree: On June 30 the trees around the entrance to Wade Court at
Langstone had suffered severe damage from the larvae of the Horse Chestnut
Leaf Miner Moth - see diary entry for that day to find out more about this.

Sea Spurge: Flowering profusely at Sandy Point on June 28
Rough Chervill: Well in flower (some seed already) at Sandy Point on June 28
Corn Parsley: Plants seen beside Sandy Point Road on Hayling on June 28 - not yet
in flower
Wild Parsnip: First report of this in flower comes from Durlston on June 27
Rock Samphire: Just starting to flower at Sandy Point on June 28
Sea Holly: First few flowers had turned blue by the Black Point causeway on June
28
Wood Dock: This hybridises freely with Clustered Dock and there is an overlap of
characteristics between the two species but on June 26 I found a cluster of docks,
close to the County Council Countryside Service notice proclaiming the start of the
Hayling Billy Line coastal path just south of Langstone Bridge, which met the
strictest definition of what a Wood Dock should look like and which could not
possibly be confused with Clustered Dock
Sea Knotgrass: A good show of flowering plants on the shingle off the north east
corner of Sandy Point reserve on June 28
Great Mullein: First flowers seen on Hayling on June 28
Small Yellow Foxglove (Digitalis lutea): I think I omitted to record my first
find of these in flower on Portsdown on June 7 but I was reminded of it when John
Goodspeed found the plants still flowering on June 26. They are said to have
appeared at the same site each year since the cutting for the M27 was dug through
the shoulder of the hill above Portchester and can be seen on a steep south facing
bank above Monument Lane just before, heading uphill from the bridge over the
M27, the lane disappears into trees and resumes the line it had before it was
diverted to go over the bridge.
Small Toadflax: This was another plant which I found on Portsdown on June 7 but
failed to record at the time
Pink Water Speedwell: A single small plant was flowering on Brook Meadow at
Emsworth on June 27
Field Cow-Wheat (Melampyrum arvense): This is a plant which officially does
not exist in Hampshire but can be found growing naturally on the Isle of Wight.
Sometime in the last 20 years it is thought to have been 'introduced' to the south
facing bank of the M27 cutting through the shoulder of Portsdown above
Portchester and for at least the last ten years it has flowered and multiplied there
but growth of trees and shrubs has been shading out the plants in recent years. This
year they were first seen on June 26 and only 26 plants could then be seen.
Common Calamint: Although not yet in flower the plants found last year close to
the Slipper Mill Pond at Emsworth had re-appeared on June 27

Basil Thyme: This was again found flowering for the first time this year on
Portchester Common (Portsdown) on June 26
Marjoram: This was in full flower beside the coastal path on Hayling on June 26
where the first flower had been seen on June 14
Hound's Tongue: By June 28 some of the plants at Sandy Point on Hayling had
already gone to seed (first flowering was reported at Durlston on May 30)
Ivy Broomrape: The yellow form (monochroma) of this was found in the
Portchester Red Barn housing estate near the M27 west of Hill Road a few years ago
and re-appeared there on May 12. By June 26 John Goodspeed found more plants
than usual there.
Field Scabious: Although Small Scabious was flowering by May 7 Field Scabious
was not reported (at Durlston) until June 25
Ploughman's Spikenard: Also flowering at Durlston on June 28
Lesser Burdock: Flowers starting to open in the Budds Farm area of Havant on
June 29
OTHER WILDLIFE
Fallow deer: These drop their kids from mid-June, a few weeks after the Roe
which give birth in May or early June, and on June 27 Michael Prior told us that the
first young could now be seen at Stansted (but I'm pretty sure they are not eaily
spotted by the casual visitor).
Hedgehog: These rarely get a mention nowadays and this year I have only
recorded five reports, three of them road casualties, one seen alive but 'looking
sickly' and only one being an apparently healthy individual that was on Brian
Fellows' doorstep when his wife went to collect the milk bottles on the morning of
June 29. All these reports have been since May 14 and I wondered if they might be
sightings of this year's young and inexperienced animals. That however seems
unlikely as I read that they normally do no mate before May, have a gestation period
of 4 or 5 weeks, and that the young do not leave the nest in which they were born
for another month. That seems to say that young would not normally be out on their
own until well into July (when they would still look noticeably smaller than adults).
The mother usually mates again in the summer and has a second 'brood' of six or
seven young in the autumn (and these young have to feed up fast to gain sufficient
body mass to survive hibernation). I guess the animals that are seen out and about
at this time are either males searching for a mate or females looking for extra food
to enable her to produce the milk needed by her young.
Water Vole: Although sightings at Emsworth remain few there was good news on
June 27 when one was seen in a new area, heading upstream from Peter Pond on
the west side of Brook Meadow (normally they are only seen in the main branch of
the River Ems flowing down the east side of Brook Meadow).
Hare: On June 27 Michael Prior reported the presence of at least four Hares in the
East Park area of Stansted.

Fungi: Despite the wet ground and warm air there has been no upsurge in reports
of fungi but on July 1 both fresh Field Mushrooms and old Parasol mushrooms
were seen at Durlston while I saw my first Fairy Ring in roadside grass on South
Hayling on June 28

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JUNE 25 - JULY 1 (WEEK 26 OF 2007)
Sat 30 June
End of the road for the Spreading Chestnut tree?
Having got caught in the rain when shopping this morning I made sure I had a coat
on when the rain seemed to have stopped and I went for a walk around 5pm needless to say the rain started again before I got home and as well as water falling
from above I was caught out by wall to wall flooding in the tunnel taking the Hayling
Billy trail under the Havant bypass - although only a couple of inches deep I
inevitably got my feet wet as I went through.
As you may guess I saw little of note during my circuit down to Langstone Mill and
back though both Song Thrush and Blackbird were singing strongly in the rain
(as was a Reed Warbler at the pond). There may have been some interest at the
water’s edge off the pond but mist on my binoculars made it impossible to tell the
content of a distant group of waders which seemed to contain a pair number of
Redshank and maybe a few Godwits.
The one thing which I did see clearly was that almost every leaf of the huge Horse
Chestnut trees around the gateway into Wade Court was heavily blotched with
what appeared to be leaf miner damage - seemingly sufficient to have a serious
affect on the ability of the trees to ‘breathe’.
At home I did a Google search on Chestnut Leaf Miner and come up with
something that was news to me. Wikipaedia tells me that a moth called Cameraria
ohridella has for the last 20 years or so been spreading across Europe and doing
so much damage to Chestnut trees that “Since 2001 an EU-wide multidisciplinary
project, CONTROCAM ("Control of Cameraria"), has been trying to predict how
much of an impact Cameraria ohridella will have, and to find methods of pest
control.”
The moth does have some natural enemies in the form of parasitic wasps but few of
them are found in Europe, and the moth can survive temperatures as low as -23C
(in warm weather it can have as many as six generations in a year).
I don’t think anyone knows why this moth suddenly began to spread across Europe
but in 1985 the moth was identified in Macedonia, by 1999 it had reached France
and in 2001 it appeared in Britain. To show that this is not one way traffic 2003 saw
its appearance in the Ukraine.

In Britain the Forestry Commission the first identified damage was found in 2002 at
Wimbledon (?? moth brought in by a tennis player - as with the South African
butterfly which arrived recently in Farlington having travelled in a golfer’s bag of
clubs) and the Forestry Commission website has dramatic distribution maps
showing the year by year spread since 2002 - the frontier advances in all directions
at an unstoppable rate of around 50km per year.
Luckily it seems that the moth’s work does not kill off the trees, if only because the
larvae do not start their mining until well after the tree has completed its flowering
and early leaf growth but there can be an interesting effect on trees which drop
their now useless leaves in the summer and respond by growing a new crop of both
leaves and flowers in the autumn.
If you come across a tree with badly blotched leaves be aware that there is also a
fungus called Guignardia aesculi that can infect Horse Chestnut trees but I think
that covers the leaves with brown patches only whereas any brown patches on
moth mined leaves will be surrounded by a much larger area of ‘see through’ leaf
where the moth’s larva has eaten the ‘flesh’ out of the leaf.
All of which goes to show that whatever the weather there is always something
interesting to be seen if you keep your eyes open when out for a walk (in town or
country)
Fri 29 June
Budds Farm
A quick cycle ride to Budds Farm pools this evening showed me that two families
of Shelduck have each produced three young, now well grown but maybe not
yet able to fly (though they seem to have a full set of feathers). The Swan pair
which failed to produce any young are still present and the pair of Canada Geese
still have four young, now looking like minature adults, and six new adults were also
present. One Little Grebe was busy diving to bring up food for three of its young
that stayed on the surface.
Over the pools at least three House Martins were hawking for insects, maybe
already heading south after failing to breed. I saw just one Swallow with them and
heard a single Grey Wagtail.
Among the Mallard, Tufted Ducks, Coots and Moorhens two Shoveler
seemed to be new.
Coming down Southmoor Lane I found the Knotted Hedge Parsley still had some
flowers and the Burdocks were starting to open their flowers. On the way back I
found Musk Mallow flowering by the Brockhampton Stream with a bank of
Rosebay Willowherb close to flowering. On the earth bank by the road south of
Tesco and close to the Langbrook Stream water wheel where I had recently found
Corn Spurrey there were two more botanic surprises - one was a lovely group of
Viola tricolor flowers and the other was some startlingly blue flowers of a common
garden plant whose name I cannot recall.
More garden flowers which I saw flowering in the wild yesterday were my first
Great Mullein, lots of Rose Campion (Lychnis coronaria) on the south
Hayling Beachlands and even more Seaside Daisy (Erigeron glaucus)

Thu 28 June
Sandy Point/Black Point on Hayling
This morning I drove to south east Hayling for a walk round the Hayling side of the
mouth of Chichester Harbour. I parked in Bosmere Road and as I walked along the
north side of Sandy Point Road I found plants of Corn Parsley (not yet in flower)
where I had seen them last year, in the gateway of the last house before I turned
into Bracklesham Road. Just round the corner another house driveway had the
small subspecies of Fools Parsley and a little further on Fairy Ring toadstools
were growing in the roadside grass.
Reaching the causeway to Black Point I soon saw plants of Sea Holly but I could
only find four with their blue flowers open. I also saw Bugloss (Anchusa
arvensis) flowering here (it seems to have spread from the point where the road
acutally enters the Sailing Club grounds at the top of the slope). Turning left onto
the shore when I reached the slope up to the Sailing Club I found Wild Lupin and
Spanish Gorse in flower with a big patch of Lax Sea Lavender around the high
tide mark. Neither Saltwort nor Sea Rocket were in flower but I did find their
plants though I could not find any Frosted Orache.
Back on the seaward side of the causeway I found Rough Clover (T. scabrum),
Restharrow and Hare’s Foot Clover. Down by the tide line a Ringed Plover
was calling plaintively so I kept off the shingle on which it might have a nest and this
allowed me to see a mass of Andrena type mining bees on the sandy banks.
South of the Lifeboat station (currently being enlarged and re-built) I found a new
hardcore path has been built along the seaward edge of the old hospital grounds.
Reaching the junction with the path coming round the northeast side of the Sandy
Point reserve I went out onto the shingle to find a pretty good showing of the very
rare Sea Knotgrass, and returning to the reserve fence I noted Rock Samphire
about to flower while both Biting and English Stonecrop were in full flower along
with Sea Spurge. The Hound’s Tongue which I was specially looking for was
more numerous than usual and some had already gone to seed.
In the centre of the reserve Bell Heather was out and providing lots of colour while
Linnet, Whitethroat and Meadow Pipit all sang.
Following the fence back around the north side of the reserve I could not see any of
the Ling Heather yet flowering but did find my first Robin’s Pincushion of the
summer. Other finds here were my first Rough Chervil (already starting to seed)
plus lots of Honeysuckle and some Hedgerow Cranesbill.
On the way home I diverted to Beachlands to check the Proliferous Pinks but
could only find four tall stems with empty seed cases - it looks as if this colony has
come to the end if its road here. Around the area the Sheep’s Bit was magnificent.
Tue 26 June
Hayling Oysterbeds area
The sun at last came out this evening so I got on my bike and headed for Hayling
Island.
First notable sighting came as I reached the Ship Inn at Langstone and found a
dozen Lapwing back on the mud - the first I have seen back here after the
breeding season (a lone bird did stay in the Warblington area this spring).

On Hayling I had an even more notable sighting (for me at least) as I reached the
Countryside Service board proclaiming that I was entering the Hayling Billy area.
This is at the start of the path leading west from the section of the old tarmac road
(now used as a carpark), around the south of ‘Texaco Bay’, to join the old rail line.
Here, under a small cluster of oak trees, a block of scrub has recently been cleared
on the south side of the path and a big cluster of Dock plants has taken
advantage of the clearance to grow tall. I immediately noticed how upright the
plants were, with their inflorescence branches almost as vertical at the straight
stems of the plants. Getting off my bike for a closer look my lens showed me that
each ‘flower’ had a single, large, round red wart (or tubercule), confirming that I
had at last found true Wood Dock plants that were not hybrids with
Clustered Dock having wide spreading inflorescence branches.
Along the south side of Texaco Bay I passed my first Hawkweed Oxtongue plants
in flower, looking slightly different from what is seen of them during most of their
flowering season as at present only the terminal flowers have opened - later many
short-stemmed side branches will have flowers forming a ‘ladder’ up the stem ((like
the metal footsteps at the top of telegraph poles). Also here was a mass of bright
yellow Ladies Bedstraw.
Turning south down the old rail line I stopped again, just before reaching the
northern entrance to the Oysterbeds, to have a look at the mass of Marjoram now
in full flower on the east side of the track opposite a lovely show of Common
Centaury plants flowering on the west side. Further north on the east side
Restharrow was in flower.
Just before the Oysterbeds carpark I heard a single rattle of Lesser Whitethroat
song from Stoke Common, and south of the carpark the earth bank separating the
rail track from the water of Stoke Bay had a good show of Common Toadflax
amongst which was my first single flower spike of Rosebay Willowherb.
Continuing south past the odd metal container which seems to have been dumped
on the track by Hertfordshire County Council I found a mass of Meadow Vetchling
but could not detect any yellow on the mass of Dyer’s Greenweed plants in the
field with the big pool - I wonder if the rabbits here eat off all the flower buds or the
fresh shoots on which the flowers would grow?
After a brief look around the Knotts Marsh area where hopefully Slender Hare’s
Ear will be found in about a month’s time (this evening all I noticed was a couple of
late flowering Danish Scurvygrass plants and the call of a flyby Whimbrel) I
turned back for a quick pass through the Oysterbeds area. Here I noted the
excellent display of both Slender and Milk Thistles (and the absence of the mass
of Centaury that once flowered on the west side of the earth mound), and saw a
new flowering plant of Broad Leaved Everlasting Pea close to the bus shelter.
In the lagoon the Black-headed Gulls were more numerous than ever and I
neither heard nor saw either Little or Common Terns (though one Sandwich
Tern could be heard calling over the harbour). The steady onset of autumn was
marked by a dozen Redshank coming to high tide roost on the lagoon banks and
a party of 13 Shelduck roosting on the banks dividing the northern pools - these all
seemed to be adults and may well have been a party already on their way to their
summer moult over on the north German coast.

WEEK 25 - SUMMARY FOR JUNE 18 - 24
BIRDS
Fulmar: A boat trip around Durlston Head on June 22 gave a view of a Fulmar
sitting on a ledge with a 'ball of fluff' which was probably a new hatched chick. In
East Sussex on June 20 ten pairs were on nests at Cliff End, north east of Hastings
Sooty Shearwater: A 'probable' sighting from Selsey Bill on June 22 should be
given credence as the observer was Richard Ives. This would be the first sighting for
the year
Manx Shearwater: Although 330 had been seen off Portland on May 9 the count
on June 20 was 300+ and on June 21there were 350 there in the morning and
another 300 (probably the same but maybe different) present in the evening
Balearic Shearwater: June 21 brought what was then a year peak count of 26 off
Portland but there were 52 there on June 22 (with one flock of 22) and 48 on June
23. I also see that one got as far east as Dungeness on June 22 (previously there
have only been two reports from sites east of Portland - one at Worthing and one at
Christchurch Harbour)
Storm Petrel: 32 were seen from a boat in the West Bay area of the western
Dorset shore on June 17 and on June 21 four were off Portland. June 23 brought a
surge in numbers with at least 10 (maybe 20) lingering off Christchurch Harbour
and 6 off Selsey plus 5 off Portland
Cormorant: On June 17 a juvenile was found in a garden at Sopley (just north of
Christchurch and a couple of miles south of a Cormorant rookery). It was captured
by a Swan Rescue team and released at Christchurch Harbour
Little Egret: Although not specifically saying that he had seen a juvenile Egret
Jason Crook asked on June 22 if anyone knew if juveniles showed dark marks in
their wings and Trevor Carpenter referred him to pictures he (Trevor) had taken last
year showing a brownish colouration to much of the closed wing on a juvenile/first
winter bird. Bob Chapman added that he had seen similar marks on one adult. I
presume this question only arose because juveniles should now be out of their nests
though there have so far been no reports of them. From the discussion so far it
seems that faint brown markings on the closed wings are not uncommon but they
cannot be used as confirmation that the bird is a juvenile. This reminds me that a
little while ago I was told that at least a dozen Egret nests had been occupied this
year at a heronry in the east of Chichester Harbour
Black Swan: One arrived in Christchurch Harbour on June 17 to join the massive
summer moult flock of Mute Swans which assembles there each year.
Canada Geese: The sight of seven flyng past Selsey Bill on June 22 shows that
some at least are not yet flightless in moult

Brent Geese: Two summering birds were seen on June 19 on Gull Island in the
mouth of the Beaulieu River
Teal: The sight of five at Hook (Warsash) on June 23 raised the question as to
whether they had remained in the area until now or were the first 'returnees'.
Buzzard: On June 20 one of the two birds based on Warblington Farm caused the
male of the resident Kestrel pair to go into a frenzy of resentment when the Buzzard
perched in a particular tree. My attention was attracted by the continually agitated
calls of the Kestrel and I watched it for some time hovering low over the tree,
circling its upper branches and at one point flying through the canopy in an attempt
to dislodge the Buzzard. When the Buzzard eventually emerged the Kestrel
repeatedly dive bombed it - seeming to hit it hard in the back at one point - but
twenty mintues later I noted that the Buzzard was still in the same area though the
Kestrel had ceased to remonstrate. On June 23 three Buzzards were seen over fields
east of Pook Lane and south of the Havant bypass - the third was probably a
wandering adult but raises the possibility that the Warblington pair have bred and
now have a youngster out of the nest
Osprey: It would seem that these have now started to move south on their autumn
passage - there was a probable sighting of one over a pond just north of
Crowborough on June 20 and one flew over the Blashford Lakes at Ringwood on
June 21
Kestrel: A pair nesting on or near Stansted House probably now have young
requiring lots of food and on June 19 Michael Prior described how the pair of adults
took advantage of his work cutting weeds on the estate. The cutting disturbed and
exposed a lot of invertebrates and possibly some small mammals and both Kestrels
came repeatedly to hover very close to the tractor Michael was driving giving him
very close views from the cab but also causing him to swerve on one occasion when
one of the Kestrels was slow in taking off with prey right in front of the tractor
wheels.
Peregrine: On June 17 Brian Fellows was at Chichester cathedral and found that
one of the four young Peregrines had left the nest but was still perched nearby on
the building - I guess that means that it is now too late to expect to see the juveniles
on the webcam.
Quail: So far this year I have seen ten reports of Quail with the first on May 10 at
Rye Harbour and the latest on June 23 at Tarrant Rushton (east of Blandford in
Dorset).
Common Crane: In addition to the established flock of Cranes in north Norfolk we
have had 16 reports of sightings in southern England so far this year. This week one
was seen at Lydd near Dungeness in Kent on June 17 and on June 19 one was over
the upper Cuckmere valley area of Sussex (coming from and returning to some
point west of there)

Avocet: By June 23 the last Avocet chicks were hatching at Rye Harbour and I
guess there will be few left to hatch at other sites. In the Rye Bay area on June 20
there were 12 adults with 10 young at the Pannel valley, 18 adults and at least two
juvs at Pett - no count from Rye Harbour but there were 14 adults there in late May.
At Titchfield Haven there were at least 14 adults with young on June 23 and I will
not be surprised to hear later in the year that a pair have bred at Pagham Harbour
(where one pair nested in both 1996 and 1997 and attempted a nest in 2000)
Lapwing: At Havant Thicket on June 19 I was surprised to see at least three pairs
still present on the Gipsies Plain grassland where apparently breeding birds have
been seen since Mar 24. On this latest visit there was no sign of a family party which
John Goodspeed thought was present recently but one bird of the three pairs
seemed to be again sitting on a nest
Curlew Sandpiper: On June 22 Frank Foulger saw a wader on the west Hayling
shore, a little south of the Oysterbeds, which he thought might be a Curlew
Sandpiper. It was noticeably smaller than a nearby Oystercatcher and had a down
curved bill, a white rump and a whitish supercilium. The upper plumage was
described as mottled and the underparts pale. The most recent report of Curlew
Sandpiper was of one at Pett Level (Rye Bay) on June 9 and 10, and last year one
was at Farlington Marshes on June 17 (with a group of three at Rye Harbour on the
same day). My only reservation about this sighting is that it would describe a
juvenile, and that it is much too early for one to have arrived from the arctic. I
suppose it could be a failed breeder that never acquired breeding plumage and I am
aware that in some wader species there are odd individuals which are out of synch
with the rest and wear breeding plumage in the winter and winter plumage in the
summer.
Whimbrel: Three were seen at Newtown Harbour (IoW) on June 20 where they
have been present since May 31
Green Sandpiper: Returning birds have been back in Hampshire since June 5 at
the Lower Test and since then they have been seen at Titchfield Haven, Needs Ore
and the Blashford Lakes. Latest report is of one at Farlington Marshes on June 19
Pomarine Skua: No recent sightings but this year's winner of the Selsey 'Pom
King' title has just been announced as going to a newcomer (now resident in
Selsey) called Justin Atkinson who saw 19 of the 37 Poms recorded as passing
Selsey this spring
Black-headed Gull: One June 19 a juvenile arrived at Christchurch Harbour
(probably having flown from a nest in Poole Harbour). This is the first report I have
seen of one away from its nest.
Common Tern: The seven pairs nesting on the north island at the Hayling
Oysterbeds lagoon escaped predation by rats but by June 23 all seven pairs had lost
their chicks to predation by the Black-headed Gulls. I am not sure if the gulls
actually ate the Tern chicks (and benefitted from them as the Rats did from eating
the Little Tern eggs) or just destroyed them as potential threats to their own young

(as Mute Swans kill ducklings). In the first case I suppose their actions are in some
way 'better' than those of squabbling Arabs in the Middle East - if the killing was just
out of spite or fear I suppose the bird's actions are on a par with those of humans.
Both reasons for killing are perhaps higher up the human ethical scale than the
treatment of tern chicks on a remote Scottish island where, several years ago, I
read that the sheep on the island suffer a mineral deficiency in their diet which they
attempt to rectify by searching out tern chicks in their nests and eating the legs only
of the chicks leaving them still alive.
Little Tern: On June 22 the first chicks started to hatch at Rye Harbour. Last year
21 pairs raised 9 chicks there and there could be a few more this year as 53 birds
were present on May 14 this year. No news of numbers nesting at Pagham spit but
at the Oysterbeds it seems that only two pairs were still nesting on June 19.
Collared Dove: At Warblington farm on June 20 I disturbed a 'flock' of 20 or more
birds feeding around the cow sheds and later saw a flock of nine in flight - a sign of
the change from breeding behaviour when the birds are seen in pairs or families to
autumn flocking.
Cuckoo: First sighting of a juvenile Cuckoo away from its foster nest came from
Titchfield Haven on June 17
Woodlark: Birds were heard singing at Horsham on June 14 and at Pulborough a
few days later - maybe failed breeders?
Sand Martin: Reports of one or two seen at Portland Bill on June 22 and 23
suggest that autumn passage may be starting. Mention of Sand Martins reminds me
of the concern expressed earlier this year about the loss of their nest sites in
Hampshire as quarries came to the end of their working life and were filled in to
restore them to some other agricultural use as farming land or forestry. Until now I
had the impression that this forcible restoration of habitat was an inevitable result of
our strange laws but there is good news in the latest British Wildlife mag which has
just arrived. The first article in it is entitled "Nature after Minerals: major role
for quarries in nature conservation" and tells us that while the law requires
'restoration to a beneficial end use' as a condition for getting a licence to extract
minerals that end use can be the creation of a nature reserve
Cetti's Warbler: The bird which has been singing at Warblington Farm on each
census visit from Mar 27 to June 2 was not heard on my June 20 final visit.
Great Reed Warbler: The bird which arrived in the Lydd area near Dungeness on
June 10 was still singing there on June 20
Melodious Warbler: The first report of one for this year that I have heard of came
from Dungeness on June 20
Garden Warbler: One singing strongly in Havant Thicket on June 19 gave me
another year list tick to bring my personal year list to 130 species

Red Breasted Flycatcher: First report for the year came from Portland on June
19 (no hint of red on its white breast in the photos shown on the Portland website!).
On June 23 the same or another bird was again seen at the observatory.
Red-backed Shrike: Two new finds this week. On June 18 a male was seen in the
Bembridge area of the IoW and on June 20 one was seen briefly at Yately Common
in north Hampshire
Corvid roost: On June 22 Trevor Carpenter told us of his recent discovery of a
large Corvid night roost in the Fareham area into which went at least 100 birds mainly Jackdaws - at dusk. The location is close to Spurlings Farm by the Wallington
river just north of the M27. This could well be the unknown roost site referred to in
the past by watchers of birds going into the huge winter roost in the wood within the
Bedenham-Frater MoD site on the shore of Portsmouth Harbour - some of the
reports from there refer to birds going to another site somewhere to the north.
Serin: The first report of these since mid-May is of two birds seen at Portland on
June 22
Yellowhammer: Two were singing in Havant Thicket on June 19 and on June 20
the bird which had arrived on territory at Warblington Farm on June 2 was still
singing close to the farmhouse.
Vultures: On June 19 the Rye Bay website told me that flocks of up to 90
Griffon Vultures were currently being seen in the low countries (Belgium and
Holland) though none have yet crossed the channel.
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Brown Hawker: First of the year was reported on June 21 at Rye Harbour
Golden Ringed Dragonfly: First report for the year comes from Whiteley
Pastures north of Fareham on June 17
Ruddy Darter: First report was also from Whiteley Pastures on June 17
followed by a sighting on the IoW on June 19
White Legged Damselfly: More than 15 were seen at a site (Iden moat)
near Rye on June 22 - a new site for the species
Butterflies
Clouded Yellow: Seven reports on June 20, 21 and 22 indicate a new influx
Large White: A noticeable increase in the numbers I have seen in the
Havant area this week suggests that they too are starting to invade us from
the continent.
Holly Blue: The second brood does not normally appear until we are into
July but the appearance of one in my garden on June 19 was the first here

since May 24 (prior to which they were regular visitors) and when two (maybe
three) were seen together in the garden on June 20 I had the impression that
these must be the summer brood.
Purple Emperor: First of the year are said to have appeared in Surrey on
June 19 and at least five were seen in Alice Holt Forest near Alton on June 20.
White Admirals and Silver Washed Fritillaries remain numerous.
Painted Lady: There have been seven reports of these this week but an
entry on the Sussex Butterfly Conservations website on June 19 referred to
'an enormous swarm of Painted Ladies currently to be seen on the Farne
Islands'
Large Tortoiseshell: Three new reports this week all seem to have been
genuine migrants. On June 20 one was seen well at Titchfield Haven, resting
on a wall for a time. On June 21 another was seen at Seaford near Beachy
Head, feeding on Privet flowers and on June 22 one was seen twice in a
garden at Barton on sea. These are the first batch of 'normal immigrants' but
they were preceeded by four very unusual sightings along the south coast
between Jan 28 and Apr 6.
Comma: There have been many widespread sightings of the fresh summer
insects since June 9 but only one was described as of the 'Hutchinsoni' form
so it may be of interest that I saw one of these bright orange specimens
resting on a leaf by the Langbrook stream here in Havant on June 22
Dark Green Fritillary: A report of 31 seen in the 'Chilgrove area' on June 20
was also posted on the Sussex website - not sure where this would be unless
the observer was over in the Kingley Vale area..
Gatekeeper: So far only three reports - the first at Magdalen Hill Down near
Winchester on June 12, the second at the Hayling Oysterbeds on June 19 and
the third in Brian Fellows' Emsworth garden on June 21. They should be out
in force very soon (first sightings shown in Hampshire Butterfly Reports have
been June 10 in 2006, June 21 in 2005 and June 25 in 2004)
Moths
Zeiraphera isertana: First at Portland on June 19
Donacaula forficella: First at Rye Harbour on June 20
Evergestis extimalis: Also Rye Harbour on June 20
Cynaeda dentalis: This rarity (a shingle beach specialist which feeds on
Vipers Bugloss) appeared at Rye Harbour on June 18
Synaphe punctalis: Another rarity at Rye Harbour on June 18
The Phoenix: First at Portland on June 19
Blue-bordered Carpet: First at Portland on June 19

Swallow-tailed Moth: First at Portland on June 19 and another on the IoW
on June 20
Brown-tail: This unwelcome moth appeared at Portland on June 19
Lesser Yellow Underwing: Also first at Portland on June 19
Dot Moth: First at Portland on June 22
Other Insects
Black Colonel (Odontomyia tigrina): This rare Soldier Fly was found at
Rye Harbour on June 18 but the finder had to wait until the Crab Spider
which had caught it had finished sucking out its juices before it would release
the specimen for close examination and identification. The spider concerned
was the Common crab-spider (Xysticus cristatus)
Volucella pellucens: The first of this hoverfly species was seen on the Isle
of Wight on June 16
Burying Beetle (Nicrophorus investigator): A specimen of this was
found at the Hayling Oysterbeds on June 18 drowned in the water trap
created at the base of a pair of Teasel leaves.
Eyed Ladybird: First report of this uncommon species comes from
Dungeness on June 20
Oak Bush Cricket: A bright green bush cricket nymph, probably this
species, was seen in Havant Thicket on June 19
PLANTS
Traveller's Joy (aka Old Man's Beard): The first flowers were seen on this in
Havant on June 22
White Water Lily: This has probably been flowering for some time but I first
noticed it in Havant Thicket where the trees have been cleared around the small
pond in the centre of the Thicket
Welsh Poppy: This yellow flowered species was found on June 18 flowering
(probably as a garden escape or wildflower seeding) in the Palmers Road copse at
Brook Meadow in Emsworth - a new addition to the site list though another
specimen was seen in Nore Barn wood at Emsworth last summer.
Narrow-leaved Bittercress: The plants at the north west 'corner' of the
Langstone roundabout, which were in flower in mid-April and which subsequently
went to seed, are re-flowering now.
Field Pennycress: On June 22 I found a big display of this (mainly already in seed)
in a Grove Road house garden where building work was completed this spring and
the lawn subsequently re-sown - the Pennycress has come up at the edge of the
lawn.

Slender St John's Wort: Lots of this colourful and elegant species was just
starting to flower in Havant Thicket on June 19
Corn Spurrey: Work connected with the widening of the A27 Langstone
roundabout caused an area of grassland beside the westbound sliproad coming into
Havant to be scraped clear and among the weeds now growing on the bare earth is
a lot of Corn Spurrey.
Musk Mallow: The first of these lovely pink flowers could be seen on the side of
Wade Lane just north of Wade Court on June 22
Bitter Vetch: I found several plants of this flowering in Havant Thicket on May 3.
When I returned on June 19 the area had been mown but a few plants were newly
in bud just outside the mown area. In past years there has been a great display of
this plant on Blendworth Common, east of Havant Thicket, near its border with Bells
Copse.
Goat's Rue: The first flowers of this had appeared in the overflow carpark at the
Hayling Oysterbeds on June 14 and on June 18 a lot more was flowering on the
Hayling North Common where both blue and white flowered plants occur.
Field Rose: These have probably been in flower for some time but I only found my
first examples (with their low arching branches and prickle-like thorns) in Havant
Thicket on June 19
Great Willowherb: Although I saw a single flower of this as early as June 9 it was
not until June 20 that the plants started to flower in good numbers
Pepper Saxifrage: A single plant was in flower at Havant Thicket on June 19
Bog Pimpernel: This delicate little plant was flowering profusely in the SSSI at
Warblington Farm on June 20
Common Centaury: Although this was flowering at Durlston on May 11 (maybe
Apr 22) and I found lots out by the A27 in Havant on June 9 it was not until June 19
that the first flowers were seen at the Hayling Oysterbeds where in some past years
it has been the dominant summer flower on the 'earth mound'.
Round-leaved Fluellen: Although I found some flower buds on plants in the
Warblington cemetery on June 16 (and more there on June 20) I have not yet seen
an open flower.
Danewort: The first flowers on the plants by the Hayling Billy Trail at the end of
Grove Road in Havant were open on June 22
Heath Groundsel: This has probably been flowering for some time but I found my
first examples in Havant Thicket on June 19
Golden Samphire: The first open flower was seen on the Nore Barn shore at
Emsworth on June 20

Canadian Fleabane: This plant has now become a relative rarity compared to the
mass of Guernsey Fleabane that has invaded the Havant area in the past few
years. While the Guernsey species could be seen in flower in Jan and Feb, and had
fresh flowers by May 1, it was not until June 22 that I came on a small flowering
plant of Canadian Fleabane.
Mugwort: The white buds on several plants in Havant had opened to show the
dark red-brown petals of the flowers by June 22
Dwarf Thistle: This was in flower at Durlston on June 23 and can probably be
found now on Portsdown.
Wall Lettuce: Two plants were flowering on the old wall outside the door of
Homewell House in Havant on June 22
Prickly Lettuce: One plant growing by the Havant Bus Station had buds nearly
ready to open on June 22 - to see the first flowers look for them early in the morning
as they usually close up by mid-morning.
Lesser Hawkbit: Lots of this was in flower on the Langstone South Moors on June
22 - this was the first time I have seen it but it must have been out for some time.
Hawkweed Oxtongue: The first report of this in flower came from the Hayling
Coastal Path in the Oysterbeds area on June 23
Perennial Sow Thistle (Sonchus arvensis): This was flowering in Emsworth on
June 18 and on Hayling on June 19. (Although some books call this Corn Sow Thistle
I am sticking to the English name given by Stace).
Narrow-leaved Water Plantain: One plant growing by the Westbrook stream in
Emsworth had started to flower on June 20
Southern Marsh Orchid: On June 17 a couple of plants were introduced to the
Brook Meadow site where I hope they flourish and on on June 20 I found only 116
flowering spikes at the Warblington Farm SSSI site where numbers have dwindled
year by year from a peak of 800 or so in the 1980s
OTHER WILDLIFE
Fox: On June 23 the Portsmouth NEWS had a page of wildlife pictures sent in by
readers and pride of place was given to a superb picture of a sunlit Vixen with one
of her cubs taken recently at the Langstone South Moors by Mike Collins
Fungi: Rain and warmth can produce a good crop of fungi at this time of year so I
was not surprised to find a specimen of The Blusher (Amanita rubescens) in
Havant Thicket on June 19 followed by some 'Yellow Cowpat toadstools'
(Bolbitius vitellinus) at Warblington farm on June 20
WILDLIFE DIARY FOR JUNE 18 - JUNE 24 (WEEK 25 OF 2007)
Fri 22 June
Havant and Langstone South Moors

A stroll around Havant this morning and an afternoon walk down the Langbrook
stream to the South Moors gave me five new flowering plants for the yearlist and
several others worth a mention.
In Havant I found both Mugwort and Wall Lettuce in flower with one plant of
Prickly Lettuce showing a well developed flower head reminding me to keep an
eye out for its flowers in coming mornings (it closes its flowers in the mid-morning
and can easily evade detection long after it has actually started to flower). Welted
Thistle was also a surprise find in the town.
After lunch I found found both Traveller’s Joy (aka Old Man’s Beard) and
Danewort had started flowering near the Lymbourne triangle wildflower meadow,
and after crossing Park Road South I found fresh flowering on the Narrow-leaved
Pepperwort plants growing by the Langstone roundabout.
Coming down from the main road to the Langbrook stream ‘water wheel’ the grass
bank which had recently been scraped down to bare earth had now grown a new
crop of weeds, among them a good showing of Corn Spurrey. Further down the
Langbrook I had a close look at a fresh Comma butterfly sunning itself on a leaf
and displaying the vivid orange colour of a ‘Hutchinsoni’ form which is not
uncommon in the summer brood.
At the South Moors I became concerned about an impending thunderstorm (luckily
the black clouds passed to the north and I did not get wet) so I limited my visit to
an exploration of the tiny central stream which feeds the Tamarisk pool, following it
downstream in search of Brookweed. Eventually I found just two flowering plants,
and coming back across drier grassland I found myself surrounded by masses of
Meadow Barley and Lesser Hawkbit.
The Knotted Hedge-Parsley by the Mill Lane kissing gate still had a few flowers
and while looking at it I met Anne de Potier with whom I walked back to Langstone
Pond. As we parted company at the south end of Wade Lane I noticed what a good
and well developed crop of Cherry Plums there were on the trees (not yet edible,
but they soon will be), and walking up Wade Lane past the meadows north of Wade
Court I had the most colourful new flower of the day - a large clump of Musk
Mallow in full blossom.
Wed 20 June
Warblington Farm
This morning I went to Warblington for my last visit of this year’s bird census but the
few bird observations on a rather windy day held little of new interest.
From the census point of view the best news was that the Yellowhammer, which
arrived late and only settled down to claim a territory on June 2 was still present and
singing in his chosen spot but on the other hand this was the first of the ten visits on
which the Cetti’s Warbler was not heard, while the Swallows seemed to have
abandoned the farm buildings though a couple of pairs were seen near the Pook
Lane stables. One other bonus was the proof that at least one pair of Green

Woodpeckers have nested which came when I saw a family party of three in the
cemetery, though there has been no evidence of Great Spotted breeding (no
young seen or heard).
The approach of autumn was hinted at by the number of Collared Doves which
seemed to be feeding as a flock around the cow sheds - an estimated 20 birds there
and later a flock of 9 seen airborne. At the farm there were clearly noisy young
House Sparrows still in nests and the male Pied Wagtail was once again
carrying food for his young.
The most exciting sight came near the end of the visit when I heard very agitated
Kestrel calls and saw the male Kestrel hovering over, circling and even flying
through the branches of a large oak. As I had guessed a Buzzard eventually flew
out and was immediately dive-bombed by the Kestrel but it was not put off by this
show of animosity - the Buzzard was still in the same area 20 minutes later.
One of my aims on this visit was to count the Southern Marsh orchids in the
marshy SSSI where I only saw 40 at the beginning of June. Today there were 116
compared to 189 last year, 465 in 2005 and 800 in the peak year of the 20 years I
have been coming here. New plants for my year list were Bog Pimpernel (a good
show of these in the marsh) and my first Meadow Vetchling which I was able to
contrast against the Greater Bird’s Foot Trefoil which has been out for some
time. I also saw the first evidence of general opening of flowers on Greater
Willowherb.
Many Meadow Browns were on the wing from 6:30am but the only other
butterflies seen were one Comma and one Red Admiral. I did better back my
garden where there were certainly two and probably three Holly Blues out
together
Tue 19 June
Havant Thicket
This afternoon I drove to Havant Thicket in very warm sunshine and just got home
before the early evening thunderstorm.
On the Gipsies Plain I was surprised to see three (possibly four) pairs of Lapwing
still holding territory - not making display flights but standing in pairs well separated
from each other. I could not see any young but one bird of one pair seemed to be
sitting on a nest - this seems very late for such activity but maybe it indicates an
attempt to have some young after the first attempt has failed.
Another good bird here was my first Garden Warbler singing strongly and clearly
distinct from the two Blackcaps that I also encountered. A Skylark was singing
over the plain and at least two Yellowhammers were heard in the open areas of
the Thicket.
Meadow Browns were very numerous and I saw several Large Skippers plus
my first Small Skipper and my first pristine Ringlet with a single Marbled White

that had probably blown in from elsewhere. Earlier in the day at home I had seen
my first butterfly (a Comma) on my garden Buddleiea and elsewhere in the garden
a fresh Holly Blue.
At one point I had excellent close views of a fresh female Broad-bodied Chaser
dragonfly, and when double checking her identity back at home I learnt something
which I am very surprised I did not already know which is that while this species has
four ‘spots’, one near the tip of each of the four wings, the Four-spotted Chaser
actually has eight ‘spots’, two on the leading edge of each wing.
Another new insect was a bright green Bush Cricket nymph - my best guess
going by the colour would be Oak Bush Cricket but I do not know if the colours of
nymphs are the same as those of the mature insects. Lastly I had a close view of a
Wasp Beetle.
Turning to plants I had two good firsts - lots of Slender St John’s Wort just
coming into flower and one plant of Pepper Saxifrage with several creamy open
umbels. I also found my first Field Roses with low branches, white flowers, and
critically only small prickles (not substantial thorns) on all parts of the plant. Heath
Bedstraw was to be found in many places and both Hemp Agrimony and
Mugwort had flower buds as did a couple of late flowering plants of Bitter Vetch,
many plants of which were in flower when I was last here on May 3.
Mon 18 June
Hayling North Common
A cycle ride over Langstone Bridge to North Common behind Northney Marina gave
me a lovely display of bright yellow carpeting to the grassland west of the main path
leading into the Common area from the carpark where there was an equally effusive
display of magenta coloured flowers on Hedgerow Cranesbill. The yellow
carpeting was composed in some areas of Birds Foot Trefoil and in others of
Creeping Cinquefoil, with little else to vary the colour other than the white of
Lesser Stitchwort. Still to come was the yellow of Fleabane, the pink of
Centaury and the cream of Pepper Saxifrage all of which were in leaf. In this
western area I watched a Sparrowhawk go over carrying prey for its young.
To the east of the main path the big display of Goat’s Rue was under way with
both pure white and blue flowers but the Fragant Agrimony plant had not yet put
up its flowers (Common Agrimony was out). Other plants seen here included a
single flowering plant of Greater Willowherb and one of Red Bartsia. In the
marina pool area there were a few Black-headed Gulls and a single Redshank
but no returning flock of Lapwing as yet (although the tide was up). I did not have
time to go to the east end but I did see at least three House Martins around the
new houses which have replaced the Holiday Camp and I also saw both a fresh
Comma and a Red Admiral butterfly.
SUMMARY FOR JUNE 11 - 17 (WEEK 24 OF 2007)

BIRDS
Red-throated Diver: On June 16 one flew east past Christchurch Harbour into the
Solent
Balearic Shearwater: The first of this summer was off Portland on May 12 and by
June 12 nine or more were with feeding gulls there. By June 15 the count was up to
16.
Gannet: A count of 590 off Portland on June 15 was the highest of the year so far.
Squacco Heron: Maybe there is more than one of these in the country at the
moment but reports this week give me the impression of one very restless bird
flying in over Hampshire on June 5 to be seen at the M3 Hook junction before it did
an about turn to spend June 6 and 7 at Weymouth, then going east up channel to
be seen at Dungeness on June 9
Mute Swan: Three successful pairs are in the news this week. One at the
gravel/sand pits east of Chichester had 6 cygnets as did the pair on Swan Lake at
Milton Common in Southsea while further north on Portsea Island the pair on Baffins
Pond had 5 - all seen on June 15
Canada Goose: The last birds which I have seen flying were over Bedhampton on
June 11. By June 15 a herd of 82 were at Baffins Pond in Portsmouth for their
summer moult but maybe there are more still to fly in there as there are usually
between 150 and 200 there in late June and July.
Barnacle Goose: There was only one of these at Baffins Pond on June 15 without
even the hybrid goose which has been the mascot of the 'Baffins Gang' for at least
the pas five years. As an reminder of the demise of this gang this is what I wrote in
July 2000 ..
"In the spring of 1999 there were 42 Barnacle Geese regularly present at Baffins
Pond (one or two pairs bred successfully) but in that summer, when the pond was
hit by disease, 17 were found dead and the rest dispersed to Titchfield Haven and
other unknown locations. Although the pond is now healthy and the Canada Geese
have returned in more or less full strength (there are 142 moulting there at present
- in past years there have been close on 200) the Barnacles have never returned in
any great numbers but maybe that is about to change as two new ones have turned
up there since last week (total now only 14)."
The count of 14 Barnacles was down to 10 in 2001 and 2002, increased to 11 in
2003, was down to 9 in 2004, 7 in 2005 and 4 in 2006. Those four were still present
in May of this year so maybe they are still alive somewhere in the area.
Brent Goose: Four of the eleven Brent thought to be summering in Langstone
Harbour were seen in Stoke Bay (immediately south of the Hayling Oysterbeds) on
June 12. In Chichester Harbour there were 13 Brent seen on May 18 and one was
seen at the mouth of the Beaulieu River on June 10 (maybe the same bird that was
seen at Yarmouth (IoW) on May 2 and June 6)
Bar-headed Goose: One was with the Canada Goose flock at Titchfield Haven on
June 3
Gadwall: Two females, each with 7 ducklings, were seen at the Chichester pits
east of the city on June 15. Three Pochard and a pair of Ruddy Duck were with
them.

Tufted Duck: The first ducklings of this species which I have heard of was a
single family at Titchfield Haven on June 3
Common Scoter: A single female drifting up the Langstone Channel in Langstone
Harbour on June 14 was an addition to my year list when I saw it from the
Oysterbeds
Kestrel: One took an adult Little Tern from its nest at the Hayling Oysterbeds on
June 8 (but this predator is not thought to be the reason for the mass departure of
the Terns from their nesting island)
Grey Partridge: A pair was seen in the Stansted 'Bunny Field' (the grass field at SU
756101 between Forestside Road where it passes the Saw Mill and the access road
running to the Garden Centre) during the week ending June 10. A pair had been
seen in the access road on June 1
Quail: Three new reports this week. One June 11 one was heard at Steep Down
north of Lancing and on June 13 one was on Beachy Head and another at
Christchurch Harbour
Oystercatcher: Jason Crook has found ten pairs nesting in the Oysterbeds area
Avocet: In last week’s summary I quoted the saga of Hampshire’s first Avocet
chicks (in 2002) walking four or five kilometres from their nest at Hook/Warsash to
the Titchfield Haven shore where they were given sanctuary and stayed until they
could fly. Until now I had assumed this was unusual behaviour caused by attempted
predation at Hook but this week the Rye Bay website reports the unexpected
appearance of some young Avocets at one of the Pett Level pools where there had
been no Avocet nexts, and also the discovery of some more chicks behind a patch
of Gorse with no nests anywhere near. It may well be that Avocets, like Shelduck,
often take their new hatched young on long journeys from their nest to somewhere
with a good food supply.
Lapwing: These can be expected back on our harbour shores any day now. Big
flocks (up to 300) were back at Rye Bay from June 3 and on June 12 the first flock
of 40 appeared at Christchurch Harbour. On June 15 more than 30 were back at the
Chichester east Lakes where two pairs were still defending territory. On June 16 I
saw a single bird on the Warblington shore but guess this was the single bird that
has been hanging around the Warblington farm throughout the breeding season.
Ruff: One was reported at the Lymington marshes on June 12
Black-tailed Godwit: 70 were at Titchfield Haven on June 9
Green Sandpiper: The first back at Titchfield Haven was seen on June 13 when
another was at the mouth of the Beaulieu River. The first to be seen at the Blashford
Lakes was there on June 15 but a late report tells on one or more at the Lower Test
on June 5
Red-necked Phalarope: We have already reported one at the Sidlesham Ferry
(Pagham Harbour) on May 29 and 30 and now one has spent most of one day (June
16) at the Pannel Valley (Rye Bay). Both were presumably adult females which have
laid their eggs in the arctic and then left their male mates to provide all the child
care needed to raise a family.
Med Gull: Brian Fellows quotes Chris Cockburn (Langstone Harbour RSPB warden)
as saying that numbers of Med Gulls nesting on the RSPB Islands this year are well
down on those of recent years though he gives no numbers. I doubt there is an

overall diminution of numbers breeding in Britain but the exponential growth at a
few sites in recent years may well have persauded the growing population to seek
new sites (as with Little Egrets).
The only numbers I am aware of show that in Langstone Harbour 20 pairs nested in
2003, 57 pairs in 2004, 110 pairs in 2005 and 264 pairs in 2006 - could we really
have expected this rate of growth to continue and give us another doubling to 520
pairs in 2007? The same trend was recorded at Rye Harbour where there were 37
pairs in 2005, 75 pairs in 2006 and 285 individual birds were present on 5 Apr 2007.
At Titchfield Haven the first breeding (just one pair) took place in 2006 but this year
Keith Betton tells us that 26 birds were there during May.
One clue that there may more birds breeding in the Southampton Water/West
Solent area this year lies in the 'discovery' (reported by John Clark on June 10) of a
large number (100+) of immature birds spending their days at a pond in a pit near
a scrapyard on Badminston Common - an area of open ground close to the heavily
populated Blackfield and Fawley villages near Calshot. Another place where the
birds may have started breeding this year is Poole Harbour where 44 birds were
present in April
Black-headed Gull: On June 12 Brian Fellows estimated that there were 27 nests
on the Tern island at the Hayling Oysterbeds and it seems that these nests escaped
the predation of tern nests , thought to be the work of Rats, which started on the
night of June 10. So far I have seen no local reports of juvenile gulls away from their
nests but by June 14 Rye Harbour was reporting that many of the young had left
nests there.
Roseate Tern: Two were seen off Selsey Bill on June 14
Little Tern: When Brian Fellows did his wardening stint on June 12 he reported
that the number of nests at the Hayling Oysterbeds was still around 50 and he
passed on news from Chris Cockburn that the RSPB Islands have only 9 pairs
nesting there.
When I visited the site on the evening of June 14 I could only see at most three Little
and one Common Tern, and Mike Collins (wardening at that time) confirmed that
virtually all the nesting birds had abandoned their nests.
On June 15 Jason Crook told us that he had detected a problem on June 11 when he
could not find the chicks of the first brood (which had hatched on June 6), and he
is almost certain that rats have once more invaded the island, eating all the eggs
and chicks on the southern island during the nights of June 10 to 14.
Black Tern: Four late birds flew past Selsey Bill on June 10
Turtle Dove: At least one pair may be nesting in Stansted Forest where Michael
Prior heard one purring by the Main Avenue during the week ending June 10
Swift: It seems that at least one pair may be nesting in east Havant again this year
despite total absence of the birds in the first week of June. One or two have been
seen almost daily since June 9
Woodlark: At least one pair may have been succesful in nesting on the Stansted
estate this year - Michael Prior (Head Forester) says he has seen three birds there
during the past week and believes one of them was a juvenile. A bird seen at
Christchurch Harbour on June 11was presumably the first to leave its breeding area
for the coast.

Great Reed Warbler: One has been heard and occasionally seen near Lydd in
Kent (not far from Dungeness) from June 10 to 16 inclusive
Dartford Warbler: The birds which have been seen and heard in the mini-golf
course area of Hayling Beachlands earlier this spring seem to have bred successfully
- John Goodspeed has heard reports of two juveniles seen there in the week ending
June 10
Lesser Whitethroat: Although the birds which may have bred locally have gone
silent, with none reported since mid May (other than one on North Hayling on June
2), Brian Fellows found two on Milton Common (Portsmouth) on June 15
Red Backed Shrike: One at Rye Harbour on June 11 was the fourth report for the
year but it may be the bird that was at the Pannel Valley (near Rye) on June 1. No
more news of the bird seen in the Lymington area on June 9.
Jay: More than one has been seen at garden peanut feeders but one which comes
to the feeder in a Wisborough Green garden in Sussex is said to be scared off by any
other birds (even Tits) which also feed there. This is in contrast to the behaviour of
another Jay in a Sussex garden which took a Blackbird chick from its nest and
was not in the least but off by the remonstrations of both Blackbird parents.
Crow: Most people will have noticed that a small proportion of Carrion Crows
have ‘white lines’ along their extended wings. Clearly some of the birds
suffer (like some Blackbirds) from a problem with the pigment colouring their
feathers but I believe that the apparent ’white line’ is produced by the failure of the
’cellophane wrapping’ (which surrounds the quills of all bird feathers as they emerge
from the bird’s body and which normally then splits and falls off to allow the feather
barbs to expand) to break. If a small length of the wrapping of each primary and
secondary feather fails to break the feather barbs cannot expand and the whitish
wrapping, plus the absence of the black feather barbs, gives the visual impression
of a white line. It also greatly reduces the lift given by the wings.
When I was in Havant Cemetery on June 15 an adult Crow was clearly concerned by
my presence and after a time I found that its concern was for a juvenile on the
ground - the youngster had a lot of ‘white’ in its wings (at first I thought it was a
Magpie) and was probably unable to fly because of the state of its wings.
My only direct proof that my theory does apply in some cases came many years ago
when I found the corpse of an adult bird in the winter (long after it should have
completed its moult) and found the ‘cellophane wrapping’ present on a short mid
section of every primary and secondary feather.
Rose-coloured Starling: One was reported to have been seen with other
Starlings at the Lymington marshes on June 10 (no further sightings)
Crossbill: A group of five which flew over Durlston country park on June 13 were
thought to have been continental birds arriving here after their breeding season.
Are we in for a Crossbill irruption?

Hawfinch: A non-birdwatcher claims to have seen a Hawfinch on their bird table
at Crawley on June 10 - the description sounded good but we are not told what may
have attracted it to the bird table - maybe someone had put out cherry stones?
Corn Bunting: Three (family group?) seen on Steep Down to the north of Lancing
on June 11
Escapee: These often escape from cages or aviaries and their noisy calls attract
attention to them as they fly around. One such flew over Langstone on June 15 but,
as with escaped Budgies, they rarely survive in the wild for more than a day or so as
they are easy prey to other birds including Gulls
INSECTS
(Skip to Plants)
Dragonflies
Southern Hawker: The first of the summer was seen at Bentley Woods
near Stockbridge on June 10 - no more reports so far
Red-veined Darter: Several were out in the Gosport Alver Valley on June 8
with more seen at Slufters Pond in the New Forest on June 13
Emerald Damselfly (Lestes sponsa): The first of the year had started to
emerge at Rye Harbour on Jue 16
Small Red-eyed Damsel (Erythromma viridulum): First report for the
year (and first record for the site) was at Castle Water (Rye Harbour) on June
10
Butterflies
Clouded Yellow: On June 10 one was seen at Iping Common near Midhurst
and on June 11 one was at Durlston but there is no evidence of a major
invasion of these as there is with Painted Ladies and Red Admirals
Purple Hairstreak: First of the year was in a Christchurch garden on June
10 followed by reports from Bentley Wood and Pamber Forest on June 12,
then from Horsham on June 14. and by the evening of June 15 at least a
dozen were seen by Jason Crook around an Oak tree at Stoke Common (east
of the Hayling Coastal Park where a pair of field gates allows access from the
marshy field at the north end of the old rail line into the field north of the
Oysterbeds).
White-letter Hairstreak: A second hand report said that on June 10 'they
were out in Surrey' and subsequently I heard that three had been seen on
that day at the IBM site in Portsmouth. On June 13 ten were seen near the R
Arun north of Littlehampton and on June 15 at least one was around one of
the old Elms which have so far escaped Dutch Elm disease in Brighton

Black Hairstreak: Sadly none in southern counties but they had emerged at
a traditional site (Glapthorn meadows) near Oundle in Northamptonshire on
June 10
White Admiral: After singles had been seen on June 3 near Winchester, and
on June 6 at an IoW site, there have been 13 new reports including a count of
52 seen at the Southwater Country Park near Horsham on June 15 and at
least one (maybe three) on the Hollybank Woods at Emsworth on June 16.
Purple Emperor: A ‘possible’ sighting was reported at the Swanwick nature
reserve on the River Hamble on June 12
Red Admiral: On June 12 these were said to be arriving in numbers from the
sea at Portland
Painted Lady: On June 10 more than 30 were seen at Seaford near Beachy
Head. These were also arriving at Portland on June 12 when singles were
seen at the Hayling Oysterbeds and the Langstone South Moors
Comma: The summer brood seems to have started to emerge on May 22
with two seen near Eastbourne but no more were reported until June 9 when
two more were seen at Horsham. They really got under way on June 10 with
a total of five seen at Brook Meadow in Emsworth followed by seven reports
from different sites since then.
Queen of Spain Fritillary: One was seen and photographed at Old
Winchester Hill in the Meon valley on June 14 (Another had been
photographed in Sussex on Apr 18 this year)
Heath Fritillary: These were out in Blean Woods near Canterbury in Kent by
June 10 (more than 70 on the wing by then)
Gatekeeper: First of these was seen at Magdalen Down (Winchester) on
June 12
Ringlet: First of the year was flying at Bentley Wood (Stockbridge) on June
10 and by June 16 had been seen at six other sites.
Moths
Five-spot Burnet: One was reported from the Crawley area on June 12
Schoenobius gigantella: First at Rye Harbour on June 12
Nephopterix angustella: First at Rye Harbour on June 12
The Lackey: First at Portland on June 11
Small Blood-vein: First at Portland on June 9
Rosy Wave: First at Rye Harbour on June 12
Barred Straw: First at Portland on June 9

Toadflax Pug: First seen at Dungeness on June 13
Small Yellow Wave: First at Portland on June 12
Orange Moth: First of year (a female) seen in the Eastbourne area on June
16
Great Oak Beauty: First seen in the Lovedean area of Waterlooville on June
9
Barred Red: First of year and first ever for site at Rye Harbour on June 9
Striped Hawkmoth: First of these large and colourful migrants arrived on
June 14 (singles at both Portland and Dungeness)
Muslin Footman: First at Portland on June 12
Four-dotted Footman: First at Barcombe near Lewes on June 10
Water Ermine: First in the Rye area on June 12
Shore Wainscot: First of this nationally scarce species at Rye Harbour on
June 9
The Sycamore: First at Portland on June 9
Dark Spectacle: First at Dungeness on June 13
Oak Eggar caterpillar: One measuring 75mm was seen (presumably
searching for somewhere to pupate) at Rye Harbour on June 16
Other Insects
Long-horned General (Stratiomys longicornis): This rare soldier fly
(associated with brackish water near the sea) was at Rye Harbour on June 12
Long-horned Bee (Eucera longicornis): This rarity was present in
numbers on the undercliff east of Hastings on June 10. The crumbling clay
cliffs give it ideal nesting habitat and there is much food available in the wild
flowers there.
Bombardier Beetle (Brachinus crepitans): On June 12 one was hiding
under a boot belonging to Barry Yates, warden of Rye Harbour, in his house
and demonstrated it's ability to fire off a cloud of smoke when Barry picked up
his boot and exposed the beetle
Glow-worm: First report of one shining its lamp comes from Durlston on
June 14
Harlequin Ladybird: On June 12 Brian Fellows photographed one nibbling
at Jason Crook's flesh at the Hayling Oysterbeds

Nursery Tent Spider (Pisaura mirabilis): On June 12 I came across one
on top of the tent it had constructed on grass at the Langstone South Moors
and on June 15 one was seen guarding its nest at Brook Meadow in Emsworth
PLANTS
(Skip to Other Wildlife)
Creeping Yellow-cress: Newly flowering outside the Ranelagh Road allotments
in the Bedhampton area of Havant on June 11
Rockrose: First mention of this in flower came from Durlston country park on June
11
Hairy St John’s Wort: This was first seen at Brook Meadow in Emsworth on June
15
Lesser Sea Spurrey: This was first seen in flower on Langstone South Moors
shore on June 9 but it may be of interest to know that this, like Danish
Scurvygrass, probably flourishes as much along our main roads as at the seaside,
thanks to the salt put on the roads each winter. On June 12 I found lots of the little
mauve flowers by the roadside near the A27 Langstone roundabout
Tufted Vetch: This had been reported at Durlston on June 10 but I did not see my
first in flower until June 14 (in the Hayling Oysterbeds area)
Broad-leaved Everlasting Pea: The plant on the southern bund wall of the
Hayling Oysterbeds lagoon was in flower on June 14
Greater Bird's-foot Trefoil: On June 12 I found one cluster of plants flowering in
the Langstone South Moors orchid field
Kidney Vetch: I saw this in flower on Portsdown on June 7 failed to record it so a
further sighting on Portsdown on June 15 has come up as first of the year
Goat’s Rue: This was newly in flower in the overflow carpark for the Hayling
Oysterbeds on June 14
White Stonecrop: This had started to flower on old graves in both Havant and
Warblington cemeteries on June 15
Enchanter’s Nightshade: First flowers seen in Hollybank Woods at Emsworth on
June 16
Large Flowered Evening Primrose: One plant flowering on Portsdown on June
15 was the first of the year that I know of.
Sweet Chestnut: This late flowering tree was just opening its flowers in the
Hollybank Woods at Emsworth on June 16
Wild Celery: This was newly flowering in the Hermitage stream at Bedhampton on
June 11
Lesser Water Parsnip (Berula erecta): Just starting to flower in the Lymbourne
stream at Wade Court on June 12
Fool's Water Cress: I spotted the first flowers on this at the Langstone South
Moors on June 12
Vervain: The first flowers of this were seen on Milton Common in Southsea on June
15
Common Dodder: John Goodspeed found a lot of this flowering on gorse at south
Hayling Beachlands on June 13

Marjoram: Just one floret had opened on plants beside the Hayling coastal path
when I was at the Oysterbeds on June 14
Wood Sage: Brian Fellows found the first of this flowering in the Hollybank Woods
on June 14
Hoary Plantain: This was flowering on Portsdown on June 15 as it had been on
June 7 though I do not seem to have recorded it then
Harebell: My first sight of normal plants was on Portsdown on June 15 though John
Goodspeed had seen both Harebell and Common Valerian last week
Heath Bedstraw: Brian Fellows saw the first example of this in flower in the
Hollybank Woods on June 14
Marsh Bedstraw: One plant flowering at the South Moors on June 12
Squinancywort: First in flower at Durlston on June 11 and lots out on Portsdown
on June 15
Buttonweed (Cotula coronopifolia): No more than 100 'buttons' flowering on
the edge of the Hermitage stream at Bedhampton (the only place in Hampshire
where this plant has established itself in the wild). I fear that we will not see it there
for more than one or two more years - see Diary entry for June 11
Welted Thistle: This was flowering on Portsdown on June 15
OTHER WILDLIFE
Fox: On June 11 I was woken at 2am by a Fox cub yelping repeatedly on my front
lawn where it had met a determined cat which would not grant it passage across the
lawn
Stoat: On June 13 a family of six young Stoats were playing in Durlston country
park with two Rabbits placidly nibbling close by
Terrapin: Hopefully fewer of these are being kept as pets nowadays and then
dumped in the nearest pond when they grow big enough to bite off the fingers that
feed them but one such monster was seen this week at Slufters Pond in the New
Forest where it will continue to eat up any dragonfly larvae and any other native
water life if it is left in situ (I think Terrapins live for 20 years or more).
Fungi: Lots of rain in warm summer weather should bring out a good show of fungi
but all I have seen this week is one large (and too old to eat) Horse Mushroom in
Havant cemetery
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JUNE 11 - JUNE 17 (WEEK 24 OF
2007)
Sun 17 June
(Link to previous day’s entry)
Summary of past week’s news
My latest weekly summary of reports is now available by clicking WEEKLY
SUMMARY here

Fri 15 June
(Link to previous day’s entry)
Havant cemetery area
With an hour to spare before lunch I walked to the New Lane allotments and found
a good show of Weasel’s Snout and a massive display of Broad-leaved
Everlasting Pea. On the way there I went through old cemetery in which I came
on a single Horse Mushroom (well past its best state) and was shadowed by a
noisy Crow which was guarding one of its young that may have left the
nest before it could fly - the young bird was only seen on the ground and its
wings had big white areas (at first I thought it was a young Magpie) which were
probably due to the failure of the feather barbs to split their ‘cellophane wrapping’.
Maybe this was why the youngster could not fly.
Ladies Bedstraw was in full flower in the cemetery and White Stonecrop was
starting to flower - I found a lot more of this in full flower in a New Lane garden.
Another uncultivated garden had my first Fool’s Parsley.
Flowers on Portsdown
A short trip to Portsdown in the afternoon gave me some new flowers in the area
around the carpark just east of the London Road.
In the area below the carpark Sainfoin was still flowering along with my first
Squinancywort and Wild Thyme. Also in this area was Small Scabious and my
first Evening Primrose. Crossing the slip road into the unmown area close to the
London Road I came on my first Harebells and Welted Thistle among many
other chalk loving plants (but no Bee Orchids seen here though there were quite
a few Pyramidal).
Thinking of orchids I heard on Radio 4 that Bird’s Nest orchids are out in
Worcestershire - no one has mentioned them hereabouts yet but they must be there
for the finding.
Thu 14 June
(Link to previous day’s entry)
Disaster at the Oysterbeds
With an hour to spare this evening I cycled to the Hayling Oysterbeds and found
that virtually all the nesting birds, other than the Black-headed Gulls, had
disappeared. I did see two or three Little Terns and at least one Common Tern
but Mike Collins, on duty as Tern Warden, confirmed my impression but could not
give me a postive answer as to the culprit so Rats, Magpies, Kestrels, malicious
humans and visitors from outer space are all in the frame, as is the
possibility that the Little Terns have just imagined some terror and have deserted
for no good reason.
As far as I was concerned this was not a fruitless trip as I added one bird to my year
list with a female Common Scoter drifting up the Langstone Channel on the rising
tide and seen clearly through Mike’s telescope.
Also new to my flowering plant list were Goat’s Rue (in the overflow carpark) and
both Tufted Vetch and Marjoram (along the trackside where Greater
Knapweed and Hedge Bedstraw is now putting on a good show). On the earth
mound the show of Milk and Slender Thistles is better than usual this year but I

could see no sign of Common Centaury despite it being fully out along the A27
bank near the east entrance to Farlington Marshes. Newly out at the Oysterbeds
was the Broad-leaved Everlasting Pea on the southern bund wall, and near the
vehicle track from the coastal path to the lagoon area I found five Bee Orchids
flowering in long grass near a Pear tree whicg has a potentially good crop of pears
Wed 13 June
(Link to previous day’s entry)
Mid-week Summary
BIRDS
(Skip to Insects)
Balearic Shearwater: The first of this summer was off Portland on May 12 and by
June 12 nine or more were with feeding gulls there
Brent Goose: Four of the eleven Brent thought to be summering in Langstone
Harbour were seen in Stoke Bay (immediately south of the Hayling Oysterbeds) on
June 12. In Chichester Harbour there were 13 Brent seen on May 18 and one was
seen at the mouth of the Beaulieu River on June 10 (maybe the same bird that was
seen at Yarmouth (IoW) on May 2 and June 6)
Bar-headed Goose: One was with the Canada Goose flock at Titchfield Haven on
June 3
Tufted Duck: The first ducklings of this species which I have heard of was a
single family at Titchfield Haven on June 3
Kestrel: One took an adult Little Tern from its nest at the Hayling Oysterbeds on
June 8 (and is likely to return for chicks)
Grey Partridge: A pair was seen in the Stansted 'Bunny Field' (the grass field at SU
756101 between Forestside Road where it passes the Saw Mill and the access road
running to the Garden Centre) during the week ending June 10. A pair had been
seen in the access road on June 1
Lapwing: These can be expected back on our harbour shores any day now. Big
flocks (up to 300) were back at Rye Bay from June 3 and on June 12 the first flock
of 40 appeared at Christchurch Harbour
Black-tailed Godwit: 70 were at Titchfield Haven on June 9
Med Gull: Brian Fellows quotes Chris Cockburn (Langstone Harbour RSPB warden)
as saying that numbers of Med Gulls nesting on the RSPB Islands this year are well
down on those of recent years though he gives no numbers. I doubt there is an
overall diminution of numbers breeding in Britain but the exponential growth at a
few sites in recent years may well have persauded the growing population to seek
new sites (as with Little Egrets).
The only numbers I am aware of show that in Langstone Harbour 20 pairs nested in
2003, 57 pairs in 2004, 110 pairs in 2005 and 264 pairs in 2006 - could we really
have expected this rate of growth to continue and give us another doubling to 520
pairs in 2007? The same trend was recorded at Rye Harbour where there were 37
pairs in 2005, 75 pairs in 2006 and 285 individual birds were present on 5 Apr 2007.
At Titchfield Haven the first breeding (just one pair) took place in 2006 but this year
Keith Betton tells us that 26 birds were there during May.

One clue that there may more birds breeding in the Southampton Water/West
Solent area this year lies in the 'discovery' (reported by John Clark on June 10) of a
large number (100+) of immature birds spending their days at a pond in a pit near
a scrapyard on Badminston Common - an area of open ground close to the heavily
populated Blackfield and Fawley villages near Calshot. Another place where the
birds may have started breeding this year is Poole Harbour where 44 birds were
present in April
Little Tern: The number of nests at the Hayling Oysterbeds remains at around 50
and Brian Fellows has been told by Chris Cockburn that the RSPB Islands have only
9 pairs nesting there.
Woodlark: At least one pair may have been succesful in nesting on the Stansted
estate this year - Michael Prior (Head Forester) says he has seen three birds there
during the past week and believes one of them was a juvenile.
Great Reed Warbler: One has been heard and occasionally seen near Lydd in
Kent (not far from Dungeness) from June 10 to 12 inclusive
Red Backed Shrike: One at Rye Harbour on June 11 was the fourth report for the
year but it may be the bird that was at the Pannel Valley (near Rye) on June 1. No
more news of the bird seen in the Lymington area on June 9.
Jay: More than one has been seen at garden peanut feeders but one which comes
to the feeder in a Wisborough Green garden in Sussex is said to be scared off by any
other birds (even Tits) which also feed there. This is in contrast to the behaviour of
another Jay in a Sussex garden which took a Blackbird chick from its nest and
was not in the least but off by the remonstrations of both Blackbird parents.
Rose-coloured Starling: One was reported to have been seen with other
Starlings at the Lymington marshes on June 10 (no further sightings)
Crossbill: A group of five which flew over Durlston country park on June 13 were
thought to have been continental birds arriving here after their breeding season.
Are we in for a Crossbill irruption?
Hawfinch: A non-birdwatcher claims to have seen a Hawfinch on their bird table
at Crawley on June 10 - the description sounded good but we are not told what may
have attracted it to the bird table - maybe someone had put out cherry stones?
INSECTS
(Skip to Plants)
Dragonflies
Small Red-eyed Damsel: First report for the year (and first record for the
site) was at Castle Water (Rye Harbour) on June 10
Butterflies

Clouded Yellow: On June 10 one was seen at Iping Common near Midhurst
and on June 11 one was at Durlston but there is no evidence of a major
invasion of these as there is with Painted Ladies and Red Admirals
White-letter Hairstreak: A second hand report says that on June 10 'they
were out in Surrey'.
White Admiral: After singles had been seen on June 3 near Winchester and
on June 6 on the IoW a report for June 10 records 8 fresh males patrolling the
Southwater Country Park area near Horsham
Red Admiral: On June 12 these were said to be arriving in numbers from the
sea at Portland
Painted Lady: On June 10 more than 30 were seen at Seaford near Beachy
Head. These were also arriving at Portland on June 12 when singles were
seen at the Hayling Oysterbeds and the Langstone South Moors
Comma: The summer brood seems to have started to emerge on May 22
with two seen near Eastbourne but no more were reported until June 9 when
two more were seen at Horsham. They really got under way on June 10 with
a total of five seen at Brook Meadow in Emsworth.
Ringlet: First of the year seen at the north foot of the downs north of
Brighton on June 12
Moths
Schoenobius gigantella: First at Rye Harbour on June 12
Nephopterix angustella: First at Rye Harbour on June 12
The Lackey: First at Portland on June 11
Small Blood-vein: First at Portland on June 9
Rosy Wave: First at Rye Harbour on June 12
Barred Straw: First at Portland on June 9
Barred Red: First of year and first ever for site at Rye Harbour on June 9
Four-dotted Footman: First at Barcombe near Lewes on June 10
Water Ermine: First in the Rye area on June 12
Shore Wainscot: First of this nationally scarce species at Rye Harbour on
June 9
The Sycamore: First at Portland on June 9
Other Insects

Long-horned General (Stratiomys longicornis): This rare soldier fly
(associated with brackish water near the sea) was at Rye Harbour on June 12
Long-horned Bee (Eucera longicornis): This rarity was present in
numbers on the undercliff east of Hastings on June 10. The crumbling clay
cliffs give it ideal nesting habitat and there is much food available in the wild
flowers there.
Bombardier Beetle (Brachinus crepitans): On June 12 one was hiding
under a boot belonging to Barry Yates, warden of Rye Harbour, in his house
and demonstrated it's ability to fire off a cloud of smoke when Barry picked up
his boot and exposed the beetle
Harlequin Ladybird: On June 12 Brian Fellows photographed one nibbling
at Jason Crook's flesh at the Hayling Oysterbeds
Nursery Tent Spider (Pisaura mirabilis): On June 12 I came across one
on top of the tent it had constructed on grass at the Langstone South Moors.
PLANTS
(Skip to Other Wildlife)
Creeping Yellow-cress: Newly flowering outside the Ranelagh Road allotments
in the Bedhampton area of Havant on June 11
Rockrose: First mention of this in flower came from Durlston country park on June
11
Lesser Sea Spurrey: This was first seen in flower on Langstone South Moors
shore on June 9 but it may be of interest to know that this, like Danish
Scurvygrass, probably flourishes as much along our main roads as at the seaside,
thanks to the salt put on the roads each winter. On June 12 I found lots of the little
mauve flowers by the roadside near the A27 Langstone roundabout
Greater Bird's-foot Trefoil: On June 12 I found one cluster of plants flowering in
the Langstone South Moors orchid field
Wild Celery: This was newly flowering in the Hermitage stream at Bedhampton on
June 11
Lesser Water Parsnip (Berula erecta): Just starting to flower in the Lymbourne
stream at Wade Court on June 12
Fool's Water Cress: I spotted the first flowers on this at the Langstone South
Moors on June 12
Marsh Bedstraw: One plant flowering at the South Moors on June 12
Squinancywort: First in flower at Durlston on June 11
Buttonweed (Cotula coronopifolia): No more than 100 'buttons' flowering on
the edge of the Hermitage stream at Bedhampton (the only place in Hampshire
where this plant has established itself in the wild). I fear that we will not see it there
for more than one or two more years - see Diary entry for June 11
OTHER WILDLIFE

Fox: On June 11 I was woken at 2am by a Fox cub yelping repeatedly on my front
lawn where it had met a determined cat which would not grant it passage across the
lawn
Stoat: On June 13 a family of six young Stoats were playing in Durlston country
park with two Rabbits placidly nibbling close by
Tue 12 June
(Link to previous day’s entry)
Langstone South Moors
This morning I had two Speckled Wood butterflies in my garden for the first time
this year and this afternoon I walked to the South Moors and back.
Passing the Langstone roundabout on the way to the Langbrook stream I found
plenty of Lesser Sea Spurrey flowering in the edge of the slip road bringing east
bound traffic down from the A27 to the roundabout - this, like the Danish
Scurvygrass earlier in the year, finds the muddy patches at the roadside quite as
salty as the harbour shores after winter de-icing salt has run off the road.
Joining the stream at the ‘water wheel’ I found Meadowsweet and Greater
Willowherb in flower and as I walked down the stream I passed three Red
Admirals, a Speckled Wood, and a small brown butterfly that seemed to enjoy
the trees and bushes by the stream where there was no open grassland - I tried to
turn it into an early Gatekeeper, but despite the size and habitat the absence of
any bright orange persuaded me it was just a Meadow Brown.
On the South Moors I wandered among the Southern Marsh orchids and found
two more newly flowering plants - one was Marsh Bedstaw and the other was
Greater Bird’s Foot Trefoil (I saw no Meadow Vetchling anywhere and
wondered if a quick glance at the Trefoil during the orchid count last Saturday had
been mis-interpreteted as Meadow Vetchling). While in the long grass I also came
on the first example of a Nursery Tent made by the spider Pisaura mirabilis.
Leaving the Moors to come home via Mill Lane I was thrilled to see the lants of
Knotted Hedge Parsley which the group counting the orchids last Saturday had
discovered. These are not where I had expected (on the slope down from the new
kissing gate onto the open grassland) but are on the stream side of the path running
north from the kissing gate along the concrete case of the old sewage pipeline, and
within a metre of the gate. Furthermore they are the biggest and healthiest plants
I have seen anywhere.
Elsewhere on the Moors in the tiny stream running down the east side of the orchids
I saw my first flowers on Fool’s Watercress and on my way home I also saw the
first flowers on Lesser Water Parsnip (Berula erecta) in the Lymbourne stream
alongside the Wade Court property.
Mon 11 June
(Link to previous day’s entry)
The mysterious affair of the cat in the night
I seem to remember a Sherock Holmes story with a title something like ‘The strange
case of the dog in the night’ in which the title referred to the fact that a guard dog
did not bark to warn of an intruder, and at 2am this morning this title came back to

me when I was woken from deep sleep by a strange yelping coming from the front
lawn of my house below the bedroom window.
I was pretty sure the noise was coming from a Fox, probably a cub, but
could not think what was causing it to make so much noise while
remaining stationary, standing ‘petrified’ in the middle of the lawn.
Eventually I threw up my bedroom window, making a fair amount of noise in the
process, and this noise caused a neighbour’s large ginger cat (which spends much
of its time on our front lawn) to shoot out of the garden, emerging from deep
shadow into the street light. As soon as the cat had gone the Fox cub was freed from
the spell holding it fixed on on the lawn and shot off in a different direction.
I have heard that Foxes are far more afraid of cats than of dogs and this seemed to
prove the point, and showed that the cause of the mystery was the silent presence
of the cat.
Hermitage Stream at Bedhampton
This afternoon I put on my wellies and drove to Ranelagh Road in Bedhampton from
where I walked to the point at which the surplus water from the Bedhampton Water
Works springs flows into the Hermitage stream. Here it is possible to get into the
stream and walk down it (when the tide is low and the water shallow) to the sharp
bend in the stream as it comes alongside the Bedhampton Mill property.
At this bend there is a place where cattle used to come down from the big meadow
east of the stream to drink, and although access from the meadow is now fenced off
there is still a gap in the vegetation and a slope down to the water with a small
gravel platfom just above the low water level, and on this platform is the only site in
Hampshire (as far as I know) where you can find Buttonweed (Cotula
coronopifolia) established in the wild (although it is supplied by plant growers as
a garden pond edge plant).
What you see is a collection of bright yellow buttons apparently on the ground with
no stem or leaves visible, and this year there were only perhaps 100 of these
buttons. In previous years there were a lot more spread over a much larger area at
several points along the stream edge but the area of open gravel platform becomes
less each year despite spates of water coming downstream after heavy rain. These
spates used to wash the gravel clear of other plant growth but a series of factors
works against this - less frequent spates, warmer winters not killing of waterside
vegetation, rubbish and silt coming downstream to block the water flow and build
sediment on the gravel, plus the absence of cattle coming to drink.
The only new plants for my year list here were Meadowsweet and Wild Celery
but I saw both Common Water Plantain and Gipsywort not yet in flower, while
back in Ranelagh Road I added flowering Creeping Yellow Cress to my year list.
On this trip I noticed for the first time long green shoots coming up from the bulbils
still in situ on Wild Onion plants and within the waterworks area visible from the
bridge over the stream was a tremendous display of Opium Poppies in all shades
of red and mauve growing on the east end of the huge soil heap.
SUMMARY FOR JUNE 4 - 10 (WEEK 23 OF 2007)
BIRDS

Black-throated Diver: One was seen in Poole Harbour on June 4 but there is no
mention of any breeding attempt!
Great Northern Diver: Still passing up channel - one seen from Selsey Bill on
June 3 and two were off Christchurch Harbour on June 4
Great Crested Grebe: The appearance of three juveniles at Titchfield Haven on
May 27 marked the first breeding on the reserve.
Storm Petrel: Four were still to be seen off Portland on June 3 when another three
were seen from Selsey Bill
Cormorant: Passengers on a boat trip around the Needles area of the IoW coast
found around 300 Cormorant and about 100 nests on the cliffs
Squacco Heron: One had been seen going to roost at Lodmoor (Weymouth) on
May 28 and there is now a second record for the year of one flying low northeast
over the M3 Hook interchange in north Hampshire on June 5. I think this latter was
a different bird to the former and on June 6 and 7 the Weymouth bird was still
showing well, now at Radipole.
Spoonbill: The bird which had been at Titchfield Haven in mid May was not seen
after May 19 until it or another appeared there on May 31
Mute Swan: The Langstone Pond pair still had all five cygnets with them on the
harbour when I passed the Royal Oak on June 4 and saw someone feeding the
parents in the stream near the Mill at low tide. A pair in the Bosham channel had 8
cygnets on June 4 and another pair at Yarmouth (IoW) also had 8 cygnets on June
5. On June 7 the inexperienced pair which had built a nest of litter on the edge of the
Emsworth Town Millpond hatched 2 cygnets, leaving one unhatched egg in the nest
when they left it.
Brent Goose: Keith Betton's summary of birding in Hampshire during May (to be
published in one of the Birding mags, tells us that 11 Brent have stayed in
Langstone Harbour for the summer this year.
Ruddy Duck: A male was seen at Brading Marshes (IoW) on Mar 31. On Apr 23
two males were seen. On May 13 two males were seen fighting over a female and
now on June 3 a pair has been seen there - it looks as if the Isle of Wight will get it
first breeding record for this popular species this year!
Black Kite: On June 6 one was seen flying low over the Stubbington area south
west of Fareham and heading towards Titchfield Haven but there have been no
further reports of it from the Haven or elsewhere. This is the first Hampshire report
for the year but there have been four sightings in Dorset between Apr 25 and May
22 plus one in Sussex (at Beachy Head) on Apr 29)
Osprey: Three recent reports, presumably all of young birds with no intention of
breeding this year. On June 2 one flew over Ringmer near Lewes in the Sussex Ouse
valley, on June 3 one was over Langstone Harbour and on June 4 one came in off
the sea at Portland

Hobby: One seen over David Parker's garden at Forestside on the north edge of
Stansted Forest on June 3 is just one of eight sightings reported since my summary
for last week
Peregrine: I know that Peregrine are increasingly numerous nowadays but I
think there may have been some unintentional mistake on Derek Hale's IoW
website entry for June 4 when he was at West High Down near the Needles and lists
a sighting of around 10 Peregrines including a juvenile being fed - such a number
could easily be accounted for by just two families, each with four fledged young, but
I have not so far heard of any young leaving their nests. Derek also states that the
conditions were foggy, which would mean that all the birds were in close proximity
and I would be interested to know if adult Peregrines would tolerate the close
presence of a second family group.
Red-legged Partridge: One was seen in the Tournerbury area of Hayling Island
on June 7
Grey Partridge: Two (maybe a pair) were seen near the Emsworth Lodge on the
Stansted estate on June 1
Quail: Two recent reports bring this year's tally of reports up to 6. On June 7 at
least one was heard on Steep Down above Lancing in West Sussex and on June 8 at
least 3 (maybe 6 or more) were heard at a Hampshire site thought to be Martin
Down near Salisbury
Common Crane: Up to two birds were regularly seen at Pulborough Brooks
throughout April and in May there were two reports of two in north Sussex. Now, on
June 6, we have a 'probable only' report of three heading south over Mountfield in
the Hastings area.
Oystercatcher: Jason Crook reports that 8 pairs are nesting at the Hayling
Oysterbeds but so far only one pair (the only one nest on the Tern Islands) has
hatched two chicks from four eggs. Within two days of hatching the parents led the
chicks to greater safety by swimming from the islands (which are a target for many
predators) to other parts of the reserve.
Black-winged Stilt: One bird spent the day of June 4 at the Pannel Valley reserve
near Rye Bay before vanishing
Avocet: Keith Betton's report on Hampshire birds in May for the birding magazine
tells us that there were 'up to 30 Avocets at Titchfield Haven throughout May', a
good increase on the 22 he reported there in April and a lot more than the count of
18 adults plus 7 chicks which Peter Raby saw on the Haven notice board on June 1.
I do not know if Keith's figure of 30 includes chicks but it does seem a pity that we
have no access to official figures on the Haven website (which is only updated about
once a month in arrears and which gives no official counts of 'sensitive species'). All
I know is that the very first Avocet breeding in Hampshire occurred as recently
as 2002 when a couple of pairs nested at Hook/Warsash on 28 June 2002 I wrote
more about this event as follows ….

"Birders in the Hamble area of the Solent shore have for several weeks kept quiet to
protect two pairs of nesting Avocet from unwanted attention but I understand that
we are now free to tell a part of the story of Hampshire's first recorded breeding by
these birds after an extraordinary occurrence last Monday (June 24). That was the
day when two parent Avocets and two chicks were seen on the shore outside the
Titchfield Haven reserve and were led into the safety of the Haven by rangers (I
hear they carried the chicks, making sure the parents could see them at all times as
they followed across the road and into the reserve). Knowing that there had been
regular sightings of Avocet at the Haven recently I assumed that the report of two
chicks and six adults at the Haven which came from Mike Rafter on Tuesday meant
that they had nested at the Haven, but I now understand that these youngsters had
in fact come from a nest some six kilometres along the coast and must have walked
or swum all the way to the Haven unaided. From what I hear it seems that at least
one chick of this brood perished before arrival at the Haven (my guess would be that
it was taken by a fox and the upheaval caused by that event was the trigger for the
remaining birds forced march in search of safety), but I have no knowledge of what
happened to a second nest in the same area".
Ringed Plover: Up to six pairs are nesting at the Hayling Oysterbeds and just one
pair has so far hatched two young from a nest on the outer sea wall. Two of the
other pairs are sitting on nests on the islands.
Lapwing: The return of a flock of 110 Lapwing to the Pannel Valley (Rye Bay) is
a sign that we may soon expect to see a few back on local shores. By June 6 the
number of Lapwing at Castle Water (Rye Harbour) was an estimated 300.
Sanderling: A few are still heading north - 15 were at Portland on June 3 and
another 4 were at Hayling Oysterbeds (one in full summer plumage) on June 4
Little Stint: Keith Betton's summary for May add to my knowledge at report of two
Little Stints at Lymington Marshes on May 23
Temmincks Stint: Also from Keith's summary is news of at Temmincks Stint at the
mouth of the Beaulieu River on May 22 and 23
Curlew Sandpiper: One in summer plumage was at the Pett Level Pools (Rye Bay)
on June 8 and 9
Black-tailed Godwit: A few are still in the west Solent area with 32 at Yarmouth
(IoW) on June 6 and I suspect there are more than that in our local harbours (June
max count in 2005 was 114 birds in Langstone Harbour plus 150 in Chichester
Harbour) but I have seen no reports of them.
Turnstone: Two unusual inland records this week - one was at the Balshford Lakes
near Ringwood on June 3 and another was at Pulborough Brooks on June 8
Laughing Gull: A summer plumaged adult was seen at Dungeness for a few
moments on June 6

Black-headed Gull: On June 5 Brian Fellows counted 19 nests on the 'tern islands'
at the Hayling Oysterbeds but so far only one brood of two chicks has hatched
Herring Gull: The boat trip party around the cliffs near the Needles on June 6 saw
116 Herring Gulls with 68 nests (and 11 Great Blackbacks with 4 nests)
Kittiwake: At least 32 nests on the cliffs of Durlston Head in Dorset were occupied
on June 4 with another 12 'possible nests'
Common Tern: 13 nests could be seen on the Hayling Oysterbeds 'Tern islands' on
June 5 but no chicks have yet hatched
Little Tern: 50 nests were occupied at the Hayling Oysterbeds on June 5 with up to
60 pairs present in the area. The first pair started sitting in mid-May and the first
hatching could occur on June 7. On June 8 Ivan Lang (Pagham Harbour warden)
published a plea for people to keep away from the Pagham spit shingle where Little
Terns have returned to nest after an absence of 11 years
Guillemots: The IoW birders boat trip on June 6 saw an estimate 420 Guillemot
on the cliffs near the Needles and Kris Gillam adds that this is the highest count for
the IoW for 40 years (though the count in 1937 was of around 3000 birds)
Razorbill: Just one Razorbill and no Puffins were seen at the Needles on June
6 - the 1937 count of Razorbills was 1000 with 'several hundred' Puffins
Turtle Dove: Two were 'purring' at Marlpit Lane near Funtington on June 7
Ring-necked Parakeet: On June 2 one was seen in the Titchfield Haven area with
another sighting that day in Southampton. Since then one has been seen at Sway
(near New Milton) on June 7 and these records provoked news of an earlier sighting
in the Keyhaven area on Apr 14
Cuckoo: On June 8 one was calling at Warblington Castle (only the second time I
have heard one there this year - normally they are heard on each visit to the farm
after they have arrived) and on June 9 one was heard from a house in the centre of
Emsworth.
Little Owl: One was seen on June 4 somewhere along Cot Lane (the western of the
two roads serving Chidham village and the road used to access the Old House at
Home pub in the village)
Swift: A group of 14 over east Havant on the evening of June 8 and 10 birds over
Emsworth on the following evening may have been the same birds unattached to
either site.
Alpine Swift: Keith Betton's summary of Hampshire birds in May includes the only
report of an Alpine Swift that I am aware of anywhere on the south coast this year
- one was seen flying north over the Lower Test at Southampton on May 11
Bee Eater: One made a very brief visit to Dungeness on May 27 (Keith Betton has
a report of one at Greatham in east Hampshire on May 18)

Red-rumped Swallow: One was seen with Swifts over Ventnor Downs (IoW) on
June 2. This is the eighth report of this species that I have seen this year and the
third for the Isle of Wight this year
House Martin: On June 4 I saw several around the Norfolk Crescent building on
the Hayling seafront near the Beachlands Centre - it seems they are still nesting
there.
Meadow Pipit: One was making repeated song flights over the Langstone South
Moors on June 9
Nightingale: These rarely sing after the end of May but one was still singing at the
Marlpit Lane site near Funtington on June 7
Stonechat: On June 4 families with juveniles were away from their nests on the
IoW and at Durlston, and at the latter site the parents were not only caring for their
first brood of young but also carrying material for a second nest.
Song Thrush: I have a strong impression that there are more Song Thrushes
about in the Havant area this spring than in any recent year and on June 5 the
Christchurch Harbour website voices the same opinion
Sedge Warbler: When in my Havant garden on June 10 I was surprised to hear a
Sedge Warbler singing from trees along the Hayling Billy trail - I think this is my
first garden record in the 40 years I have lived here.
Marsh Warbler: One has been seen and heard well at Sandown on the IoW from
June 2 to at least June 5 (see photo on Kris Gillam's website) and on June 4 a
different bird was at Abbotsbury in Dorset.
Firecrest: An SOS birding party visiting the West Dean Woods (north of
Chichester) on June 3 found 'several' Firecrests as well as Goldcrests
Spotted Flycatcher: These are still arriving with a count of 17 new in at Portland
on June 4 and another 5 at Christchurch Harbour that day (one of these narrowly
escaping the clutches of a Hobby).
Long-tailed Tit: A party of 13 birds moved through my garden on June 10 - if they
were all one family that was good going but families do tend to join together into
quite big 'flocks'
Golden Oriole: One was again seen at Portland on June 8
Red-backed Shrike: The first to be reported this year was a male which spent
June 1 at the Pannel Valley (Rye Bay). Since then there has been one near Wareham
in Dorset on June 6 and maybe the same bird in the Lymington Marshes area on
June 9
Common Rosefinch: One was at Portland on June 6 and sang briefly
Yellowhammer: These are normally late breeders and it seems that the birds are
only now appearing in our local area to claim territories. On June 3 one was heard

near Fishbourne church (Chichester) and on June 4 I heard two signing males and
one calling bird at separate sites along the Hayling Coastal Path.
INSECTS
(Skip to Plants)
Dragonflies
Four-spotted Chaser?: A dragonfly seen in a Havant West St garden on
June 3 was confidently reported as being a female Scarce Chaser but I think
this unlikely (though anything is possible) as the Scarce Chaser really is
'scarce' and the nearest known colonies occur on the River Arun to the east
and the River Avon to the west. Identification of dragonflies is often difficult
and may involve keen eyesight to spot small markings on just one segment of
the body, while all species take a few days after emergence to acquire their
full colour and in old age they can change colour dramatically. I suggest that
this insect in Havant may have been a Four-spotted Chaser or possibly the
black markings towards the tip of the abdomen may have indicated the much
commoner Black-tailed Skimmer.
Common Darter: The first of these to emerge were seen at Rye Harbour on
June 9
Butterflies
Silver Studded Blue: The first had been seen on Stedham Common near
Midhurst on May 29 and we now have a second report of 12 seen at Silchester
Common (north of Basingstoke) on June 3 with a further sighting at Beaulieu
Heath on June 6
White Admiral: Two very early reports - one was seen well in woods at
Micheldever near Winchester on June 3 and on June 6 some 'people from
Cumbria' visiting the Isle of Wight saw one at Ningwood (south of the
Newport to Yarmouth road)
Painted Lady: Further proof of a migrant invasion comes in the form of 21
sightings for June 1 to 9 inclusive. On June 5 more than 12 were seen at
Portland with many newly arrived Red Admirals
Small Tortoiseshell: 14 reports from June 1 to 9 indicates the emergence
of the summer brood on which next year's population is dependent. Numbers
were generally low but on June 9 there were counts of 5 at Levin Down in the
Midhurst area and 8 at Horsham
Comma: After only one report during May (on May 22) a couple of Commas
at Horsham on June 9 were probably the first of the summer brood.
Dark Green Fritillary: The very early sighting of one at Old Winchester Hill
on May 29 has now been followed by two new sightings. One was elsewhere
in the Meon Valley on June 2 and the other was at Stockbridge Down on June

3. June 8 saw reports of two more singles at Cissbury Ring (north of
Worthing) and Ovingdean (east of Brighton)
Marbled White: After the first two singles appeared on June 1 the main
emergence seems to have occurred on June 6 with 9 seen at Magdalen Hill
Down (Winchester) and 'lots' on Portsdown
Moths
Nemophora degeerella (Longhorn moth): Back in mid April I thought
the Longhorn moths which I saw then in Stansted Forest were of this species
but I have now checked Mike Wall's Hantsmoths website which shows that
this one is only seen in May and June so my sighting was probably of Adela
Reaumurella. June 9 brought this year's first genuine report of
Nemophora degeerella.
Six Spot Burnet: Following Brian Fellows sighting of one on Portsdown on
June 1 I found three or four flying around the north pier of the old railway
bridge at Langstone on June 6. In checking that these were 6 and not 5 Spot
Burnets I discovered that 5 Spot Burnets are now rare in Hampshire
and are very unlikely to be seen anywhere other than at Martin Down though
they are still present on the IoW.
Lozotaeniodes formosanus: First seen at Portland on June 7
Green Oak Tortrix: The first was trapped 'somewhere in Sussex' on June 3
and another was trapped at Portland on June 4.
Chrysoteuchia culmella: First seen at Horsham on June 9.
Small Magpie: The first was in a Haywards Heath garden on June 4
Bee Moth: The first was trapped 'somewhere in Sussex' on June 3 and
another was trapped at the Pannel Valley on June 5
White Plume Moth (Pterophorus pentadactyla): First of the year seen
in my garden on June 8
Blotched Emerald: The first was trapped 'somewhere in Sussex' on June 3
Common Emerald: First at Portland on June 8
Least Carpet: First at Portland on June 8
Riband Wave: First at Portland on June 6
Freyer's Pug: The first was trapped 'somewhere in Sussex' on June 3
Chimney Sweeper: First seen (by day) in the Ashford Hill area of north
Hampshire on June 1
Yellow-barred Brindle: First trapped on Portland on June 5

Privet Hawkmoth: First taken at the Pannel Valley near Hastings on June 5
The Vapourer: First seen at Chesworth Farm, Horsham, on June 3
Red-necked Footman: The first was trapped 'somewhere in Sussex' on
June 3
Clouded Buff: First recorded at Silchester Common north of Basingstoke on
June 3
Kent Black Arches: First at Portland on June 8
Short-cloaked Moth: Also first at Portland on June 8
Crescent Dart: First report from Portland on June 4
The Flame: First was at Pannel Valley on June 5
Broad-bordered Yellow Underwing: First at Portland on June 5
The Campion: First at Portland on June 3
Varied Coronet: The first was trapped 'somewhere in Sussex' on June 3
Brown Rustic: First at Portland on June 6
Small Angle Shades: The first was trapped 'somewhere in Sussex' on June
3
Silky Wainscot: Previously recorded first at Pagham Harbour on May 22 but
one was taken at Titchfield Haven on May 18
Bordered Sallow: First at Portland on June 3
Marbled White-spot: First at Portland on June 7
Beautiful Golden Y: First at Rusper (Crawley) on June 8
Small Fan-foot: First at Portland on June 6
Cream Bordered Green Pea: Previously recorded first at Rye Harbour on
May 23 but one was taken at Titchfield Haven on May 18
Caterpillar: Rye Harbour website on June 6 reported the first of the well
known and colourful Mullein Moth caterpillars for this year - the web entry
adds to my knowledge with the fact that when these pupate they do so in an
underground coccoon and can remain underground for up to four
years before emerging
Other Insects
Hornet: A couple more reports - two seen at Haywards Heath on June 6 and
one in the old section of Redlands Lane in north Emsworth on June 8.

Stag Beetle: On June 8 I found the head and antlers of a male Stag
Beetle on my lawn - the body had presumably been eaten by (maybe) a
Magpie. On May 18 a large emergence of these beetles at the Testwood Lakes
near Southampton included 5 half eaten corpses.
Great Green Bush Cricket: First report for the year comes from the Culver
Down area of the Isle of Wight on June 8
PLANTS
(Skip to Other Wildlife)
Greater Celandine: Anyone shopping at Waitrose in Havant should be able to look
across North Street and see a display of Greater Celandine along the edge of the
Meridian Centre delivery road on the south of the Wilkinson store. They say this
plant grows 'near buildings' but this is ridiculous (the plants may of course have
been 'weeded out' by the time you look for them).
Hairy Rockcress (Arabis hirsuta): John Goodspeed found plenty of this in
flower on Portsdown on June 6
Nottingham Catchfly: John Goodspeed found this starting to flower on May 16 in
the Gunner Point area of Sinah Common on south Hayling and on June 9 he
commented that there were more plants at this site than in recent years
Sea Mouse-Ear: Probably out for some time but I found my first specimen on
Sinah Common, Hayling, on June 4
Greater Sea-Spurrey: First flowering was on the Emsworth shore on May 31 but
this slipped through my net and I was only reminded of it by finding more of the
plant flowering at Langstone on June 4
Lesser Sea Spurrey: First report of this from the Langstone South Moors shore on
June 9
Restharrow: One plant flowering under railings at the north end of Langstone
Bridge (east side) on June 4
Tufted Vetch: This was flowering at Durlston country park on June 10 - I was
hoping to see this at Broadmarsh on June 9 but found that mowers had completely
destroyed all the vegetation on both sides of the cycleway running below the A27.
Meadow Vetchling: First for the year found flowering at the Langstone South
Moors on June 9 with Durlston country park reporting it on June 10
Hairy Vetchling (Lathyrus hirsutus): On 9 July 2002 I found this species at
Broadmarsh in Havant and discovered that there had only been two previous
Hampshire records - one at Crampmoor on the eastern fringe of Romsey in 1942
and the other at Chilbolton near the River Test north of Stockbridge in 1968. I also
discovered that the nearest known current site for the species was on the Essex
Marshes. Since then the plants have appeared each year and this year the show
seems better and more widespread than ever when I found them on June 9. The
origin of the Broadmarsh plants is unknown but they probably arrived with soil used
to cap the high mountain of rubbish sometime in the 1980s (I think) so the plants
here may have been established for some 25 years.
Lucerne: The first report of this in flower comes from the Fort Cumberland area of
Eastney (Portsmouth) on June 6

Agrimony: Single plant starting to flower by the Hayling Coastal path on June 4
Meadowsweet: The first in flower this year was at Brook Meadow in Emsworth on
June 7
English Stonecrop: Just starting to flower on Sinah Common, Hayling, on June 4
Great Willowherb: Just one flower was open here in Havant on June 9
Square-stalked Willowherb: First flowers seen in my Havant garden on June 4
Knotted Hedge Parsley: I found flowers on this at the Southmoor Lane in Havant
back on May 12 but the plant was not reported at Durlston country park until June
6. On June 9 it was also found (to my delight) near the newish kissing gate as you
leave the Langstone South Moors to enter Mill Lane, a spot where I have seen it in
the past. Quite a few years ago the plant was moderately plentiful along the bank of
the Langbrook stream south of Mill Lane but this site was 'eliminated' by English
Nature when they took the opportunity of the 2001 Foot and Mouth outbreak to
fence off the South Moors so that walkers on the path beside the stream could not
mingle with cattle on the moors - this also meant that the cattle could not graze the
banks of the stream and the Hedge Parsley was soon lost in long grass though
some was left around the site where it has just been refound. This appeared to have
been lost in the installation of the kissing gate, and its recovery is why I am so
pleased.
Rough Chervil: Durlston country park is the first to report the flowering of this
second generation of Cow Parsley type umbellifers on June 6
Fool's Parsley: Brian Fellows found the first example of this in flower in Emsworth
on June 4. This plant comes in two distinct subspecies - Arethusa cynapium
cynapium is a large plant which can grow to 1 metre tall and is said to be the
commoner plant while A. c. agrestis is (as its name implies) normally found in
arable fields and does not grow more than 20 cm tall. Except for the size both look
very similar though Stace says they can be distinguished by comparing the length of
the 'beard like' bracteoles to the length of the pedicels which support the 'partial
umbels' - with agrestis they are the same length while with cynapium the pedicel
can be twice as long as a bracteole. Using this feature the photo of the plant which
Brian found shows it to be the commoner subspecies A. c. cynapium
Water Pepper: This had started flowering in the Hollybank Woods at Emsworth on
June 8
Redshank: This was also in flower at the Hollybank Woods on June 8
Pale Persicaria: On June 4 Brian Fellows confirmed that the plants he had found
in Emsworth on May 30 had the glands on the flower pedicels to prove they were
Pale Persicaria and not Redshank
Lax Sea Lavender: I found the first flowers of this on June 8 at Langstone where
a new cluster of the plants has appeared just below the edge of the sea wall path

east of the Mill building (immediately opposite the Dog shit bin close to the main
duck feeding point)
Common Centaury: This has been reported flowering at Durlston country park
since May 11 but I did not see my first until June 9 when there was plenty of it on
the banks of the A27 near to Broadmarsh
Sea Bindweed: The lovely flowers of this plant were putting on a good show on
the Sinah Common shore of Hayling Island on June 4 (and on the Eastney shore of
Portsmouth on June 6)
Cock's Eggs: This had started to flower on Sinah Common (Hayling) on May 11 but
by June 4 it was much was much easier to spot the flowers and on June 9 John
Goodspeed saw a 'good show' there
Common Toadflax: The first flowers of this were to be seen by the Hayling
Coastal Path on June 4
Black Horehound: One plant was starting to flower near the Hayling Oysterbeds
car park on June 4
Bugloss (Anchusa arvensis): This was flowering near the Beachlands skatepark
on June 4 (and can probably also be seen at the entrance to the Hayling Island
Sailing Club at Black Point). Apologies for a mental aberration causing me to call this
Alkanet in my Diary entry for June 4 (now corrected).
Buddleia davidii: I found the first bush with open flowers in Havant on June 8
Harebell: A form of Harebell (maybe an escaped garden plant) with upward
pointing, larger than normal, flowers, which has appeared in the Fort Cumberland
area of Eastney (Portsmouth) for several years, was flowering on June 6
Sheep's Bit: This was also in flower on Sinah Common on June 4
Danewort or Dwarf Elder: This local rarity which grows by the Hayling Billy Line
at the end of Grove Road in Havant had started to form flower buds on June 4. While
it is not a national rarity and has large plants growing in profusion where it does
occur there are gaps of many miles between the few sites where it is found (not
more than 30 in the whole of Hampshire).
Hedge Bedstraw: Buds were looking as if they were about to open in several
places on June 4
Ladies Bedstraw: This was also very close to flowering on south Hayling on June
4 and was out at Durlston on June 10
Silver Ragwort: Plants were found flowering on the Eastney beach at Portsmouth
on June 6
Fleabane: A single early plant had flowers in Havant on June 9

Golden Samphire: The flowers of this were not fully open but were already
showing as yellow discs on June 9
Stinking Chamomile (Anthemis cotula): Flowering (and stinking) on fields at
Chidham on May 29
Sea Wormwood: I find it impossible to tell when this plant is in flower but by June
9 it had started to put up to silver-grey fingers on which those flowers will appear.
Stinking Iris: While the red berries of this plant can be seen almost throughout
the year it is in flower for a very brief period but was out at several places on Hayling
Island on June 4
Fragrant, Musk and Frog orchids were all in flower at Noar Hill on June 6 in
addition to other species already reported
Greater Butterfly Orchid: A few were flowering in West Dean Woods (north of
Chichester) on June 3
Southern Marsh Orchid: The Havant Wildlife Group made their annual count of
the flowering spikes at the Langstone South Moors site on June 9 getting a low
count of 1367 (past counts have reached 8000)
OTHER WILDLIFE
Sika Deer: The 'unwelcome' arrival of one at Durlston country park on June 3 set
me on a search for info about the distribution of these deer and Google gave me all
I needed at www.deer-uk.com/sika.htm This tells me that, while they have escaped
from numerous parks and zoos throughout the British Isles and can be found
flourishing in Scotland and Ireland, in England feral Sika are only numerous in
south-east Dorset and the southern New Forest where they have been present as
escapes since around 1900. The New Forest herd had become so prolific by 193o
that regular culling has been necessary ever since. In Dorset the deer released on
Brownsea Island in 1896 swam ashore on their first night on the island and another
herd introduced to a park near Wareham in 1895 were all turned loose during the
second World War when the government took over the Hyde House estate. It seems
that they are sufficiently widespread problem for one firm to advertise their culling
services with a dedicated website advertising themselves as 'The Sika Deer Unit'
Fungi: Not much to be seen in this dry weather but on June 9 I was impressed by
a cluster of extra large fresh Egghead Mottlegill (Panaeolus semiovatus)
fungi growing on horse droppings atop the Broadmarsh mountain.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JUNE 4 - JUNE 10 (WEEK 23 OF 2007)
Sun 10 June
A garden bird first
This morning, for the first time in the 40 years we have lived here, I heard a Sedge
Warbler in full song somewhere in the trees beside the Billy Trail which runs

behind the garden, and while listening to it I watched 13 Long-tailed Tits pass
through the garden, busily searching the apple trees for small insects.
Sat 9 June
A trip to Broadmarsh
This afternoon I cycled to Broadmarsh for another look at the Broadmarsh mountain
top where this time I did find the Hairy Vetchling (Lathyrus hirsutus) in flower
- probably more than in any past year and some in a new area. Some Grass
Vetchling could still be seen but this was mostly over. As I was near the path down
which comes out almost on the slip way I stopped to check out a cluster of large
fungi growing on horse dung - these were very large specimens of Egghead
Mottlegill (Panaeolus semiovatus) and behind them was a lovely cluster of
fresh Bee Orchids which I would otherwise have missed.
Earlier in this trip I ticked the very first flower on Great Willowherb growing in the
ditch beside the A27 north of the old IBM buildings and near here a Speckled
Wood flew across my path - the only butterfly seen other than a cluster on
Meadow Browns on the mountain top.
From the slipway I headed west towards the Farlington Marshes entrance past a line
of Golden Samphire plants which has increased greatly in the past few years and
which now had many plants showing yellow flower buds. Here also was a big clump
of Sea Wormwood pointing fresh silvery grey fingers to the sky.
Reaching the cycleway below the A27 I was horrified at the mass destruction of
every plant within the fences on either side of the track - luckily some of the
Chinese Mugwort which has been shaved to the ground grows on the seaward
side of the fence and no doubt other plants will recover (but not the lovely Cotton
Thistle plant whose corpse still lies where it had fallen). Coming back I kept an eye
on the bank sloping up to the A27 outside the fence and found a good show of
Common Centaury in flower as well as both Bee and Pyramidal orchids plus a
couple of deep (Hidcote?) blue garden Aquilegia.
Passing the Fire Alarm factory in Brookside Road on my way back I was surprised to
see open flowers on one plant of Fleabane, and at home in the evening we were
down to a single Swift in the sky
Fri 8 June
Around Havant
No special outing today but the garden gave me the head and antlers of a male
Stag Beetle - the body maybe eaten by a Magpie? - and the alleyway off North
Street in Havant, down which huge lorries back with supplies for Wilkinsons, had a
lovely show of Greater Celandine in flower. Near the New Lane level crossing the
very first Buddliea Davidii was in flower and the recently cleared ditch by the A27
slip road taking west bound traffic from Chichester down to the A259 had a dozen
fresh Bee Orchids in flower while a Cuckoo was calling from the top of an Oak in
the Warblington Castle grounds.
Best sight of the day came in the late evening with 14 Swifts screaming and
interweaving high over Manor Close in Havant before I came home to find two
Pipistrelle Bats hunting over the garden where earlier in the day I had disturbed
a fresh White Plume moth from leaves of Lemon Balm.

Thu 7 June
Fareham Common on Portsdown
This morning I visited the slopes of Portsdown above Portchester which are called
Fareham Common by some and Portchester Common by others.
Newly flowering plants for my year list found here were Greater Knapweed, Red
Bartsia, Small Toadflax, Thyme-leaved Sandwort, Hoary Plantain and
Fairy Flax while a look around the junction of Skew Lane and Nelson Lane added
Kidney Vetch, Small Scabious, Burnet Saxifrage and around 50 of the Small
Yellow (or Straw) Foxglove (Digitalis lutea) plants. Not quite in flower was
the Lesser Meadow Rue close to the Skew Road entrance to the Common and
also in that area a plant of Hogweed was unfurling its flowers to mark the start of
its proper flowering season. There was no sign of the Field Cow-wheat but that
does not normally appear until the third week of June.
At the road junction there was a great show of small Bee Orchids within feet of the
Nelson Lane road name board (more than 40 of them) and across the road there
were at least 20 Pyramidal Orchids. Here also I saw my first Marbled White
and Large Skipper butterflies.
On Fareham Common I was puzzled by the identity of millions of tiny white flowers
in the short grass looking slightly like those of Bastard Toadflax. I brought home
some samples and spent some time trying to turn them into a Mouse-ear species
until I read that all Mouse-ears have petals that are to some degree notched at the
tip whereas these were not and after seeing that I soon decided they were
Thyme-leaved Sandwort.
Wed 6 June
Mon 4 June
Around Langstone
A brief outing before lunch took me to the north pier of the old rail bridge which
once carried the Hayling Billy trains over the water to Hayling Island.
My first find was of flower buds forming on the Danewort plants growing on both
sides of the Billy Trail at the end of Grove Road but there was little else new in the
nearby wildflower meadow or down the track to Langstone.
Reaching the shore at the start of the old rail pier I found that recent scrub
clearance had encouraged a tremendous display of Scarlet Pimpernel and
Dove’s Foot Cranesbill covering the newly exposed ground, while on the shingle
plants of Babington’s Orache had started to grow.
Further out on the pier I came on my first Bladder Campion and at the seaward
end Yellow-wort, Wild Mignonette and Hop Trefoil were new additions to the
Vipers Bugloss, Annual Wallrocket and Sea Sandwort that I had found on my
previous visit. A Common Blue butterfly was on the wing along with several
Burnet Moths that were too active to give me a good look at the wing-tips in order
to be sure whether they were 5 or 6 Spot Burnets (5 Spot has two pairs of spots on
the inner section of the fore-wing with just one spot at the tip, 6 Spot has two spots
at the tip though they often run into one another to form an elongated splodge). I’m
pretty sure these were 6 Spots and a check of Mike Wall’s Hantsmoths website tells

me that 5 Spot is now a rarity unlikely to be found other than at Martin Down or on
the IoW.
With the tide out I was able to use the direct crossing from the pier to the main road
and this brings you onto a small piece of interesting salt marsh where English
Scurvygrass, Sea Lavender, Greater Sea Spurrey and Common Saltmarsh
Grass were all flowering
Down west Hayling to Sinah Common
After lunch I set off for Hayling but went past the Oysterbeds heading for Sinah
Common. My first noteworthy item beside the coastal path was a couple of
Common Spotted Orchids but soon after them I came on two firsts for the year
- Agrimony and Common Toadflax - and heard three Yellowhammers - two
singing and one calling. These are generally late nesters and I guess that these
have only just set up in business here. Further down the track I watched a single
Kestrel flying over the big West Lane fields.
Coming onto Sinah Common from Staunton Avenue I immediately found that the
Cock’s Eggs plants were coming into general flowering, and on the beach proper
the beautiful Sea Bindweed was in full flower with several Yellow-horned
Poppies and the last of the Sea Kale. On the short grass inland of the beach huts
the blue flowers of Sheep’s Bit were out and the English Stonecrop was just
starting to flower. I could find no sign of the Proliferous Pink (I think this is now
the correct name for the plants which were for several years wrongly called
Childing Pinks) but I did find Sea Mouse-ear and was pleased to hear the calls
of the House Martins that still nest on the ‘grand’ frontage of the Norfolk House
flats and the song of a Linnet.
Between the skate park and the road across the common Bugloss was in flower
(not to be confused with Vipers Bugloss) and around here I came on another
plant of Stinking Iris in flower (having already seen several flowering beside the
Coastal Path). I went as far west as the golf course, passing a mass of Thrift in
flower, and along the path following the eastern fence of the golf course there was
a huge mass of Round-leaved Cranesbill in flower
On the way back past the Oysterbeds I saw my first Black Horehound in flower,
and at the north end of the Langstone bridge, just before reaching the entrance to
the Ship Inn carpark, I was surprised to find quite a large bush of Restharrow
already in flower. Back in my own garden flowers were just starting to open on
Square-stalked Willowherb
SUMMARY FOR MAY 28 - JUNE 3 (WEEK 22 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Balearic Shearwater: Sightings of this species are starting to become frequent
along the coast. The first was seen off Portland on May 12 but there were no more
reports until one was seen off Worthing on May 29 followed by a single off Portland
on May 31 and four seen there on June 1
Storm Petrel: These have been seen almost daily since May 7 this year, the latest
report being of 10 or more off Christchurch Harbour on May 28. Since that date

there have been twelve more reports from May 30 to June 2, mostly of ones and
twos seen from the shore but on June 1 someone out in a boat in Lyme Bay off the
west Dorset coast has reported seeing more than 100. It seems very unusual that
we are seeing so many in the channel after the gales have ceased and the sea has
become flat calm. I now have records of 38 reports all between May 7 and June 2.
Squacco Heron: First report for the year comes from Lodmoor at Weymouth
where one was seen on May 28 and thought to have stayed the night in reeds there.
Cattle Egret: Three turned up at Lewes Brooks on May 29, probably a different
party to the single bird seen at Pulborough Brooks on May 26
Little Egret: At high tide on May 29 a group of 11Egrets were in the pony field
immediately north of Langstone Pond. These were probably a group that has very
recently returned to the Langstone area as I have not noticed a group together
there in day time for several months, and they were distinctive in that most if not all
had prominent breeding plumes which I have not noticed before on the local birds.
On June 1 I went to Langstone in the evening and counted 18 birds coming to roost.
Purple Heron: One was reported to have been seen at Hastings country park on
June 2
Mute Swan: On May 29 the pair of Swans on Langstone Pond had five new cygnets
with them. Later that day I was puzzled to see a single adult with a single small
cygnet on the Thorney Little Deeps (from which the pair which regularly nest there
have taken this year's brood of five cygnets across the harbour to the Emsworth
west shore). Back at Langstone Pond on June 1 I found the Swan family had left but
the pair with all five cygnets could be seen in the harbour where the young are
much safer from predation by Foxes (and where they probably have a better supply
of weed for food).
Black Swan: All seven of these were on West Ashling pond on June 2, seen by
Brian Fellows - if the two birds that he say in the Fishbourne Channel of Chichester
Harbour on May 18 had come from here they have now returned.
Canada Goose: On the evening of June 1 and the early morning of June 2 I saw a
party of seven Canada Geese flying low east over the Langstone-Warblington area
(can't say if they were the same birds) but the fact that they were flying reminds me
that within the next month all Canada Geese will become flightless during their
summer moult. It also suggests that the birds will now want to make sure they are
in a good place to remain safe and have sufficient food to last through the month
long flightless period and maybe these flights were of birds heading for the Thorney
Deeps for those reasons.
Shelduck: Shelduck families with ducklings have been reported since May 7 and
they have been seen in Langstone Harbour since at least May 20 but the first to be
reported on the water of Chichester Harbour between north Hayling and
Warblington were on the water of Sweare Deep off Northney on June 2 - a family of
seven seen with both parents by the Havant Wildlife Group who were exploring
North Common. There may well be others to come as I saw two Shelduck near the

Langstone Wadeway that same morning, and one of the pairs at Budds Farm pools
may have already hatched their young.
Gadwall: A pair at Titchfield Haven had 12 ducklings with them on May 25 - these
ducklings were under attack from Shelduck and were potential targets for other
residents at this crowded site so there are probably fewer of them by now
Pochard; A few pairs breed in Hampshire each year with five reports of breeding
recorded in 2005 (at Alresford Pond and at four locations in the Test Valley). This
year the first brood has been reported from the Timsbury area of the Test but the
reason for the report was that one of the three ducklings showed signs of being a
Tufted Duck x Pochard hybrid.
Goldeneye: A female on the sea off Christchurch Harbour on May 28 was a
surprise at this time of year.
Honey Buzzard: Singles came in off the sea at Portland on both May 28 and June
1 (some excellent photos on the Portland website with the May 28 report) and a
third arrival was reported from the Hastings area on June 2
Hobby: I was amused to read of one using a picnic table at Christchurch Harbour
as a perch on which to enjoy eating its prey on May 28
Quail: So far no evidence that this will be a Quail year - I have only seen four
reports with the latest being of 2 birds calling at Tarrant Rushton (near Blandford in
Dorset) on May 30
Avocet: Peter Raby went to Titchfield Haven on June 1 and saw a count of 18
Avocet listed on the notice board but he personally saw only 13 adults with a total
of 7 chicks
Lapwing: On four occasions when I have visited Havant Thicket between Mar 24 to
May 3 I have seen 6 Lapwing apparently on territory in the open grassland of
the Gipsies Plain south of the Thicket. These have all been individual birds well
spaced out on what I assumed to be breeding territories. More recently John
Goodspeed led a walk to see Nightjar and Woodcock in the Thicket on the evening
of May 30 and he reports a sighting of five Lapwing looking like a family
group.
Green Sandpiper: These were being reported regularly up to the end of April with
a final spring passage report from Abbotsbury in Dorset on May 4. Now, on June 1,
one arrived at Rye Harbour and appears in a list of birds considered to be returning
birds, i.e. the start of 'autumn passage'. The Rye Bay website for June 1 includes the
following .. "At Castle Water today there were several waders that may be on their
return migration already, 30 Lapwing, 14 Curlew, 2 Common Sandpiper and
a Green Sandpiper". As early as May 21 the Christchurch Harbour website
mentioned .. "early returning Curlew feeding inside the harbour".
Red-necked Phalarope: One was seen at Sidlesham Ferry Pool (Pagham
Harbour) on May 29 - presumably a female which has already laid her eggs

somewhere in the Arctic and is now off on her summer holiday leaving her mate to
do all the work of raising a family unaided. This bird was still present at dusk on May
30 but has not been reported since.
Sandwich Tern: The first report of chicks comes from Rye Harbour on June 1
Common Tern: Brian Fellows saw 14 at the Oysterbeds on May 29, worryingly 12
of them were on the southern island which has so far had no competition for the
Little Terns nesting there
Little Tern: 56 were on the southern island at the Oysterbeds on May 29. For more
information on the progress of the Terns at the Oysterbeds site go to
http://www.natureandpictures.co.uk/articles.htm where Jason Crook has written a
preliminary article about the Little Terns (this is preceded by an introduction written
by Ian Julian) and it is intended that Jason will add an update at least once a
fortnight during the breeding season.
Black Tern: These were still moving east on May 30 when two were seen at
Titchfield Haven - maybe the same two which were at the Blashford Lakes near
Ringwood on May 28
Puffin: Two were seen off the Purbeck coast of Dorset on June 2 but visitors have
little chance of seeing them - this sighting was the eighth report from the Dorset
coast since the first were seen on Mar 11 and the highest number seen there was
just 3 birds on Apr 29. Of course you can strike lucky as Simon Ingram did when he
saw two off Hurst Spit in the west Solent but that was the only non-Dorset sighting
I know off this year! Prior to that the most recent Hampshire sighting was of two
birds seen by Jason Crook from Sandy Point on Hayling Island on 25 Apr 2003 and
before that you have to go back to 2000 when three dead or dying individuals were
washed up on Hampshire shores, and to 1998 when two healthy birds were seen
(again from Hurst beach), one in May and one in November
Turtle Dove: Birds have been heard 'purring' recently in the Farm Lane area of
Nutbourne on May 29 and 31, and at Marlpit Lane near Funtington on June 2 (both
sites are not far east of Emsworth). These late arriving migrants have presumably
only now arrived to settle locally
Barn Owl: Bill Oddie has reminded watchers of the current Springwatch TV
programme that Barn Owls normally refuse to hunt in the rain and John Eyre tells
us of one which did go out in the rain and was found in such a saturated state after
the heavy rain on Bank Holiday Monday that it could be picked up and taken to a
Bird rescue centre - that bird may have survived but it was probably only out
because of pressure to feed its young and I suspect the young will not have
survived.
Little Owl: During their breeding season Little Owls are very difficult to see (or so
we have found over the years of monitoring the birds on Warblington Farm) but
sometime in June of most years they suddenly become easy to spot perched in
prominent place such as telegraph poles in full daylight. Maybe that time has come

early for one pair on south Hayling near Tournerbury Wood where, in the early
evening of May 26, one sat openly on a fence post for two hours.
Nightjar: At least one was heard in Havant Thicket on May 30
Swift: From May 27 to 29 thousands of Swifts seem to have been pouring into
England from the south with a peak count of 2000 around Swanage in Dorset on
May 28. Normally Swifts vanish when bad weather comes but this time they seem
to have headed into the heavy rain of our Bank Holiday and Bob Chapman describes
how they were hunting for flies around the Blashford Lakes, not so much over the
water but flying under the canopy of trees to get out of the worst of the rain. John
Eyre adds that at least one Swift became so waterlogged that it was grounded and
had to be rescued by a human. Going back to the birds at Swanage David Taylor
subsequently added to the bare count of 2000 birds, telling us that .. "there was a
huge gathering of 2000 Swift low over Swanage with some then roosting in tight
groups on the faces of buildings and a couple even being picked up of the ground"
.. giving a different picture than that of thousands of Swifts happily screaming
overhead. Here in Havant a group of up to seven Swifts were seen on most
evenings from May 10 to 24 but none have been seen since.
Wood Lark: Still on the subject of the rain John Eyre's main comment was that in
one of several Wood Lark nests which he has been monitoring this year all four
chicks died of the cold and wet while at least one chick died in another nest. Bob
Chapman added to this the thought of what is bound to have happened to many
Reed Warbler and Bearded Tit nests - any eggs or chicks that did not succumb
to the cold and wet are likely to have been thrown out of the nests by the excessive
swaying of the reeds in the strong wind.
Skylark: At Warblington Farm on June 2 I not only heard two separate singing
birds over the wheat fields but also saw a group of three birds flying together and
not singing - just possibly this was a family group and I have given some supporting
evidence for the possibility of their breeding success in my diary entry for June 2
Swallow: On May 31, following the dreadful cold rain and wind of May 28, a birder
visited nine nests in the Lewes area and found all the young which had been in them
were dead - I suspect this same sad tale was repeated in many other places.
Red-rumped Swallow: One was seen closely for about 20 minutes on May 28
near the Ferry Pool at Pagham Harbour - it was seen perched with other Swallows
and in flight.
House Martin: An estimated 1000 House Martins were feeding over the
Blashford Lakes at Ringwood on May 27 but on June 2 one local site at Northney on
Hayling Island, where several pairs have nested each year up to now, only one bird
was seen with no evidence that any were nesting.
Wheatear: Nowadays very few still nest in southern counties but a few do so and
I was reminded of this by the inclusion of Wheatear in a list of species that currently
have chicks at Rye Harbour. The suggestion that a bird seen on Portsdown on May

22 might have been thinking of nesting there is possible but unlikely, though the
clearance of scrub in recent years makes it slightly more likely that they will once
again nest on the hill.
Yellowhammer: Last year one pair appeared to breed on the Warblington farm
and this year a male was heard singing there on Mar 27 but there was no sign of its
presence after that until I heard one singing again in June 2 - probably a bird that
has failed to breed elsewhere and is unlikely to do so now.
Reed Bunting: One was singing at Langstone Pond on May 29 - the first I have
heard of there this year - and it was still present on June 1
Corn Bunting: One has been reported singing from wires above Cot Lane at
Chidham (the western of the two roads serving the Cobnor penninsula) on both May
26 and 31.
INSECTS
(Skip to Plants)
Dragonflies
Emperor: First mention of this species came on May 28 from Rye Harbour
and on June 2 I saw one over the Warblington Farm cress beds showing the
distinctive down curled tip to its abdomen in flight
Black-tailed Skimmer: This also gets its first mention from the Rye Bay
website which said on June 2 that several had emerged at Castle Water in the
preceding few days
Red Veined Darter: The first was seen at Dungeness on May 23 and on
June 2 Paul Winter almost certainly saw a couple at Keyhaven
Butterflies
Small Skipper: Although one had been reported from Surrey as early as
May 1 I think this may have been a mis-identification of a Large Skipper but
a report from the Haywards Heath area of Sussex on May 31 probably was the
first of the year
Essex Skipper: The first sighting of Essex Skipper this year was reported
from the Isle of Wight on May 26, around five weeks earlier than the date for
their emergence shown in Jeremy Thomas' RSNC Guide to Butterflies
(published in 1986). This discrepancy sent me to check first dates given in the
Hampshire Butterfly Reports for the past few years and here I found the
following dates - 2000=June 16, 2002=June 26, 2003=June 20, 2004=June
20, 2005=June 16, 2006=June 11
Lulworth Skipper: While on the subject of early emergence I have already
reported in my summary for May 14-20 Adrian Hoskins' very early sighting of
a Lulworth Skipper on May 18 when he was visiting Ballard Down and if you

want to know more about this he tells us he has put photos and more info on
his website - www.learnaboutbutterflies.com Jeremy Thomas gives the very
end of June as the earliest time to see this species which he does not really
expect to find until August. Early emergence this year is supported by a first
sighting at Durlston country park on June 2
Large Skipper: Jeremy Thomas indicates that this normally emerges in
mid-June but may be seen at the start of that month. This year the first was
seen on May 16 with others at separate sites on May 17 and 19 and this is not
so out of line with recent years (in 2000 the first was seen on May 8). Since
May 23 there have been seven reports so they are now being seen almost
daily.
Small Blue: This species was also out early - first seen on the IoW on Apr 21
against Jeremy Thomas' earliest date of mid May - but my comment on this
species is that it is not only out early but doing very well with 56 seen in
Paulsgrove chalk pit at Portsmouth on May 24 and an estimated 70 seen at
Martin Down on May 26
Painted Lady: After nine isolated sightings between mid-March and the end
of April it seems that a small scale migrant invasion started on May 22 giving
eight more sightings at a wide variety of coastal sites between then and June
2
Small Tortoiseshell: Reports of 'very fresh' individuals seen on May 23, 25
and 31 show that this year's first brood has now started to emerge. Of the
nine reports since May 22 one was of a single fresh specimen on North
Common, Hayling Island, on June 2. Sadly only one of these nine reports
indicates a mass emergence and that was of just 6 individuals seen at the
Testwood Lakes (Southampton) on May 31
Dark Green Fritillary: These typically start to emerge in mid-June but last
year the first was out in Hampshire on June 7 while this year one was flying at
Old Winchester Hill on May 29
Marbled White: This is another species which typically emerges in mid June
(Hampshire firsts have been June 15 in 2006 and June 14 in 2005) so two
sightings this year on June 1 (Magdalen Hill Down near Winchester and
Portsdown) were exceptionally early
Meadow Brown: One was seen at Testwood Lakes (Sotuhampton) on May
31 and that was followed by sightings on four sites on June 1 with another
two sites recording them on June 2 (one of these was Warblington Farm)
Moths
The Forester: First seen in the Chilbolton area near Andover on May 23. On
May 26 Odiham Common had 53 of them

Six-spot Burnet: The first of these was seen on Portsdown by Brian Fellows
on June 1
Currant Clearwing: First report from the New Milton area on May 26
Garden Pebble: First report is from Rye Harbour on June 2
Evergestis limbata: First report of this migrant from the Worthing area on
May 25
Rush Veneer: First report from Horsham on May 30
The Drinker: First at Portland on May 31
Peach Blossom: First at Portland on June 1 with another at Rye Harbour on
June 2
Figure of Eighty: Also first trapped at Worthing (Findon) on May 25
Barred Yellow: First at Rusper (Crawley) on May 30
Scallop Shell: First at Portland on May 30
Grass Rivulet: Durlston country park is the first to report this with 'many in
the meadows' on June 1
Common Footman: First at Portland on May 31
The Delicate: Portland had the first of year on May 27
Light Arches: First at Rye Harbour on June 2
Green Silver-lines: May 30 brought two firsts to Sam Bayley both at his
Rusper (Crawley) home and at his Warnham nature reserve at Horsham
Other Insects
Stag Beetle: I have already reported the first emergence (at Totton,
Southampton, on May 18) and this has been followed by three separate
reports from the Havant area all on or around May 23 - a male and a female
were seen in Orchard Road in Havant, others were seen in Langstone on or
about that date, and a group emerged in Northney on Hayling Island also on
May 23 - of five seen by the road through the village a pair were already
coupled.
PLANTS
Bladder Campion: First sighting of this downland species by Brian Fellows on
Portsdown on June 1
Greater Sea-Spurrey: This was found in flower on May 31 at Nore Barn saltings
on the Emsworth west shore

Procumbent Pearlwort: May 28 was the first date on which I noticed this in
flower
French Cranesbill: This pink flowered garden escape was in flower by the Slipper
Mill pond at Emsworth on May 29
Dyers Greenweed: This was just starting to flower at Thornham Point and on the
shore of Nutbourne Bay on May 29
Strawberry Clover: This was first seen in flower at North Common on Hayling
Island on June 2
Lesser Trefoil: In flower at Thornham Point on May 29
Subterranean Clover: I had seen this flowering at Warblington Farm back on Apr
25 and only mention a find of it on June 2 (at North Common, Hayling Island) in
connection with a remark said to have been made on that occasion implying that the
plant gets its name because it 'opens its flowers underground'. As I only heard this
at second hand there may well have been a misunderstanding along the way to me
but the remark caused me to check info about the plant on the web where I learnt
two things.
The first is that the flowering stems of this plant can burrow through the ground,
and it sometimes produces imperfect flowers without petals, but I can find no
evidence that the flowers open underground. What leads to this name seems to be
its habit of extending its flower stems after flowering and curving its seed head
down to bury the seeds in the earth (giving a new meaning to 'self sown').
The other thing that caught my attention (particularly in view of the 'Colony
Collapse Disease' which is currently spreading throughout north America, killing all
Honey Bees, and which threatens to destroy all agriculture that relies on Honey
Bees for the pollination of crops) is that this clover is self fertilising and flourishes
without bees. Allied to this I learnt that this plant is already a very important
commercial fodder plant for sheep and perhaps cattle in Australia where it is grown
in a mixture with grasses such as Alfalfa.
Clustered Clover: I now have confirmation that a patch of small red clover found
by chance on May 29 was the rare Clustered Clover and not the commoner
Knotted Clover. In confirming the id Martin Rand (Plant recorder for south
Hampshire) told me that the species is a 'national notable' and that this is the first
find in the SU 70 ten kilometre square (though the species is not uncommon in the
New Forest and up the Avon valley). The site where I found it, close to the
A27/A259 interchange just east of Havant, was interestingly on what would have
been, prior to the completion of the A27 extenstion from Havant to Chichester in
1988, the white line down the middle of the main south coast trunk road! Since then
the old road has been partly covered with soil and now looks like well trimmed grass
alongside the A27 underpass approach for pedestrians and cyclists. At a guess the
plants arrived with soil during the landscaping of the new underpass and so may

well have been there undiscoverd for the best part of 20 years - they are still difficult
to spot but cover an area of around 5 by 1 metre.
Fodder Vetch: A little of this was found on the south face of Portsdown in the Fort
Southwick area by John Goodspeed on June 2
Grass Vetchling: This was flowering in the Portchester area on May 23 - same day
as my find on the Broadmarsh 'mountain' above the slipway - and was also
flowering on North Common, Hayling, on June 2
Yellow Vetchling (Lathyrus aphaca): On June 2 John Goodspeed refound this
on the south face of Portsdown in the Fort Southwick area and was pleased to see
more of it than he did last year.
Cushion Spurge (Euphorbia polychroma): I am by no means certain that I
have the right name for these spurges which have bright yellow flowers and are
present in good numbers along the earth bank separating Slipper Road from the Mill
Pond at Emsworth. No doubt they are of garden origin but now seem to be
flourishing on their own.
Pale Persicaria: Brian Fellows found this flowering in Emsworth on May 30 (he
expressed some uncertainty about the id so I suppose this might have been
Redshank but it is a good early date for either species
Sea Lavender: This was starting to flower at Emsworth (Nore Barn area) on May
31
Brookweed: Many but not all plants of this were in flower at Warblington Farm
SSSI on June 2
Dotted Loosestrife: This is another yellow flowered garden escape which has
started to flower this week
Early Gentian: This plant gets the highest rarity classification (RRR) in Stace and
was first recorded on the south face of Portsdown near the Paulsgrove chalk pit by
Michael Bryant in 1975 where it can still be found - John Goodspeed found just one
flower on June 2 (last year also just one plant was found on June 12 but the flowers
are so small that they are easily overlooked)
Wild Thyme: This was first seen flowering on Portsdown on June 1 (one day after
its first mention at Durlston country park)
Hounds Tongue: This had started to flower at Durlston country park on May 30
and can probably be seen close to the fence of the Sandy Point nature reserve.
Knapweed Broomrape: First find this year was on Portsdown on June 1
Greater Plantain: This very common weed had put up its first flower spikes by
May 28
Sea Plantain: First flowering on the Emsworth shore near Nore Barn on May 31

Corn Chamomile: There is a tremendous display of this which has been sown as
a wildflower meadow at the east end of the Warblington cemetery extension - my
attention was drawn to it by the aromatic scent which was detectable from the
public path running along the south side of the extension and which lured me in to
see the display which covers around half an acre and already has many Poppies
and a few Corn Marigolds showing their flowers. Botanic purists may detect that
the Corn Chamomile is not our native species but a look-alike substitute
(Anthemis austriaca) supplied by wildflower seed merchants but you have to
dissect the flower heads and use a microscope to detect the difference between the
two species!
Marsh Cudweed: This first caught my eye at Warblington Farm on June 2
Bristly Oxtongue: The first flower of this soon-to-be-dominant species was found
by Brian Fellows on May 28
Three-cornered Garlic (or Leek): This was flowering in many places around Apr
12 and so I was surprised to find a clump in fresh flower when on the Chidham
penninsula (east of Thorney Island) on May 29. I mention it here because my first
impression when I saw this plant was of whitish Bluebell flowers and this ties in with
what Fitter and Fitter say about it being 'often called White Bluebell'. While on the
subject of its name many people call it Three-cornered Leek (following Francis
Rose) but nowadays Stace (and Fitter and Fitter) use the english name
Three-cornered Garlic.
Wild Onion: The 'cellophane covers' on the flower heads of this plant had begun to
split by June 1
Twayblade Orchid: The first mention of this in flower comes from Durlston
country park on May 31
Pyramidal Orchid: These were in flower on Portsdown by May 27, one day after
the very first had been reported from Durlston. Bee and Common Spotted orchids
were also out on Portsdown on May 27
Bee Orchid: 48 were found in excellent health on North Common, Hayling Island
on June 2 where it seems they have not been seen in past years
Fly Orchid: Only 10 flowering plants were found at a regular site on Portsdown on
June 1 - fewer than in past years
Southern Marsh Orchid: The number of flowering spikes at Warblington Farm
was 41 on June 2 and on June 3 Brian Fellows found at least 141 flower spikes in the
meadow near Fishbourne church, Chichester.
Large Timothy: This grass had started to flower on Warblington Farm on June 2
Meadow Barley: This was also found at Warblington on June 2
OTHER WILDLIFE

Bottle-nosed Dolphin: On May 29 Tim Doran saw 'a cetacean' close in off
Southsea Castle and the Portsmouth NEWS that day carried a photo of what was
probably the same animal in Portsmouth Harbour. They suggest that it is a
Bottle-nosed Dolphin similar to the one which spent some time in the harbour
last year until a boat's propeller injured its back
Roe Deer: These are now well established in fields north of the A27 at Emsworth,
and south of the road east of Emsworth but are so far not a regular sight along the
coastal strip west of Emsworth so it was of interest to me to find fresh Roe
droppings on June 2 in the thick wetland vegetation by the eastern stream of
Warblington farm (not far north of Nore Barn and close to the footpath leading
north to Selangor Avenue)
Water Vole: A professional survey of the River Ems running through the Brook
Meadow area on June 2 found 12 burrows and 10 latrines with other signs of active
Water Vole presence but if I understood the report aright these finds were
grouped around just two centres and may indicate the presence of no more than
two Vole families.
Marsh Frog: The sound of loud and distinctive croaking was heard on June 2 in the
Shatterford area of the New Forest close to Beaulieu Road rail station where it was
heard at the same time of year in 2005 but there is little or no information about the
status of the species in Hampshire. The Herpetofauna website tells us that Marsh
Frog (Rana ridibunda) was "First introduced to Walland Marsh, Kent in 1935, this
frog is now found in several areas of Kent and East Sussex. Other introductions
exist, including colonies in Southwest and West London". From the Rye Bay website
I know it is well established at Rye Harbour. The Herpetofauna site goes on to say
"The marsh frog has been deliberately introduced to the UK. It is by far the most
successful introduction, thought to occupy an ecological niche; they choose
breeding sites such as dykes and ditches not generally chosen by our native
amphibians. However, the marsh frog is a voracious predator and further spread of
this species in the UK is inadvisable due to unknown impact on native herpetofauna,
and is illegal under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981". Another website
(www.introduced-species.co.uk) tells us "This large frog species was a garden
escapee from a home on the edge of Romney Marsh in the 1930s. It has spread
since to cover a large area of Kent and East Sussex. It has a distinctive laughing call
and is rarely found very far from water" This 'laughing call" is no doubt the reason
for the species having the specific name of "ridibunda", and it is all that the casual
naturalist is like to have as a record of the frog's presence.
Pipistrelle Bat: No doubt these have have been out and about nightly for the best
part of three months now but I had my first sight of one hunting over my garden on
May 30 (probably this sighting is due to the later time of sunset - probably the bats
are still emerging at roughly the same time each evening but it is not until now that
the evenings are light enough for them to be seen by casual viewers).
Fungi: Recent rain and heat will have induced quite a few fungi to fruit and on June
2 I found not only a small cluster of Jew's Ear on fallen wood at Warblington Farm

but also a vast display of some medium sized Coprinus (similar to C. lagopus)
covering many square yards of the remains of a silage clamp at the farm yard. On
June 3 a single small cap had appeared in my garden lawn with the distinctive umbo
suggesting the Fairy Ring fungus (Marasmius oreades) which I see appeared
in numbers near Titchifeld Haven on May 24 last year.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR MAY 28 - JUNE 3 (WEEK 22 OF 2007)
Sat 2 June
Warblington Farm
This was a perfect morning to be out early and I was down at Warblington Farm just
after 5:30am with the sun already well up in a cloudless sky with little or no wind.
One of the more surprising sights of the outing came within ten minutes of my
arrival when a single Buzzard flew straight and level overhead to pitch into the top
of a very tall pine tree beside Pook Lane. I was surprised that the bird was flying so
early but was interested to tie up this observation with sightings on two recent visits
here when, at around 10am, I had seen single Buzzards make the reverse of this
straight line journey right across the farm.
At this early hour Foxes were still busy and I saw three different ones in separate
fields (this evening I also disturbed one in my own garden when I went to the
compost heap at the end of the garden). At the east end of the farm I also came on
fresh droppings showing the recent presence of a Roe deer in the long grass where
no one normally goes.
There was relatively little bird interest but one of the high spots was to see 13
Magpies crowded together in one small tree, especially as the tree was within
the Castle grounds where a Larsen trap has been used in an attempted to eliminate
the local Magpies! And while on the subject of unloved birds seven more Canada
Geese flew east over the farm heading in the same direction as those I saw at
Langstone last night (probably to join a big flock on Thorney Island for their summer
moult period). Also over the farm 40 or more pigeons flew west in a tight flock maybe at the start of a homing race?
A bit of possible good news was the sight of three Skylarks flying together,
separate from two that were singing - cold these three be a family group showing
that this year absence of upheaval in the arable fields they inhabit has given them
a chance of breeding success. One of their problems is that more and more of the
grass fields they nest in are nowadays cut in May for silage (where in the past they
would be cut in July for hay), and on this farm the arable fields are sometimes
ploughed up and sown with Sweetcorn in the middle of the breeding season.
This year the fields they use had Sweetcorn last year but were then sown with
winter wheat which has not suffered anything worse than a bit of chemical spraying
this spring. Before the Brent left they seemed to have destroyed the greater part of

the wheat in the two fields nearest the shore, but now that wheat has somehow
re-grown to look as if nothing had happened to it (I checked this with the farmer this
morning).
At the cressbeds there was a new family of seven tiny Mallard ducklings, and at
the very end of my round I was delighted to hear prolonged Yellowhammer
song coming from right by the farmhouse garden. Maybe a pair has been here all
along, not singing because there was no competition from an second pair, but I
think it more likely that this bird has failed to breed elsewhere and has just turned
up here, probably without a mate.
In the marshy SSSI the uncommon Brookweed had just started to flower, as had
Marsh Cudweed in another field, and in the meadow next to Nore Barn I added
Meadow Barley and Large Timothy to the list of flowering grasses. Back in the
SSSI I counted 40 flowering Southern Marsh Orchids where many years ago
the count was around 800 and in the marshy eastern field Meadow Sweet was
developing its flower buds.
Two insect firsts for me were Meadow Brown butterfly and Emperor
dragonfly. A third first for me was a large moth that is quite common but not
seen by me as it is nocturnal - this was The Snout and it may have been a female
egg-laying as it was on a shaded nettle leaf in a hedge bottom and nettles are the
larval food plant.
Two other unexpected finds were of fungi - Jew’s Ear was growing on a log at Pook
Lane and a Coprinus species (similar to C. lagopus) was growing in profusion
on the rotting remains of the winter silage store at the farm
Fri 1 June
(Link to previous day’s entry)
Egret roost count at Langstone
This evening I went down to Langstone Pond to see if any Egrets were still roosting
there and watched 18 come in around sunset.
Before they started to arrive I found the Mute Swan family had left the pond
for the safety of the open water in the harbour where they still had all
five cygnets in the outfall of the Lymbourne stream. The tide was very low and
there was little to see in the harbour other than Black-headed Gulls but I did see
one Little Tern making its vertical dives into the shallow water.
On the pond there was a new Coot nest, and around the pond Reed Warblers,
a Reed Bunting and a Cetti’s Warbler were singing. Overhead seven
Canada Geese flew east towards Thorney Island - within a month they will be
flightless in their summer moult period and it is important now that they get to good
places to see them through that period
Thu 31 May
(Link to previous day’s entry)
Mid-week summary

The following are some of the reports which have reached me since the last weekly
summary published last Sunday …
BIRDS
Storm Petrel: These have been seen almost daily since May 7 this year, the latest
report being of 10 or more off Christchurch Harbour on May 28
Squacco Heron: First report for the year comes from Lodmoor at Weymouth
where one was seen on May 28 and thought to have stayed the night in reeds there.
Cattle Egret: Three turned up at Lewes Brooks on May 29, probably a different
party to the single bird seen at Pulborough Brooks on May 26
Little Egret: At high tide on May 29 a group of 11Egrets were in the pony field
immediately north of Langstone Pond. These were probably a group that has very
recently returned to the Langstone area as I have not noticed a group together
there in day time for several months, and they were distinctive in that most if not all
had prominent breeding plumes which I have not noticed before on the local
birds.
Mute Swan: Also on May 29 the pair of Swans on Langstone Pond had five new
cygnets with them. Later that day I was puzzled to see a single adult with a single
small cygnet on the Thorney Little Deeps (from which the pair which regularly nest
there have taken this year's brood of five cygnets across the harbour to the
Emsworth west shore)
Gadwall: A pair at Titchfield Haven had 12 ducklings with them on May 25 - these
ducklings were under attack from Shelduck and were potential targets for other
residents at this crowded site so there are probably fewer of them by now
Goldeneye: A female on the sea off Christchurch Harbour on May 28 was a
surprise at this time of year.
Hobby: I was amused to read of one using a picnic table at Christchurch Harbour
as a perch on which to enjoy eating its prey on May 28
Red-necked Phalarope: One was seen at Sidlesham Ferry Pool (Pagham
Harbour) on May 29 - presumably a female which has already laid her eggs
somewhere in the Arctic and is now off on her summer holiday leaving her mate to
do all the work of raising a family unaided.
Common Tern: Brian Fellows saw 14 at the Oysterbeds on May 29, worryingly 12
of them were on the southern island which has so far had no competition for the
Little Terns nesting there
Little Tern: 56 were on the southern island at the Oysterbeds on May 29
Barn Owl: Bill Oddie has reminded watchers of the current Springwatch TV
programme that Barn Owls normally refuse to hunt in the rain and John Eyre tells
us of one which did go out in the rain and was found in such a saturated state after
the heavy rain on Bank Holiday Monday that it could be picked up and taken to a

Bird rescue centre - that bird may have survived but it was probably only out
because of pressure to feed its young and I suspect the young will not have
survived.
Little Owl: During their breeding season Little Owls are very difficult to see (or so
we have found over the years of monitoring the birds on Warblington Farm) but
sometime in June of most years they suddenly become easy to spot perched in
prominent place such as telegraph poles in full daylight. Maybe that time has come
early for one pair on south Hayling near Tournerbury Wood where, in the early
evening of May 26, one sat openly on a fence post for two hours.
Swift: From May 27 to 29 thousands of Swifts seem to have been pouring into
England from the south with a peak count of 2000 around Swanage in Dorset on
May 28. Normally Swifts vanish when bad weather comes but this time they seem
to have headed into the heavy rain of our Bank Holiday and Bob Chapman describes
how they were hunting for flies around the Blashford Lakes, not so much over the
water but flying under the canopy of trees to get out of the worst of the rain. John
Eyre adds that at least one Swift became so waterlogged that it was grounded and
had to be rescued by a human.
Wood Lark: Still on the subject of the rain John Eyre's main comment was that in
one of several Wood Lark nests which he has been monitoring this year all four
chicks died of the cold and wet while at least one chick died in another nest. Bob
Chapman added to this the thought of what is bound to have happened to many
Reed Warbler and Bearded Tit nests - any eggs or chicks that did not succumb
to the cold and wet are likely to have been thrown out of the nests by the excessive
swaying of the reeds in the strong wind.
Red-rumped Swallow: One was seen closely for about 20 minutes on May 28
near the Ferry Pool at Pagham Harbour - it was seen perched with other Swallows
and in flight.
Reed Bunting: One was singing at Langstone Pond on May 29 - the first I have
heard of there this year.
Corn Bunting: On May 26 one was heard singing from wires above a cereal crop
somewhere on the Chidham penninsula (east of Thorney Island)
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Emperor: First mention of this species comes from Rye Harbour on May 28,
a full month after the similar looking Hairy Dragonflies were first seen on Apr
21
Butterflies
Essex Skipper: The first sighting of Essex Skipper this year was reported
from the Isle of Wight on May 26, around five weeks earlier than the date for
their emergence shown in Jeremy Thomas' RSNC Guide to Butterflies

(published in 1986). This discrepancy sent me to check first dates given in the
Hampshire Butterfly Reports for the past few years and here I found the
following dates - 2000=June 16, 2002=June 26, 2003=June 20, 2004=June
20, 2005=June 16, 2006=June 11
Lulworth Skipper: While on the subject of early emergence I have already
reported in my summary for May 14-20 Adrian Hoskins' very early sighting of
a Lulworth Skipper on May 18 when he was visiting Ballard Down and if you
want to know more about this he tells us he has put photos and more info on
his website - www.learnaboutbutterflies.com Jeremy Thomas gives the very
end of June as the earliest time to see this species which he does not really
expect to find until August.
Large Skipper: Jeremy Thomas indicates that this normally emerges in
mid-June but may be seen at the start of that month. This year the first was
seen on May 16 with others at separate sites on May 17 and 19 and this is not
so out of line with recent years (in 2000 the first was seen on May 8)
Small Blue: This species was also out early - first seen on the IoW on Apr 21
against Jeremy Thomas' earliest date of mid May - but my comment on this
species is that it is not only out early but doing very well with an estimated 70
seen at Martin Down on May 26
Painted Lady: Only 12 sightings so far this year but it is interesting that the
last three were seen on two consecutive days (May 22 and 23) at three
separate sites (Horsham, Alton area and Winchester area). | thought that
might be the start of a migrant invasion but so far no more reports.
Moths
The Forester: First seen in the Chilbolton area near Andover on May 23. On
May 26 Odiham Common had 53 of them
Currant Clearwing: First report from the New Milton area on May 26
Evergestis limbata: First report of this migrant from the Worthing area on
May 25
Figure of Eighty: Also first trapped at Worthing (Findon) on May 25
The Delicate: Portland had the first of year on May 27
Other Insects
Stag Beetle: I have already reported the first emergence (at Totton,
Southampton, on May 18) and this has been followed by three separate
reports from the Havant area all on May 23 - a male and a female were seen
in Orchard Road in Havant, others were seen in Langstone on or about that
date, and a group emerged in Northney on Hayling Island also on May 23 - of
five seen by the road through the village a pair were already coupled.
PLANTS

Dyer's Greenweed: A trip to Thornham Point on Thorney Island in search of this
found some just starting to flower on May 29
Clustered Clover: I am still awaiting confirmation that a patch of small red clover
found by chance on May 29 was the rare Clustered Clover and not the commoner
Knotted Clover but I am pretty confident that it is the rarity. The site, close to the
A27/A259 interchange just east of Havant, was interestingly on what would have
been, prior to the completion of the A27 extenstion from Havant to Chichester in
1988, the white line down the middle of the main south coast trunk road! Since then
the old road has been partly covered with soil and now looks like well trimmed grass
alongside the A27 underpass approach for pedestrians and cyclists. At a guess the
plants arrived with soil during the landscaping of the new underpass and so may
well have been there undiscoverd for the best part of 20 years - they are still difficult
to spot but cover an area of around 5 by 1 metre.
Cushion Spurge (Euphorbia polychroma): I am by no means certain that I
have the right name for these spurges which have bright yellow flowers and are
present in good numbers along the earth bank separating Slipper Road from the Mill
Pond at Emsworth. No doubt they are of garden origin but now seem to be
flourishing on their own.
Dotted Loosestrife: This is another yellow flowered garden escape which has
started to flower this week
Hounds Tongue: This had started to flower at Durlston country park on May 30
and can probably be seen close to the fence of the Sandy Point nature reserve.
Greater Plantain: This very common weed had put up its first flower spikes by
May 28
Corn Chamomile: There is a tremendous display of this which has been sown as
a wildflower meadow at the east end of the Warblington cemetery extension - my
attention was drawn to it by the aromatic scent which was detectable from the
public path running along the south side of the extension and which lured me in to
see the display which covers around half an acre and already has many Poppies
and a few Corn Marigolds showing their flowers. Botanic purists may detect that
the Corn Chamomile is not our native species but a look-alike substitute (Anthemis
austriaca) supplied by wildflower seed merchants but you have to dissect the flower
heads and use a microscope to detect the difference between the two species!
Bristly Oxtongue: The first flower of this soon-to-be-dominant species was found
by Brian Fellows on May 28
Three-cornered Garlic (or Leek): This was flowering in many places around Apr
12 and so I was surprised to find a clump in fresh flower when on the Chidham
penninsula (east of Thorney Island) on May 29. I mention it here because my first
impression when I saw this plant was of whitish Bluebell flowers and this ties in with
what Fitter and Fitter say about it being 'often called White Bluebell'. While on
the subject of its name many people call it Three-cornered Leek (following

Francis Rose) but nowadays Stace (and Fitter and Fitter) use the english name
Three-cornered Garlic.
Pyramidal Orchid: These were in flower on Portsdown by May 27, one day after
the very first had been reported from Durlston. Bee and Common Spotted
orchids were also out on Portsdown on May 27
OTHER WILDLIFE
Bottle-nosed Dolphin: On May 29 Tim Doran saw 'a cetacean' close in off
Southsea Castle and the Portsmouth NEWS that day carried a photo of what was
probably the same animal in Portsmouth Harbour. They suggest that it is a
Bottle-nosed Dolphin similar to the one which spent some time in the harbour last
year until a boat's propeller injured its back
Pipistrelle Bat: No doubt these have have been out and about nightly for the best
part of three months now but I had my first sight of one hunting over my garden on
May 30 (probably this sighting is due to the later time of sunset - probably the bats
are still emerging at roughly the same time each evening but it is not until now that
the evenings are light enough for them to be seen by casual viewers).
Wed 30 May
(Link to previous day’s entry)
Bats in the garden but no Swifts
Just two observations for today, the first being my first sight of a Pipistrelle bat
hunting over my garden, seen against the rising full moon when it was still light
enough for a Blackbird to be singing - a quiet and pleasant end to a day that
started with much wind and rain.
The other observation was of the absence of Swifts which I had expected to be
back overhead after prolonged wind and rain - up to May 24 I saw up to seven daily
but I have seen none since then (almost a full week). I hope this means that they
chose their nests during that busy period and that now the females are sitting
unseen by us and without the need for the males to bring food for young.
Tue 29 May
(Link to previous day’s entry)
Another look at the possible Clustered Clover
This morning I returned to the place where I had found some small clover plants
yesterday to have another look at them. As I arrived council mowers were just
leaving the site and if it were not for their work in the past I suspect the clover would
not be there now (or if it was no one would ever see in long grass). The plants,
which I am pretty sure are Clustered Clover (Trifolium glomeratum), do not
raise their heads high enough to suffer from the lowest of cuts, and the grass
cutting enabled me to see that there were far more of them than I saw yesterday.

They extend over an area around 5 metres long and 1 metres across and may have
been here since 1988 when the extension to the A27 from Havant to Chichester was
completed. Before that time the site would have been right in the middle of the
A259 Havant to Emsworth section of the main south coast road. Now the southern
side of that road still exists at this point and the northern side has only the slightest
covering of soil and grass to sustain them.
After this look at the clover I went home via Pook Lane and the shore taking me to
Langstone Pond where I was delighted to see that the Swans had five healthy
new cygnets. Also at the pond a Reed Bunting had arrived to add its song to that
of the Cetti’s Warbler and Reed Warblers.
In the pony field north of the pond was a high tide roost of 11 Egrets, most of
which had lengthy breeding plumes - perhaps these are failed breeders from
elsewhere?
A cycle ride to Chidham and back
In the afternoon I headed east through Emsworth to north Thorney and one via
Nutbourne Marshes to Chidham village before cycling back along the main road.
Along Slipper Road at Emsworth the tall Tree Mallows were in full flower along the
edge of the Millpond, and on the same bank between the road and the pond were
two colourful garden escape plants - French Cranesbill and a spurge with bright
yellow flowers which I think is Euphorbia polychroma
At the Little Deeps I was puzzled to see a single adult Swan with a single small
cygnet. Brian Fellows has recently seen the regular pair which nest here
accompanied by five cygnets, and more recently he has seen what is probably that
same family on the Emsworth west shore, so the birds I saw today are very unlikely
to be part of that family.
Somewhere north of the Little Deeps a Cuckoo was calling and in the pony field
near the Thorney Road two Lapwing appeared to be on territory, sharing it with 16
Canada Geese and 6 of their goslings.
At Thornham Point I found my first Dyer’s Greenweed and my first Lesser
Trefoil in flower plus my first two Small Heath butterflies (others have been
seeing them since Apr 13!)
On Chidham penninsula I did not hear a Corn Bunting (one was reported here a
few days ago) but I did find my first Stinking Chamomile and some fresh
Three-cornered Garlic.
On the way home I diverted to check out the Prinsted market garden plot which has
in the past had a mass of interesting weeds including Shaggy Soldier and Dwarf
Mallow. Maybe it is now ‘under new management’ as it was clear that weed killer
had been used and the only plants I noted were Small Nettle, Sun Spurge and
Field Pennycress.
Mon 28 May

A walk from Havant to Emsworth and back
After lunch the rain had ceased but the clouds were still gloomy and the wind strong
so I decided not to risk the bike but to take a walk and I headed off to Emsworth.
Outside the nearest pub I found a new site for Small-flowered Cranesbill and a
little further on saw my first Greater Plantain flower spikes before coming on my
first cluster of Smooth Hawksbeard plants flowering outside a convenience store.
Coming out of the underpass under the A27 I diverted up a grass bank on my right
which took me to the side of the west bound slipway bringing traffic from Chichester
down to the Havant-Emsworth road and on some short grass here I happened to
notice some very small clover plants which I suspect are Knotted Clover
(Trifolium striatum) but a close look when I got home found several features
(hairlessness, small sized flower heads and triangular calyx points turned outwards
in a star shape) that could indicate the rare Clustered Clover (T. glomeratum)
although the flower petals were pink, not purple. I intend to seek an expert opinion!
Nearer to Emsworth I passed opening flowers on Dotted Loosestrife and in
Emsworth found some late, still fresh flowering, Early Wintercress (Barbarea
intermedia) and a lot of Annual Pearlwort.
On my way home, using a different route, I passed a patch of Wild Strawberries
with some fruit already red. That was still in Emsworth, and when I came to
Warblington church area I had a very pleasant surprise. Passing the new cemetery
extension I detected a strong aromatic scent, and through a thick hedge I could see
a bank of what looked like Scented Mayweed, so when I reached the entrance
into the cemetery extension I went in and walked back to the origin of the scent.
What I found was that at least half an acre at the east end of the extension had been
purposely sown with wildflower seed. The aromatic scent was coming from masses
of flowering Corn Chamomile (or probably the look-alike Anthemis austriaca)
and with it were many Poppies and my first Corn Marigold flowers - no doubt
other species such as Cornflower will appear later. This is very much worth a
diversion to see and smell if you are in the Warblington church area.
Continuing home I found Shining Cranesbill still flowering and saw Pellitory of
the Wall obviously flowering.
SUMMARY FOR MAY 21 - 27 (WEEK 21 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Little Grebe: The first mention of juveniles this year comes from Kevin Stouse at
Farlington Marshes on May 20 when he saw at least one family group on the Deeps.
Slavonian Grebe: There have been quite a few records of Black-necked Grebe
breeding in southern England in past years but I have not been aware of Slavonian
Grebes staying here in the south so I was interested to hear on May 26 that a
summer plumage bird is currently on show at Topsham on the River Exe in Devon.

This is the only report I have seen for May but there were several April reports of
summer plumaged birds starting with one at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on May
30 followed by two birds there on Apr 7 and one in summer plumage on Apr 17.
Another report came from Seaford where a pair swam past Splash Point in summer
plumage on Apr 13 (heading west). Later in the month one was seen off Worthing
on Apr 20 and there was another sighting of two at Spalsh Point on Apr 29
Masked Booby: I have already reported the sighting of one passing St Catherine's
Point (IoW) on May 19 as a first for Britain but we now have to put that first date
back by two days to May 17 when one was seen passing the Channel Light Vessel
off Portland (news of this has just appeared on the Dorset Bird Club website)
Cormorant: Both Cormorants and Shags had chicks in nests at Durlston by May
26
Cattle Egret: An adult in breeding plumage was at Pulborough Brooks for at least
six hours on May 26 (and may well still be there)
Little Egret: Bob Chapman adds yet another 'new behaviour' of this versatile
species with an observation he made at the Blashford lakes (near Ringwood) on
May 26 and (tongue in cheek) gives this behaviour the full scientific name of
'Mandabilovibratory feeding'. What he actually saw was an Egret up to its belly
in the water with its neck stretched out parallel to the water surface with the bill tip
just touching the water surface. It was repeatedly opening and closing it's bill, doing
so gently enough to create a series of ripples spreading out over the water as if a
large insect or other creature had fallen in the water and was struggling to get out.
Bob did not see any outcome of this technique but assumes the intention was to lure
fish. Even if you never see this behaviour you will almost certainly have seen these
birds in shallow water 'doing the hokey cokey', shaking one foot, then the other, to
stir up any small creatures lurking on the sea bed, and thanks to Bob you can now
describe this behaviour using the scientific term ‘podifaciliphagy’ or feeding
facilitated by use of the feet
Great White Egret: So far as I know there have been no sightings since Jan 21 of
the bird that was regular at the Blashford Lakes up to that date. I did see one report
of a bird in Poole Harbour on Apr 4 and now we have a new sighting of a bird flying
in over Christchurch Harbour on May 26 and being seen later at Winkton on its way
up the Avon valley (heading back to Blashford?)
Spoonbill: On May 20 two were at Keyhaven, probably the same two that were at
Christchurch Harbour on May 19, and on May 21 one of them had perhaps flown
back to Dorset to be seen at Studland (mouth of Poole Harbour) while the other had
flown east to be at Cuckmere Haven, just east of Beachy Head, on May 22. Since
then there was a sighting of two at Titchfield Haven on May 23, another of two at
Pett Level on Rye Bay on May 24, and on May 25 the wheel went full cycle to bring
two back to Keyhaven. (I am not seriously suggesting that the same two birds have
generated all these reports!)

Pintail: A male seen on the River Itchen near Eastleigh on May 20 may have been
a genuine wild bird but could, I suppose, have escaped from a collection. ‘Birds of
Hampshire’ gives one possible breeding attempt when a pair were at Farlington
Marshes through May and June of 1983. The only summer record for Hampshire in
recent years seems to have been a male at Farlington Marshes on 3 June 2002
Black Kite: One was reported to have been seen flying east over Ballard Down
near Swanage on May 22 but so far no further reports.
Red Kite: Among seven widespread sightings this week there was one seen over
the Chichester Lakes on May 23
Marsh Harrier: A female was seen over Farlington Marshes on May 24 and I hear
that this was not the only sighting there during the past week.
Kestrel: While Kestrels normally catch their food (mammals, insects, worms and
birds) by dropping on them from above they are able to catch birds in flight and this
latter mode was seen at Titchfield Haven on May 23. Next to that observation I have
a sighting of a Kestrel flying over the Langstone South Moors on May 25, hotly
pursued by several Meadow Pipits but none of them caught the Kestrel. (More
seriously it is good to know that there is more than one pair of Meadow Pipits
there and hopefully this mobbing of the Kestrel may mean that one or more pairs
now have young chicks in ground nests where they might well attract a Kestrel to
pounce)
Quail: The first of this summer's migrants arrived at Hastings country park on May
10 and now two more have been reported - on May 23 David Thelwell heard the
'whiplash' call of one flying north up the Test valley as it passed over his house at
Romsey and on May 24 that same call was heard from a setaside field at Hastings
country park (so possibly the same bird that arrived on May 10?)
Common Crane: Since Mar 31 there have been 12 reports of Cranes in Sussex 8 of the 12 sightings have been at Pulborough but the two latest sightings have
been in the Crawley area - two flying west over Hartfield on May 10 and two also
going west over Handcross on May 16
Kentish Plover: One has been in Pagham Harbour from May 20 to 25 at least,
mainly seen at Church Norton but on May 23 it was at the Ferry Pool.
American Golden Plover: One was seen at Farlington Marshes Deeps by Jason
Crook as long ago as May 11 but no more was heard of it until May 20 when Pete
Gammage spotted it at the back of the Farlington Marshes just at the time when
Kevin Stouse and his party of walkers were passing and able to see the bird. It was
still at the lake on May 22 when Richard Ford took photos of it which are now
available on his website. The latest sighting that I have heard of was on May 24
Curlew Sandpiper: One was at the Farlington Marshes lake on May 23 and 24
Purple Sandpiper: A very late bird was at Portland on May 25

Curlew: Some seen at Christchurch Harbour on May 21 were described as 'early
returnees' - perhaps they should be described as 'the first of the autumn wine'
Wood Sandpiper: One in the Hook/Warsash area on May 22 seems to have been
the eighth bird seen on the south coast this spring.
Little Tern: When doing his wardening stint at the Oysterbeds on May 22 Brian
Fellows found that the number of Little Terns had increased to at least 62 with
many of them now apparently on nests. Brian added that Jason Crook has seen
around 125 Little Terns at the Oysterbeds with others choosing to nest on the RSPB
islands to give a harbour population of at least 150. By May 26 I found more than 40
birds apparently nesting on the southern island at the Oysterbeds and was
particularly pleased to see them all using the new surface which should be well
above the highest tide. It was also good to see that the Black-headed Gulls and
Common Terns were nesting on the northern island, leaving the southern one
more or less exclusively to the Little Terns. On the other hand the Little Terns
seemed very jittery - desterting their nests on two occasions in the short time I was
there, apparently spooked by nothing more than the alarm call of an
Oystercatcher.
Guillemot: The first chick had hatched on the cliffs at Durlston Head by May 26
Turtle Dove: At least one has been heard regularly at Catherington Down recently.
Cuckoo: I still have not heard of one in the Langstone village area this year and I
did not hear one anywhere on the Warblington farm during a four hour visit there on
May 22, but at the end of that visit I did see one, presumably a female, perched high
on an old oak tree from which it could observe the comings and goings of small birds
with nests in the hedgerows of a number of fields. This Cuckoo was perched on a
dead branch high on the tree with no leaves to obscure the view of the ground
around the tree, and to make herself inconspicuous she was perched along the
branch (Nightjar fashion) and not across it - I only saw her quite by chance when
scanning the tree with my binoculars. The nearest bird that can be heard calling on
a regular basis seems to be one in the Lumley area of Emsworth
Barn Owl: Jason Crook tells me that he has had recent sightings of different birds
at both Farlington Marshes and at the Hayling Oysterbeds.
Nightjar: On May 20 a Nightjar churring in the Creech Woods could be heard
from a Denmead garden. Other local sites at which churring has been heard are the
West Walk woods near Wickham in the Meon valley and Stansted Forest where at
least one male can be heard in the north of the woodland with a female also seen in
that area.
Swift: It would seem that the Swifts have not abandoned east Havant this year.
Each day they can be seen from my garden in the early morning and at dusk with
numbers ranging from 2 to 7 birds.
Swallow: A pair nesting in outbuildings in a Catherington village garden had
fledged young out of the nest by May 26

Dartford Warbler: On Mar 5 I saw a male singing openly perched on a bush near
the mini golf course on Sinah Common (south Hayling) and on Mar 12 a pair were
seen together there. Now, on May 26, there is a new report of a male seen singing
in the same area - possibly an indication that the pair have already fledged one
brood and are ready to have another go.
Chiff Chaff: Each year recently we seem to have had reports of birds singing a
mixture of Chiffchaff and Willow Warbler songs, and this year one was heard
doing so in the village of Ripe (north-west of Eastbourne).
Spotted Flycatcher: This week saw counts of 30 arriving at Portland on May 20
and 29 at Dungeness on May 22 with another major influx on May 26 bringing 95+
to Portland and 22 to Christchurch Harbour that day. On May 24 one was heard
singing at Pulborough Brooks
Blue Tit: On May 26 at least four young came out of a nest box in Brian Fellows'
Emsworth garden - I hope they survive the chilling rain over the next few days.
Golden Oriole: This week one was at Lodmoor (Weymouth) on May 20 (possibly
the same bird that was seen there on May 18) and another was seen at Durlston
that day. On May 22 one was singing at Dungeness and another arrived at Portland
on May 23 where one was trapped and ringed on May 24
Woodchat Shrike: First report for the year was of one at Portland on May 20 and
that same day one also turned up near the Sidlesham Ferry Pool (Pagham Harbour
area) - this one was still there on May 22. A third arrival was at Dungeness on May
23
Bullfinch: Some 40 bird species were seen within the perimeter of Gatwick airport
including a pair of Bullfinches with food for their young and a Chaffinch
feeding a fledgling. Bullfinches are also regular visitors at present to Michael
Prior's garden bird table on the edge of Stansted forest
Linnet: One of a party of around 10 Linnets seen at West High Down on the IoW
on May 23 was feeding a juvenile (presumably already out of its nest)
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Club Tailed Dragonfly: A newly emerged specimen was at Pulborough
Brooks on May 22 - first for the year
Banded Demoiselle: First of the year that I am aware of was a female seen
at Brook Meadow in Emsworth on May 22 (Beautiful Demoiselle was first seen
on Apr 29)
Butterflies:
Painted Lady: After a string of sightings in March and April there have been
non from Apr 26 until May 22 when one was seen in West Sussex near

Plaistow, followed by a sighting in Lower Froyle near Alton on May 23 possibly these two mark the start of an new wave of migrants?
Marsh Fritillary: The sighting of a male and two females in a wood near
Plaistow (in Sussex but near both Hampshire and Surrey borders) roused
fierce indignation on the Sussex BC website, as a sighting of Pearl Bordered
Fritillary on Castle Hill between Brighton and Lewes had done on Apr 15.
These butterflies were officially extinct in these areas and must remain so!
Unauthorised releases confuse the statistics showing the succes (or
otherwise) of professional conservation management ...
Glanville Fritilary: On May 24 between 30 and 40 of these were seen
around Hurst Castle in the west Solent by Mike Duffy who had heard last year
that a new colony had been found around the Castle. At the end of a long
trudge back to the mainland along the shingle of Hurst spit Mike saw another
of these Fritillaries near the Cut Bridge - maybe a scout on its way to seek out
new places to colonise?
Moths
Gold Swift: First was seen in woods on the eastern fringe of Horsham on
May 24
Crambus pascuella: First of the year trapped at Pagham Harbour on May
20
Dioryctria abietella: Another first at Horsham on May 24
Thistle Ermine: First of the year trapped at Pagham Harbour on May 20
Satin Lutestring: Another first at Horsham on May 24
Dwarf Cream Wave: First of the year trapped at Pagham Harbour on May
20
Satin Wave: First trapped at Portland on May 21
Treble Brown Spot: First trapped at St Leonard's (Hastings) on May 24
Small Waved Umber: First trapped at Portland on May 20
Sandy Carpet: First of the year trapped at Pagham Harbour on May 20
Shaded Pug: First trapped at Portland on May 21
Dingy Shell: First at Horsham on May 24
Small Seraphim: First at Horsham on May 24
The Magpie: First sighting in New Forest on May 20
Latticed Heath: First seen in Bentley Wood near Stockbridge on May 20

Scorched Wing: First was at Portland on May 23 (only 4th record for the
island)
Pale Oak Beauty: First at Horsham on May 24
Brussels Lace: First at Portland on May 24
Alder Kitten: Another first at Horsham on May 24
Buff Ermine: First trapped at Portland on May 19 with another at Pagham on
May 20
Heart and Club: First trapped at Pagham Harbour on May 20
Sand Dart: A coastal speciality with a first for Rye Harbour on May 23
Broom Moth: First at Horsham on May 24
Smoky Wainscot: First of the year trapped at Pagham Harbour on May 20
Obscure Wainscot: First at Pagham Harbour on May 22
Shoulder-striped Wainscot: First trapped at Portland on May 19
Flame Wainscot: Another first at Pagham Harbour on May 22
Dusky Brocade: First trapped at Portland on May 19
Common Rustic: First of the year trapped at Pagham Harbour on May 20
The Uncertain: First of the year trapped at Pagham Harbour on May 20
Silky Wainscot: First at Pagham Harbour on May 22
Rosy Marbled: First at Horsham on May 24
Cream-bordered Green Pea: First at Rye Harbour on May 23
Buttoned Snout: A first for West Sussex - came to a bedroom light at
Horsham on May 17
Other Insects
Green Lacewing: The first I have heard of was flying over a wetland area of
south Hayling on May 26
Scorpion Fly: Chinery tells us that, as adults, these eat dead animal matter
and fruit, and on May 21 this was illustrated by a photo on the Rye Bay
website showing one tucking into a ready wrapped dead fly in a spider's web
- presumably the spider had more than it could eat on its own.
Sawfly Tenthredo mesomelas: This was photographed at Rye Harbour on
May 24

Hornet: These are now becoming more widely seen with three sightings this
week - at Bartley Heath in north Hampshire on May 20, at Hook in south
Hampshire on May 22 and at Haywards Heath on May 23
Stag Beetle: Both a male and a female were seen in Orchard Road, Havant,
on or just before May 23. This is only the second report I have seen this year
after an emergence in Totton (Sotuhampton) on May 18
Soldier Beetle (Cantharis rustica): First report for the year from Durlston
on May 25
Ladybird larvae: On May 26 Brian Fellows found some 100 larvae of an
unspecified Ladybird species on nettles at Brook Meadow in Emsworth
Two banded Longhorn Beetle (Rhagium bifasciatum): Photo on Rye
Bay website of this 'new to me' species found in Brede High Wood north of
Hastings on May 20
PLANTS
Opium Poppy: First of these was open in Havant on May 23
Dame's Violet: A larger than usual colony, with more colour variety (usually all
white here) flowering at the Hayling Oysterbeds on May 22 and more flowering on
May 24 by the Lumley Mill Stream where it crosses (underneath) the A27 between
Westbourne and Emsworth
Field Pepperwort: I found my first at the Marlpit Lane site near Funtington on
May 25 but there was plenty of it and it had obviousely been flowering for some time
Perforate St John's Wort: First flowers found on the north edge of Langstone
Harbour on May 23
Turkish Tutsan (Hypericum xylosteifolium): This plant is a long term survivor
from a 'houseboat garden' on the bank of the Brockhampton Stream in Havant - the
houseboat concerned was washed away many years ago but the plant survives,
intertwined with a Fuchsia bush
Ragged Robin: Brian Fellows found some with white flowers at the Langstone
South Moors on May 25
Lesser Stitchwort: This started to flower on May 21, seen on the Langstone
South Moors
Sea Beet: This had started to flower at Emsworth on May 24
Bastard Toadflax: This was in flower on Portsdown above the Paulsgrove chalkpit
on May 25
Meadow Cranesbill: Plants in a field adjacent to Catherington Down were
flowering on May 26
Hop Trefoil: First flowers in Havant on May 21

Grass Vetchling (Lathyrus nissolia): Lots of this flowering in long grass on top
of the Broadmarsh 'rubbish mountain' on May 23 (but no sign of Lathyrus hirsutus
there yet).
Yellow Vetchling (Lathyrus aphaca): John Goodspeed has confirmed that the
flowers found at Milton Common (Southsea) on May 9 were of this species, and this
week on May 25 he found flowers at two more sites on the south face of Portsdown
below Fort Southwick
Broad-leaved Everlasting Pea: Flower buds about to open at the New Lane
allotments in Havant on May 23
Hemlock: A single damaged plant,determined to flower before it died, had white
flowers at the end of March but the start of general flowering came on May 22 at the
Hayling Oysterbeds site.
Ground Elder: Flowering in Havant on May 21
Corky-fruited Water Dropwort: One plant of this was in flower by the Hayling
Coastal path in the Saltmarsh Lane area on May 26
Sea Milkwort (Glaux maritima): The humble pink flowers of this were out en
masse in the Warblington SSSI field by the sea on May 22
Yellow-wort: Buds showing yellow and about to open by the cycle way between
Broadmarsh and Farlington Marshes on May 23. In flower at Durlston on May 25
Field Bindweed: First flowers seen in arable fields at Warblington on May 22
Common Figwort: A little behind Water Figwort, Common Figwort was in flower
at Broadmarsh on May 23
Viper's Bugloss: I found several plants flowering at the Marlpit lane site near
Funtington on May 25 and am surprised that I have no earlier records.
Spear Thistle: A single plant had flowers near the A27 in Havant on May 21
Creeping Thistle: This had just started to flower in Havant on May 23 and on that
day Brian Fellows found a possible hybrid between Creeping and Milk Thistle with its
first flower open at the Hayling Oysterbeds. (This may well have been Slender
Thistle)
Milk Thistle: Most of the plants at the Hayling Oysterbeds were in flower when I
was there on May 26
Meadow thistle: These lovely, prickle-free plants were flowering at Hookheath
(northern foot of Portsdown) on May 26
Cotton Thistle: Although nowhere near flowering a plant of this was growing
prominently by the cycleway passing the eastern entrance to Farlington Marshes on
May 23

Salsify: On May 21 this was flowering beside Redlands Lane in north Emsworth and
on May 23 I found a lot more on the summit of the Broadmarsh 'rubbish mountain'.
Smooth Hawksbeard: I have for some time been trying to turn plants of Beaked
Hawksbeard in the Smooth species when I find them with leaves ending in a long
thin wavy point but none have flowers small enough to qualify as Smooth. On May
26 however I did find one genuine example with one flower open in my own garden
where lots more are waiting to open their flowers.
White and Sword Leaved Helleborine: Both were flowering at Chappets Copse
near West Meon on May 20
Pyramidal Orchid: At least one was in flower at Durlston country park on May 26
Bee Orchid: John Goodspeed was told of a dozen plants in flower by the Hayling
Coastal Path on May 23 and on May 26 at least 34 were on show half way down the
old Billy track in the straight section between the large open West Lane fields and
the 'midway saltings' in the harbour. Most plants were under the wooden rail fence
separating the tracks for horses and other users of the path though more were to be
found on the horse side.
Fly Orchid: These were also in flower at Chappetts Copse on May 20
Common Spotted Orchid: Brook Meadow at Esmworth had the first on May 17
but they have now been reported from three other sites
Heath Spotted Orchid: Flowering at Hookheath (north of Portsdown) on May 26
Southern Marsh Orchid: Now flowering at four sites
OTHER WILDLIFE
Fox: I had another prolonged sighting of the Vixen and five cubs at the
Langstone South Moors on May 21
Polecat: This species has been spreading east over southern England for some
years and is probably breeding in both Hampshire and Sussex. The first sighting
which I have seen reported this year comes from Whitcombe Bottom which runs
south from Harting Down where one was seen on May 23.
Roe: A doe was seen suckling a very young kid at Durlston country park on May
24
Hedgehog: On May 23 Brian Fellows found a freshly dead road casualty in the
Lumley area of Emsworth and on May 21 John Goodspeed reported that one was
seen recently in a Portsdown garden in daytime 'looking sickly' but making an exit
on its own legs as if good for a little longer. This sent me off to check my impression
that Hedgehogs are nocturnal animals and Wikipaedia tells me this is true but that
they do occasionally appear during the day. On the subject of 'looking sickly' I read
that chemicals used in gardens are almost as great a cause of hedgehog mortality
as are road deaths, but I was more interested to read something I did not already
know about the ability of Hedgehogs to 'froth at the mouth' (something that could

give the impression of being sick). I had previously thought that this frothing,
followed by 'annointing' their spines with the froth, was something to do with
'having a wash' or attempting to get rid of fleas, but I see that there is a view that
the animals do this when they come across a new scent on the ground which might
indicate that a predator is in the area. The Hedgehog mixes its froth with the new
scent and then pastes the mixture on to its body in the hope that this will
camouflage its own scent from the predator which will smell its own scent, not that
of the Hedgehog.
Water Vole: Last week I was very surprised to find a Water Vole in the centre of
Havant, and Kevin Stouse now adds another surprise sighting which he and his walk
party had when visiting Farlington Marshes on May 20. Coming north up the eastern
sea wall of the marshes they were near the point at which a track leads off towards
the reserve building when they saw a Water Vole in a watery section of the ditch
inside the sea wall. I am not sure if Water Voles are resident at the Marshes but if
they are I would expect to find them along the stream, and probably in the well
vegetated and little disturbed area north of the A27, so I take this sighting to be a
further indication that this is the time of year at which the voles get the urge to set
out on voyages of discovery to find new habitat.
On May 23 Brian Fellows watched one busy Water Vole in the River Ems at Brook
Meadow repeatedly taking vegetation into a burrow, almost certainly as food for
young.
Adder: Simon Woolley was very surprised when in the New Forest on May 20 to
find an Adder coiled up with a Grass Snake. When I read this I assumed that the
two were twined around each other as male Adders do in a form of 'arm wrestling'
to decide who is going to mate with a female. This intertwining could also, I
suppose, be a genuine fight to kill or put to flight an invader of an established
territory (or even some form of sexual perversion!) but I must point out that on
reflection Simon's phrase could just refer to the two snakes being coiled up close to
each other (as one might find a varied collection of reptiles under a sheet of metal).
Slow-worm: In the Hook area Bob Marchant saw a Magpie attacking a
Slow-worm on May 22 - this is something I have seen in my own garden, with the
Magpie getting a big meal for its family. Luckily for the Slow-worm a human
drove off the Magpie before it could deliver the coup de grace (but I suspect the
Magpie will have returned to do that as soon as the humans were out of sight).
Another interesting sighting came from Emsworth on May 25 when Brian Fellows
was clipping a tall hedge (much of it Ivy) and came on a live Slow-worm seven
feet off the ground. Whether the Slow-worm had climbed there for its own
purposes, or had perhaps fallen from the beak of another Magpie, is not known but
the Lizard was well enough to move off on its own (and without falling!). My
Reader's Digest book of Animals has an illustration of a Slow-worm which has
climbed to the top of a Heather bush in order to sun-bathe and I am pretty sure
one could climb among ivy easily enough but in this case I guess it would be doing
so in search of food - plenty of spiders can be found in ivy and they are regular in

Slow-worm diet, and when clipping my own hedges I have been surprised by the
number of snails that climb at least seven feet high (but do Slow-worms eat snails
with their shells? they certainly enjoy eating slugs)
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR MAY 21 - 27 (WEEK 21 OF 2007)
Sat 26 May
Bee orchids on Hayling Island and good news from the Tern Island
Having read a report on John Goodspeed’s website of Bee Orchids already
flowering at the southern end of the Hayling Coastal Path I took the opportunity of
cycling down there this afternoon. Maybe there are more at the southern end near
West Town station but I was happy enough to find 34 spikes in flower about half
way down the track at around SU 714014. I found the first as I was heading south
alongside the open fields of West Lane north of the wooded garden which protrudes
into the fields on the west side of West Lane, and I marked the spot by sticking a
small branch from an Elder bush into the wooden rail fence separating the horse
track from the main track - the branch should remain as a vertical flag sticking up
from the rail and underneath it you should find a cluster of tall orchids in flower.
A lot more orchids were found a little south of this point in an area where there is a
significant gap in the wooden rail fence - here the orchids were more numerous but
smaller and on both sides of the horse track.
After seeing these I cycled on south to where you can turn off the track and reach
Saltmarsh Lane via Denhill Close. In the open space between the track and Denhill
Close I watched a party of perhaps 20 House Martins and half a dozen Swifts
collecting insects from the air above the line of oak trees, but they missed a Green
Lacewing fluttering at my head height and a Green Veined White resting on
brambles. Pale Flax was still flowering in the grass and with it was my first
flowering plant of Corky-fruited Water Dropwort.
On the way back I visited the Oysterbeds where, by my rough count, there were at
least 40 Little Terns apparently sitting on nests on the southern island. What is
more all of them were on the new raised surface above the high tide mark and free
of conflict with the Black-headed Gulls and Common Terns nesting (with a few
more Little Terns) on the northern island. As I was watching all the Little Terns
took flight together in a mass panic, and this seemed to coincide with an
Oystercatcher giving sudden loud calls from the other side of the lagoon - may be
they have found a use for the Oicks as guard dogs, but I hope they don’t cry wolf too
frequently and cause the tern eggs to chill.
After this I met Jason Crook who told me that there are one or two pairs of Ringed
Plover nesting in the area this year, but none of them are on the islands. While
speaking to him we heard a Meadow Pipit in song flight and saw a late Sand
Martin flying over

Back at home I ticked my first certain Smooth Hawksbeard flower - a single
flower raised in protest by a very trampled plant growing in my garden driveway.
More interestingly I found the source of a hefty thump I had heard earlier in the day
- on the recently cleaned kitchen window was the complete silhouette of a
Collared Dove wing, with a partial reminder of the bird’s other wing, drawn in the
powder which lubricates bird feathers - presumably the Collared Dove had been
fleeing a Sparrowhawk but there was not even a feather on the ground to show
if the hawk caught it.
Fri 25 May
Yesterday’s news and Stag Beetle out in Havant
Last night I was able to confirm something that I have suspected for a few days,
which is that there are at least seven Swifts in the party which visits this part of
Havant each evening.
Another item of recent news which I was told this morning is that the first Stag
Beetles have been seen here in Havant within the past few days - a male and a
female were seen in Orchard Road.
Today I happened to be out in the car in the evening and took a detour to visit
Marlpit Lane near Funtington in the hope of hearing a Nightingale. No luck with
that but I did find a lot of Field Pepperwort flowering on the open ground east of
the lane, along with Viper’s Bugloss and Russian Comfrey. Driving off I put up
a bird which was on the southern end of the lane which I am pretty sure by its size
and flight was a Partridge. I have found Grey Partridge in the field west of the
lane on past years and its current role as a hayfield should suit any Partridges still in
the area.
Thu 24 May
Midweek news summary
Here are the more interesting reports that I have seen since I posted my Weekly
Summary last Sunday
BIRDS
Little Grebe: The first mention of juveniles this year comes from Kevin Stouse at
Farlington Marshes on May 20 when he saw at least one family group on the Deeps.
Spoonbill: On May 20 two were at Keyhaven, probably the same two that were at
Christchurch Harbour on May 19, and on May 21 one of them had perhaps flown
back to Dorset to be seen at Studland (mouth of Poole Harbour). Possibly these two
had quarrelled as on May 22 one was seen at Cuckmere Haven, just east of Beachy
Head.
Pintail: A male seen on the River Itchen near Eastleigh on May 20 may have been
a genuine wild bird but could, I suppose, have escaped from a collection.
Black Kite: One was reported to have been seen flying east over Ballard Down
near Swanage on May 22 but so far no further reports.

American Golden Plover: One was seen at Farlington Marshes Deeps by Jason
Crook as long ago as May 11 but no more was heard of it until May 20 when Pete
Gammage spotted it at the back of the Farlington Marshes just at the time when
Kevin Stouse and his party of walkers were passing and able to see the bird. It was
still at the lake on May 22 when Richard Ford took photos of it which are now
available on his website.
Curlew: Some seen at Christchurch Harbour on May 21 were described as 'early
returnees' - perhaps they should be described as 'the first of the autumn wine'
Wood Sandpiper: One in the Hook/Warsash area on May 22 seems to have been
the eighth bird seen on the south coast this spring.
Little Tern: When doing his wardening stint at the Oysterbeds on May 22 Brian
Fellows found that the number of Little Terns had increased to at least 62 with
many of them now apparently on nests. Brian added that Jason Crook has seen
around 125 Little Terns at the Oysterbeds with others choosing to nest on the
RSPB islands to give a harbour population of at least 150.
Turtle Dove: At least one has been heard at Catherington Down recently.
Cuckoo: I still have not heard of one in the Langstone village area this year and I
did not hear one anywhere on the Warblington farm during a four hour visit there on
May 22, but at the end of that visit I did see one, presumably a female, perched high
on an old oak tree from which it could observe the comings and goings of small birds
with nests in the hedgerows of a number of fields. This Cuckoo was perched on a
dead branch high on the tree with no leafy branches to obscure the view of the
ground around the tree, and to make herself inconspicuous she was perched along
the branch (Nightjar fashion) and not across it - I only saw her quite by chance
when scanning the tree with my binoculars
Nightjar: On May 20 a Nightjar churring in the Creech Woods could be heard
from a Denmead garden..
Swift: It would seem that the Swifts have not abandoned east Havant this year.
Each day they can be seen from my garden in the early morning and at dusk with
numbers ranging from 2 to 7 birds.
Chiff Chaff: Each year recently we seem to have had reports of birds singing a
mixture of Chiffchaff and Willow Warbler songs, and this year one was heard
doing so in the village of Ripe (north-west of Eastbourne).
Spotted Flycatcher: This week saw counts of 30 arriving at Portland on May 20
and 29 at Dungeness on May 22
Golden Oriole: This week one was at Lodmoor (Weymouth) om May 20 (possibly
the same bird that was seen there on May 18) and another was singing at
Dungeness on May 22 to be at least the fifth arrival to be recorded this year.

Woodchat Shrike: First report for the year was of one at Portland on May 20 and
that same day one turned up near the Sidlesham Ferry Pool (Pagham Harbour area)
- this one was still there on May 22
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Banded Demoiselle: First of the year that I am aware of was a female seen
at Brook Meadow in Emsworth on May 22 (Beautiful Demoiselle was first
seen on Apr 29)
Moths
Crambus pascuella: First of the year trapped at Pagham Harbour on May
20
Thistle Ermine: First of the year trapped at Pagham Harbour on May 20
Dwarf Cream Wave: First of the year trapped at Pagham Harbour on May
20
Satin Wave: First trapped at Portland on May 21
Small Waved Umber: First trapped at Portland on May 20
Sandy Carpet: First of the year trapped at Pagham Harbour on May 20
Shaded Pug: First trapped at Portland on May 21
Buff Ermine: First trapped at Portland on May 19 with another at Pagham on
May 20
Smoky Wainscot: First of the year trapped at Pagham Harbour on May 20
Shoulder-striped Wainscot: First trapped at Portland on May 19
Dusky Brocade: First trapped at Portland on May 19
Common Rustic: First of the year trapped at Pagham Harbour on May 20
The Uncertain: First of the year trapped at Pagham Harbour on May 20
Other Insects
Scorpion Fly: Chinery tells us that, as adults, these eat dead animal matter
and fruit, and on May 21 this was illustrated by a photo on the Rye Bay
website showing one tucking into a ready wrapped dead fly in a spider's web
- presumably the spider had more than it could eat on its own.
Two banded Longhorn Beetle (Rhagium bifasciatum): Photo on Rye
Bay website of this 'new to me' species found in Brede High Wood north of
Hastings on May 20
PLANTS

Dame's Violet: A larger than usual colony, with more colour variety (usually all
white here) flowering at the Hayling Oysterbeds on May 22
Perforate St John's Wort: First flowers found on the north edge of Langstone
Harbour on May 23
Turkish Tutsan (Hypericum xylosteifolium): This plant is a long term survivor
from a 'houseboat garden' on the bank of the Brockhampton Stream in Havant - the
houseboat concerned was washed away many years ago but the plant survives,
intertwined with a Fuchsia bush
Lesser Stitchwort: This started to flower on May 21, seen on the Langstone
South Moors
Hop Trefoil: First flowers in Havant on May 21
Grass Vetchling (Lathyrus nissolia): Lots of this flowering in long grass on top
of the Broadmarsh 'rubbish mountain' on May 23 (but no sign of Lathyrus
hirsutus there yet).
Broad-leaved Everlasting Pea: Flower buds about to open at the New Lane
allotments in Havant on May 23
Hemlock: A single damaged plant,determined to flower before it died, had white
flowers at the end of March but the start of general flowering came on May 22 at the
Hayling Oysterbeds site.
Ground Elder: Flowering in Havant on May 21
Sea Milkwort (Glaux maritima): The humble pink flowers of this were out en
masse in the Warblington SSSI field by the sea on May 22
Yellow-wort: Buds showing yellow and about to open by the cycle way between
Broadmarsh and Farlington Marshes on May 23
Field Bindweed: First flowers seen in arable fields at Warblington on May 22
Common Figwort: A little behind Water Figwort, Common Figwort was in
flower at Broadmarsh on May 23
Spear Thistle: A single plant had flowers near the A27 in Havant on May 21
Creeping Thistle: This had just started to flower in Havant on May 23 and on that
day Brian Fellows found a possible hybrid between Creeping and Milk
Thistle with its first flower open at the Hayling Oysterbeds.
Salsify: On May 21 this was flowering beside Redlands Lane in north Emsworth and
on May 23 I found a lot more on the summit of the Broadmarsh 'rubbish mountain'.
Southern Marsh Orchid: On May 21 I found just two plants starting to flower at
the Langstone South Moors and on May 22 I found one plant in flower on the
Warblington SSSI site

Saltmarsh Rush (Juncus gerardii): Found at Brook Meadow in Emsworth on
May 22
Toad Rush (Juncus bufonius): This had also appeared on fields at Warblington
on May 22
OTHER WILDLIFE
Fox: Five cubs were out playing on the Langstone South Moors on May 21
Hedgehog: John Goodspeed reports that one was seen recently in a Portsdown
garden in daytime 'looking sickly' but making an exit on its own legs as if good for
a little longer. This sent me off to check my impression that Hedgehogs are
nocturnal animals and Wikipaedia tells me this is true but that they do occasionally
appear during the day. On the subject of 'looking sickly' I read that chemicals used
in gardens are almost as great a cause of hedgehog mortality as are road deaths,
but I was more interested to read something I did not already know about the ability
of Hedgehogs to 'froth at the mouth' (something that could give the impression of
being sick). I had previously thought that this frothing, followed by 'annointing' their
spines with the froth, was something to do with 'having a wash' or attempting to get
rid of fleas, but I see that there is a view that the animals do this when they come
across a new scent on the ground which might indicate that a predator is in the
area. The Hedgehog mixes its froth with the new scent and then pastes the
mixture on to its body in the hope that this will camouflage its own scent from the
predator which will smell its own scent, not that of the Hedgehog.
Water Vole: Last week I was very surprised to find a Water Vole in the centre of
Havant, and Kevin Stouse now adds another surprise sighting which he and his walk
party had when visiting Farlington Marshes on May 20. Coming north up the eastern
sea wall of the marshes they were near the point at which a track leads off towards
the reserve building when they saw a Water Vole in a watery section of the ditch
inside the sea wall. I am not sure if Water Voles are resident at the Marshes but if
they are I would expect to find them along the stream, and probably in the well
vegetated and little disturbed area north of the A27, so I take this sighting to be a
further indication that this is the time of year at which the voles get the urge to set
out on voyages of discovery to find new habitat.
Adder: Simon Woolley was very surprised when in the New Forest on May 20 to
find an Adder coiled up with a Grass Snake. When I read this I assumed that
the two were twined around each other as male Adders do as a form of 'arm
wrestling' to decide who is going to mate with a female. This intertwining could also,
I suppose, be a genuine fight to kill or put to flight an invader of an established
territory (or even some form of sexual perversion!) but I must point out that on
reflection Simon's phrase could just refer to the two snakes being coiled up close to
each other (as one might find a varied collection of reptiles under a sheet of metal).
Slow-worm: In the Hook area Bob Marchant saw a Magpie attacking a Slow-worm
on May 22 - this is something I have seen in my own garden, with the Magpie
getting a big meal for its family. Luckily for the Slow-worm a human drove off the

Magpie before it could deliver the coup de grace (but I suspect the Magpie wiill
have returned to do that as soon as the humans were out of sight).
Wed 23 May
Around Havant
A walk north of the railway station this morning showed me the first flower buds on
Broad-leaved Everlasting Pea at the New Lane allotments and also added
Creeping Thistle to my flowering list
Budds Farm and Broadmarsh
My aim this afternoon was to see if the Hairy Vetchling (Lathyrus hirsutus) had
re-appeared on the old rubbish ‘mountain’ above the Broadmarsh slipway but
before getting there I cycled via Budds Farm and the Brockhampton stream.
The first butterfly I saw was a Speckled Wood, something I have not seen for ten
days, and later in my trip I saw a second one adding to my feeling that the second
brood of the year is now out (normally they start to appear at the beginning of
June).
I have been up and down Southmoor Lane several times recently but have not until
today noticed a large plant of Hedgerow Cranesbill, covered with flowers - on
reflection there have been roadworks with traffic lights in this section of the road
and today is the first time the road is clear.
On Budds Farm pools it seems that the Swans have failed to hatch young - both
were again on the water, well away from their nest - but the Canada Geese still
have four goslings (today there was a second pair of Geese with them, but these
were childless!)
Along the harbour side of Budds Farm the mass of Hemlock had started to flower
(Brian Fellows noticed it out at Hayling Oysterbeds yesterday for the first time), and
heading up the Brockhampton stream there was another new flower out, Turkish
Tutsan (Hypericum xylosteifolium). This is not a great rarity but something
planted by the inhabitants of a wooden sailing boat (whose name I forget) which
was for many years moored just below the southern bridge over the stream until it
was washed out into the harbour in a great storm. The yellow flowers of this
Hypericum are intertwined with a Fuchsia bush which was also planted in this
houseboat garden. While stopped here a family of at least six Long-tailed Tits
worked their way up Budds Farm hedgerow.
Climbing the Broadmarsh moutain from the height barrier on the road to the slipway
I was halfway across the north side of the open grass at the top when I stopped to
look at a male Common Blue butterfly and in so doing found I was surrounded by
the small red flowers of Grass Vetchling (Lathyrus nissolia) which is always a
delight to see and this made up for the fact that (as yet) there was no sign of
Lathyrus hirsutus, not even its two fingered leaves.

At the summit of the hill there was a large colony of Salsify plants but as this was
afternoon all the flowers were closed with just a glimpse of the tips of the dark
mauve-red petals showing to separate this from the yellow flowers of Goat’s
Beard (which was also found here).
From the slipway I cycled west to the Farlington Marshes eastern entrance where
the rough ground by a curve in the cycle track has the beginnings of a magnificent
(we hope) plant of Cotton Thistle. Along the cycleway I also found several plants
of Common Figwort newly in flower, plus one of Yellow-wort showing yellow in
its unopen flower buds, and lots of Perforate St. John’s Wort plants about to
open their flowers (as at least two had done already)
Tue 22 May
Warblington Farm bird census
As I arrived at Warblington Farm this morning the last of yesterday’s cloud moved
away to the east to leave a clear sky that lasted throughout my visit.
The first bird of interest was a lone Lapwing standing in the large field south of the
Old Rectory where it has been seen on at least four of our census visits since March
- it stands there as if it had a mate sitting nearby but there has been no sighting of
a second bird and no display flights or territorial behaviour (and if there had been a
pair they should have young by now). Among the other birds in this field there was
a lone Med Gull, and as I scanned the rest of the large field I came on a Fox
trotting round the edge in a very business like way - no doubt a Vixen after more
food for cubs that we have not yet seen.
An isolated tree in the south hedge of this field seemed to be the source of
continuing calls from Great Spotted Woodpecker and when I eventually reached
the tree two adult birds flew in together from different directions, one at least
carrying food. Although I could not see the nest hole I feel sure there was a nest
with young, and so it seems did a Crow perched above the area of the nest and
probably intent on grabbing any juvenile that stuck its neck out of the hole - that
may explain why I did not hear the continuous screaming for food that usually
comes from Woodpecker nest holes with young.
In the farmyard I was very pleased to see a male Pied Wagtail with a beak full of
food for his young - he too seemed pleased as, after presumably feeding them, he
performed a lengthy song flight display over the area.
In the marshy SSSI field I found a single Southern Marsh Orchid in flower and
lots of Sea Milkwort (Glaux maritima) with the promise of a great show of
Brookweed flowers on my next visit.
Making my way east through arable fields I came on my first Field Bindweed
flowers, and in the grassy field adjacent to Nore Barn wood I enjoyed my very first
Common Blue butterfly and from then on with the air warm I saw several other
butterflies - another Common Blue, a Small Copper, three male Orange Tips
and two each of Red Admiral, Green-veined White and Small White.

Towards the end of my visit with the air even warmer, two Buzzards rose up from
somewhere in the centre of the farm and soared away to the west but that was not
the best sight of the morning - that came in the very last field I searched. Here I ran
my binoculars over the branches of an ancient oak in the centre of the field and
spotted a silent Cuckoo perched lengthwise along a dead branch (Nightjar
fashion) with only its head occasionally moving as it watched the surrounding
hedgerows - this high perch with a view unobscured by leaves must have been ideal
for observing the nests of potential foster parents for the Cuckoo’s eggs.
Mon 21 May
First Southern Marsh orchids in flower
Today’s rain had ceased by 4pm so I took a brisk walk down the Langbrook stream
to the South Moors, coming back via Southmoor Lane.
While still in Havant I added Ground Elder to the flowering list - not something
that will be welcome to gardeners - and by the Langbrook I found Water Figwort
in flower (this had started to flower at Brook Meadow on May 17). Further down
two Egrets were in the stream, undeterred by the new housing which has
eliminated the ‘jungle’ section between the Langbrook Close and Mallards
residential areas.
Passing the end of Penner Road I diverted to check the fenced-in culvert at the east
end of that road where I found lots of Large Bittercress flowering last year and
sure enough it was there again.
Coming on to the Moors I found many noisy juvenile Starlings perched on the
branches of the dead Elm trees lining the east side of the ‘orchid field’. Stopping at
the south end of this line of dead trees I could look across the orchid field to the
living hedgerow on the west side below which I watched five young Fox Cubs
playing (I only saw four last time I was here). That number of hungry cubs gives
their mother little rest from hunting so I was not surprised when she appeared from
the other side of the dead trees and came across the tiny streamlet into the rushy
grassland where I was standing - intent on her hunt this Vixen came within 20
metres of me before she glanced my way, saw me, and fled. Maybe I saved the life
of a very handsome Black Rabbit which was out in the open just the other side of
the hedge from where the Vixen had been a moment before.
Going into the ‘orchid field’ I was quite surprised to find two Southern Marsh
orchids already up. The first had its lower two flowers open, the second had all
flowers still closed but colourful.
Also in this field I found my first Lesser Stitchwort and Marsh Foxtail grass as
well as nearly treading on a fully grown Frog.
Moving west towards Southmoor Lane I had Swifts, Swallows and House
Martins overhead with a Whitethroat showing less aerobatic skill as it jerked
upwards in its song flight. Coming into the Lane I added the song of a Reed

Bunting perched just within the Budds Farm fence, and further up the Budds Farm
hedgerow I could hear a family of Long Tailed Tits.
Walking up the road I passed the seeds of Field Pennycress before spotting the
first flowers of Hop Trefoil, and further on found the Knotted Hedge Parsley in
full flower - maybe an exaggeration for a plant with such small and inconspicuous
flowers but a couple of plants were doing their best. For anyone not familiar with the
plant it is easy to find at the moment as a cloth banner saying NAVTECH has been
hung on the fence above it with the “V” pointing down to one of the flowering
plants. Coming down the road from the north you will see some huge double poles
carrying power cables in front of you, starting half way down the road. Before
coming to these there is a lone, small, old fashioned single telephone pole (now
unused) and you walk to this and find the plants along the foot of a wooden-slat
fence backed by a hedge - the banner is at the south end of the fence before the
turning into the Navtech site.
Turning right at the top of Southmoor Lane I headed for the Langstone Technology
Park entrance but followed the footpath/cycleway going along the north side of it
parallel to the A27. At the point where this path bears left to go round the site there
is a patch of Creeping Thistles showing the colour of their flowers (but not quite
open) and alongside the A27 I passed a Spear Thistle with two flowers fully open
(with more Black Knapweed flowering close by).
SUMMARY FOR MAY 14 - 20 (WEEK 20 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Great Crested Grebe: On May 12 a pair had three young chicks with them on
Petworth Park Lake (by no means the first to hatch as we had three reports of young
already hatched in March this year)
Fulmar: On May 14 a total of 91 flew west past Dungeness. This is the third highest
count I have seen recorded anywhere this year - the highest was 166 passing
Seaford on Apr 30 and next was 154 off Dungeness on Jan 18. I had assumed that
Fulmars breed early in the year but a look at my small book about bird nesting tells
me that they breed from May to September so maybe these birds are only now
thinking of heading for their breeding cliffs (although some have been back at nests
for a little while - the first specific mention of a nest that I have seen this year was
of one at Hope Gap near Beachy Head on Apr 22)
Storm Petrel: Eleven reports so far this week from five sites with the latest being
of five birds going west at Christchurch Harbour on May 19. Sightings came from as
far east as Selsey Bill (three seen on May 13) and a possible was reported from
Seaford. Best site was still Chirstchurch Harbour with 10 on May 13 and 5 on May 19
(not much in comparision to 160+ on May 12), and all birds seen are still moving
west (having come from the North Sea?)

Masked Booby (Hydrobates pelagicus): At 9:30am on May 19 a party of
birders at St Catherine's Point on the IoW watched an unusual bird fly east and it
was identified by one of them (listed on Derek Hale's website as 'Dave W') as a
Masked Booby, which will be a new species for Britain if the sighting is 'accepted'.
It would seem that Derek Hale was one of the party which saw the bird and he
describes it as "dark above but all white below". Kris Gillam reports this as an
'outstanding sighting' and adds to what Derek Hale has said that the bird was a
'juvenile' (by which I assume that he means 'first year' rather than hatched this
year)
Gannet: 530 of these flew west past Dungeness on May 13 (same day as the 91
Fulmars)
Glossy Ibis: The saga of this year's Ibis invasion continues with a sighting of 9
flying west over Southbourne (Bournemouth) at dusk
Spoonbill: Two arrived at Christchurch Harbour early on May 19 and spent several
hours feeding there.
Mute Swan: The 'summer flock' which builds up in the Fishbourne Channel near
Chichester numbered 110 birds on May 18. In Emsworth the nest low on the banks
of the marina was lost to the high tide on May 17 (but the 'litter nest' in the Town
Millpond, which has at least four eggs in it, is still in business)
Black Swan: Two of these were a surprise addition to the birds on Fishbourne
Channel near Chichester when Brian Fellows was there on May 18 - he guesses they
may be two of the seven which he saw at West Ashling Pond (around 5km north
west of Fishbourne Channel).
Canada Goose: Following the first sighting of goslings at Budds Farm on May 12 a
pair was seen with 2 goslings at Baffins Pond in Portsmouth on May 14 and on May
16 Kevin Stouse saw 7 goslings at the IBM Portsmouth site. On May 17 a pair had
three goslings at what is I think a new site first used this year - the Stubbermere
Pond west of the Stansted Saw Mill
Cackling Canada Goose: Brian Fellows found two newcomers at Baffins Pond on
May 14 which he noted as 'small Canada Geese'. He rightly points out that there are
some 12 different races of Canada Goose and isn't going to commit to naming these
but his mention of them has led me to revise my previous idea of recording these
small geese as a subspecies (Branta canadensis minima or Cackling Canada Goose)
of the normal Canada Goose.
Wikipaedia tells me .. "The Cackling Goose was originally considered to be
the same species or a subspecies of the Canada Goose, but in July 2004
the American Ornithologists' Union's Committee on Classification and
Nomenclature split the two into two species, making Cackling Goose
into a full species with the scientific name Branta hutchinsii. The British
Ornithologists Union followed suit in June 2005". (Wheels turn slowly in
these matters and I see that in the latest version of the list of Euring Codes which I

downloaded in order to find the code for the Masked Booby this change from Branta
canadensis to Branta hutchinsii has not yet been made!)
I think we now have to be aware of two species, each with subspecies. The larger
sized Canada Goose (Branta canadensis) appears to have subspecies named
B.c.occidentalis (Dusky Canada), B.c.maxima (Giant Canada), B.c.interior (Todd's
Canada), and B.c.moffitti (Moffitt's Canada Goose). The smaller Cackling Goose
(Branta hutchinsii) has subspecies named Richardson's Cackling Goose (Branta
hutchinsii hutchinsii), Aleutian Cackling Goose (Branta hutchinsii leucopareia),
Small Cackling Goose (Branta hutchinsii minima) and one with no common name
(Branta hutchinsii taverneri).
Wikipaedia says .. "The distinctions between the two geese have led to a great deal
of confusion and debate among ornithologists" but for my purposes I will continue
to record under just two names - large birds as Canada Goose and small birds as
Cackling Goose with the two small birds at Baffins going under the latter name when
I have changed its scientific name from B.c.minima to Branta hutchinsii.
Brent Goose: The summering flock in the Fishbourne Channel near Chichester
numbered 13 birds on May 18, Another summering bird is staying at the Pannell
Valley near Rye - I think the first time one has summered in the Rye Bay area.
Barnacle Goose: Also back at Baffins Pond were just 4 Barnacles (the last remnant
of the flock of 40+ that could once be seen there) and the 'hybrid goose' that has
tagged along with them for some years. For some reason I thought this hybrid was
at least in part Bar-headed but Brian has now provided a picture of it (my first sight
of the bird) which shows it to be mainly white in plumage but with pink legs and bill
suggesting the possibilty of a liaison between a Greylag and a Snow Goose.
Wigeon: Four were still present in the Fishbourne Channel near Chichester on May
18
Velvet Scoter: A late bird flew past Dungeness on May 13
Ruddy Duck: On May 13 Kris Gillam saw two males apparently fighting over a
female at the Brading Marshes RSPB reserve on the IoW - Kris adds that this could
mean the Island will soon record its first Ruddy Duck breeding.
Honey Buzzard: The tenth record of this species that I have seen this year was of
one heading north up the Sussex Ouse near Isfield (north west of Lewes) on May 12
Osprey: An unusual sighting of an Osprey was made on May 15 by the driver of a
train on the line running from Ashford to Hastings via Rye. The driver writes .. "I was
driving the train from Appledore, and as I was nearing the overhead power cables
that run northwards from Dungeness I saw a large bird of prey perched on a low
branch over a drainage ditch. It was below my cab about 5 metres from the track
and I was looking down on a bird about the same size as a common buzzard that I
often see in the Glynde area, but with a white head and neck and a dark back and
wings. I only saw it for 5 seconds but when it looked round at me I thought the eyes
were a yellowish colour".

Peregrine: Another unusual observation comes from 'somewhere on the Sussex
coast'. The observer writes .. "Amazing Peregrine watching on 12 May commenced
when the male flew in with a pigeon and was greeted noisily by the female. Then
the male settled on the cliff to eat the pigeon. After 10 minutes he was
harrassed by three Herring Gulls forcing him to fly from the cliff carrying
his prey. Then one gull attacked the falcon grabbing him around the
neck with its beak. The Peregrine was forced to release the pigeon and
then much tumbling in the air followed as he broke free from the gull's grip. He then
dived angrily many times at the gull before settling elsewhere on the cliff to recover.
The gull proceeded to eat the pigeon on the cliff where it landed."
In Chichester the Peregrine nest on the cathedral had 4 chicks doing well on May 17
- Brian Fellows was told that these chicks were new three weeks old and were
expected to fly in another three weeks
Common Crane: At least one Crane has been seen at Pulborough Brooks on at
least nine days between Mar 31 and Apr 28 (two were there on Apr 18 and 19), and
since Apr 28 one was seen in Sussex on Apr 29 (the location was not very precise just 'flying over the A27' which stretches from the Hampshire border all the way to
Eastbourne). No more sightings until May 16 when two were seen flying west
together over Handcross (on the A23 just south of Crawley)
Avocet: The first chick hatched at the Pannel Valley site near Rye on May 12. On
May 17 there were 26 Avocet present at the Pett Level pools to the south of the
Pannell Valley
Kentish Plover: We have already had one definite sighting from Portland on May
4 and now we have a second, less definite, report from the River Adur in the
Shoreham area on May 13
Sanderling: Good numbers of these continue to be seen along the south coast this
week with 30 at Christchurch Harbour on May 19 being the latest report.
Temminck's Stint: One had been reported from the Severn estuary near
Slimbridge on Mar 15 and the second of the year is now reported at Brownsea
Island in Poole Harbour on May 16
Curlew Sandpiper: First of the spring was on the Dorset coast on May 10 followed
by one at Farlington Marshes on May 11 and now we have a fifth report of another
on the Hampshire coast at Lymington. There have also been three recent sightings
in Poole Harbour which are now reported (but with no dates) on the Dorset Bird
Club website.
Purple Sandpiper: These are still on the move with two birds at Portland on May
14 and two (maybe the same) there on May 15
Spotted Redshank: Last year the last report of a spring passage bird was from
Titchfield Haven on May 7 (with the first autumn bird at Lymington on June 30). This
year what may be the last spring bird was at Brading Marshes (IoW) on May 13

Greenshank: Another late bird was a Greenshank at the Blashford Lakes in the
Avon valley on May 15
Turnstone: Last spring the last bird to be seen at the Hayling Oysterbeds was a
single there on May 23 (and 37 were back in Langstone Harbour on June 28). This
year two were at the Oysterbeds on May 15.
Pomarine Skua: A total of 14 seen around Portland on May 19 is the 57th report
of this species I have seen this year, and the total number of birds in these reports
(including no doubt many duplicates) is 355.
Mediterranean Gull: Several were already feeding their chicks at Rye Harbour by
May 19
Audoin's Gull: A second summer bird was seen for 40 minutes on the beach at
Dungeness on May 16 before it flew west. This is the first report of the species for
the year and a good photo appears on the Dungeness website showing a gull of
small Herring Gull size with a white head having a long sloping forehead, pale grey
closed wings some black in the wing tips and a bill that is red at the base for at least
half its length and has a broad black band near the tip (there may be a small yellow
tip though I think that impression comes from a pebble on the beach and the whole
tip is actually black)
Iceland Gull: One reported to have been seen in the West Bay area of Dorset on
May 14 was described as a 'juvenile' which suggests to me that the observer was
not a gull expert.
Little Tern: 28 birds were seen at the Hayling Oysterbeds on May 15, several of
them carrying fish as courtship gifts for their mates. The count at Rye Harbour on
May 14 was 53 birds.
Long-eared Owl: Two family groups of juveniles could be heard 'squeaking' in
Parkhurst Forest (IoW) on My 12
Swift: Around 600 were over the Blashford Lakes on May 15, possibly newly arrived
birds, while locally a few birds are settling down to nest. In east Havant one pair has
been seen daily since May 13 and in Emsworth 12 were around the houses on May
14 with 5 seen over Brook Meadow on May 15. Locally I saw a group of four Swifts
flying low over houses at the north end of Fourth Avenue in Denvilles (east Havant)
on May 17 and at my home the evening party on May 19 was of six birds (with four
seen again the following morning)
House Martin: These now seem to be back with us in numbers that are at least as
good as last year and there is good news from one house near the Hermitage
Stream in Leigh Park at Havant where three pairs were back at artificial nest boxes
on May 16
Robin: On May 18 I came on a nest with four orange-red tinged eggs well hidded
in an ivy covered tree stump in my garden.

Mistle Thrush: A family group of 2 adults and five young were out of the nest at
Ryde (IoW) on May 14, and on that same day I was surprised to hear one in full
song from high on a metal pylon here in Havant, possibly indicating a male ready to
start a second brood.
Cetti's Warbler: One of these is again resident around the IBM Lake in
Portsmouth this summer along with both Sedge and Reed Warblers
Wood Warbler: Although I have seen 16 reports of these since the first arrived on
Apr 15, and one was back on territory at Stanley Common (just east of Liphook) by
Apr 22, an SOS party visiting Black Down (between Midhurst and Haslemere) on
May 17 failed to find them there as they had been last year.
Spotted Flycatcher: Counts of 29 at Portland on May 14 and another of 30 there
on May 16 probably mark the peak of their arrival
Long-tailed Tit: A family group was seen at the IBM Portsmouth site on May 16
with young Blue Tits also out of their nests. Other birds seen around the site were
Cetti's, Reed and Sedge Warbler plus Blackcap, Garden Warbler,
Whitethroat and Lesser Whitethroat
Coal Tit: I have the impression that this species is thriving locally. As well as being
heard on almost every visit to woodland all round the year I often find them in town
or residential areas where they seem content to have a single Scots Pine for their
territory. This week John Gowen reports that a pair are feeding young in a nest in a
cavity in a neighbour's house in Langbrook Close (adjacent to the Langstone Road
entrance to the Langstone Technology Park, and this led me to check on what sort
of nest sites they favour. My book tells me that the nest is usually on or near the
ground in a hole, often in a bank or tree stump, but also in walls and trees. It goes
on to say that they will use nest boxes. I was a little surprised to learn that a bird
which I think of as normally high in the trees will nest in holes on the ground.
Golden Oriole: One at Lodmoor (Weymouth) on May 18 was only the third which
I have heard of this year since the first at Dungeness on Apr 21. Interestingly the
second was singing at Radipole (also in Weymouth) on Apr 28
Starlings: These have become more noticeable here in Havant during the past
week as the parents ferry food to young in their nests, and from the Pett area on the
shore of Rye Bay comes the first report of young already out of their nests on
May 15
INSECTS
Dragonflies:
Four-spotted Chaser: The first was reported from Dungeness on May 2 but
we have had to wait until May 13 for a second report (this time from Rye
Harbour)
Butterflies:

Lulworth Skipper: A male which looked as if it had been on the wing for
several days was seen at Ballard Down near Swanage in Dorset on May 18 this is almost two months before they are usually seen
Large Skipper: The first of the year was seen in the Crawley area of Sussex
on May 16 and the second was at Browndown (Gosport) on May 17 while by
May 19 three were seen on Portsdown.
Chalkhill Blue: These do not normally emerge until July but one was seen
on the Sussex Downs above Amberley on May 16 - it was a male
Small Tortoiseshell: The first report of a nest of caterpillars comes on
May 14 from Great Funtley Farm in the Meon Valley immediately north of
where the M27 crosses the river north west of Fareham
Wall Brown: Although these have been seen from Apr 16 (at Durlston in
Dorset), and I now have 15 reports of them, butterfly transects on Portsdown
have failed to discover any there yet this year (and I have also not heard of
any on Thorney Island). Last year the first was on Portsdown on May 13 and
the last were there on Aug 27. Latest reports for this year are of 9 in the
Keyhaven (Lymington) area on May 17 and of 2 worn specimens at Ballard
Down (Swanage) in Dorset on May 18
Moths:
Barred Hook-tip: First was seen at Broughton Down near Stockbridge on
May 3
Cream Wave: First trapped at Pagham Harbour on May 17
Yellow Shell: This was flying by day at Broughton Down near Stockbridge
on May 16
Cypress Carpet: First was seen on May 12 'somewhere in Sussex'
Green Pug: First trapped at Pagham Harbour on May 17
Drab Looper: First seen in Pamber Forest (north of Basingstoke) on May 19
Clouded Border: First trapped at Pagham Harbour on May 17
Brown Silver-line: More than 5 seen in Bentley Wood (west of Stockbridge)
by day on May 16
Willow Beauty: The first of these were taken at both Portland and Pagham
on May 17
Light Emerald: First trapped at Pagham Harbour on May 17
Marbled Brown: First report from the Pannell Valley near Rye on May 17
Wood Tiger: First for the year seen at Martin Down on May 5

Dingy Shears: First seen on May 12 'somewhere in Sussex'
Dark Arches: First report from Portland on May 16
Rufous Minor: First trapped at Pagham Harbour on May 17
Tawny Marbled Minor: First trapped at Pagham Harbour on May 17
Small Yellow Underwing: Several seen by day in Friston Forest near
Eastbourne on May 16
The Snout: First trapped at Pagham Harbour on May 17
Pinion-streaked Snout: First record from the Pannell Valley on May 17
Other insects:
Scorpion Fly: First sighting of one comes from Newtown Harbour (IoW) on
May 14. Two more reports of them came on May 17 - another sighting on the
IoW and a report of many in Guestling Woods north of Hastings
Rhingia campestris hoverfly: First report from Rye Harbour on May 15 this long snouted hoverfly is found near cattle as the larve feed on cow pats
though the adults delicately sip nectar (to take away the taste of cow dung?)
Mason Bee (Osmia bicolor): Seen on May 19 by a group on the Sussex
Downs above Amberley. This looks like a small red-tailed bumblebee and
nests in empty snail shells on the ground, covering them with dry grass and
twigs
Stag Beetle: First report of the year from Totton (Southampton) where 15
emerged on the night of May 17. Only three of them were females but we are
not told if any of the six half-eaten corpses found on a lawn the next morning
were males or females, nor are we told what killed them (perhaps Magpies or
maybe Rats?)
Cardinal Beetle (Pyrochroa serraticornis): This red-headed Cardinal
Beetle was seen by me in the Hollybank Woods at Emsworth on May 17 while
another was seen at Rye Harbour on the same day (first equal for the year)
'Thigh Beetle' (Oedemera nobilis): This well known flower beetle was
first seen at Rye Harbour on May 14. I read that adults eat flower pollen and
nectar while the larvae feed on soft decaying wood and the pith inside some
dead plant stems. Barry Yates adds something that I did not know - he says
that only the male has the enlarged 'thighs' which he uses when mating.
Wasp Beetle (Clytus arietis): First of year in Guestling Wood north of
Hastings on May 17
PLANTS
Yellow-horned Poppy: This had started to flower at Rye Harbour on May 13

Wintercress (Barbarea vulgaris): I found this for the first time on May 17 in the
East Park of Stansted Forest and I believe it had been found earlier at Brook
Meadow in Emsworth but I cannot find any record of that. Early Wintercress (B.
intermedia), with its pinnate leaves, has been flowering in Havant since Apr 13.
Nottingham Catchfly: John Goodspeed found at least 6 plants flowering at the
Sinah Common site south of the Hayling Golf Course when leading a walk there on
May 16
Little Robin: John Goodspeed also found this flowering on the shingle near
Gunner Point (south Hayling) on May 14 and 16
Meadow Vetchling/Yellow Vetchling: When at Milton Common (Southsea) on
May 9 John Goodspeed found the first flowers of what he named Yellow
Vetchling and I assume this to be the rare Lathyrus aphaca which can still, I
think, be found there and nowhere else in the Portsmouth area.. There is however
a possibility that there was confusion with Meadow Vetchling which is often
called Yellow Vetchling by those not familiar with the rare species, and as
Meadow Vetchling is usually in flower before Yellow Vetchling and would
almost certainly occur at Milton Common, I am uncertain which was seen (no one
has yet reported Meadow Vetchling, and I have not seen it myself).
White Clover: First flowers seen in Havant on May 14
Sea Pea: This is a great rarity in Hampshire which has only been found on Hurst
Beach near Lymington where one or two plants have been seen in 1953, 1963, 1993
and 1994. Maybe it's worth looking for it again as plants started to flower at Rye
Harbour (where it is more regularly seen) on May 18
Wild Strawberry: A good show of both flowers and unripe fruit was clustered
round the interpretation board welcoming you to the Hollybank Woods as you enter
them from Hollybank Lane when I was there on May 17
Biting Stonecrop: The first flowers were open on May 17 along the little used
north side pavement of Swallow Close in Denvilles here in Havant.
Broad-leaved Willowherb: I had found American Willowherb in Havant back
on May 4 and on May 17 it was joined by Broad-leaved Willowherb which I have
seen flowering in several places since then
Clustered Dock: I first noticed this in Havant on May 14 and as usual had to check
that this Dock, with branches at nearly 90 degrees from the stem, was Clustered
and not Wood Dock (which has branches at angles of less than 30 degrees)
Broad-leaved Dock: This also was flowering in Havant on May 14
Common Sorrel: Brian Fellows was the first to note this in flower at Emsworth on
May 13 - on the next day it was out in my garden.
Knotgrass: I found the first tiny flower on this when walking through Juniper
Square in Havant on May 18

Early Gentian: Although this has had an earlier mention on the Durlston website
May 15 is the first date on which it has been positively named as flowering there.
Water Figwort: This had started to flower at Emsworth on May 17
Weasel's Snout or Lesser Snap-dragon (Misopates orontium): The very
first flower was open in the New Lane allotments in Havant on May 19
Heath Speedwell: Flowering by one of the rides through the Hollybank Woods at
Emsworth on May 17
Brooklime: First flowers were seen in Brook Meadow at Emsworth on May 16 (and
it was out here in Havant on May 19)
Wild Clary: This was also listed as flowering at Durlston on May 16
Hedge Woundwort: The first was flowering in Brook Meadow at Emsworth on
May 16 (and I found my first at Stansted on May 17)
Self-heal: I saw the first flowering in St Faith's churchyard in Havant on May 18
Carrot Broomrape: This was reported as having appeared at Durlston country
park on May 16 but, although Carrot Broomrape is listed in Francis Rose's
Wildflower Key (first edition) as Orobanche maritima, it seems it is no longer
recognised as a separate species and Stace now shows it only as a variety of
Common Broomrape (O. minor var maritima). The Hampshire Flora says that
Francis Rose named plants found parasitising Sea Holly at Sinah Sand Dunes on
Hayling Island in 1951 as O. maritima but the flora adds that there has been no
subsequent record of this and concludes that 'unless or until it re-appears it seems
best to leave this plant un-named'
Black Knapweed: I found this in flower for the first time this year on waste ground
in Havant on May 14 (my first sight of Common Poppy in large numbers was also at
the same site)
Burnt Orchid (aka Burnt-tip Orchid): These were starting to flower at Martin
Down on May 18
Common Spotted Orchid: First flower of the year was found in Brook Meadow at
Emsworth on May 16
Perennial Rye-grass: First of the year seen at Emsworth on May 16
Marsh Foxtail: First record of the year is from Brook Meadow at Emsworth on May
16
OTHER WILDLIFE
Hedgehog: Finding a very old corpse of one on May 14 in the Havant cemetery by
New Lane reminded me of how few are seen nowadays - this is my first record of
one this year and last year I had just one record (again of a corpse). The only other
local records for last year both came from Emsworth - in July Brian Fellows had a

live animal in his garden but at the end of April he also had a corpse on Thorney
road
Water Vole: On May 18 at 10am I was very surprised to see one grazing
waterweed in the pool of the Homewell stream immediately east of the busy Park
Road South/Solent Road junction in Havant. I watched it out in the open for at least
two minutes before it trotted back into the cover of a Water Cress 'jungle', and had
plenty of time to ensure that it did not have the prominent ears and snout of a
Brown Rat, and as it departed I could see that the tail was shorter than the body
length and was brown, not the flesh colour of a Rat's tail.
I went back next day with my binoculars and was able to see that an area of about
1 square metre had been grazed flat on either side of the rampant Water-cress,
suggesting that the vole I had seen had been there for several days.
I assume it had arrived by chance after coming up the Langbrook stream and from
that coming along the Homewell stream which joins the Langbrook just upstream of
the 'Water Wheel' situated on the north side of the A27 sliproad taking eastbound
traffic down to the Langstone roundabout. It seems unlikely that any other voles will
arrive at the same place (unless more than one arrived together) so I am not
expecting this to become a regular Water Vole site, and with the amount of cover
available in the pool I doubt I (or anyone else) will be lucky enough to see this vole
again but the evidence of grazing can be seen (look for a point on the main road
pavement close to the a large tree stump on the bank going down to the pool).
Slow-worm: On May 17 I had to swerve my bike sharply to avoid running over a
Slow-worm which had been basking on the surface of the rough road leading west
from the Stansted Saw Mill to Holme Farm and Stubbermere. When I was only a
yard from it it suddenly moved - straight towards my on-coming wheel.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR MAY 14 - 20 (WEEK 20 OF 2007)
Sun 20 May
In my garden today I again saw four Swifts before breakfast and when the sun
had warmed the air twice had a Holly Blue in the garden
Sat 19 May
Around Havant
A cycle ride around Havant first took me back to the Homewell stream where I had
seen the Water Vole yesterday - I did not see it again but was able to confirm
through my binoculars that two patches of water weed had been grazed down to a
level ‘lawn’ on either side of the jungle of Water Cress into which the vole
retreated yesterday. Each patch was roughly a metre square indicating that the vole
(or voles) have been there for a few days.
I then went up the old Billy Line towards New Lane, passing my first Brooklime
flowers on the way, and in the New Lane allotments saw just one flower open on the

small cluster of Weasel’s Snout (Lesser Snapdragon) flowers at the north end
of the allotments in an uncultivated plot agains the Kenwood site fence.
At home I was pleased to see an adult Scandinavian Lesser Blackback Gull fly
over and in the evening to see six Swifts overhead (I think four are regulars and
the other two were perhaps just passing)
Fri 18 May
A Water Vole in the centre of Havant
Following a regular walk around Havant this morning I was coming up the
pavement on the east side of the main road into Havant from the Langstone
roundabout, and had reached the traffic lights at the junction of Park Road South
and Solent Road (where you turn west for the Tesco store), when I chanced to look
down into the rather scruffy, weed filled pool on my right and found I was looking
at an adult Water Vole happily grazing a raft of water weed.
This pool is the junction of the main stream coming from the Homewell spring and
a lesser stream joining it from the north and it usually has some wildlife interest - an
Egret is sometimes here, Moorhens have raised young here this year, and Yellow
Iris grows along one side (where Kingcups once flourished) - but I have never
seen or heard of Water Voles here. At a guess this one had come up the
Langbrook stream and gone from it into this Homewell stream where the two meet
at the ‘Water Wheel’ which east bound traffic passes as it comes down the A27 slip
road to the Langstone roundabout. A large tunnel under Park Road South would
bring the vole safely into this pool, where it may have been for several days as it had
grazed a large patch of water weed into a flat ‘lawn’.
As soon as I saw it I was pretty sure that this was a Water Vole and not a Brown
Rat - I could not see the exposed ears and ‘snout’ of a rat’s head, and would not
expect a rat to sit placidly munching weed for several minutes as this creature did but I waited to see it’s tail which I did when the vole decided to retreat into the cover
of a mass of water cress foliage. Sure enough the tail was shorter than the vole’s
body length and was dark coloured, not flesh pink.
I doubt there is more than one Vole here, and I do not expect it to stay for long, but
should a pair decide to settle down here there are possibilities of digging tunnels
into the banks (especially on the road side of the pool) and these banks are well
covered with vegetation to hide any tunnels.
Other things seen on this walk were the first flowers on both Knotgrass and
Self-heal, plus more Broad-leaved Willowherb in flower. In the Town Hall
carpark on the old Billy Line many more flowers have come out on the bank of
Sweet Briar at the southern end but this is by no means yet at the peak of its
show. Another better than usual show was of the Small-flowered Cranesbill in
Juniper Square.
Back at home I have been wondering why I have not seen as much as usual of the
garden Robins and while I was removing weeds this morning I found out why -

they have a very well hidden nest with four delicately red flecked eggs. I
think this must be a second brood and conclude that the first brood failed - the eggs
or young probably taken by Magpies or Squirrels.
Thu 17 May
Hollybank and Stansted
This afternoon I cycled from Havant through the Hollybank Woods to Stansted east
park, returning via Aldsworth Pond and Westbourne.
In the Denvilles are of east Havant I found four Swifts flying low over the houses
at the north end of Fourth Avenue, hopefully intending to nest in the older houses
there. Before reaching Southleigh Road I diverted into Swallow Close and found a
bright yellow swathe of Biting Stonecrop already flowering on the little used
north side pavement.
Entering Hollybank Woods from Hollybank Lane I was pleased to see a good crop of
Wild Strawberries already developing on plants around the base of the
interpretation board which greets you. A Holly Blue was flying around ivy nearby
and a Blackcap was singing as I paused again a few yards beyond the Strawberries
to see the Wood Millet growing in the small clearing on the east side of the track.
Here there was not only the delicate grace of the Millet to admire, but at the tip of
the tallest specimen there was a red jewel of a Cardinal Beetle - I think
Pyrochroa serraticornis as I checked the colour of the head and it was scarlet,
not black. The same stem of Millet had two other interesting insects around it down on the ground was a fairly small, elongated beetle of a uniform pale
brown colour which may have been one of the ‘Click beetles’ whose larvae are
‘Wireworms’, and flying around the grass, making darts at it which, to me, had no
obvious reason but may have been unsuccessful stabs to obtain prey was a small
flying insect with a wire thin middle section of its body swelling out into
a club shape stern. The only group which I can find which have this shape are the
Digger Wasps which I would not expect to find in this woodland habitat as they
generally live in sandy soil and heathland, though there are areas of this habitat in
the woodland and I know that similar Spider-hunting Wasps have been regularly
observed at work in a nearby garden on Long Copse lane. That one must remain a
mystery…
Cycling on I turned left to follow the way marked circular path west to search for
and find the Heath Speedwell which I have not seen elsewhere but which is a
regular inhabitant of the heathland areas. That was easily found growing on the
path, and as a bonus I also found my first Broad-leaved Willowherb growing in
a damper area of the path. Picking a specimen to check its id I found I had collected
with it a ‘Thigh Beetle’ (Oedemera nobilis) about which there is an entry in the
summary below. On another of the Willowherb plants was a brown Shieldbug but
I did not look at it carefully enough to come to any conclusion about its id,
Carrying on through Southleigh Forest I reached Stubbermere Pond where the pair
of Canada Geese I saw on my previous visit were off their nest with three tiny
goslings, and while looking at them I heard Yellowhammer song nearby.

Continuing up the track past Holme Farm I was nearly at the Stansted Sawmill when
I had to swerve sharply to avoid a Slow-worm which had been basking in the
roadway and suddenly started to wriggle straight towards my front wheel as I was
about to pass without spotting it.
Entering the Stansted estate on the road to the main house I noticed a mass of
Pignut flower, and when I reached the East Park fields I added both Hedge
Woundwort and Wintercress (Barbarea vulgaris) to my first flowers list (I
have had Early Wintercress (Barbarea intermedia) on it for some time). I also
heard two more singing Yellowhammers and I may have found two plants
(leaves only) of the Spreading Hedge Parsley which I discovered here last year
and which Michael Prior says he has already seen this year but I could not be sure
and will have to come back later when they start to flower.
On the way home I passed a good number of House Martins around Sindles Farm
looking as if they were based there, and at Aldsworth Pond the water was still high,
very congested with plants, and had Coots, Moorhens, Little Grebe and Tufted
Duck but I did not make a search for other species.
Mon 14 May
Around Havant
A dull morning with rain threatening suggested a local walk around Havant to see
what new flowers might be found, and this aim was met with my first sight of White
Clover and Black Knapweed.
I also saw my first Sweet Peas flowering in the New Lane allotments and recorded
a list of just over 100 species in flower for the first time this year, including Early Dog
Violets still flowering in the old Havant cemetery and my first bank of Common
Poppies.
A Mistle Thrush was singing strongly from a high perch on a tall metal tower, and a
Jay surprised me as it flew north over Elmleigh Road (Jays are uncommon in Havant
and this one must have been just passing through). Another pleasant surprise was
to see and hear a Starling feeding young in the roof of the abandoned Wessex waste
transfer station near the New Lane level crossing.
A less pleasant surprise was the very old corpse of a Hedgehog lying unburied in the
Havant cemetery - it’s a long time since I saw a Hedgehog anywhere, alive or dead.
SUMMARY FOR MAY 7 - 13 (WEEK 19 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Diver species: All three common species are still passing up channel and on May
10 a Red-throated was seen in summer plumage on the sea off Milford near
Lymington while on the same day a summer plumaged Black-throated was on the
water at Selsey Bill. No mention of breeding plumage with any of the 9 sightings of

Great Northern this week but at least two were seen on each of the six days up to
May 11 when a total of 6 went past Portland.
Manx Shearwater: Plenty of these around currently with 20 separate sightings
during the week. Counts at Portland were 500 on May 7, 100 on May 8 and 330 on
May 9. Locally 15 were seen from Hayling Bay on May 9.
Balearic Shearwater: The first for the year was seen off Portland on May 12
though a report of '3 large shearwaters' seen from Worthing Beach on May 11 may
indicate that the Portland bird was not the first!
Storm Petrel: 13 different reports this week from four sites, of which Christchurch
Harbour was easily the best with sightings of more than 150 birds on both May 10
and 12 but only 45 on May 11. One was seen off Selsey Bill on May 10 and three
were reported there on May 12
Little Egret: The relatively small number of these to be found along the south
coast at this time of year usually stick to the sea shore for their fishing but at least
two seem to have resumed winter habits of fishing inland as a result of this week's
high winds and stormy seas. In Havant on May 11 one was in the Lymbourne stream
where it runs alongside the Billy Trail and Wade Court and at Emsworth one was in
Brian Fellows' garden (through which the Westbrook stream runs) on both May 11
and 12
Purple Heron: Golfers using a course at Hamptworth near the Avon valley just
north of Fordingbridge (but east of the river) had sightings of one exploring a small
stream there on the morning of May 12 - maybe the bird's tolerance of the human
presence indicates that it was an escape, but if it was the same bird seen at
Titchfield Haven on May 2 that one was said to be very shy and elusive.
Glossy Ibis: What is probably the same bird has now been seen at Sidlesham Ferry
Pool on Apr 30, at Pagham Harbour north walls breech pool on May 1, at Carters
Farm (east of Pett at Rye Bay) on May 5 and at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on May
9. This seems to have been a loner that was never part of the large group of Ibis
which invaded Cornwall in mid-April and from which 17 birds flew on to the
Slimbridge area of the River Severn around Apr 25. Derek Hale went there on Apr 6
when all 16 were still there though he only saw 3 on a second visit on May 10.
Mute Swan: The pair which nested at the Emsworth Slipper Mill pond this year
hatched five cygnets on May 10, leaving three unhatched eggs in the nest when
they left. By May 12 the parents had only 2 cygnets with them though there was no
proof of death of the other three. At Budds Farm pools on May 12 the pair were
alone on the water well away from their nest but again there is no proof of a
calamity.
Canada Goose: Also at Budds Farm pools on May 12 a pair of Canada Geese had
4 small goslings with them on the grass north of the pools.

Shelduck: The first duckling of the year was seen at Christchurch Harbour on
May 7, among a total of 67 adult birds. By May 10 a brood of 9 ducklings could be
seen at Pulborough Brooks.
Gadwall: A single male was still at the Budds Farm pools on May 12
Shoveler: The first brood of juveniles was seen at Titchfield Haven on May 6 not sure how many pairs have stayed to nest there but the last previous news was
of 12 birds there on Apr 14
Eider: The flock on the water off Titchfield Haven still numbered 60 on Apr 18 but
subsequent counts have been of 24 birds on Apr 22 and just 1 on Apr 24
Honey Buzzard: One flew in off the sea in the Ventnor area of the IoW on May 11.
This is the eleventh bird of which I have seen reports that may be of birds intending
to stay in this country this year.
Osprey: One was seen at Thorney Island on May 6 - it caught a fish in the harbour
and flew to a tree by the Great Deeps to eat it, indicating that it migth stay around
there for a few days. Since then one flew in off the sea near Worthing on May 10 and
another was in the Lymington area on May 11.
An interesting bit of behaviour which I heard on the radio (and thus cannot vouch
for the details) was that when the male of an Osprey pair nesting in Scotland
disappeared, after the female had laid her clutch of eggs, a new male arrived and
was accepted by the female but insisted on destroying the orginal clutch of eggs
and getting the female to lay a new clutch that would have the genes of the new
male, not the old one.
Hobby: Around 30 migrants seem to have arrived in the period May 6 to12. On May
8 at least 6 were at Pulborough Brooks and there have been sightings in the past
few days at Fareham, Denmead and Chichester.
Quail: One flushed at Rye Harbour on May 10 was the first I have heard of this year
Avocet: In the light of the many reprimands handed out to people mentioning
sightings of 'rare' birds (mainly species that are rapidly increasing their numbers in
this country) seen in places where there is minimal chance that they are breeding,
or where everyone with an interest in the subject knows that they are breeding, I
welcome the decision of the assistant county recorder to tell the birding world that
we have had 22 Avocets at Titchfield Haven during April, especially as the reserve
management seems want to hush up the fact that any Avocets are present there (by
omitting any reference to them in the news put out on the Haven website).
American Golden Plover: One was found by Jason Crook at the Farlington
Marshes Deeps on May 11. It stayed for three hours, allowing Jason to confirm its
identity by raising its wings to show a grey-brown rather than white 'arm-pit' (this
alone does not preclude Pacific Golden Plover but the American bird has longer
wings which give a longer projection behind the tail when the bird is on the ground,

and Jason noted this) . Its eventual departure seems to have been caused by an
aggressive Crow.
Sanderling: This year's spring passage may now be tailing of after a count of 122
passage birds at Rye Harbour on May 1 but May 10 still brought 89 birds to
Christchurch Harbour with 55+ there on May 12
Curlew Sandpiper: This week's news contains the first four reports of Curlew
Sand for the year. On May 10 one was at Lodmoor near Weymouth, on May 11 one
was by the stream at Farlington Marshes, and on May 12 there was one at Bewl
Water reservoir in north east Sussex with 2 more at Pulborough Brooks.
Purple Sandpiper: Nine reports this week come from Portland, Christchurch
Harbour and Southsea Castle where five were seen on May 8, seven on May 9 and
12 on May 12 (none of the other sites had more than three birds together)
Dunlin: These are now keen to get back to their breeding sites and at Christchurch
Harbour 225 were seen on May 9, more than 500 on May 11 and 300+ on May 12.
The highest count reported from any other site was of 12 at Titchfield Haven on May
12.
Black-tailed Godwit: Titchfield Haven had 32 on May 4 and 34 on May 6 with no
other significant sightings elsewhere.
Bar-tailed Godwit: The last three reports I have seen are of 8 birds at Titchfield
Haven on May 6, 4 at Christchurch on May 7 and just one there on May 12 - it seems
their passage is over.
Whimbrel: Although these have been seen at more sites than the Godwits in the
past week a count of 66 at Christchurch on May 7 was the last of any size (15 were
at Portland on May 8 but there has been no double figure count since May 10)
Long-tailed Skua: First report for the year is of a single seen off Portland on May
12. Poms, Arctics and Bonxies continue to flow past
Med Gull: The presence of up to 112 at Titchfield Haven during April suggests that
some of them may have stayed to nest there but I have no news of that happening.
Laughing Gull: Last year I recorded 8 reports of this species - ignoring one in the
Thames Valley in January the others were in East Sussex in April, May and July. In
2005 there were 18 reports, all between Nov 4 and Dec 11 - twelve of these reports
came from Hampshire, mostly centering on Gosport. So far this year I have seen
three reports, the first in the Exeter area in the first half of April and now two more
possible only sightings in Dorset - Poole Harbour on May 11 and Lodmoor at
Weymouth on May 12
Roseate Tern: This week brought the first three reports of the year. The first was
at Christchurch Harbour on May 9, then one off Selsey Bill on May 10 and lastly a full
summer plumage bird at Titchfield Haven on May 12

Common Tern: The initial shortage of this species seems to be over with counts of
1214 at Dungeness on May 5 and 547 going east through the Solent at Hurst on May
10
Little Tern: I have been wondering what was going to happen about wardening
the Hayling Oysterbeds site this summer and on May 9 Jason Crook told us that he
has once again got the job of organising the wardening - all he now wants is a few
wardens and a few terns. (No doubt both will be forthcoming).
Nightjar: Still no news of any locally but we now have news that at least one was
churring at Pulborough Brooks on May 5 following reports from the New Forest,
Parkhurst Forest (IoW), Arundel and Portland
Swift: An impressive cloud of 1100+ mixed Swifts, Swallows and Martins, with
Swifts in the majority was feeding on insects over Ivy Lake at Chichester on May 10.
261 flew in at Dungeness that day and even Havant saw some - three over in the
morning and more interestingly six in the afternoon under low dark clouds with a
high wind.
Woodlark: Two birds were seen in eastern parts of the Stansted estate on May 6
Swallow: Christchurch Harbour reported an estimated 2500 newly arrived birds
passing over on May 7 and on May 10 the day total at Portland was estimated at
8000 birds.
Red-rumped Swallow: The fourth report for this spring came from Brading
sewage works (IoW) on May 10
House Martin: These have been arrving in fair numbers this week and the influx
even brought a dozen to the Budds Farm Pools on May 12
Stonechat: A pair were feeding two fledged juveniles on Sinah Common (south
Hayling) on May 12
Willow Warbler: One heard singing in a south Hayling garden on May 11 may
have been a newly arrived migrant but could have been breeding there.
Spotted Flycatcher: Tim Doran was lucky to find two passing through the
residential area of Cosham (north of Portsmouth) on May 12. Thirty years ago quite
a few would have regularly stayed to nest in such gardens
Blue Tit: A pair using a nest box in my neighbour's garden here in Havant seemed
to be feeding young by May 12
Chough: An unconfirmed report of one seen on the Culver Cliffs near the
Bembridge Foreland (IoW) on May 3 would, if confirmed, have been the first Island
record of the species for 125 years.
Raven: I have already seen several reports of young Ravens having already left
their nests and on May 12 came news of four more young ready to leave an Isle of
Wight nest in a part of the Island where I was not aware that they were nesting.

Earlier, on May 7, I read of Ravens near Rye Bay feeding on Swan Mussels in pools
that were drying out and exposing the Mussels.
White-throated Sparrow: This is really a Bunting, not a Sparrow, and does not
often hitch a trip across the Atlantic as one seems to have done, arriving at the QE
Terminal in Southampton Docks on May 12. When last seen it was alive and well but
in an area not open to the public.
INSECTS
Butterflies:
22 species were recorded during the past week, none of them new.
Common Blue started to become common and both Small Pearl-bordered
Fritillary and Wood White were among the sightings.
Moths:
Tischeria ekebladella (Oak Leaf Miner): First trapped at Horsham on
May 6
Caloptilia elongella: New species for my database - first trapped at
Horsham on May 6
Elachista argentella: New species for my database - first trapped at
Horsham on May 6
Alabonia geoffrella: First record from Bedelands Farm near Burgess Hill on
May 11
Celypha lacunana: First trapped at Horsham on May 6
Crambus lathoniellus: First trapped at Horsham on May 6
Small China-mark: First trapped at Horsham on May 6
Cryptoblabes bistriga: New species for my database - first trapped at
Horsham on May 6
Fox Moth: First of year at Portland on May 5
Blood-vein: First of year at Pannell Valley near Rye on May 8
Flame Carpet: First trapped at Horsham on May 6
Silver-ground Carpet: First of year at Edburton below the Sussex Downs
on May 6
Common Marbled Carpet: First at Rusper (Crawley) on May 8
Pine Carpet: First at Rusper (Crawley) on May 8
Mottled Pug: First trapped at Horsham on May 6
Ochreous Pug: First at Rusper (Crawley) on May 8

The Seraphim: First trapped at Horsham on May 6
Peacock Moth: First of year at Pannell Valley near Rye on May 8
Small Brindled Beauty: First of year at Lovedean near Waterlooville on Apr
20 (Date uncertain)
Clouded Silver: First trapped at Horsham on May 6
Small Elephant Hawkmoth: First at Rye Harbour on May 8
Sallow Kitten: First trapped at Horsham on May 6
Orange Footman: First trapped at Horsham on May 6
Light Feathered Rustic: First at Portland on May 5
Northern Drab: An uncommon species in Hampshire, new to my database,
taken at Lovedean (Waterlooville) on May 4
Alder Moth: Firsts of year taken on May 6 at both Lovedean and Horsham
Burnished Brass: First trapped at Horsham on May 6
Straw Dot: First of year at Pannell Valley near Rye on May 8
Other insects
Froghopper: The appearance of 'Cuckoo spit' at Durlston country park on
May 12 shows that Common Froghoppers have been at work
Alder Fly: These had started to appear at Rye Harbour on May 12
Birch Sawfly: One seen in Hollybank Woods on May 11 had probably
emerged from pupation when it was raining with the result that its wings were
washed away before they could dry and harden. The absence of the wings
made it difficult to recognize the insect as a fly and its size and large,
orange-tipped, clubbed antennae suggested it was a beetle.
Bristly Millipede (Polyxenus lagurus): Photos on the Rye Bay website on
May 10 introduced me to this small but distinctive creature. Most millipedes
are at least 1 cm long and are easily visible to the naked eye whereas this
creature is at most 5 mm long and looks more like a tiny wood louse than a
long thin wormlike millipede, but it falls into that group as a result of having
two pairs of legs for each of its body segments. It normally lives under loose
bark on conifer trees but can turn up almost anywhere - the ones in the photo
were on stones at Camber Castle (Rye Bay) and were only spotted when
looking closely at the photo of a spider which had been the subject of the
shot. When you do see them with a lens you can see why they are named
'Bristly' - tufts of bristles appear at every possible point on the insect's body
PLANTS

Hairy Buttercup: This is difficult to distinguish from the commoner Bulbous
Buttercup without pulling up a specimen to see if it has a bulb at the base of its
growth and I did this on May 12 to prove that many plants which have just started
to flower in the South Moors area are this species (which has no bulb, flowers later
than bulbous, has a different tinge to the yellow of its flowers and does not, I think,
grow tall as many Bulbous plants do)
Love-in-a-mist (Nigella damascena): Garden escapes flowering in Havant on
May 7
Black Mustard: I should have noted this as starting to flower at Emsworth on May
1when Brian Fellows found it 'just starting to show yellow petals' but I have now had
a reminder when it was reported as flowering at Durlston country park on May 10
Large Bittercress: I first came across this in full flower with seeds in a south
Hayling garden pond on May 11 and then found more of it flowering at the
Langstone South Moors on May 12
Lesser Swinecress: This was still flowering in early January but May 7 saw the
first of the new season
Sea Kale: This is now at the peak of its flowering season with lots out on the south
Hayling shingle on May 11
Horse Radish: The tall white flowers of this appeared by the Hayling Billy trail in
Havant on May 8
Fairy Flax: Probably now out on Portsdown but the only report I have seen is from
Durlston country park on May 12
Pale Flax: This has been out at Durlston since Apr 17 but my first sighting of it
locally was not until May 11 in the Denhill Close open space in the Saltmarsh Lane
are of West Hayling
Snow in Summer (Cerastium tomentosum): This garden escape was in flower
by the Ferry Inn roundabout on south Hayling on May 11
Annual Pearlwort: I first noticed this in flower on an old wall in Havant on May 7
Tree Lupin: These wild lupins were in full flower on Sinah Common (south Hayling)
on May 11
Sainfoin: This had been reported as in flower at Durlston on Apr 26 but the first
local report of it comes from the eastern viewpoint carpark area on Portsdown (just
east of the A3 London Road) on May 6
Bladder Senna: The 'tree' on the east side of the Kench (south Hayling) had
flowers on May 11 but several of the stems of this plant are now dead and I am not
sure how many more years it will survive,

Sweet Briar: The very first lovely pink flowers were open in the old Town Hall
carpark (southern end) on the Billy Trail in Havant on May 7. There should soon be
a massive bank of it on show there.
Holm Oak: One tree in Havant was covered with fresh catkins on May 10
Common Lime: One tree had flowers in Havant on May 7
Spreading Hedge Parsley: Plants of this are reported to be growing in the arable
area of the East Park at Stansted now (but they are not expected to flower until late
June or July)
Knotted Hedge Parsley: The flowers are now opening on the plants to be found
on the east side of Southmoor Lane in Havant, just south of the Lewmar factory.
Pignut: Brian Fellows found this in flower at the Hollybank Woods (Emsworth) on
May 11
Ground Elder: This will be in flower much sooner - one plant had flower buds on
May 7
Wild Carrot: The first flowers since January were to be seen at north Hayling on
May 11
Common Centaury: Reported as in flower at Durlston on May 11
Privet: Flowers opening on bushes at Hayling Oysterbeds on May 11
Large Bindweed: Two flowers were open on Bulbeck's Wall in Havant on May 7
Cock's Eggs (Salpichroa origanifolia): First few flowers out on the Sinah
Common (south Hayling) plants on May 11
Chinese Teaplant: On May 7 masses of the lovely flowers of this plant were
hanging over the garden fence immediately north of the 'Lymbourne triangle' wild
flower meadow in Havant (now closed to the public by a stout wooden rail). They
should also be out in the garden next to the Seagull Lane entrance to Brook
Meadow.
Foxglove: First flowers seen on a plant growing beside the Hayling Billy trail in
Havant on May 11
Yellow Rattle: Many plants in flower on Sinah Common (south Hayling) on May 11
Wild Thyme: This was starting to flower at Durlston on May 7 and is probably
coming out on Portsdown now.
Field Forget-me-not: What seemed to be the first genuine plants of this were
seen by me on May 7 - much smaller than the Wood Forget-me-not look alike
which has been seen everywhere as garden escapes for some time
Russian Comfrey: One plant flowering beside the Hayling Coastal Path at the
Osyterbeds on May 11

Borage: More of these lovely plants were seen flowering by the Purbrook Heath
Road in the Waterlooville area on May 6
Honeywort (Cerinthe major): This is a plant which I had never heard of until
John Goodspeed found it on Milton Common in Southsea on May 9. I could not find
the name in any wild flower books but see it is a well known garden plant which
grows wild on Malta (where they call it Qniepen)
Ivy Broomrape: The distinctive yellow form had re-appeared in the Red Barn
estate area of Portchester on May 12 when John Goodspeed found an estimated 12
plants.
Common Broomrape: I first noticed one plant of this flowering in my garden drive
way on May 2 and it is now accompanied by two new fresh plants which look
extremely like the photos which John Goodspeed took on May 12 of plants with
unopen flower spikes growing on Portsdown
Honeysuckle: The first of the 'wild' variety started to flower in my garden on May
7
Sticky Groundsel: I had found this still flowering at south Hayling on Feb 15 and
on May 11 I found 'new season' plants in flower there.
Yarrow: Although this seems to flower year round it has in fact not been seen by
me since Feb 23 until fresh flowers appeared on May 7
Slender Thistle: A very impressive mass of these plants is now in flower around
Southmoor Lane in Havant
Salsify: First report of this comes from Rye Harbour on May 10
Mouse-ear Hawkweed: This was flowering in St Faith's churchyard in Havant on
May 7
Rosy Garlic (Allium roseum): John Goodspeed found up to 100 plants making a
very pretty and impressive display as garden escapes on Milton Common in
Southsea on May 9 (they have apparently flowered there for more than five years)
Early Purple Orchid: Although most flowers are now over Brian Fellows was able
to find 323 flower spikes at the Hollybank Woods (Emsoworth) site on May 11 (not
as many as the last two years but more than in the preceding three years)
Dense-headed Heath Woodrush: Brian Fellows found this flowering on May 11
in the expected place in Hollybank Woods (Emsworth) along with Compact Rush,
Remote Sedge and Spiked Sedge
Wood Millet: This was flowering for the first time on May 11 in the Hollybank
Woods
Hare's Tail Grass: The lovely heads of this could be seen at Sinah Common sand
dunes on May 11

OTHER WILDLIFE
Fox: At the Langstone South Moors on May 12, with few other people out on a very
windy day, I found a family of four young Fox cubs enjoying the chance to
explore the open ground around their bramble covered den and was able to watch
them for several minutes at close range. I also had good views of what I took to be
the mother of these cubs but she saw me and soon ran for cover.
Common Seal: Ten of these were hauled out on the Thorney Island mudflats
when Barry Collins led an SOS party around the island on May 6
Fungus: A Clathrus ruber 'Red cage' fungus was just starting to expand its
'cage' at Durlston country park on May 11
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR MAY 7 - 13 (WEEK 19 OF 2007)
Sat 12 May
Fox cubs at the South Moors
A short outing this afternoon took me down Southmoor Lane and around the circuit
of the orchid field, Langbrook stream, shore and Budds Farm.
In Southmoor Lane I stopped near the north end opposite the gate marked
‘Morrisons’ and just south of the Lewmar site, and here the Knotted Hedge
Parsley (which survives in the tiny remnant of grass running south from a
telephone pole along the inner edge of the pavement) was in flower for the first
time.
Down at the south end of the lane the show of Slender Thistles, all now starting
to flower, is unbelievable huge but among the thistles there was also Scented
Mayweed with its small flower heads, bent back white ray petals, and slightly
aromatic leaves. Walking east along the gravel path I noticed a lot of buttercups
with reflexed sepals, as for Bulbous, but looking ’different’ (I think paler yellow
petals and generally smaller plants than Bulbous buttercup) so I pulled one up to
prove that it did not have a bulb - another tick on my list for Hairy Buttercup.
Coming into the main part of the South Moors I was heading for the orchid field
when I noticed movement of an un-Rabbit like kind in the grass near the bushes
further north up the fence line and a look through my binoculars showed me four
’cuddly toy’ Fox cubs taking no interest in my presence. Having had a good look
I walked on, getting closer and closer views. As I neared the damp channel around
the orchid field area the Vixen came out of the brambles which extend over that
damp channel, looked long at me and then ran across to the fence line brambles but
without giving any apparent alarm signal to the cubs (maybe it wasn’t their mum).
Three of the cubs eventually went into cover but one stayed out and I thought of
going close enough to see if I could stroke it but decided against causing
disturbance.

No sign of any orchid leaves yet but a walk down the central stream line (leading to
the Tamarisk Pool) gave me a good show of Yellow Flag, Tufted Forget-me-not
and Large Bittercress all flowering just north of where the fence line going south
meets the east-west fence line south of the path to Mill Lane.
It was too windy at the shore to see anything much in the way of birds but a Med
Gull flew over, one or two Meadow Pipits moved away from me onto the
grassland, and two adult pairs of Great Blackback Gulls were bathing in the
outflow of the Langbrook Stream.
From Budds Mound I watched a good dozen House Martins over the pools on
which there was a male Gadwall and three Shelduck (maybe a fourth was sitting
nearby on a nest). Both Swans were on the water well away from their nest and
over on the grass north of the pools a pair of Canada Geese had four very
young goslings.
Back at home there have been no Swifts today but a pair of Blue Tits are actively
feeding young in a nest box in the next garden.
Fri 11 May
Havant to south Hayling
Before dealing with today’s outing I must note a couple of observations made
yesterday when I went shopping during a short break in the rain but with thick low
cloud and a strong wind making it unlikely that I would see any birds. Passing the
end of Manor Close, where they have nested in the past, I heard the screams of half
a dozen Swifts low overhead - in the circumstances the only reason for them
being here must have been to check on whether any nest sites were still available.
To show that they had not given up hope these were the second Swifts I had seen
that day - two or three had been over my garden in brighter conditions earlier in the
day.
The other observation was the less exciting one of seeing catkins on Holm Oaks
for the first time this year.
Today I set off immediately after breakfast in the hope that the break in the rain
would last until midday and allow me to check on the flowers around Sinah
Common. My first surprise was to find a Little Egret fishing in the Lymbourne
stream where the Billy Trail runs alongside the ground of Wade Court - they often
fish here in winter but normally return to harbour fishing in the spring and I guess
it was a combination of high tide and strong wind which brought the bird here (I
also had thoughts about the bird having to fish for two or more young mouths but
think that is very unlikely).
At the Oysterbeds I heard the calls of both Whimbrel and Greenshank, and saw
six Shelduck still present - presumably some of them having nests nearby. A brief
scan of the nest islands gave me just three Little Terns and several
Black-headed Gulls but no Med Gulls, Oystercatchers, Ringed Plovers or
Common Terns. One new flower was seen here - my first Privet.

Both Common and Lesser Whitethroats were singing beside the coastal path,
but I heard no Yellowhammers - maybe because continuing maintenance work
forced me to divert onto West lane from the ‘bends’ to Saltmarsh Lane where the
diminishing (due to bramble and other plant growth) open space still gave me my
first Pale Flax flowers.
My route round Sinah area took me first to the Kench where I found the Bladder
Senna bush in a sad state - half of it dead but the rest still showing the bright yellow
flowers I was hoping to see. A single pair of Shelduck were in the bay and out on
the old railway embankment gravel bank I saw Common Terns and both Great
and Lesser Black-back Gulls in a mass at the north end of the bank. At the south
end, well separated from the others, were what I suppose were a couple of first
summer Great Blackbacks looking as white as Glaucous Gulls with the
faintest of black stippling on the mantle.
Rounding the corner from Ferry Road into the carpark I ticked another new flower
- Cerastium tomentosum which also goes by the name of Snow in Summer and entering the harbour entrance carpark I immediately saw my first wild Tree
Lupins (these were at their best everywhere around the Golf Course). Nearing the
Hayling Ferry sailing club I met Tim Timlick who pointed out a Wheatear
motionless on the shingle - my first this year and I would never have seen it without
Tim.
The sand dunes gave me both lots of Yellow Rattle in flower and fresh Hare’s
Tail grass plus a Speckled Wood butterfly. Along the south side of the golf course
the Green winged orchids were all finished and I could not find any Little Robin
on the shingle though there was masses of Sea Kale in fresh flower. Just inside the
golf course a couple of Stonechats flitted and ‘clicked’ their stones.
Nearing the Beachlands centre I looked in vain for the famous Pinks (originally
thought to be the Childing species but now, I think, classed as Proliferous Pink
which fits with the early flowering date and smaller sized flowers when compared to
the Childing Pinks that can be found on Pagham Beach). In 2005 the flowers here
were out by May 26 but the plants and flower buds were detectable as early as May
6, and in 2006 the flowering season was over, leaving just dead plants and empty
seed cases) by June 23. I did get two ticks in this area with the very first flowers on
the Cock’s Eggs plants (only one or two plants sheltered in the hedge were in
flower), plus flowers on Sticky Groundsel, and I also heard Linnet song.
Heading west along the Seafront road past Chichester Avenue I was pleased to find
Musk Storksbill still flowering at the east end of the frontage of the Cheybassa old
people’s home, and I later found it still flowering on the west side of South Road,
immediately north of the junction with Hollow Lane. In between these finds I visited
a private garden where a single Lizard Orchid is in full flower sitting in a flower pot
- I understand that this plant was brought from a Mediterranean site. As well as
seeing something that I am unlikely ever to see in the wild this garden gave me two
genuine local bonuses (should that be boni?) - one was Willow Warbler song
(perhaps a migrant newly arrived rather than a resident) and the other was a very

healthy plant of Large Bittercress (Cardamine amara) growing in the garden
pond.
On the way back I passed at least six Red Admirals and a Small White, and in
the Oysterbeds area saw the first flowers on Russian Comfrey. Back at the
Langstone Bridge Texaco garage my first Wild Carrot was in flower. Reaching the
Havant section of the Billy Trail I also found my first Foxglove with open flowers
Thu 10 May
Mid-week summary
Reports that I have seen since my last Weekly Summary made last Sunday include:BIRDS
Manx Shearwater: Up to 500 were off Portland on May 7 with at least 100 there
next day (when 34 were seen from Climping Beach (between Bognor and
Littlehampton)
Storm Petrel: Christchurch Harbour was the best place from which to see the
Storm Petrels blown up channel on May 7 - it was too stormy to tell whether all the
sightings were of different birds or were repeat sightings of a group circling around
the area - in the latter case there were at least 20 but in the former there could have
been over 100. The only other reports of these Petrels came from Portland and they
recorded just 2 birds on May 7 and 2 on May 8 (though they enjoyed the sight of 200
Gannets on May 7)
Mute Swan: The first local pair known to have hatched their young were seen on
the Emsworth Slipper Mill pond with five baby cygnets on May 9 (but may have
hatched several days ago)
Brent Geese: 9 seen flying east off Titchfield Haven on May 6 may have been late
migrants but could have been a re-sighting of 9 birds seen in the same area on May
3
Shelduck: The first duckling was seen at Christchurch Harbour on May 7 among
a flock of 67 adults, and on that same day four (maybe six) adults were still on the
Warblington shore east of Langstone
Red Kite: May 6 brought a local sighting of one over the Ems valley area
Osprey: One was eating a fish in the Pilsey Island area south of Thorney Island on
May 6 before flying north to roost at the Great Deeps - possibly intending to stay
around for a few days.
Avocet: I read that 22 birds were present at Titchfield Haven 'throughout April' but
have not seen any individual sightings of more than 17 birds (and the Titchfield
Haven website makes no mention of the species)

Sanderling: These are now on the move towards their arctic breeding areas but
the only recent sightings have been of 6 birds at Thorney Island on May 6, 14 at
Portland on May 7 and 26 at Christchurch Harbour that day.
Purple Sandpiper: A late bird was at Portland on May 7 and 8
Little Tern: Jason Crook has this week been re-appointed as warden for the
Oysterbeds Tern colony on Hayling Island and is appealing for volunteer wardens.
Turtle Dove: The birds which Brian Fellows heard back in the Little Deeps area of
Thorney Island on May 1 were still there on May 8 and on May 5 one was heard in
woodland north of Stansted House
Tawny Owl: These now have hungry young to feed causing the adults to be active
during the day (two reports of them calling by day this week). Although there are no
current reports of juveniles being seen they very often get noticed as a result their
habit of clambering out of the nest to perch openly of branches (sometimes falling
to the ground and climbing back up the tree with beak and claws) - even if not seen
they sometimes attract attention with hissing and snoring noises,
Swift: I thought that a party of seven birds which flew over Havant on May 1 would
be the only ones seen this season over this place where they used to nest but on
May 10 three birds flew low over the houses in adverse weather conditions so
maybe we will see more of them here.
Woodlark: A sighting of two birds in the eastern part of the Stansted estate on May
6 is the first news from that area since a bird was heard singing in that general area
in February
Swallow: Strong winds on May 7 blew an estimated 2500 Swallows over
Christchurch Harbour.
Raven: We have heard gruesome tales of these birds eating fresh meat from living
animals but this week brought a variation on this theme which we as humans might
find more acceptable (?) - with the pools drying out in the Pett area near Hastings
one or more Ravens were seen eating live Swan Mussels. Which reminds me of
another recent report of Turnstones eating the flesh of a very long dead human
corpse washed up on a beach...
Yellowhammer: Proof that these are not yet quite extinct in our Havant area
comes from north Hayling where one has been heard in the Northney area and
three or more have been found in the section of the Billy Line coastal path where a
path connects it to the 'West Lane bends'. It is also encouraging to read that Michael
Prior has had several coming to his garden bird table on Woodberry Lane at
Rowlands Castle
INSECTS
Butterflies:
The latest reports mention sightings of 22 different species but no
'firsts'

Common Blue: The first sighting was back on Apr 2 but it is now that their
season has really got under way with reports on May 5 of 31 seen on
Oxenbourne Down near Petersfield and 34 (including two mating pairs) in
Arundel Park that same day
Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary: The first had been logged at Bentley
Wood (west of Stockbridge) on May 3 but no more than two had been seen by
May 5
Moths:
Tischeria ekebladella (Oak Leaf Miner): First trapped at Horsham on
May 6
Caloptilia elongella: New species for my database - first trapped at
Horsham on May 6
Elachista argentella: New species for my database - first trapped at
Horsham on May 6
Celypha lacunana: First trapped at Horsham on May 6
Crambus lathoniellus: First trapped at Horsham on May 6
Small China-mark: First trapped at Horsham on May 6
Cryptoblabes bistriga: New species for my database - first trapped at
Horsham on May 6
Fox Moth: First of year at Portland on May 5
Blood-vein: First of year at Pannell Valley near Rye on May 8
Flame Carpet: First trapped at Horsham on May 6
Silver-ground Carpet: First of year at Edburton below the Sussex Downs
on May 6
Common Marbled Carpet: First at Rusper (Crawley) on May 8
Pine Carpet: First at Rusper (Crawley) on May 8
Mottled Pug: First trapped at Horsham on May 6
Ochreous Pug: First at Rusper (Crawley) on May 8
The Seraphim: First trapped at Horsham on May 6
Peacock Moth: First of year at Pannell Valley near Rye on May 8
Small Brindled Beauty: First of year at Lovedean near Waterlooville on Apr
20 (Date uncertain)
Clouded Silver: First trapped at Horsham on May 6

Small Elephant Hawkmoth: First at Rye Harbour on May 8
Sallow Kitten: First trapped at Horsham on May 6
Orange Footman: First trapped at Horsham on May 6
Light Feathered Rustic: First at Portland on May 5
Northern Drab: An uncommon species in Hampshire, new to my database,
taken at Lovedean (Waterlooville) on May 4
Alder Moth: Firsts of year taken on May 6 at both Lovedean and Horsham
Burnished Brass: First trapped at Horsham on May 6
Straw Dot: First of year at Pannell Valley near Rye on May 8
PLANTS
Love-in-a-mist (Nigella damascena): Garden escapes flowering in Havant on
May 7
Lesser Swinecress: This was still flowering in early January but May 7 saw the
first of the new season
Sea Kale: This is now at the peak of its flowering season
Horse Radish: The tall white flowers of this appeared by the Hayling Billy trail in
Havant on May 8
Annual Pearlwort: I first noticed this in flower on an old wall in Havant on May 7
Sainfoin: This had been reported as in flower at Durlston on Apr 26 but the first
local report of it comes from the eastern viewpoint carpark area on Portsdown (just
east of the A3 London Road) on May 6
Sweet Briar: The very first lovely pink flowers were open in the old Town Hall
carpark (southern end) on the Billy Trail in Havant on May 7. There should soon be
a massive bank of it on show there.
Common Lime: One tree had flowers in Havant on May 7
Spreading Hedge Parsley: Plants of this are reported to be growing in the arable
area of the East Park at Stansted now (but they are not expected to flower until late
June or July)
Ground Elder: This will be in flower much sooner - one plant had flower buds on
May 7
Large Bindweed: Two flowers were open on Bulbeck's Wall in Havant on May 7
Chinese Teaplant: On May 7 masses of the lovely flowers of this plant were
hanging over the garden fence immediately north of the 'Lymbourne triangle' wild
flower meadow in Havant (now closed to the public by a stout wooden rail). They

should also be out in the garden next to the Seagull Lane entrance to Brook
Meadow.
Wild Thyme: This was starting to flower at Durlston on May 7 and is probably
coming out on Portsdown now.
Field Forget-me-not: What seemed to be the first genuine plants of this were
seen by me on May 7 - much smaller than the Wood Forget-me-not look alike which
has been seen everywhere as garden escapes for some time
Borage: More of these lovely plants were seen flowering by the Purbrook Heath
Road in the Waterlooville area on May 6
Honeysuckle: The first of the 'wild' variety started to flower in my garden on May
7
Mouse-ear Hawkweed: This was flowering in St Faith's churchyard in Havant on
May 7
Yarrow: Although this seems to flower year round it has in fact not been seen by
me since Feb 23 until fresh flowers appeared on May 7
OTHER WILDLIFE
Common Seal: Ten Seals of the Chichester Harbour colony were hauled out on the
mud off Thorney Island on May 6
Roe Deer: First report of a buck in full summer dress with antlers clear of velvet
and ready for action comes from Durlston on May 6
Mon 7 May
Around Havant
A short walk around Havant when this morning’s rain had ceased gave me six new
plants in flower, the best of them being Sweetbriar with its rich pink flowers and
apple scented leaves, found at the southern end of the Town Hall carpark near the
end of Grove Road. In Juniper Square I found my first Lesser Swinecress. The
next find was of Common Lime trees in flower alongside Park Road South, and at
the foot of Bulbeck’s Wall were the first flowers of Large Bindweed. In St Faith’s
churchyard Mouse-ear Hawkweed had started to flower and last of the six was
Annual Pearlwort on top of the wall separating The Pallant from its carpark.
Not quite in flower, but showing white buds, was Ground Elder, and profusely in
flower (though I have not noticed it until now) was Chinese Teaplant coming over
a garden fence at the south end of Lymbourne Road. Another garden flower out for
the first time was Nigella (Love in the mist).
Not new for the year, as it was commonly found until late February, was Yarrow,
which will no doubt soon be flowering everywhere as if it had never stopped. My
total to start this week was 70 flowering species.

SUMMARY FOR APR 30 - MAY 6 (WEEK 18 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Slavonian Grebe: Two seen off Seaford on Apr 29 may well have been the last
until next winter
Black-necked Grebe: One was still at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on Apr 30 this species does occasionally breed in southern England so it may not be the last
Fulmar: A count of 166 off Seaford on Apr 30 was presumably a surge of birds
heading back north to breed as the only report of more than 40 birds anywhere on
the south coast so far this year was a similar peak of 154 going west past
Dungeness on Jan 18
Bittern: There have been no reports of them at Titchfield since Jan 27 and reports
from the Hastings/Dungeness area ceased on Feb 26 since when the only reports
have been from Hatch Pond at Poole in Dorset and they ceased on Mar 26 so news
of one flying the wrong way (south) from the Lymington area towards Hurst Castle
sounds strange - the more so as the observer originally thought he had seen a
Purple Heron, then changed his mind.
Night Heron: Another unconfirmed report is of a Night Heron seen 'somewhere in
Hampshire sometime in April'.
Little Egret: It is unusual to hear reports of these seen on cross Channel trips but
one was seen to fly in to St Catherine's Point from the south on Apr 30
Glossy Ibis: I have previously mentioned reports of 17 Ibis at Slimbridge on the
River Severn, plus another 7 at the Lizard in Cornwall, both present around Apr 25.
Now one has turned up at the Breech Pool on the north walls of Pagham Harbour,
first seen there on Apr 30 and seen again on May 1 but moving around restlessly,
Another arrived at Carters Flood in the Brede valley (Rye Bay area) on May 5. Maybe
this is the year in which Ibis start pouring into Britain as the Egrets did in 1989 (or
perhaps not)
Mute Swan: A brood of four cygnets had hatched at Southwater country park
(Horsham) on Apr 22. Another brood had started to hatch at Sandown (IoW) on Apr
2. Locally a sixth nest has been found in the Emsworth area at the southern end of
the Town Millpond - it seems to be the work of an inexperienced pair using litter to
construct their nest as they did last year - and as last year they are unlikely to bring
off a successful brood.
Brent Goose: Some migrants are still passing along the coast - on Apr 29 a party
of 38 flew east past Seaford and on May 1 another 17 were seen there with another
4 on the sea off Christchurch Harbour. Also on May 1 the group of summering birds
in the Fishbourne Channel at Chichester was up from 9 to 11 in number. Some
migrants still seem to be leaving our area with 9 seen flying east off Stokes Bay at
Gosport on May 3 and another 5 going east there on May 4. At Yarmouth (IoW) one

of last year's young was seen on its own on May 2 - maybe injured and unable to fly
with the others?
Shelduck: On May 5 a pair were still present on the mud just off Warblington farm
where there are plently of rabbit burrows for them to nest in.
Red-breasted Merganser: The majority of these have left but one was seen
passing Selsey Bill on Apr 30 while Apr 29 brought two sightings of a single passing
through the Solent and what may have been the same bird was also seen from
Selsey and Seaford
Ruddy Duck: A male was on Ivy Lake at Chichester on Apr 29
Honey Buzzard: May 3 brought coastal sightings from Dungeness and Durlston of
birds not necessarily intending to stay in Britain but perhaps straying north of the
line many hundreds of these birds take to get to breeding areas in Scandinavia and
eastern Europe
Black Kite: One came in off the sea at Beachy Head on Apr 29 and continued north
and another flew over Christchurch Harbour on May 2 (only the fourth record for the
site).
Montagu's Harrier: A male flew over Dungeness on May 3 and one was
tentatively reported going over the Hurst area near Lymington on May 2
Goshawk: An adult male seen flying north over Pagham Harbour on Apr 28 could
well have been a genuine arrival from the continent coming to swell numbers of this
species in Britain
Sparrowhawk: There are plenty of good reasons for Sparrowhawks to be seen
flying with prey (e.g. after being disturbed from the place where they made a kill)
but the most likely reason at this time of year is that they have young in the nest and
the Christchurch Harbour website suggests that a sighting of an adult there seen
carrying prey on May 3 did indicate that some young have now hatched. On May 4
another adult was seen with prey on the IoW and on May 2 I heard plaintive
repeated calls from a dense part of Havant Thicket which might have come from
hungry young Sparrowhawks in a nest.
Red-footed Falcon: Following reports last week of birds seen in Norfolk and on
the Hants/Surrey border near Fleet two more of these falcons turned up at
Dungeness on May 3 (with one of them staying to May 4) and another was seen
flying north over the New Forest on May 4.
Hobby: We are approaching the time of year when these birds are seen in flocks of
20 or more that have come together on passage (or possibly they have arrived
separately but then congregate over insect rich sites to feed up). They soon
separate after arrival in breeding areas. I am reminded of this by a report from
Dungeness on May 3 saying that at least 9 Hobbies arrived there that afternoon (it
does not say they were together)

Grey Partridge: Anyone desperate to tick this species could try the Hunston Golf
Centre (just south of Chichester) where ten were seen on May 3
Kentish Plover: First of this year was seen at Portland on May 4
Golden Plover: Most of these have already flown north but a party of six was at
Pagham north walls on May 1
Lapwing: The first chicks had hatched at Blashford Lakes (Ringwood) on Apr 29
and at least one had hatched at Rye Harbour on May 1. Another pair had two chicks
in the Pevensey Levels area on May 5. On May 3 at least five birds were still present
on the Gipsies Plain (south side of Havant Thicket) but I could not see any chicks
there.
Knot: There have been several reports of moderate sized parties (between 20 and
50 birds) in recent days with a peak count of 141 passing Dungeness on Apr 29
Sanderling: These too have decided it is time to start leaving us and May 1
brought counts of 150 passing Seaford and a similar number at Rye Harbour
Little Stint: First passage bird seen at Portland on May 1
Purple Sandpiper: A few still passing - 3 were at Portland on May 3, 8 were at
Christchurch Harbour on May 3 and at least 2 were in the Bembridge Foreland (IoW)
area on May 4
Woodcock: One was roding in Parkhurst Forest, IoW, on Apr 30. Birds had been
seen roding in the Romsey and Lymington areas on Apr 4 and 10 but it is now that
we can expect more regular reports of them
Bar-tailed Godwit: A major passage of these started on Apr 27 and on Apr 28
there were counts of nearly 1900 birds seen from both Hurst Spit and St Catherine's
Point - latest news for that day is of 3800 passing Dungeness. On Apr 29 the
Dungeness count was up to 4120 and on Apr 30 Dungeness had 2255 (with 170
seen from Sandy Point on Hayling and 1875 passing St Catherine's Point). On May
1 Dungeness reported 3985 and Seaford had 1000 birds but with fewer watchers at
other sites on a weekday reported numbers were inevitably lower. The biggest
counts since May 1 were of 1000 at Dungeness on May 3 and 265 at St Catherine's
Point that day
Whimbrel: May 1 brought the biggest counts of passage birds so far with 300 seen
at Seaford and 246 leaving the Rye Harbour roost after a night's rest (219 were
there on May 2). A count of 415 at Dungeness on May 3 was probably the peak of
the passage.
Spotted Redshank: A summer plumage bird was in the Fishbourne Channel near
Chichester on Apr 29 and one bird was still present in Poole Harbour on May 4
Wood Sandpiper: One was in the Hastings area at Pett Level on Apr 29

Pomarine Skua: Highest day count to date is of 38 passing Dungeness on Apr 29
and on May 1 Hampshire had a good score with 8 seen in the Lymington/Hurst area
Sabine's Gull: Birdguides reported a first summer bird flying over Hurst beach at
Lymington on May 6 and John Clark expressed surprise, saying that this would be
the first ever spring record for Hampshire - I wonder if there was confusion with a
Little Gull? Subsequently we have been told it was a genuine sighting by Marc
Moody and Simon Ingram
Black-headed Gull: First brood chicks were starting to hatch at Rye Harbour on
May 1
Arctic Tern: A high count of 280 was reported by Dungeness on Apr 30
Black Tern: Two were at the Blashford Lakes near Ringwood on Apr 29 and a
single was seen passing Sandy Point on Hayling on Apr 30. On May 1 four birds were
off the mouth of the Beaulieu River
Turtle Dove: The first of the year was at Christchurch on Apr 15 and by now I have
seen 23 reports covering Hampshire, Sussex and the Isle of Wight. Local news is
that on May 1 one was back on north Thorney Island, purring from the wires cross
the Little Deeps
Cuckoo: In contrast to Turtle Dove this should be easily heard locally in the second
half of April but, while I have heard of 54 reports since the first arrived on Apr 7, the
first to arrive in the Havant area were not seen until May 5 when two flew west
across Warblington Farm and another was heard calling there. Up to that time the
nearest reports were of 2 or more in Stansted Forest where one was in the East Park
area for a few days before Apr 25.
Tawny Owl: On May 4 one or more was heard calling by day in the woodland
around the Hookheath nature reserve at the northern foot of Portsdown. There
could be various reasons for these birds being disturbed but one reason could be
concern for young which may now have hatched and climbed out of the nest as they
do well before they are able to fly
Nightjar: The first seem to have arrived on Apr 29 when two flew in at Portland
and two more were churring in Rewell Wood (just west of Arundel). On Apr 30 one
was heard in Parkhurst Forest on the IoW. So far no reports from Havant Thicket or
Stansted though several could be heard churring at New Forest sites by May 4
Swift: The first local birds were seen in Emsworth on Apr 29 and 30 with seven over
east Havant on May 1 - I have heard no more from Emsworth but here in Havant
there has been no further sighting and I suspect none will breed here this year.
Bee Eater: One, maybe two, were seen briefly in the Fleet area west of Weymouth
on May 1 but they did not stay. On May 4 one may have flown over the St
Catherine's Point area of the IoW but it was heard only and not seen.
Hoopoe: Single birds were at Calshot on Southampton Water and in residential
gardens in Weymouth, both seen on Apr 29. On May 4 one turned up in the

Lighthouse garden at Portland and was still there on May 5 with a second bird
elsewhere on Portland.
Skylark: Four new hatched chicks were seen in a nest near Rye Harbour on Apr 30.
It will be at least three weeks before they fledge and have some chance to escape
ground predators.
Red-rumped Swallow: One was seen well on May 1 flying along the north Solent
shore near the mouth of the Beaulieu River and on May 2 one flew past St
Catherine's Point on the IoW
House Martin: Some were seen inspecting last year's nests on houses in the
Burgess Hill area of Sussex on Apr 29 and on May 2 I had my first sight of them
hawking for insects over the field containing 9 Alpacas on the Prinsted shore,
bringing my year list of bird species to 123
Yellow Wagtail: After last week's news of a dead Black-headed bird being found
on a container ship at Southampton it is good to be able to report a live sighting of
a Blue-headed bird at Abbotsbury in Dorset on Apr 30
Grey Wagtail: On Apr 30 a pair were seen feeding four chicks in a nest near Shide
on the IoW and on May 1 I saw two birds at the 'water wheel' in the Langbrook
stream passing the Tesco store here in Havant - one was an adult and the other may
have been its mate or a youngster.
Robin: One of the birds in my garden comes to perch very close to me when I
restock the bird table for it each morning but in Emsworth I hear that one Robin will
come to take Corned Beef from the hand of its human friend.
Blue Rock Thrush: One flew in at Selsey Bill on Apr 30 and was seen in nearby
fields for about 20 minutes before it flew on.
Fieldfare: What was probably the 'last of the winter wine' was seen at Portland on
May 1
Sub-alpine Warbler: Keith Betton tells us that HOS has received a report of one
being seen in the Itchen Valley country park on or around Apr 18 (which would tie
in with a report of one in Cornwall around Apr 16)
Willow Warbler: These were still arriving on May 1 when 150 reached Portland Bill
and on May 4 a major 'fall' brought an estimated 1000 of them down on
Portland. Other birds in that fall were 250 each of Garden Warbler, Blackcap
and Whitethroat plus 100 Wheatears, 60 Sedge Warblers, 50 Spotted
Flycatchers, 30 Redstarts, 15 Reed Warblers, 12 Pied Flycatchers, 6
Lesser Whitethroats, 5 Grasshopper Warblers, a Merlin, a Turtle Dove
and a Nightingale.
Firecrest: On May 5 a discussion on the number of Firecrests now breeding in
Hampshire, and the variability of the habitat they use, concluded that there has
been a noticeable increase in this population, particularly this year.

Spotted Flycatcher: An early arrival was at Sandy Point on Hayling on Apr 27 but
there had been four earlier reports including one seen in Yorkshire before mid-April.
One the south coast one was at Christchurch Harbour on Apr 17 and one at Portland
on Apr 22. By May 4 as you can see above there were 50 on Portland.
Raven: The continuing spread of Ravens brought two birds to fly over Sandy Point
on Hayling on Apr 30 (first record for the site)
Tree Sparrow: A tiny influx of these brought brought around 6 to Portland and
another 4 to the IoW on May 3 with some of the birds hanging around at both sites.
Greenfinch: The first juvenile to be reported as out of the nest was in a garden
near Crawley on May 3 and the first young House Sparrow was seen in the same
gaden on May 4
Yellowhammer: The pair which may have nested on Warblington Farm last year
seem unlikely to do so this year (the male returned early, found the bramble bushes
around which they were seen last year had been cut down, and vanished), while the
three reports of a single bird on the Hayling coastal path that I have for last year
may well be down to zero this year, so it is good to hear that Martin Hampton heard
one singing as he cycled through Northney village early on May 1. Not far from
Havant May 3 brought a report of more than 8 seen at the Hunston Golf Centre just
south of Chichester
Corn Bunting: A flock of 10 was on the Sussex Downs at Chantry Hill above
Storrington on May 5
INSECTS
DRAGONFLIES
Downy Emerald: First seen in Bentley Wood west of Stockbridge on May 4
Four-spotted Chaser: One at Dungeness on May 2 was first for the year
Beautiful Demoiselle: A young male was seen in the Test valley south of
Romsey on Apr 29 was the first and up to 20 were seen in the Crawley area on
May 3
Red-eyed Damselfly: First report is of six at Rye Harbour on May 3
Common Blue Damselfly: May 2 brought the first report from Dungeness
Azure Damselfly: The first report comes from the Isle of Wight on Apr 29
followed by one from Rye on Apr 30
Variable Damselfly: A male at Rye Harbour on May 3 was the first
BUTTERFLIES
Small Skipper: A very early sighting on May 1 comes from a site near
Dorking in Surrey

Small Blue: The very early report of their emergence on the IoW on Apr 21
has now been followed by five more reports starting with the discovery of at
least 8 in the small Portsdown chalkpits beside Hill Road at Portchester on Apr
28. On Apr 29 two were seen on the Sussex Downs and by Apr 30 there were
more than 35 flying at the original IoW site on Afton Down and one was seen
at Martin Down near Salisbury with another at a different Portsdown site near
Fort Widley
Adonis Blue: After three reports from Mill Hill at Shoreham between Apr 24
and 29 this species was seen at Durlston country park on May 1
Red Admiral: Not only have local butterflies been emerging from
over-wintering caterpillars but many have arrived as migrants. On Apr 29
Portland reported that there were over 1000 on the island with more pouring
in off the sea.
Painted Lady: Two new reports of singles come from Martin22 Down (Apr
22) and Magdalen Hill Down at Winchester (Apr 26) to bring the total of
reports for the year so far to eight. Half of the reports have been coastal and
I think all the butterflies seen are isolated migrants (as with most of the 26
reports of Clouded Yellow)
Small Tortoiseshell: On May 3 many well grown caterpillars were to be
seen in the Crawley area
Small Pearl Bordered Fritillary; The fiirst of these was logged at Bentley
Wood on May 3
Pearl Bordered Fritillary: These started to appear in mid-April and by Apr
29 at least 118 were seen at one New Forest site
Glanville Fritillary: More than 70 were flying in the Ventnor area on Apr 27
and on Apr 30 half a dozen were out on Afton Down at the other end of the
IoW
Wall Brown: A count of 28 on May 2 comes from the Hordle Cliffs near
Barton on sea
MOTHS
Skin Moth (Monopis laevigella): First at Rusper (Crawley) on Apr 27
Scoparia pyralella: First report from Mill Hill at Shoreham on Apr 30
Mullein Wave: First at Pagham Harbour on Apr 27
The Gem: First report of this migrant from Portland on Apr 29
Shaded Broad-bar: The first two were seen at Bentley Wood on May 4
Galium Carpet: First report from Portland on May 3

May Highflyer: First at Pagham Harbour on Apr 27
Common Pug: First at Rusper on Apr 27
Small White Wave: First at Rusper on Apr 27
Scalloped Hazel: First record from Portland on May 4
Eyed Hawkmoth: First found at Rye on May 4
Narrow-bordered Bee Hawkmoth: Seen at Martin Down on Apr 30 and
May 1
Broad-bordered Bee Hawkmoth: The first had been seen near
Eastbourne on Apr 20 and on Apr 30 one was seen in Hampshire at Bentley
Station Meadow near Alton
Elephant Hawkmoth: First report from Barcombe near Lewes on May 4
Cream-spot Tiger: First at Portland on May 4
White Ermine: First at Pagham Harbour on Apr 27
Turnip Moth: First at Pagham Harbour on Apr 27
Large Yellow Underwing: First found at Portland on May 3
Small Square-spot: Also a first at Portland on May 2
Setaceous Hebrew Character: First report comes from Portland on Apr 29
The Shears: Another first from Portland on May 3
Light Brocade: Also a first at Portland on Apr 29
Common Wainscot: Also Portland on Apr 29
L-album Wainscot: As above
The Miller: First at Southwater (Horsham) on Apr 30
Grey Dagger: First at Portland on May 3
The Coronet: First at Portland on May 4
Treble Lines: First at Barcombe near Lewes on May 4
Vine's Rustic: First at Portland on Apr 29
Mottled Rustic: First at Pagham Harbour on Apr 27
Clancy's Rustic: First at Pagham Harbour on Apr 27
Purple Marbled: First at Pagham Harbour on Apr 27
OTHER INSECTS

Hornet: Second report of the year from the New Forest on Apr 29 followed
by one from Burgess Hill on May 4
Green Tiger Beetle: The first of these was out hunting in Havant Thicket on
May 3
Cardinal beetle (Pyrochroa coccinea): First seen in woods south of
Ashford in Kent on May 1
Glow-worm: First report of a female comes from Horsham on Apr 30 but I
am not clear if it was glowing by night or found by day
Harlequin Ladybird: First report for this year (also from Horsham on Apr
30) shows they have got off to a good (?) start as it is of a pair mating
Fungus Weevil (Platystomos albinus): Another good find in woods north
of Hastings
Shield Bug (Verlusia rhombea): Found at Playden near Rye on Apr 30
PLANTS
Adder’s Tongue Fern: Reports from Durlston on Apr 22 were not clear as to
whether the plants there were flowering but a photo of one at Rye Harbour on May
3 shows they wre definitely out by then
Brackish Water-Crowfoot (Ranunculus baudotii): This started flowering at
the Homewell Spring in Havant on May 1
Garden Aquilegia: Various garden escapes were flowering in Havant on May 1
suggesting that it might now be worth looking for Wild Columbine at Coulters Dean
Bank above Buriton.
Common Fumitory: First for the year found on Idsworth Down on Apr 30
Rock Rose: Flowering on hills north of Andover on May 4
Field Pansy: Another first on Idsworth/Chalton Down on Apr 30
Small-flowered Cranesbill: First flowers at the Juniper Square site in Havant on
May 1
False Acacia: Planted trees in Havant were flowering on May 1
Bush Vetch: First of year found beside South Lane leading from Chalton to
Finchdean on Apr 30
Smooth Tare: The white flowered Hairy Tare was flowering at Broadmarsh in
Havant on Apr 28 and now has been joined by the blue flowered Smooth Tare found
in Havant Thicket on May 3
Bitter Vetch: As expected this was flowering in Havant Thicket on May 3 with more
plants than usual on show

Rowan Tree: Planted trees in Havant starting to flower on May 1
Bird Cherry: As above
Dog Rose: First flowers seen at Finchdean on Apr 30 with others in Havant on May
1
Tormentil: The first flowers had been seen in Hollybank Woods on Apr 17 so by
May 3, when I first came across these flowers in Havant Thicket, they were
abundant
Creeping Cinquefoil: First flowers found on tombstones in the old Havant
cemetery on May 1
Silver Weed: This was starting to flower at Butser Hill on Apr 28 and I found it in
full flower at Havant Thicket on May 3
American Willowherb: The first of the Willowherb tribe had started to flower in
Havant by May
White Bryony: Flowering in the Finchdean/Chalton area on Apr 30
Beech: Planted trees in Havant starting to flower on May 1
Ash: This year Oak was flowering exactly a month before Ash had even put out its
first leaves which I saw on May 5. I have heard that Oak flowers in response to
temperature whereas Ash responds to day length.
Bogbean: Flowering at Durlston country park on Apr 30
Foxglove: Although none were in flower when I visited Havant Thicket on May 5
many plants had buds close to opening and one was showing the colour of its still
furled petals
Purple Toadflax: One plant had started to flower in Havant on May 4
Hybrid Water Speedwell: Several plants were flowering at Warblington on May 5
Tufted Forget-me-not: This small flowered plant of wet places was in flower at
Warblington on May 5 along with the larger flowered Water Forget-me-not
which had first been seen at Emsworth on Apr 26
Common Broomrape: A flowering plant was in my Havant garden on May 2
Guelder Rose: Planted bushes in Havant starting to flower on May 1
Guernsey Fleabane: Two plants in flower in Havant on May 1
Pineappleweed: First found flowering in Havant on May 1
Marsh Thistle: One was flowering in Havant Thicket on May 5

Musk Thistle: In past years I have been surprised by the early dates at which this
starts to flower and while I have not seen any locally I saw a lot in flower in the
central reservation of A1 in Bedfordshire on Apr 30
Common Cats-ear: Flowering in Havant on May 1
Black Bryony: One plant was flowering at Warblington farm on May 5
Lily of the Valley: The large colony of apparently wild plants which I found in
Havant Thicket last year had started to flower on May 5 (I counted 15 plants in
flower) but many plants were still pushing up through the ground and there should
be more flowers to come.
Garden Asparagus: Self sown plant flowering on the edge of the New Lane
allotments in Havant on May 1
Marsh Arrowgrass: This had started to flower in the SSSI marsh at Warblington
by May 5
OTHER WILDLIFE
Roe Deer: By May 5 a buck seen at Durlston was in its summer coat and its antlers
were free of velvet and ready for use
Dolphin species: A pod of around 6 Dolphins were seen off the mouth of
Chichester Harbour from Sandy Point on Apr 28 by someone unfamiliar with
cetaceans. He thought they might be Common Dolphins and I thought this likely
as there had been a sighting of 25 Common Dolphins off Portland on Apr 22 but two
people have suggested they are more likely to have been Bottle-nose Dolphins.
One person said Common rarely come east of Portland (and this is borne out by the
reports I have seen in recent years) while the other said he had regularly seen
Bottle-nosed there when sailing out of Chichester Harbour to go fishing.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR APR 30 - MAY 6 (WEEK 18 OF 2007)
I have now added the past week’s more interesting reports to my WEEKLY
SUMMARY page (click to see it) and have listed below the additional info gleaned
from a scan of the internet early this evening.
Sabine's Gull: I reported a sighting of one at Hurst beach on May 6 in my Weekly
Summary with a note of caution about the identification as this was a very unusual
sighting but I now see that it was fully authenticated and becomes the first spring
record for Hampshire (although there have been spring records in Sussex and at
Dorset)
Brent Geese: Another party of nine flew east past Titchfield Haven on May 6
making me wonder if some summering birds in the Solent have taken to a daily
constitutional fly round to keep healthy (9 flew east past Stokes Bay on May 3, 5
flew east there on May 4 and now another 9 on May 6)

Avocet: Keith Betton's summary of Hampshire sightings for the month of April tells
us that 22 Avocet were based at Titchfield Haven throughout the month though the
highest count that I have seen up to now was 17
Honey Buzzard: Also in Keith's summary is a sighting of a Honey Buzzard over the
Lymington area on Apr 29
Little Gull: Keith tells us that 14 were seen at Budds Farm here in Havant on Apr
21
Hoopoe: In addition to the long staying bird at Calshot one was seen at Hill Head
(Titchfield) on Apr 21 and at another south Hampshire site on Apr 25 (I have this
recorded as being at the Swanwick nature reserve on the Hamble but Keith says it
was at Swanmore - I'm sticking to the former but have no definite proof)
Sat 5 May
Warblington Farm
With rain forecast for the next couple of days (though I doubt we will get any here!)
I thought it best to make my bird census visit to Warblington Farm this morning.
Despite overcast skies and a chill north wind I was cheered to see not one but two
Cuckoos flying west along the shore past Pook Lane, and later to hear what must
have been a third Cuckoo somewhere in the centre of the farm. I also had three
Reed Warblers at the reed bed but did not come across the Sedge Warbler
which had stayed from Apr 13 to 27 at least. The Lesser Whitethroat and Cetti’s
Warbler were still present north of the watercress beds and there were still at least
8 Whitethroats and a few Blackcaps and Chiffchaffs.
One pair of Swallows was well established at the farm with one bird sitting on
overhead wires and singing while the other flew in and out of the building in which
they are almost certainly nesting. Out in the fields I several times saw three
Swallows together but there was no sign of any near the Pook Lane stables.
At the watercress beds where Tony Gutteridge had seen a Mallard with a brood of
at least 14 ducklings on Apr 27 I saw her still there but with only six downy
ducklings. Also still hanging on were at least three Skylarks singing over the
fields south of the Church Path - all three of these fields have a very scruffy growth
of wheat which I think must have been undersown with last year’s Maize crop,
presumably grant-aided as spring food for the Brent before they left. In a couple of
the fields the Brent ate all the young growth in the centre of two of the fields but
now they have left the fields may look as if a wheat crop was growing but I expect
it will be ploughed in, and a new crop planted, just when the Skylark have young
in their nests. Two other large fields have already been sown with Maize and the
young plants are already a few inches tall.
On the shore line with the tide very low five Egrets could be seen busily catching
fish left in the very shallow water, and on the mud just off the farm one pair of
Shelduck were once again feeding as if intending to nest in one of the many rabbit
burrows around the farm, and at the very end of my visit (just before 11am when

the air had warmed a little) we had a repeat of something I saw on my last (Apr 25)
visit - a low flying Buzzard crossing the whole farm from Pook Lane to Emsworth.
Maybe this bird roosts somewhere in the Pook Lane area, does not fly until the air
begins to warm and only then sets out to find its breakfast.
One bird that we may have lost this year (in addition to the Yellowhammers) is
Pied Wagtail - normally a pair nest at the farm buildings but the male was last
seen there on Apr 13 with no sign of it on Apr 25 or today.
When Tony was here on Apr 27 he had an unidentified bird which flew north
from Hayling and then west along the shore towards Langstone, and he described
it as Cockatiel (or Cuckoo) like in flight, grey in colour but with white markings on its
wings similar to the white bands on a Wood Pigeon. Today I had another puzzler
which may well have been a cage bird - sadly I never saw it but I heard it for some
time repeating a very precise song which I wrote down as “Um cha cha chi, Um cha
cha cha” in a Blackcap like tones.
New flowering plants seen on this visit were Hybrid Water Speedwell, Black
Bryony, Tufted Forget-me-not and Marsh Arrow-grass (with grooved
leaves). In the cemetery I saw what I think was the first true Field Forget-me-not
(as opposed to the cultivar of Wood Forget-me-not which can be seen
everywhere as a garden escape) and also found Water Forget-me-not (though
that had started to flower at Brook Meadow on Apr 26)
Fri 4 May
Havant Thicket
I walked round part of Havant Thicket in hot sunshine this afternoon and found
Brimstone butterflies everywhere together with Small Whites and Orange
Tips with singles of Peacock and Speckled Wood plus a Speckled Yellow
moth nectaring on a Bluebell. Less expected insects were a Green Tiger Beetle
which repeatedly hunted for prey on the hot surface of the sunlit track, then flew a
few yards to make another foray - much faster flying was a mature female
Broad-bodied Chaser dragonfly (I may have seen another but only as a darting
shape in the distance). Last to go in my book was a single Large Red Damsel.
Walking along the south of the Furzy Plain area at the start of my visit I scanned the
Gipsies Plain grassland to the south and was pleased to see at least 5 of the 6
Lapwings I had seen here on Mar 24 and Apr 5 were still here (though I saw no
sign of chicks that are now hatching at other breeding sites). I had also hoped to
hear Willow Warblers singing in the Furzy Plain scrub - no luck with them here
but I did hear two further north.
One other unidentified bird sound could (just possibly) have come from young
Sparrowhawks in their nest - I would have thought this too early for them to have
hatched but I have in the past week read of Sparrowhawks carrying prey that
may have been going to young in nests in both East Sussex and on the Isle of Wight.

My main purpose in coming here was to check two plants, both of which I found.
First was Bitter Vetch of which I found a good show in the first site I checked, and
the second was Lily of the Valley at the site I discovered last year. I only saw 15
of the plants with flowers but I think there will be more as many of the plants were
only just pushing up from the ground and unfurling their leaves.
Other new flowerings seen on this visit were Lesser Spearwort and Smooth
Tare. Also flowering was a good show of Silverweed and a promise that
Foxgloves will be out within days - one bud was already showing its colour.
In Havant I found both Purple Toadflax and American Willowherb in flower for
the first time
Wed 2 May
Prinsted
A short shore path walk from Prinsted to Thornham Point and back along the road
added House Martin to my year list with half a dozen of them briefly hawking
insects in the air above the field containing nine Alpacas, bringing my year total of
birds to 123 species.
Back at home as I was putting the car away I noticed a full grown flowering plant of
Common Broomrape had suddenly appeared on the edge of the garden
driveway.
Tue 1 May
Around Havant
A couple of short walks around Havant today gave me a list of around 105 flowering
plant species, including these firsts for my personal year list - Small-flowered
Cranesbill, Guernsey Fleabane, Common Catsear, Rough Hawkbit,
Creeping Cinquefoil, Dog Rose, Pineappleweed, Bittersweet and Brackish
Water Crowfoot (Ranunculus baudotii), this last flowering in the Homewell
spring. Bittersweet was found by Brian Fellows on Apr 27 but I think the others
are all ‘firsts’.
As I arrived home after the second outing a group of seven Swifts flew over the
house - the first I have seen this year
Mon 30 Apr
Seen from the car
Today I had to drive to Bedford to attend a funeral and en route saw two Red
Kites, one in Berkshire and one in Northamptonshire - both were flying low and
near the road allowing me to see their thin, angled wings and forked tails. At the
crematorium a Willow Warbler sang strongly and incessantly while a couple of
Swallows flew overhead.
To offset these I passed several dead animal road casualties including a couple of
deer - one was only identifiable as a haunch and back leg but another was

apparently complete and undamaged, and from its small size and general shape I
took it to be a Muntjac.
More cheering was the sight of Common Poppy, and in the central reservation of
the A1 in Bedfordshire, as I queued at a busy roundabout, I noticed many Musk
Thistles in full flower.
SUMMARY FOR APR 23 - 29 (WEEK 17 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Manx Shearwater: Now starting to appear in the channel in large numbers. First
report of 50+ was from Portland on Apr 26 and 100 were seen there on Apr 28 when
a group of 15 were seen in Hampshire waters west of Hurst spit
Glossy Ibis: Not local but on Apr 25 a flock of 17 Ibis (in summer plumage) were
in the Severn estuary near Slimbridge (and I think there was a second group of
them in Cornwall)
Black Swan: The 'captive' birds at West Ashling pond near Chichester numbered 7
when Brian Fellows was there on Apr 24. Up to Aug 2005 I had never seen more
than 2 birds there but at the end of Oct 2005 Brian found 6 birds there and in 2006
one pair had 4 cygnets. Maybe there is an area there where the birds can be out of
sight of the public (though the whole of the pond seems to be open to public view)
as I could only see four adult birds there on Jan 1 this year but maybe there are at
least 10 birds are actually present with only some of them appearing on the lake at
any one time?
Greylag Goose: The first Greylag gosling of the year was seen at Rye Harbour
on Apr 21
Brent Goose: Although all the local migrant birds seem to have departed they are
still passing through the channel - 216 were seen to go east past Bognor on Apr 20
and seawatchers at Seaford counted 192 heading east on Apr 21 and another 232
on Apr 22 (when 179 were seen passing Dungeness). Summering birds include 9
seen in Fishbourne Channel (Chichester) on Apr 23 and 8 seen in the mouth of the
Hermitage stream at Broadmarsh (Langstone Harbour) on Apr 27
Mallard: Mallard ducklings have been on view at Langstone pond through the past
week and on Apr 27 there were 14 ducklings on the Warblington cressbeds probably all one family as just one male has been on regular guard duty there for
some time.
Garganey: On Apr 26 a party of 4 birds (presumably newly arrived) were on the
sea off Worthing before flying north east
Common Scoter: As with Brent these are still passing up channel in large
numbers. On Apr 21 a total of 569 were seen from Seaford and on Apr 22
Dungeness logged 930. At least 80 flew past Rye Harbour on Apr 28

Velvet Scoter: 3 flew past St Catherine's Point on Apr 21 and 4 were seen from
Seaford on Apr 22
Goosander: These have been breeding intermittently in the Hampshire Avon
valley since the first record of breeding in 1998 and it seems that at least one family
has already hatched 'somewhere in Hampshire' this year as on Apr 28 John Clark
announced that he had just received a photo of one adult with 10 ducklings (though
he does not say when the photo was taken - presumably it is current but it could be
from a previous year)
Honey Buzzard: The sixth report for this year comes from Pulborough Brooks
where an adult female flew over on Apr 25
Black Kite: Lee Evans tells us on Apr 25 of one in Norfolk and on Apr 28 one was
seen in Dorset at Longham on the River Stour just north of Bournemouth
Montagu's Harrier: A few of these are hopefully now arriving in this country and
news of them will, quite rightly, not be broadcast but a close sighting of one at Weir
Wood reservoir near Crowborough was reported on Apr 20. Since then there has
been a late report of a Hen Harrier at Portland on Apr 24
Buzzard: Of local interest there was another sighting of two (maybe three) over
Warblington Farm on Apr 27
Osprey: There were sightings at Pagham Harbour on both Apr 22 and 23, probably
of different birds passing through. Since then one has been seen over Horsham on
Apr 25 and another over the west side of Poole Harbour on Apr 27
Red-footed Falcon: A motorist on the M3 thought he saw one in the
Camberley/Hawley area on the Hampshire border on Apr 24 .... Lee Evans summary
of rare birds in Britain for the week preceding Apr 25 lists one in Norfolk
Merlin: A few are still passing through on their way north and Apr 21 brought
sightings from both Pagham Harbour and Hurst near Lymington and the latest
report comes from Portland on Apr 28
Hobby: We now have 37 reports of perhaps 45 birds. The first was at Horsham on
Apr 3, the latest reports are of birds in Dorset, Hants, Isle of Wight, Sussex and Kent
with reports on Apr 28 from Fishbourne (Chichester) and Stokes Bay (Gosport)
Avocet: It looks as if it will not be many years before these are as common along
the south coast in the breeding season as they have been for a long time in East
Anglia. Currently there are at least 17 birds at Titchfield Haven, 11 at Rye Harbour
and 'many' at Pett Level pools and I am pretty sure there will be others in Poole
Harbour and other Dorset coastal sites.
Lapwing: A long walk taken by Alan Kitson around the Adur valley area on Apr 28
passed through places where at least 5 pairs should have been found breeding
based on experience up to and including last year but none could be found on Apr
28. In contrast to that Tony Gutteridge found 'many' in fields around West Dean
(Chichester) on Apr 26 and he even saw one on the Warblington fields on Apr 27

(probably the same bird that he saw there in Apr 18 and not thought to be breeding
- just lost)
Godwits: Although I have not seen any definite news of Blackwits leaving the
south coast (though on Apr 29 there was news of just one of our local birds arriving
in Iceland) it looks as if there was a substantial departure sometime between Apr 20
(when a flock of 130 birds was in Fishbourne Channel near Chichester and 100+
were to be found at Farlington Marshes) and Apr 23 (when the Fishbourne count
was down at 23 or less and there were less than 50 at Farlington with all other sites
showing similar decreases). These Blackwits fly north overland when they leave us
and so are not reported at seawatching sites along the channel but Bar-tails do
follow the coast and there was a significant peak in their numbers on Apr 22 when
190 went past Seaford and 607 were logged at Dungeness. Another surge went
through on Apr 27 bringing counts of 116 at Seaford, 310 at St Catherine's Point,
138 at Portland and 520 at Dungeness. Next day saw an even bigger movement
with 1885 logged passing St Catherine's Point and 1842 (probably the same
birds hugging the south coast of the Island) seen from Hurst spit
Whimbrel: The lovely repetitive whistling of these birds has become common in
the Langstone area within the past week but I have yet to hear the magnificent
sound of a group of them heading north high overhead. Plenty have been moving
east along the coast and the number roosting at Rye Harbour reached 109 on Apr
21 and then increased to 132 on Apr 22 and 135 on Apr 25 (counts since then have
declined slightly to 116 on Apr 28)
Wood Sandpiper: A single bird was seen at Titchfield Haven on Apr 14 and 15,
then on Apr 25 and 26 one appeared at Brading Marsh on the IoW. Now, on Apr 28,
one has been seen at Stokes Bay (Gosport). In view of the scarcity of spring reports
of this species, and the absence of any other reports from south coast sites, I
suggest this is the same bird alternating between the Hampshire mainland and the
Island.
Pomarine Skua: The first bird of the year passed Portland on Apr 19 and by Apr 25
I had recorded 19 reports seemingly covering 111 birds. Birling Gap on Beachy
Head recorded 13 birds on Apr 20 and Dungeness logged 27 on Apr 22 and 22 on
Apr 27. Counts from Selsey so far total just 19 birds. Both Arctic and Great Skuas
have also been seen in large numbers - 50 Arctics at Seaford on Apr 22 and 21
Bonxies at Dungeness on Apr 23 with smaller numbers daily.
Little Gull: Huge numbers have been reported passing along the French side of the
Channel this spring but a few have come over to the north giving counts at Seaford
of 415 on Apr 21, 268 on Apr 22 (at nearby Birling Gap). Highest count was 500 at
Dungeness on Apr 21
Lesser Blackback Gull: One seen at Longham on the R Stour north of
Bournemouth on Apr 25 was possibly a Baltic race bird (and one adult British race
bird at Broadmarsh on Apr 28 gave me my 120th species tick for this year)

Common Tern: A count of 575 at Dungeness on Apr 21 shows that there are now
plenty in British waters. The first few were in the north of Langstone Harbour off the
South Moors on Apr 28
Little Tern: These started to arrive in the English Channel on Apr 12 and are now
being widely seen in small numbers. I went to the Hayling Oysterbeds at high tide
(when they are most likely to be seen) on Apr 24 and found three there (two
actually landing on the island in the lagoon) and at the next high tide on the
morning of Apr 25 two were briefly seen over the water between Warblington and
Northney. On Apr 28 the count at Selsey Bill was 34
Black Tern: The first to be seen on the south coast was at Beachy Head on Apr 21
with others seen at Dungeness, St Catherine's Point. Titchfield Haven and the
Lymington area on the same day. I now have 13 reports of Black Tern up to Apr 28
(when one was heading up the Hampshire Avon past Blashford)
Guillemot: The first report of a Guillemot egg being laid came from the Dorset cliffs
at Durlston on Apr 24
Puffin: These are not often seen in Hampshire waters so a sighting of two at Hurst
Spit (Lymington) on Apr 21 was noteworthy
Turtle Dove: These have now been seen at seven coastal sites between Apr 15
and 27 - all sightings of single birds until two were seen at Rye Harbour on Apr 25
Ring-necked Parakeet: One flying in off the sea at Selsey Bill on Apr 21 was a
surprise to those who saw it (but I'm pretty sure it was a bird of British origin and
had not come all the way from central Africa or southern Asia!).
Swift: I now have 45 reports covering some 377 birds and including counts of 26
over the Chichester lakes on Apr 23 and 30 at Longham (near Bournemouth) in
Dorset that day. 10 were seen at Titchfield Haven on Apr 21 and 75 went over
Christchurch Harbour on Apr 28
Hoopoe: One was at Calshot (mouth of Southampton Water) on Apr 24 and may
still be there. A different bird was at Swanwick on the R Hamble on Apr 25 and
sightings at Portland on Apr 25 and at Sherborne on Apr 27 may be of the same bird
Red-rumped Swallow: One flew south at Dungeness on Apr 21 and on Apr 28
two were reported from the Pett Level area on Rye Bay
Yellow Wagtail: There have been no definite reports of these birds breeding
anywhere in Hampshire since 2002 and none are expected this year but thankfully
the birds still pass over the south coast in spring and autumn allowing me to get one
on my year list at Warblington on Apr 25. The 76 reports I have seen this spring total
something like 319 birds, including a 'fall' of more than 77 at Portland on Apr 22.
One Blue-headed bird was at Portland on Apr 24 and on Apr 28 a Black-headed
bird (of the Middle Eastern feldegg race?) was found dead on a container ship
being unloaded at Southampton.
Dunnock: A pair feeding young at Pennington on Apr 28

Robin: A pair had fledged young out of the nest near Crawley on Apr 23
Nightingale: One was back and singing at the Marlpit Lane site (east of Emsworth)
on Apr 22 and two were singing there on Apr 26
Whinchat: These have been back since Apr 11 and I now have 39 reports of them
including my own close view of a smart male on the north pier of the old Hayling
Billy rail bridge at Langstone on Apr 28
Reed Warbler: One arrived back at Peter Pond in Emsworth on Apr 21 when they
had already been back for a few days at Farlington Marshes (no first date given). By
Apr 25 the first was at Langstone Pond and on Apr 27 one had reached the
Warblington reed bed
Dartford Warbler: A male was feeding young at Christchurch Harbour on Apr 28
Wood Warbler: Just eight reports so far including on singing on both Apr 22 and
24 at Stanley Common (just east of Liphook near Haslemere)
Spotted Flycatcher: The first to be reported from the south coast was at
Christchurch Harbour on Apr 17. The next was at Portland on Apr 22 and the latest
was at Christchurch on Apr 24
Golden Oriole: The first report came from Dungeness on Apr 21 when a single bird
flew east over the Bird Observatory. Since then one has been singing at Radipole
(Weymouth) on Apr 28
Starling: Since the winter flocks left us at the end of February I have not seen a
single report of anyone seeing more than 8 birds together (and days go by without
my seeing one at all here in Havant) so it was a pleasant surprise to find a flock of
at least 40 birds together in the Warblington farm fields around the feet of cattle on
Apr 25.
Serin: One was at Portland on Apr 21 and one was heard calling as it flew over the
Hurst area of the west Solent on Apr 27
Linnet: Two pairs were feeding young in the Lymington area on Apr 28
Bullfinch: It is rare to hear a report of this fairly common bird singing but Cliff Dean
managed to hear one in the Pett area north of Hastings on Apr 21
Cirl Bunting: I believe that these were saved from extinction on Britain at farms in
Devon where fields were left with seed crops through the winter, starting many
years back, and we may now have a sign that these birds are now spreading out
again - one was seen in the Abbotsbury area of Dorset on Apr 26. The internet tells
me they reached a low of just 118 pairs in 1989 and there are now at least 700 pairs
(so their status is still critical)
Reed Bunting: One pair is still present on the Warblington farm this year where I
had seen them on three dates in March but not recently. This week the male has

been heard singing on both Apr 25 and 27. Others can be heard at Thorney Little
Deeps
Corn Bunting: There is still a possibility of hearing one within cycling distance of
Havant this year - on Apr 26 Brian Fellows heard one singing near Racton Park Farm
(in the Ems valley) where it seemed to be holding territory last year also. Further off
one has been heard in the Adur valley area of West Sussex while in Dorset a flock of
20 was found at Tarrant Rushton airfield (just east of Blandford) on Apr 27
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Hairy Dragonfly: First of the year at Titchfield Haven on Apr 21 followed by
on at Rye Harbour on Apr 22
Broad-bodied Chaser: There was a long gap between Tony Gutteridge's
sighting of one at Warblington on Apr 18 and the next report from Heyshott
Common near Midhurst on Apr 27
Blue-tailed Damsel: The first of these came out in the Hastings area on Apr
25 to join the Large Red which first appeared on Apr 8
Butterflies (New species for the year only)
Wood White: First seen at Botany Bay wood near Chiddingfold in Surrey on
Apr 21
Small Blue: Just one report of more than ten seen at Afton Down
(Freshwater IoW) on Apr 21 - assuming they were correctly identified it
seems odd that there have been no other reports of them so far
Brown Argus: The first report of these also came from Afton Down on Apr
21 but there have now been six subsequent reports from three other sites
Common Blue: First was seen at Browndown (Gosport) on Apr 22 and this
has been followed by sightings at Kingley Vale (Chichester) and Stockbridge
Down (where 4 were out) plus others in Sussex. I have not included a garden
sighting reported from Havant on Apr 26 as this could have been a
mis-identified Holly Blue sighting.
Adonis Blue: The first was seen on Mill Hill at Shoreham on Apr 24 and two
were there on Apr 28
Glanville Fritillary: These were out in force on Apr 27 when more than 70
were seen at the Wheeler's Bay (Bonchurch undercliff) site at Ventnor, IoQ
Moths (First records)
Eriocrania subpupurella: Five taken in woodland at Horsham on Apr 24
Common Swift: First report from Portland on Apr 24

Incurvaria masculella: Also in Horsham woods on Apr 24
Nemophora metallica: This was a tentative name put forward for a
species of Longhorn moth seen on Chalton Down north of Rowlands
Castle on Apr 28 but as this is listed by Mike Wall as a Hampshire rarity whose
only records are in July (and which has never yet appeared in any of the
reports I have seen over the years) I think this name is dubious.
Tinea trinotella: First record from Horsham on Apr 24
Roeslerstammia erxlebella: A new one to me - also taken at Horsham on
Apr 24
Brown House-moth (Hofmannophila pseudospretella): Taken at
Rusper (Crawley) on Apr 24
Agonopterix yeatiana: Taken at Horsham on Apr 23
Neofaculta ericetella: Also taken at Horsham woods on Apr 24
Syndemis musculana: As above
Pine Bud Moth (Pseudococcyx turionella): As above
Spotted Shoot Moth (Rhyacionia pinivorana): As above
Pammene argyrana: As above
Pyrausta despicata: Seen at Stockbirdge Down on Apr 28
Oak Hook-tip: First seen on Apr 23 at both Horsham and Pulborough Brooks
Pebble Hook-tip: First seen by day on Great Litchfield Down near the A34 in
north Hampshire
The Mocha: Seen at two sites in Horsham (where the species is relatively
common) on Apr 23 and 24
Birch Mocha: Also seen at Horsham on Apr 24
Maiden's Blush: First report is from Pulborough Brooks on Apr 23
Red Twin-spot Carpet: First seen at Horsham on Apr 24
Water Carpet: As above
Broken-barred Carpet: As above
Oak-tree Pug: First at Rusper (Crawley) on Apr 22
Sloe Pug: First seen at Horsham on Apr 24
Treble-bar: First at Shoreham Mill Hill by day on Apr 24 - pair seen mating
Tawny-barred Angle: First seen at Horsham on Apr 24

Speckled Yellow: First report from Hastings country park on Apr 26
followed by Stansted Forest on Apr 27
Peppered Moth: First at PulboroughBrooks on Apr 23
Square Spot: First seen at Horsham on Apr 24
Common Heath: First seen by day on Apr 27 at a site just south of Fawley
Power Station on Southampton Water
Bordered White: Another first at Horsham on Apr 24
Common White Wave: First seen in the Horsham area on Apr 22
Common Wave: As above
Yellow Belle: First report from Rye Harbour on Apr 25
Pine Hawkmoth: First seen at Horsham on Apr 24
Poplar Hawkmoth: First seen at Horsham on Apr 23
Broad-bordered Bee Hawkmoth: First seen in Abbot's Wood near
Hailsham (Eastbourne) on Apr 20
Buff-tip: First seen at Fernhurst near Haslemere on Apr 27
Coxcomb Prominent: First at Pulborough Brooks on Apr 23
Ruby Tiger: First seen at Mill Hill, Shoreham, on Apr 22
Cinnabar Moth: The first isolated report was from Rye on Mar 30. Not until
Apr 22 did the start to appear generally with further reports from different
sites on Apr 23, 24 and 28
Heart and Dart: First seen at Horsham on Apr 23
Beautiful Yellow Underwing: First seen on the Sussex Downs above
Worthing on Apr 22
Tawny Shears: First at Rye Harbour on Apr 25
Small Clouded Brindle: First at Horsham on Apr 23
Marbled Minor species: First at Portland on Apr 25
The Four-spotted: First at Portland on Apr 28
Other Insects
Bibio hortulanus: A fairly common relative of St Mark's Fly - looks similar
but females have red colouring on them. Seen at Rye Harbour on Apr 26
Myathropa florea: This fairly common hoverfly was out at Rye Harbour on
Apr 27

Hornet: First sighting of the year was one flying in the Idsworth area north of
Rowlands Castle on Apr 21
Andrena cineraria: This black and white mining bee is a relative of the
Tawny Mining Bee and was seen in the Hastings area on Apr 22
Cockchafer: These have appeared two weeks earlier than usual. First seen
at both Rusper (Crawley) and Rye town on Apr 22
Pine Weevil: One found near Hastings on Apr 22 was apparently only the
second record for Sussex but this is probably due to others being
misidentified at the much commoner Vine Weevil
Bridge spider (Larinioides sclopetarius): This is one of a group of
spiders which make untidy orb webs and prefer to do so on human
constructions near water (hence a preference for bridges). They are
apparently very common in northern Europe and have now invaded Britain
since Dick Jones published his comprehensive 'Country Life Guide to Spiders'
(my main source of Spider info) in 1983 as the whole genus is absent from
that book.
Google takes you to
http://www.nicksspiders.com/nicksspiders/larinioidessclopetarius.htm which
is well worth a visit to see pictures of a waterside underpass in Lincoln (similar
to the one here in Havant under the A27 taking the footpath south from
Tescos beside the Langbrook stream) which is so infested with these spiders
that someone has painted a dividing line along the middle of the walkway and
marked one side for human walkers and the other for spiders (in the way we
share paths between cyclists and walkers).
This website also told me two things I did not previously know about Argioppe
bruennichi (Wasp Spider) - one is that the tiny male mates with the huge
female just after she has shed her last juvenile skin and while her chelicerae
(the ‘jaws’ with which she would normally grab and eat the impudent male)
are still soft and lack the strength to hold him. The other thing was the
females method of dealing with a Bombardier Beetle should he get caught in
her web - fearful of the noxious liquid which he tries to fire at her she does not
attempt to kill the beetle but quickly wraps him in silk which prevents the
liquid from spraying out onto her body - he continue to fire his ‘gun’ in vain
within the silk cloak.
The reason for this mention of Bridge Spiders is that a related species
(Larinioides cornutus) was found at Rye Harbour on Apr 24
PLANTS
Marsh Horsetail: Seen on the Langstone South Moors on Apr 27
Adder's Tongue Fern: A mention of this being seen at Durlston country park on
Apr 22 suggest that it might now be found at local sites (e.g. Farlington Marshes
'Slip Field' or beside Scott Road on the south side of Hilsea ramparts)

Common Poppy: One flower seen in a Bedhampton garden on Apr 23
Greater Celandine: Flowering in Havant town on Apr 27 (and at Pyle Farm near
Horndean on Apr 29)
Field Pennycress: This had been still flowering in January but the first flowers of
the new season were out at Southmoor Road in Havant on Apr 28 (seeds showed
they had been flowering for some time)
Sea Kale: This was nearly in flower on the south Hayling shore on Apr 20 and by
Apr 24 it was fully out at Rye Harbour
Ragged Robin: The first few plants were in flower by the two streams at
Warblington farm on Apr 25
Bog Stitchwort: This was also out at Warblington by the eastern stream on Apr 25
Tree Mallow: This had started flowering beside the Slipper Mill Pond at Emsworth
on Apr 22 and on Apr 28 I saw one of the distinctive flowers on the eastern island
at Budds Farm
Cranesbills: Although neither is a first flowering it may be of interest to know that
both Shining and Round-leaved Cranesbills are starting to appear at new sites
in Havant. This week I found Shining Cranesbill at the south end of the footbridge
over the railway where it meets Staunton road in Bedhampton and later found more
in Fairfield Road close to my home while Round-leaved is once again flowering in
the small flower bed south of the main entrance to Havant Railway Station (among
lots of Common Storksbill)
Hedgerow Cranesbill: This year's first flowers were seen on the seawall of
Emsworth marina on Apr 21
Subterranean Clover: The first two flowers caught my eye when in the
Warblington Farm SSSI field on Apr 25
Hairy Tare: First flowers seen on the Broadmarsh 'mountain' on Apr 28
Sainfoin: This lovely plant was flowering at Durlston on Apr 26 and may be out on
Portsdown
Silverweed: Just starting to flower on Butser Hill on Apr 28
Spindle: A tree in Warblington churchyard was in flower on Apr 25
Sycamore: Flowers were dangling from at least one tree in Havant on Apr 24
False Oxlip: Seven flowering plants seen at Bentley Station Meadow near Alton on
Apr 22
Common Centaury: This is mentioned on the Durlston country park website as if
it were in flower there on Apr 22. As it normally does not flower until June I am not
sure if this was entry was a mistake

Bittersweet: This nightshade was flowering in Southmoor Lane, Havant, on Apr
27
Germander Speedwell: My first find of this in flower was on Apr 23
Eyebright: This was also listed on the Durlston website as being in flower on Apr
22
Water Forget-me-not: This had started to flower by the R Ems at Brook Meadow
on Apr 26
Marsh Valerian: First flowering at Warblington Farm by the eastern stream on Apr
25
Slender Thistle: Just two ro three of the thousands of plants at the southern end
of Southmoor Lane had started to flower on Apr 28
Herb Paris: Flowering on the northern slopes of Butser Hill on Apr 28
Solomon's Seal: Also flowering on Butser on Apr 28
Sea Club Rush: Flowering at Emsworth on Apr 26
Spring Sedge: What seems very likely to be Spring Sedge was found in the South
Moors orchid field on Apr 27
Grey Sedge: Flowering at Brook Meadow in Emsworth and in my Havant Garden
on Apr 26
Spiked Sedge: Found in Brook Meadow on Apr 22
Meadow Grasses: Both Rough and Smooth species were flowering at Brook
Meadow on Apr 26
False Fox Sedge: Out in the Warblington Farm SSSI marsh on Apr 25
Plicate Sweetgrass: Spreading its spikelets prior to flowering at Warblington
Farm on Apr 25
OTHER WILDLIFE
Common Dolphin: A pod of at least six Dophins seen feeding off the mouth of
Chichester Harbour on Apr 28 were probably Common Dolphins, of which 25 had
been off Portland on Apr 22
Water Vole: One was seen in a new site (in the canalised section of the Lumley Mill
Stream immediately south of Westbourne church) shortly before Apr 21. There have
been few sightings in Emsworth this year - the eleventh report from Brook Meadow
came on Apr 23
Slow Worm: These have recently become active with three sightings since Apr 20,
the latest being of a family group seen at Rye Harbour on Apr 26 - the youngster in
this group was boldly coloured gold and black and the female was the largest of the

three and had a black stripe down the front part of her body. In this report it is said
that Slow Worms can live for 54 years (maybe more).
Brook Lamprey: We recently heard that Lampreys had been seen in the Dockens
Water stream near Ringwood on Apr 6 and I now read of a recent sighting in the
Brede valley (west of Rye) with news of Brown Trout in the same stream.
Dryad's Saddle fungus: A large specimen was found on Apr 28 growing on a
fallen tree at Butser Hill
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR APR 23 - 29 (WEEK 17 OF 2007)
Sat 28 Apr
Around Langstone
An early morning cycle ride added three species to my year list of birds and brought
it up to 120.
First was a colourful cock Whinchat perched openly on the only bush available at
the end of the north pier of the old rail bridge, and then I saw two Common Terns
over the harbour near the mouth of the Langbrook Stream. The third was the one I
had come out for - Reed Warbler at Langstone Pond and I had no difficulty there.
Budds farm and Broadmarsh
A short cycle ride in the late afternoon took me down Southmoor Lane towards
Budds Farm but as I passed the end of Penner Road I noticed some unusually tall
plants of Slender Thistle on the west side of the road - when I had a closer look
two of them already had their pale pink flowers open. While off my bike I came back
to the east side of the road and found Field Pennycress plants covered with their
distinctive seed pods but also having flowers, and when I got to the viewpoint for
the Budds Farm Pools I looked to my right at saw what I am sure was a Tree
Mallow flower on the big island in the eastern pool.
Also on that island I could hear two Sedge Warblers singing but there was nothing
else unusual about the birds there.
Going down onto the shore and along to the Hermitage Stream I saw a total of
seven Brent (five swimming in the stream) and also on the stream before flying
past me was an adult Lesser Black-back gull of the British race.
Before returning home I went up onto the Broad marsh ‘mountain’ and added Hairy
Tare to my flowering plant list.
Thu 26 Apr
Wed 25 Apr
Warblington Farm bird census

Despite a forecast of some rain I made another census visit to Warblington farm
where I had to wear a rain coat for most of the time but only to keep off the lightest
of intermittent showers which did not prevent me completing the walk-about.
At least two pairs of Swallows were back at each of the Pook Lane stables and the
farm - at the latter I saw one pair fly into a small building where they have nested
before. There were also at least nine Common Whitethroats and one Lesser
scattered around the plot but no Reed Warblers had turned up and I did not find
either the Sedge Warbler that has been there for a couple of weeks nor the Reed
Buntings that were there at the very start of the season.
Best bird was a single fly-over Yellow Wagtail, my first of the year, heading due
east and calling desperately for company. I was also pleased to hear at least two,
probably three, Skylarks singing over separate fields and even more excited to
watch a flock of around 40 Starlings in one field among the cattle (I was beginning
to feel the species had become locally extinct!).
Offshore, with the tide high, I heard and saw a couple of Little Terns, presumably
confirming their return to the Oysterbeds from which they often come round to the
Northney area to fish. Also off the land there was a single Greenshank in the
channel south of Nore Barn
New flowerings included Ragged Robin, Marsh Valerian, Bog Stitchwort and
Subterranean Clover with Plicate Sweet-grass opening its flowerheads in
several places and the first Tamarisks starting to flower on the shore. In the
churchyard Spindle had opened its first flowers and in the marsh False Fox
Sedge was among the various Sedges to be found there.
Tue 24 Apr
Little Terns back at the Oysterbeds
This afternoon I cycled down the Billy Trail to Langstone, following it to the old
north pier of the rail bridge from which I could see the mouth of the Langbrook
stream with the tide up to check of any remaining Brent. No geese to be seen but
there was a pair of Shelduck that might be thinking of a nest on the South Moors.
On land a Common Whitethroat was singing from the hedge east of the old rail
track and out at the end of the track where the bridge once started I had close views
of a single Whimbrel and a party of a dozen Turnstones, two or three of them
well into summer plumage. Also out at the end of the track I found my first Wild
Mignonette in flower as well as flowering Bird’s Foot Trefoil and Sea
Sandwort, both of which I had seen last week. On the eastern cliff of the rail
embankment a large plant of Wall-rocket was growing and I wondered if it could
be Perennial Wall-rocket. The flowers were half-closed and looked as if they might
be the requisite 15 to 30 mm across if fully open and the plant looked as if it had
been established there since last year if not before but when I collected a sample it
had a hairy stem (Perennial should be hairless) and there was no sign of a short
stem between the base of what had been a flower and the seed pod now present,
so it goes down as an extra large Annual.

Arriving at the south end of the road bridge the ditch under the pines across the
road from the Texaco garage had a good show of Hemlock Water Dropwort in
flower, and further on, beside the continuation of the old rail line, a bramble bush
had white flowers of the sort which I believe qualify as Dewberry. Also in the rail
track hedge a Lesser Whitethroat was singing its quiet warble ending with the
loud rattle that is usually all I hear.
At the lagoon there was at least one pair of Med Gulls on the water and a good
number of Black-headed on the island. While I was scanning these I heard the
unmistakeable squeaks of Little Tern and watched one fly to the island and land on
the west side within a metre of a second bird already there. I could not make up my
mind as to whether they were a pair but I could see that the place that they had
chosen to land was well below the spring tide high water mark - if they do nest there
they will be failing to take advantage of all the hard work put into raising the top of
the island. Later these two took off and started performing high speed aerobatics in
very close formation, confirming the impression that they were a pair. Separate
from them I saw at least one other Little Tern (and heard a Sandwich Tern).
Over on South Binness there was a snow storm of gulls in flight low over the
island as they settle into their breeding season.
Elsewhere around the Oysterbeds I saw seven Turnstone and five Dunlin come in
to roost during the high tide, and I could hear a few Redshank and
Oystercatcher in the area as well as seeing alone Great Crested Grebe on the
harbour while one Swallow flew over and a couple of Egrets were hoping for fish
brought by the inrushing tide. Over in the large northern pools I passed a group of
seven Black-tailed Godwits half-sleeping with the water up to their bellies.
Earlier in the day I was pleased to find a female Holly Blue on a Holly tree in my
garden - I hope she has met up with the male that has been a daily visitor to the
garden for some time.
Mon 23 Apr
New flowers in Havant
A walk from my home on the east side of Havant to Bedhampton railway station on
the west side gave me my first Common Poppy of the year (a single plant with a
single flower in a tiny, dusty roadside garden) and brought the Parsley Piert in St
Faith’s Churchyard one step nearer to definite flowering (there was a cluster of well
formed flowers in the ‘arm-pit flower basket’ of the plant I examined but whether
any of them were really ‘open for business’ I could not be sure).
Not firsts, but still good finds, were Round-leaved Cranesbill among the
Common Storksbill in the flower bed south of Havant Station entrance and a new
to me cluster of Shining Cranesbill at the south end of the footbridge over the
railway at Staunton Road close to Bedhampton station.
Other roadside finds were a couple of plants of Common Mallow covered with
flowers, and less conspicuous flowers on both Field Madder and Germander

Speedwell, plus bold displays of Laburnum blossom that has now joined the
Lilacs.
The only bird interest came where the Hermitage Stream flows under West Street.
Here a Magpie on a nearby roof was considered to be a threat to a putative Grey
Wagtail nest (presumably under the road bridge over the stream) and the Grey
Wagtail flew up onto the roof uttering a non-stop stream of verbal abuse against
the Magpie.
SUMMARY FOR APR 16 - 22 (WEEK 16 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Late news
The following entries relate to input received since my Saturday cut-off
Black Tern: The first Hampshire sighting was at Hurst in the west Solent on
Apr 21 (along with 2 Puffins). Another Black Tern was seen at Titchfield
Haven on the same day and what was probably the same bird appeared
briefly at Budds Farm on the same day
Yellow Wagtail: Portland had an exceptionally large count of more than 75
Yellows Wagtail on Apr 22
Bullfinch: One was heard singing in the Pett Level area on Apr 21,
something I have only heard once in my life. Cliff Dean, who heard this one,
writes .. "A Bullfinch was singing in the blackthorn - not rare but rather
reclusive, and not everyone would realise that this melancholy little wheezing
was meant to be a song"
Hairy Dragonfly: First of the year seen at Titchfield Haven on Apr 21
Wood White: The first of the year were seen at Botany Bay wood in Surrey
on Apr 21
Broad-bordered Bee Hawkmoth: First of the year seen in Abbots Wood
(north of Eastbourne) on Apr 20
Hornet: The first to be reported this year was seen in the area of Old
Idsworth Farm on Apr 21
Pine Weevil: One was found and photographed near Hastings recently and
the finder believes that the only other Sussex record of this species was in
1973
Hedgerow Cranesbill: This was flowering on the wall of Emsworth Marina
on Apr 21
At Durlston on Apr 22 Common Centaury, Eyebright, and Adder's
Tongue Fern were all reported as 'flowering'. Interestingly they only found

their first Rue-leaved Saxifrage in flower on that day whereas it has been
out in Havant since Mar 11
Common Dolphin: 25+ off Portland on Apr 22
Earlier news
Cattle Egret: Although there had been a couple of brief one-off sightings in
February (one in Sussex, one in Devon) the first indication that spring movements
may bring some of these into our area comes from the arrival of two of them at
Radipole (Weymouth) on Apr 15. No more news of them up to Apr 21
Little Egret: I watched the Langstone Pond roost on the evening of Apr 19 and
saw at least 27 Egrets come to the roost but only 13 seemed to stay after three
separate disturbances caused parties of the birds to come out of the trees and head
for Thorney Island. What caused the disturbances was uncertain - I think the first
three birds to arrive, which remained in the trees for 15 minutes, may have decided
that no others were coming to join them and so flew off to find somewhere with a
busier night life, later eleven birds shot out of the trees when a Pheasant 'crowed'
loudly while at other times birds would arrive and circle the roost as if checking who
was there, then eventually fly off as if they could not see any of their friends and
were going to look for them elsewhere.
Grey Heron: I think of these as always nesting in tall trees whenever they are
available (though I am aware that they will nest on the ground in some treeless
places such as the northern isles) so I am surprised to read two reports on Derek
Hale's Isle of Wight birding website of up to five Herons being seen at 'nests in
reeds' somewhere in the Fishbourne-Binstead area of the north eastern shore of
the island. I realise that this phrase may be a loose one and refer to nests in trees
standing among reeds but I would like to find out more ... By Apr 20 there were
young in seven tree nests at Winchelsea.
White Stork: One flew west over the Abbotsbury Swannery in Dorset on Apr 16
but has not been reported since. The only other report of a White Stork that I have
seen this year was of one over Worthing on Mar 25
Mute Swan: Brian Fellows saw five different Swan nests in a short walk on Apr 15
from Brook Meadow in Emsworth to the Little Deeps on Thorney Island. The first
two (on Peter Pond and the Slipper Pond in Emsworth) have had several previous
mentions but the next two (one near the boat entrance to Emsworth marina and the
other on the pond in the grounds of the Osprey Quay 'Stilt House' complex south of
the marina) get their first mention this year. The fifth nest in the Little Deeps has
also been mentioned before. All five have sitting birds and the Peter Pond nest has
a full clutch of 8 eggs.
Black Swan: A report from Richard Ford that a pair at Headley Mill Pond in east
Hampshire currently have small downy cygnets immediately raised a question in my
mind as this seemed a significant deviation from what I have always understood to
be the 'unalterable' antipodean biological rhythm of these birds, causing them to

nest in our autumn and to hatch their chicks in the depths of our winter. Before I
could fire off a query about this several other people raised the same point, and I
think the outcome has been that, while the majority of Black Swans still breed in our
autumn and winter these birds at Headley may be among the first to start to adapt
to their new environment in the northern hemisphere (natural selection should
eventually cause them to change their habits!), but more pertinently this pair failed
in their first attempt at breeding last autumn and the recent hatching of young is the
outcome of a second, late in their season, nest.
Brent Goose: The departure of the winter birds seems to be effectively complete
by now. Counts of birds flying east past Dungeness were 340 on Apr 9 and 600 on
Apr 10 with none seen there since. I was still able to see 31 birds in the north of
Langstone Harbour on Apr 12 and there was a count of 90 birds passing the
Worthing area on Apr 15 but on Apr 16 the biggest flock I could find was of just two
birds at the mouth of Stoke Bay (south side of the Hayling Oysterbeds). There was
a further small passage on Apr 20 when up to 25 were seen passing St Catherine's
Point and 44 went past Selsey.
Egyptian Goose: A group of 6 birds at Petworth Park had a single gosling with
them on Apr 15
Shelduck: While a good many pairs still nest in our area the majority of the birds
we see in winter move elsewhere to breed and small parties are still moving east. A
group of 12 birds on the Warblington shore on the evening of Apr 19 were probably
pausing there to rest and feed before moving on overnight.
Teal: A count of around 70 still at Pulborough Brooks on Apr 16 seemed to show
that either Teal are the last of the winter wildfowl to leave us or that large numbers
are planning to stay and breed here this year.
Garganey: Six reports this week, all from different sites, show that the birds are
still arriving (once they get to their destinations and settle down to nest they are
likely to become 'invisible' to us). One pair that were clearly still en route were seen
on Apr 18 on the sea off the south west shore of the Isle of Wight near the Hanover
Point 'fossil forest'
Common Scoter: These are still moving east in fair numbers - the peak day this
week was Apr 19 when 130 went past Portland and 114 were seen from St
Catherine's Point. Some fly close inshore giving sightings of 45 from Sandy Point
(Hayling) on Apr 16 and 35 from Stokes Bay (Gosport) on Apr 20
Velvet Scoter: The long staying bird in Portland Harbour has not been seen since
Apr 8 and I thought the report of one passing Dungeness on Apr 9 was the last but
one was seen from Selsey Bill on Apr 20
Goldeneye: These too seemed to have left us at the start of April but three
redheads were still at the Blashford Lakes at Ringwood on Apr 17
Red-breasted Merganser: Reports of these seemed to end on Apr 15 but a flock
of 22 flew past Dungeness on Apr 17

Goosander: Just two isolated reports of late birds - on Apr 14 one was seen at
Cowards Marsh on the Avon just north of Christchurch and on Apr 19 a male was at
Testwood Lakes near Southampton
Honey Buzzard: I am not sure if there is someone in the Bournemouth area who
has difficulty in distinguishing Honey from Common Buzzards or if all sightings from
more rural areas are suppressed 'to prevent knowledge of the birds' presence
reaching the dreaded eggers' but there is a report of 2 Honey Buzzards flying north
west over Christchurch on Apr 14 and another of 2 also going north west over
Bournemouth on Apr 16. These two reports follow three other reports of single birds
arriving over Pagham Harbour on Apr 3, 5 and 6 and give an impression the 'ponies
are in' early this year. (I believe that the phrase 'the ponies are in' was once a code
used between birders who targetted this species in the past - but perhaps that code
is better known to the eggers than to innocent birders)
Goshawk: The videocam trained on a New Forest Goshawk nest is now in
operation at the Reptiliary just off the A35 a little west of Lyndhurst. Through it you
can see a nest with four eggs parented by a female still wearing the remains of
jesses to show her origin as an escaped falconer's bird and a male wearing a BTO
ring to show that it is perhaps a second generation escapee (ringed in a nest where
perhaps both parents were escapees).
Buzzard: When at Warblington on Apr 18 I had another sighting of two birds
though they were not over the farm but over the Denvilles residential area of east
Havant
Osprey: One was seen in the Pilsey area of Chichester Harbour on Apr 16 - first in
the morning and then in the afternoon so maybe the bird will stay longer though I
have heard no more of it later in the week.
Hobby: These are now arriving daily with six reports this week, all from different
sites from Dorset to the Kent border
Golden Pheasant: In the past 20 years feral populations of these have vanished
from the QE country park in Hampshire and from several Sussex sites (principally
Kingley Vale and the West Dean Woods). The 2005 Sussex Bird Report is the first to
have no mention of the species and the 2004 report has only one mention of a bird
seen in the Dean Lane End area between Stansted Forest and Finchdean. Perhaps
the species is not yet extinct as we now have two early April sightings of a young
(first summer) bird being seen in the Ringmer area near Lewes
Coot: The first report of chicks hatching came from Rye Harbour on Apr 5 and on
Apr 16 the first local report of them came from a nest in the Emsworth Slipper Pond.
On Apr 19 Brian Fellows noticed the parents of these birds passing food items
between themselves before giving them to the chicks (perhaps the concept of
'modern man' has just reached the Coots, leaving them puzzled as to whose job it
is to feed the children?)

Common Crane: Two birds flew in to Pulborough Brooks on the evening of Apr 18
but left again at 10am next morning.
Stone Curlew: In my last weekly summary I reported the first of the year as being
seen at Pulborough Brooks on Apr 13. I now see from Lee Evans latest national
round-up of rarity news that two other arrived sometime in that week, one in south
Devon and the other in Hertfordshire
Purple Sandpiper: These were still with us on Apr 20 when 3 were seen at Barton
on sea in the west Solent and 9 were at the Bembridge Foreland on the IoW
Whimbrel: Passage birds have been moving through the Channel since Apr 3 and
counts at Dungeness were up to 125 by Apr 13 and 190 by Apr 16. By Apr 15 the
first had been seen inland at Pulborough Brooks and on Apr 17 nine birds were seen
(probably heading inland) at Cams Bay on the north shore of Portsmouth Harbour.
I heard and saw my first on the west Hayling shore on Apr 20
Wood Sandpiper: The first of the year was seen at Titchfield Haven on Apr 14 and
what was probably the same bird was seen again on Apr 15. On Apr 15 one was
seen at Beachy Head and another in the Pannell valley near Rye.
Common Sandpiper: Migrants are certainly now arriving, the most recent report
being of three birds seen at Pagham Harbour on Apr 17
Pomarine Skua: The first report came from Portland on Apr 19 and on Apr 20 at
least 13 came through (13 reported from Birling Gap on Beachy Head though only
11 were seen at Dungeness and only 1 at Portland)
Med Gull: While there is no difficulty in hearing or seeing these birds whenever you
go out anywhere in the Havant area at the present time there does seem to have
been a significant change in the coastal distribution of these birds this year. The
tremendous increase in numbers breeding at Rye Harbour (going from 37 breeding
pairs in 2005 to 75 in 2006 and a likely 140 pairs this year) may be just a reflection
of an increase in numbers moving to Britain from the south, but here in Hampshire
an apparent recent drop in current numbers around the east Solent harbours has
been matched by an equally unexplained increase in the west Solent (where 100+
are currently being seen).
In previous years it has been clear that after returning to Langstone Harbour in
March and early April the birds do not spend their days feeding in and around the
harbour shores but spend them inland, either following the plough or at rubbish
tips.
This pattern has been disrupted this year by the closure of the last of south east
Hampshire's coastal landfill sites in Southleigh Forest north of Emsworth, and
maybe some remaining activity at the tip in the Pennington area near Lymington
may be a factor in attracting the birds to the west Solent. Another possibility
(though I have no facts to support this) is that changes to the weather have caused
changes to farming practice resulting in fewer fields being ploughed in March and
April - I certainly have the subjective impression that fewer fields than usual have

been ploughed in the past month. Two other factors having a possible impact on the
number of birds choosing to breed in Langstone Harbour may be the reduction of
sewage discharge into the harbour and the impact of stormy weather on the shape
of South Binness island on which they normally nest.
Little Gull: Numbers passing along the English coast have increased to give
sightings on Apr 20 of 19 at Selsey Bill, 15 at St Catherine's Point and 13 at Hill Head
(Titchfield Haven). On Apr 21 another 10 were seen at Stokes Bay (Gosport).
Sandwich Tern: By Apr 17 there were 280 present at Rye Harbour
Common Tern: In 2002 something caused the normal breeding at the Chichester
gravel pits to fail and the birds seemed to move to Stakes Island in Chichester
Harbour but by 2005 they were back and using the rafts on New Lake at Chichester.
I do not know what success they had there last year but a current report of three
birds already back at the lakes (three birds seen on buoys in Ivy Lake on Apr 16) is
encouraging. Coastal counts during the week included 37 at Rye Harbour on Apr 19
and 13 seen at St Catherine's Point on Apr 20
Arctic Tern: The only reports this week were of 9 at Dungeness on Apr 17 and 3 at
Stokes Bay (Gosport) on Apr 21
Little Tern: No reports of them from Langstone Harbour yet but since the first two
birds were reported from Dungeness on Apr 12 there have been sightings at
Lymington and Selsey Bill on Apr 13, with daily sightings at Rye Harbour up to Apr
21 (when 12 birds were present). Apr 21also brought a sighting of 9 from Stokes
Bay (Gosport).
Black Tern: Lee Evans reports the sighting of the first of the year at Rainham in
Essex within the past week.
Turtle Dove: Just two have arrived so far, both at Christchurch Harbour on Apr 15
and 20
Cuckoo: I now have 20 reports of them since the first arrival on Apr 7 (Isle of
Wight) but none have been nearer to Havant than the New Forest, Fleet in north
Hampshire, or Pagham Harbour in Sussex.
Long-eared Owl: On the Isle of Wight there are no Tawny Owls and the
common owl there (other than Barn Owl) is the Long-eared, but even there a
daytime sighting of one at Luccombe Down on Apr 18 was unusual.
Short-eared Owl: Three new reports of birds arriving in off the sea at Pagham,
Brighton, and Portland between Apr 14 and 17
Swift: First of the year seems to have been at Christchurch Harbour on Apr 15
followed by a small influx on Apr 17 bringing two birds to the Blashford Lakes in the
Avon Valley and three more to Portland. Since then there have been 14 more
reports giving a total of 61 birds seen up to Apr 20 (when 17 came in off the sea at
Selsey).

Hoopoe: One flew east over Fishbourne (IoW) and another was seen at Portland,
both on Apr 17. There has since been one further report from the Weymouth area
on Apr 20
Wryneck: Eight reports since the first at Portland on Apr 14 seem to refer to at
least five birds at Portland, Dungeness, Penzance in Cornwall, and Newchurch on
the Isle of Wight (the last being seen on Apr 17)
Swallow: Two new reports of birds back at nest sites come from Racton Park Farm
in the Ems Valley on Apr 16 and from a house in north Fareham on Apr 18 hopefully most people have now seen at least some of the many birds back in this
country (I now have 100 reports covering 848 birds)
House Martin: Although the first report was back on Mar 6 I still have only 36
reports of House Martins, covering a maximum of 73 birds (though they were said
to be 'numerous' at Pulborough Brooks on Apr 20)
Yellow Wagtail: The highest count so far is of 15 Yellow Wagtails arriving at
Portland on Apr 17 as part of a massive 'fall' of migrants but that only brought the
overall number now reported as having arrived so far up to 135 birds. A report of 11
birds at Pulborough Brooks carried a little nostalgia with it when it mentioned that
they were 'with cattle'.
Dunnock: The first report of a fledged juvenile comes from the Crawley area on
Apr 15
Nightingale: Still none in the Havant area (nearest have been at Pagham and on
the IoW) but we now have 17 reports covering 23 birds.
Whinchat: We now have at least 14 reports covering 26 birds including 6 at
Portland on Apr 17
Stonechat: A pair were feeding young somewhere in the Test valley on Apr 15
Wheatear: The first mention of a Greenland race bird came from the Isle of Wight
on Apr 15 and more arrived at Portland on Apr 16. The 'fall' of birds at Portland gave
them an estimated count of 685 Wheatears
Ring Ouzel: 75 reports between Mar 3 and Apr 20 give a total of 175 birds. The
latest reports on Apr 19 and 20 come from Beacon Hill (the one just east of the A34
in north Hampshire) and are of 9 or 10 birds there on each of the days
Fieldfare: A flock of 21 birds was still present in the Test valley on Apr 15 and a
single late bird came in off the sea at Portland on Apr 18
Grasshopper Warbler: I now have 31 reports covering 82 birds (including 22
arriving together in the 'fall' at Portland on Apr 17)
Reed Warbler: These seem to have started to arrive in force on Apr 14 when there
were 2 at Christchurch and I now have 12 reports of them from seven sites including
Pagham Harbour where three were reported on Apr 17

Wood Warbler: The first report is of one at the Blashford Lakes on Apr 15 and that
is backed up by a report in Lee Evans national summary of one in Worcestershire
around the same date.
Willow Warbler: The 'fall' at Portland on Apr 17 included an estimated 1000
Willow Warblers. The Portland report for that day began by saying .. "Today comes
well up the list of great Portland days with the heavy cloud cover that had rolled in
from the north by dawn together with a brisk northerly headwind providing ideal
conditions for a fall - and what a fall it was. In terms of birds ringed it was the best
day in the 46 year history of Portland Bird Observatory with the total of 502 easily
exceeding the previous record of 440 achieved on 19th April 1997 (to put these
totals in perspective there are usually several 100 days and one or two 200 days
each year; 300 days aren't annual and there's only ever been a couple of 400
days)".
It goes on .. "With birds on the move throughout the morning it was very difficult to
arrive at meaningful 'in the field' migrant totals but very conservative estimates for
the Bill area included 1000 Willow Warblers, 300 Wheatears, 300 Blackcaps, 250
Chiffchaffs, 80 Redstarts, 25 Tree Pipits, 15 Yellow Wagtails, 15 Grasshopper
Warblers, 15 Whitethroats, 15 Lesser Whitethroats, 6 Ring Ouzels, 6 Pied
Flycatchers and 4 Short-eared Owls; the pick of the wide variety of lower totals
included year-ticks in the form of Whinchat (6), Swift (3), Brambling (2), Sedge
Warbler (3), Common Sandpiper and Reed Warbler, along with the island's second
Corn Bunting of the year".
Spotted Flycatcher: A very early report of one at Christchurch Harbour on Apr 17
has been beaten by one from West Yorkshire on or before Apr 16
Pied Flycatcher: 15 reports of up to 24 birds seen since the first at Portland on Apr
6, including a pair at Pagham Harbour on Apr 15
Tree Sparrow: Although seemingly now extinct in Hampshire a faint hope that one
could be seen comes from a sighting of a single bird a Durlston Country Park in
Dorset on Apr 16
Corn Bunting: As with Tree Sparrow the arrival of a single bird at Portland on Apr
17 gives hope that one could fly in off the sea to be seen in Hampshire
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Broad-bodied Chaser: A sighting at Warblington Farm on Apr 18 by Tony
Gutteridge of a 'broad bodied dragonfly, coloured brown with some yellow'
sounds likely to have been this species but would have been at least two
weeks earlier than normal. Despit the brown and yellow colour this could have
been a male as both sexes have this colour initially.
Large Red Damselfly: After an early sighting of these emerging on Apr 7
near Hastings there has been a report of them at Hatchet Pond near Beaulieu
in the New Forest on Apr 18

Butterflies
Dingy Skipper: The first were seen at Mill Hill near Shoreham on Apr 14 but
have subsequently been seen at six other sites (in both Sussex and
Hampshire)
Grizzled Skipper: The first had been seen back on Apr 7 and they are now
numerous and widespread
Clouded Yellow: Two separate reports on Apr 13 are of butterflies seen
coming in off the sea in the Eastbourne area, helping to confirm that all 13
reports from coastal sites since Mar 28 are likely to have been of
cross-Channel migrants
Small Copper: Half a dozen isolated reports dated from Apr 1 to 12 have
been followed by a more concentrated emergence with 17 reports between
Apr 14 and 19
Duke of Burgundy: The first had been seen on Apr 13 at Noar Hill and since
then there have been reports from Stockbridge Down and from the Sussex
Downs above Storrington.
White Admiral: The Sussex Butterfly Conservation website says that one
was confidently reported as being on the wing at Ebernoe Common (north of
Petworth) in Sussex on Apr 15. This species has never before (I think) been
flying before June but there have been 'second brood' emergences in the
autumn of a few years when the caterpillars which normally hibernate
manage to complete their development before the Honeysuckle on which
they feed dies back at the onset of winter. Perhaps in this case the caterpillars
did not develop fast enough to produce butterflies in the autumn but did carry
on feeding and developing slowly through the winter, supported by the
continuing presence of Honeysuckle leaves, and hence completed their cycle
a couple of months early (as Red Admiral caterpillars have been doing this
winter in the Sussex Ouse valley)
Red Admiral: On Apr 19 the Sussex BC website reports the mass emergence
of Red Admiral butterflies in the Sussex Ouse valley after the nettles on which
the caterpillars have been feeding through the winter did not die back as a
result of winter frosts.
Camberwell Beauty: A butterfly which had been found hibernating at
Peasmarsh (near Rye Bay) on Feb 4 came out of its coma on Apr 6 and was
released - last seen flying strongly towards Kent where one was seen in Blean
Woods near Canterbury on Apr 8. Another had appeared on Portland on Apr
5.
Pearl-bordered Fritillary: Following a report that this species was already
flying in Devon by Apr 12 there have been two sightings in Sussex. On Apr 15
one seen over the Downs between Brighton and Lewes was black-listed as
being 'an unauthorised release' on the basis that downland colonies in Sussex

were officially extinct. Luckily there has since been a sighting of 8 of these
lovely butterflies on Apr 17 in an 'authorised site' (Rewell Wood to the west of
Arundel).
Queen of Spain Fritillary: A fresh looking female was photographed in the
Sussex Downs above Storrington on Apr 18
Wall Brown: First of the year seen at Durlston country park on Apr 16,
followed by sightings in the Keyhaven area of Hampshire and at Portland
Small Heath: Following the first seen at Eastleigh on Apr 13 there have been
two more sightings, both on Apr 17, at different places on the Sussex downs.
On Apr 19 one was seen at Magdalen Hill Down near Winchester and on Apr
20 one was found at Cissbury Ring (north of Worthing)
Moths
Longhorn Moth (Adela reamurella): These were first seen in Sussex on
Apr 14
Diamond-back Moth: These were trapped at Pagham Harbour on Apr 13
and 15 and seem to have been the first of the year
Ethmia bipunctella: First report comes from Rye Harbour on Apr 15
Twenty-plumed Moth (Alucita hexadactyla): First seen at Rusper near
Crawley on Apr 14)
Mint Moth (Pyrausta aurata): First seen on Stockbridge Down on Apr 15
Pyrausta pupuralis: First reported from Stockbridge Down on Apr 15 but
large numbers there suggested it had been out for some time
Rusty-dot Pearl: First date is Apr 13 at Pagham Harbour - surprisingly it
was not recorded at Portland until Apr 15
Emperor Moth: The first, a male, had been seen on the Sussex Downs on
Apr 2 but by Apr 18 a female had been 'obtained' at the Warnham nature
reserve in Horsham and hung out of doors in a cage to allow her pheromones
to attract another male which she did on Apr 18
Scalloped Hook-tip: First at Ringmer near Lewes on Apr 14
Rest Harrow: First was seen on the Downs at Cissbury Ring on Apr 20
Garden Carpet: First report comes from Portland on Apr 16
Purple Bar: First at Pagham Harbour on Apr 14, then one at Portland on Apr
18
Green Carpet: First at Magdalen Hill Down on Apr 14
The Fern: Trapped at Rye Town on Apr 15

Pretty Chalk Carpet: A very early find of this day flyer at Cissbury Ring on
Apr 18
Foxglove Pug: First record from Rusper on Apr 14
Lime-speck Pug: First at Portland on Apr 13
V-Pug: First at Rye town area on Apr 14 and another at Pagham Harbour on
Apr 15
Lesser Treble Bar: First at Rye Harbour on Apr 18
Sharp-angled Peacock: First trapped in the Eastbourne area on Apr 13
Lime Hawkmoth: First two emerged on Apr 14, one in Brighton and another
at Ringmer near Lewes
Great Prominent: First taken at Rusper on Apr 14 and another at Lindfield
(Haywards Heath) on Apr 15
Swallow Prominent: First at Rusper on Apr 14, a second at Pagham
Harbour on Apr 15 and a third at Portland on Apr 17
Pale Prominent: First at Pagham Harbour on Apr 13 and then seen at Rye
Harbour on Apr 14 with two subsequent reports
Chocolate-tip: First and so far only report is from Pagham Harbour on Apr
15
Pale Tussock: Also a first for Pagham Harbour but on Apr 13
Least Black Arches: First at Pagham Harbour on Apr 15
Nutmeg: First at Pagham Harbour on Apr 13 then one at Portland on Apr 16
Cabbage Moth: First at Portland on Apr 16
Bright-line Brown-eye: First at Pagham Harbour on Apr 13 and another at
Portland on Apr 14
The Lychnis: First at Portland on Apr 18
Lead-coloured Drab: First and only report from Ringmer near Lewes on Apr
14
White-point: First taken at Portland on Apr 14
Reed Dagger: First at Portland on Apr 15
Treble Lines: First at Portland on Apr 19
Dewick's Plusia: A good first at Pagham Harbour on Apr 14

Silver Y: One of these migrants arrived at Portland on Feb 1 but no more
were reported until Apr 5 and there have now been twelve reports from four
coastal sites including a take of 6 at Portland on Apr 16
The Spectacle: Two firsts on Apr 14 - one at Pagham Harbour, the other at
Rusper, then one at Rye Harbour on Apr 18
Mother Shipton: The first of these day flying moths was seen at Magdalen
Hill Down on Apr 19
Burnet Companion: A very early find, seen by day at Magdalen Hill Down
on Apr 14
Small Purple-barred: Although the id was not definite one was probably
seen on Castle Hill near Brighton on Apr 15
Caterpillars: Many Brown-tail moth caterpillars were active on Beachy
Head, noticeably stripping vegetation, by Apr 14 while at Rye Harbour a
Cream-spot Tiger moth caterpillar was seen searching for somewhere to
pupate.
Other Insects
St Marks Fly: The first report of these comes from Durlston Country Park on
Apr 18
Scarlet Lily Beetle (Lilioceris lilii): aka Lily Leaf Beetle this is a serious
pest species in Britain. Arriving in 1940 in Surrey it can now be found in every
English county south of Yorkshire and in 2002 it first appeared in Ireland at
Belfast. If you want to see one there are now plenty to be seen in at least one
Portsdown garden pond (though this is not a water beetle - it also damages
Fritillary plants in gardens)
Sloe Bug: More than 20 of these bugs (which resemble Shield Bugs) were
seen on Old Winchester Hill on Apr 17
PLANTS
Sea Radish: My first sight of this in flower was on Sinah Common, south Hayling,
on Apr 20
Narrow-leaved Bittercress: This had already started to flower by the A27
Langstone roundabout on Apr 16
Sea Kale: The flowerheads were fully formed on several plants seen on the south
Hayling shore on Apr 20 but none yet had the white glow of fully flowering plants
Wild Mignonette: Flowering on Portsdown on Apr 18
Pale Flax: A very early record of a single plant in flower came from Durlston
country park on Apr 17 and since then others have started to flower there

Sea Campion: Plenty in full flower on south Hayling by Apr 20 (my first sight of it)
Sea Sandwort: After scanning many plants on the south Hayling shore I found
one with an open flower on Apr 20
Spring Beauty: This was flowering everywhere on south Hayling on Apr 20
Round-leaved Cranesbill: Plenty of this in flower along the eastern edge of the
Hayling Golf Course on Apr 20
Shining Cranesbill: I had seen the first flower on one of these plants in east
Havant on Mar 28 but it was not until Apr 18 that I found the plants lining much of
the 'twitchel' footpath joining Pook Lane to Wade Court Road in full flower
Musk Storksbill: Common Storksbill can be found in many places and the plants
are usually flat on the ground with feathery leaves. In past years I have come on
Musk Storksbill only on south Hayling but this year, after my find of lots of it on the
north side of the Texaco garage at Northney, I found more on Apr 16 in the
pavement edge grass at the junction of the main road to Hayling with Southbrook
Road in Langstone. Although these plants had been mown they still had the broad,
scarcely toothed, leaves and the smell of musk when crushed.
Red Clover: Although not new there was an impressive outburst of this flowering
everywhere on Apr 16
Common Vetch: Similarly this come out in abundance from Apr 16
Birds Foot Trefoil: I saw the first flowers by the side of Langstone Bridge on Apr
16
Pear: A garden escape tree was in full bloom at the Hayling Oysterbeds on Apr 16
Tormentil: Brian Fellows was the first to find this flowering in Hollybank Woods on
Apr 17
Salad Burnet: This was flowering at Durlston by Apr 17
Common Nettle: This was flowering on Apr 18
Tamarisk: First flowers seen at Emsworth on Apr 20.
Horse Chestnut: This started to flower in many places during the week
Caper Spurge: I have previously commented on the mass of plants which can be
found this year in several places and on Apr 20 I found one of a mass of plants on
Sinah Common near houses (garden escapes) had fully open flowers
Bur Chervil: This was flowering in profusion on Sinah Common on Apr 20
Hemlock Water Dropwort: One bank of plants in a roadside ditch at Northney
was just starting to flower on Apr 20
Sheep Sorrel: Another of the plants newly flowering on Sinah Common on Apr 20

Yellow Pimpernel: First of the year seen in Hollybank Woods at Emsworth on Apr
17
Duke of Argyll's Teaplant: Flowers were out on a plant growing against the wall
of the Royal Oak pub garden at Langstone on Apr 19 and next day I found it in
flower on south Hayling with many dead flowers to show it had been out for some
time
Wood Speedwell: First positive identification of this in flower came from Racton
Park Wood in the Ems valley on Apr 16
Common Comfrey: This started to flower at Emsworth on Apr 1
Buck's-horn Plantain: This had started to flower on Sinah Common by Apr 20
Field Madder: First flowers seen by the main road to Hayling at Langstone on Apr
16
Small Scabious: Flowering on Portsdown on Apr 18
Ox-eye Daisy: Flowers open for the first time on Apr 16 near the A27 Langstone
Roundabout
Slender Thistle: The massive display of this normally rare thistle which occurs
around the south end of Southmoor Lane opposite Budds Farm already had
flowerheads (though no open flowers) by Apr 21
Goat's Beard: The first plant of this was flowering at Brook Meadow in Emsworth
on Apr 18 (you have to be out before midday to see this plant with its eye-catching
flowers - later in the day the closed flowers will easily escape attention
Snakeshead Fritillary: Plants apparently growing wild or as garden escapes, but
almost certainly planted, were flowering on grass beside the footpath connecting
the main road (near Langstone High St) to Mill Lane were flowering by Apr 16 and
had been out for some days as some were already dying back.
Ramsons (Wild Garlic): Plants were in full bloom beside the path connecting
Wade Court Road to Pook Lane in Havant on Apr 18 - the first I have seen
Green Winged Orchid: This was first reported flowering at Durlston country park
on Apr 16 but I suspect the plants on Sinah Common at Hayling would have beaten
that date as by Apr 20 there were at least 1300 in flower (including a single 'albino')
Hairy Sedge: Seen flowering for the first time at Emsworth on Apr 14
Wood Sedge: Seen in three woods flowering in Apr 17
Distant Sedge: Flowering at Emsworth on Apr 18
Sand Sedge: Masses flowering on south Hayling by Apr 20
Common Spike-rush: Many plants flowering on Langstone South Moors on Apr
16

Soft Brome (Lop Grass): I came on a couple of examples of this on Sinah
Common on Apr 18
Wood Melick: Nearly flowering in the Hollybank Woods by Apr 20
Sweet Vernal Grass: This was flowering in Surrey on Apr 15
Barren Brome: This, and Tall Fescue, were flowering at Emsworth on Apr 18
OTHER WILDLIFE
Badger: A roadkill corpse was lying on the footpath (used as a cycleway) alongside
Southleigh Road in the Havant-Emsworth gap halfway between Locks Farm and
Southleigh Farm as I cycled along there on Apr 17. To compensate for this loss the
Durlston website reports the first sighting of a young Badger above ground they just refer to a 'young Badger' but as the cubs can be born in mid-January and
appear above ground after a couple of months the first young should be seen
around now
Pilot Whale: A probable only distant sighting of at least three of these was
reported at Portland on Apr 19 - first of the year.
Roe Deer: Durlston country park rangers report a sighting of 2 bucks with velvet
dropping from their full grown antlers on Apr 15. They also commented that these
bucks had not yet finished the changed from winter to summer 'pelage' (coat) but
by Apr 20 they saw a female in full summer coat.
Slow-worm: The first report of these, said to be regularly seen recently in the
bottom of a compost bin (I hope they can get out!) appeared on John Goodspeed's
website on Apr 20 and presumably refers to somewhere in the Portsmouth area
Winkles: I was doubly surprised on Apr 16, firstly to find hundreds of these large
sea shells clinging to the stone facing of the bank of the Langbrook stream where it
runs under the footbridge at the end of Mill Lane, and secondly to learn that Winkles
are listed on the internet among the world's top hundred worst invasive species.
The latter point is an American view of the species.
My surprise at finding crowds of them in an apparently fresh water environment
(and also mainly above the high water line even at high tide) was partly answered
by reading that the species is tolerant of brackish water and rather likes sewage
effluent. Mention of sewage led me on to wonder if their presence here (where I
have never noticed them before) is some indication of a change in the availability of
food (for birds, fish and invertebrates) in Langstone Harbour following the reduction
of sewage discharge from Budds Farm.
On a similar subject there is a discussion among birders this week concerning the
possibility that closure of all the open landfill sites in south Hamsphire last year has
had an immediated impact on the Med Gulls which come to nest in Langstone
Harbour but have, in previous years, built up their strength for breeding by feeding
at landfill sites - more on this in the birds section above.

Wildlife diary and news for Apr 16 - 22 (Week 16 of 2007)
Sat 21 Apr
Brief visit to Langstone South Moors
During the day the first male Orange Tip flew through the garden and in the late
afternoon I drove down to Southmoor Lane and took a brief walk around the South
Moors.
The first thing I noticed was the huge number of Slender Thistles which have
appeared beside Southmoor Lane south of the road block - many of these already
have flower heads that will open within a few days.
On the Budds Farm side of the road my first Whitethroat of the year was singing
and when I got to the orchid field I heard the resident Cetti’s Warbler.
Coming back to the road I noticed that the old tennis courts that once served the
IBM Club have now been fenced off - I was told in the past that an electricity sub
station was to be built there to serve all the new factories but they seem to have
managed without it so far.
On the west side of the road, just north of the road block, the one flowerhead of
Neapolitan Garlic which I noticed on a recent visit had now been joined by three
or four more flower heads on other plants.
Fri 21 Apr
Havant to south Hayling
A longish cycle ride this afternoon took me through Northney and across the island
via Daw Lane, then down West Lane and the south end of the coastal path to Sinah
Common, coming back more directly up the coastal path and the Oysterbeds.
First item noted was the start of flowering by Hemlock Water Dropwort in a
roadside ditch at Northney where I also found Intermediate Wintercress, both
Red and White flowered Valerian and a Horse Chestnut in almost full flower
(I also heard noisy young birds in the rookery).
Arriving at Sinah Common I found a number of new plants to go on my flowering list
- Sweet Vernal Grass and Soft Brome, Caper Spurge, Bucks-horn
Plantain, Spring Beauty, Sea Sandwort, Sea Radish, Sea Campion, Bur
Chervil and Round-leaved Cranesbill. Very nearly in flower was Sea Kale but
there was no sign of flowers on the Lupins.
South of the golf course I estimated that 1,300 Green Winged Orchids were
already in flower but many were very small giving promise that the display has a
long way to go before it reaches its peak. Although I didn’t see it Rosemary Webb
tells me that there was a single albino plant.

At the Oysterbeds on the way home I heard my first Whimbrel but the only other
birds of any note there were a single pair of Shelduck and a small mixed flock of
Black-tailed and Bar-tailed Godwits. On the tern island two adult Herring
Gulls were sitting tight as I claiming two nest sites among the Black-headed
Gulls. Somewhere in the area I heard two or three Med Gulls at most.
Thu 19 Apr
Egret roost count at Langstone
Before I was up this morning a Sparrowhawk visited my garden and took a male
Blackbird leaving just a few black feathers as evidence.
In the evening I cycled down to Langstone with the intention of checking the Egret
roost but as there was plenty of time before sunset I went along the shore to the
Warblington reed bed where the Sedge Warbler was singing, and on the low tide
mud a passing group of 12 Shelduck were feeding with a lone Brent Goose
seeming glad of their company.
Back at Langstone I noticed the Duke of Argyll’s Teaplant was flowering outside
the garden at the back of the Royal Oak.
At Langstone Pond the Cetti’s Warbler was singing and eight Starlings came to
roost before the first three Egrets flew in. Four Swallows flew north and a single
Cormorant circled the pond but decided not to land and flew off to the west.
Fifteen minutes after they arrived the three Egrets flew out of the trees and headed
for Thorney Island. A little later a total of eleven more Egrets came into the trees but
they were not there long before a Pheasant ‘crowed’ and frightened them off, and
after that others came and went. In total 27 Egrets came to the roost trees
but only 13 were still in them when it got dark and I left.
Tue 17 Apr
Rowlands Castle and Hollybank Woods
Fairly late in the afternoon I got out my cycle and headed north through Leigh Park
to have a look at the Lavant stream running around the Barton’s Road playing fields
but the only excitement there was to see my first male Orange Tip.
I then decided to continue north up Prospect Lane to have a look at the bridle way
path connecting Whicher’s Gate Road to the green at the centre of Rowlands Castle
- this apparently used to be part of the main road from Portsmouth to London in the
days when the Forest of Bere formed a dense barrier to travel and there were no
roads as we know them today. Where you enter this path from Whicher’s Gate Road
I used, long ago, to find a few plants of Common Cow-wheat growing and I had
a look for them today but saw no sign - it is a bit early, but I think the main reason
for their absence is a thick bed of ivy covering the ground where they used to come
up.
Further along the path I did find my first flowering Wood Sedge, and at the far end
where the path runs behind the houses of College Close, the ground was covered

with an amazing amount of Yellow Archangel (of the garden escape sort with
variegated leaves).
I came back down Woodberry Lane, cutting through Southleigh Forest to reach
Hollybank Woods where looked for (but did not find) Heath Speedwell. One
further surprise, as I headed home past Southleigh Farm, was to find a dead
Badger on the roadside footpath used here as a cycle track.
Mon 16 Apr
Langstone area and the Oysterbeds
While my car was having its MoT this morning I took a walk down the Langbrook
stream from Havant, coming back up the main road from Hayling. In the afternoon
I took another trip, this time on my bike, to the Oysterbeds as back.
The first surprise in the morning was to find Narrow-leaved Pepperwort already
flowering at the Langstone roundabout roadside after seeing the Ox-eye Daisies
flowering as expected on the other side of the road. Another roadside find here was
what appeared to be the first Cut-leaved Cranesbill in flower, but the plant in
question looked as if it had had a strong dose of weed-killer.
Heading down the stream I came on a garden escape clump of Red-currant which
had just started to flower, and near the ‘diary farm’ entrance a big Crack Willow
had a great show of fresh leaves and bright yellow catkins.
Coming out onto the South Moors I disturbed the male Kestrel from its perch above
the path, and a little later heard Cetti’s Warbler song from this area. On the open
grass of the Moors Common Spike Rush was in abundant flower, while looking
across to the southern end of the ‘orchid field’ I could see many flowers on a huge
plant of Marsh Marigold.
As I crossed the footbridge into Mill Lane with the tide up, but still leaving exposed
above the water a substantial depth of the stone sided stream bank below the
bridge, I saw something on this bank which I have never noticed before - a large
colony of Winkles. There must have been hundreds of these large greyish shells
and I am surprised I have not seen them before.
Checking their identity in my books I am pretty sure that they were Common
Winkles (Littorina littorea), which I read can live happily in water of low salinity
(as here were fresh stream water mixes with the sea water) or in polluted water of
sewage outfalls. Checking further on the internet I got a different perspective on
this traditional British shellfish for the references brought up by Google gave the
American view of it as one of the top pernicious invaders of their waters (not that
the Winkles themselves do any harm, but by eating all the smaller plants trying to
grow on rocks they upset the balance of nature and encourage the growth of larger
seaweeds which presumably block up their coastal waters).
At the east end of Mill Lane the Snakes Head Fritillaries must have been in
flower for a little while as the first flowers had already died back but there were still
some fresh ones to be seen. Walking back up the main road I added Field Madder

to my year list and also came on a patch of what seemed to me to be Musk
Storksbill (though maybe the unsual weather has allowed Common Storksbill
to grow several times its normal size, have broad, scarcely toothed, leaves, and to
acquire a strange smell when its leaves are crushed!). I also saw my first Lilac
flowers open in one of the gardens I passed.
At the Oysterbeds in the afternoon there were just two Brent to be seen and no
terns… I also managed to turn a head on view of a Turnstone flying out of the
misty distance into a possible Hobby! (I hadn’t realised before how long and
sharply pointed a Turnstone’s wings are, and how it can jink about in a very rapid
flight)
Not having much luck with the birds I did a little better with the flowers, discovering
from a profusion of white blossom that there is a substantial Pear tree on your left
as you head for the lagoon along the vehicle track connecting the Billy Line with the
north end of the Lagoon. Even better, at the north end of Langstone Bridge, quite
a lot of Bird’s Foot Trefoil was in full flower.
Going back to the birds there were a few Black-tailed Godwits arriving (from
their high tide roost) at the north pools of the Oysterbeds as I left - I counted 16
there and another half dozen off Langstone Pond with eight Bar-tails.
SUMMARY FOR APR 9 - 15 (WEEK 15 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Late news
The following entries relate to input received since my Saturday cut-off for proper
processing and so are not in correct order or correlated to previous data but I think
they may be of interest and will be processed for next week’s summary
Peregrine: The nest at Chichester Cathedral now has four eggs and can be
seen on a webcam
Mallard: Two new duckling families seen at Alverston (IoW) - one had 13
ducklings
Whinchat: Second report for the year from the IoW (Needles area) on Apr
14
Wryneck: First of the year arrived at Portland on Apr 14
Cattle Egret: 2 at Radipole (Weymouth) on Apr 15
Honey Buzzard: One flew over Christchurch on Apr 14
Wood Sandpiper: First of year at Titchfield on Apr 15
Stonechat: Pair near Romsey feeding young in the nest on Arp 15

Earlier news
Divers: All three common species are still being regularly seen passing up channel
Slavonian Grebe: Seawatchers at Seaford had a nice change from straining their
eyes to identify dots on the horizon when a pair of Slavonian Grebes in full
summer plumage swam slowly past close inshore (going the wrong way, i.e.
west)
Manx Shearwater: The first birds returning to nest around northern Europe were
seen at Portland on Mar 30 and on Apr 7 two were seen off St Catherine's Point. As
their arrival speeds up numbers seen at Portland have been 7 on Apr 8, 6 on Apr 10,
and 5 on Apr 12 (they do not breed there!)
Little Egret: The number seen leaving the roost at Rye Harbour on Apr 7 was
down to 27 (from 52 at the beginning of March), and on Apr 13 my walk around the
Warblington Farm fields found only 2 birds compared to 5 on Apr 2 and 13 there on
Mar 31.
Brent Goose: Although we have almost certainly not seen the last Brent in
Langstone Harbour, on Apr 11 I made my first visit to the shores from the
Oysterbeds to Emsworth without seeing a single Brent anywhere. Counts at
Dungeness show they are still passing there - on Apr 7 the count was 285, on Apr 9
it was 340 and on Apr 10 it was 600. Since then I have seen just one group of 31
Brent in the Broadmarsh area of Langstone Harbour on Apr 12 but the only reports
since then are almost certainly of birds staying here for the summer - on Apr 13
there were 3 birds in Fishbourne Channel near Chichester, 4 in the Normandy area
at Lymington and just one at Titchfield Haven.
Teal: After the survey of all Hampshire's birds during the 1980s 'Birds of Hampshire'
said that breeding might have occurred in around 50 of the 1025 'Tetrads' which
make up the whole of Hampshire and I suspect that the number of pairs trying to
breed in Hampshire may well have increased since then, but very few broods of
ducklings are ever seen (five broods seen at Woolmer Pond in east Hampshire in
2003 and four broods there in 2004 being exceptional) - Teal are either very unlucky
in breeding here or very good at hiding themselves and their young from birders'
eyes. My reason for airing this thought just now is that I saw a single pair together
at Budds Farm on Apr 12 and saw a report of two birds at Titchfield Haven on Apr
10, plus my sighting on Apr 2 of what may have been a female Teal at the
Warblington Farm cressbeds where I have been told by a wildfowler that they have
bred in the past.
Mallard: On Apr 12 two families of ducklings were seen on Langstone Pond (one of
13 and the other of 6 ducklings). There had been two earlier sightings of young
families - 9 ducklings at Titchfield on Mar 31 and 8 at Pulborough on Apr 2
Eider: Small numbers continue to move east into the North Sea with counts at
Dungeness of 23 on Apr 7, 7 on Apr 9, and 8 on Apr 10. A considerable number

however are expected to stay here through the summer. On Apr 11 Mike Rafter had
the pleasure of hearing 20 of them 'cooing' at the mouth of the Beaulieu River.
Red-breasted Merganser: As these start to move back north they gather into
small flocks for company on the journey (perhaps the less experienced young birds
tag on to the older birds in the hope that they know the way!) and I had my first
view of such a flock on Apr 13 when I was at Warblington Farm and looked out over
the sea wall at high tide to see a tight flotilla of 28 Mergansers as the only birds on
the water.
Red Kite: In the period from Apr 7 to 12 some 9 coastal sightings of Kite were
reported from seven sites between Portland and Worthing, one of them being of a
bird circling over the Hayling Oysterbeds on Apr 12 before drifting away to the east
Osprey: On Apr 8 one was seen perched on an electricity pylon near Compton (on
the Chichester to Petersfield road), being mobbed by a Buzzard.
Hobby: The first arrival I know of was over Horsham on Apr 3 and the second was
seen at Keyhaven (Lymington) on Apr 6. Since then there have been reports from
Dorset on Apr 7 and Sussex on Apr 10 while on Apr 11 two were seen hawking for
insects at Titchfield Haven.
Moorhen: The first young to hatch were seen on Apr 3 and on Apr 13 I saw one tiny
chick being fed in the pool of the Homewell stream outside Dolphin Court on the
east side of the main road into Havant from the A27
Avocet: Each year more pairs are breeding at south coast sites and reports on Apr
13 tell of 10 birds at Pett Level on the shore of Rye Bay, and of 16 birds at Titchfield
Haven. Another report is of 8 birds at Rye Harbour on Apr 14.
Stone Curlew: First sighting of the year comes from Pulborough Brooks where one
bird arrived on Apr 13
Golden Plover: More than 180 were at Rye Harbour on Apr 8 and 86 were there on
Apr 13 - presumably birds passing through on their way back from wintering further
south.
Lapwing: On Apr 13 the first chicks had hatched at Rye Harbour.
Purple Sandpiper: There may well have been a movement of these up channel on
Apr 8, bringing a high count of 15 at Christchurch Harbour and 8 at Southsea Castle.
It seems that the birds have already left a number of other regular winter sites - no
reports from Portland since Apr 1 when the last were reported at Bembridge. None
have been reported from Sussex since the end of February - last year the very latest
date I know off for the south coast was May 1
Woodcock: After a first report of roding in the Romsey area on Apr 4 we now hear
of 2 birds roding at Brockenhurst in the New Forest on Apr 10
Godwits: On Apr 11 new birds were seen in the Langstone area with totals of 120
Black-wits and 70 Bar-wits. The 120 Black-wits were still there next day, and on

Apr 13 there were 68 birds in the Fishbourne Channel near Chichester but those
birds that intend to breed in Iceland will be off there any day now. Pete Potts tells
us that a team of birders from Britain will once again be in Iceland, arriving there on
Apr 14 and staying until early May, to observe the start of the breeding season and
hopefully to correlate the arrival of colour ringed birds with observations of their last
sightings here in England. The minimum time difference recorded in past years
between a sighting here and arrival there is 36 hours. Some of the same team will
no doubt be back in Iceland later to ring this seasons chicks.
Whimbrel: Their spring passage is now in full swing with a peak count so far of 125
birds passing Dungeness on Apr 13 but there have been 18 other reports of smaller
numbers during the past week from many sites along the south coast (a very few of
these, such as 2 birds in Pagham Harbour on Apr 7 and 1 in the Fishbourne channel
of Chichester Harbour on Apr 13, may still be of wintering birds but a sighting of 14
at the Lymington Marshes on Apr 12 must have been of birds now passing through
the Solent)
Common Sandpiper: As these summer migrants tend to arrive in ones and twos
rather than large flocks it is always very difficult to distinquish new arrivals from
wintering birds but this week has brought reports from sites where no wintering
birds had been reported, giving the impression that migrants have started to arrive.
The first may have been in the north of Portsmouth Harbour on Apr 6, followed by
one in the Pannel valley near Rye on Apr 10, the same date as the first report of one
at Christchurch Harbour. By Apr 12 there were 2 birds at Christchurch and on Apr 13
there were 3 birds further up the Avon valley at the Blashford Lakes.
Arctic Skua: The very first report of the year is of one off Portland on Apr 7 and
that has been followed by four reports on Apr 11 (from Portland, St Catherine's
Point, Seaford and Dungeness) with two more reports on Apr 12 and another two on
Apr 13.
Great Skua: Although there had been odd sightings of single Bonxies in Jan, Feb
and Mar there has been a surge of both sightings and numbers of birds since Apr 6
Med Gull: There is an established pattern over recent years of birds arriving back
near the places where they intend to nest, and being seen there in large numbers,
but then 'disappearing' for a short period until they suddenly rush back to start
nesting. Here in Langstone Harbour we seem to be currently in the 'disappearing'
phase with few seen at the Oysterbeds or around the harbour this week, but unlike
the Black-headed Gulls which have started nesting at some sites, there have
been no reports of Med Gull having yet started to nest though a sudden increase
in numbers seen at Titchfield Haven (53 there on Apr 13 against just 11 on Apr 10
- and up to 60 in late March) is interesting. I am also interested to hear if any of the
Langstone Harbour pairs have transferred their allegiance to Rye Harbour where a
count of 285 birds was reported on Apr 5. In 2005 Rye Harbour had 37 breeding
pairs, in 2006 there were 75 pairs there, and dividing the 285 by 2 could give 140
pairs there this season.

Little Gull: On Apr 10 four were seen at Chichester's Ivy Lake and another four
flew north over Hook near Warsash. Since then it seems that some of the birds that
had previously been following the French coast and ignoring us have come over to
our side of the Channel. On Apr 11 just 12 were recorded at Dungeness but on Apr
12 the count there was up to 194, with 21 seen at Seaford. On Apr 13 one had even
strayed as far north as Fleet Pond.
Sandwich Tern: The number seen at Rye Harbour was up to 225 on Apr 7 and
each day has brought more up Channel so one which I saw from Budds Mound in
the north of Langstone Harbour on Apr 12 could well mark the start of the second
phase of their arrival when they cease being seen only on the open sea and start to
come into the harbours (no doubt some people will say that my sighting was just
one of the winter birds that have been in the harbour all the time!)
Common Tern: The first report came from Dungeness on Apr 6 and the first
Hampshire bird was in the west Solent next day while Sussex surprisingly had its
first report from Ivy Lake at Chichester on Apr 9 (though there had been a 'Commic'
Tern off Selsey on Apr 6). Since I wrote those remarks for my latest mid-week
summary there have been nine more reports including a sighting of 11 in the Solent
off Stokes Bay at Gosport (and a day total of 70 at Dungeness that day). The
tendency of these birds to stray overland has also been shown in sightings at both
Eastleigh (Lakeside) and Fleet Pond, both on Apr 13 when two were seen at
Titchfield Haven.
Arctic Tern: One was reported at Dungeness on Apr 10 and by Apr 12 the count at
Dungeness was up to 52 with 5 being seen in the Solent off Gosport. Apr 13 brought
another 20 at Dungeness.
Little Tern: Still no reports from Langstone Harbour but two birds had got to
Dungeness by Apr 12 and on Apr 13 there was one in the west Solent off Lymington.
Three more were seen from Selsey Bill on Apr 13.
Cuckoo: First of the year was at West High Down on the Isle of Wight on Apr 7,
another was at Arne in Dorset on Apr 8 and a third was at Beachy Head on Apr 10.
Since I wrote that in mid-week there have been reports of two near Lewes on Apr
11, one in the Fleet area on Apr 13 and another at Arlington reservoir near Beachy
Head, also on Apr 13.
Little Owl: Two pairs are reported to be nesting in the area around the old walled
garden on what was the site of Idsworth House until the 1840s when the owner
took umbrage at the new railway line being built within eye and ear-shot of his
house, causing him to dismantle the house and rebuild it in its present site on Wick
Hanger north of Rowlands Castle
Hoopoe: Excluding a bird seen in Cornwall on Feb 25 one at Weymouth on Apr 6
was the first of the season!
Woodlark: Although numbers breeding in the general area north of Emsworth
seem to have been increasing in the past few years John Simons tells us that

ploughing up of what has been rough grassland around Markwell's Wood at
Finchdean/Forestside has reduced the number of pairs there from 5 last year to 2
this year
Swallow: I saw my first two at Broadmarshon Apr 12 and at Warblington Farm on
Apr 13 it was good to see the first bird back at its intended nest site perched on
overhead wires above the farm buildings though there was no sign that its mate had
also returned. On Apr 10 there was a similar report of one already back at stables in
Sussex (near Horsham) eleven days earlier than expected. On Apr 13 I also had my
first two Sand Martins, but they were just passing through.
House Martin: It is now over a month since the first bird was seen at Weymouth
but so far I have only seen 20 reports covering a total of 28 birds so no major arrival
yet.
Yellow Wagtail: We now have 15 reports since the first arrivals at three sites in
Hampshire and Dorset on Apr 4 but so far the biggest party has been of just 5 birds
at Christchurch on Apr 9 with another 4 at Rye Harbour on Apr 10. The Titchfield
Haven single bird on Apr 4 remains the only report from Hampshire other than a bird
at Farlington Marshes on Apr 12, and the largest group has been of 10+ birds at Rye
Harbour on Apr 13.
Nightingale: Maybe three birds so far - one at Beachy Head on Apr 8 and another
at Pagham on Apr 10 with a report from Greatham Bridge (south of Pulborough) on
Apr 9 which reads strangely - it says "Also a Nightingale by Greatham Bridge
churring to itself in a hedge" suggesting Whitethroat rather than Nightingale to
me (presumably the bird was not seen)
Common Redstart: The first was seen at Portland on Apr 3 and we now have 22
reports coming from Kent, Sussex, Hampshire and Dorset. As well as the expected
confirmation on Apr 13 that birds are back in the New Forest there has been an
unexpected Hampshire sighting in a Woolston garden near the River Itchen in
Southampton.
Whinchat: The first migrant of the year seems to have been a female seen in the
Beaulieu Road area of the New Forest on Apr 11
Ring Ouzel: Although the first was seen on Mar 3 a total of only 21 had been
reported up to Apr 8 and it is from Apr 9 on that numbers have noticeably increased
with a total of 59 birds reported from Apr 9 to 13. The very first arrival (could it have
been a wintering bird?) was in Hampshire at Chandlers Ford and since then there
have been no Hampshire reports until one was seen in the New Forest on Apr 10
Cetti's Warbler: The Langstone pond bird was still there on Apr 11 and the
Warblington Farm bird was still there on Apr 13
Grasshopper Warbler: 14 birds have been reported so far from five sites. The
first was at St Catherine's Point on the IoW on Apr 6 and others have been in Dorset
at Christchurch, Durlston and Portland (where 3 arrived on Apr 10) with two in
Sussex at Seaford, also on Apr 10

Sedge Warbler: Sixteen reports so far. The first was at Pagham on Apr 6, a second
was at Dungeness RSPB on Apr 7, and then on Apr 9 there were reports from five
sites including Farlington Marshes and Titchfield Haven. Among the sightings since
then was one bird at Warblington on Apr 13 (presumably just passing through as
while Reed Warblers nest here each year Sedge Warblers have only stayed in 4 of
the past 30 years)
Reed Warbler: One arrived at Christchurch Harbour on Apr 9 following a very
early bird reported at Warnham nature reserve in Horsham on Mar 26. No further
reports so far.
Lesser Whitethroat: One was at Rye Harbour on Apr 5 and 6, another was by the
Beaulieu River on Apr 6. After that there was a gap until Apr 10 when a main arrival
started which has so far brought another ten birds to various sites including
Farlington Marshes (Apr 10)
Common Whitethroat: After reports of wintering birds at Portsmouth (IBM
Lake), Christchurch Harbour and somewhere in Devon the migrants started to
arrive on Apr 5 with one at Hastings country park (and maybe the same bird at Pett
on Apr 6). At Christchurch Harbour there may have been some confusion about the
wintering bird which was thought in January to be a female but may have been a
young male which began to sing on Mar 29 and was heard again on Apr 6, 8 and 9.
Less controversial were three birds arriving on Apr 10 at Dungeness, Rye Harbour
and Pagham Harbour. Since then another 16 birds have been seen.
Garden Warbler: A bird which I heard in Racton Park Wood near the Ems valley
on Apr 9 sounded like a Garden Warbler (fast gabbling with little variation in
pitch) and was in suitable thick scrub but I never saw it and cannot be sure.
Nevertheless there were definite reports of arrivals on Apr 10 from Pagham and
Christchurch Harbours. Since then the only other report has been of a second bird
at Christchurch.
Blackcap: Plenty now to be heard everywhere and since Apr 8 one has been
singing all day long in the old rail track behind my garden in Havant
Willow Warbler: The first were singing at Christchurch and Portland on Mar 26
and the 52 reports I have seen up to Apr 14 indicate a massive arrival between Apr
9 and 13 (3000+ birds reported). I heard my first singing just behind my garden in
Havant on Apr 15.
Pied Flycatcher: Just six reports so far, the first from Portland on Apr 6. Other
sightings since then have come from Christchurch Harbour and Dungeness
Lesser Grey Shrike: One was reported to have been seen at a farm north of the
A35 just east of Bridport in Devon on Apr 11. Possibly global warming will in future
push more of these birds (which normally come no nearer to us than the east
Mediterranean) to visit us in the summer and replace our winter Great Grey
Shrikes?

Raven: One found dead on Portland on Apr 12 was thought to have been poisoned
but if so it may not have been poisoned deliberately - scavenging is a dangerous
way of life. (On April 7 two were seen eating dead Mackerel on the shore near
Lymington)
Starling: We now know the reason for the massive decline in Starling numbers they are being frightened away by domestic chickens. Maybe that will not stand up
to scientific scrutiny but there is an amusing report from Sussex of a Wyandotte
Bantam pouncing on a Starling though the victim did get away with its life! A
reflection on the shortage of Starlings was that on Apr 13 I saw just two (a pair)
during the four hours I spent at Warblington farm.
Serin: One had been seen at Christchurch Harbour from Apr 4 to 6, and previously
there had been an unconfirmed report of one at Durlston on Mar 13. Now Portland
has had its first for the year on Apr 12
Crossbill: A group of five seen in the New Forest on Apr 10 was thought to be a
family party already away from their nest.
Yellowhammer: John Simons, living at Dean Lane End near Finchdean, maintains
his optimistic view that Yellowhammers are flourishing and on Apr 10 contributed
the following to the SOS website - "Yellowhammers - an exponential increase in
breeding pairs, five on the banks of the flood channel in the village where previously
there were two. I have also noted this elsewhere locally, hopefully I will get close to
50 pairs this year within 2 miles radius". By the flood channel I think he means the
course of the Lavant stream where it runs parallel to the Finchdean road between
Dean Lane End and the railway viaduct at Rowlands Castle
Little Bunting: One turned up at Christchurch Harbour on Apr 8 and gave a few
local birders there some excitement. The CHOG website entry read .. "The old
Chinese proverb of, "the big one always travels alone," came to fruition today, as a
singing male Little Bunting was found amongst a dearth of common migrants on
Hengistbury. After some "ticks" were heard in the Double Dykes, there was an
unfamiliar song, then the source of the sound was located and the ID clinched.
Fortunately, the finder could ask a dog walker to stay put until two others had got
onto the bird, before it flicked over the ridge towards the HHC. Around 20 minutes
later, relocation came in the field adjacent to the HHC, where the quarry was in the
company of a Greenfinch and seen by four more of the regulars. It was last seen
heading into the morass of vegetation that is Wick Fields". (HHC = Hengistbury
Head centre). Just think that without that dog walker this one could have got away
without confirmation. What was probably the same bird was seen on Apr 13 along
the Dorset coast near St Aldhelm's Head
Escapees: Further confirmation of global warming comes from the second south
coast Vulture sighting of the year. One flew over the Eastleigh area on Jan 27 and
now one had been seen over the River Arun at Offham on Apr 7 (Offham is a short
distance upstream from the Wildfowl Trust reserve)
INSECTS

Late news
The following entries relate to input received since my Saturday cut-off for proper
processing and so are not in correct order or correlated to previous data but I think
they may be of interest and will be processed for next week’s summary
Pearl-bordered Fritillary: One flying at Castle Hill between Brighton and
Lewes on Apr 15 (thought to be an unauthorised release here)
Dingy Skipper: First of the year were 2 at Mill Hill, Shoreham on Apr 14. Also
9 seen at Castle Hill on Apr 15
Small Copper: Another IoW sighting near the Needles on Apr 14 (and others
that day near Lewes and Beachy Head)
Clouded Yellow: Two seen coming in off the sea at Eastbourne on Apr 13
V-Pug: First at Rye on Apr 14
Pale Prominent: First at Rye on Apr 14
White-point: First taken at Portland on Apr 14
Bright-line Brown-eye: Also a first at Portland on Apr 14
Lime-speck Pug: First at Portland on Apr 13
Small Purple-barred: Probable only very early sighting at Castle Hill near
Brighton on Apr 15
Foxglove Pug: First of year at Rusper (Crawley) on Apr 14
20 Plume moth: As above
Great Prominent: As above
Swallow Prominent: As above
Sharp-angled Peacock: Trapped in the Eastbourne area on Apr 13
Burnet Moth (species not stated): Seen near Eastbourne on Apr 13
Nutmeg: First trapped at Pagham Harbour on Apr 13
Pale Tussock: As above
Earlier News follows:
Dragonflies
Large Red Damselfly: The first teneral insects were seen by a garden pond
in the Rye town area on Apr 9
Butterflies

Grizzled Skipper: Two were out at Magdalen Hill Down (Winchester) on Apr
7, not an exceptionally early date, and since then there have been five more
reports coming from the Basingstoke (Overton) and Shoreham (Mill Hill)
areas as well as the Micheldever spoil heaps near Winchester.
Clouded Yellow: The eleventh report for the year came from Portland
where several were seen on Apr 12. So far all reports have been coastal,
indicating either genuine cross channel migrants (or possibly, as at
Southbourne in Bournemouth, the establishment of more resident colonies on
British soil). On Apr 10 one was seen on Portsdown.
Large White: Nine reports between Apr 2 and 13, all of single insects at
seven different sites along the coast from Portland to Rye. The first report on
Apr 2 was from Portsdown.
Green-veined White: Eight sightings so far between Apr 5 and 13. All have
been in Sussex other than one in the Fleet area on Apr 9 and one at Magdalen
Hill Down near Winchester on Apr 11
Orange Tip: There have been 28 reports so far since they started to emerge
on Apr 1 (possibly even earlier) but I have still to see one though one was
seen in Emsworth on Apr 11
Green Hairstreak: Six sightings between Apr 2 and 11, four of them being
at Magdalen Hill Down, the other two being on Portsdown and at East Dean
near Eastbourne (where one appeared in a garden as the lawn was being cut)
Small Copper: Another species with just five reports on dates from Apr 1 to
9. All were of single butterflies other than a report of 4 in the Gosport area on
Apr 6
Holly Blue: Now 36 reports since the first on Mar 7 with a welcome increase
in sightings since the start of April (eight different reports on Apr 6). Both
Brian Fellows in Emsworth and myself in Havant have had them in or near our
gardens.
Duke of Burgundy: The first of the season was seen at Noar Hill on Apr 13
Red Admiral: The caterpillars which have been seen throughout the winter
in the Sussex Ouse valley started to emerge as adult butterflies on Apr 7. The
observer said the adults appeared normal in size and colour after taking 4.5
months from egg to pupation, then a month in the chrysalid stage (In the
summer they would normally complete the caterpillar stage in one month and
then spend 3 weeks as a chrysalis)
Painted Lady: There have now been six reports of this species - four (on
Mar 14, 27 and Apr 4, 10) being at coastal sites and possibly indicating
migrants but the other two were at Amport near Andover on Apr 6 and at
Stoke Clump (just south of Kingley Vale to the north of Chichester) on Apr 7
- could these have been hibernators?

Small Tortoiseshell: It is good to see that by Apr 12 I had collected 49
reports covering a total of 72 butterflies
Pearl-bordered Fritillary: No local news but by Apr 12 they were said to
have started to emerge in Devon.
Small Heath: First of the year seen at Eastleigh (Lakeside country park) on
Apr 13. I had to go back to 1997 to find an earlier date - then one was seen
on Apr 8
Moths
Longhorn moth (Nemophora degeerella?): On Apr 14 I watched four
male longhorn moths dancing around the end of a branch on a Hawthorn tree
in Stansted Forest and think they were of this species.
Esperia sulphurella: An early micro taken in the Rye Harbour trap on Apr 7
Agonopterix alstroemeria: This was taken at Pagham Harbour on both
Apr 6 and 7
Carnation Tortrix (Cacoecimorpha pronubana): One seen basking on a
pavement in Gosport on Apr 4
Acleris literana: Although there had been a 'probable' claim on Mar 28 the
first definite report came on Apr 9 from Rusper near Crawley.
Pyrausta nigrata: This was first seen (by day) on Mill Hill at Shoreham on
Apr 9.
Chinese Character: The first had already been claimed at Portland on Apr
11 but now see that one was trapped at Horsham on Apr 10
Frosted Green: The first was taken in the Crawley area on Apr 9
The Streamer: Also taken at Rusper, near Crawley, but on Apr 6
Grey Pine Carpet: Taken at Pagham Harbour on Apr 6 (about a month
earlier than usual)
Spruce Carpet: First trapped at Fernhurst (near Midhurst) on Apr 10
White-spotted Pug: As for the above.
Brindled Pug: At Rusper on Apr 6
Early Tooth-striped: Also at Rusper on Apr 6 and 9 but there had been an
exceptional early record from Portland on Mar 15
Brimstone Moth: The first record is from Portland on Apr 7 but on Apr 9
another was rescued from a garden pond at Haywards Heath when another
was recorded in Gosport
Purple Thorn: First of year taken in the Lindfield area near Haywards Heath

Brindled Beauty: First at Rusper on Apr 6
Waved Umber: First at Rusper on Apr 9
Puss Moth: First of year at Rusper on Apr 9
Poplar Kitten: First trapped at Fernhurst on Apr 11
Lobster Moth: Another first at Fernhurst on Apr 12
Iron Prominent: First taken at Horsham on Apr 10
Pebble Prominent: First date was Apr 9 with finds at Rye Harbour and Rye
town
Lesser Swallow Prominent: Another first at Fernhurst on Apr 11
Lunar Marbled Brown: First at Rusper on Apr 6
Muslin Moth: First at Haywards Heath on Apr 6 and 3 more in the Rye
Harbour trap on Apr 9
Dark Sword-grass: One had been taken at Portland on Mar 14 and now one
has been found at Pagham Harbour on Apr 7
Flame Shoulder: One at Pagham Harbour trap on Apr 7 (one had emerged
at Rye Harbour on Mar 29 from a pupa taken indoors on Feb 24)
Chamomile Shark: First record at Portland on Apr 11
The Mullein: First at Fernhurst on Apr 12
Grey Shoulder-knot: One at the Pagham Harbour trap on Apr 6 after one at
Fernhurst (near Midhurst) on Feb 18
Knot Grass: First of year at Portland on Apr 8
Oak Nycteoline: Two equal firsts on Apr 6 at Portland and Rusper.
Nut-tree Tussock: First of year on Apr 9 at Rusper only
Oak Eggar caterpillar: One seen at Rye Harbour on Apr 14 had probably
just come out of hibernation and will not be seen as a moth for at least a
month.
Other Insects
Pond Skater: The first of these was spotted in Emsworth on Apr 9 by Brian
Fellows' 8 year old grandson
Cinnamon Caddisfly: This is not something which I was aware of until I
read of its emergence in a report by Sam Bayley, warden of the Warnham Mill
Pond nature reserve at Horsham. He saw one there on Apr 6 but to find its
scientific name (Ceratopsyche bifida) I had to resort to a fisherman's fly

tying website on which I was amazed to see the variety of flies that can be
used to lure fish
Burying beetle (Necrodes littoralis): Another insect for my acquaintance
with which I owe thanks to Sam Bayley - one turned up in his moth trap at
Rusper (Crawley) on the evening of Apr 6
Vine weevil: One of these pests was found in a moth trap at Rye town on
Apr 11
Great Diving Beetle: We have already reported a find of one of these from
Rye Harbour on Mar 31 (a female for some reason walking across a path) and
we now have a find of one in a Horsham moth trap on Apr 10
Great Silver Water Beetle: The first of these to be reported this year
turned up in a moth trap at Rye Harbour on Apr 9
Jumping spider (Sitticus species - probably S pubescens): A female
of a Sitticus species was seen on Apr 8 at Rye Harbour on a woodpile.
Checking with Dick Jones field guide it seems likely to have been S.
pubescens, the only one of the four Sitticus species which he lists for which
the habitat is given as houses and gardens and the only species likely to be
found in Britain.
PLANTS
Just two late news items ..
Bush Vetch: At last flowering plants have been seen at Kingley Vale on Apr
14
Hairy Sedge: Flowering at Brook Meadow on Emsworth on Apr 14
Earlier News:
Ferns: By Apr 14 some Bracken, Male Ferns and Broad Buckler Ferns had
already expanded their leaf fronds in the Hollybank woods.
Creeping Buttercup: First flowering plant of the year was at Brook Meadow in
Emsworth on Apr 9
Celery-leaved Buttercup: Several plants already in full flower by Apr 13 in the
Warblington farm stream running alongside the west edge of Nore Barn woodland
Annual Wallrocket: Several plants flowering on Portsdown on Apr 10 were the
first I have heard of this year though by the presence of several seed pods they had
been out for some time
Intermediate Wintercress: A large plant of this was in full flower outside Dolphin
Court alongside Park Road South in Havant in Apr 13
Garlic Mustard: This came into flower in many places around Havant on Apr 11

Weld: One plant had started flowering on Portsdown on Apr 10. I thought I had
seen its cousin Wild Mignonette in flower earlier this year but cannot now find any
record of it.
Chalk Milkwort: Flowering was reported at Durlston on Apr 7 and 8 and on Apr 13
there was a mention of 'Milkwort' (probably Common rather than Chalk) flowering
at Mill Hill north of Shoreham
Musk Storksbill: In addition to lots of Common Storksbill I found several much
larger plants on Hayling on Apr 11. These stood more than 30 cm tall and had the
broad, barely toothed leaflets and the smell of Musk (not that I know what Musk
smells like but these had a distinctive sweetish smell after I had handled them).
They were growing on the left of the main road onto Hayling in the grass patch after
passing the turning to Northney and just before the Texaco garage.
Horseshoe Vetch: This was flowering at Mill Hill, Shoreham, on Apr 13
Wild Cherry (Gean): I found a tree in full flower on Longcopse Hill (Hollybank
Woods at Emsworth) on Apr 14
Crab Apple: An old tree was covered in flowers in the Stansted Groves woodland
on Apr 14
Apple blossom: On Apr 10 several 'wild' apple trees (growing from human apple
core throw-aways?) had flowers fully open.
Parsley Piert: I find it difficult to detect flowers on this even with a hand lens but
there was 'something' to be seen in the leaf axil 'pouches' of plants at St Faith's
churchyard in Havant on Apr 13
Salad Burnet: Not strictly in flower but at least one plant on Portsdown (Apr 10)
had a fully formed flowerhead with the upper florets changing colour.
Pellitory of the Wall: Brian Fellows found this starting to flower at Emsworth on
Apr 7
White Bryony: Not yet in flower but with well formed flower buds looking ready to
open - seen on Portsdown on Apr 10
Caper Spurge: On Apr 11 there was a massive show of young plants coming up at
North Common on Hayling and I have seen similar clusters of plants in other places
- it obviously finds global warming to its liking.
Sanicle: Small flowerheads standing above the leaves on Portsdown on Apr 10 but
it will be a long time before these start to flower.
Brookweed: I noted the first basal leaves of these plants had already developed in
the marshy channels of the Warblington SSSI on Apr 13
Germander Speedwell: First of the year at Fort Purbrook on Portsdown on Apr 10

Wall Speedwell: First of the year flowering in St Faith's churchyard at Havant on
Apr 13
Bugle: First report of this flowering came from Rye town on Apr 11 and I found
some flowering in an exposed situation at Broadmarsh on Apr 12 but in a more
shaded situation none of the plants in the Hollybank Woods were actually flowering
on Apr 14
Yellow Archangel: Some apparently wild plants seen on Apr 9 in flower beside the
road from Westbourne to Aldsworth, well away from habitation and with no white
on the leaves.
Common Gromwell: No sign of flowers yet but well grown plants were seen on
Apr 10 near Fort Purbrook on Portsdown.
Russian Comfrey: Flowering near Rye town on Apr 11
Borage: Two plants were in flower outside Dolphin Court by Park Road South in
Havant on Apr 13 (first of the season though I had seen flowering plants from last
year in January)
Ribwort Plantain: Several flower heads had put out their ring of white anthers
along Solent Road in Havant on Apr 12
Wayfaring Tree: Several bushes in full flower on Portsdown on Apr 10
Marsh Valerian: Flower buds starting to show at Warblington Farm on Apr 13
Corn Salad: After finding the first flowers here in Havant on Apr 7 I have since
seen more in Westbourne on Apr 9 and others (with white rather than blue flowers)
in my own road here in Havant.
Ox-eye Daisy: These had just started to open their flowers near the Langstone
roundabout on the A27 by Apr 13
Butterbur: This is now coming to the end of its flowering season but has had a bad
year - in Brook Meadow at Emsworth a count made by Brian Fellows found only 272
flower spikes compared to a peak of 458 in 2001 (but only 240 in 2002). There was
an even poorer showing by the River Ems at Racton this year.
Scentless Mayweed: This continued over-winter flowering to at least Feb 23 but
I have not seen any since then. Brian Fellows noted the first flowers of the new
season at Langstone on Apr 12
Three-cornered Leek: Several plants flowering in Nore Barn woodland at
Emsworth on Apr 10
Yellow Flag: I have seen eccentric winter flowering plants earlier in the year but
three tall plants holding their flowers aloft in the Homewell stream pool alongside
Dolphin Court on Apr 12 marked a proper start to their flowering season.

Early Purple Orchid: On Apr 14 I found 27 flowering spikes in the Hollybank
Woods at Emsworth and counted 29 in the Redwood Groves of Stansted Forest that
same day.
Early Spider Orchid: This started to flower at Durlston on Mar 31 and by Apr 12
the Durlston website told us that in some patches they were by then more common
than daisies (but they did not tell us how many daisies there were!)
Divided Sedge: This was flowering at Emsworth Brook Meadow on Apr 12 (and at
Warblington farm next day)
Pendulous Sedge: This also had started to flower in Emsworth by Apr 12 and was
out at Warblington on Apr 13
Glaucous Sedge: Flowering on Portsdown on Apr 11
Spring Sedge: Flowering at Durlston country park on Apr 7
OTHER WILDLIFE
Bat species: On Apr 12 seawatchers at Seaford were counting the birds flying east
along the channel and also those summer migrants coming in off the sea and
among the latter they listed 'a medium sized bat' but could not name its species
Grey Mullet: These fish come to coastal waters to spawn at this time of the year
and on Apr 8 a shoal of perhaps 300 fish had got into the Emsworth Slipper Mill pool
(of which the sluice gates are occasionally open to flush the water out)
Slow Worm: First sighting of the year comes from Kingley Vale on Apr 14
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR APR 9 - 15 (WEEK 15 OF 2007)
Sat 14 Apr
In search of Early Purple Orchids
After lunch today I visited both the Hollybank Woods and the Redwood Groves at
Stansted Forest to see how the Early Purple orchids were coming on and found
them flowering at both sites.
On Mar 1 I had been to the Groves and only seen the leaves of a single orchid plant
whereas in Hollybank Woods the very next day I was able to detect the leaves of 69
plants. Today I found the balance between the two sites was much more healthy.
Admittedly the Hollybank site has damper ground and the plants there were in
general larger but I only found 28 flowering spikes (some now fully out with
all flowers open) whereas at the drier and more exposed Stansted site I found 29
spikes with flowers or buds, though looking smaller and less advanced.
Other things seen at Hollybank were a large Wild Cherry in full flower and a couple
of eccentric Common Dog Violet plants, one with pinkish flowers and the

other with pure white ones - the white variety I have seen here before several
years ago (again just a single plant among hundreds of normal ones).
Elsewhere in these woods I heard Goldcrest song, reminding me that I had heard
it in Havant a couple of days ago but had not recorded it. I also saw a Bee Fly and
found Bugle plants nearly flowering (I had seen some in flowere last Thursday in
a more exposed situation). Another feature of this woodland visit was that Ferns
are now becoming a woodland feature - not only was quite a lot of Bracken in leaf
but both Male and Broad Buckler ferns had both expanded their leaves.
At the Stansted Groves I was saddened to see that two of the large Redwood
trees had been felled - one seemed to have been blown over in one of the gales
earlier this year and I suspect the other had also suffered wind damage as I can’t
imagine a reason for felling them other than their being unsafe for people on the
public path through them. I was also surprised to see that the section of Park Lane
(some call it Monument Lane because it leads to the Racton Folly tower), just
beyond the point where the Redwood Groves path turns off it, has been
substantially improved. In the past this low lying section has usually been under
water, and only passable on foot with difficulty, at all but the driest times of year.
Now the path has been raised and substantial ditches dug on either side.
In the Groves a couple of Blackcaps and one Song Thrush filled the air with
sound even in the late afternoon, and in addition to the orchids and other expected
flowers (lots of Barren Strawberry and Early Dog Violet flowers) I saw a couple
of Speckled Woods shadow boxing each other while around the tip of the branch
of a Hawthorn tree four male Longhorn moths were engaged in their day long
dance around this special spot waiting patiently for females to turn up. While I can’t
be certain the dark colour of their wings, with a hint of a gold band on them,
suggested these were Nemophora degeerella. One other special sight was of a
large old Crab Apple tree smothered with white apple blossom.
Also seen today were another Holly Blue in Havant and several Brimstone
butterflies in my garden and in the woods.
Fri 13 Apr
Warblington Farm
I spent this morning walking the fields of Warblington Farm where both Sedge
Warbler and Sand Martin were new to my year list, with Celery Leaved
Crowfoot and Pendulous Sedge as well as at least one species of Sedge which
I have not yet identified.
Other good birds were the first Swallow back at the farm, flying around and
occasionally perching on overhead wires as it looked for a mate that has not yet
turned up. The two Sand Martins were just passing north over one of the shore
fields but the Sedge Warbler seemed settled in the shore reed bed though it is
unlikely to stay. I first heard it muttering quietly in the reeds and thought it was one
of the Reed Warblers that we do expect to nest there but as I waited to hear more

the bird came closer, flew up into trees around the reeds and let me see its eye
stripe and the contrast between light coloured underparts against dark upper parts.
While in the marsh near the reeds I watched a Sparrowhawk (pretty sure it was
a female) making a high and lazy flight from the Castle area towards Nore Barn, and
later, when up in the fields near the A259, I watched a Buzzard make a similar
fairly high straight and level flight diagonally across the whole farm from the
seaward end of Pook Lane towards the Brookfield Hotel in Emsworth (this could
have been a migrant bird passing over rather than the one that seemed to be based
on the farm last winter).
Among other points which I noted were that the Cetti’s Warbler which has been
on the main stream flowing south from the Cress Beds for a good couple of weeks
was today heard in bushes over the stream north of the Cress Beds. In the cemetery
I was amused to see the Green Woodpecker taking a close interest in a couple of
tombstones, clinging on to one large stone cross as if it were a tree trunk, and
closely inspecting another looking up from the ground.
The tide was high in the harbour with very few birds around but I did see one thing
which regularly occurs at this time of year - a flotilla of 28 Mergansers in close
formation, presumably taking a rest from a long journey they are taking as a party.
In the Slurry field were the only two Egrets that I saw anywhere and with them
were some 90 Black-headed and 4 Med Gulls, with Crows, Jackdaws,
Woodpigeons, Stock Doves, two pairs of Magpie and one of Mallard on a
small pool in the centre of the fields, plus one Cock Pheasant. In another field I
almost trod on a female Pheasant which stayed motionless among the remants of
an old Wheat crop while I trod within a metre of her.
More new flowers in Havant
Later in the day a brief walk around Havant added Intermediate Wintercress
and Wall Speedwell to my year list (plus my first sight of a Moorhen chick being
fed by its parent in the pool of the Homewell stream on the east side of Park Road
South). With the Wintercress were two flowering plants of Borage (not new for
the year as I saw some in January). Also seen in this brief circuit were opening
flower buds on Ox-eye Daisies (they will be in flower this weekend near the
Langstone roundabout) and what seemed to be flowers in the ‘arm pit flower
pouches’ on Parsley Piert.
Back in my home road my first Holly Blue was on the wing.
Thu 12 Apr
To Broadmarsh and back
A cycle ride via Budds Farm to Broadmarsh and back via Bedhampton Mill had as its
highlights my first Sandwich Tern and my first Swallows, both seen on the
Budds Farm shore.

Earlier in the day I had come across more Three-cornered Leek plants and
Beaked Hawksbeard in Havant, and in the afternoon I added Bugle and
Ribwort Plantain to my first flowerings, as well as finding fresh flowering plants
of Yellow Flag in the Homewell stream.
As well as the Sandwich Tern, seen from Budds Mound, I found a pair of Teal still
on the Budds Farm pools with three Gadwall (a pair and a spare male) with just
two pairs of Shelduck seen there plus the usual suspects.
Two Swallows flew along the Budds Farm shore line over my head and in the
Broadmarsh area I counted a total of 31 Brent thinly scattered around. Other items
on my list were singles of Red Admiral, Peacock and Comma, all seen in the
Budds Farm area. Coming back via Bedhampton I found a pair of Swans back on
the mill pool (they seem to be late in starting their usual nest at this site)
Wed 11 Apr
North Hayling and Warblington (Wed Apr 11)
Another sunny afternoon saw me cycling to the Hayling Oysterbeds and then back
along the Warblington shore to Nore Barn.
As I crossed Langstone Bridge on the way out I could see around 60 Black-tailed
Godwits, but on the way back I saw twice that number plus at least 70 Bar-tails.
Most of the Blackwits were on the Hayling side but a few were off Langstone Pond
with at least 30 Barwits near them and another 40 Barwits on the side facing the
Ship Inn of the big saltings off Northey Marina.
At the Oysterbeds there was little to see - just Black-headed Gulls and a couple
of pairs of Meds on the Tern Island, one pair of Shelduck, one Grey Plover and
around 20 Redshank. For the very first time this year I did not see a single Brent
in the whole trip. There was nothing more to see at North Common (other than the
sitting Swan in the marina area and a few Linnets).
The one interest I found on Hayling was among the flowers in the rough grassland
between the Texaco garage and Northney Road. In addition to more expected find
there were several plants of what I am pretty sure are Musk Storksbill - much
larger than the Common Storksbill that was also there the plants stood well over
30cm tall and had large pinnate leaves in which the small leaflets were only
‘toothed’ at the edges. The specimen I took home did eventually have a noticeable
smell (presumably of musk though I don’t know what that smells like!) and seems
to satisfy Stace’s requirements for Musk Storksbill.
At the Oysterbeds the Early Forget-me-not is now much more widespread on the
‘earth mound’ facing the Tern Island, and at Nore Barn a lot of Three-cornered
Leek was in flower as well as both Herb Robert and Garlic Mustard (both of
which had been ‘firsts’ for me earlier in the day in Havant)
Two othe bird items were, first, Cetti’s Warbler song heard at Langstone Pond
(where the Swan is still sitting), and second a good view of a last year’s
Sparrowhawk perched in a tree at Warblington and bathed in evening sunlight. I

was slightly puzzled when I got my bins on it as the brown head seemed to lack the
yellow of a Sparrowhawk eye and I could not see the characteristic long yellow
legs, while the brown stippling (not thin barring) on the breast again did not tie in
with a normal Sparrowhawk but the clincher came in a view of the underside of the
barred tail.
One final plant observation came at the north foot of the Pook Lane footbridge over
the A27 - here the Shining Cranesbill plants which had been most exposed to the
sun where in full flower.
Tue 10 Apr
Central Portsdown
After a cloudy morning the sun came out and I headed for Portsdown on which I
walked the south face of the hill from Fort Widley to Fort Southwick and back.
Parking at the top of Mill Lane on the west side of Fort Widley I got out of my car to
find a fresh plant of Weld coming into flower beside one of the parking area
delimiter posts (which had save the plant from the mower). Stepping out onto the
close mown grass I then saw the large pale flowers of Slender Speedwell which
had put their heads up after the mowers had passed. In the last few years I have
come to realise that this Speedwell is not as uncommon as I once thought, and as
my eye has learn to distinguish its larger, paler flowers from those of Common
Field Speedwell I have recognised it in several places where I must have
overlooked it in the past - it was widespread if not abundant on the grass here. At
the end of my visit, when at Fort Purbrook, I added Germander Speedwell to my
year list.
After crossing the Southwick Hill Road coming up from the Q A Hospital I found
blossom on the first of several self sown Apple trees and soon found Glaucous
Sedge in flower. More surprising was a plant of Salad Burnet already bearing a
single globular flower head which seemed very close to putting out its anthers. Later
I found an area where many plants of Sanicle had already put up their flower
heads, but knowing this plant the flower heads will grow and grow for months
before they actually flower!
Much more common flowers were the Hairy Violets and Cowslips, with a good
show of both Hoary Cress and Crosswort flowering near the roadside. I also
came on several flowering plants of Annual Wallrocket which, by the number of
seed pods below the flowers, have been out for some time.
Two other plants worth a mention were White and Black Bryony - one plant of
White Bryony already had closed flower buds but the Black Bryony (which does
not normally appear until much later) only caught my eye with a single shiny
shield-shaped leaf drawing attention to its almost invisible stem and tendrils.
No sign of any Stonechats near the Paulsgrove Chalkpit but I did hear some
Linnets and once I very nearly stepped on a Common Lizard scuttling for cover
across the line of my path.

Stopping briefly at Fort Purbrook on the way home I saw the only two butterflies of
the day - one Peacock and one Speckled Wood - but I added to my year list, in
addition to the Germander Speedwell mentioned above, several flowering
bushes of Wayfaring Tree and saw several well grown plants of Common
Gromwell, as yet with no sign of flowering.
Mon 9 Apr
A cycle ride to Aldsworth, Racton and Woodmancote
Spurred by the news that the first Nightingale had arrived at Beachy Head
yesterday I headed for Marlpit Lane as a destination for a ride on this lovely sunny
morning. I did not expect the Nightingale and I did not find one but in the nearby
Racton Park Wood I may have heard an early Garden Warbler though I am not
claiming it.
I set out through Denvilles and north Emsworth to Westbourne along roads now
lined with many flowers, though nothing new, but as I headed towards Aldsworth
Pond I passed a clump of what may have been genuine wild Yellow Archangel. In
Westbourne I saw more Corn Salad in a couple of places, with a great display of
Kingcups in a garden pond.
At Aldsworth Pond one pair of Canada Geese were back on the small island where
the Swans have nested in the past - no sign of the Swans and now no Tufted
Duck or Shoveler but one pair of Gadwall were still present. The water level was
falling and the green spikes of Mares Tail were prominent, hiding a pair of
Dabchick near where a pair of Coot were building a nest towering above the
water.
From the pond I cycled up the track to Sindles Farm, and beyond it I turned east on
the lane leading to Racton past the monument tower. Along the track I passed a
Small White, a Comma and a Brimstone as well as lots of woodland plants
including Moschatel and Wood Anemones - other than a noisy Nuthatch the
only bird of interest was a single Yellowhammer.
At the Racton road junction, where the Ems flows under the road to Funtington, I
expected to find many plants of Butterbur but had difficulty in seeing any - I think
there were no more than 20 very small flower spikes looking withered and
colourless. The Water Crowfoot was flourishing in the deep and fast flowing river,
and as I headed on and turned up the track to Racton Park Farm I found a really
good show of Cuckoo Flower beside the entrance to the first cottage.
At the farm the Rookery was noisy and as well as the corvids I heard one Stock
Dove before continuing down the east side of the wood. At the end of the wood I
was stopped by the sound of what could have been a Garden Warbler but could
never get a glimpse of it (and I have been fooled by Blackcaps before now!) Earlier
in the trip I had heard several Blackcaps singing their varied and declamatory song
but this bird was gabbling away at a fast tempo and with little variation in pitch.
While waiting in the hope if seeing it I did enjoy the sight of a Buzzard lazily circling
overhead.

Along Marlpit Lane a couple of Jays vanished into the now thick woodland near the
main road but there was nothing further to report as I went through Woodmancote
and along Old Farm Lane to Westbourne where I turned down Mill Lane. Just before
crossing the busy A27 I enjoyed the sight of what looked like an old fashioned
water meadow with its ‘drowners’ full of water and while pausing I heard a
Bullfinch in the scrub on the north side of the A27.
I made my way home via Brook Meadow where I met Brian Fellows and his
grandson Freddy. Back at home my lunch was the more welcome for a good
morning’s exercise!
SUMMARY FOR APR 2 - 8 (WEEK 14 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Black-necked Grebe: Last report of them in Langstone Harbour seems to have
been on March 2 when 13 were still present. More up to date and exciting news
comes from Rye Harbour where, on Apr 1, visitors could still see two birds, one of
them in full breeding plumage. By Apr 6 one was still present but that was the
one in drab winter plumage.
Little Egret: Any of these which intend to breed this year will by now be at the
places where they nest and so numbers at the main winter night roosts are minimal.
Figures from Rye Harbour show this with a peak count (for the current year) of 57
on Feb 5, decreasing to 30 on Mar 21 and just 27 on Apr 7. With high tide well after
sunset in the week beginning Apr 16 we should be able to get a good count of the
birds still using the Langstone pond roost in that week.
Great White Egret: After regular reports of on at the Blashford Lakes in the first
three weeks of the year there have been no reports from anywhere since Jan 21
until now when there has been just one report from Lytchett Bay in Poole Harbour
on Apr 4.
Spoonbill: Still seven birds being reported from Dorset, five in Poole Harbour on
Apr 4 when two were at Lodmoor (Weymouth). On Apr 5 a single first year bird was
briefly seen at Titchfield Haven (and only three were reported from Poole Harbour,
but that does not mean that others were not still present in that huge area).
Mute Swan: Eggs were seen in both the Emsworth nests on Apr 2 (4 eggs in the
Peter Pond roadside nest and at least two in the less easily seen Slipper Pond). On
Apr 4 a pair was sitting on a nest in the Northney Marina saltings but that may well
be flooded by the spring tides in April and May. On Apr 6 the Budds Farm pools pair
were apparently sitting on a nest on the bank dviding the middle from the landward
pool.
Canada Goose: A pair were back on the Budds Farm pools on Apr 6, seen near the
small island at the seaward end of the pools where they have nested before but
which is now very over-grown with brambles.

Brent: On Apr 6 there were still at least 66 on the north shore of Langstone Harbour
but that same day brought reports of 49 passing Selsey, 300 passing Beachy Head
and 1290 passing Dungeness.
Shelduck: I have not seen a flock on the mud between Langstone and Northney
since Mar 21 but there are still a few thinking of nesting locally and on Apr 6 I found
three pairs on the Budds Farm pools and a fourth pair on the harbour just off the
pools.
Mallard: A family of 9 ducklings had been seen at Titchfield Haven on Mar 31 and
now there is news of 8 ducklings at Pulborough Brooks on Apr 2
Garganey: On Apr 2 I may possibly have seen one at Warblington Farm. Coming
round some trees and bushes which hid me from a small pool in the stream a small
brown duck got up from the pool about 5 metres from me and I had a clear view of
the speculum which was brown, with no hint of green, suggesting that the bird was
not a Teal. By size it could only have been a Teal or Garganey and the fact that it
did not 'spring' into the air like a Teal, and did not swerve in flight as a Teal would
normally do when flushed, all suggested that this might have been a Garganey.
Against that was that I could see no white trailing edge to the wing, nor any pale
supercilium, and if anything the bird looked smaller than, rather than slightly larger
than, a Teal.
Honey Buzzard: On Apr 3 the SOS website had the following entry from one their
regular contributors (Chris Seaton) - it said "Migrant Honey Buzzard drifting
north across Pagham Harbour towards Sidlesham today at 10.00am viewed
from the West Side path". This was followed up by an entry on Apr 6 from Ivan
Lang, warden for Pagham Harbour, stating (with no reservations about the veracity
of the observations). that Honey Buzzard had been seen again over the
harbour on both Apr 5 and 6. This is a very early date for Honey Buzzard and a
check in the latest Hampshire Bird Report shows the earliest arrival date recorded in
Hampshire pre-2006 was 21 Apr 1996. A similar check in the latest Sussex Bird
Report tells me that up to six pairs of Honey Buzzard have bred in Sussex in nine
consecutive years (1997 - 2005) but the table of migrant arrival dates in the Sussex
report does not include Honey Buzzard - looking at the species entries for the years
in question the earliest reported date is 30 Apr 2005 (over Brighton) but the great
majority of these birds manage to arrive without being seen at all at the coast however several coastal sightings have been at Pagham, and with spring arriving
earlier each year there seems no reason to suppose that Honey Buzzards should
hold back their arrival dates.
Red Kite: There seems to be an assumption that the Red Kites now in Britain
have only arrived here courtesy of British Airways (or whatever means of transport
has been used by those importing birds into this country in order to improve our
'quality of life' now that is being measured by the British Government), and that the
increase in Buzzard numbers has been solely due to expansion of the west country
population pushing eastward. Yet in recent years there has been an increasing
number of spring records of both species along our south coast and it seems to be

becoming accepted nowadays that part of the population expansion in this country
is due to birds arriving here from the continent of their own free will. As far as Kites
are concerned the latest crop of new reports includes sightings of one going north
west over Eastleigh on Apr 1, one low over Portsmouth going east on Apr 2, one
east over Worthing on Apr 5, and three reports of north bound birds on Apr 6 from
Shanklin (IoW), Worthing, and Burgess Hill. Just before these one flew north over
Crowhurst (by the rail line north of Hastings) in the company of 5 Buzzards on Mar
28 (and on Mar 26 Paul James reported "Seven Common Buzzards flushed from
a hawthorn thicket on the north side of Truleigh Hill late afternoon circled round and
then departed west suggesting that they were probably migrants" Truleigh Hill is on
the Downs north of Shoreham)
Osprey: There have now been 15 reports of arriving Ospreys and the rate of arrival
is increasing with six reports in April including one at Newtown Harbour (IoW) on
Apr 2 and one in the Lymington area (at Normandy) on Apr 6 (one of the early birds
was there on Mar 25).
Hobby: The first (and so far only) report of an arriving migrant came from the
Warnham nature reserve at Horsham on Apr 3
Common Crane: The bird that was at Pulborough Brooks from Mar 31 to Apr 2 has
not been reported since then.
Little Ringed Plover: A total of 17 reports since the start of April shows that these
are now back in strength. At West Bexington (west of Abbotsbury on the Dorset
coast) a party of seven arrived on Apr 2 and on Apr 6 there were Hampshire reports
from both the Test and Avon valleys
Lapwing: These are now putting on a great show at Farlington Marshes and to the
north of Havant the six birds seen on the Gipsies Plain (grassland immediately south
of Havant Thicket) on Mar 24 were still holding territory and displaying there on Apr
5
Jack Snipe: The land north of Horsea Island in Portsmouth Harbour, which was
washed by the tides until around 1970 (when it was reclaimed for construction of
the M27 motorway), retained large pools favoured by birds until 1988 (when the
pools were drained to provide landfill for rubbish and for the construction of Port
Solent marina). Even now it not been totally lost as wildlife habitat as is proved by
a report of a Jack Snipe seen there on Apr 6.
Woodcock: First report of roding for the year comes from Emer Bog, in the
Baddesley area east of Romsey, on Apr 4
Black-tailed Godwit: The monthly update of the Titchfield Haven website took
place this week and gives a count of 425 Blackwits there on Mar 11 (highest count
for the reserve this year). There were still 135 at Titchfield on Mar 31, and the
highest figure reported anywhere since the beginning of April has been 96 birds off
Langstone village on Apr 3
Whimbrel: Five birds going east past Worthing on Mar 27 seemed to be the first
passage birds but no others were reported until Apr 3 when 4 flew in off the sea at
Cuckmere near Beachy Head, one arrived at Portland and both Rye Harbour and the
nearby Pannell Valley reported two birds. Apr 4 brought one bird past Durlston Head

(maybe the one seen in Poole Harbour next day) and on Apr 6 two birds turned up
at Christchurch Harbour.
Common Sandpiper: One seen at Horsea Island on the north shore of
Portsmouth Harbour on Apr 6 may have been a migrant as there have been no
reports of wintering birds there....
Med Gull: There are now at least 285 birds at Rye Harbour where the birds
returning to roost in the harbour after foraging in fields during the day were counted
at dusk on Apr 5
Common Tern: First definite report of a migrant comes from Dungeness on Apr 6
and their arrival on that day is backed up by a report of a Commic Tern passing
Selsey that day.
Wood Pigeon: Christchurch Harbour reported the first sign of spring passage
when 165 went west over the Harbour on Mar 28 and we now have further reports
of 289 over Hastings country park on Apr 5 and 200+ over Pett Level on Apr 6.
Tawny Owl: One pair nesting in an old beech tree at Stansted Forest had hatched
two young by Apr 4 when tree surgeons climbed the tree, found the nest, and had
to abandon their attempt to prune the tree (as they had to do with the same tree
last summer when they found an active Hornets nest in the same cavity that the
owls are now using).
Short-eared Owl: Apr 5 saw one fly in off the sea at Portland and also brought a
report from Pagham Harbour of what was probably another migrant returning from
the south
Yellow Wagtail: The first arrivals were on Apr 4 when single birds were reported
from Portland, Poole Harbour, and Titchfield Haven. Three more reports came on
Apr 6 from the IoW (Yarmouth), Pett Level on Rye Bay and Dungeness RSPB
reserve.
Robin: I know that Magpies have no compunction about eating any eggs or young
birds that they can find but on Apr 6 I was surprised to see, in my garden, a Magpie
with a dying or dead adult Robin in its bill. Soon after this the Magpie flew off with
the Robin's head in its bill, confirming that the Robin was definitely dead. I can only
suppose that when the Magpie got uncomfortably close to the Robin's nest one of
the parent birds confronted it and came off worst.
Common Redstart: First migrant arrival of the year was at Portland on Apr 3, with
2 seen there next day (followed by singles on Apr 5 and 6 - nothing to say if these
were additional birds). Two more did turn up at Christchurch Harbour on Apr 6.
Fieldfare: A flock of around 550 birds was in the Cheesefoot Head area east of
Winchester on Apr 3 and was probably the last substantial flock for the winter
though 3 birds were seen near Romsey on Apr 4 and one came in at Portland on Apr
5.
Redwing: Last report to date was of one bird at Christchurch Harbour on Apr 6
(and last flock was of 15 birds by the R Itchen near Eastleigh on Apr 1).

Sedge Warbler: Just one was at Pagham Harbour on Apr 6 - first of the year.
Reed Warbler: We have already heard of an early bird at Horsham on Mar 26 but
no more have been reported so far.
Lesser Whitethroat: First of the year was singing at Rye Harbour on Apr 5 and on
Apr 6 one was by the Beaulieu River in Hampshire
Common Whitethroat: A female type bird which had been seen at Christchurch
Harbour in the winter (in December and on Jan 5) was probably the one seen again
at Christchurch on Mar 28. Definite migrants were one seen at Hastings country
park on Apr 5 and (maybe the same bird) at Pett on Apr 6. There was also a singing
male (plus a female which is thought to have been the winter bird) at Christchurch
on Apr 6, and the CHOG website entry described this as being a migrant, but it was
not their first as that had arrived on Mar 29 when their website said .. "a singing
Whitethroat by the Barn definitely qualifies as a migrant" giving Christchurch the
first migrant arrival on Mar 29.
Blackcap: Migrant birds have been heard passing north up the old rail line behind
my house since Mar 26 but on Mar 7 one stayed in that area, singing all day (and
again today - Apr 8). Major arrivals occurred on Mar 22 (25 birds at Christchurch),
Mar 28 (24 at Christchurch), Apr 3 (15 at Portland), Apr 5 (14 at Hastings) and Apr
6 (10 at Portland and 30 at Christchurch).
Willow Warbler: These have been arriving since Mar 26 and major arrivals have
been on Apr 3 (60 birds at Portland) and on Apr 6 when there were reports from
seven sites including Portland (100 birds) and Christchurch (380 birds)
Pied Flycatcher: First and only report so far is of one at Portland on Apr 6
Bearded Tit: First hint of passage by these birds came on Apr 3 when three birds
made a short flight over the top of the Hengistbury Head centre at Christchurch.
Jay: These are not normally seen around the South Moors at Langstone so one
flying east and perching briefly in tree tops above the Langbrook stream on Apr 6
was probably on the move as were four birds seen on Apr 2 heading over
Christchurch Harbour.
Magpie: As noted above one was seen in my garden on Apr 6 dismembering an
adult Robin which it had presumably just killed (perhaps when the Magpie was
intending to predate the Robin's nest and was confronted by the Robin).
Hooded Crow: These are the normal version of Carrion Crow to be found to the
north of us in Scotland and to the south in Scandinavia, eastern Europe, Italy and all
mediterranean countries east of Italy. How it comes about that a hybrid between
the two races was to be seen at Christchurch Harbour for at least a week from Mar
27 to Apr 3 is unknown.
Starling: These are noticeable by their absence as breeding birds from the area
around Havant this spring (just one or two pairs seen in any one birding expedition
where they used to be omnipresent)

Serin: So far this year I have only heard of one (unconfirmed) report of one seen
at Durlston on Mar 13, but there are now confirmed reports of a single female seen
at Christchurch Harbour on Apr 4, 5 and 6.
INSECTS
Butterflies
Clouded Yellow: We now have six reports - the first, on Mar 28, was on the
Southbourne undercliff at Bournemouth and is thought to have been the
emergence of a local resident but the five others, starting on Apr 2, were at
Portland, Durlston and Rye and could well be early migrants
Large White: First of the year was seen on Portsdown on Apr 2 by Theo
Roberts making his first butterfly transect during which he saw at least 8
species (Large and Small White, Red Admiral, Holly Blue, Peacock,
Orange Tip and Green Hairstreak) - on the same day there were also
Comma and Speckled Wood in his garden at the foot of Portsdown. Three
more sightings were made on Apr 6 at Portland, Bignor on the Sussex Downs
and Rye town.
Green-veined White: Three reports so far - the first at Heathfield (near
Crowborough) on Apr 5, and the second at Edburton in West Sussex on Apr 6
when another was seen in Lewes.
Orange Tip: These have emerged in force since Apr 1 but the very first
sighting is undated and comes at third hand (John Goodspeed heard of it from
Richard Jones, warden for Portsdown Hill wildlife, who was told of it by a dog
walker). My guess is that this could have been as early as Mar 30. From Apr
1 to 6 I have heard of 13 more sightings including at least three females.
Green Hairstreak: Two sightings, both on Apr 2. One was on Portsdown,
the other on Magdalen Hill Down near Winchester
Small Copper: Again two sightings so far - one in the Warsash-Titchfield
area on Apr 1 and the other at Portland on Apr 4
Holly Blue: These have now been out for a whole month (first at Gosport on
Mar 7 when another was seen at Reading) but sadly there have only been
nine subsequent sightings, the latest being at Steyning and Peacehaven, both
in W Sussex, on Apr 6
Painted Lady: I have already reported one seen at Cissbury Ring on the
downs north of Worthing on Mar 27 and there is just one further report from
Brighton on Apr 4 - perhaps these were migrants as well as the Clouded
Yellows?
Small Tortoiseshell: The news of these is not too bad with 39 reports to
date this spring.
Large Tortoiseshell: Portland Bill has now reported three sightings of this
species - one on Jan 28, one on Mar 3 and the latest on Apr 6. The first two
were positively identified and photographed while the third is only possible.

Some might think that a 'practical joker' is at work at Portland but if so they
took a day trip to Crawley where a pristine butterfly was positively identified
on Mar 7 (and may have been seen distantly and taken to be a Comma on Mar
3)
Camberwell Beauty: On Apr 5 one was seen and photographed at Portland
- the first ever seen there. Maybe another effort by the 'practical joker'? I
think not.
Peacock: I have recorded 81 reports of this species against 100 of
Brimstone so far (and these are certainly not all that I have heard of!)
Comma: This comes in third with 56 reports.
Speckled Wood: Even I have now seen one (at Havant Thicket on Apr 5)
but they do not seem to be as numerous as I would have hoped with only 22
reports getting into my database since the first was seen on the IoW on Mar
11
Moths
Emperor Moth: One male seen on the Sussex Downs at Cissbury Ring on
Apr 2 is the only report so far
Hummingbird Hawkmoth: I now have 43 reports in my database, mostly
from coastal sites suggesting that some may be migrant arrivals (though I
suspect the majority have hibernated here)
Shuttle-shaped Dart: A very early emergence on Apr 2 suggests that the
caterpillars of this moth (which normally hibernate and do not restart eating
until around this time of year, well before they pupate) have been munching
away non-stop through the winter.
Blossom Underwing: First was trapped at Pagham Harbour on Apr 5
Silver-Y: Another probably migrant was trapped at Pagham on Apr 5 (one
earlier record at Portland on Feb 1)
Other insects
Tipula vittata: This cranefly is a small version of the Daddy Long-legs and
the first report comes from Hastings on Apr 2 when females were already
laying their eggs. With the apparent shortage of Starlings which normally
consume many of the Craneflies Leatherjacket grubs I wonder if we will have
more of these insects than we want in the early summer?
Bee Fly: The first report comes from Stockbridge Down (west of Winchester)
on Apr 2. A second report was from Durlston country park on Apr 4 and I had
one in my Havant garden on Apr 6
Oil Beetle: The first report of this large beetle species which has very short
elytra (wing cases), leaving most of its abdomen uncovered, came from

Durlston on Mar 28. We now have a second sighting from Lake on the IoW on
Apr 5
PLANTS
Horse-tails: Fertile cones of both Field and Great Horsetail were found at
Warblington Farm on Apr 3
Bracken: My first sight of unfurling fronds came on Apr 5
Small-flowered Buttercup: Durlston country park reported this uncommon
species of coastal grassland in flower on Apr 1
Goldilocks Buttercup: Not yet seen in flower but on Apr 5 I found a good showing
of plants with fully formed but closed flower buds at Pyle Lane near Horndean
Honesty: This had started to flower in the Langstone area on Apr 4
Hoary Cress: Several plants had started to open their flowers at the Hayling
Oysterbeds on Apr 4 (a good couple of weeks earlier than normal)
Red Campion: The first fresh flowers were out by the Langbrook stream on Apr 6
Sea Campion: No local reports yet but this was flowering at Durlston on Apr 5
Wood Sorrel: A good show of flowers found on Apr 5 in the Havant Thicket area
Wild Strawberry: Plants with the larger flowers and 'leaf tip points' distinguishing
this from Barren Strawberry were found at Rowlands Castle on Apr 5
Basford Willow: These were starting to show their catkins at Brook Meadow in
Emsworth on Apr 6
Docks: Both Curled and Broad-leaved have begun opening their flowers this
week
Scarlet Pimpernel: I saw the first flowers in Havant on Apr 6
Grey Field Speedwell: On Apr 6 plants in Havant churchyard, which have been
flowering since Feb 23, had at last developed seed capsules to confirm their identity
as Grey, not Green, Field Speedwell (which the all blue flowers should have told me
from the start!)
Field Woundwort: I had found some roadside plants flowering on Feb 23 and
have now (Apr 2) found more in one of the Warblington farm arable fields
Early Forget-me-not: I had first seen this near the Ferry Inn on Hayling on Mar
27 and on Apr 4 found more flowering on the 'earth mound' at the Hayling
Oysterbeds
Blue-eyed Mary: This was flowering alongside Green Alkanet at Great
Wellsworth Farm (Rowlands Castle) on Apr 5, enabling anyone confused by the
similarities of the two species to see how very different they are (Apologies for
calling this plant Bloody Mary in my diary entry for the day)

Ribwort Plantain: Many plants had flower heads (but not yet flowering) on Apr 6
- some must be out by now
Corn Salad: The pale blue flowers of this plant were to be found on the old wall of
the Pallant carpark here in Havant on Apr 7
Cleavers: Just one tiny white flower had opened for me on Apr 7
Crosswort: The first show of yellow flowers had opened at Rowlands Castle on Apr
5
Beaked Hawksbeard: The first flowers of this were seen in Havant on Apr 6
Prickly Sowthistle: The first plant which I have seen since Jan 12 was in flower in
Havant on Apr 6
Snakeshead Fritillary: What were presumably garden escapes were seen
flowering at Rye on Apr 5 (I have been looking out for those at the main road end
of Mill Lane at Langstone but not spotted them yet)
Neapolitan Garlic: Just one large white flowerhead poking out above nettles and
thistle leaves on the side of Southmoor Lane (where cars now park before the road
block near the Budds Farm pools) attracted my attention on Apr 6 and the
distinctive flowerhead, plus measurement of the leaf width (2cm) confirmed the
identity of this unexpected find (which should seen appear in Nore Barn woodland
at Emsworth)
Lords and Ladies: Unsheathed flowers were found on south Hayling on Mar 28
and on Apr 2 others were found in Pook lane at Warblington.
OTHER WILDLIFE
Brook Lamprey: On Apr 6 Bob Chapman saw at least one of these strange
creatures in the Dockens Water stream which comes down from the Fritham area of
the New Forest and runs through the Blashford Lakes area before entering the River
Avon above Ringwood. I have no idea how common they are but do recall hearing
of them in two other streams back on 2003 when, on Mar 24, Charles Cuthbert
found seven of them actively spawning in a tributary of the Itchen at Abbots Barton
(north of Winchester) and later, on Nov 7, Richard Carpenter found dead Lampreys
in what I imagine was the headwater of the Hamble at Titchfield. From what I have
read about them they seem to have a really pointless existence - they spend the first
five years of their life behaving like worms buried in mud and detritus in a stream
bed, growing slowly by straining organic particles from the mud. In the last year of
their life, when they are about 25 cm long, they look like small eels with a row of
holes behind their eyes (allowing water to flow over internal gills) and sucker type
mouth parts (which in the larger River and Sea Lamprey species clamp onto
larger fishes which they parasitise). In this adult stage their guts atrophy and they
do not feed but devote themselve solely to the business of mating and spawning.
Their sucker mouths are then not used for feeding but do come in useful for lifting
stones from the stream bed to clear a spawning area.

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR APRIL 2 - 8 (WEEK 14 OF 2007)
Sun 8 Apr
I have now uploaded the highlights of last week’s observations to my WEEKLY
SUMMARY page. Additional news reaching me after my cut off includes ..
Nightingale at Beachy Head today
Little Bunting (singing male) and Grasshopper Warbler at Christchurch today
Cuckoo reported near the Needles on the IoW (Apr 7)
Grasshopper Warbler at Portland and another at Durlston (Apr 7)
The first Large Red Damselflies out near Rye (Apr 7)
Another Painted Lady at Stoke Clump near Kingley Vale (Apr 7)
Hoopoe reported at Weymouth (Apr 6)
Plus a few new moths and some plant news which I will list in due time!
Sat 7 Apr
Around Havant
Today Blackcap song from the Billy trail behind my garden was persistent through
the day to show that the first local summer resident had arrived.
Walking into Havant gave me two new flowers for the year list - on the old walls of
the Pallant carpark the pale blue flowers of Corn Salad were out, and in a sheltered
alley way I spotted a single tiny white flower on Cleavers (aka Goosegrass).
A brief evening ride to the Langstone shore gave me a view of at least 30
Black-tailed Godwits in flight and settling on the shore as the tide went down there could have been many more to arrive. On the water there were 9
Mergansers and in the slurry field at Warblington three Egrets were present.
Lastly, reaching the main road back into Havant, I found the patch of Spotted
Medick which Brian Fellows saw a couple of days ago.
Fri 6 Apr
Magpie kills Robin in my garden
I have occasionally in the past seen Magpies foraging in thick grass in my garden
and have seen them come out with, on one occasion, a Slow Worm and, on
another, seen one chase and catch a Frog. So when one came out onto the lawn
today with a largish brown object I thought it might have caught a mouse but it
soon became clear that it had a small bird which was probably already dead when
I first saw it.

Out on the short grass the Magpie began to dismember its prey and fairly soon
detached the head from the body and at this point I saw the red throat of a Robin.
Being surprised at the prey I then went out into the garden and the Magpie flew
off with the Robin’s head in its bill but I was able to confirm that the victim had
been a Robin from what was left of the body (red under the inner edge of the wings,
plus general size and shape).
I guess that Magpies are currently on the look-out for extra food either to build up
their own strength for breeding or possibly to feed young in their nest (I have seen
no evidence for the latter yet but the creation of a clutch of eggs within the female
must require extra food).
Several times in recent days I have heard alarms from other birds when they sense
that the Magpies are out hunting, and once or twice have seen a Magpie fleeing
an irate Blackbird chasing it away. This makes me think that (although I heard no
alarm, but I was indoors with a noisy Davis Cup match on the TV!) the Robin had
confronted the Magpie in the way they would confront and attack a rival Robin,
but had come off worst.
Also in my garden today I heard another Blackcap passing up the old Hayling Billy
rail line behind my house in Havant, watched a Comma nectaring from Bluebells,
and saw my first Bee Fly of the year while I was purposely digging weeds from a
bed near the Robin’s nest to give the Robins and local Blackbird an extra worm
or two.
A walk to the Langstone South Moors
My notepad shows me that during this walk I topped 50 species of flowering plants
with 51 definites and several finds of Ribwort Plantain with fully developed flower
heads but which I could not count as none had as yet put out any of the anthers that
will soon form white rings round the black, cone-shaped flower head.
Perhaps the best find was a plant of Beaked Hawksbeard which I had been half
expecting and which will soon be seen everywhere but it took me by surprise and
added excitement to what was already a very pleasant walk. Two other firsts of the
season were Red Campion, but that was exactly where I expected to see it by the
Langbrook stream (and where last year’s plants were still flowering on Feb 19), and
Curled Dock (not a really exciting find!). There was one other unexpected find but
it did not have the same impact as the Hawksbeard as I had to wait until I was
back at home with my books to give it a name - Neapolitan Garlic. The white
flowerhead of this plant caught my eye from nettles and thistle leaves on the west
side of Southmoor Lane where people now park, just before being stopped by the
road block. (This is one of the five Allium species to be found in Nore Barn
woodland so it may soon be flowering there).
One other plant which has been seen recently but which was a first for me was
Hogweed, and later I came on a great show of Scarlet Pimpernel which has not
been recorded so far this year. Nearing home I popped into St Faith’s churchyard
and at last found a specimen of the small Speedwell which has puzzled me (was it

Grey or Green Field Speedwell) for over a month - it now had seeds as well as
flowers to help me settle the issue and I now know it is Grey Field Speedwell (as
the all blue flowers should have told me from the start). Last to go on my list was the
lovely Rue-leaved Saxifrage growing on walls around the Pallant carpark but this
afternoon I unearthed a 52nd flower in my garden where I had seen it earlier in the
year but where grass had recently grown over it - this is Smooth Hawksbeard
flowering out of season.
Bird interest during this trip came at the South Moors shore, where the tide was out,
and at Budds Farm. On the shore Brent were few - about 36 off the Moors and
another 30+ in the Broadmarsh area and the other species seen were Curlew,
Oystercatcher, Redshank, a couple of Turnstone and one Grey Plover plus
six Egrets and lots of Black-headed Gulls with a few Meds and one pair of
Herring. Looking from Budds Mound the flock of at least 30 Crows was again on
the mud near the A27 shore of Broadmarsh. Out on the water were a few
Merganser and at least one Great Crested Grebe plus, near the Budds Farm
outfall, one pair of Shelduck.
This Shelduck pair was in addition to three pairs resident on the Budds Farm pools
where the Swan pair where both settled on the bank with the female presumably
on what she regarded as a nest (but I could not see any nest material around her
body!). Three Gadwall and at least three Teal were still present and the Tufted
Duck numbered at least 18. Less welcome was the presence of a pair of Canada
Geese.
A visit to Havant Thicket yesterday (Apr 5)
I spent yesterday afternoon in Havant Thicket but did not get time to write it up
before my mid-week update of latest reports.
In the Thicket area I added Wood Sorrel to my year list, as saw my first Speckled
Wood butterfly as well as a large number of Brimstones and Peacocks plus a
couple of Commas.
In the Gipsies Plain grassland south of Furzy Plain I was delighted to find at least six
Lapwings still on territory, several of them making display flights and others
standing around on the ground, well separated from each other. Just one Buzzard
high over the woodland was the only other bird of interest.
On my way home I stopped at Pyle Lane, south of Horndean, where I added
Moschatel to my year list and found a good half dozen plants of Goldilocks
buttercup, all with flower buds but none having opened to allow me to tick it! The
roadside banks here also had a great display of Early (or Wood) Dog Violet and
Wood Anemones.
Continuing my roundabout way home I stopped in Wellsworth Lane at Rowlands
Castle for a second attempt to record Bush Vetch but saw none. I did however add
Crosswort to my year list and found both Bulbous Buttercup and Wood Avens
flowering beside the lane. Something that might be of interest to anyone not

familiar with both Green Alkanet and Blue-eyed Mary is that both are flowering
side by side under the stone wall around Wellsworth farmhouse (at the corner
where you would turn to reach the field path north to Finchdean). The flowers of
both plants have the same brilliant deep blue, and the leaves are similar, but
Blue-eyed Mary has its flowers on long stalks while the Alkanet has its flowers
nestling against the main stem in the leaf axils.
I did not turn here but went on towards the field path leading to Finchdean Road in
Rowlands Castle, and it was at the gate into the field that I found the Crosswort
flowering. This find persuaded me to continue north along an unofficial field edge
path which subsequently gave access into the Cherry Row woodland where the floor
is covered with Bluebells but little else.
Wed 4 Apr
Langstone and north Hayling
The north wind was still fresh but the sun was shining as I cycled down the Billy Trail
in Havant and over Langstone bridge to the Hayling Oysterbeds. Reaching the
continuation of the old rail line (which Havant Borough, who own it on the mainland,
like to call the Hayling Billy Trail and Hampshire County, who own it on Hayling, like
to call the Hayling Coastal Path) I could see some 50 Brent scattered around
Bridge Lake, the water north of the Oysterbeds, but little else - five Shelduck, a
couple of Egrets and a single Oystercatcher plus a few gulls.
At the Oysterbeds the Tern Island was occupied by perhaps 20 pairs of
Black-headed gulls but only two pairs of Med Gulls, but as I scanned the island
I found there was a small collection of perhaps 50 Turnstone and 10 Dunlin on
the slopes of the island, and half a dozen Redshank were similarly resting on the
far bund wall beyond the island. Both groups were increasing as I watched with
birds flying in from the south - it looked like the start of a high tide roost but the tide
was not more than half way up and my guess was that these were birds that had
been travelling overnight and were now enjoying a rest in a sunny spot sheltered
from the strong wind.
After watching them from the ‘bus shelter’ (which actually did give some shelter
from the north east wind!) I walked up onto the grass mound behind the shelter and
after a bit of searching I found clusters of tiny bright blue flowers marking the start
of what promises to be a good display of Early Forget-me-not near the remains
of dead Teazels. Later I saw many leaves of the much larger Milk Thistles that also
promise a good show in the summer.
I tried to go out on the south bund wall of the lagoon to get a look at the far side of
the Tern island but found the way was blocked (as far as cycling was concerned) by
a huge heap of stones that had, I think, been brought here to build up that south
bund wall and perhaps block the gap through which water runs out of the lagoon in
the south west corner (presumably to retain more water in the lagooon and to have
only the northwest gap through which the water can enter and leave).

I then went to see if the Coastal Path was closed for repairs south of the carpark,
which it was (the notices imply it should re-open in mid-April), but at the closed gate
I made the interesting discovery that several plants of Hoary Cress had already
started to flower a good fortnight earlier than last year.
Heading back I went to North Common at Northney, and en route was surprised to
see and hear a Meadow Pipit parachuting and singing over the Bridge Farm
saltings at the southern end of the Wadeway. Stopping here to watch the Pipit I saw
around 50 more Brent over on the Langstone village shore.
At North Common more path repairs were under way but in this case the path was
not closed so I was able to have a look at the saltings within the marina inlet. Here
a pair of Swans seemed firmly ensconced on a nest - one bird on the nest, the
other in close attendance. This used to be a regular nest site many years ago but I
think rising sea levels caused the nest to be flooded as I suspect this one will be (a
4.9 metre tide is predicted for April 19 and 4.8 for May 16)
Back at Langstone Pond one Swan was sitting tight on the new nest in the reeds
north of the main pond and in the flooded meadow north of the pond there were six
Teal. Going up Wade Lane a couple more plants of Cow Parsley were flowering
and outside Wade Court garden escape plants of Honesty were in flower (with the
Hoary Cress this was my second ‘first of year’ flowerings for the trip)
Mon 2 Apr
Warblington Farm
With today forecast to be the best day of the week I decided to make another visit
to Warblington Farm to record the birds for the census and so spent most of the
morning there in bright sunshine but with a cool fresh north east wind.
The first surprise was to hear three different Song Thrushes shouting from
separate areas and later to come on two more at places out of earshot from the
start point - last year on some visits I did not hear one at all but numbers do seem
to be going up here. In 1977 Tony Gutteridge recorded 17 pairs and there were 10
or more every year until 1985. By 1997 we were down to just one pair but since then
they have increased to 7 last year.
Another slight surprise was to have at least five and maybe nine Egrets still
present, and as I worked down Pook Lane I came on four different singing
Chiffchaffs making their way north but when I reached the shore with the tide low
there was hardly a bird to be seen. Even Black-headed Gulls were down to about
10 and on the mud the only bird was a single Curlew. Out on the water there were
just three Mergansers and distantly near the Langstone Wadeway I could see
around 30 Brent.
Around the church and cemetery there were several Collared Doves singing which
were not there last time I came round and when I got to the marsh east of the
cemetery there was not even a Snipe nor a Reed Bunting - just one Meadow
Pipit which took off and went north.

Heading east I did hear one or two Skylarks and I did have one surprise - in the dry
arable field which still has the remains of last year’s Sweetcorn crop and some
wheat left over from previous years (mostly eaten by the Brent before they left) I
was startled when a Snipe got up from under my feet. This may be the bird that
surprised us by appearing in the same unlikely field on both April 11 and 18 last
year.
Another bonus in this field was to find several plants of Field Woundwort
flowering, and when I was making my way up the eastern stream I found a second
plant of Cuckooflower to add to the one in the marsh.
Best bird was found when I reached the Cress Beds area but sadly I could not be
certain of its identity. At the time I was working cautiously round some bushes to
see if I could catch a Moorhen by surprise where I had seen it on my last visit (in
a pool hidden between bushes lining the stream north of the Cress Beds). Sure
enough there was a bird in this pool and we were only some five metres apart when
we spotted each other.
My first impression was that I had come on a female Teal (they are reported to
have bred here in the past) but as the bird took off away from me I had a clear view
of the speculum on each wing and there was no hint of green in it - at the time I
noted a brown colour but I did not notice a white trailing edge nor any pale
markings on the head (I never saw the throat or breast). From this the bird could
have been a female Garganey and thus an addition to the list for the farm, and
supporting this was the fact that the bird did not ‘spring’ from the water as a Teal
would do, nor did it swerve like a Snipe in its getaway flight but against the idea
was my impression that this bird was very small - a Garganey should be slightly
larger than a Teal. Unless I see the bird again and get a better look we will never
know …..
One bird that has returned to the plot after more than ten years absence is Cetti’s
Warbler - I heard one calling from the cover over the stream south of the Cress
Beds where Tony Gutteridge saw it last week (and Brian Fellows also heard it today
when he was on the Church Path). The last time a pair was present here through the
breeding season was in 1995 and I have only heard one here since (a one off record
in June 2005).
The only other sightings that I can think are worth a mention are the presence of
one Comma and one Peacock butterfly, and of one lone Brent goose in one of
the shore fields plus a view of 8 summer plumage Black-tailed Godwits on the
mud.
SUMMARY FOR MAR 26 - APR 1
(WEEK 13 OF 2007)
BIRDS

Divers: Now few reports. Three Red-throated flew east past Seaford on Mar 27
and two Great Northern were off Selsey on Mar 27 but just across the Channel a
four hour count at Cap Gris Nez on Mar 25 recorded 1200 mixed divers heading
east. The last report of a Black-throated Diver came from Portland Harbour on
Mar 22 but I have just seen that one was in Langstone Harbour on Mar 5
Slavonian Grebe: The last sighting of birds in Chichester Harbour seems to have
been on Mar 23 but there were two off Church Norton on Mar 27 when one was still
in the west Solent. One of two at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on Mar 30 was in
summer plumage but on Mar 31 only one winter bird was still there
Black-necked Grebe: Two were still in the west Solent on Mar 27. Two others at
Rye Harbour have not been reported since Mar 29 and the last report came from
Dungeness RSPB on Mar 30
Manx Shearwater: As the divers and grebes leave us these Shearwaters are
starting to arrive - first of the year was seen at Portland on Mar 28 and there were
also sightings there on Mar 30 and 31 (max count 5 on Mar 30)
Gannet: After occasional reports of flocks feeding in the Channel over winter a
spring passage seems to have started in mid-March with 3 going east past
Christchurch on Mar 18 and 199 passing Dungeness on Mar 25. 100 went east past
St Catherine's Point on Mar 29 and one even came close enough to Sandy Point to
give the first of the year there on Mar 31
Bittern: One was still at Hatch Pond, Poole, on Mar 26
Little Egret: 13 were still in the Warblington 'slurry field' on Mar 31 (probably with
another 3 in one of the shore fields)
White Stork: One was reported gliding over the Worthing area on Mar 25 but no
further news
Spoonbill: At least seven were still in Dorset on Mar 30 but the winter birds seem
to be dispersing. On Mar 29 three flew in from the sea at Christchurch and then
headed east and maybe one of them got as far as Crawley in north Sussex where
one was seen over the town that day.
Mute Swan: Still no confirmed reports of birds sitting on eggs but one has been
seen settled on a nest at Emsworth Slipper Pond and another on the Long Pool at
Pagham. Most pairs seem hesitant to settle down - the Peter Pond pair at Emsworth
have been seen nest building and the pair at Langstone pond (which had started
building a nest on Feb 23 before it was flooded after heavy rain) have still not
settled though they were seen on Mar 28 in the reeds north of the pond where they
regularly nested until a few years ago.
Canada Goose: Anyone wanting to test their id skill on the various races of Canada
Goose could visit St George's Retreat lake near Haywards Heath where 3 birds
thought to be 'parvipes' and another thought to be 'interior' (Todd's Canada Goose)
were seen on Mar 24 with normal birds. More locally a pair were seen on the small

Stubbermere Pond near Stansted on Mar 26 (and surprisingly none seem to have
settled at Aldsworth Pond yet this year)
Brent Goose: Mar 28 brought another count of 1000 going east at Dungeness but
on Mar 29 I could still find around 350 in the Broadmarsh area on the north shore of
Langstone Harbour and on Mar 31 (although the shore between Langstone and
Emsworth was devoid of other birds) there were still around 45 on the Langstone
Wadeway.
Black Brant: Last sighting of the West Wittering bird was on Mar 5 and of the two
birds in Langstone Harbour one was last seen on Mar 15 and the other on Mar 17
Shelduck: My last sighting of the flock that has spent the winter on the Langstone
shore was on Mar 21 when I counted around 40 birds. On Mar 31 there was not a
single bird in that area but on Mar 29 I not only saw a pair in residence on Budds
Farm pools but also found two more pairs, both displaying, on the harbour just
offshore there.
Mandarin: I have heard that in recent years there has been good evidence of more
than one pair breeding near small streams at the north foot of the Downs south of
Midhurst and maybe they have now settled south of the Downs - the evidence for
this is a sighting of a pair perched in a Beech tree at the Avisford golf course (near
Walberton just south of the A27 west of Arundel)
Wigeon: By Mar 29 there was only one bird left in the Broadmarsh area, probably
the last I will see till next autumn
Gadwall: On Mar 26 there were two pairs on Aldsworth Pond north of Emsworth
and on Mar 29 I saw at least three birds on Budds Farm pools. Over on the Isle of
Wight the male bird at the Sandown boating lake seems to be in a long term
relationship with the female Mallard that he paired up with on Mar 12 - they were
still together on Mar 29.
Teal: On Mar 31 there were still 68 at Titchfield Haven but the only ones I could find
in the Langstone area that day were a single pair on the Wade Court meadow flood.
Mallard: Eggs were seen in a Mallard nest at Rye Harbour back on Mar 8 and on
Mar 31 the first family of ducklings (nine of them) was seen at Titchfield Haven
Pintail: On Mar 26 8 flew over Christchurch Harbour and another single went east
there on Mar 30. Three were still at Titchfield Haven on Mar 31.
Garganey: A pair turned up on water in the Timsbury area (just north of Romsey)
on Mar 30 and was still there on Mar 31 as were at least one of the two pairs that
have been at Titchfield since Mar 18. Another pair which turned up at Lodmoor
(Weymouth) on Mar 27 was still there on Mar 30 and a male seen at Poole Harbour
back on Mar 16 may have still been there on Mar 30 when there was another report
of a single bird there.
Ferruginous Duck x Pochard: I think the regular Fudge Duck was still at Budds
Farm pools on Mar 29 when I saw what looked like it asleep on the water there.

Scaup: The young male that has been wintering at Titchfield Haven was still there
on Mar 28 and a different drake was seen at Ivy Lake, Chichester, on both Mar 25
and 27
Eider: Up to now I have assumed that when the large flock occasionally seen off
Titchfield Haven is not there it is somewhere else in the Solent but we now have
evidence that this is not necessarily so. Firstly, the 74 birds off the Haven at low tide
on Mar 25 were seen to come from and return to somewhere east of Titchfield, and
secondly we are told that some 50 birds could be seen off Sandy Point (Hayling) on
three days from Mar 22 to 24. These three days were in the March spring tide period
when the sea would be both higher and lower than usual each day, and we have
already been told that the birds turn up off Titchfield at low water when it is easiest
to find the shellfish that the birds feed on without putting too much energy into
diving for it. Maybe one of the places where these birds hang out when not in the
Solent is the shallow water of the Bembridge ledges?
Long-tailed Duck: One was in the west Solent at the mouth of the Beaulieu River
on Mar 27
Velvet Scoter: The Portland Harbour bird was still there on Mar 28
Goldeneye: 15 were still at the Blashford Lakes in the Avon Valley on Mar 31
Smew: At least two were still at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on Mar 30
Goosander: Two redheads were still at the Blashford Lakes on Mar 31 - maybe
these were young birds that hatched in the Avon valley and regard it as their home?
Ruddy Duck: The pair on the Chichester Lakes were still there on Mar 27
Red Kite: The increase in the number of sightings in recent years may not be just
due to the forced importation of birds from the continent - some may well come
here of their own free will. I was reminded of this by a report from the Hastings area
of one Kite and 5 Buzzards moving over the area (possibly after just crossing the
channel), and I see that on Mar 16 one flew north east over Hayling Island.
Buzzard: On Mar 27 a pair were together over the Warblington Farm fields and on
Mar 28 one was seen over the Emsworth gap fields just across the A27 from the
farm.
Osprey: What were probably three separate new arrivals were seen over Dorset on
Mar 28, 29 and 30 (the first over Seacombe cliff west of Swanage, the second over
Christchurch Harbour and the third over Affpuddle to the north west of Wareham)
Peregrine: By Mar 26 the pair using the nestbox on the Sussex Heights tower block
in Brighton had laid four eggs and on Mar 27 a pair were seen mating on the roof of
a building in Basingstoke town centre.
Coot: One pair seemed to have a nest on a raft in the Emsworth Slipper pool by Mar
25

Avocet: The number at the Pett Level pools on Rye Bay increased from 10 on Mar
23 to 20 on Mar 25 and 27 on Mar 30. On Mar 26 a total of 19 flew east past Seaford
and one was seen passing Sandy Point on Hayling that day
Little Ringed Plover: Seen at eight different sites this week as migrants arrive.
On Mar 31 the first turned up at the Blashford Lakes and another was new at
Titchfield
Golden Plover: Several more sightings of birds moving north - on Mar 26 there
were 45 in Newtown Harbour (IoW) and 180+ at Rye Harbour, and on Mar 31 a
flock of 130 on a ploughed field at Barton on sea were mostly in summer plumage
Black-tailed Godwit: On Mar 28 a flock of around 40 made a one day appearance
on the Langstone village shore and on Mar 31 the count at Titchfield Haven was 135
Whimbrel: Five seen flying east past Climping (mouth of R Arun) on Mar 27 were
presumably the first passage birds of the spring.
Little Gull: One which had been at Ivy Lake, Chichester, from Mar 22 to 24 was
joined by another on Mar 25 and both were still there on Mar 27 (the second bird
may have come via Langstone Harbour where one was seen on Mar 24). The few
birds reported along our south coast recently pale into insignificance in the light of
a count of 869 passing Cap Gris Nez on Mar 25.
Black-headed Gull: On Mar 27 more than 1700 birds were back at Rye Harbour to
breed and by Mar 31 several pairs were already sitting on nests. This week has also
seen an interesting discussion of how these and other gulls can be so quick to
descend on fields when ploughing starts. Several people have noticed that although
there may not be a gull in sight when a tractor enters a field within five minutes of
the start of ploughing the field will be full of gulls. One theory is that the gulls have
excellent hearing and recognize the sound of a tractor engine at work from miles
away, another is that the gulls may (like Vultures) have sentinels stationed high in
the sky (invisible to us) and just within sight of each other - as soon as one spots a
source of food and drops down to investigate the others see its movement and
move towards the point where it went down, attracting others in a snowball effect.
This latter technique may be one developed at sea to draw in gulls when one
detects a shoal of fish below.
Ring-billed Gull: The Gosport Cockle Pond bird was still present on Mar 28
Common Gull: A flock of around 1500 passage birds made a stopover on Mar 26
at fields near Rye Bay and by Mar 31 I could only spot one bird left on the Langstone
village shore.
Wood Pigeon: For several weeks the number of Wood Pigeons coming into my
garden when I scatter food each morning has been around a dozen but on Apr 1
only one pair turned up, possibly as a result of wintering birds leaving the area. I see
that there was a movement of 165 birds west over Christchurch Harbour on Mar 28
and on Mar 31 I noticed a flock of 56 feeding (apparently on grass seeds) in a local

field where I do not normally see them - at the time the wind was strong and I
wondered if they were birds on the move but pausing until the wind abated.
Sand Martin: Migrants are now pouring in but worries have been expressed about
the loss of their nesting cliffs in Hampshire as several sand quarries are closing and
when they do they are forced by planning law to fill in the quarries and return the
land to agricultural use. This seems to be happening to quarries in both the Meon
and Test valleys and the only sites left will soon be a few in the area east of Alton.
Tree Pipit: Just five reports so far with one heard singing on Bramshott Common
near Hindhead on Mar 25 and one on heathland south of Fleet on Mar 28 - three
other reports from Dorset.
Meadow Pipit: Their passage is now in full flow with an estimate of 3000 coming
in off the sea at Portland on Mar 26 and more than 700 over Christchurch Harbour
on Mar 28
Common Whitethroat: Three reports from Christchurch Harbour on Mar 28, 29
and 30 at first suggested migrant arrival but were later thought to be sightings of a
bird wintering there but last seen on Jan 5
Willow Warbler: These started to arrive on Mar 26 with reports from Christchurch
Harbour (song heard) and Portland. There have been four subsequent reports
including the first for Hampshire on Mar 31 when one was singing at the Blashford
Lakes.
Willow Tit: These have been heard singing in the Hurstbourne Common wood
north of Andover on both Mar 29 and 31 but these are among the last birds to be
found anywhere in Hampshire. A discussion of why they should be so scarce now in
the south of England (but still apparently abundant in Nottinghamshire) has pointed
the finger at several possible causes with Grey Squirrel predation being prominent
among them, but no hard evidence has been produced.
Linnet: These now seem to be returning from the continent to be seen in breeding
areas. At Portland 36 arrived on Mar 27 and at Christchurch Harbour 85 arrived on
Mar 28 when they were reported newly. back in the heathland south of Fleet.
Escapees: Four Fulvous Whistling Ducks were at the Chichester Lakes on 18
Nov last year and two of these birds have been seen at Titchfield Haven on Feb 10
and on Mar 4, 15, 22 and 24 - on the last date there was a third bird in a different
area of the reserve. The fourth bird may have been seen on Mar 28 when it turned
up back at the Chichester Lakes giving close views at Deep Lake (second small lake
on your right as you follow the path south from the Selsey Road layby)
INSECTS
Butterflies
Brimstone: A major emergence occurred on Mar 26 and 27 when there were
reports of 20 seen at Arundel and 35 at Emsworth (both on Mar 26), with 8

reports on Mar 27 including 30 at Cissbury Ring north of Worthing and 11 in
Andover town
Small White: I now have 14 reports of this species starting with one on Mar
8 but with widespread sightings starting on Mar 11
Holly Blue: Four early reports dated Mar 7 to 14 have now been joined by
the first sighting on Thorney Island on Mar 27
Painted Lady: We now have two reports of this species. One at Portland on
Mar 14 could have been a migrant but one at Cissbury Ring north of Worthing
on Mar 27 was said to be in 'good condition' - could it be that one has
over-wintered here?
Small Tortoiseshell: Six new sightings since Mar 21 bring the number of
reports for the year to a healthy 28 involving maybe 34 individuals
Speckled Wood: These started to emerge on Mar 11 but with only 13
reports so far it seems that this species is not faring well.
Glanville Fritillary: Plenty of caterpillars seen on the Isle of Wight on Mar
25 promising a good show of butterflies in the summer.
Moths
Acleris literana: A possible sighting of the first comes from Sway on Mar 28
- the main appearance of this species is in April
Eudonia angustea: The main emergence of this Pyralid is in Spetember so
I assume this one will have hibernated
Double-striped Pug: This moth emerges in August but seems to remain
active through the winter but this year the first two reports have come from
Rye on Mar 27 and Crawley on Mar 28
Hummingbird Hawkmoth: Four new reports bring the total sightings for
the year up to 40
Cinnabar Moth: Rather early to see one of these but one was unlucky
enough to be in a heated house and emerged on Mar 30 at Cambe on Rye Bay
Flame Shoulder: First of the year at Rye Harbour. This is another moth that
probably emerged in August last year and has hibernated.
Powdered Quaker: These normally emerge in April but two early arrivals
were at Portland on Mar 26 and Crawley on Mar 28
The Satellite: One was seen on Jan 30 but no more reports until Mar 26
when the moths should be egglaying to produce a new generation to hatch
out in October, overwintering before egglaying again.
Other Insects

Cranefly species: My first sight of one for the year was at Warblington on
Mar 31
Owl-Midge species: One found in my house at Havant on Mar 26
Dotted Bee-fly: The first of this rare species seen at Rye Harbour on Mar 27
suggesting that we should soon be seeing the common species
Violet Ground Beetle: First report comes from Dursltson country park on
Mar 30
Seven spot Ladybirds: A sudden increase in these was reported from the
Sway area on Mar 28 and I saw my first at Warblington on Mar 31
Oil Beetle: One out at Durlston country park on Mar 28
Great Diving Beetle: The Rye Bay website has a close up photo of one
found walking across a footpath on Mar 31 - ridged elytra show it to be a
female. No explanation of why she was on foot away from water.
PLANTS
Marsh Marigold: Still no great showing but one started to flower at Emsworth
Brook Meadow on Mar 25
Green Hellebore: Coming to the end of flowering in Woodlands Lane at Walderton
on Mar 26 - first flowers seen there on Feb 13
Stream Water Crowfoot: This had started to flower in the R Ems at Racton on
Mar 26
Common Ramping Fumitory: Having identified this species in Havant on Mar 22
I found a second example of it flowering outside the farm at Warblington on Mar 31
Wild Radish: Leaving aside the odd plant found on Jan 1 this started to flower on
Mar 26 when I found some at Racton then more flowering on south Hayling next
day.
Cuckoo Flower: The first flowers had been seen at Stansted on Mar 20 but I did
not find one myself until Mar 31 in the Warblington Farm marsh.
Shepherd's Cress (Teesdalia nudicaulis): This had started to flower on south
Hayling on Mar 27
English Scurvygrass: Several flowers were fully out on the Emsworth shore
saltings just east of Nore Barn wood by Mar 31
Sea Kale: Purple leaf shoots were coming through the shingle on south Hayling on
Mar 27
Little Mouse-ear: The white flowers of this seemed to be dotting the short turf of
the Sinah Common area everywhere on Mar 27 - I suspect that some of the flowers
were also of Sea Mouse-ear.

Sticky Mouse-ear: Flowerheads of this have been visible everywhere for what
seems like weeks but I only found the first open flower on Mar 27
Corn Spurrey: Flowering in one of the Warblington farm arable fields on Mar 31
Herb Robert: This was flowering on south Hayling on Mar 28
Shining Cranesbill: On Mar 28 I saw just one flower on the hundreds of plants
now well established in Havant and by Mar 31 there were still only two flowers
Common Gorse: Warm sunshine on Mar 27 suddenly filled the air with the scent
of Gorse flowers on south Hayling.
Spotted Medick: I had found this in flower in Havant on Mar 15 but since then I
have only had one other sight of it on Mar 26
Hawthorn: I found flowers on one tree in Havant on Mar 20 and by Mar 29 I found
several trees covered with flowers at Broadmarsh
Opposite-leaved Golden Saxifrage: John Goodspeed found a good show of this
in flower at the Hook Heath nature reserve by the Wallington stream north of
Portsdown on Mar 30
Flowering Currant: Two large Ribes bushes were in full flower in Havant on Mar
31
Field Maple: Leaves were unfurling on one tree at Warblington on Mar 28
Norway Maple: The first show of bright yellow flowers could be seen at
Warblington on Mar 31
Horse Chestnut: On Mar 28 leaves were unfurling on trees at Stansted and
Warblington (where tight flower buds could also be seen)
English Elm: Some trees at Langstone had already gone to seed by Mar 28
Silver Birch: Catkins and leaves could be seen on Mar 31
Hemlock: Just one plant in flower at Broadmarsh on Mar 29 - plenty of others were
growing strongly and this one was only flowering as a last gasp attempt to
reproduce itself as it had been knocked down and damaged
Hogweed: This has been flowering in early January but the first flowers of the new
season were seen on Mar 28
Thrift: Just one flower had opened when I was on south Hayling on Mar 27
Cowslips: These had started flowering on the Dorset coast on Mar 17. Locally
flowers were seen on Portsdown on Mar 27 and in the Broadmarsh area on Mar 29
Thyme-leaved Speedwell: This had been flowering in my garden up to Jan 15
but the first flower of this new season opened on Mar 26

Slender Speedwell: I saw the first flower on Mar 28 and by Mar 31 a mass of
them were out.
Early Forget-me-not: The first flowers of this lovely little plant were out on south
Hayling on Mar 27
Moschatel: I read of this flowering at Hastings on Mar 26 and then heard that it
was out locally in Hook Heath nature reserve at the north foot of Portsdown on Mar
30
Nipplewort: This was flowering until mid January and restarted the new season on
Mar 26
Wild Bluebell: I saw the first wild flowers in Woodlands Lane at Walderton on Mar
26
Lords and Ladies: I saw the first sheathed flowers on Mar 28 and then heard that
plants on south Hayling had unsheathed their flowers by that day.
Early Purple orchid: Several flowering at Durlston by Mar 30 (I think one was out
on Mar 27)
Green-winged orchid: The first of these was in flower on south Hayling on Mar
27
Early Spider orchid: Specimens were flowering on the Dorset cliffs at Durlston by
Mar 31
Meadow Foxtail: One spike of this grass had put out its anthers at Langstone on
Mar 28
OTHER WILDLIFE
Roe deer: Eleven were seen in the Southleigh Farm fields west of the Horndean
Road at Emsworth on Mar 26
Water Vole: One was seen in the R Ems at Brook Meadow on Mar 26 and there
were plenty of them (recently introduced) to be seen at the Arundel Wildfowl
reserve during the week
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR MAR 26 - APRIL 1
(WEEK 13 OF 2007)
Sat 31 Mar
Havant to Nore Barn and back
This afternoon I walked to Langstone and then along the shore to Nore Barn at
Emsworth, coming back via inland paths.
First find, albeit in two gardens, was of Flowering Currant (Ribes
sanguineum) in full flower, and next was the sight of 56 Wood Pigeons feeding

in a field south of the A27 (I see reports of some Wood Pigeon migration currently
and wonder if these might be passing birds filling their crops rather than flying into
the very strong wind).
In the lane part of Wade Lane one plant of Cow Parsley was in flower (I only saw
one other in this outing) and just one pair of Teal were in the Wade Court south
meadow pool. On Langstone Pond the Swans were both on the water hoping for
food and out by the Wadeway a group of around 45 Brent were almost the only
birds on the shoreline (the only others I saw were half a dozen Mergansers on
the water and three Curlews on the mud, plus around 50 Black-headed and
one Common Gull). Nearing Warblington Church three Brent in one of the shore
fields were presumably opting out of migration, and by the pool south of the
cemetery three Egrets were keeping out of the wind - I saw 13 Egrets in the
slurry field by the Old Rectory on my way home). Passing the reed bed I heard the
calls of a Reed Bunting but could not spot it.
All along the shore the Tamarisk trees were covered with fresh leaf and flower
buds, and just around Conigar Point (where an unofficial footpath allows you to
walk unobstructed into the field) I entered the field briefly and within ten yards
found fresh flowers on Corn Spurrey. Nothing more of interest until I reached the
Maisemore Gardens stream at the east end of Nore Barn wood and here, on the
saltings that are covered by the sea at high tides, English Scurvygrass was in
flower (must larger flowers than on Danish Scurvygrass and with longer
spatulate leaves).
Heading back on the well used path along the north side of the wood I noted the
leaves of Hairy Garlic which has survived the re-surfacing of the path. After
crossing the first two fields of the farm and coming to the main stream (running
down from the cress beds to the shore reed bed) I risked getting my feet wet while
hopping between the tufts of grass in the wet marsh in order to find my first fully
flower Cuckoo Flower.
Rounding the farm buildings into Church Lane I found Common Ramping
Fumitory against the farm buildings, and on turning into the Old Rectory access
road I found one on the Norway Maples planted along the north side was in
almost full flower.
Across the A27 footbridge the number of flowers on Shining Cranesbill had
increased to two (!) but in Shawford Road there was a much more significant
increase in the Slender Speedwell flowering, especially outside the driveway gate
of house number 7.
Two insect finds on this trip were of a small Cranefly and a Seven Spot
Ladybird.
Thu 28 Mar
Havant to Broadmarsh

Not much to report from a cycle ride from home in Havant to Broadmarsh with a first
stop at Budds Farm Pools where I think I saw the Fudge Duck (quietly sleeping)
and know I saw one pair of Shelduck and one of Swans as well as a few Gadwall
and Tufted Duck.
Along the shore by the old Budds Farm outfall two pairs of Shelduck were
displaying on the water with four Mergansers further out and just one male
Wigeon left at the mouth of the Hermitage Stream. Going up the Brockhampton
stream path I passed an Elder bush with one normal sized open flowerhead,
and where the stream meets the Harts Farm Way Stream Water Crowfoot was
starting to flower.
Going west along the road Cowslips were flowering on the bank behind which the
Bedhampton Gravel Quay is hidden (just before the bridge over the Hermitage
Stream) and near the old shore carpark (now occupied by the construction workers
for the new road junction roundabout) one plant of Hemlock (which is growing fast
everywhere) had been damaged, causing it to come into flower early in a dying
gasp attempt to perpetuate itself. Also in the area around the Broadmarsh boat park
several trees of Hawthorn were in almost full flower.
On the Broadmarsh shore some 200 Brent could be added to the 140 I had seen
around the Budds Farm area, and up in the Chalk dock area a flock fo some 50
Crows was parading on the shore.
A walk around Langstone and Warblington
Walking south through the modern part of Langstone I noticed the first sheathed
spathes of Lords and Ladies, plus flower buds on a garden version of Yellow
Archangel, and in the meadow leading from the Billy Line to the Royal Oak I came
on a single spike of Meadow Foxtail grass starting to flower. At the south end of
this field the half dead remnants of English Elm already had seeds (though a
healthier tree seen later along the shore was still covered in flowers).
At Langstone Pond I found the Swan pair half hidden in the reeds on the north
shore of the pond where they used to nest in past years, and the half bult nest they
made earlier this spring is now being used as a resting place for idle male Mallards.
In the pony field north of the pond four Teal could still be seen and out on the
harbour shore there was a flock of around 40 Black-tailed Godwit and a total of
44 Brent.
Outside the Old Rectory on Pook Lane a Field Maple was unfurling its leaves while
north of the A27, coming down from the footbridge, I passed a Horse Chestnut
also unfurling leaves and showing tightly closed flower spikes. At the foot of the
bridge, just where you enter the twitchel path leading to Wade Court Road, there
was a single flower of Shining Cranesbill (precursor of hundreds more than will
soon flower along the twitchel). At the other end of this path, turning into Shawford
Road, I found my first flower of Slender Speedwell outside house number 5

Before reaching home I passed a queen Wasp and in my garden a female
Brimstone was flying. Also seen this morning wre first flowers on a Bay tree
which I classify as a garden plant.
Tue 27 Mar
A walk around the Sinah area of south Hayling
On Sinah Common the immense amount of flowering gorse was for the first time
putting out a strong scent, and at the Kench a small flock of 25 Brent took off to fly
east.
The first exciting flower was Early Forget-me-not in the close mown grass of the
roundabout by the Ferry Inn - these tiny flowers only survive because of the
mowing but they are so inconspicuous that I only saw them by chance when I
stooped low to inspect a more prominent plant.
In the harbour entrance car park one flower was open on a head of Sticky
Mouse-ear and when I reached the grass south of the golf course there were
hundreds of tiny white flowers embedded in the grass - both Little Mouse-ear and
Sea Mouse-ear were found. On the shingle the first purple leaf shoots of Sea
Kale were emerging and in the grass I came on a plant of Dove’s Foot Cranesbill
with white flowers.
Approaching the Green-winged Orchid site I suddenly came on a single flower
spike with at least one open flower, and at the end of the beach section I found the
first tight closed flower heads on Hoary Cress.
South of the mini-golf course one flower was open on Thrift, and nearing the east
end of the course I found Shepherd’s Cress in flower
Mon 26 Mar
A cycle ride to Walderton via Stansted
Before setting out on this ride I heard my first Blackcap song of the year as a
migrant moved up the old rail line behind my house and had a Starling coming to
food on my lawn - presumably one from the only pair that has come to nest in one
of the local house chimneys.
Passing Locks Farm I found both the Greater Stitchwort and Lesser Periwinkle
flourishing on the corner of East Leigh and Southleigh Roads and when I reached
the Horndean Road and looked back over the Southleigh Farm fields I saw 11 Roe
Deer near the backs of the properties along the Horndean Road north of the playing
fields.
Nothing special seen in the Hollybank Wood or the Southleigh Forest but the pond
at Stubbermere had a pair of Canada Geese which I have not seen there before
and the field on the north side of the pond (which has in the past been a good
hunting ground for unusual wild flowers) had been transformed into a barren desert
by the horses recently put in it to graze (which they have done until there is not a
blade of grass left for them to eat!).

In Stansted East Park a pair of Yellowhammer were in the field in which a
Woodlark was singing on my last visit but it was not until I reached Woodlands Lane
that I had my first real find of the morning - wild Bluebells in flower. Also here
were white flowered Sweet Violets and both flowers and seeds on Spurge
Laurel. Opposite Lordington Copse the Green Hellebore plants were full grown
and at least 8 of them had flowers already going over while across the road there
were even a few flowers on the immense mat of Lesser Periwinkle leaves.
Just before leaving this site I am pretty sure I heard distant Woodlark song
going from the direction of Broadreed Farm to the north but by the time I got out
into the open field north of Woodlands Lane to try to pinpoint the source, which
must have been along the west edge of Watergate Hanger, the bird had fallen
silent.
Down at the road junction where people park for walks in the Walderton area I
found the River Ems overflowing its banks though there was no flooding further
down the valley. At the next road junction in Racton I found fresh flowers on the
Stream Water Crowfoot and a lot of activity among the Rooks and Jackdaws
based at Racton Park Farm.
Climbing the steep hill out of the Ems valley on the minor road to Aldsworth I not
only enjoyed another massive display of Greater Stitchwort and Dog Violets
but found the first flowering plant of Wild Radish that I have seen since New
Year’s Day.
No Swans or Canada Geese seen at Aldsworth Pond but I did see two pairs of
Gadwall and a male Shoveler as well as five Tufted Ducks and several Coots,
Moorhens and Little Grebes.
Coming back via Redlands Lane along the southern edge of the Hollybank woods
with the time approaching midday and the air distinctly warm I began to see many
butterflies - by the time I reached home I had logged at least half a dozen
Brimstones, a Peacock, what was probably a Comma and at least two possible
Small Whites though they were probably female Brimstones.
Also seen before I got home was a flowering plant of Nipplewort, more Spotted
Medick, and fallen Grey Willow catkins on the road. Back in my house I found
what must have been one of the Owl Midges of which I recently learnt as a result
of Trevor Carpenter’s experimental use of a new camera (he photographed one of
the midges and then asked for help in identifying it).
SUMMARY FOR MAR 19 - 25 (WEEK 12 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Divers: Reports of these are now becoming less frequent as the majority of the
wintering birds have left us but a single Red-throated flew past Christchurch
Harbour on Mar 23, a single Black-throated was in Portland Harbour on Mar 22,

and three Great Northern were seen from Selsey Bill on Mar 22. On Mar 23 only
one Great Northern was left in Portland Harbour, where up to 14 have been
present recently, and that may have left that day to account for one passing
Christchurch Harbour on the same day
Great Crested Grebe: In last week's summary we reported a pair with 2 well
grown young seen on the River Itchen on Mar 17 and in response to that John Clark
tells us that on Mar 18 there were two pairs on the Yateley gravel pits in north
Hampshire with three young between them while back in Dec 2004 a pair were
sitting on eggs there which hatched in Jan 2005 and one youngster from this brood
fledged in Mar 2005. Also in this week's news is a report from Weir Wood reservoir
in north Sussex of 'several pairs performing their weed dance', and of a pair having
hatched 4 young at Lakeside (Eastleigh) on Mar 16 - all four still present on Mar 25
Slavonian Grebe: The only report this week is of one off Selsey Bill on Mar 22
Black-necked Grebe: Just one report of a single bird seen from the Hayling
Oysterbeds on Mar 22
Bittern: One was still at Hatch Pond, Poole, on Mar 22. The last Hampshire report
was of one at Titchfield Haven on Jan 27 and elsewhere the latest reports were from
Rye Harbour on Feb 19, Dungeness RSPB reserve on Feb 26 and Radipole in Dorset
on Mar 6.
Spoonbill: The group of 7 that were in Poole Harbour up to Mar 11 was down to 6
on Mar 13, 5 on Mar 18 and only 4 on Mar 21 - possibly it was one of these departing
birds that was seen for a brief 20 minutes at Pennington (Lymington) on Mar 23
before it flew off north east. It may have then altered course to the east to be seen
at Titchfield Haven on Mar 24
Mute Swan: We have now had reports of nest building activity at Langstone Pond
Feb 23, Emsworth Slipper Mill Pond on Mar 14 and Emsworth Peter Pond on Mar 22
but none of these pairs have yet settled on their nests. Mar 21 brought a sighting of
one sitting on a nest in the Long Pool at Pagham Harbour but that also could have
been a bird still nest building and temporarily on the nest 'trying it for size'.
Brent Goose: The Mar 17 WeBS count found only 203 Brent at Wittering compared
to 1600 for the February count and any current visit to the Langstone or Chichester
Harbour shores is unlikely to bring a sighting of more than 100 Brent but the parties
of migrants still passing through the harbours can produce bigger counts on the one
day that the geese rest there before moving on. Back on Mar 13 I was surprised to
find around 800 birds in the Broadmarsh area and on Mar 21 John Gowen found 252
off the South Moors shore and another 71 off Langstone east of the bridge. Last
year the final migrant flocks seen in Hampshire were of 120 at Titchfield Haven on
Apr 17 and a similar number on Apr 25 when 80 were seen at Stokes Bay (Gosport)
and 115+ at Southsea. Last reports of departing birds passing Dungeness were of
105 birds on Apr 20 and another 280 on Apr 26.

Gadwall: On Mar 12 a young male Gadwall was apparently paired with a
Mallard at the Sandown boating lake on the IoW and the two were still together on
Mar 21
Teal: Although there are still some winter birds around (620 at Pulborough Brooks
on Mar 19 and a dozen or more at Havant Budds Farm pools on Mar 20) the last bird
seen by myself in the Langstone Pond area was a single on the Wade Court south
meadow flood in Mar 10.
Mallard: The 40+ birds normally seen on Langstone Pond during the winter were
down to around 12 on Mar 20 and on Mar 21 there were three to five pairs to be
seen on the Warblington Farm fields, one pair apparently already nesting with the
male seen alone on the Cress Beds on both Mar 8 and 21, and two pairs plus two
spare males seen in another wetland part of the farm on Mar 21.
Garganey: At least one pair (two reports were of 2 pairs) has been on the floods at
the north end of Titchfield Haven from Mar 18 to 23. Since then there has been a
sighting of both pairs there on Mar 24. At least one male seems to have been at
Chingford Pond near Burton Mill west of Pulborough from Mar 13 to 22 and there
have been three other reports so far - a pair in Poole Harbour on Mar 16, a single
drake flying north over Christchurch Harbour on Mar 23 and what was probably the
same bird seen at Ringwood (Ivy Lake) on Mar 24.
Scaup: The young male was still on the river at Titchfield Haven on Mar 21
Eider: A count of around 70 on the sea off Titchfield Haven on Mar 22 was the
highest count there since 116 on Jan 26. At the other end of the Solent the highest
recent count was of around a dozen near the mouth of the Beaulieu River on Mar 22
Smew: There were still four birds at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on Mar 21 and at
least one there on Mar 24
Red-breasted Merganser: A regular sign that winter is coming to an end is a
noticeable increase in the number of Mergansers in Langstone Harbour with much
displaying and chasing among the birds. This year this phase seems to have started
on Mar 21 with the presence of 47 birds off the Langstone South Moors area.
Goosander: A single female seen on the River Hamble at Curbridge on Mar 18 was
presumably a passage bird making a short stopover as Goosanders are not
normally seen there.
Ruddy Duck: The single male that had been at the Havant Budds Farm pools from
28 Apr 2006 has not been reported since Feb 3 but a pair has been seen at the
Chichester Lakes on Mar 22 and 23 (first on Ivy Lake and then on an adjacent lake)
Marsh Harrier: A female flew north west over Titchfield Haven on Mar 21, first
report from there since Mar 8 but the fourteenth report for the year from Titchfield
Buzzard: A measure of the increased visibility of Buzzards at this time of year
comes from Keith Betton's report on the March 17-18 New Forest survey when 92

were seen compared to 33 in the Feb survey, 44 in Jan but only 23 and 25 in the Dec
and Nov surveys.
Osprey: A migrant arriving over the West Bay area (south of Bridport in Dorset) on
Mar 21 was the second of the year after an early sighting in Cornwall on Feb 26 and
a doubtful report from the Cuckmere area of Sussex on Jan 23 (maybe that was a
sighting of a female Marsh Harrier which also shows a pale head?). Latest news is of
two arrivals in Hampshire on Mar 25 - one over Acres Down near Lyndhurst at 13:45
and another at Normandy Lake (Lymington shore) at 15:45
Avocet: An increased number of reports comes from various south coast sites as
the winter population in the west country returns to breeding areas. This week
brought ten new reports with the number at Titchfield Haven up to six birds on Mar
22 (when one was at the Sidlesham Ferry pool at Pagham) and at the Pett Level
pools (Rye Bay) the number was up to ten birds on Mar 23
Little Ringed Plover: After the first sighting of the year at the Testwood Lakes
(Southampton) on Mar 14 two more birds arrived at Pulborough Brooks on Mar 15
and were still there on Mar 18. Mar 19 brought the first to Rye Harbour and Mar 22
brought the first to Weir Wood in north Sussex.
Golden Plover: These are now on their way north bringing the following increases
in the numbers at Rye Harbour - on Mar 16 there were only 18 birds, on Mar 17
there were 72 birds and on Mar 21 there were 215 birds (with 200+ still being
reported on Mar 24). An isolated sighting of ten birds on the Langstone shore on
Mar 21 (where there have been no reports since Feb 14) was probably part of the
same movement.
Lapwing: The last report of a winter flock on southern shores was of 100+ at
Newtown Harbour on the IoW on Feb 24 (last sighting at Langstone village was of
30+ on Feb 5). In past years many Hampshire sites would have had breeding birds
staying on (8 or 9 pairs stayed to breed on the Warblington Farm in 1977 and 1978)
but by 2000 even Farlington Marshes had only a few breeding pairs (mostly failing
to produce any young because of Fox predation). Maybe this decline is now
reversing - the 2005 Hampshire bird reports gives an increase in the number of pairs
breeding in Hampshire from 115 in 2004 to 155 in 2005 while this year on Mar 24 I
found potentially five or six breeding pairs on the Gipsies Plain (south of Havant
Thicket) where I have seen at most two pairs in recent years.
Ruff: Two birds have been present at Titchfield Haven from Mar 18 to 22 with at
least one still there on Mar 23, and at Pulborough Brooks a group of 5 were seen on
Mar 18 (at least four of these seem to have been there since Jan 15)
Jack Snipe: One was at Farlington Marshes on Mar 17 and another single was at
Christchurch Harbour on Mar 22
Black-tailed Godwit: 267 were at Titchfield Haven on Mar 24
Whimbrel: Single wintering birds were seen at Farlington Marshes and at Church
Norton in Pagham Harbour on Mar 15 and 22 respectively.

Spotted Redshank: One was back at the west end of the Emsworth shore on Mar
21 and 22 and others have been reported recently from West Wittering. Yarmouth
(IoW) and Christchurch Harbour
Green Sandpiper: One was at Titchfield Haven on Mar 19 and a Common
Sandpiper was by the Itchen in Southampton on the same day.
Med Gull: The count at Rye Harbour reached a new peak of 236 on Mar 19 and
they can be heard and seen daily anywhere around Langstone, Chichester and
Portsmouth harbours (including over my garden in Havant)
Little Gull: One was in Weymouth Bay on Mar 18 and two were at Rye Harbour
from Mar 13 to21 (at least). Locally one was over Ivy Lake at Chichester on Mar 22,
23 and 24
Common Gull: These are now becoming a rarity in the Solent Harbours as they
move north to breed. On Mar 19 a flock of 1600 rested at Amberley Wild Brooks
indicating that these gulls probably take the quicker overland route to the north east
coast rather than the longer sea route around Kent.
Iceland Gull: A single first winter bird has been around the mouth of the R Adur at
Shoreham from Mar 11 to 24 (at least). What was presumably a different bird was
reported to have flown past Titchfield Haven on Mar 24
Sandwich Tern: The count of these at Rye Harbour was up to 26 on Mar 24 and
more than 50 were there on Mar 25
Guillemot: The breeding flock at Durlston was up to 300+ on Mar 22 (with only 4
Razorbills seen there that day)
Short-eared Owl: One was hunting over the fields west of Pagham Harbour on
Mar 21 and two were seen on Bransbury Common by the R Test near Andover on
Mar 22 (no reports from Thorney Island or Langstone Harbour since Mar 14)
Skylark: By Mar 21 seven had returned to nest on the Warblington Farm fields and
on Mar 24 at least three were singing over the Gipsies Plain south of Havant Thicket.
Meadow Pipit: One was singing over the Gipsies Plain at Havant on Mar 24
Stonechat: The first report of song came from Durlston on Mar 24 when I saw a
pair (plus another male) on the Gipsies Plain at Havant. Another pair were seen in
fields at Long Road, Soberton in the Meon Valley on Mar 23
Fieldfare: A total of 225 were reported from the New Forest on the weekend of Mar
17/18 and a flock of around 150 was in the Long Road fields at Soberton on Mar 23
Redwing: A few are still passing north through our area with five sightings of less
than 10 birds in the past week and a total of 87 seen in the New Forest on Mar 17/18
Mistle Thrush: These are still singing strongly in the Havant area and near
Crowborough in Sussex a pair were feeding young on Mar 22

Blackcap: A 'fall' of 25 at Christchurch Harbour in mist on Mar 22 confirmed a
strong arrival of our summer birds which probably started to arrive on Mar 8
Continental Coal Tit: The first report of one of these for this spring came from
Portland Bill on Mar 21
Great Grey Shrike: There has been an almost total absence of reports of these
from southern counties this winter - other than a single odd report of one in Dorset
(at Mordern Bog west of Poole Harbour) on Jan 9 the only reports have come from
the New Forest - 13 reports of the bird in the Holm Hill area west of Brockenhurst
and just three reports from Vales Moor (between Burley and Ringwood). The Holm
Hill bird was still there on Mar 18 but there have been no reports at all from
Ashdown Forest where one was regularly seen last winter, nor from the Hampton
Ridge area of the New Forest where one spent the early part of 2005 (when another
was regularly seen in the Partridge Green area of Sussex near Horsham)
Reed Bunting: A female was near the Warblington Farm reedbed on Mar 21
(where I had seen the pair back on Mar 8) but so far I have not heard of one back
at Langstone pond reeds.
INSECTS
Butterflies
Brimstone: Six new reports
Small White: The first sighting (at Southampton on Mar 8) has already been
reported and since then there have been eight more reports from Sussex and
Dorset as well as Hampshire.
Red Admiral: Only new report was from Gosport on Mar 10 (none in the past
week)
Small Tortoiseshell: Five new reports
Peacock: Six new reports
Comma: Seven new reports
Speckled Wood: Only four reports for the year so far. First was seen at
Shanklin (IoW) on Mar 11, one was in a Worthing garden on Mar 12, one in a
Cosham (Portsmouth) garden on Mar 14 and one in the Itchen Valley near
Eastleigh on Mar 17 so no general emergence so far.
Moths
Pine Beauty: First for the year seen at Horsham on Mar 16
Brown-tail Moth caterpillars were out of their winter tents ar Pagham
Harbour on Mar 21
Other Insects

Yellow Dung Flies: Plenty of these on cowpats at Warblington Farm on Mar
24 (first report for year)
Bloody Nosed Beetles: A pair were mating at Durlston on Mar 24
PLANTS
Bulbous Buttercup: Reports of several flowering on the Eastney beach at
Portsmouth on Mar 19 and one freshly flowering plant in Havant on Mar 20 mark the
start of this plants flowering season (an isolated report of one seen at Emsworth on
Jan 27 was an oddity). In checking the identity of my find in Havant I learnt that the
look-alike Hairy Buttercup does not normally start to flower until May whereas
Bulbous starts in March.
Marsh Marigold: These too are now properly into their flowering with reports
from the Stansted House arboretum pond on Mar 17 and an increase from one to
seven flowering plants (one plant having 30 flowers) at the Langstone South Moors
site on Mar 20
Wood Anemones: Flowering at two more sites this week - Crookhorn golf course
copse on Mar 18 and Hammonds Lane Coppice (Staunton country park) on Mar 24.
Common Ramping Fumitory: One healthy plant with fresh flowers at the Havant
New Lane allotments on Mar 22
Cuckoo Flower (Cardamine arvense): First and only report so far is from
somewhere in the Stansted Forest area on Mar 20. In the past there used to be a
great swathe of these flowers by the roadside outside the Middle Lodge (start of the
main road up to Stansted House) but these have not been seen for several years probably as a result of mowing the roadside grass as I understand these plants are
not good at propagating themselves by seed and rely on vegetative multiplication
which is not easy if all the plants are regularly cut down and die.
Common Dog Violet: Great displays of this were seen in the Main Avenue at
Stansted Forest on Mar 20 and along the southern edge of Havant Thicket on Mar
24
Sweet Violet: The first white flowers were seen in the Walderton area on Mar 21
Greater Stitchwort: The first flowers of this appeared in the Locks Farm area of
Havant on Mar 7 where they were also exceptionally early last year and it was not
till Mar 21 that flowers were found at a second site (Lyecommon north of
Walderton) with a further find at Havant Thicket on Mar 24
Broom: I had seen this in flower on Hayling on Mar 17 and this week found flowers
at Staunton country park on Mar 24
Cherry Laurel: This had started to flower in Havant on Mar 20
Hawthorn: Although an exceptional tree had been flowering Leigh Park on Jan 26
the first seasonal flowers appeared in Havant on Mar 20

Pedunculate Oak: Just one old tree at Warblington had started to open its leaves
(and presumably flowers which appear with the leaves) onMar 21
Hornbeam: On Mar 20 Hornbeam catkins were expanding but not flowering in the
Langstone area but by Mar 24 the catkins were fully open and flowering at Staunton
country park
English Elm: Flower buds on this were expanding and maybe flowering in the
Langstone area on Feb 28 but it was not until Mar 20 that I definitely saw open
flowers.
Wood Spurge: Flowering at Havant Thicket on Mar 24 (although the flower heads
were still drooping some flowers at the base of the inflorescence were open and
showing yellow glands)
Cow Parsley: Other than the one plant that I saw flowering on Jan 1 the first open
flower that I came on was in Mill Lane at Langstone on Mar 20 when others were
starting to open in Wade Lane.
'Garden Forget-me-not': The cultivar of Wood Forget-me-not that is
commonly found in gardens was flowering on garden escape plants by the
Langbrook stream in Havant on Mar 20
Elder: One tree in Southmoor Lane below Budds Mound had four flower heads,
each with at least one open floret, on Mar 20
Butterbur: Brian Fellows counted 257 flowering spikes at the Brook Meadow
site in Emsworth on Mar 23 and I saw many female flowers by the Langbrook
stream in Havant on Mar 20
Winter Heliotrope: Flowers have mostly disappeared at the many sites where this
is found so three flower spikes near Wade Court in Langstone were probably the last
I will see this season.
Glory of the Snow (Chionodoxa forbesii): Several years ago I noticed a clump
of garden chuck out plants were flowering on the south side of Mill Lane at
Langstone, across the lane from the gateway into the West Mill, and on Mar 20
these plants were again in flower though difficult to spot under the bramble bush
which has grown over them.
Yellow Flag: At least two of the plants in the tiny stream which feeds the South
Moors Tamarisk Pool at Langstone had flowers on Mar 20.
Hairy Wood-rush: The first plant was flowering near Havant Thicket on Mar 24
when I also found my first flowering Field Wood-rush at Staunton country park
OTHER WILDLIFE
Roe Deer: A report from Hastings of two Roe 'running around at high speed
and frightening the pheasants' sounds like the start of the Roe mating season
when a Buck will chase a Doe for hours before she permits the mating, and these
chases often take place round and round a particular tree until the ground around

the tree is beaten into a circle of bare earth similar to that created by offroad
motorbikers. One problem with this interpretation is that I thought these chases did
not take place until May (though sometimes a little earlier if the Doe was young
when she might come into season early). Another problem arises from looking at
the British Deer Society website which says that the mating season for Roe is from
mid-July into August, a good couple of months later than I had previously believed
to be true.
Water Vole: Brian Fellows has heard of a recent sighting of two Water Voles 300
metres upstream of Brook Meadow at Emsworth and in the Lumley Mill stream
rather than in the River Ems proper. They were seen across Mill Lane from Lumley
Mill Farm which is at the southern end of the straight section of Mill Lane south of
the A27 (and just north of the Mill Lane bends north of Lumley Mill). Apparently
Voles have been seen there in past years.
Rabbit: I'm not sure if the Rabbit breeding season has a pause during the winter
nowadays but on Mar 21 the Durlston country park website reports the appearance
of the year's first baby rabbits above ground there.
Common Lizard: An unknown observer reported the presence of several
Common Lizards somewhere on the Emsworth foreshore, seen on Mar 18 - not a
particularly early date in view of the early appearance of Adders this year, and two
sightings of Lizards in Sussex on Jan 15, but perhaps a slightly odd place to see
them.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR MAR 19 - 25 (WEEK 12 OF 2007)
Sun 25 Mar
Weekly Summary
To see the summary for the past week go to LATEST SUMMARY
Note that this latest summary only contains weeks since Mar 5 but the summaries
for the earlier weeks of 2007 are accessible via the link to JAN-FEB SUMMARIES at
the end of the latest summary (and you can go back to 2006 summaries via a link at
the end of the Jan-Feb page)
Sat 24 Mar
Staunton Country Park
This morning I parked at the Stuanton Country Park in Leigh Park and walked north
to Havant Thicket and back, adding both Hairy and Field Wood-rush plus Wood
Spurge to my personal first flowering list as well as finding fully expanded catkins
on Hornbeam.
The only item of interest in Leigh Park gardens before I got to the lake was
flowering Broom, and the interest at the lake was the apparent absence of the
Mute Swan pair which had been in the news (on local TV) recently for attacking a
baby girl in a push chair. I did not check the lake fully and maybe the pair were

hidden away at the far end but I fear that they have been captured and evicted for
a crime which they did not (in my opinion) commit. As far as I understand the story
of the ‘attack’ the baby girl was left unattended in her pushchair right at the edge of
the lake while her carer had her attention diverted by a mobile phone call.
Meanwhile the male Swan, expecting to be fed but not having any hand-out thrown
to him, decided to hunt for food in the pushchair and in doing so pecked the baby
on the face starting an escalation of warfare between it and the carer when the
baby cried out. The baby’s face was shown on TV and I could not see any visible
injury though it was said that she needed stitches in a wound…
From the lake I crossed the Avenue into the field separating it from Hammonds
Land Coppice, and found the ground (just inside the field on the north side of the
tiny stream flowing towards the lake) was very densely dented with deer slots
- I think of Roe. I suspect these deer may come this way to drink at the lake each
night but I had the impression that they must number ‘hundreds’ rather than the
one or two Roe normally seen together.
Coming out of Hammonds Land Coppice into the open Gipsies Plain area south of
Havant Thicket I intended to turn left from the main path heading towards
Rowlands Castle into the track going north across the ‘plain’. This track has ditches
on either side that will in a month or two be full of Common Spotted orchids, and
which now as filled with Primroses, but in the past the gate into the track has
always been locked forcing you to climb it to enjoy the flowers, so today I was
delighted to find the lock has gone and anyone can walk through.
Halfway along the track I came on the pair of Stonechats which have bred here in
past years, and when I reached the north end of this track and turned west along
the main east-west track I discovered that there was another male Stonechat in
one of the fields near to the Furzy Plain area of Havant Thicket. Better than the
Stonechat was the sight of four or five Lapwing well separated across this field,
one making a display flight to confirm the impression that these were birds on
breeding territory. South of the track, near Hammonds Land Copice, was another
displaying Lapwing in an area where I have seen one or two in past years, but I
have never seen them in the northern field before and have hopes that they are
precursors of a return of breeding Lapwing to southern fields (though it is just as
likely that these were a both young unpaired birds currently ‘surplus to
requirements’ among the real breeding population that has already moved north. As
well as the Lapwing two or three Skylarks were singing in the air and one
Meadow Pipit was making its song flights.
Near the top end of the Long Avenue of trees I searched in vain for early flowering
Wood Sorrel but did find my first flowering Hairy Wood-rush, and along the
southern edge of Havant Thicket, where thick gorse that was blocking the path was
cut back last year, there was a great display of Common Dog Violet with a single
plant of Greater Stitchwort in flower and one clump of Wood Spurge that had
exposed some of the yellow glands which serve it as flowers. Also along this stretch
many Drone Flies were hovering.

Coming back into Hammonds Land Coppice I turned left from the main track and
found a small patch of Wood Anemones in flower and a Hornbeam tree with
fully open catkins. Looking east out of the wood across the field separating the
wood from the main road through the Durrants area I saw a male Kestrel
hovering. At the end of this track, where the path goes out into the field with the
‘bandstand’ cupola building, I opted to stay in the wood and make my way back to
the central path and in so doing I came on a small display of Early Dog Violets.
Back in Leigh Park Gardens near the Stable Block the trees which have long held a
Rookery have been heavily pruned and I could only see around half a dozen Rook
nests. Nearby I chanced to walk over the grass off the main track and so found my
first flowering Field Wood-rush (Luzula campestris which has several English
names including Sweep’s Brush and Good Friday Grass)
Fri 23 Mar
Big birds in the garden
My only news today is of the unexpected addition of two birds to my garden list for
the year - the first was a large and colourful Cock Pheasant seen briefly strolling
on the lawn and the second was an even larger close fly-past Grey Heron
Thu 22 Mar
A new plant for my database
Professional botanists can identify a wide range of species which I as an amateur
lump together under the general names of Bramble, Dandelion, Eyebright or
Fumitory, but today I made a first stab at breaking down the latter group with the
identification of Common Ramping Fumitory (Fumaria muralis) as distinct
from Common Fumitory (F. officinalis) (which I have previously used as a
‘coverall’ name for any plants in this group of ten species).
On Mar 15 I had noticed a plant of Fumitory growing at the New Lane roadside edge
of the Allotments and thought the flowers were bigger and the plant bulkier than the
Common Fumitory which grows as a prolific weed in my garden (though not at this
time of year). Today I went to have a closer look and to collect a specimen, and a
quick measurement of the overall length of a flower showed that the 11mm length
was well outside the 8mm limit for Common Fumitory. A few more checks, including
the relatively small number of flowers in the flowerhead, persuaded me that I was
looking at Common Ramping Fumitory, and I felt more comfortable that I had got
the id right when I read that this species is the second commonest in this country
Wed 21 Mar
Bird migrant arrivals so far
Garganey - (Jan 26 @ Morden Lake, Dorset) Mar 13 @ Pulborough and Mar 17 @
Keyhaven (6 reports to date)
Marsh Harrier - One over Christchurch Harbour on Feb 20 was maybe the first
arrival to join those that have wintered here.

Osprey - On Jan 23 there were two reports of one over the Seaford/Cuckmere
Haven area of Sussex coast but the first migrant according to Lee Evans was seen
at the Hayle Estuary in Cornwall on Feb 26 (no further reports so far)
Little Ringed Plover - Mar 14 @ Testwood Lakes, Southampton (3 reports)
Sandwich Tern - One off Hastings on Feb 17 was probably the first migrant Portland announced their first arrival on Feb 20
Arctic Tern - There was a report of one over Drayton Pit lake at Chichester on Mar
14 (no other reports)
Swallow - Mar 3 @ Brighton and Mar 14 @ New Forest (6 reports)
House Martin - Mar 6 @ Lodmoor, Dorset (3 reports)
Sand Martin - Feb 25 @ Hayle, Cornwall and Mar 1 @ Avon valley (16 reports)
Whinchat - a bird has been wintering at Horsham in Sussex and was seen on Jan
5, Jan 9 and Feb 18 as well as around last Christmas but no migrant arrivals have
been reported
Wheatear - (Feb 18 @ Wales) Mar 7 @ Bembridge IoW and Mar 7 @ Hayling
Beachlands (30 reports)
Ring Ouzel - Mar 3 @ Chandlers Ford and Mar 15 @ Portland (2 reports)
Blackcap - Portland reported a new arrival on Mar 8
Chiff Chaff - Feb 18 @ Portland (maybe some migrants arrived before this but this
was the first clear arrival)
Latest news from the internet
Mar 21
Durlston country park - First of this year’s baby Rabbits out
Rye Harbour - Golden Plover flock up to 215 and still 60 Corn Bunting
Warblington - 7 Skylarks back, several Chiffchaffs passing through and 10
Golden Plover on shore - also first Oak Leaves and Yellow Dung flies
Mar 20
Stansted - many Common Dog Violets and the first Cuckooflower
Havant - first flowers open on Hawthorn, Elder, Field Forget-me-not and Cow
Parsley (also Yellow Flag, of which one flower was out on Dec 8, half a dozen
Kingcups, Cherry Laurel and Glory of the Snow) Hornbeam catkins
extending.
Mar 19
Pulborough Brooks - 1600 Common Gulls (on passage north?) and 5 Ruff (one
almost pure white)

Titchfield Haven - two pairs of Garganey, 350 Black-tailed Godwits, 2 Ruff, 1
Green Sandpiper, 2 Avocets and a dozen Sand Martins
Rye Harbour - pre-breeding Med Gull count now up to a record 236 and 1 Little
Ringed Plover
Eastney beach - 8 flowering plants of Bulbous Buttercup and several of Oxford
Ragwort
Mar 18
Pulborough Brooks - 2 Little Ringed Plovers present (arrived Mar 15)
Poole Harbour - 3 House Martins
Common Lizards reported on Emsworth shore
Great Crested Grebe - two pairs with three young between them in north
Hampshire at Yateley gravel pits
Mar 17
Itchen Valley - pair of Great Crested Grebe with two well grown young
Mar 12
Sandown IoW - male Gadwall paired to a Mallard
Warblington Farm bird census
This morning I spent four hours on the farm fields and was pleased to find at least
seven Skylarks back on territory for the first time with three heard singing. I also
saw a female Reed Bunting near the reed beds where she will hopefully nest, and
counted more than six Chiff Chaff migrants moving north, some singing. In the
marsh four Snipe got up and one Meadow Pipit remained on the ground (they
have nested here in the past, but not recently). The male Kestrel took off from an
oak tree in sight of the castle tower where he may have a mate nesting.
Out on the harbour ten Golden Plover were resting on the north shore and there
were still at least 40 Shelduck (but hardly more than that number of Brent).
Among other things noted were the year’s first Yellow Dung Flies on cowpats and
a good show of newly opening leaves on one old Oak tree.
Tue 20 Mar
Havant to Budds Farm
Today I walked down the Langbrook stream to the South Moors shore and on to
Budds Farm, coming back across the South Moors and by Langstone Mill Pond.
By the Homewell Stream a young Hawthorn tree had one flower cluster open and
near it a plant of Bulbous Buttercup had ite first flower. After crossing the main
road into Havant I found a lot more flowers on Dove’s Foot Cranesbill, and
beside the Langbrook stream I came on several flowering plants of what I call

Garden Forget-me-not and a lot of female Butterbur flower spikes alongside
the Giant Butterbur and Creeping Comfrey.
English Elm was now definitely in flower by the stream south of Mill Lane, and in
the sheltered southern part of Southmoor Lane below Budds Mound one Elder tree
had several white flower heads, each with one or two open flowers.
The two pairs of Shelduck and one of Mute Swan were on Budds Farm pools with
a few Tufted Ducks, Shoveler and Teal plus four Gadwall.
In the South Moors ’orchid field’ there were now seven plants of Kingcup (one with
30 flowers on it) and two Snipe got up from the damp area where they grow. South
of the path across the Moors three spikes of Yellow Flag had flowers in the tiny
stream which runs into the Tamarisk pool.
In Mill Lane, sheltered from the north wind by the wall of the West Mill, I came on
a plant of Cow Parsley that was in flower, and across the lane from it (hidden
among brambles) were not only the flowers of Summer Snowflake that I have
seen here earlier this year but also a good show of the blue flowers of Glory of the
Snow (Chionodoxa forbesii) which I have not seen here for at least a couple of
years.
Coming back via Wade Court I passed what are probably the last three flower heads
of Winter Heliotrope, and near the footbridge of the Lymbourne stream a mature
Hornbeam was extending its catkins. Finally, further up the Billy Trail, I saw the
first Cherry Laurel flowers open

SUMMARY FOR MAR 12 - 18 (WEEK 11 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Great Crested Grebe: On Mar 17 a pair were seen on the River Itchen just north
of Southampton with two well grown downy youngsters, the eggs from which they
hatched having been laid at the beginning of February
Red-necked Grebe: The bird which seems to have been around both sides of
Hayling Island since Jan 20 was still to be seen off the Hayling Oysterbeds on Mar 11
and 13
Slavonian Grebe: One was on the sea off Hayling Beachlands on Mar 17
Black-necked Grebe: Three were seen off the Hayling Oysterbeds on Mar 11 and
four were still there on Mar 13
Cormorant: During the Mar 17 WeBS count Brian Fellows took a photo (which can
be seen on his website) of a magnificent Cormorant in full breeding plumage, and
also on his website are notes on how to distinguish between the ‘British’ (Phalacorax
carbo carbo) and ‘Continental’ (P. c. sinensis) races, both of which can be found in

Britain. Other than the fact that the British birds like to nest on cliffs (sometimes
inland), while the Continentals normally nest in trees, it is difficult to separate them
and the only feature which does separate 90% (but not all the birds you may see)
is the angle formed between a line drawn back from the base of the bill along the
top of the bright yellow ‘gular patch’, and another line drawn down along the back
edge of the patch.
Brian has found a very helpful website page on the subject of identifying the two
subspecies ( Cormorant subspecies identification) and has put an extract of this on
his website but somehow the illustration of how to measure the angle of the gular
patch has got lost in transit from the original to his website so I suggest anyone
interested in this should go to the page given above and then click the ‘illustration’
link in the gular patch section of that page to see the original illustration.
Mute Swan: Since the pair at Langstone Pond abandoned their early attempt at
nest building I have not heard of any others starting to build until Mar 14 when a
nest was being started in a new place on the east side of the Slipper Mill Pond at
Emsworth (near the Strawberry tree at the north end of the pond)
Brent Geese: Another 415 went east past Dungeness on Mar 11 and by Mar 17
numbers in the Langstone area had clearly decreased though two Brant were still
at Farlington Marshes with Brent on Mar 15
Garganey: The first report which I have seen for this spring was of a single male
on Chingford Pond (near Burton Mill Pond west of Pulborough) on Mar 13, and this
has been followed by a sighting of two in Dorset (Wareham area) on Mar 16 and
three more on Avon Water at Keyhaven near Lymington on Mar 17 (two of these
were smart males)
Buzzard: On Mar 13 I was surprised to see a Buzzard on the ground in a small pony
field alongside the busy A27 where the footbridge crosses it near Bedhampton Mill.
Having a closer look I saw the bird had one leg that was severly damaged and
unusable by the bird which eventually flew off dangling the useless leg.
Peregrines: Both birds of the pair which nest on Shoreham Power Station chimney
were back at their nest box on Mar 14
Goshawk: A Hoslist message on Mar 18 tells us that it is proposed to have a
webcam viewing a New Forest Goshawk nest available to the public in the New
Forest Reptiliary which is by the A35 road about a mile west of Lyndhurst. No date
or other details is yet available.
Red-leg Partridge: On Mar 16 a pair were back in the West Lane fields on Hayling
(first sighting there this year that I know of)
Little Ringed Plover: The first arrival for this spring that I know of was a single
bird briefly at the Testwood Lakes near Southampton on Mar 14
Purple Sandpiper: 15 were at Southsea Castle on Mar 12 and 10 were seen there
on Mar 13

Woodcock: A small cluster of reports indicates a wave of these coming north over
the channel this week. Singles were seen at Dungeness on both Mar 13 and 16. On
Mar 16 another single was briefly in an Eastbourne town garden, and on that day I
had a good view of one which I accidentally flushed in Stansted Forest bringing my
year list up to 108 species.
Black-tailed Godwit: Fishbourne Channel near Chichester still had at least 500
birds on Mar 16
Common Sandpiper: On Mar 13 I saw two of these birds together at the mouth of
the Hermitage Stream at Broadmarsh in Langstone Harbour. I know one has been
wintering there and I did wonder if the second bird was a migrant but those are not
normally here until the start of April so with no other reports of early arrivals I
assume it was a wintering bird from somewhere local feeling the same urge that
drives the long distance migrants.
Snipe: The first mention of ‘drumming’ for the year comes from the Denny
Wood/Matley Bog area of the New Forest on Mar 17
Med Gull: By Mar 13 the count at Rye Harbour was up to 124 and on Mar 18 it
reached a site record of 193. The number in the Langstone area is probably at least
that but the birds do not all congregate in one place to be counted and the highest
reported figure here is currently 70+ at the Hayling Oysterbeds on Mar 11
Iceland Gull: A first winter bird was found at the mouth of the River Adur (at
Shoreham) on Mar 11 and was still there on Mar 14
Sandwich Tern: 7 had reached Dungeness by Mar 10 and 12 were at Rye Harbour
on Mar 17
Arctic Tern: The SOS website has a second-hand report of one having been seen
over the new pit at Drayton (east of Chichester) on Mar 14
Razorbill: A large number flew east past Portland in Mar 15 (sample count of 400
seen in 15 minutes)
Puffin: Two were seen on Mar 11 in the Dorset Dancing Ledge area between
Durlston Head and St Albans Head to the west of Swanage and one was seen off
Portland on Mar 14
Ring-necked Parakeet: Two reports that may be of the same bird thinking of
settling in the Brighton area are from the Southwick area on Mar 12 and Hove on
Mar 15
Short-eared Owl: I saw one flying over the Thornham Marshes (north east of
Thorney Island) on Mar 14 - it appeared ten minutes before sunset.
Sand Martin: Since the first two were seen in Cornwall on Feb 25 there have been
13 sightings of a total of 33 birds. Four were at the Lower Test Marshes on Mar 14
and two were heading up the Test north of Romsey on Mar 17

Swallow: Just five reports so far - the first in Sussex on Mar 3, then one at Portland
in Dorset on May 7, two in Hampshire on Mar 14 and 15 (Blashford Lakes and New
Forest), and the latest is of one on the Isle of Wight on Mar 15
House Martin: Just two reports - one at Weymouth on Mar 6 and one at
Dungeness on Mar 11
Meadow Pipit: Although these have been moving north for some time it seems
that the main passage has only just started with counts of 62 north over
Christchurch Harbour on Mar 15 and 150 over Portland on Mar 16
Black Redstart: A wave of migrants in the past week brought a male bird to the
Old Rectory at Warblington on Mar 14 where it was found by Tony Gutteridge and
later seen by myself.
Ring Ouzel: Following the first report of one in a Chandlers Ford garden on Mar 3
(could that have been a wintering bird?) the first coastal report comes from Portland
on Mar 15
Dartford Warbler: After my encounter with a singing male on Hayling Sinah
Common on Mar 5 Ros Norton saw a pair flying around the same area on Mar 12
(but three other attempts to see them there have drawn blanks).
Willow Tit: One was heard giving calls and song, and seen displaying, in the West
Dean Woods (Chichester) on Mar 12 and on Mar 15 several were singing at
Hurstbourne Common wood in north Hampshire (one bird was singing within 50
metres of the busy A343 road north of Andover)
Tree Creeper: One was seen carrying nest building material in Preston Park at
Brighton on Mar 15
Hooded Crow: An unusual sighting at Portland on Mar 14 was of a single Hooded
Crow on the ground, presumably resting after flying north from the continent.
Brambling: A large number were feeding with Chaffinches, and many were
singing, in the New Forest on Mar 11. At least six were still in Mark Ash wood on Mar
16
Serin: An unconfirmed report of one at Durlston on Mar 13 - no further news of it.
INSECTS
Butterflies
Brimstone: On Mar 12 there were counts of more than 20 seen in the
Hollybank Woods at Emsworth and the West Dean Woods north of Chichester
with many other recent reports of smaller numbers
Small White: First of the year was a single at the Lower Test on Mar 8. The
next was in the Botley Woods area on Mar 11 and the first Sussex sighting
was on Mar 12. Since then there have been three more reports from south
Hampshire and one from Portland

Holly Blue: The date of Mar 7 already reported for the first of the year (seen
at Reading) has now been matched by one at Gosport that day and there
have been two more reports from Marchwood on Southampton Water (Mar
11) and Horsham (Mar 14)
Red Admiral: This species is keeping up its new record as Britain's first year
round active butterfly - recent reports of caterpillars thriving in winter months
because the nettles have not succumbed to frost have now been followed by
a sighting of a female laying new eggs on nettles at Magdalen Hill Down near
Winchester on Mar 9
Painted Lady: On Mar 14 the Portland website reported the 'first of the year'
flying there that day
Small Tortoiseshell: Seven new reports between Mar 11 and 14
Peacock: Thirteen new reports between Mar 11 and 18 including a count of
10 at Pagham Harbour on Mar 14 and two sightings of one nectaring on
Rosemary in my Havant garden on Mar 15 and 18
Comma: Several reports include a count of 10 at Laughton Common near
Eastbourne on Mar 11
Speckled Wood: First of the year seen on the Isle of Wight (Alverstone) on
Mar 11 and another in a Worthing area garden on Mar 12. A third was in the
Itchen Valley country park on Mar 17
Moths
Agonopterix ocellana: First of year found at Rye Harbour on Mar 14
Yellow Horned: Four records of this between Mar 9 and 13 with the first find
being in the Worthing area
Orange Underwing: This day flying moth of birch trees was seen at
Horsham on Mar 14
March Moth: Two finds in Sussex - one at Worthing on Mar 12 and the other
at Edburton in the week beginning Mar 12
Shoulder Stripe: Just one first find at Edburton in the week beginning Mar
12
Early Tooth-striped: First of year at Portland on Mar 15
Scorched Carpet: First at Worthing on Mar 15
Early Thorn: First of year on Mar 10 at Rye Harbour with others at Portland
on Mar 12 and Pulborough Brooks on Mar 13
Dotted Border: Firsts taken at Portland on Mar 13 and at Edburton in week
beginning Mar 12

Hummingbird Hawkmoth: 12 new reports bring the total of sightings I
know of this year to 33 including a group of four at Portland on Mar 15 and a
local sighting in a Havant Bedhampton garden on Mar 11. 24 of the 33
sightings have been in March.
Dark Sword-grass: First of year of this immigrant at Portland on Mar 14
Red Chestnut: First at Pulborough Brooks on Mar 13
Twin-spotted Quaker: First at Worthing on Mar 8
Dark Chestnut: First report from Pagham Harbour on Mar 14 (but a very
worn specimen)
Dotted Chestnut: First at Portland on Mar 12 (only fourth ever record for
the island)
The Herald: On Feb 7 this species got a mention through a restless
hibernator being seen inside a house but Mar 12 is the first date for one in a
moth trap at Worthing
Other insects
Pericoma fuliginosa (or similar): This tiny, furry 'Owl Midge' species gets
a mention through being caught on camera while Trevor Carpenter was
testing a new camera at Fareham
Drone Fly: This hoverfly can now be seen hovering daily in my garden
Common Wasp: First active Queens include one seen by me in Havant on
Mar 11 and another reported at Durlston country park on Mar 16
Halictus species (small black mining bee): Starting to dig egg
chambers in bare dry soil at Durlston on Mar 14
Bumblebee species (Bombus terrestris?): On Mar 15 I was in my
garden in afternoon sunshine when a large dark coloured queen bumblebee
shot by me flying at great speed upwards at an angle which took her over the
roof of the house next door. To add to the puzzle as to why she was
performing this 'impossible feat' she was closely followed by a smaller insect
which seemed to have a yellowish colour. I took this to be a male and
presumed his interest in following her would be in mating but this raised
several queries in my mind, the principal one being that I thought she would
have mated last autumn (I believe that normally only mated queens survive
the winter and are the sole means of starting a new generation each spring)
and that the male would not have survived the winter. A second query related
to the flight - pictures of mating bumblebees show them doing so on the
ground unlike some bees, wasps and ants which have dramatic mating flights
during which the queen is pursued by many males and I think mating takes
place on the wing - another function that one would think was impossible for
a bumblebee. One other possiblity is that she was being pursued by some

predator or parasite but I understand that such nasty minded species do not
appear until later in the year...
Juniper Shield Bug (Cyphostethus tristriatus): One found at Portland
on Mar 12 was thought to be a new species for the island
Pied Shield Bug (Sehirus bicolor): Reported at Rye Harbour on Mar 13
with the interesting comment that both sexes of this species can 'sing' by
rubbing pegs on their wing cases against a ridge on their abdomen.
Common Green Shield Bug (Palomena prasina): Seen at Rye Harbour
on the very early date of Mar 13
Syromastus rhombeus (Bug species): This is a rare bug of sandy places
that has I think only recently invaded England and is now spreading. First find
at Rye Harbour was on Mar 10
PLANTS
Larch: The first Larch Roses (green) had appeared on one tree in Stansted Forest
but the majority are only just beginning to show a bit of green foliage
Wood Anemone: Many were out in Lowtons Copse at Clanfield on Mar 11 and a
few were seen in Hollybank Woods on Mar 12
Common Dog Violet: Early Dog Violets have been out since the beginning of
March and there is by now a good display at the eastern end of the Havant
Cemetery (junction of Eastern Road and New Lane). On Mar 17 Durlston country
park reported the first appearance of Common Dog Violet and on the same day I
found one in flower by the Hayling coastal path.
Three-veined Sandwort (Moehringia trinerva): Flowering in Stansted Forest
on Mar 16
Broom: On Mar 17 quite a few yellow flowers were already out on a bush by the
Hayling coastal path where it passes the Saltmarsh Lane copse.
Common Vetch: A single flower was open on a roadside plant in Havant on Mar 15
Spotted Medick: This was also flowering by a Havant roadside on Mar 15
Rue-leaved Saxifrage: A few plants had started to flower on the old wall
separating the Pallant carpark from the Bear Hotel carpark in Havant on Mar 11
Grey Poplar: Although the catkins were fully out on an old tree which always
flowers early by Feb 26 the first catkins seen on a 'normal' tree were seen on Mar 13
Cow Parsley: I still have not seen the start of normal flowering but by Mar 13 I
noticed a roadside plant in Havant which had put up flowering stems with closed
flower buds showing white

Wild Angelica: On Mar 15 Brian Fellows found an extraordinarily early plant in full
flower in the Emsworth Brook Meadow area - I have never come across this
flowering before July in the past
Cowslip: The first flower was out at Durlston country park on Mar 13 (same may be
expected on Portsdown soon?)
Green Alkanet: Just one plant was flowering beside the slip road from the
Langstone roundabout to the east bound A27 on Mar 13
Tartarian Honeysuckle: The large and long established bush on the south side of
Ferry Road, south Hayling (junction of service road to carpark and fishermen's
entrance to Sinah Lake) had started to flower on Mar 17
Oxford Ragwort: The first flower of the new season was open at Broadmarsh on
Mar 13
Spanish Bluebell: These had started to flower by Mar 17.
OTHER WILDLIFE
Adder: These were seen basking in West Dean Woods (Chichester) on Mar 12 and
14 while at Portland a 'snake pit' of them was found and photographed to show a
Slow Worm among the Adders
Grass Snake: Adders were seen out of hibernation as early as Jan 23 but it was
not until Mar 11 that the first Grass Snake was seen at Hook Common in north
Hampshire
Sea Horses: On Mar 10 the find of a Sea Horse in the nets of a Trawler was
reported by the Dungeness website, together with another find of one washed up
on the beach there on Feb 28 - this one was still alive and was returned to the sea.
These two were different species - the one brought up in trawl nets was a
Short-snouted Sea Horse while the one on the beach was a Long-snouted. I
was not aware that there were different species of Sea Horse but a check with the
internet revealed that there are at least 35 species and that several of them can be
found in the English Channel.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR MAR 12 - 18 (WEEK 11 OF 2007)
Sat 17 Mar
West Hayling and Sinah Common
This morning I cycled down the Hayling Coastal Path, which is due to be closed from
next Monday for several weeks while further work is done to repair the horse-riding
track, and found the first Common Dog Violet in flower plus much more
prominent flowers on a bush of Broom at the Saltmarsh Lane copse.
In Sinah Lane Spanish Bluebell was already in flower and at the junction of Ferry
Road and the track to the Sinah gravel pit fishermen’s entrance gates the first pink

flowers were out on Tartarian Honeysuckle. South of the mini Golf Course a
Linnet was singing and a male Stonechat was seen (I think it also sang when I
was too far away to be sure)
On the way home I went through the Oysterbeds area and saw how the central
section of the island has been removed and the resulting gravel spoil redistributed
along the two remaining sections of the island to raise their tops further above the
high tide. Some sandy matrial has also been applied to the new surface and heaps
of this ‘sand’ can be seen at various points, giving the Med Gulls (of which there
were about 40 here and others on the harbour to the south) places on which to play
‘king of the castle’ during their courtship and aggression activities.
Around 100 Brent were scattered around the north west shore of the island, and
there was a substantial wader roost of Grey Plover and Dunlin with some
Turnstones on the bund walls of the northern pools. Otherwise birds were few just one Egret, two or three Mergansers and a few Redshank. Back on the
mainland nine Egrets were spending their high tide period in the Southmere field
west of the main road through Langstone.
While I was passing the West Lane fields I had a look for Red-leg Partridge but
saw none - back at home however there was an email from Alistair Martin to say he
had seen a pair there today but they were close to West Lane in fields on either side
of it in the open area south of Daw Lane.
Another email from Brian Fellows confirmed a very unusual plant find he had made
yesterday in the Palmers Road copse near Brook Meadow - this was a fresh plant of
Wild Angelica covered in flowers. The flower books which I have say this only
flowers between June and September, and my own records show that the first
flowering date for the past four years has been remarkably consistent - July 21 or 22
in each year.
Fri 16 Mar
Stansted Forest
The sight of the first unopen flower spike of a Spanish Bluebell in my garden this
morning suggested a visit to Stansted to see if the genuine Bluebells were
awakening. They were not but there was plenty of other interest including a new
flower for my year list - Three-veined Sandwort (Moehringia trinerva) and
the first display of green Larch roses on one tree in a sheltered location.
I also enjoyed the sight of a male Brimstone meandering through the tree trunks
but the best sight was a brief glimpse of a departing Woodcock which got up from
bramble clumps in a damp area and shot off silently with Snipe-like weaving flight
through the trees a few feet above the ground.
Later I spent some time searching a large flock of Goldfinch in the Larch trees in
the hope that there would be some Siskin among them - no luck with that but I did
get an impressive display when a male Sparrowhawk came soaring over the tree
tops and all the Goldfinch flew up to object to his presence. Watching them as they

again settled in the tree tops away from the Larches I spotted a single Redwing in
the same high branches.
Among the bird song heard were several Marsh Tits and Chiff Chaff, a single
magnificent Mistle Thrush and a less dominant Stock Dove.
Back at home I had a puzzling insect sighting. Queen Bumblebees are now out in
good numbers, usually seen investigating nest sites on the ground and flying at slow
speed. The one that shot past me this afternoon was however breaking the speed
limit, and despite its bulk shooting up to disappear over the roof of the house next
door. Her speed was surprising but the cause of it was intriguing as she was being
closely followed by a much smaller insect which showed a yellowish tinge as it shot
past me. Was this a mating chase with the small insect being a male
Bumble? Or was it a panic flight from some deadly predator? I favour the
former suggestion but may be quite wrong as this behaviour is something I have
never seen before.
Thu 15 Mar
Two more early flowerings
If you want to find early wild flowers the best place to look is on sunny south facing
ground close to a road with heavy traffic and air pollution - best of all somewhere
that the traffic spends a long time stationery with engines running such as the
approaches to busy roundabouts or road junctions.
I have already made several good finds near the Langstone roundabout here in
Havant and today it was the roundabout just north of the railway that gave me two
early flowerings - a lot of Spotted Medick and one flower on Common Vetch.
Earlier in my afternoon walk I had been in the Havant cemetery where the Early
Dog Violets have formed a carpet of blue at the east end and have been joined by
Ground Ivy in other areas. Leaving this cemetery by the gate opening onto New
Lane I came on an inconspicuous flower that has probably been out for some time
but which I have missed - this is Common Yew whose male flowers had little
pollen left to scatter when I shook one of the low branches.
Another find by the allotments further up New Lane was a bushy plant of Fumitory
to which I did not pay enough attention - I noted that it did not look like Common
Fumitory but was more bushy and seemed to have larger flowers of a darker pink
(but not, I think, as large as Common Ramping Fumitory) - I shall have to get on
my bike and gather a specimen for future examination.
In the hedge around the southern side of the Havant Health centre the
Intermediate Periwinkle is now putting on a great show, and later in my walk,
near the north-east corner of the Petersfield Road roundabout where you turn from
Peterfield Road into Eastern Road, I found a new to me colony of it as well as the
Spotted Medick and Common Vetch with which we started.
In my garden at lunch time a Peacock butterfly was nectaring on a bush of
Rosemary for as long as it took me to get through my lunch.

Wed 14 Mar
Two new birds go on my year list
This morning I was working at home when the phone rang and Tony Gutteridge told
me that he was watching a male Black Redstart at the Old Rectory on Pook Lane
at Warblington. About 20 minutes later, when I had cycled down there, it was still
showing well but as a migrant it was unlikely to remain there much longer.
Cheered by this morning’s success and the afternoon sunshine I cycled to
Thornham Lane, aiming to get there a little before sunset in the hope of seeing a
Short-eared Owl over Thornham Marshes where Martin Gillingham saw two owls
on Mar 6 and Alistair Martin saw one on Mar 11. My luck was in and one started
hunting near the east end of the Great Deeps at 17:55 (ten minutes before sunset).
If anyone goes to try their luck note that Alistair saw his close to the Thorney Main
Road just south of the Little Deeps.
On my way to Thorney I checked out Nutbourne Bay and found the best part of 70
Wigeon and 6 Pintail still there - this morning on the shore near Pook Lane there
were only half a dozen Wigeon and just three Teal in the flooded pony field north
of Langstone Pond.
Talking of floods I am reminded that, although the ground is rapidly drying out now,
the ‘Idsworth Lavant’ stream (which only flows at all once every few years) was
in full flood on Sunday and Monday. On Sunday I went to Rowlands Castle via
Woodberry Lane and had to drive through a torrent of water where the stream
emerges from the part of Stansted Forest nearest the Rowlands Castle viaduct, and
on Monday we took the road from Chalton village over the Down and across the
railway bridge to head south through Idsworth and Finchdean - well before reaching
Idsworth Chapel we found the road way was acting as the stream bed with lots of
water flowing south towards the Chapel where the stream leaves the roadway to go
across fields.
Tue 13 Mar
Havant to Broadmarsh
A short walk in Havant this morning gave me my first flowering Green Alkanet and
nearby (in the roadside micro-climate of the main road into Havant from the
Langstone roundabout) one plant of Cow Parsley had at last put up flower stems
with white but still closed buds. On the same roadside several small plants of
Ox-eye Daisies had shot up and one had the tiniest hint of a white flower bud.
Further up the road, near the multi-storey carpark, the aberrant plant of Black
Medick was by now covered with flowers. On the way home from this circuit a
male Sparrowhawk flew over central Havant causing objections from a number
of birds.
With much more sunshine and only a light breeze in the afternoon I cycled to
Broadmarsh and back, seeing little until I reached the north end of the footbridge
over the A27 at Bedhampton. Here, in the small pony field north of the slope up to
the bridge, I saw a Buzzard on the ground looking uncomfortable with one of its

legs sticking out sideways. When it saw me looking at it the bird flew up and tried to
perch on a fence post but had difficulty in balancing - it then flew north with one leg
dangling freely.
Near the mouth of the Hermitage stream at the gravel quay pool two Common
Sandpipers flew low over the water - one went upstream and landed below the
gravel quay where I saw it searching for food, the other bird went back downstream
and I did not see it again. I presume both were wintering birds as migrants do not
normally arrive until early April, but I have only come across a single wintering bird
here so far this winter (no doubt wintering birds feel the call of spring and start
moving around locally at this time).
Along the Broadmarsh shore there were probably 600 Brent, mostly in tight-knit
groups chattering to each other and thus giving me the impression that they were
already on passage. With them were a few Wigeon but little in the way of waders
other than a flock of Redshank which flew off as I passed, drawing my attention to
a slightly larger bird going with them - it did not have the white trailing edge of a
Redshank and may have been a Spotted Redshank though I did not see any
white on its back.
By the Hermitage Stream Oxford Ragwort had opened its first flower of the new
season and a small Grey Poplar was dangling its catkins.
At Budds Farm pools a Chiffchaff was singing and two pairs of Shelduck had
arrived - one of them definitely feeling territorial enough to chase off the other pair.
The Swan pair were present and there were a fair number of Tufted Duck (20+)
and a similar number of Teal with six Gadwall and fewer Shoveler. I did not see
any Pochard but I think the two Ferruginous hybrids were still there.
Storksbill was flowering by the Brockhampton stream and Alexanders by the
Rubbish Tip, and back in Havant a good dozen plants of Doves Foot Cranesbill
were flowering by the Langstone roundabout.
News from the internet
Other Wildlife:
Sea-horses: On Mar 10 a Sea-horse was found in the nets of a trawler at
Dungeness and this entry on the Rye Bay website went on to say that another had
been found on the shore there about a month ago - when picked up this one was
found to be alive and was returned to the sea. The one in the fishing nets was a
Short Snouted Seahorse, the one on the beach was a Long Snouted species,
and in checking out these names I discovered that there are more than 35
species of Seahorse in the world as a whole, and that more than one can be
found here. The number of them in the English Channel seems to be increasing.
Birds:
Red-necked Grebe: The local bird was still off the Hayling Oysterbeds on Mar 11
with at least three summer-plumaged Black-necked Grebe still in Langstone
Harbour.

Red Kite: Two were over Harting Down on Mar 11
Purple Sandpiper: 15 were seen at Southsea Castle on Mar 12
Med Gulls: By Mar 11 the count at the Oysterbeds exceeded 70
Iceland Gull: A first winter bird was at the mouth of the River Adur on Mar 11 and
still there next day.
Puffins: First south coast report for this year comes from the Dancing Ledge on the
Dorset coast - two were seen there on Mar 11
House Martin: One at Dungeness on Mar 11 was the second for the year (first was
at Weymouth on Mar 6)
Blackcap: One heard singing in Hollybank Woods on Mar 12 could well have been
a migrant - Portland reported the first arrival on Mar 8 and on Mar 11 two more were
at Portland and four at Christchurch Harbour. Migrant Chiffchaffs are now being
heard everywhere.
Firecrest: A rash of reports from the coast indicates migrant arrivals
Willow Tit: There is almost certainly a pair in the West Dean Woods north of
Chichester as on Mar 12 one bird was seen well displaying and heard both in song
and call.
Raven: A report of six flying north together over Christchurch Harbour may indicate
that the recent spread of these birds in southern England is in part being fed by
invaders from the south.
Brambling: As many as 50 (maybe 100) could be seen and heard singing in Mark
Ash Wood (New Forest) on Mar 11
Insects:
Butterflies: The first two Small Whites were reported from Sussex on Mar 12
and we now have two reports of Holly Blue - one in Reading on Mar 7 and now one
at Marchwood by Southampton Water on Mar 11. Brimstones, Red Admirals,
Small Tortoiseshells, Peacocks and Commas have been reported from many
places during the past weekend and there has been a full explanation of how some
Red Admiral caterpillars have managed to survive on nettles which have not
been killed by frost (as they normally would be).
Moths: New moths for the year include Yellow Horned at Worthing on Mar 9,
Early Thorn at Rye Harbour on Mar 10, and Twin-spotted Quaker at Worthing
on Mar 8. New reports of Hummingbird Hawkmoths have come from Southsea,
Bedhampton, Denmead, Southampton, Worthing, Lewes and the Brighton area to
bring the number of reports for the year (since the first sighting on Jan 31) to 30.
Other insects include the first Queen Wasp of the year seen in Havant on Mar
11, and a find at Rye Harbour of an insect that has, I think, only arrived in Britain in
recent years and is now spreading rapidly. The first to be recorded at Rye Harbour

was seen there on Mar 10 and it is a 'True Bug' by the name of Syromastus
rhombeus which lives in sandy soil and eats various plants.
Plants:
My first flowerings since last week's summary have been Wood Anemone, Green
Alkanet, Oxford Ragwort and Rue-leaved Saxifrage and the Durlston country
park website has announced the flowering of a single Cowslip there on Mar 13. As
well as the Wood Anemones I found at Lowtons Copse I see that Brian Fellows
found a few in the Hollybank Woods
Mon 12 Mar
Lowton’s Copse north of Clanfield
This morning I found Yellow Oxalis (O. corniculata which most books now call
Procumbent Yellow Sorrel but I stick to the name I learnt from Francis Rose)
flowering in my garden, and much more unexpectedly I saw a single flower on
Rue-leaved Saxifrage in the pavement edge in Havant as I walked to the shops
- this sent me to check the old wall at the west end of the Pallant carpark where I
found several more plants in flower.
An afternoon outing to Lowton’s Copse north of Clanfield found a surprisingly large
number of Wood Anemones in flower plus Primroses and a few Barren
Strawberry but nothing else of note other than Marsh Tit song and well grown
leaves of Wild Garlic (Ramsons).
SUMMARY FOR MAR 5 - 11 (WEEK 10 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Red-necked Grebe: The bird which has been seen around Chichester and
Langstone Harbours since early January was off the Hayling Oysterbeds on Mar 8
and was beginning to acquire summer plumage. With it were all four other common
grebe species including a single Slavonian which flew in and made a very bad
landing, crashing into the water. Nine Black-necked were still there.
Bittern: In Dorset one was at Radipole on Mar 6 and two were at Hatch Pond
(north fringe of Poole) on Mar 7 with at least one still there on Mar 8
Little Egret: At least 70 were still in the Langstone area on Mar 6 when I attempted
to count them coming to roost - a couple of major disturbances made it impossible
to get an accurate count but I was pretty sure that at least 64 spent the night there
while another 10 came to the roost but gave up and headed off elsewhere during
the distubances. On Mar 8 I was at Warblington Farm and could only find 5 Egrets
in contrast to the 30 which spent their days there up to late February.
Spoonbill: A party of ten birds have spent much of the winter in Poole Harbour but
no more than seven of them were reported from Feb 24 to Mar 1 so the group may
have split up and one or more of the birds that had left there may have been

involved in recent sightings elsewhere. On Mar 5 one was seen to fly northwest over
Langstone Mill Pond and on Mar 7 on turned up at Lodmoor (Weymouth) and stayed
to Mar 9 if not longer.
Mute Swan: The female bird at Langstone Pond was on a nest and building it up
with reeds on Feb 23 and 26 but I think a rise in waterlevel after heavy rain has
caused her to abandon that nest - maybe not permanently.
Cackling Canada Goose: The half size bird seen with normal Canadas at Ivy
Lake, Chichester, on Feb 15 and 18 was still there on Mar 8.
Brent Goose: Although there are still plenty around (e.g.1800 around Pagham
North Walls on Mar 3) flocks continue to leave us. 746 flew east at Dungeness on
Mar 4 and 897 went past there on Mar 6
Mallard: A nest with several fresh eggs was found at Rye Harbour on Mar 8
Red Kite: One of five reported sightings in the period Mar 5 - 9 came from
Petersfield where three birds were seen on Mar 9
Hen Harrier: A female has been reported on both Feb 24 and Mar 8 over fields
north of Walderton in the Ems valley
Grey Partridge: On Mar 7 a pair was seen in fields just west of Chichester
(between Bishop Luffa school and the A27) and a pair is thought to have bred there
last year. On Mar 8 I saw one clearly on the Warblington farm fields.
Avocet: On Mar 10 three were seen at Titchfield Haven where last year at least six
pairs bred and raised 18 young
Snipe: On Mar 7 several were in the fields west of Chichester with the Grey
Partridge (see above) and the observer thinks it likely that they will breed there
giving us a chance to hear them drumming which they do from late March to mid
June
Black-tailed Godwit: A flock of around 640 birds seems to have been based in the
Fishbourne channel near Chichester from Feb 27 to Mar 9 and another flock in
excess of 200 was at Titchfield Haven from Feb 17 to Mar 2 at least. On Mar 9 a flock
of around 1100 flew north from the Avon Causeway area up the Avon valley to
Ibsley where more than 200 of these birds were seen again on Mar 10
Med Gull: The pre-breeding flock at Rye Harbour was up to 110 by Mar 11 and
there have been counts of up to 50 at the Hayling Oysterbeds since Mar 4 but these
birds that will breed in Langstone Harbour are spread out over a number of shore
and field sites around the Hayling area making it difficult to assess the total - on Mar
10, having seen around 30 at the Oysterbeds (where a maximum of 36 was
counted), I found another 10 among Black-headed Gulls in a field south of Copse
Lane and north of Verner Common on the east side of the island.
Little Gull: On Mar 8 single birds were seen at Pulborough Brooks and over
Thorney Island.

Great Spotted Cuckoo: One arrived at Dungeness in a heavy rain storm last on
Mar 6 and was seen there off and on the next day but not since.
Little Owl: On Mar 10 as I was walking along Woodgason Lane (East Hayling) I
heard one calling from somewhere near the horse riding stables at the sharp bend
of Copse Lane
Short-eared Owl: On Mar 6 two were hunting the Thornham Marshes on Thorney
Island - first report from this favourite site this year
Sand Martin: There have now been eight reports of this species since the first
sighting at Hayle in north Cornwall on Feb 25. Some were in Hampshire at Blashford
Lakes on Mar 4 and 5
Swallow: Only two reports so far - one near Brighton on Mar 3 and another at
Portland on Mar 7
House Martin: Just one report so far - a single at Weymouth on Mar 6
Tree Pipit: Also just one report of two birds at Seacombe in Dorset on Mar 7
Scandinavian Rock Pipit: Up to four have been seen at Christchurch Harbour
since Feb 24 and on Mar 10 Mike Collins found one at the Tamarisk pool on the
Langstone South Moors showing a pink streaky breast in contrast to light grey upper
parts.
Stonechat: First report of song comes from Durlston country park on Mar 10
Wheatear: I now have 14 reports since the first birds arrived in Wales on Feb 18.
So far only two seen in Hants (one at Hayling Beachlands on Mar 7 and one on
Beaulieu Heath on Mar 8
Ring Ouzel: First arrival of the year was in a Chandlers Ford garden (Eastleigh
area) on Mar 3
Blackbird: These came into regular song in the Havant area on Mar 6 after I had
seen a female gathering nest material in my garden on Mar 5
Fieldfare: On Mar 10 a flock of 430 was on Wheely Down near West Meon (100+
birds seen earlier that day at Old Winchester Hill were probably part of the same
flock of birds moving north, probably coming from the continent)
Redwing: Very few Redwing were with the above Fieldfares but on the same day
(Mar 10) a flock of 100+ were gathered in woods north of Hastings and for the first
time this spring their pre-migration musical chattering filled the air.
Dartford Warbler: I had close views of one singing and preening in the Sinah
Common area of South Hayling on Mar 5 to bring my year list to 103 species (upped
to 104 on Mar 8 with Grey Plover).
Blackcap: It looks as if the first summer birds have started to arrive. On Mar 8 the
Portland website remarked on one which had arrived that morning as being a very

early migrant and that was a day after a male seen at Wier Wood in north Sussex
was described as a newcomer there. On Mar 9 Brian Fellows heard one in full song
at Fishbourne near Chichester and on Mar 10 the first song was hear at Christchurch
Harbour.
Yellow-browed Warbler: The two birds which have been attracting local
attention, one at Andover and the other in the Southwick area of Brighton, were
both still present on Mar 10
Chiffchaff: New birds, almost certainly migrant arrivals, attracted attention on Mar
5 with 11 birds at Christchurch Harbour and 2 at Blashford Lakes (singing in an area
where no winter birds had been seen). I have seen 17 reports of the birds in the
past week and today (Mar 11) one has been singing as it worked its way north up
the Hayling Billy trail behind my house in Havant.
Long-tailed Tit: On Mar 8 a group of three seemed to be all actively involved in
building a single new nest - perhaps the third bird was one of last year's young that
hasn't yet left home?
Willow Tit: At least one bird of this vanishing species was heard in the West Dean
Woods north of Chichester on Feb 24. On Mar 3 one or more were found at
Hannington in the area north of Andover where they still hang on.
Hawfinch: A winter flock of more than 40 birds was a great sight at Pitts Wood in
the New Forest near Godshill on Mar 4
Reed Bunting: This species is just hanging on as a breeding bird at the
Warblington Farm reedbed here in Havant (just one pair last year) and so I was
pleased to find a pair back on the farm on Mar 8 (possibly with an additional bird
which I heard calling in another damp area of the farm)
Escapees: The two Fulvous Whistling Ducks which had been seen at Titchfield
Haven on Feb 10 were still there on Mar 4. These are probably from the group of
four birds which appeared on the Chichester lakes last year on Nov 18
INSECTS
Butterflies
Brimstone: I now have more than 40 reports of Brimstone for the year since
one was seen in the Gosport Wildgrounds on Jan 15. The majority of the
reports are in March with general emergence starting on Mar 2. The first to
appear in my garden was seen on Mar 6 (when two were in an Emsworth
garden), and today (Mar 11) there has been another in my garden and one on
Thorney Island.
Holly Blue: The first and only report so far of this species comes from
Reading in Berkshire.
Red Admiral: This species has now been described as Britain's first 'round
the year' active butterfly - on Jan 27 active caterpillars of the butterfly were in
a Newhaven garden and on Mar 7 more were seen as well as a fresh pupa,

strongl;y indicating that some of the butterflies seen during the winter have
been freshly emerged rather than survivors from last summer
Small Tortoiseshell: Mar 10 brought the 8th sighting of this species for the
year (going back to Jan 27, maybe to Jan 1 when a 'possible' was reported).
On Mar 7 two of them were chasing each other around a garden at Steyning,
north of Worthing.
Large Tortoiseshell: I have already reported the sighting of two different
specimens at Portland on Jan 28 and Mar 3 and speculated that these might
be the work of some breeder living in that area and releasing specimens
reared in captivity. That idea is now put in doubt by a further sighting of one
in Crawley on Mar 7 - this pristine specimen seems to be more likely to be the
offspring of a migrant female here last summer, the mild winter allowing her
offspring to survive the winter.
Peacock: Eight new reports include sightings at Carters Copse in Gosport on
Mar 3 and at Thorney Island on Mar 8
Comma: Nine recent sightings include one seen on Thorney Island on Mar 11
Moths:
Early Thorn: First for the year seen at Rye Harbour on Mar 11 (photo of it on
the RX website)
The Engrailed: First for the year at Pannel Valley in the Hastings area on
Mar 4
Hummingbird Hawkmoth: Ten new sightings in this week's news,
including one in a Bedhampton Garden on Mar 11, bring the number seen this
year to at least 24 (First was at the Royal Victoria country park at
Southampton, feeding on pansies on Jan 31
Pale Pinion: First of year at Findon (Worthing) on Mar 3
Angle Shades: On Mar 7 one was seen to emerge from a coccoon which had
been found at Rye Harbour on Jan 26 - this is the first report for the year.
Other insects:
Drone Fly (Eristalis tenax hoverfly): Rye Harbour reported their first on
Mar 8 and when I saw one hovering in my garden on Mar 11 I realised that the
smaller hoverflies I had seen at Bedhampton on Feb 2 were not of this species
Two-spot Ladybird: These had started to emerge from hibernation on Mar
3 when a couple were seen on Ivy at Emsworth - since thenI have had to
release one from inside my house at Havant.
Kidney-spot Ladybird: This much rarer species was found at Portland on
Mar 7, becoming a new addition to the Island's fauna.

Violet Oil Beetle (Meloe violaceus): One of these was found near
Hastings on Mar 2 and has only now been identified, The life history of this
species makes fascinating reading - this is what was put on the RX website
about it ...
Gordon Jarvis wrote: "This large beetle was found in my garden in
Peasmarsh on 02/03/07 and was still there on 09/03/07. I forwarded it
to Peter Hodge who was able to get it identified for me. He informed me
that here are no recent records of M. violaceus from Sussex and as
Meloe are dispersed as tiny larvae, carried by solitary bees they can
turn up almost anywhere. The antennal segment shape in the male
(segment 5-7) is also diagnostic". (See photo on RX website)
Barry Yates added: "British oil beetles; so called because of the oil they
secrete from their joints to deter predators, have one of the most
extraordinary life cycles of any British insect. A female adult oil beetle
burrows in sandy areas close to a solitary bee colony. Within the burrow
she will lay about 1000 eggs which take one year to develop. Once
hatched the larvae are very active and louse like, and for good reason.
In order to survive and reach maturity they must immediately find a bee
and hitch a ride on its back. To have the best chance of meeting a bee
the larvae climb up flower stems, often lying in wait within a flower
itself. A bee collecting pollen for its own nest, may unwittingly become
covered in the oil beetle larvae, secured by their specially-adapted
hooked feet. Once in the bee’s nest the larva disembarks and set about
eating the bee’s egg. Following this meal, the oil beetle larva develops
into a more regular grub like stage which then consumes the stored
pollen. The larvae pupate within the bee nest until the following year,
when they emerge as adult oil beetles ready to mate and start the
whole cycle again".
Bloody-nosed Beetle: One of these was found at Durlston country park on
Mar 10. Several of the less common Lesser Bloody Nosed Beetles
(Timarcha goettingenis) had been seen at Durlston back on Jan 31
PLANTS
Lesser Celandine: Some fine examples of a large flowered subspecies
(Ranunculus ficaria ficariiformis) were found at Broadmarsh on Mar 3. They
can be seen by going to the road entrance to the slipway and turning left to walk
uphill from the chicane on the road - immediately you start going uphill look under
bushes to the left of the path,
Wood Anemone: First flowers reported from the Hastings area on Mar 10
Eastern Rocket: Plants had started to flower near the Ferry Inn on south Hayling
on Mar 5 - look around the small kiosk on your right as your enter the public carpark
south of the Ferry Inn

Danish Scurvygrass: Now masses in flower in pavement edge grass under the
white railings at the edge of the eastern pavement at both north and south ends of
Langstone Bridge (and lining the pavement by the bus stop immediately north of
the public toilets outside the Ship Inn)
Hairy Violet: These had started to flower on Porchester Common (Portsdown Hill)
on Mar 7 and more were found at Fort Purbrook on Mar 9
Greater Stitchwort: Several plants were in flower on the north bank of Southleigh
Road immediately east of the East Leigh Road near Locks farm in Havant Denvilles
on Mar 7
Wild Plum (Prunus domestica): One hedge of the Warblington Farm fields was
full of these trees in flower last year but it had recently been 'failed' - nevertheless
there was plenty of flower to see on Mar 8
Wood Avens: A single fresh flower was found in Wellsworth Lane on Mar 9. I had
gone there to look for Bush Vetch which has in the past flowered very early on this
ancient farm lane but there was none to be seen - and the lane is now becoming a
Millionaire's row of new housing ...
Small Nettle: Some was starting to flower at Warblington Farm on Mar 8
Goat Willow: I saw the first normal tree covered with golden pussypaws on Mar 6
Thrift (Sea Pink): None yet in flower but several tufts had put up closed flower
buds at Sinah Common, Hayling, by Mar 5
Cowslip: Many Wild Primroses are now in flower and so I interpreted a note on the
Durlston website of Cowslips seen there on Mar 10 as referring to flowers but the
entry was not specific.
Ground Ivy: I saw the first flowers on Portsdown on Mar 3 and found more at
Warblington on Mar 8
Coltsfoot: John Goodspeed found the first local flowers on Portsdown on Mar 1
and Brian Fellows found his first at Gunner Point on Hayling on Mar 7. I eventually
found my first on the north shore of Mill Rythe (east Hayling) on Mar 10
Butterbur: The normal male plants had started to flower in Brook Meadow at
Emsworth by Mar 7
Spring Starflower (Tristagma uniflorum): These attractive plants which
appear each year on Sinah Common by the side of the Ferry Road opposite
Staunton Ave were flowering on Mar 5 and I have at last identified their name. The
same flowers can be seen in the roadside in Langstone village at the end of the drive
to Green Cottage.
Field Woodrush (Luzula campestris): Another entry on the Durlston website
(see Cowslip above) mentions this plant without saying if it was flowering on Mar 10

Nostoc commune: This is the proper name for an alga which appears sporadically
in great masses on land and which has recently been found by John Goodspeed on
Portsdown (Mar 6). As it is similar to Seaweed but growing away from salt water I
have in the past named it 'Landweed'. Looking on the internet I found the following
extract from Webster's dictionary saying.."Nostoc commune is found on the ground,
and is ordinarily not seen; but after a rain it swells up into a conspicuous jellylike
mass, which was formerly supposed to have fallen from the sky, whence the
popular names, fallen star and star jelly. Also called witches' butter". Pictures can be
seen on John's website and also at
http://www.hlasek.com/nostoc_commune_af1340.html
OTHER WILDLIFE
Common Seal: Two seen on Mar 8 moving north up the west shore of Langstone
Harbour from Great Salterns to Kendalls Wharf area
Roe Deer: Three of the twelve Roe now based in the north Hayling fields were seen
from Rogers Mead (housing east of the Esso Garage) on Mar 9 and on Mar 10 a buck
seen at Durlston country park was moulting its winter coat to the bright reddish
summer 'pelage' though its antlers were still in velvet.
Water Vole: After the first sighting of the year in the Ems at Brook Meadow on Feb
24 we had to wait until Mar 3 for the second sighting of a single vole.
Hare: First report of a couple engaged in a mad March Hare chase came from
the IoW on Mar 6.
Adder: These have been seen out of hibernation and sunbathing at Durlston
country park since Jan 23. Mar 8 brought the first Hampshire report of one out on
the Lymington marshes (Durlston reported 'several' basking there that day)
Slime Mould: On Mar 6 John Goodspeed found a bright yellow mass around a
plant stem on Portsdown (in the Portchester Redbarn estate area below the M27).
This was probably a Slime Mould species which (lke Corals) starts its life as
individual single cells which are mobile and eventually come together to form a
mass which hardens to become what seems to be a different organism, large
enough for us to see. Apparently this unification of individual cells is necessary for
the species to be able to create spores and reproduce the species but I do not know
to what extent the individual cells acquire specialised functions to support the
working of the unified body. See the pictures page of John Goodspeed's website for
a photo of his find. (John also found a strange alga on Portsdown which I
have described in my plant news). In creating my wildlife database I include
fungi - which are neither plants, insects or animals - in the 'other wildlife category'
whereas algae are almost plants - the Hants Flora includes lichens, which are part
fungi and part algae, so I have put algae in with the plants but I realise that exactly
the same reasoning could have placed fungi with plants!

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR MAR 5 - 11 (WEEK 10 OF 2007)
Sun 11 Mar
Weekly Summary
Today my garden was visited by a Brimstone butterfly and a hovering Drone
Fly, and while doing some gardening I disturbed a small young Pisaura mirabilis
spider. In the Hayling Billy cutting behind the garden there was much Chiffchaff
song as a migrant moved slowly north, feeding and singing as it went.
Walking around Havant I encountered my first Queen Wasp of the year.
Back at home I completed my WEEKLY SUMMARY which you can now see
(though the Queen Wasp was omitted!)
Sat 10 Mar
Around north Hayling
This afternoon I cycled to the Hayling Oysterbeds, then on via Daw Lane to the
north shore of Mill Rythe before coming home via Northney and Langstone Mill
Pond.
Before setting out I had been enjoying Mistle Thrush song from my garden, as
well as several Greenfinches singing in flight above the garden but strangely
neither Song Thrush or Blackbird. These last two were heard while I was out and
I also heard a few Starlings ‘singing’ though these birds are very few nowadays.
My first note was of masses of Danish Scurvygrass flowering at the roadside as I
crossed Langstone Bridge, and at the Oysterbeds I enjoyed good sunlit views of 28
adult Med Gulls on the Tern Island. The tide was high and there was a good roost
of Grey Plover and Dunlin with relatively few Redshank and Turnstone plus a
single Bar-tailed Godwit. Around 200 Brent were scattered around the area but
I only saw 4 Shelduck, 7 Merganser and 10 Wigeon. Out on the choppy
harbour I saw nothing while I was there.
In Daw Lane there was a great show of Primroses and near the main road there
was a huge display of the Intermediate Periwinkle flowers while both Green
and Great Spotted Woodpeckers could be heard calling.
Turning off Copse Lane on the path to the shore beyond the caravan park a flock of
gulls in the field beside me had another ten adult Med Gulls, and at Gutner Point
there were perhaps 40 Curlew and 5 Great Black-backed Gulls, but before I
got there I found my first Coltsfoot flower of the year.
From Woodgason Lane I heard a Little Owl calling over near the pony stables on
Copse Lane and in Northney I could see at least 20 nests in the big rookery.
At Langstone Pond both Swans were on the water and while I could seen the
flattened reeds where the female had started nest building a little while back I think
she has abandoned it on account of near flooding as the water level rose after heavy

rain. In the pony field to the north the pools were devoid of birds - just one Teal
seen.
Thu 8 Mar
Common Bird Census at Warblington Farm
In the past the BTO estimated bird populations from the results of detailed surveys
of breeding birds on around 100 closely monitored sites around the UK - this was
called the Common Bird Census or CBC and Tony Gutteridge has monitored the
Warblington Farm between Havant and Emsworth using this method since 1977.
The CBC method is very labour intensive - it takes about 5 hours on each visit to
walk every hedge of the 23 fields plus the farmyard, churchyard and cemetery that
are included in the plot and you are required to make this effort 10 times over each
breeding season. On each visit you record all the birds you see or hear on a large
scale map and at the end of the season you take these ‘all species’ maps and create
‘single species’ maps which have all the observations for the season for one species
and looking at that you find clusters of observations that indicate a breeding
territory, ending up with a ‘number of breeding pairs’ for that species for the year.
The BTO then collect these figures from all the plots and add them together to give
an index number for the specie for the year. Over the years this index number goes
up and down to give a percentage increase or decrease in the national population of
each species.
This CBC method has now been superceded by the Breeding Bird Survey (BBS) that
you are probably familiar with - this uses hundreds of observers making just two
relatively brief visits to one or more of thousands of 1 km squares scattered all
across the UK, and their records of the species seen is now the basis of the
population figures.
I only joined Tony Gutteridge in the Warblington CBC about half way through his 30
year stint, but both of us are sufficiently interested in the project to keep going after
the BTO has lost interest in the results, and this morning I spent four hours making
my first visit (not covering all the fields but doing sufficient to get an impression of
what birds are around). Note that because we were not allowed to carry out the
survey because of Foot and Mouth disease in 2001 this year will be the 30th survey
season
Best bird was my first Grey Partridge of the year (no shooting takes place on this
farm and any Partridges seen are, like the many Pheasants, birds that have sought
refuge here from shoots elsewhere and were probably hatched under the
supervision of some gamekeeper). Both Grey and Red-legs have been seen on the
farm but not continuously (in fact each species has only been seen in about half the
29 years). Grey Partridge was present last year but before that there had been none
since 1996.
Also of interest was a pair of Reed Buntings which will eventually move into the
small shoreline reedbed to nest but which today were well away from water. In the
marshy SSSI field I put up one Snipe but for the most part the birds seen were

pretty ‘common’ - no glimpse of our Little Owls, the Buzzard which has been
seen here through the witner, nor the breeding Kestrels (though Havant Borough
have put up a Kestrel nest box in the new cemetery extension field to try to lure
them from the more substantial accommodation of the Castle tower!).
The flock of 30 Egrets that were still using the fields daily up to Feb 23 had
dwindled to just 5 birds and the flock of 150 Stock Doves was down to around 10
birds while in the ‘slurry field’ a group of four Brent were almost certainly birds that
had severed their ties with the migrant birds and intend to spend the summer with
us (about 150 Brent were on the shore, well down from the massive flock of 1000
here at the start of Feb). Also on the shore were 59 Shelduck and 36 Wigeon.
10 Redwing were seen in the air and 10 Pied Wagtails in the Slurry field were
migrants on the move but I was pleased to see at least four Pied Wagtails chasing
each other around the farm buildings where we were down to one pair last year.
In addition to the birds I noted a few flowers of some interest - at the corner of Pook
Lane and the tarmac road serving the Old Rectory a few Ground Ivy flowers were
out (I had my first of year on that bank last year) and in hedges at the east end of
the plot Goat Willow was in full golden flower above a very wet spot while the
recently flailed hedge at the east end of field B (see my website map) still had Wild
Plum (Prunus domestica) starting to flower, and in the field between the Castle
and the Cress beds I was interested to find a lot of Small Nettle.
Wed 7 Mar
Around Havant
Yesterday I heard the first general outburst of Blackbird song here in Havant and
this morning one was singing strongly from a high perch above my garden. I noted
a female Blackbird gathering nest material in my garden on Monday (Mar 5)
and today a Robin was doing the same (and showing me where the nest was being
built).
Later in the day I cycled through Denvilles and stopped at the junction of Southleigh
and East Leigh roads (by Locks Farm) where the number of Lesser Periwinkle
flowers had increased to around a dozen, while on the south facing bank of
Southleigh Road immediately east of East Leigh road there were several plants of
Greater Stitchwort in flower (they were out at this site last year long before
they could be found elsewhere).
In the evening I had a phone call telling me that the first Wheatear had been seen
this morning on the south Hayling beach just east of Beachlands.
Latest news from the internet
The following items have appeared since my last Weekly Summary
Mar 7
First Wheatear, a female, seen on Culver Down near Bembridge Foreland on
IoW (and another seen by Hayling Beachlands)

Great Spotted Cuckoo at Dungeness RSPB reserve
Four Redwings seen in a Portsdown garden
Mar 6
First House Martin at Lodmoor (Weymouth)
First report of Mad March Hares chasing each other on IoW
One Willow Tit heard in West Dean Woods
Petworth Park currently has a colony of at least 4 pairs of Egyptian Geese one pair hatched two young last year
Mar 5
11 Chiffchaff at Christchurch indicate migrants have started to arrive newcomers also noted at Blashford Lakes
Mar 4
First Hampshire Sand Martins seen at Ringwood (first in Cornwall on Feb 25
and first for Dorset on Mar 1)
Mar 3
2 Spot Ladybirds seen at Emsworth (coming out of hibernation)
First Ring Ouzel - seen in a Chandlers Ford garden
First Swallow seen in West Sussex
Mar 2
Brimstone butterflies started general emergence
Tue 6 Mar
Egret roost count at Langstone
On an unexpectedly sunny day I had my first male Brimstone butterfly in the
garden today, and before that I had a total of 17 Woodpigeons coming to the
morning feed while a Mistle Thrush was singing loudly.
A little before sunset I cycled to Langstone to check on the Egret numbers, and on
my way down the Billy Line I passed the first Goat Willow in full golden flower and
heard the first of several singing Blackbirds - at last they seem to have started
their singing locally.
At Langstone there was more song, both from a Song Thrush and the Cetti’s
Warbler. Also at the pond were at least six Pied Wagtails, seemingly here to
roost but first passing the time hovering to catch some of the many midges in the air
everywhere. These Wagtails seemed to have replaced the small number of
Starlings that usually roost in the reedbed, and in the trees there were fewer

Stock Doves than expected while out on the mud I could not see a single
Lapwing and only 50 or so Brent appeared on the water at dusk. Another new
feature was the flight of four Canada Geese heading west low over the area.
Other birds on or around the water at low tide were 2 Merganser, 2 Goldeneye
and 1 Great Crested Grebe. A few Curlew and Redshank were still present,
along with 10+ Oystercatchers but the shores are now getting bare. In the Wade
Court south meadow there were still 26 Teal and plenty of gulls trying for a worm
before heading out to roost in the harbour.
I think the number of Egrets was around 70 but twice the birds already in the
trees flew up and milled around while others were still arriving - to add to the
confusion quite a few of the disturbed birds headed off towards Thorney Island
though I think the majority came back. My best guess at the total in the roost was
around 64 with half a dozen deserting for Thorney or elsewhere.
Mon 5 Mar
Around Sinah Common on Hayling
This morning was dry and bright but very windy so I drove rather than cycled to
south Hayling for a walk around Sinah Common starting from the area north of
Sinah gravel pit.
The lake was very full with water but empty of birds other than two or three Coot
but the Kench did have a couple of dozen Brent and a couple of Oystercatchers
and beyond it Alexanders was flowering in the HHS ‘village’ where Wallflowers
were already in bud.
The first notable find came on the edge of the beach immediately south of the Ferry
Inn carpark - here Eastern Rocket was opening its first flowers. On the shingle I
had expected to see at least a few purple leaf shoots of Sea Kale but did not see
any, and south of the golf course the interest was provided by singing Skylark and
Meadow Pipit (my first hearing of the latter this year). On the practice area of the
golf course (in the extreme south east corner of it) a group of 30 Brent were
obstructing play - one golfer ran towards them to try to get them out of the way but
they only flew a short distance down the fairway and remained a hazard.
South of the mini Golf Course a dozen flower buds had appeared on Thrift plants
but my search for early Shepherd’s Cress was in vain.
I continued east to the first houses (just beyond the south end of Staunton Avenue)
and paused there to take a specimen of a plant that has flourished there (on the
grass opposite the end of Staunton Ave) for many years but which I have never
been able to name. This time my specimen paid off and I was able to name the plant
with confidence as Spring Starflower (Tristagma uniflorum) which I see has
become naturalised in Cornwall, the Scillies and the Channel Isles and is now
extending east across southern England.
From here I followed the path nearest to, and parallel with, Ferry Road back to the
car. Just after crossing the approach road to the Inn on the Beach and the west

carparks, near the second Holm Oak on the south side of my path, I was delighted
to hear Dartford Warbler song and to see the bird perched openly on the top of
a bramble bush quite unworried by my closeness in fact it showed its disdain for my
presence by preening the base of its tail-feathers in between further bursts of song.
Also noted today, in my Havant garden at breakfast time, a female Blackbird
was gathering nest material, and after lunch I had a phone call from Tony
Gutteridge telling me he had just watched a Spoonbill fly north west over
Langstone Pond.
SUMMARY FOR FEB 26 - MAR 4 (WEEK 9 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Black-throated Diver: On Feb 4 Andy Johnson noted one of these feeding in the
mouth of Chichester Harbour for an hour before flying in the direction of the
Thorney Channel, and on Feb 21 Andy saw what may have been the same bird
flying out of the harbour. Now comes a sighting of one in the Sweare Deep channel
(off Hayling between Northney and Warblington) on Feb 25.
Great Northern Diver: Andy Johnson reports that up to Feb 28 he was still seeing
one or two of these divers off Black Point on Hayling each day. On Mar 3 one was
still to be seen in Southampton Water off Hythe.
Black-necked Grebe: In addition to regular sightings of Slavonian Grebe in the
mouth of Chichester Harbour Andy Johnson tells us in his summary of February
sightings that there were two Black-necked there on Feb 10. Current reports seem
to indicate that Black-necked numbers are now dwindling (in Dorset, at Blashford
Lakes and maybe in Langstone Harbour where the only recent report is of 6 off the
Oysterbeds on Feb 25)
Mute Swan: On Feb 25 Brian Fellows counted 99 birds at Emsworth (one more
than the previous peak count for this year of 98 on Jan 27). So far I have not heard
any further reports of birds nesting other than the pair on Langstone Pond which
started on Feb 23 but on Feb 28 I noticed a pair back on Budds Farm pools - though
not showing any sign of nesting.
Bewick's Swan: Latest report comes from Kevin Stouse who led an expedition to
Amblerley Wild Brooks on Feb 25 and found 12 birds (and a Black Swan)
Brent Geese: Numbers in the Langstone - Emsworth area seem to have dropped
recently but a flock of 1800 was still on the fields north of Pagham Harbour on Mar
3 (with some ringed birds which have not been reported there before)
Pale Bellied Brent: One at Pagham north fields on Mar 3 has been reported there
twice earlier this year.
Brant: One still at Wittering on Mar 3 (and a late report of one at Farlington on Feb
18)

Red-beasted Goose: Last sighting that I know of was at West Wittering on Feb 28
Mystery ducks: Two birds seen by Peter Ryder at Budds Farm pools on Mar 3 have
not been identified but have a mottled plumage suggesting something like Marbled
Duck. Peter has posted several pictures of the birds in the Yahoo Hoslist gallery and
tells us that the birds showed skulking behaviour but gives no idea of their size
except what can be guessed from the photos - I always find this difficult but my
impression is that the ducks are very small (around Teal size)
Pintail: A count of 282 on the Henfield levels of the River Adur (where the only
previous reports of Pintail this year in Jan and Feb have only had counts of 30, 47,11
and 23) suggests a large flock of migrants had dropped in there for a brief rest.
Ferruginous x Pochard hybrid: The two birds which Jason Crook recently told
me about were both there side by side on Feb 28.
Surf Scoter: Not local but I was interested to see that what is probably the bird
that made a one day stand in Langstone Harbour on Dec 18 was still at Beer in
Devon on Feb 25
Red-breasted Merganser: Numbers in our harbours increase noticeably as the
birds make their spring passage and a possible indication that this has started
comes from a count of 225 in Portland Harbour on Feb 26
Buzzard: John Chapman, living by the main road through Langstone village, was
pleased to get a garden tick for a Buzzard which flew low over the garden on Mar 2.
With at least one breeding pair established on Hayling Island and another having
taken up residence on Warblington farm people in the Langstone area can expect to
see more of these birds.
Lapwing: An indication that the large winter flocks may now be leaving the south
coast comes from the Bembridge area of the Isle of Wight where Derek Hale could
only find one bird on Mar 3
Knot: Large numbers seem to have moved into the Hampshire coast recently
bringing a flock of 300 to the Emsworth shore on Feb 27 and around 160 to Lepe at
the mouth of Southampton Water on Mar 3. Before these two sightings I had only
heard of 8 sightings in Hampshire this year and the biggest count had been of 50 at
Black Point on Hayling on Jan 20.
Sanderling: Andy Johnson's summary of his February sightings around Black Point
on Hayling includes a count of 405 Sanderling there on Feb 23 - the previous peak
counts for this year had both been of 250 at Black Point sometime Jan and on the
theFeb 17 WeBS count (next highest count was of 150+ at Rye Harbour on Feb 18).
Little Stint: One was still at East Head (West Wittering) on Mar 2
Jack Snipe: Singles were at Sandy Point (Hayling) on Feb 23 and at Long Valley
(south of Fleet in north east Hants) on Mar 3

Black-tailed Godwit: Brian Fellows found a flock of around 640 in the Fishbourne
Channel of Chichester Harbour on both Feb 27 and Mar 2
Whimbrel: Two were in the Eling Great Marsh area at the head of Southampton
Water on Feb 28, presumably the same two that had been there on Feb 11
Spotted Redshank: Singles were seen on the Emsworth west shore on Feb 26
and 27 and at West Wittering on Feb 27 and Mar 2
Grey Phalarope: An unusual report of one seen on Feb 25 comes from the
Thames at Thamesmead in the Woolwich area of London - I suppose if one could
turn up there at this time of year we might find one anywhere...
Med Gull: I had my first Havant garden tick of one calling overhead on Feb 26. Still
no large flocks in our area but at Rye Harbour the number gathered prior to nesting
had increased from Feb 26 to 85 on Mar 1
Ring-billed Gull: The Gosport bird was still at the Cockle Pond on Feb 3 and
another had been seen passing through Poole Harbour on Feb 28
Glaucous Gull: One seen briefly in the Portland area on Feb 25 was photographed
at Lodmoor (Weymouth) on Feb 27 settled on the ground. Other than one at
Dungeness on Jan 3 and 4 this is the only report for this year.
Stock Dove: I do not normally think of these as garden birds but there have been
several recent reports of them in gardens (including sightings on bird tables) and on
Feb 28 I heard one singing at Brook Meadow in Emsworth.
Kingfisher: These will now be leaving the coast for inland breeding areas but I saw
one on the Brockhampton stream in Havant on Feb 28, making me wonder if a
recent substantial landslip of the bank of the Hermitage Stream near Bedhampton
Mill (close to where Kingfishers used to nest) could tempt them back there
Hoopoe: One was in Cornwall at the end of February ...
Sand Martin: First migrant arrivals of the year were at the Hayle estuary in north
Cornwall on Feb 25 and on Mar 1 one was seen in the Avon valley just north of
Christchurch.
Swallow: First of the year to my knowledge was one seen at Hassocks, north of
Brighton, on Mar 3
White Wagtail: First specific report of this species came from Portland on Feb 26
Waxwing: Lee Evans report of rare birds for the week ending Feb 25 gives a total
of at least 30+ in Britain made up of birds in Clevleand, Suffolk, Norfolk, Notts and
Oxon
Robin: Reports of birds sitting on eggs come from the Nutbourne area (east of
Emsworth) on Feb 28 and from Chrsitchurch Harbour on Mar 2

Stonechat: On Feb 26 I saw a pair close to the west end of the Thorney Great
Deeps and had the impression that they could already have a nest with young. This
impression was based on (a) a view of the female carrying a large caterpillar and
disappearing from sight in an area of thick tufts of grass which could have had a
nest, (b) I also saw the male go down into this area of grass tufts, and (c) a little
later the male was seen with two other males that were moving north as if they
were newly arrived migrants - the male may have been ensuring that these two
newcomers did not muscle in on his territory, to which he returned after the other
two left.
Ring Ouzel: On Mar 4 Keith Betton made a cryptic reference to having increased
his Hampshire year list by one with a Ring Ouzel seen on Mar 3 but the only clue to
its whereabouts is that it must have been in Hampshire. I assume it was an early
migrant arrival but it could have been a wintering bird …
Blackbird: A pair in the Horsham area were feeding three fledglings on Feb 24
Redwing: On Mar 1 I watched a flock of around 25 birds moving slowly north
through Stansted Forest
Cetti's Warbler: These have bred at Langstone Pond in recent years but there
have been no sightings there this year until Feb 25 when John Chapman heard one
singing there.
Nuthatch: Although these have been noisy for some time it was not until Mar 2
that I heard one making the prolonged trilling of its spring song in the Hollybank
Woods at Emsworth.
Great Grey Shrike: One was still to be seen at Holm Hill in the New Forest on Mar
3
Rook: 15 pairs were back at their nests in Emsworth (between Victoria Road and
Park Crescent) on Feb 26
Brambling: These have been very scarce this winter and the only flock (of around
60 birds) seems to be in the Rhinefield area of the New Forest - still there on Mar 3
INSECTS
Butterflies
Brimstone: Five new reports for Mar 2 and 3 indicate the emergence of
hibernators but some of these might 'go back to bed' if they don't like the
weather - Adrian Hoskins tells us that on which he saw flying in Stansted
Forest on Feb 17 settled under a leaf and was still under the same leaf on Feb
24
Red Admiral: Seven new reports this week include a late one from a road
called The Thicket in Portchester on Feb 21 and one seen in my Havant
garden on Feb 24

Small Tortoiseshell: One of these was seen at Portland on Mar 3 when five
different butterfly species and a Hummingbird Hawkmoth were all seen on
the island.
Large Tortoiseshell: The second of the year at Portland seen and
photographed there alive on Mar 3. The first was seen flying on Jan 28 but
was captured and died on Feb 3. I suppose both could have been migrants
but the time of year and co-incidence of location suggest to me that they were
captive bred and either escaped or were released to cause some publicity!
Peacock: One was at the Gosport Wildgrounds on Mar 1 and another at
Portland on Mar 3
Comma: Two were seen on Mar 3 - one at Portland and one at Crawley in
Sussex
Moths
Scrobipalpa costella: Trapped at Portland sometime just before Feb 26
(first of year)
Eccopisa effractella: The Dungeness website reports .. "exciting moth
news from last year involves a nondescript pyralid moth caught on Sep.15th
which has now been identified as an example of Eccopisa effractella and is the
second British record"
Hummingbird Hawkmoth: All four of the new reports for the past week
come from coastal sites and could be of genuine migrant arrivals. On Mar 1
one was seen checking out a number of beach chalets at Eastbourne and
another was at Seaford. The other two were both at Portland on Mar 2 and 3.
Grey Shoulder-knot: First of the year was trapped at Fernhurst (near
Haslemere) on Feb 18
PLANTS
Lesser Celandine: Large plants with large flower (some with leaves on the flower
stems) seen at Broadmarsh (in the same place as they flowered last year) were
almost certainly of the subspecies R. ficaria ficariiformis.
Hedge Mustard: A fresh plant with flowers by the Brockhampton stream in Havant
is my first of the new season
Early Dog Violet (aka Wood Dog Violet or Viola reichenbachiana): A clump
which has established itself in my Havant garden showed its first flower on Mar 1
and next day I found three flowers out in the old Havant cemetery on New Lane
where there should be a good display at the east end soon.
Lesser Chickweed: This was said to be flowering at Durlston country park on Mar
3 but we are unlikely to see it although it has been recorded at Eastney in
Portsmouth and at both Sinah and Sandy Point on Hayling

Dove's Foot Cranesbill: One plant with three flowers was a surprise find in the
Langstone roundabout area on Feb 28
Storksbill: First flowers of the new season found beside the Brockhampton stream
in Havant on Feb 28
Blackthorn: I have reported an oddity flowering at the Hayling Oysterbeds since
the New Year and before but on Feb 28 I found a whole tree starting to flower at the
foot of Budds Mound in Havant and since then have seen others flowering at
Broadmarsh.
English Elm: The purple pinchushion flowers on the few tree still living are now
coming out - I saw my first by the Langbrook stream at Langstone on Feb 28
Alexanders: I expect this is now flowering in several places but I have only seen
one plant in full flower at Thornham Lane on Thorney Island on Feb 26
Lesser Periwinkle: The plants in Pitts Copse (across the lane from the Stansted
Groves) were putting on a magnificent show of flowers on Mar 1
Creeping Comfrey (Symphytum grandiflorum): Although I have seen this
flowering in gardens for some time I was surprised to find a show of it flowering
among the brambles and nettles at the Giant Butterbur site beside the Langbrook
stream at Langstone on Feb 28. I can only think that it has been there for as long as
the Giant and female normal Butterbur plants which were planted on behalf of IBM
when they acquired the land in the 1960s and have evaded my eyes ever since!
Coltsfoot: This was flowering on Portsdown, seen in several places by John
Goodspeed, on Mar 1
Butterbur: The spikes of female flowers growing in the edge of the Langbrook
stream had started to flower on Feb 28
Alpine Squill (Scilla bifolia): When checking the Early Purple orchid site in the
Hollybank Woods on Mar 2 I was greatly surprised to find seven flowering plants of
Alpine Squill looking well established and naturalised though it seems most likely
that they arrived there (perhaps years ago) as the result of some well intentioned
person planting them - they made a lovely surprise for me!
OTHER WILDLIFE
Roe Deer: On Feb 27 Durlston Country Park made the first report of a buck starting
to shed the velvet from its antlers though on Mar 3 another buck seen there was still
in velvet
Water Vole: First sighting of the year in the River Ems was made at Brook Meadow
on Feb 24. Although Water Voles are hardly ever seen by us humans between
October and March I understand that they do not spend the whole winter asleep,
though the only information I can find about what they do in the winter is limited to
one sentence on the Kent Wildlife Trust website saying .. "Water voles do not
hibernate in the winter but become much less active, spending most of their time in
their burrows", and to the following sentence from a Local Heritage Initiative

document describing research done in Northumberland saying .. "During the winter,
water voles will store food underground in stock piles and will also eat plant roots
and tubers when vegetation has died down". Coupling this with other statements
that Water Voles normally only come out in daytime (not at night) I guess there
must be chances to see them gathering food near their tunnel entrances at least
once a week during winter months.
Toads: I think March is normally the time of year when Toads assemble to mate
(although this year John Goodspeed has told us of some being paired as early as
mid-January and of pawn being seen in the first week of February) so the first report
of them being heard at Pulborough Brooks on Mar 2 restores a sense of normality!
On Mar 1 I drove past the Brick-kiln ponds at Stansted and was pleased not to see
any corpses on the road but the movement to that pond may still be to come.
Adders: We have heard of male Adders being seen at Durlston country park as
early as Jan 23 this year (with a second report of two males basking there on Feb
21). Now, on Mar 1, Durlston reports a sighting of two females seen writhing
together with the comment that they were probably 'checking out the competition'.
Fungi: Both Orange Peel and Yellow Brain fungi were reported by Durlston on Feb
27
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR FEB 26 - MAR 4 (WEEK 9 OF 2007)
Sun 4 Mar
In addition to the plants listed in the Summary I see I have omitted to mention
GROUND IVY, of which I found the first flowers on Portsdown yesterday, and
flower buds opening on White Campion. Both finds are described in my diary
entry for yesterday (below).
Sat 3 Mar
Portsdown and Broadmarsh
This afternoon I drove to Fort Widley on Portsdown and walked around the area in
the hope of seeing either Coltsfoot (which I am told is flowering in several places
on the hill) or Hairy Violet. I found neither though I did find a massive patch of
fragrant Sweet Violets but I did have one excellent first find of the season Ground Ivy growing beside the steps taking me up to the road opposite the
entrance to Fort Widley (a couple of plants at the west end of one of the steps half
way up the slope).
That was almost at the end of my circuit but before I had got back to the car I also
found a plant of White Campion with its first flower buds half open (and earlier I
had heard the calls of a Bullfinch in the scrub lower down the hill)
On the way home I visited Broadmarsh slipway and made a circuit on foot up the
stream and across the old playing fields to come back down the road to the slipway.
By the stream much fresh Hemlock was growing tall but as yet no sign of flowers,
unlike the fresh plants of Oxford Ragwort already showing yellow unopen buds.
Near Harts Farm Way one Blackthorn bush had started to flower and on the north

side of the road young trees of Crack Willow were sending out their long thin
catkins which will soon be in flower.
Walking back down the approach to the slipway I saw two more items of interest.
Firstly, while going through the elaborate chicane, I looked to my left and saw, to
the left of the gravel path going up onto the ‘mountain’, some extra large plants
of Lesser Celandine with flowers as large as Kingcups and having leaves on
some of the flower stems - I am pretty sure these are the subspecies Ranunculus
ficaria ficariiformis which, as well as having large flowers, also grow ‘bulbils’ in
the leaf axils after flowering like the smaller flowered subspecies R.f.bulbifer.
The second item was on the other side of the road a little further on - a big cluster
of Summer Snowflake in flower.
Fri 2 Mar
Hollybank Woods
I was puzzled by the poor showing of Early Purple orchid at Stansted yesterday
so today I went to check the site at the east end of the Hollybank Woods which are
part of Southleigh Forest north of Emsworth.
I parked in Hollybank Lane and walked east through the woods and over the county
boundary stream in the Sussex section of the woods around Longcopse Hill. The sun
was shining and there was plenty of birdsong including Marsh and Coal Tit and the
first real song from a Nuthatch (much trilling).
Coming to the wet lowland by the stream in the far corner of the woods one of the
first thing I noticed was a Badger dung pit full of fresh droppings, and around it
the ground was glowing with the colour of Celandines and Primroses with lots of
growing Pignut leaves - even the fresh leaves of Dog’s Mercury were an
attractive bright green.
I soon began to find the well grown leaves of Early Purples and by the time I left
I had counted 70 without making an exhaustive search so there will be no shortage
of flowers here (though we will have to wait to see if we achieve counts of 500 to
800 spikes as we have in the past).
Reaching the far end of the patch I was turning to go home, not expecting any new
finds, when my eye was caught by some small plants with pale blue flowers which
I did not recognise growing near a fallen ash trunk. There were only seven plants
and they stood at most 8cm tall, each having a couple of thin upright leaves above
which up to 6 flower faced up as Wood Anemones do but these were smaller (15
mm across) and of a pale blue colour contrasting with very dark anthers held flat
across the flat petals (actually tepals). As I could not think what they were I took
various measurements and noted details that would help to identify the species but
even when taking care to record the detail I did not notice one feature that helps the
identification of this plant - the fact that each plant had just two leaves.
I had no difficulty in identifying the species without this fact, but I mention its
omission to illustrate how easy it is to overlook critical factors - the scientific name

of the plant regards this feature as important enough to be used as its name as this
is Scilla bifolia or the Alpine Squill, normally a garden plant in England but one
which has become established in some woodland.
Having visited this site in each of many recent years and never having seen this
plant before (although it appeared to be well established here) I am very puzzled
about its origin. The reason I have not seen it before is probably that the species
regularly flowers in February and there will have been no flowers left by April when
we visit to see the orchids - without the flowers it is not easy to spot a few green
leaves each 6cm high and 1 cm across amongst a great mass of other greenery!
The origin is very unlikely to be the normal one for this sort of species - were it a
garden throw out why would the person dumping it go 500 metres from the nearest
road or habitation to do so. That leaves either wind or animal transport of seed or
bulbs, or the agency of some strangely motivated person who decided to plant the
bulbs here ‘to improve the scene’.
On the way home I found one other newly flowering species - a small drooping
shrub or small tree with white flowers and opening buds of a few green leaves. I
have seen this in previous years and must admit that I have in the past
mis-identified it as Alder Buckthorn on account of its thin, spindly, drooping
structure but a closer look today made me realise that the white flowers are far too
large (Alder Buckthorn has tiny greeny- yellow flowers) and I guess this must be a
specimen of Cherry Plum which has suffered not only from shortage of light, and
maybe nutrients, under the high trees all round it but the immediate cause of its ill
health can be seen by looking at the main stem which has clearly been of regular
use to the deer for sharpening their antlers, causing gashes in the bark and almost
pushing the tree over into its drooping posture.
Back at the car I checked the roadside bank of Hollybank Lane just uphill of Tudor
Avenue - here on a bank edging the pavement outside a well established garden is
evidence of woodland habitat before the mass of housing here was built - a small
patch of Lesser Periwinkle around the base of an old tree. As I hoped, it was by
now in flower.
Later in the day I took a short walk to the old Havant cemetery at the junction of
New Lane and Eastern Road. Spurred to do so by the first Early Dog Violet in my
garden yesterday I went here to see if the carpet of these violets which flower at the
east end of the cemetery had started to appear and I found three out.
Thu 1 Mar
Stansted Forest Goves
This morning the first Early Dog Violet flower appeared on a clump of these plants
in my garden and this afternoon I went to the Groves at Stansted to see how the
Early Purple Orchids were doing.

I expected to find a good show of the leaves of the orchids but despite a thorough
look round I could only find one plant - that one however was in excellent shape and
had the beginnings of a sheathed flower stem.
Despite the lack of orchid plants there were plenty of Primroses now in flower and
quite a few Barren Strawberry flowers, while across Park Lane in Pitts Copse
there was the best show of Lesser Periwinkle flowers that I can recall (and I
suspect it will get even better).
The surprise item in the Groves was a flock of 30+ Redwing moving gradually
north, most of them pausing briefly in a magnificent mature oak where they were
sunlit to give me a good view. In the distance Buzzards were calling and nearby a
Great Spotted Woodpecker was drumming and a Nuthatch calling. At one
point a pair of Long Tailed Tits came within a few feet of me but I did not find their
nest. Marsh Tit, Mistle Thrush and Blue Tit were also singing in the sunshine.
I went home via Aldsworth Pond where things have gone downhill in the sense that
I could not see the Swan pair but did hear and see a pair of Canada Geese in the
field west of the pond. On the water there were around ten Tufted Duck, three
Gadwall, a pair of Shoveler and several noisy Little Grebe with the Coot and
Moorhen. While in the area I was intrigued to see a single white bird fly over
heading towards Stansted House - while I could not be sure there seemed to be a
good chance that this was the ‘albino’ Stock Dove I had seen at Warblington
recently.
Latest snippets from the internet
Mar 1
The number of Med Gulls back to nest at Rye Harbour was up to 85 this morning
Feb 28
A Robin is sitting on eggs in a garden near Nutbourne (east of Emsworth)
Keith Betton was surprised to have a Stock Dove on his bird table in the Fleet
area today but reponses to this show that they are also in gardens at Portsdown and
Lee on the Solent
Feb 27
Only one Brant and no Red-breasted Goose seen at Wittering despite a lengthy
search but it was seen by Andy Johnson from Black Point.
Andy also reports a high count of 10 Slavonian Grebe seen from Black Point on
Feb 21 and a total of 27 'small grebes' seen there on Feb 18.
He also had 2 Black-necked Grebe there on Feb 10
A flock of 300 Knot were seen today on the Emsworth west shore by Brian Fellows
(as was the Nore Barn Spotted Redshank)

Around 640 Black-tailed Godwit was a record count for the Fishbourne Channel
Feb 26
First specifically identified White Wagtail migrant seen at Portland
Feb 24
A pair of Blackbirds was feeding three fledglings in a Horsham garden
In Stansted Forest a fresh leaf of Honeysuckle had already been 'mined' by
the larva of a very small fly (probably Aulagromyza cornigera according to
Rob Edmunds)
Wed 28 Feb
A walk to the South Moors
This afternoon the wind was too strong for safe cycling so I walked through Havant
and down the Langbrook stream to the South Moors, coming back via Budds Farm
and the Brockhampton Stream.
Crossing the main road north of the Langstone roundabout I found more Danish
Scurvygrass in the central reservation and at the edge of the slip road coming
from Portsmouth I had a real surprise in finding a plant of Dove’s Foot Cranesbill
with fresh flowers.
Nothing of interest until I came to the patch of ‘No Man’s Land’ south of the end of
Penner Road and the track by which the cattle come and go between the farm and
the South Moors. Here the Giant Butterbur was flowering as expected and the
first flowers had appeared on the few female Butterbur flower spikes that are
already showing. In addition to these I found yet another left over from the
plantings funded by IBM at least 30 years ago - under the fence on the north side of
the cattle track, close to where the Giant Butterbur can be seen, was a substantial
show of Creeping Comfrey (Symphytum grandiflorum) which has clearly
been flowering for some time as there were few of the pink buds and many of the
fully open yellowish-white flowers had dropped their petals.
Just south of the Mill Lane bridge Common Whitlowgrass was flowering in the
thin soil at the end of the unused bridge from which I had a look at the flower buds
on what remains of the line of English Elms on the east side of the stream - the
wind was too strong (blowing the branches and my binoculars!) to be sure but I am
pretty sure some of the buds had opened into little purple pincushions of flowers.
At the mouth of the stream there were still quite a few Wigeon and gulls but the
thing that was unusual was that there were only three Oystercatchers - the
wind will have had something to do with this but it is evident that the majority of
these birds have now left the harbour shores.
Turning up Southmoor Lane in the shelter of Budds Mound I had a second bonus
item in the shape of a fairly young tree of Blackthorn covered with flowers most of them only just opening. To be sure this was not Cherry Plum I felt its

thorns and measured it’s open flowers (only 1cm across where Cherry Plum is a
minimum of 1.5), but the way the flowers run all along the branches (not occurring
in separated clusters) had already convinced me that this was the first of this
spring’s Blackthorn.
The Budds Pools had another surprise for me as, sheltering at the seaward end
among a few Pochard, the two Fudge Ducks were floating side by side!
Close to them was a pair of Swans, back to hold territory if not yet to start nest
building. Elsewhere on the pools were a dozen Shoveler and a similar number of
Teal plus three or four Gadwall.
Coming back up the Brockhampton Stream I disturbed a Kingfisher but more
excitingly I found fresh flowers on Storksbill on the far bank of the stream outside
the Electricity sub-station from which a loudspeaker was endlessly repeating a
message saying “You have triggered the alarm system - come out and show
yourself” or words to that effect. As I guess it was the wind that had triggered the
alarm the automated message might be described as ‘p---ing into the wind’!
More Whitlowgrass was flowering at the end of this bridge, and a little
downstream flower buds could be seen on White Comfrey plants. Upstream I
added another first spring flower in the shape of Hedge Mustard and alongside
Harts Farm Way there was a single flower opening on Common Mallow.
Tue 27 Feb
News from the internet
The following items have reached me since I put out my Weekly Summary last
Sunday:Feb 27
Roe Buck starting to shed velvet from its antlers at Durlston in Dorset
Also at Durlston Orange Peel fungus has appeared
Feb 26
Lee Evans' current national rare bird report includes ....
First migrant Osprey seen today in Cornwall (Hayle estuary)
First three Sand Martins reported from Hayle over the weekend (Feb 25?)
A Grey Phalarope has been on the Thames at Thamesmead for three days
Waxwings have been reported in the past week from Cleveland, Suffolk, Norfolk,
Lancashire, Nottinghamshire and Oxfordshire (total of at least 33 birds)
Birds reported earlier and still around include a Hoopoe in Cornwall, a Cattle
Egret in Devon where the Surf Scoter that was briefly in Langstone Harbour on
Dec 18 can still be seen at Beer
Feb 25

Black-throated Diver seen in Sweare Deep off Northney on Hayling
Cetti's Warbler singing at Langstone Pond - first report from here this year
A Glaucous Gull put in a brief appearance off Portland before flying off west. The
only other report of this species this year was of one at Dungeness on Jan 3 and 4
only
Feb 24
First Water Vole sighting of the year at Brook Meadow in Emsworth
Late news
A moth trap at Fernhurst near Haslemere had the first Grey Shoulder-knot of
the year on Feb 18
Mon 26 Feb
Langstone to Thorney Island
With some sunshine at last I set off this morning to cycle along the shore to the
north of Thorney Island, finding a new spring flower (Alexanders) and adding two
bird species to bring my year list to 101.
While still in Havant I found leaves beginning to emerge on one Hazel tree and
found fully expanded catkins on the big old Grey Poplar in Wade Court Road
(where my first garden Hyacinth was in flower).
The pool in the Wade Court south meadow had 69 Teal around it plus a pair of
Shoveler - the first I have seen there this year and so presumably birds already on
their travels from winter quarters. A Mistle Thrush was singing strongly and the
Cherry Plum blossom made a great sight in the sunlight. On the Langstone Pond
the Swan was still on her nest but more difficult to see.
Heading east along the shore there were plenty of Brent Geese lining my route
and I counted 40 Wigeon near the end of Pook Lane but I think Shelduck
numbers are decreasing - although the tide was well down I only saw around 30 in
the Langstone-Warblington area.
Passing Nore Barn the Spotted Redshank was in the Maisemore Gardens stream
but not close to the shore and I would have been uncertain of its identity had it not
given its ‘Chew-it’ call as it flew off towards Thorney. Alongside it were three
Pintail.
At Emsworth a Greenshank was in the stream outfall by the Sailing Club and a
male Merganser was on the Millpond alongside a Great Crested Grebe while a
couple of adult Med Gulls flew over calling.
Heading down the west seawall track on Thorney Island the Little Deeps were
empty - just two pairs of Little Grebe seen - but as I neared the Great Deeps I was
met by two bird species new to my year list. First was a Reed Bunting - a single
female flitting away from my approach along the track and perching in a bush on my

side of the ‘canal’ to give me good views. She was still there in this rather unlikely
situation when I came back and then, in a more likely situation near the Little Deeps
but perched on the wire fence across the ‘canal’, I saw two male Reed Buntings possibly all three were newcomers to the area and had not yet settled in?
The second new bird was seen at the junction of the ‘canal’ with the creek
penetrating Eames Farm field. This was a male Stonechat on the fence across the
‘canal’ and he was soon joined by a female which perched briefly on the
fence carrying a juicy caterpillar in her beak - after a brief pause near her
mate she disappeared in long grass in the meadow. I did not see her again but on
my way back I saw the male on a small bush and saw him dive down to the grass
around where the female had disappeared - could it really be that this pair
already had a nest with young? One other indication of this came a few
moments later when I was a little further up the track heading back to the Little
Deeps. Here, on the seawall bank, were three male Stonechats, two of which
continued north out of sight (at a guess migrants which had just come from across
the channel) but the third headed back towards the ‘nest’ area giving the impression
that he had been ‘seeing off’ two invaders of his territory (though I saw no
aggression).
No hint of Bearded Tits today but I did hear a Water Rail squealing in the Little
Deeps reeds. Across the track from these reeds a single Swan was unusually
standing on the bank-top footpath until some walkers forced him to move onto the
Emsworth Channel area (I had been looking for an occupied Swan nest and did
not see it but this bird could have had a hidden mate in the reeds).
A visit to Thornham Lane was rewarded at the very first bend from the west end
with the sight of a plant of Alexanders in full flower - as this was what I had
been hoping for I went no further but headed home via Brook Meadow where I
heard Stock Dove song, and then along Selangor Avenue where the rookery
behind the big block of council flats had around 15 pairs of Rooks busy at their
nests.
Back at home I heard the calls of a Med Gull high above my garden for the first
time this year.
SUMMARY FOR FEB 19 - 25 (WEEK 8 OF 2007)
In addition to the news below there are some significant late items
listed on the Diary page.
BIRDS
Divers: On Feb 19 a large number of birds seen off Glyne Gap (between Hastings
and Bexhill) which I think were passage birds moving east (though that was not
explicitly stated) included 67 Red-throated and 9 Black-throated. This was
partially supported by counts of Red-throated passing Portland - 7 on Feb 20 and
5 on Feb 21 while Dungeness reported 87 east on Feb 16. There was also a count

of 60 Red-throated in Rye Bay off Pett on Feb 18. These are all highest counts of
the year so far, so not representing winter resident flocks. So far no similar reports
of Great Northern on passage but numbers in Portland Harbour seem to be
decreasing from a peak of 14 on Jan 7 to 8 on Feb 20 while Hampshire counts have
increased to give a peak of 5 in Southampton Water on Feb 21 and 3 off Titchfield
on Feb 18. Locally a Black-throated flew out of Chichester Harbour on Feb 21
Great Crested Grebe: These too seem to be leaving us - Dungeness reported 266
east on Feb 18 and on Feb 19 the count at Glyne Gap was 116 (plus 2
Red-necked)
Red-necked Grebe: The single bird that seems to have been around Hayling
Island since Jan 2 (and reported on Feb 17 off Northney) was seen again in the
Chichester Harbour entrance on Feb 21
Slavonian Grebe: Chichester Harbour had a peak count for the year with 8 off
Pilsey on Feb 20 - these may have dropped in on passage as 6 were among the birds
off Glyne Gap on Feb 19. Two were still off Black Point (Hayling) on Feb 21
Black-necked Grebe: No local reports since Feb 17. These may be leaving us as
a count from Studland Bay (where there had been 19 on Feb 13 and 20 on Feb 16)
was down to 2 on Feb 20
Shag: Three were seen in the mouth of Langstone Harbour on Feb 18
Bittern: Single birds were still at Rye Harbour on Feb 19 and at Hatch Pond, Poole,
on Feb 21
Little Egret: The group feeding in the Warblington Farm fields still numbered 31
on Feb 23 and Jason Crook tells me he has had a recent roost count of 95 at
Langstone Pond (compared with my incomplete count of 71 there on Feb 16)
Mute Swan: The Langstone Pond pair had started nest building on Feb 23 (in a
much safer place that last year when their eggs were taken by Foxes). This is the
first report of nesting that I have heard of.
Bewick's Swan: On Feb 19 there were still at least 43 in the Arun valley. No
reports from Ibsley since Feb 17 when 11 birds were still present.
Pinkfoot Goose: A single bird was seen with Greylags on Amberley Wild Brooks on
Feb 18 and before one arrived at Petersfield Heath Pond on Feb 22, again with two
Greylags - its origin is unknown but it tolerates people coming within a few feet of
it.
Whitefront Goose: The group of 4 on Amberley Wild Brooks was still there on Feb
23 and a group of 24 were still in the Pett area of the Rye Bay shore on Feb 22
Cackling Canada Goose: The small bird was still on Ivy Lake at Chichester on Feb
18

Barnacle Goose: A flock of 30 turned up at Barcombe reservoir near Lewes on Feb
20 - maybe the same flock that was at Rye Harbour on Feb 16
Brent Goose: 12 more reports of birds flying east at sea between Feb 18 and 23
covers a minimum of 1167 birds. In addition to reports from Kent and East Sussex
the above reports include 80+ seen from Durlston in Dorset on Feb 20 and 147 seen
from Poole Place at the east end of the Bognor shore on Feb 23
Pale-bellied Brent: Four were still at Farlington Marshes on Feb 18 and the five at
Portland Ferrybridge were still there on Feb 22
Brant: The West Wittering bird was still there on Feb 23 and one was at Middlebere
in Poole Harbour on Feb 21
Red-breasted Goose: The bird seen in the south east of Langstone Harbour on
Feb 17 had moved to the east side of Hayling on Feb 21 when it was seen in flight
north of Black Point. The flock of 600 Brent that it was with was thought to have
come from the Tournerbury Marsh area and thus be away from public viewing when
on that Marsh but I happened to be walking along the north shore of Mill Rythe that
day and estimated the flock of Brent which I could see on Verner Common to
number 600 so if the Red-breasted Goose remains on Hayling it could be worth
taking a scope to the shore path I was on.
Mandarin: Keith Betton saw some Madarin on Headley Mill Pond (east of Alton) on
Feb 23 - he does not say how many but on 24 Jan 2006 there was a report of 76
Mandarin on this pond.
American Wigeon: One was reported at Titchfield Haven on Feb 18 and may have
been there all winter as one was seen there for several days last November
Gadwall: 14 were present on the Budds Farm pools on Feb 19, the highest count
I know of in the last couple of years. I have seen 6 here on a couple of occasions and
there were 11 on Jan 23.
Mallard: The number on Langstone Pond has decreased recently and on Feb 23 I
noticed half a dozen of them in the Warblington farm 'slurry field' - probably an
indication that pairs are spreading out to seek nest sites which may be far from
water.
Ferruginous x Pochard hybrid: I hear that the male hybrid which has been
visiting Langstone Harbour and Budds Farm since its first winter in 1999 is still at
Budds Farm but on the last two occasions that I have seen what I thought was this
bird (Feb 3 and 19) its plumage has looked duller than I would have expected and
Jason Crook tells me that I was probably looking at a female hybrid which has
recently arrived there in addition to the male bird
Tufted Duck: Although the bird population at Baffins Pond in Portsmouth seems to
have been declining in both numbers and variety in recent years there were still 74
Tufted Duck there on Feb 19 (but only 4 Shoveler - on Feb 2000 there were 36
Shoveler there with 30 in 2001, 18 in 2002, 20 in 2003, 42 in 2004, 70 in 2005 but

only 6 in 2006). The equivalent February peaks counts of Tufted Duck there have
been 76 in 2000 (setting a record for the pond), 86 in 2001, 36 in 2002, 62 in 2003,
90 in 2004 (new record), 98 in 2005 (new record), and 76 in Feb 2006 after 96 in
Jan 2006.
Scaup: These too seem to be leaving us - 8 were in the flock off Glyne Gap at
Bexhill on Feb 19 leaving just 3 in the Abbotsbury area of Dorset where there had
been 14 on Feb 1
Eider: A count of 42 in the Glyne Gap flock on Feb 19 probably indicates that these
too are moving back north - no reports from any where in Hampshire since Feb 10
when there were 57 off Titchfield (compared to 116 on Jan 26)
Common Scoter: More than 530 off Glyne Gap on Feb 19 (but still one in
Chichester Harbour off West Wittering on Feb 20) There was one Common left in
Portland Harbour on Feb 22 with the single Velvet Scoter that has been there
since Jan 1 at least.
Red Kite: Six were seen over Levin Down near Singleton (between Midhurst and
Chichester) on Feb 17
Marsh Harrier: A female seen over Christchurch Harbour on Feb 20 was the first
for that site this year and probably marks the arrival of birds from abroad (as maybe
does a sighting of a male over the Glynde levels near Lewes on Feb 17). Sightings
at Titchfield Haven on Feb 16 and 21 were probably of a bird that has wintered here.
Sparrowhawk: A report of three females flying west together over Preston Park in
Brighton on Feb 21 also probably indicates spring passage.
Buzzard: As we near the beginning of March we can expect to hear of increasing
numbers of Buzzards but as early as Feb 3 Kris Gillam counted 20 in the air
together over New Barn Down (near Calbourn south west of Newport on the IoW).
On Feb 17 the Havant Wildlife Group counted 12 Buzzards in the
Upmarden/Compton area north of Emsworth and on Feb 21 Ian Watts saw 14 east
of Winchester and another two over the Portswood area of Southampton. Of local
interest I again saw the Warblington Farm bird on Feb 23 as it flew to perch on a
dead tree north of the cress beds and east of the farmhouse.
Avocet: 8 could still be seen at Nutbourne Bay on Feb 17 and 2 were in Pagham
Harbour on Feb 21.
Lapwing: At least a dozen were making display flights over Verner Common on the
east side of Hayling Island on Feb 21
Knot: 52 were at West Wittering for the Feb 17 WeBS count in addition to the 20
counted at Black Point on Hayling. On Feb 18 an estimated 300 were in Newtown
Hbr on the IoW and more were seen in Langstone Hbr. 30 were on the west
Emsworth shore on Feb 20, probably on the move east.

Sanderling: 135 were seen at West Wittering on Feb 20 after there had been 74
there for the Feb 17 WeBS count (in addition to 250 at Black Point). By Feb 21 there
were none to be seen on the Ryde sands.
Little Stint: One was still at Wittering on Feb 17 and one was at Brownsea Island
in Poole Hbr on Feb 21
Jack Snipe: One was with 45 Common Snipe in the Sandown area of the IoW on
Feb 4, probably passing east
Common Snipe: 15 flushed from winter wheat in the Adur valley just north of the
A27 were also probably passing through.
Black-tailed Godwit: I was interested to hear, from the BBC Inside Out
programme about Operation Godwit, confirmation of my own opinion that these
highly mobile birds think nothing of moving south across the Channel overnight if
they are unhappy with their current situation on our south coast. Latest reports that
I have seen show that more than 100 were in Pagham Hbr area on Feb 21 and 30
were at Hook/Warsash on Feb 20. Five were at Pulborough on Feb 19 and around
85 in Newtown Hbr (IoW) on Feb 18.
Whimbrel: Wintering birds were seen from Farlington Marshes and Thorney Island
on Feb 17 and the Pagham Hbr bird was at Church Norton on Feb 20
Common Sandpiper: The Riverside Park bird was on the Itchen in Southampton
on Feb 20 and a group of 4 were on the Adur at Cuckoos Corner (just north of the
A27) on Feb 21
Med Gull: 14 separate reports between Feb 18 and 23 show that these birds are
becoming increasingly noticeable. Biggest count was of 63 at Sandown Canoe Lake
on the IoW on Feb 19 with two counts of 28 from Portland Ferrybirdge and Rye
Harbour. On Feb 19 there were at least five at the Budds Farm pools in Havant.
Lesser Blackback Gull: Their spring passage is now getting under way. On Feb
17 Jason Crook saw a group going north over Farlington Marshes at dusk, and on
Feb 19 Kris Gillam saw 6 at the Sandown Canoe Lake and noted them as the first
spring migrants.
Sandwich Tern: We have already reported one off Hastings on Feb 17 as a
possible first migrant and on Feb 19 one was seen off Glyne Gap west of Hastings.
On Feb 20 one was confidently proclaimed as the first spring migrant when it arrived
in Portland Harbour and that bird was still at Portland on Feb 21
Stock Dove: On Feb 23 the flock on the slurry field at Warblington (which
exceeded 150 birds in January) was down to 10 or less. The majority of them may
well have flown off to wherever they came from and on both Feb 17 and 19 single
birds where noted as arriving in off the sea at Portland.
Wood Pigeon: On Feb 9 a fledgling was seen being fed by its parents in the
Eastbourne area (what was probably the same bird was later found dead).

Skylark: Five arrived in off the sea at Portland on Feb 18 and I am sure many more
are now on the move.
Meadow Pipit: These are definitely on the move north and on Feb 21 the first
song was heard at Pulborough Brooks
Rock Pipit: On Feb 19 Jason Crook found two on the Langstone South Moors
shore, one of them a Scandinavian bird in summer plumage. On that day 4 of 6 birds
at Christchurch Harbour also had pink breasts. On Feb 21 five of 8 birds at
Christchurch had pink breasts and at Durlston that day one was singing in its display
flight (first song had been heard there on Jan 29 and 31) and another was singing
at Ventnor on Feb 23
Water Pipit: Single birds were seen at Bembridge Foreland area on Feb 17 and
one was reported to be at Farlington Marshes on Feb 18
Pied Wagtail: After some birds that roost on Ryde pier had been given colour rings
these birds have been seen by day some 3 miles away from the roost at the
Bembridge Foreland area and on Brading Marshes (I suspect that some birds
commute much further on daily journeys between roost and feeding areas). At
Warblington Farm flocks of Wagtails appear around this time of year and these may
well be cross-channel migrants - the first such flock was in the 'slurry field' east of
Pook Lane on Feb 23 (I only saw 13 birds but there could have been a lot more)
'Alba Wagtails': The first report of migrant birds which cannot be specifically
identified as Pied or White came from Portland on Feb 20 with a few more arriving
on Feb 21
Whinchat: One seen on Feb 18 at Chesworth Farm on the outskirts of Horsham
was almost certainly the wintering bird seen there previously on Jan 5 and 9 and
said to have been there since Christmas.
Stonechat: 35 birds arrived from the south at Portland on Feb 18 (the same day
that at least 4 new birds were seen at Farlington Marshes - their presence was being
objected to by the winter resident birds there) and more arrived at Portland on Feb
19 to bring the count there to 46+. We have long known that birds which breed in
Britain tend to move to south coastal areas in winter and that some go on across the
channel but there is little detailed knowledge of their movements despite a detailed
study of the species by Ewan Urquhart (who makes the Wittering WeBS counts) and
a ringing project in the New Forest.
Wheatear: Russell Wynn tells us that this years first migrants (two birds) arrived
somewhere in Wales on Feb 18
Blackbird: Although I heard one singing here in Havant on Jan 30 I have not heard
them again since though I have reports of them singing regularly in Emsworth since
early in February and of them singing daily on Portsdown and at Durlston in the past
week or so. Reasons why they birds around my garden are silent could be an
absence of competition but perhaps more likely that the females are already sitting

on nests - this latter theory is supported by the daily appearance of a male in the
garden but very infrequent sightings of his mate.
Chiffchaff: The first migrant arrival was reported by Portland on Feb 18 and what
I assume are wintering birds have caused nine reports of song since Feb 16 - I heard
my first song here in Havant on Feb 19
Firecrest: One of the two birds that have been at Hook/Warsash for some time
started to sing on Feb 20 (not sure if they are a pair), and on Feb 23 one of two
described as a pair was singing at Burton Mill Pond west of Pulborough.
Great Grey Shrike: The February Shrike survey in the New Forest on Feb 10/11
could only find one bird (at Holm Hill) and that bird has been reported regularly
since the Jan 13/14 survey when there was a second bird at Vales Moor north west
of Burley which has not been reported again until it was re-found on Feb 18
Rook: The first news of Rooks having started their nesting comes from Winchelsea
where the birds were said to be noisy at their nests on Feb 22
Linnet: Some evidence that winter flocks are starting to break up and birds are
returning to breeding areas comes from Hook/Warsash where Bob Marchant noted
the first two birds of the year at that site in Feb 23, and from Portsdown where I had
my first of the year - a single bird singing from a tree top at the Fort Nelson carpark
above Portchester.
Yellowhammer: These started singing on Feb 21 when full song was heard both
at Pulborough and at Durlston
Reed Bunting: These had started to sing at Hook/Warsash on Feb 15 and more
song was heard at Newhaven on Feb 19. By Feb 21 Peter Hughes at Pulborough
Brooks told us that by then they were all singing at his reserve.
INSECTS
Butterflies
Brimstone: Feb 17 brought five new reports from different Sussex sites
including Stansted Forest
Red Admiral: There were also five reports of these on Feb 17 and one was
in my garden here in Havant on Feb 24
Peacock: Just one new report from Lewes on Feb 17
Moths
White-shouldered House Moth: The first for the year was seen at Gosport
on Feb 13
Metzneria littorella: Late news from June 2006 but worth reporting was a
find of this species at Hastings Country Park last June. This is said to be the
first record from mainland Britain though it seems the species has been
seen on the Isle of Wight. Part of the interest is that this species relies on a

type of habitat (crumbling cliffs of soft rock) which is found at Rock-a-nore,
part of Hastings Country Park, but of which there are very few examples in
Britain.
The entry on the RX website goes on to say .. "The soft rock cliff at
Hastings is constantly eroding creating large areas of landslip debris at
the base of the cliffs which is further disturbed by regular landslides and
scoured by seepages. This provides the bare disturbed ground that
coastal pioneer plants such as buck’s-horn plantain, sea beet and
colt’s-foot thrive on and which many scarce specialist insects and
spiders require for survival. As the stretch of cliff from Rock-a-nore to
Firehills has absolutely no sea defences or cliff erosion protection
measures it is listed as one of the finest examples of soft rock cliff in
Britain on its Natura 2000 SAC citation and is the reason why a number
of specialist soft rock cliff invertebrates can be found at the site".
Larvae of this moth feed on the seeds of Buck's Horn Plantain.
I think the reason for putting out this news now is that confirmation of
the moth's identity has recently been received from our Southsea moth
expert John Langmaid.
Oak Beauty: First of the year was trapped by Ivan Lang at Pagham Hbr on
Feb 18 (he had another on Feb 19)
Hummingbird Hawkmoth: Two new reports (both from Feb 3) have come
from Gosport and Dungeness bringing the total number of sightings for this
year to 8
Clouded Drab: Another first of year for Ivan Lang at Pagham on Feb 19 with
a second record there on Feb 20
Hebrew Character: First of the year (and earliest ever for the site) was
taken at Rye Harbour on Feb 18
PLANTS
Common Fumitory: On Jan 25 I found some scruffy plants which had survived
frost and had flowers at Idsworth but I think the true first of year record should go
to a patch of fresh plants in flower on Feb 23 beside the A259 where it goes under
the A27 bypass at Warblington. Another example of plants thriving in a roadside
micro-climate
Common Whitlowgrass: The plants which have been flowering alongside
Waterloo Road in Havant since Jan 23 (and now make a great display) were joined
on Feb 19 and 23 by first flowers on plants at new sites, indicating the start of the
normal flowering season.
Danish Scurvygrass: On Feb 19 I saw the first flower open on one of these plants
beside the main road through Langstone village and on Feb 23 there was a good
show of flowers in the central reservation of the main road coming into Havant from
the Langstone roundabout

Hairy Violet: First flowers were open on the Dorset cliffs at Durlston on Feb 21
Red Campion: A couple of flowers seen on an old plant by the Langbrook stream
in Havant were a surprise but not firsts for the year.
Red Clover: A large patch of this with fresh flowers was seen on Feb 23 with the
Common Fumitory at the A259 roadside in Warblington
Black Medick: The single roadside plant by Park Road South in Havant which had
been flowering up to Jan 12 had revived and had many new flowers on Feb 23
Cherry Plum: This is now showing a mass of blossom everywhere around Havant
Ivy: I was very surprised on Feb 19 to discover two fresh flowerheads with their
anthers still showing, indicating that the occasional find of yellow flowerheads (with
no anthers) through the winter does imply continued flowering alongside fully ripe
black seeds.
Ivy-leaved Toadflax: This had been flowering up to Jan 12 and had restarted by
Feb 19
Field Woundwort: The most surprising find of the week was of two plants of this
seen on the roadside as you enter the A27 underpass when coming from Church
Lane at Warblington. One plant had many flowers, though none were fully open on
Feb 23.
White Comfrey: Plants in St Faith's churchyard in central Havant were showing
white petals on Feb 20 and had open flowers on Feb 23
Coltsfoot: None yet found locally but after the news of the first flowers at Rye
Harbour on Feb 17 there was a second report of flowering from Durlston on Feb 20.
OTHER WILDLIFE
Roe Deer: I had my own sighting of the group of 10 Roe on the north Hayling fields
when I was on the path from Tye Farm to Northwood Farm on Feb 21 - they were
right out in the open to the north of my path but more than 200 metres from any of
the public paths
Adder: These continue to be reported from Durlston - on Feb 21 two were seen
basking
Wall Lizard: Several were sunning themselves on the walls of Shoreham Fort on
Feb 17
Fungi: Jew's Ear (now Jelly Ear) is widespread and flourishing at the moment.
On Feb 21 I found good displays at Woodgaston Lane on Hayling and on Feb 23 it
was reported from Rye Harbour while I found it in my own garden (again on
Buddleia wood) and in Pook Lane at Warblington more traditionally on Elder.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR FEB 19 - 25 (WEEK 8 OF 2007)

Sun 25 Feb
Weekly Summary
My summary for the past week has been uploaded today to the WEEKLY
SUMMARY page and the preparation of it has as usual left me little time for
outings. One thing that I did notice was a Starling in the guttering of this house most likely prospecting for a nest site somewhere in the roof space.
Additional news received since the Summary was completed is as
follows:
Feb 25
The Red-breasted Goose which was at Wittering yesterday was back on Hayling
this afternoon, seen by Andy Johnson who also had a single Fieldfare at Sandy
Point (one of quite a few Fieldfare and Redwing that are now coming north
across the channel).
A new Yellow-browed Warbler was found in a Southwick (Brighton) garden this
morning
Nine Slavonian Grebes seen together off Seaview IoW today - almost certainly
some of them were on their spring passage
The count of Med Gulls at Rye Harbour Beach reserve (where I assume they will
nest) was up to 51 birds today (the first two were back there on Feb 15, then 6 on
Feb 16, 11 on Feb 17, 15 on Feb 19 and 28 on Feb 23). The breeding colony has also
grown in recent years - 37 pairs in 2005 and 75 pairs in 2006.
During a recent visit to Portugal to check out Black-tailed Godwits in the past
week Pete Potts says .. "We saw one flock of 44,000 godwits feeding on a
rice field and counted c.4000 on mudflats and a further 10,000 on rice
fields elsewhere. Very impressive."
John Clark found 18 Purple Sandpipers at Southsea Castle at 12:45 today - 15
minutes later he could not see any. This beats the previous peak count there , of 17
birds on Feb 10, by one. (John Gowen was there yesterday and saw 9 birds)
Feb 24
The Red-breasted Goose was with two Brants at West Wittering - no news of
where the second Brant came from
A very much out of keeping Red Legged Partridge was seen running along the
road outside the Hayling Beachlands office today and another was surprisingly
found at Christchurch Harbour - both birds will have been on their travels ...
The RBA pagers put out duff info this morning saying that a drake Smew was at
Titchfield Haven - the meant the drake Scaup which has been there since Jan 1

The count of Water Pipits at the Lower Test was said to be up to 25 birds today
but I don't know who saw them. The previous peak count there was 15 on Jan 14,
so the additional birds are probably passing through.
Sat 24 Feb
Portsdown Hill
Reports of Hairy Violet already flowering on the Dorset cliffs at Durlston
suggested a visit to Portsdown this afternoon to see if any were out there but
despite looking around Portchester Common, the Fort Nelson carpark field and the
area below Fort Purbrook I did not even see any leaves.
I did have one thing to make the visit worthwhile - my first Linnet of the year
singing at Fort Nelson. I also noted a Kestrel at Portchester Common and an
unexpected plant of Common Ragwort in flower in the newly cleared area below
the new Driving Test area
Fri 23 Feb
Langstone, Warblington and back
I set out this afternoon with the intention of taking a short walk to confirm that the
White Comfrey in St Faith’s churchyard was now properly in flower and also to
seen if more Danish Scurvygrass had come into flower but in the end went much
further and had some good finds.
Two of the White Comfrey plants had indeed opened their tubular flowers, and on
the brick wall on the south side of the path running along the south side of the
church Ivy-leaved Speedwell was still flowering, as was the single plant of Wall
Lettuce that has somehow survived, bearing flowers but no leaves. Another
survivor was found when I reached Park Road South and looked under the Laurel
bushes surrounding the one time carwash of the abandoned Texaco garage - here
I had been surprised to find flowers on a straggling plant of Black Medick up to
mid January. Today that same plant had somehow revived and was again covered
with small yellow flower heads.
Walking south towards the Langstone Roundabout I used my binoculars to scan the
tiny strip of earth which forms a ‘central reservation’ to the road and was rewarded
with a good show of Danish Scurvygrass that had suddenly come into flower.
Continuing south along the main road to Langstone I found more Common
Whitlowgrass flowering on the roadside at the end of Langstone Avenue, and
between the bus stop and the toilets outside the Ship Inn area a lot more
Scurvygrass was flowering.
Another bonus came at Langstone Pond where the female Swan was on her
chosen new nest, stretching her neck in different directions to collect bits of old
reed to build up the nest. Last year they nested on the bank between the pond and
the mill stream and there the nest was easy prey to Foxes which presumably ate the
eggs as I had seen one doing in a Moorhen’s nest in the same place in 2005. This
year they have reverted to the much safer island close to the east end of the Mill

buildings, and the nest can be seen to your left from the duck feeding place with the
rubbish bin and Chichester Harbour ‘interpretation board’.
The avenue of Cherry Plum trees lining the end of Wade lane are almost in full
flower now and there is no way of missing their white blossom which can also be
seen in many other places locally. Forty Teal were in the pony field south of Wade
Court and 55 Wigeon were on the sea at the end of Pook Lane. Up that lane there
was a good display of Jews Ear fungus which is now flourishing in many places,
and reaching the end of the tarmac access road to the Old Rectory (built when the
original access down Pook Lane was severed by construction of the Havant bypass)
I enjoyed the massive display of flowering Sweet Violets.
The slurry field south of the Old Rectory was full of birds including the first flock of
Pied Wagtails (probably migrants) that I have seen there this year. Not present
was the big flock of Stock Doves which have probably gone off on their own spring
passage - nine birds were in the field but they may well be local residents.
Turning up Church Lane a pair of Long-tailed Tits scurried up the hedge before
me and in fields around the Farmhouse (but on both sides of the road) were 31
Egrets. While scanning around to count them I also had a good view of the
Buzzard which took up residence on the farm last autumn - I saw it fly into and
perch on a dead tree east of the farmhouse and north of the cressbeds.
I thought I would see no more of interest as I walked back along the main road from
Emsworth into Havant but after crossing the slip road taking west bound traffic onto
the A27, and before entering the underpass, I spotted a very interesting collection
of flowers including a patch of fresh Common Fumitory, another of Red Clover
in flower, and two plants which I might have overlooked as Red Dead Nettle but
which were in fact Field Woundwort with flowers showing though none yet open.
Wed 21 Feb
Around mid-Hayling
With the sun shining for what is likely to be the only time this week I thought I would
go and look for Coltsfoot flowers on the north side of Mill Rythe, following a route
that I used to walk when taking part in a survey to find which fields the Brent
Geese used for feeding. For this I used the small carpark in Stoke Village, walked
east along Copse Lane and then followed a footpath along the north shore of Mill
Rythe before returning via Woodgaston Lane and a field path from Tye Farm to
Northwood Farm.
No sign of Coltsfoot, but I had good views of around 600 Brent on Verner
Common and among them at least half a dozen Lapwing were making their
erratic territorial flights.
On the way back across the southern edge of the north Hayling fields I watched the
bunch of ten Roe Deer that others have reported recently but I could not see the
other two to make up the dozen which Andy Johnson has seen. The deer were fully
out in the open at SU 727026, some distance from any path but I could not see

antlers on any of them (I suppose it is another couple of months before the antlers
should be fully grown for the rut in May, but I think they should be showing now)
Latest news from the internet
The items listed below include reports of the arrival of the first Sandwich Tern,
Chiffchaff and Wheatear. Not included in this list is the news that the
Red-breasted Goose was seen again over Hayling on Feb 21.
BIRDS
Red-throated Diver: 67 Red-throated and 9 Black-throated reported off
Glyne Gap (between Hastings and Bexhill) on Feb 19, and 60 in Rye Bay on Feb 18
- are these birds heading east to leave us? 40 were reported feeding off Dungeness
in late Jan but there have been no other reports of similar numbers in this area.
Great Northern Diver: Five seen in Southampton Water on Feb 21 where no
more than three have been reported earlier may also be evidence of birds on the
move from winter quarters
Great-crested Grebe: Maybe these are also leaving us - on Feb 18 a total of 266
went east past Dungeness and on Feb 19 another 116 were off Glyne Gap (possibly
following the others)
Greylag Geese: A group of 18 were very noisy with their courtship in the Brede
valley near Rye on Feb 19
Cackling Canada Goose: On Feb 18 the half size Canada Goose was seen again
on Ivy Lake at Chichester after being seen there on Feb 15
Brent Goose: Further reports of birds moving east are from Dungeness (210 on
Feb 16), Hastings area (400 on Feb 18 when 120 went east past Birling Gap on
Beachy Head), Climping area east of Worthing (154 east on Feb 19 when more than
400 went past Bexhill and 180 were logged past Dungeness), and on Feb 20 more
than 80 went east past Durlston on the Dorset coast during the rangers early
morning patrol.
Pale-bellied Brent: Four were seen at Farlington Marshes on Feb 18
Brant: One was still at West Wittering on Feb 17 and one in Poole Harbour on Feb
18 but the Gosport bird has not been reported since Jan 29 despite being looked for
on Feb 17 WeBS count
American Wigeon: One was seen at Titchfield Haven on Feb 18 and may have
been there through the winter as one was seen there from Nov 21 to 24 at least
Pintail: Six could still be seen off the Emsworth western shore on Feb 20
Ferruginous x Pochard hybrid: When at Budds Farm pools on Feb 19 I saw what
I took to be the Fudge Duck and noted that it's plumage was duller than I
expected, lacking the bright 'ferruginous' colour on breast and flanks. Shortly after
seeing it I met Jason Crook who told me that I had probably been looking at a

female hybrid which has recently arrived at the pools and not the male bird
which has been a regular visitor to the area since 1999. Although we did not see the
male bird then Jason tells me that both are probably still present at Budds Farm.
Eider: 42 Eider (and 8 Scaup) were among the passage birds passing Bexhill
Glyne Gap on Feb 19 along with more than 530 Common Scoter
Red Kite: Six were seen over Levin Down to the north of Chichester on Feb 17
Marsh Harrier: The first arriving 'summer migrant' of this species to be seen at
Christchurch Harbour was a female on Feb 20
Partridge species: John Goodspeed has heard of a small covey flying across a
road at the west end of Portsdown on Feb 16
Avocet: 8 were still in Nutbourne Bay east of Emsworth on Feb 17
Lapwing: More reports of birds displaying and/or defending breeding territory
come from the Rye Bay area on Feb 19 and from Verner Common (east side of
Hayling) on Feb 21
Knot: On Feb 20 a flock of 30 were the first to be seen on the Emsworth west shore
this winter and on Feb 18 the flock in Newtown Harbour (IoW) increased from the
recent count of 50 to 300 while on Feb 17 the West Wittering WeBS count included
52 Knot for the first time this year. These reports suggest a wave of birds recently
arrived in the area (and maybe passing east?)
Whimbrel: One wintering bird was seen around Thorney Island on Feb 17 (and the
Langstone Hbr bird was also seen from Farlington that day)
Spotted Redshank: Although the Emsworth Nore Barn bird has not been seen
since Feb 14 one was seen on Thorney Island on Feb 17 along with 9 Greenshank
Med Gull: On Feb 19 at least five were seen at Budds Farm Pools in Havant and 63
were at the Sandown Canoe Lake on the |oW
Lesser Blackback Gull: On Feb 17 Jason Crook noticed a group of these flying
north over Farlington Marshes as their spring passage gets under way. On Feb 19
Kris Gillam noted 6 on the Sandown Canoe Lake as his first spring migrants.
Sandwich Tern: Following the first report of a possible spring migrant in the
Hastings area on Feb 17 one was seen off Bexhill on Feb 19 and on Feb 20 the
Portland website shows a photo of one on a buoy in Portland Harbour which is
claimed to be the first migrant arrival there.
Lesser Spotted Woodpecker: Feb 19 brings another report of one drumming this time in the Hastings area
Skylark: On Feb 18 Portland reported the first 5 in off the sea (along with a single
Fieldfare and a Crow!)

Meadow Pipit: Their spring passage north is now under way. Portland had
reported the first arrivals on Feb 4 but it was not until Feb 18 that they reported
more flocks arriving and on Feb 19 birds moving north were reported from New
Milton and Langstone South Moors, and on Feb 21 from Durlston
Rock Pipit: On Feb 19 Jason Crook saw a summer plumage Scandinavian bird at
the Langstone South Moors and on the same day there were 6 at Christchurch
Harbour with 4 showing pink breasts. On Feb 21 a resident bird at Durlston was
singing while making display flights
Alba Wagtails: Although there have as yet been no definite reports of White
Wagtails the Portland website was hedging its bets by reporting a few Alba Wagtails
arriving on Feb 20
Stonechat: At least 35 migrants arrived at Portland on Feb 18 and more than 46
were there the next day. The birds arriving on Feb 18 seem to have done so on a
broad front as there were at least 4 new birds at Farlington Marshes (having
disputes with the winter residents) that day and a group seen at Newhaven that day
may also have been arrivals.
Wheatear: Not in our area but of great interest is news via Russell Wynn that two
Wheatears turned up in Wales on Feb 18
Blackbird: Although I have yet to hear them in Havant Brian Fellows told me on
Feb 18 that he was by then hearing them daily in Emsworth and they were listed as
part of the regular birdsong at Durlston by that day. On Feb 19 John Goodspeed
said he was hearing several in the 'dawn chorus' on Portsdown. I have no difficulty
in hearing Song and Mistle Thrush here in Havant..
Chiffchaff: These are now starting to sing in most places. I heard my first on Feb
19 but they had before that been heard in the Chichester, Southampton, Ringwood,
Brading (IoW), Dungeness and Lewes areas to name but a few. One at Portland on
Feb 18 was claimed as the first spring migrant arrival.
Firecrest: One of the two birds at Hook/Warsash started to sing on Feb 20 (I
almost feel the urge to twitch it as I have never heard this song and want to be able
to distinguish it from Goldcrest)
Marsh Tit: I heard one singing on Feb 13 and now read of another singing in the
Hastings area on Feb 19
Great Grey Shrike: Although the Feb 11 survey in the New Forest could only find
one bird (at Holm Hill) both it and one at Vales Moor between Burley and Ringwood
were both reported on Feb 18
Linnet: These have been difficult to find in the Havant area this winter but the
Havant Wildlife Group had a small flock of them during their outing on Feb 17 in the
Up Marden/Compton area north of Emsworth.
Yellowhammer: One of two males seen at Durlston on Feb 21 was in full song very early.

Reed Bunting: Following the first report of song for the year (at Hook/Warsash on
Feb 15) a second report comes from Newhaven on Feb 19
INSECTS
Butterflies
Brimstone: It would seem these are starting to make a general emergence
now. Feb 17 brought reports from Stansted Forest, Ashdown Forest,
Haywards Heath, Lewes and an unknown location in Sussex where a male
was active for two hours in a garden.
Red Admiral: Needless to say these are still being seen - I have five new
reports including one seen in the Up Marden area by the Havant Wildlife
Group on Feb 17
Moths
White-shouldered House Moth: First of year seen in Gosport on Feb 13
Hummingbird Hawkmoth: Two more reports, both on Feb 3, from
Gosport and Dungeness - these bring the number of reports for this year up
to 8
Hebrew Character: One seen at Rye Harbour on Feb 18 was the earliest
ever for that site - in Hampshire these normally appear in April with a few in
March (but no Feb records)
PLANTS
Thale Cress: I have already recorded this in January but it can still be seen in one
place in Havant - the pavement edge outside the Vets surgery in Prince George
Street
Common Whitlowgrass: Although there has been a mass in flower along
Waterloo Road in Havant for weeks it is only now starting to appear generally - on
Feb 19 I found flowers in Juniper Square and by the Langbrook Stream
Danish Scurvygrass: A single flower on the kerb of the main road through
Langstone was my first for the year on Feb 19
Hairy Violet: In flower at Durlston Country Park in Dorset on Feb 21 (maybe out on
Portsdown??)
Red Campion: Two fresh flowers on one of last year's surviving plants by the
Langbrook Stream in Havant were very unexpected on Feb 19
Ivy: Even more unexpected were flowers. complete with anthers, on Ivy near
Bosmere School in Havant South Street on Feb 19
Ivy Leaved Toadflax: This was last seen flowering on Jan 12 and already had at
least one fresh flower by Feb 19

White Comfrey: This is a very common escape in the Havant area and on Feb 20
two plants growing on the edge of the St Faith's churchyard in the centre of Havant
were already showing white petal tips on opening flowers.
Coltsfoot: The first report of this for the year came from Rye Harbour on Feb 17
and on Feb 20 it was reported from Durlston Country Park - no sign of it yet in
Havant..
OTHER WILDLIFE
Roe Deer: Walking across the north Hayling fields from Tye Farm to Northwood
Farm on Feb 21 I watched a group of 10 Roe out on the open fields and looking as
unperturbed as cattle in a field
Adder: Two were basking at Durlston Country Park on Feb 20 (they have been out
of hibernation there since Jan 23)
Mon 19 Feb
A walk to Budds Farm
Although there was a good chance of rain this morning I set out to walk to Budds
Farm and thankfully got back dry, though my feet might have got wet as, when I
came back over the bridge from the South Moors into Mill Lane, the footway of the
bridge was a good six inches under water due to a high spring tide (I have only once
had it higher).
Before I had got further than Juniper Square I found Whitlowgrass flowering, and
near Bosmere School I resolved a mystery concerning Ivy flowers that has
puzzled me for years. In the autumn flowering Ivy is everywhere and you can easily
found flower heads that still have many anthers as well as those which have shed
their anthers but which still retain their bright yellow colour. The puzzle is that in the
winter I continue to see the occasional yellow flower head but never find one with
any anthers and so I never have proof of actual ‘flowering’. Today I resolved this
mystery by finding two yellow flower-heads both having anthers, proving
that Ivy really does go on flowering right through the winter.
Next surprise came by the Langbrook stream in a place where I usually find my first
flowering Red Campion - although I have not seen any flowers anywhere this year
and it is too early for fresh spring flowering there was one old plant here which had
recently put out two flowers.
A little further down the stream I heard my first Chiffchaff song of the year and
nearby I watched a male Great Spotted Woodpecker on the very tip of a dead
tree.
Along the South Moors shore I had both Meadow and Rock Pipit and then saw a
female Kestrel which had been hovering over Budds Mound being driven east over
the moors by a very aggressive Crow.
On Budds Farm pools the number of Gadwall was up to 14 but there was no Ruddy
Duck to be seen though I did see the Fudge Duck which (on this and on the

previous occasion when I had seen it) seemed to be more drab than I expected
(lacking the bright ‘ferruginous’ colour on its breast and flanks). This time I met
Jason Crook who told me that this was not the regular male hybrid that we have
seen for some seven years - it is a female hybrid which seems to have replaced the
male this winter.
On my way home I spotted one very inconspicuous ‘first of the year’ in the form of
a single tiny Danish Scurvygrass flower at the side of the main road through
Langstone, and back in my own road I found that Ivy-leaved Toadflax had
resumed flowering after what seems a much shorter winter break than usual.

SUMMARY FOR FEB 12 - 18 (WEEK 7 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Red-throated Diver: On Feb 10 a total of 5 of these divers flew east off Splash
Point at Seaford (just west of Beachy Head) and on Feb 16 Christchurch Harbour
reported 6 passing there. Maybe these are the first signs of divers leaving the south
coast for northern breeding areas? Another, even less valid, suggestion that divers
are leaving us comes from Southampton Water where a series of sightings of up to
four Great Northern Divers between Jan 27 and Feb 1 has tailed off to give just
two reports of 2 divers on Feb 11 and only 1 on Feb 17. Similarly the regular reports
from Jan 10 to Feb 4 of a Black-throated Diver on Sowley Pond near Lymington
have now ceased after one further report on Feb 10. On Feb 17 the single Great
Northern could be seen in the Chichester Harbour entrance.
Grebes: During a visit to Hayling Island on Feb 17 Steve Mansfield saw all five
Grebe species including a single Red-necked off Northney, at least two
Slavonian in the Chichester Harbour entrance and four Black-necked seen from
Broadmarsh.
Fulmar: New reports of birds back at cliff breeding ledges come from the Seaford
area on Feb 10 and the Fairlight cliffs at Hastings where on Feb 13 some birds were
fighting each other for possession of mates or nest ledges.
Little Egret: On Feb 13 the count of birds leaving the night roost at Rye Harbour
was 55 and on the evening of Feb 16 at least 71 entered the Langstone Pond
roost. Looking back to Barry Collins record of roost counts on Thorney Island
during the 1990s we can expect similar figures to the current ones again in March
but can expect the counts to drop dramatically in April, May and June unless the
birds decide to breed at these sites.
Grey Heron: On Feb 8 the heronry at Weir Wood reservoir in north Sussex had 8
occupied nests and on Feb 11 there was a report of some Herons nesting at the
Warnham nature reserve at Horsham

Mute Swan: On Feb 12 there were still 89 Swans on the three Emsworth ponds but
those birds that intend to breed area mostly back on territory by now. One has been
seen back on the IBM Lake at Portsmouth and another had returned to Aldsworth
Pond north of Emsworth by Feb 13, on Feb 15 a pair was on Sinah gravel pit and by
Feb 16 anyone passing the Langstone Pond could expect to be greeted by a pair of
very defensive Swans with their wings raised in the 'busking' position.
An interesting fact provided by Brian Fellows at Emsworth comes as a result of his
noticing that one of the adult Swans there does not have the normal black
legs and feet of a Mute Swan but has both legs and feet coloured pink.
He investigated and found that this is normal for those few Swans, called 'Polish
Swans', which start life as cygnets wearing white plumage when they should be in
the brown of a normal cygnet, and it seems this colour aberration continues in the
adult swan, manifested by the pink feet and legs (these are otherwise normal Mute
Swans)
Bewick's Swan: The group of 11 were still at Ibsley on Feb 17 along with the
Black Swan.
Canada Goose: On Feb 11 the 'white' bird was still with the Titchfield Haven flock
Lesser Canada Goose: On Feb 10 and 12 there were reports from the Cuckmere
Valley near Beachy Head of three birds which were thought to be 'Lesser Canada
Geese (Branta canadensis parvipes)'. On Feb 15 a bird at Ivy Lake, Chichester, was
more vaguely described as being of one of the smaller races of Canada Goose
(maybe this was the bird seen at Pagham North Walls on Oct 30 and Nov 15?)
Brent Goose: Feb 10 brought three more reports of these flying east - 155 were
counted going east in one hour off Spalsh Point at Seaford, 103 flew east past
Worthing and around 20 were noted going east off Shoreham. On Feb 17 another
57 went past Worthing. Here in the Langstone area an unusually large flock of
around 1000 birds has been together since at least Feb 5, feeding on fields by day
and returning to the water at dusk - they were still there on Feb 16
Black Brant: The West Wittering bird was still there on Feb 16 and another was
still in Poole Harbour on Feb 17 but the Gosport bird has not been reported since Jan
29
Red-breasted Goose: No reports from the Lymington area since Feb 5 but on Feb
15 one was seen back at Portland Ferrybridge though it could not be found on Feb
16. On Feb 17 one turned up in the southeast corner of Langstone
Harbour and was feeding on grass in the shore field by the Sinah Warren
pony stables - in my opinion this is the same bird that has been circulating since
November and which has now joined the eastward movement of departing Brent.
Others disagree and photos taken at Portland on Feb 15 and last November (when
this winter's bird first hit the headlines by arriving at Ferrybridge) are shown on the
Portland website and differences in the markings are pointed out - the website
suggests this proves the November and February birds are different but to my mind

the fact that all the reports during this winter show no sign of two birds, just one
moving from time to time in a very feasible pattern of locations, makes the
likelihood of more than one bird rather unlikely while plumage of any individual bird
can vary a great deal between November and February.
Egyptian Goose: On Feb 11 one birder was surprised to hear unusual calls and to
find they were coming from an Egyptian Goose perched on the top branch of
a large oak tree near a pond in Petworth Park.
Grey Partridge: Steve Keen added this species to his year list when one flew
across the road in front of his car near Droxford in the Meon Valley on Feb 17. Earlier
in the week there was a very interesting message on Hoslist from Peter Thompson
(who works for the Game Conservancy). What he had to say about the ability of
Partridges to hide themselves from birders is worth quoting in full ..
“Mike’s comments on not seeing Grey partridge on the Manydown estate in the last
three years raises an interesting point. As the estate count their Greys every
Autumn and sends the count results to the Game Conservancy Trust - I checked up
and last autumn 175 Grey partridge were counted on 1,400 hectares - so thinly
spread - the total estate is 2240 hectares - but only suitable areas are counted. The
way we count Grey Partridge is different to the counting of other bird species as we
do it from a vehicle. Grey partridge are very adept at disappearing when someone
appears, but generally ignore vehicles. We drive in a "W" shape across stubble fields
after harvest, counting partridge in the first two or last two hours of daylight.
Probably therefore, BTO counts of Grey partridge by foot are an "under-count" of
the species. This is certainly not a criticism, as these counts would indeed show
trends etc and therefore are of course valuable.
“A wonderful farm on the Kent coast of around 134 hectares, counted 266 Grey
partridge last Autumn. Earlier on in the year the Kent field club - which included
some birders in their midst - spent a day on the farm recording the wildlife - Grey
partridge were not recorded!”
Another message on the same theme described how Partridges can flatten
themselves to the ground and remain motionless, making themselves invisible to
the keenest eyed birder standing just yards away from them.
Shelduck: A count of 95 Shelduck seen from the Langstone village seawall at low
tide on the evening of Feb 16 was a continuance of this winter's large flock in that
corner of Chichester Harbour and hopefully represents an end to the decline in
numbers we have seen there in the past ten years or more. In the winters from
2000 to the present the highest count I have recorded here was 78 (most counts
well below 50) but this winter the average count has been around 50 with counts of
82 and now 95 seen without an exhaustive search for them.
Wigeon: This winter's unusually high counts of these also continue - on Feb 4 there
were 520 at Titchfield Haven, on Feb 15 there were 580 at Christchurch Harbour
(admittedly these probably came from an even larger number in the Avon Valley),

and on Feb 16 there were 816 at the Blashford Lakes. (Back in January there were
1300 at the Lower Test and 2200 in the Pulborough/Amberley area)
Gadwall: Of local interest there was a pair on Aldsworth Pond on Feb 13
Pintail: On Feb 16 the count at Blashford Lakes was 182 and of local interest there
was still one to be seen off the Emsworth west shore on Feb 14
Lesser Scaup: On Feb 17 John Clark drove north to Sonning Eye in Oxfordshire
and saw Lesser Scaup alongside a normal Greater Scaup
Goosander: An evening roost count of these at the Blashford Lakes on Feb 16 gave
an unexpected 58 birds (including at least 21 drakes) - the Hampshire Bird Reports
for 1999 to 2003 show no counts of more than 30 for that site. On Feb 17 there were
17 roosting at Bramshill in north Hampshire and 20 at the Blashford Lakes.
Red Kite: One flew south over the East Park at Stansted on Feb 15 and on Feb 12
one was seen in Dorset over the Horton Inn in the valley of the River Allen north of
Wimborne
Oystercatcher: There are now fewer on the harbour shores as they move to
breeding areas. On Feb 14 Rye Harbour reported 'many displaying and pairing - one
seen scraping a nest'
Ringed Plover: On Feb 15 an isolated pair crouching on the shingle at Gunner
Point on Hayling may well have been 'on territory'
Golden Plover: On Feb 14 I watched a flock of around 80 on the mud east of
Langstone Pond - my first tick for the year! At Pennington (Lymington) a flock of an
estimated 690 birds was seen on Feb 15 with 650 reported there on Feb 17.
Lapwing: A winter flock of around 2000 was at Pulborough Brooks on Feb 14 but
on the same day birds at the Pannel Valley (east of Rye) were displaying and on Feb
15 birds at Farlington Marshes were also displaying and disputing territory and/or
mates
Sanderling: A flock of 250 was in the Black Point high tide roost on Hayling for the
WeBS count on Feb 17. Along with them were 150 Ringed Plover, 20 Knot and 1000
Dunlin plus a few others. Also in that area were 850 Brent.
Little Stint: One was still in the West Wittering area on Feb 16.
Purple Sandpiper: After this winter's peak count of 17 at Southsea Castle on Feb
13 there were still 16 there on Feb 15
Black-tailed Godwit: The Titchfield Haven website had one of it unpredictable
updates this week bringing its news up to Feb 10 from Dec 31, and among the new
entries I found a report of 450+ Blackwits there on Jan 7 (other counts at Titchfield
were 200 on 1 Jan, 210 on 3 Jan, 200+ on 20 Jan, and 180+ on 31 Jan). Currently
there is still a large flock in the Avon Valley and on Feb 17 the CHOG website said ..
"Just after 10:30, something disturbed birds in the Avon Valley, but presumably not

shooting, as the inland season finished last month". Normally the Blackwits would
have gone south but this time they went north as shown by an email from Bob
Chapman at the Blashford Lakes which said .. "Record of the day from Blashford
was of c1200 Black-tailed Godwits flying north over the centre about lunchtime. I
assume there was something going on down at Avon Causeway area, not sure
where they went though".
Spotted Redshank: On Feb 14 the one time regular bird was back in the
Maisemore Gardens stream flowing into Chichester Harbour at the west end of the
Emsworth shoreline where it had not been seen for a week.
Med Gull: Late news from Portland gives their maximum count for the winter as 60
birds at Ferrybridge in late January. Current news is of the birds returning to the
areas where they will breed and announcing their presence by their distinctive
calling - this calling was first heard in the Langstone area on Feb 4 but during the
past few days the birds have been doing more to make their presence there known.
On Feb 15 I heard two of them calling - one over Langstone Bridge and another at
the Langstone Harbour entrance and I also saw an adult in near full breeding
plumage at the Oysterbeds. On Feb 16 two adults were flying just off Langstone
village and on Feb 17 Steve Keen found 16 adults at the Oysterbeds and heard
much calling. In recent years this sort of report would not have come until early to
mid March and the main return (with groups of 60 to 100 birds seen in the area)
would have been at the beginning of April so maybe we will have to be patient for
a bit longer!
Ring-billed Gull: The Gosport bird was still there on Feb 17
Common Gull: 500 flying west off Portland on Feb 13 indicates that some are
already heading back to breeding areas.
Iceland Gull: The last reported sighting was from Titchfield Haven on Feb 10
Great Black-back Gull: An estimated 1200 birds in the Cuckmere valley near
Beachy Head on Feb 10 must have been impressive.
Little Gull: On Feb 17 a first winter bird was hawking for insects at Pulborough
Brooks and on Feb 15 one was at Lodmoor (Weymouth) - these are the first reports
since a run of sightings that ended on Jan 24
Sandwich Tern: Two seen off Titchfield Haven on Feb 12 were almost certainly
wintering birds, as was one in the Chichester Harbour entrance on Feb 17, but one
seen flying past Hastings early on Feb 17 (where there has been no reported winter
sightings) could have been an early migrant....
Stock Dove: At least 40 were still feeding in the Warblington field south of the Old
Rectory on Feb 14 and among them was what appeared to be a pure white albino
(on Christmas Day I had seen a pale coffee coloured bird with them). At dusk on Feb
16 at least 30 came to roost in the trees near Langstone Pond.

Long-eared Owl: On Feb 13 two were still roosting at Rye Harbour but on Feb 15
only one was seen (no proof of departure but they will be off soon).
Woodlark: Plenty of reports of these now singing including at least one bird in the
East Park at Stansted which has been heard by several people in the past week (last
on Feb 15). I hear that Michael Prior has said that there was a wintering flock of up
to 20 birds in the same area. On the weekend of Feb 10/11 at least 23 birds were
heard singing in the New Forest.
Skylark: These have already started full song over their breeding areas. Locally I
have heard them over the west Hayling fields but so far none at all on the
Warblington fields - will this be the year in which they cease to breed there? When
Tony Gutteridge started his CBC on this farm in 1977 he recorded 33 breeding pairs
but by 2005 this was down to just 5 pairs (then 7 pairs in 2006). In the Up Marden
area to the north east of Stansted Forest the Havant Wildlife Group reckoned there
were at least 100 Skylarks in the large fields thereabouts on Feb 17.
Pipits: The first Meadow Pipit came in off the sea at Portland on Feb 4 but there
has been no significant movement of these so far. Rock and Water Pipit reports
have increased. Rock Pipits breed on the Isle of Wight and at Hengistbury so
reports of a dozen near the Needles on Feb 13 and 20 at Christchurch Harbour on
Feb 15 may be of birds returning to nest but among the latter there were several
probable Scandinavian birds (one already getting less drab looking). On Feb 15
one Water Pipit arrived at Christchurch Harbour and another four turned up at
Poole Harbour.
Stonechat: These have been counted in the New Forest in each of the monthly
winter bird surveys from November to February and the numbers reported read 66
(for Nov), 61, 42, and just 13 in Feb - this drop, at a time when birds might be
expected to start returning to the Forest to breed, is causing some concern, but with
it comes news that the number of Dartford Warblers (which seemed to have
plummeted earlier in the winter) are now recovering. Maybe the drop in
Stonechats shows that the birds seen earlier in the winter were actually wintering
birds from the north which have left before the Forest breeders which had gone
further south have returned.
Blackbird: Although there is lots of birdsong now from other species Blackbirds
have not yet joined the daily chorus - may be they will do so next week as Durlston
Country Park has had birds singing since Feb 16 (to 18) (Both Song and Mistle
Thrushes are now singing daily in the Havant area)
Yellow-browed Warbler: The bird at Hawley Meadows (Farnborough) was still
being seen on Feb 14 and there is now a good report of another in the Andover
area, seen there since Feb 5
Chiffchaff: One was singing at the Blashford Lakes on Feb 16 (only two previous
reports of song at Romsey on Jan 15 and at Fishbourne, Chichester on Feb 3). Feb
16 also brought this year's third report of Blackcap song - this one at New Milton.

Long-tailed Tit: Two pairs were nest building in the Climping area (west of
Littlehampton) on Feb 13
Marsh Tit: I heard my first song coming from tree tops in the Southleigh Forest
on Feb 13 - probably not first of the year but I have not seen any earlier reports.
Raven: The daily diary written by rangers at Durlston Country Park starts (on Feb
18) with .. "As my early patrol begun the sound from overhead of 3 Ravens croaking
caught the attention, these massive corvids in the throws of displaying. Ravens
are one of the earliest breeders along the coast, so one of these three will loose out!
The long necks, wedge shaped tail and ruff of feathers all standing out well today".
House Sparrow: I have noticed a big drop in the size of the flock of House
Sparrows coming to feed in my garden recently and on Feb 17 I heard chirping
from the guttering of my house where I presume one bird was investigating
potential nest sites.
Reed Bunting: First report of Reed Bunting song comes from Hook near
Warsash where 4 males were singing on Feb 15
Corn Bunting: On Feb 14 a flock of 75 was seen on the east side of the Adur where
it cuts through the Downs and if I read the report aright more of them were seen on
the Downs west of the river.
Escapees: On Feb 10 a Derbyan Parakeet was seen in the north of the West
Walk woods in the Meon valley near Wickham - this was a new one on me but a
search of the internet shows that it is a popular cage bird with a green back and
blueish underparts, the face is white with a black chin.
On Feb 17 a Harris Hawk with jesses on its legs was seen perched on a tree in
the Boarhunt area west of Portsdown.
INSECTS
Butterflies
Brimstone: Maybe one more has emerged from hibernation in Stansted
Forest for when Adrian Hoskins went to look under the leaf where he had
watched one in hibernation on various occasions up to Jan 28 it was no longer
there on Feb 3 (there are of course other possible reasons for its absence!).
One was flying in Ashdown Forest on Feb 17.
Large White: A report saying that one had been seen on the Isle of Wight on
Jan 19 may well be true but it could have been a female Brimstone (no other
winter sightings of Large White but several of Brimstones)
Red Admiral: Nine more reports for Feb 2 and 3. At Tadley near Basingstoke
four were nectaring on the same bush and in Stansted Forest Adrian Hoskins
counted 18 in one visit and thinks there were more there. Since then there
have been eight more reports up to Feb 17

Small Tortoiseshell: Feb 3 also brought out two of these - one on the shore
west of Newhaven and one at Fleet Services on the M3
Peacock: One at Blashford Lakes on Feb 2 and one in Ashdown Forest on
Feb 17
Comma: One in Stansted Forest on Feb 3
Moths
Brown Plume (Emmelina monodactyla): First report for the year comes
from the Odiham area on Feb 6
December Moth: One in an Isle of Wight trap on Feb 2 was probably the
latest date ever
Hummingbird Hawkmoth: Four more sightings - on Feb 4 one was
feeding from a Daphne plant in Havant and another was seen on the wing
near where one had been seen in hibernation since Nov 16 and which was
now absent (no location given but maybe on the Isle of Wight?). The third
sighting of an active insect was at Ventnor on the IoW on Feb 8 and the latest
was at Hove on Feb 17
Small Quaker: First for the year at Findon (just north of Worthing) on Feb
15
Other Insects
Spiders: On Feb 17 Barry Yates at Rye Harbour writes of seeing around ..
"100+ young Nursery Web Spiders (Pisaura mirablis) basking on
leaves, fence posts and even my old wicker chair. In common with
wolf-spiders, with which they are closely related, immatures of this species
can often be found on warm days during the winter, but I have never seen
them anywhere in these numbers. Also active today were a couple of Zebra
Jumping-spider (Salticus scenicus), hunting around the door frame".
Hoverfly: On Feb 17 Barry Yates also saw .. "my first hoverfly of the year, a
lovely male Eristalinus aeneus, the earliest one I have ever seen!"
PLANTS
Green Hellebore: At least two plants among the half dozen or so lining Woodlands
Lane above Walderton had fully open flowers on Feb 13
Barren Strawberry: On Feb 16 two plants were in flower in the Sling area of
Stansted Forest
Spurge Laurel: A large bush in the edge of Lordington Copse beside Woodlands
Lane at Walderton had many open flowers on Feb 13
Common Alder: Although not the first to flower I noted several trees laden with
fully open catkins at Langstone Pond on Feb 16

Coltsfoot: The first report of this in flower comes from Rye Harbour on Feb 17 none yet seen locally.
Giant Butterbur (Petasites japonicus): The plants surviving by the Langbrook
Stream at Langstone numbered 80 when Brian Fellows saw them on Feb 12
Sticky Groundsel: One very subdued plant of this had a couple of flowers open on
the Gunner Point grassland (south Hayling) on Feb 15 when I was looking for and
finding a good show of leaf rosettes of the Green Winged Orchids that will flower
there in a month or more.
OTHER WILDLIFE
Roe Deer: Pete Durnell's book describing the Wildlife of Hayling Island
mentions Roe Deer only in the species list of mammals that have been
recorded on the island but does not mention the species anywhere else in the
description of the various inhabitants of the island, and my database has no
records of Roe until 26 Dec 2004 when Simon Wright reported a sighting of
two on the open plain of the north Hayling fields.
I heard no more of them until February of 2006 when a party of 6 was seen
on the same fields, and that group of 6 was reported again in April of 2006.
Later in that year I saw two of them as I was cycling down St Peter's Road
from Northney and this year new reports show that the group on the north
Hayling fields has grown to at least 12 animals (a group of 8 were seen on
Jan 11 and 9 were seen on Feb 14 by Alistair Martin who has heard that Andy
Johnson has seen 12 there).
Maybe these are all the result of one pregnant doe crossing the bridge or
swimming to the island (other hypotheses can be imagined ..) but the end
result is likely to be an increasing population of the deer on the island unless
something controls the animals' natural instincts. On the mainland we see
more Roe each year and what used to be isolated pairs and family groups
have now become 'herds'. This growth also occurs with the Fallow Deer
population but that growth is to some extent controlled by culling, and as well
as the above new reports of Roe on Hayling I have this week heard reports of
a pick-up truck being seen carrying three Fallow corpses that had been culled
- no question of poaching though that also occurs locally - when carrying out
a Breeding Bird Survey a couple of years ago I stumbled on two sets of bones
(likely to be of Fallow deer) which had clearly been 'butchered', each set being
of the neck and rib case bones plus the spine down to just behind the ribs
where the spine had been cleanly severed with no sign of the rump or back
legs (which were probably carried away with their meat attached)
Mole: Walking through the Warblington farm fields on Feb 14 I had my first
sight of an annual occurrence which occurs in damp ground at this time of
year - a great mass of fresh molehills. I am not sure why this happens
but I realise that (a) many worms are driven up to the surface as the lower
ground becomes waterlogged and hungry moles don't want to miss out, (b)

digging is easy in the damp soil and this gives the moles a good opportunity
to repair and extend their tunnels, and (c) the moles are no doubt feeling the
call of spring and are both actively seeking a partner and/or creating the large
chambers in which the young will be born.
As an aside to this I heard a radio programme this week which told me that
when fields become flooded some worms go deep and are able to survive in
air pockets below the water while there are some worm species that are
semi-aquatic.
Red Squirrel: Derek Hale's Isle of Wight bird news includes his sightings of
Red Squirrels but he normally sees them in ones or twos (last year his peak
count was of 4) so a count of 8 in Firestone Copse on Feb 16 probably means
that they think the winter is over, and you can draw your own conclusions
from his remark that most of the Squirrels were seen in pairs.
Pipistrelle Bat: On Jan 28 a small bat was seen flying by day in the
Langstone area and now on Feb 10 comes a report of a Pipistrelle seen
flying around a garden (no location given) for three hours at midday (11:30 to
14:30).
Frog: There were reports of frogspawn on Jan 10 and 20 but five more
reports in the period Feb 2 to 12 show that spawning is now occurring
generally. One report that is of special interest come from Catherington
where the first spawn appeared on Feb 12 - the interest lying in the fact that
(while spawn was seen in that pond on Feb 11 in 2003 and Feb 6 in 2004) no
spawn was found in either 2005 or 2006. I have heard many reports of Frogs
vanishing from areas in recent years, but this is the first news of them
returning to a pond. Maybe it is just chance but it could be that the high Frog
mortality rate which has persisted for the best past of ten years is now
changing and that the virulent 'Red Leg disease' virus has run its course to
allow Frog populations to build up again - we can but hope.
Toad: Last week I reported the first Toad spawn, seen in a Portsdown
garden pond in the first week of February. As I was under the impression that
Toads do not spawn until March I must admit that I did wonder if the observer
knew the difference between Frog and Toad spawn but we now have news
from an unimpeachable source that Toads were already paired in a
garden pond at the foot of Portsdown by mid-January (although that report
did not actually mention spawning I doubt the Toads would have remained
paired for two weeks or more without some spawning!)
Cuttlefish: Among many Cuttlefish bones washed up on the shore at Rye
Harbour on Feb 17 was one complete Cuttlefish - maybe we will soon be
seeing the same in our harbours though I think the post-breeding wreck
normally occurs later. I recall finding several of the rotting corpses on the
Warblington Farm fields while doing CBC visits after mid-March - Foxes
finding these very smelly objects like to roll on them and carry them to their
earths as ‘air fresheners’.

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR FEB 12 - 18 (WEEK 7 OF 2007)
Sun 18 Feb
My WEEKLY SUMMARY page has been updated today with news received up to
this morning including yesterday’s walk around Up Marden by the Havant Wildlife
Group and some details of the morning’s WeBS counts from south east Hayling and
Gosport. In particular I am grateful to Alistair Martin for telling about the
Red-breasted Goose on the Sinah Warren pony stables field in the south east
corner of Langstone Harbour
Fri 16 Feb
Stansted Sling and Langstone Pond
In the early afternoon I made a brief foray to the Stansted Sling area close to the
Rowlands Castle railway viaduct. Although there was quite a lot of small bird activity
I saw nothing unusual and my only real find was of two Barren Strawberry plants
in flower. A distant view of the rookery in trees close to Rowlands Castle rail station
showed no activity there as yet.
In the late afternoon I cycled to the Langstone Pond seawall for an Egret roost
count, getting a total of 71 birds (there could have been more as I left before it
was dark and passed two birds still feeding in the pony fields north of Wade Court
on my way home).
Other birds noted at Langstone included two adult Med Gulls on the wing and a
flight of around 1000 Brent coming from the Warblington fields at dusk to spend
the night on the water. At least 95 Shelduck could be seen on the mud (but no
Golden Plover). The Swan pair were still defending the edge of the pond
together (so presumably not yet started to build a nest) and at least 30 Stock
Dove came to roost in the trees from the direction of the Warblington fields. A
singing Mistle Thrush was perhaps unusual at dusk and a very smartly
dressed male Pied Wagtail was very active pursuing a mate (or maybe chasing
off a less well dressed competitor). Very few Starlings went to roost in the reeds
around the pond but several Alder trees growing among the reeds had their
catkins fully open.
Thu 15 Feb
Havant to south Hayling
The forecast of sunshine for today was correct but so was the strong south wind
making it hard to cycle down the Hayling coastal path (but easy to return). Today’s
highlights were my first encounter with Med Gulls returning to nest in
Langstone Harbour, the sound of Skylark song from the West Lane fields, and a
preview of the Green-winged Orchid display on the Gunner Point grassland.
The first odd sight came as I reached the main road at Langstone and looked across
from the Billy Trail to the Southmere grass field. Two white birds on it were Egrets
but two more turned out to be a pair of Herring Gulls (perhaps the pair which I

saw displaying to each other last time I was at the Oysterbeds?). Reaching the
Oysterbeds with the tide high I found the main element in the bund wall wader roost
was Grey Plover with just a few Dunlin, and reaching the lagoon I found the tern
island carpeted with Black-headed Gulls giving the impression that they had
already settled to nest (in fact they were escaping the rough weather on the
harbour) - even odder was the sight of half a dozen Brent Geese on the island (I
don’t recall seeing them on it before) but I don’t think they are likely to nest!
On the southern side of Stoke Bay a small number of Oystercatchers were
roosting and among them I picked out the jet black head and scarlet bill of a Med
Gull (it still had a lot of white around the base of the bill but it was the first that I
have seen in this part of the harbour this year and probably marks the start of their
return to breeding quarters). This thought was confirmed on my way back when I
heard the cat like calls of a Med Gull flying over Langstone Bridge, and again
confirmed when I checked the Rye Bay website and saw in today’s entry that they
too had suddenly begun to hear these distinctive calls.
Coming to the West Lane fields (and seeing the Primroses flowering in the copse
on the harbour side of the track) I heard several Skylarks in full song and
counted 41 Curlew on the fields.
At the Sinah gravel pit lake the water was high and there was little to see other than
a few Tufted Ducks but the pair of Swans were back as if intending to nest,
while Whitlowgrass had started to flower on the open grass. At the harbour
entrance I heard another Med Gull and thought I had found the Shag when a bird
came to the surface and made a jump dive to go down again but when I
re-appeared I got my bins on it and saw it was a Cormorant - confirmed when it
took off and showed white breeding roundels on its flanks.
Where the shoreline turns east at Gunner Point I stopped to check out the gulls but
the main interest was in seeing a single pair of Ringed Plover out on the shingle
where they will probably nest. No sign of any Sea Kale leaves as yet but on the
grassland near the Golf Club fence there was a good promise of Green-winged
orchids in the form of many leaf rosettes. With them I found a very small example
of Sticky Groundsel with a couple of flowers …
No Black Redstart to be seen near the Beachlands offices but a Kestrel was
hanging motionless in the strong wind above the tall buildings facing the sea. On
the way home I noted the Med Gull calling over Langstone Bridge and as I entered
the Billy Trail cycleway from the main road at Langstone I had a good view of the
white rump of a Jay disappearing into the hedgerow.
Wed 14 Feb
Around Warblington
This afternoon rain gave way to the sun and I took a walk to Nore Barn via
Warblington, coming back via Langstone pond and Wade Court, the highlights
being my first sight for this year of Golden Plover back on the Langstone shore

and a good view of what seemed to be an albino Stock Dove in the Warblington
fields.
Starting off along the twitchel path from the Havant Museum area to Pook Lane I
had a Mistle Thrush in full song where the path crosses Norris Gardens, and
after going over the A27 by the footbridge connecting the modern part of Pook Lane
to its ancient southern half I found the usual crowd of Rooks, Crows and Stock
Doves in the big field south of the Old Rectory. There were at least 40 Stock
Doves and as I was trying to count them I came on a pure white bird that was
clearly an albino (or at least leucistic) Stock Dove and not an isolated Feral Pigeon.
On Christmas Day I may have seen the same bird but at that time I described it as
being of a pale coffee colour, not the bright white I saw today (maybe on the first
occasion it had got some of the slurry on it?)
Still in the lane I found much Cherry Plum blossom now showing and also saw
Jew’s Ear fungus on one of the many dead trees lining the lane. At the seaward
end the tide was low but the water and mud around it were crowded with birds recently the Brent have been notable by their absence (away in fields) but today
there were at least 1000 to be seen here, and on the way home the sky over the
north Hayling fields had a huge crowd of them in flight - certainly over 2000. The
second most numerous bird (excluding the Dunlin) was Shelduck with at least 50
in view here but surprisingly there was a shortage of Oystercatchers (possibly
they have mostly moved to breeding areas - the Rye Bay website reports them
starting to make noisy display flights)
After walking to Nore Barn I added both Wigeon and Pintail to my list and noted
the growing leaves of the English Scurvygrass on the salting where it will
probably flower before April (last year I saw the first flowers on Apr 4). In the Nore
Barn woods both the normal and the pale pink Sweet Violets were in flower and
along the north edge of the wood the footpath was being re-surfaced but I quick
look did not suggest that this threatened the Hairy Garlic growing under the
hedge on the north side of the path.
Coming back across the field path to Warblington Church I found an immense
number of molehills in the easternmost field on the higher ground alongside the
stream, and on reaching the church I saw that two large Macrocarpa trees in the
eastern hedge of the churchyard have had most of their upper section removed
(probably to let more light into the new cemetery extension) - interestingly the bird
habitat lost with those trees seems to have been ‘mitigated’ by hanging a large
bird box (aimed at Kestrels?) on one of the remaining tree trunks.
Next stop was at Langstone Pond on which the pair of Swans are now present and
defending territory - both were warning of both people and dogs with their wings
half raised and much hissing (can anyone tell me why this raised wing threat
posture is called ‘busking’?). No clue as to their chosen nest site yet.
From the sea wall here, looking east with the setting sun lighting them, I had my
first view of Golden Plover for the year - an estimated 80 birds with a similar
number of Lapwing. While watching them two Egrets flew into the roost trees,

and later I saw at least 10 (plus 4 Grey Herons) in the trees. Nearing the pony field
north of the pond I thought there was a huge pre-roost gathering of Egrets in it but
when I could see the field clearly the many white shapes turned into
Black-headed gulls - more than 100 searching the ground for worms driven to
the surface by the recent heavy rain.
Last note for the day was of another Mistle Thrush singing loudly at dusk (they
usually favour mornings) from a big tree in the Wade Farm fields.
Tue 13 Feb
Stansted East Park and Aldsworth Pond
A dry if not sunny morning saw me heading for Stansted Forest in the hope of
hearing the Woodlark that has been reported there, which I did, and on the way I
added another song to this year’s list with a Marsh Tit singing strongly from
treetops in Southleigh Forest (where a Goldcrest was also singing from lower
branches). Before that I had heard the first of several Mistle Thrushes singing
loudly as I entered Hollybank Woods from Hollybank Lane, and after emerging from
Southleigh Forest I found a Little Egret in a place that I have not seen them before
- a pony field near Stubbermere Pond.
At Stansted I cycled up the road to the big house but continued past the entrance to
the house grounds and turned right (past the Irongate Cottages) onto the track
which crosses the East Park to become Woodlands Lane leading to Walderton.
Shortly after passing the cottages I stopped to listen for Woodlark and while
waiting saw two Buzzards and three Stock Doves. I did not have to wait more
than a couple of minutes before hearing the lark which was mobile in the area north
of the track I was on - at one stage it was visible perched on the overhead power
wires heading towards Lumley Seat. Sadly I did not hear the full song delivered in
flight but what I did hear was unmistakeable.
At the far side of the East Park fields a Great Spotted Woodpecker was
drumming and when I reached the start of Lordington Copse I stopped to enjoy a
large bush of Spurge Laurel now covered in open flowers. Before plunging down
to Walderton I stopped again to look for (and find) Green Hellebore plants in
flower on the north side of the lane.
Passing Walderton Down I heard my first full Skylark song of the year (later I
heard two more, and watched one rising vertically in full song from a field near
Racton Folly). Further down the valley (along which all channels of the River Ems
were in full flow) a cloud of Rooks and Jackdaws rose from the rookery trees at
Racton Park Farm, and in the roadside ditch at the main road junction at Racton I
saw the first fresh leaf of a Butterbur plant arising from deep water.
At Aldsworth Pond the first thing I saw was a newly returned Swan, presumably
one of the pair that will nest on an island in the pond, and at least two pairs of
Little Grebe were very active and noisy on the water. Also disputing breeding
rights were four Coots mutually chest-butting and pecking at each other.

Other birds were one pair of Gadwall, two male Shoveler and four male Tufted
Ducks plus the odd Moorhen.
Just before getting home I met Kevin Stouse in the street and he told me that at
least one of the Swans has returned to the IBM Lake at Portsmouth to claim
territory. So far as I know none have yet started nest-building but back at Aldsworth
Pond one Coot seemed to be standing on the foundations of a nest under a
bankside tree.

SUMMARY FOR FEB 5 - 11 (WEEK 6 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Black-throated Diver: All three diver species remain in our area but I see that
Black-throated, usually the least common, was well represented with three seen
together in Southampton Water on Feb 3 in addition to the bird on Sowley Pond
near Lymington (up to Feb 4 at least). On Feb 4 one appeared in Chichester Harbour
and spent an hour feeding in Stocker's Lake before flying to the Thorney Channel.
Latest report was of one off Durlston in Dorset on Feb 5
Great Northern Diver: One remains a regular sight in the mouth of Chichester
Harbour where I had close views of it down to about 100 metres on Feb 6
Red-necked Grebe: In addition to the few sightings in Chichester Harbour during
January what was probably the same bird was seen in Langstone Harbour at least
once on Jan 24. On Feb 3 it was back in Chichester Harbour seen from Black Point.
The bird that has regularly appeared off Puckpool Point on the IoW was there again
on Feb 1
Slavonian Grebe: The HOS website tells us of just two sightings in Langstone
Harbour on Jan 15 and 24 - these are the first reports I have heard of for this
harbour since Jan 1. More recently there was one off the mouth of the Beaulieu
River on Feb 5
Black-necked Grebe: I have at last got this on my year list with a sighting of 18
birds seen from the Hayling Oysterbeds on Feb 7
Fulmar: Around 12 birds were seen near St Catherine's Point (IoW) on Feb 3 - 7 of
them were perched on ledges. Another 3 pairs were seen between Saltdean and
Rottingdean (east of Brighton) on Feb 6.
Cormorant: Some people dislike these birds less than most fishermen do but I
guess that a roost of more than 300 at Rye Harbour on Feb 5 did not bring joy to
anyone's heart. Last year the management team at Rye Harbour was forced to cut
down a lot of trees overhanging Castle Water because Cormorant droppings from
these trees were seriously polluting the water but that does not seem to have
deterred the birds from favouring that reserve where several hundred breed. The

number of Cormorants there has reached 500 in late summer when the young birds
are present in additon to their parents, but I think a count of 300 at this time of year
is a record and shows continuing population growth.
Shag: Single immature birds (maybe the same bird?) were seen at Southsea Castle
on Feb 10 and by the Hayling Ferry (mouth of Langstone Harbour) on Feb 7
Little Egret: On Feb 5 a group of around 30 were feeding/sheltering in the fields
around the Warblington Farmhouse and at Rye Harbour that day a total of 57 left
the night roost.
Mute Swan: The count of 98 at Emsworth's Town Millpond on Jan 27 has been
beaten into second place by a count of 123 leaving the night roost on Castle Water
at Rye Harbour on Feb 5
Brent Goose: It seems that these are leaving us earlier than usual this winter - by
Feb 7 at least 1750 had been seen flying east past Dungeness and a flock of 28 seen
on Flat Beach at Rye Harbour on Feb 8 was probably made up of birds heading the
same way. Here in the Havant area the harbour shores are often bare of Brent but
the birds can be found gathered into larger than usual flocks on fields (e.g. a tight
packed flock of up to 1000 birds seen on Feb 5 on a grass field between Pook Lane
and Wade Farm). I suspect this packing together is part of the process of psyching
themselves up for the long journey ahead - it is certainly not the result of lack of
food elsewhere nor of disturbance elsewhere.
Pale-bellied Brent: News that there have been four of these (plus one Brant)
present in Langstone Harbour thoughout January has eventually appeared in the
January summary published on the HOS website
Red-breasted Goose: The singleton was still in the west Solent near the mouth of
the Beaulieu River on Feb 5
Scaup: The immature drake which had been seen on the river at Titchfield Haven
from Jan 1 to 19 then disappeared but was seen again, looking smarter than before,
on Feb 10
Long-tailed Duck: The bird which had first been seen to fly into Chichester
Harbour on Jan 29 has been seen flying out of the harbour at dusk on at least six
days from Feb 3 to 9 but there have been no reports of its presence from Sussex
birders.
Common Scoter: Three were seen on the sea off Titchfield Haven on Feb 10, not
quite as impressive as the 300+ seen close inshore at Rye Harbour on the same day.
Goosander: I have previously reported two isolated sightings of a redhead
Goosander in the Sinah Gravel Pit lake this winter but I hear that people with
access to the lake have seen it at the west end of the water near one of the two
small islands throughout the winter.

Marsh Harrier: One was seen at Titchfield Haven on Feb 7 and I gather that up to
two birds have been present there since at least Jan 24 though I have only seen four
reports so far this year.
Buzzard: We are now coming to the time of year when Buzzards show themselves
most prominently but the only recent reports of soaring groups come from
Pulborough Brooks on Feb 3 and from Lee hamlet on the River Test south of
Romsey on Feb 7 - in both cases 9 birds were seen together.
Peregrine: These are now pairing up and displaying pairs have been seen at
Chichester cathedral on Feb 4 and at Christchurch Priory on Feb 3
Avocet: I think the flock of 20+ birds has now dispersed from the Farlington
Marshes area but 7 could still be seen there on Feb 2 and 6 were in Pagham Harbour
on Feb 3. More interesting was the first news of 3 birds back at Titchfield Haven
(where they bred last year) on Feb 4
Lapwing: Pulborough Brooks reported an estimated 11,000 Lapwing there on
Feb 3 - sadly they are unlikely to remain and nest in southern counties...
Knot: I have at last got these on my year list with half a dozen seen in the high tide
roost at Black Point on Hayling, seen on Feb 6
Sanderling: I also ticked this species at Black Point on Feb 6 - one of the 20+ birds
there had only one leg, enhancing the effect of its 'clockwork mouse' progress along
the sand at the tide's edge.
Purple Sandpiper: Numbers at Southsea Castle increased to 14 on Feb 8 and then
to 17 on Feb 10, probably as a result of the birds having already started their spring
movement eastwards. The count will have to increase a lot more to match the total
of 32 seen there on 14 March 1982.
Ruff: Maybe these are also starting to move in reponse to thoughts of spring - a
group of 6 at Christchurch Harbour on Feb 10 were the first to be seen there this
year but as they came south from the Avon Valley they may have been just
responding to local disturbance
Snipe: Another species that seems to be on the move - I found my first of the year
in the marshy 'orchid field' of Langstone South Moors on Feb 9 when I disturbed 9
or more birds from wetland where I have not found them earlier in the winter (this
is a typical stop-over place for groups of birds on passage). No Jack Snipe were
seen with them but on Jan 25 a total of 7 were found at Farlington Marshes.
Black-tailed Godwit: These too are perhaps becoming restless in response to the
call of spring. While the main flocks have remained in the Pagham
Harbour/Fishbourne channel area in the east and in the Avon valley in the west of
our local area small groups have been reported at various places including a dozen
back on the Emsworth shore on Feb 5 and half a dozen at Langstone village that day
(and similar numbers remaining in this part of Chichester Harbour to Feb 10 at

least). There have also been reports of 52 at Farlington Marshes on Feb 3, 35 at
Pulborough Brooks on Feb 5 and 202 at Titchfield Haven on Feb 10.
Spotted Redshank: One had returned to the Emsworth west shore on Feb 5 and
7 and one was in the Redshank roost at the Hayling Oysterbeds on Feb 7 (it is
probably there on most days)
Herring Gull: A pair of adults were displaying on the water of the Hayling
Oysterbeds lagoon on Feb 7 to remind us that the island in that lagoon will soon be
filling up with breeding birds.
Sandwich Tern: Three were seen in the Titchfield Haven area on Feb 10 and at
least one was seen in Langstone Harbour on Jan 23 in addition to regular sightings
around the mouth of Chichester Harbour throughout January.
Barn Owl: There has been a noticeable increase in the number of daytime hunting
birds seen recently as they get ready for their breeding season. Five reports from
different sites between Feb 3 and 7 include on from the Finchdean area north of
Rowlands Castle where a report on Feb 3 said that a bird there could regularly be
seen hunting by day. There has been a similar increase in reports of Little Owls
including a pair to be seen at Idsworth just north of Finchdean (and the birds at Hoe
Cross to the west of Hambledon have also been seen on Feb 3)
Short-eared Owl: The sight of one hunting in the New Forest (west of
Brockenhurst) on Feb 5 probably indicates that some of these owls have started
moving north (perhaps from France?) as there have been no previous sightings at
this well watched site earlier in the winter.
Woodlark: These are now returning to their breeding areas and singing, not only
in the New Forest but at two sites much closer to Havant - one around Markwells
Wood north of Finchdean and Forestside, the other in the East Park of Stansted
Forest.
Rock Pipit: I saw my first for the year on the Langstone South Moors shore on Feb
9 - probably a bird moving back to its breeding quarters as I have not seen them
here this winter. Numbers at Christchurch Harbour have also increased with a count
of 15 there on Feb 10 - on Feb 7 there was one good example of a Scandinavian
bird there, already showing some breeding plumage.
Water Pipit: The HOS summary for January reveals that up to three have been at
Farlington Marshes during the past month. At least on was at the Lymington
marshes on Jan 26 and five were at the Lower Test on Jan 31
Pied Wagtail: These are also on the move with the first report of one coming in
off the sea at Portland Bill on Feb 6
Black Redstart: One of these was also 'new in' at Portland on Feb 10
Blackbird: One was heard singing at Emsworth on Feb 4 and more than one was
singing there on Feb 7 but so far no general start of song.

Dartford Warbler: At least four were singing in the New Forest on Feb 3
Blackcap: The first report of full song came from the Southampton area on Feb 4
Chiff Chaff: Two were singing at the Apuldram sewage works near Chichester on
Feb 3
Tree Creeper: One had been heard making noises (probably singing) at Durlston
on Jan 31 but the first definite report of a pair seen with the male singing comes
from the Isle of Wight on Feb 10
Rook: I do not think of these as migrants but Portland reported the first coming in
off the sea on Feb 4
Raven: A group of 8 were together at Tarrant Rushton airfield (east of Blandford in
Dorset) on Feb 5
Brambling: There have been few reports of these this winter - last winter Daryl
Short in the Fishlake area north of Romsey had 50 Brambling in his garden at this
time of year, this year his very first did not turn up until Feb 8.
Siskin: These two have been in short supply but on Feb 3 the number to be seen
around Paul Hoare's garden in the Whiteley area of Fareham had increased to
around 30.
Hawfinch: On Feb 8 Daryl Short heard one 'singing' at the Rhinefield Arboretum
night roost site (where up to 12 birds have been seen recently). I had to look up
details of this bird's 'song' and find it to be a quiet and confused jumble of
monosyllabic notes.
Escapees: It is some time since I first heard of the Scarlet Headed Blackbird
that has been on the loose in the Medina valley area of the Isle of Wight but the
picture of it which Derek Hale has put on his website after seeing it again on Feb 7
is impressive - it is a blackbird with a complete scarlet head and neck. Two Fulvous
Whistling Ducks seen at Titchfield Haven on Feb 10 may well have been part of
the group of four that were at the Chichester lakes on Nov 18 last year.
INSECTS
Butterflies
Brimstone: We have now had six reports of these flying during 2007. Of the
new reports I have seen this week one is late news of a female seen at
Selham (just east of Midhurst) on Jan 20. More recently there was one at
Bartley Heath in north Hampshire on Jan 28, another at Yew Hill near
Winchester on Jan 31, followed by one in north Fareham on Feb 2 and the last
at Coldwaltham near Pulborough on Feb 3
Red Admiral: We now have an incredible 77 reports of this species for the
year, 17 of them in February.

Large Tortoiseshell: Extremely uncommon at any time of year I was
amazed to hear that one had been found on Jan 28 flying at Portland Bill
where it was caught and taken into care but died after a few days. (Photo on
the Portland website)
Camberwell Beauty: Equally amazing was the find of one hibernating at
Peamarsh (just west of Rye) on Feb 4
Peacock: Seventh report for this year comes from Wadhurst in East Sussex
on Feb 2
Comma: Second report for the year comes from Appledore near New
Romney in Kent on Feb 3
Moths
Light Brown Apple Moth: First for the year found flying at dusk in Gosport
on Jan 24
Hummingbird Hawkmoth: The first two reports for the year are both of
flying insects already out of hibernation. One was feeding from Pansies at the
Royal Victoria Country Park (Southampton) on Jan 31 and the second was on
Winter Jasmine in the Wallington area of Fareham on Feb 1
Common Quaker: One was reported from Wadhurst in East Sussex on Jan
20
The Satellite: Also at Wadhurst in East Sussex but on Jan 30
The Chestnut: Also at Wadhurst in East Sussex on Jan 30 (a second
specimen was taken at Pagham Harbour on Jan 31)
The Herald: John Goodspeed has heard of one hibernating in a house and
occasionally seen moving from one dark corner to another. I understand that
the full name of this insect is 'The Herald of Spring' but in view of the
numerous moths already on the wing this one is not doing a good job of being
their forerunner!
Other insects
Gorse Shieldbug (Piezodorus lituratus): I think this is not an uncommon
species but I was not aware of it until I saw its photo on the Portland website
where many had been found emerging from hibernation in Gorse on Feb 5
PLANTS
Sea Rocket (Cakile maritima): One plant of this had several flowers on it when
I was walking along the causeway to the Black Point sailing club on Hayling Island
on Feb 6

Red Clover: My first find of this in flower was in Havant close to the Langstone
roundabout on Feb 8 - while the flowers were fresh both flowerheads were drooping
as their thin stems had been weakened by frost.
Grey Poplar: A tall mature tree growing beside Wade Court Road in Havant always
flowers much earlier than others of its species and by using my binoculars to scan
the upper branches on Feb 5 I could see that several catkins were already starting
to open
Lesser Periwinkle: Just one flower was open, sheltering within the bottom of a
thick hedge across East Leigh road from Locks Farm, in the Denvilles area of Havant
on Feb 8
Ivy-leaved Speedwell: Last week I reported by first find of this in flower at
Bedhampton on Feb 2 but that was a single isolated specimen. On Feb 5 I found a
whole clump of flowering plants on the old wall running along the south side of St
Faith's churchyard in Havant. (In the churchyard and elsewhere plants of White
Comfrey had started to develop flowerheads but so far I have not seen a single
flower)
Stinking Hawksbeard: Not local but maybe of interest was a progress report on
the Rye Bay website showing how this plant, which became extinct in Britain in the
1980s) is being re-introduced at two sites (Dungeness and Rye Harbour). The
website told us that the plants are surviving and multiplying in rabbit proof cages on
the beach at Rye Harbour - last summer 47 plants flowered - but as usual in
conservation management in excluding one threat to a species (in this case the
rabbits) has exposed the rare plants to another threat from Ivy-leaved Toadflax that
is also benefiting from the absence of rabbits to multiply faster than the
Hawksbeard and to cover the tiny Hawksbeard seedlings)
Summer Snowflake: What must be a garden escape of this was flowering by the
side of Mill Lane at Langstone on Feb 9. In previous springs I have also found Glory
of the Snow here but the site (almost opposite the entrance to the West Mill) has
become very over grown with brambles.
OTHER
Frog: On Feb 2 more than 50 Frogs were busily mating and spawning in a
New Forest stream and by Feb 5 there was lots of spawn in Theo Roberts garden at
the southern foot of Portsdown but John Goodspeed has heard of another garden
(no location given) where spawn was found as early as Jan 10 (ten days earlier than
what I have previously posted as the first - found in Eastleigh area on Jan 20). Even
Jan 10 is in one sense not the earliest for on Feb 4 Mike Collins was cleaning out his
north Havant garden pond when he came across a very large tadpole - this
must have been from last spring's spawn, and this is the first instance that I
have come across of something that I have read about, which is that when there is
insufficient food in the pond to support full development of tadpoles in frogs the
tadpoles will go into a sort of suspended animation and remain in the pond for a full
year, emerging with the others in the second year. I believe that the crucial factor

is a shortage of meat to feed the tadpoles when they change from the early stage
as vegetarians into carnivores, and I have heard that if you suspect this is
happening then you can supplement the food available in the pond with a very small
amount of finely chopped meat (I think raw liver is best) but you have to be careful
not to put more meat in the water than the tadpoles can eat or it will rot and pollute
the water. I think I would try with a couple of pinches of meat chopped so finely that
it floats on the surface of the water.
Toad: These normally spawn in March but John Goodspeed reports that spawn was
found in one pond in a Portsdown Hill garden during the week ending Feb 4 - and on
that day Brian Fellows found one unlucky Toad squashed on a road at Emsworth
close to Peter Pond.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR FEB 5 - 11 (WEEK 6 OF 2007)
Fri 9 Feb
A wet visit to the Langstone South Moors
When I set out for an afternoon walk the clouds were low and dark as they had been
all day but there seemed no real threat of rain. It remained dry until I reached the
South Moors shore where I was exposed to a strong wind and some heavy rain
(which lasted until I was nearly home!).
Although I was very wet I was happy to have two new bird species on my year list.
The first was a single Rock Pipit on the shingle of the South Moors shore and the
second was Snipe - at least nine of them put up in the marshy ‘orchid field’. As
neither of these species had been seen in these places earlier in the year I guess
they were both on passage to breeding areas.
I had a quick look at the Budds Farm Pools which were full of gulls seeking shelter
from the rough water of the open harbour but sadly I could not spot a Med Gull
among them (several of the Black-headed Gulls now have black heads and these
always look really black rather than brown at this time of year but none was black
enough to be a true Med and in any case the black did not extend down the nape)
Thu 8 Feb
Around Havant
The snow which hit Britain today missed Havant - we did not even have a frost - and
I even added a new flowering plant to my year list as well as seeing unseasonable
plants in flower. These two were Holly in Havant Park and Red Clover near the
Langstone roundabout, and the new find was Lesser Periwinkle of which I found
just one flower hiding away within the shelter of a hedge bottom near Locks Farm
in the Denvilles area.
Wed 7 Feb

Midweek News Summary
Since my weekly summary went out at the weekend I have picked up the following
news items that I find interesting …
BIRDS
Black-throated Diver: One or two have been seen in Southampton Water
regularly since Jan 1 but on Feb 3 three were seen there.
Great Northern Diver: One had been reported to be in the mouth of Chichester
Harbour throughout January and on Feb 6 it was again close to the causeway out to
Black Point at high tide, last seen heading out towards Bracklesham as the tide fell
Great Crested Grebe: Although a pair of these had been seen displaying to each
other on the Chichester Gravel Pit lakes in November and December I have seen no
other reports until Feb 4 when a pair were displaying at Sowley Pond near
Lymington and another pair were photographed at their (incomplete) nest at Hatch
Pond on the north firnge of Poole in Dorset
Black-necked Grebe: More than 15 were in Langstone Harbour off the
Oysterbeds on Feb 3
Cormorant: A report on the Rye Bay website of more than 300 Cormorant night
roosting at Rye Harbour on Feb 5 sent me to check the Sussex Bird Reports to see
if this was unusual and I found a surprising lack of information - from the published
figures there is no indication of such large numbers roosting in the winter. WeBS
counts for December seem to be in the range of 50 to 120 birds and the only
indication of larger numbers seems to be in the summer when the birds which breed
there have their young to boost numbers (in July 2004 there was a peak count of
500 birds including young). By 2006 the droppings falling into the water from this
number of birds was causing serious water pollution and so most of the trees in
which they nested were cut down to discourage nesting (at least in trees
overhanging the water) but it would seem that the Cormorants are fighting back
with what may be the highest ever number there and possibly intending to breed.
300+ birds may represent 150 breeding pairs, and that would be a significant
increase on the 126 pairs breeding there in 2004 before the trees were cut down.
Mute Swan: A count of 98 birds at Emsworth on Jan 27 was at that time the
biggest herd of Swans that I had seen reported this year but on Feb 5 Rye Harbour
reported a count of 123 birds leaving Castle Water at dawn (and I think there were
others that did not leave the night roost)
Brent Goose: On Feb 5 an entry on the Dungeness website read .. "There was a
distinct feeling of spring offshore with a surprisingly large, early movement of Brent
Geese, a total of 1360 flying east before 1000hrs although there was very little else
moving". This is the fourth report of Brent going east off Dungeness - on Jan 22 the
count was 95, on Jan 29 it wass 145, and on Feb 4 it was 127 making a total of 1727
birds that have already left us. I have no doubt that we will still be seeing some
Brent here in the Solent harbours into April and on Feb 5 a flock of up to 1000 birds

was in the grass field adjacent to Wade Farm at Langstone (the field on the west
side of Pook Lane at its shore end)
Red-breasted Goose: The bird that was at Poole Harbour before moving to the
Lymington shore moved on east to the mouth of the Beaulieu River on Jan 31 and
was still there on Feb 4
Long-tailed Duck: One has been seen flying out of Chichester Harbour at dusk on
Jan 29 and Feb 3 and was almost certainly there on Jan 27. The Dorset bird was still
at Abbotsbury on Feb 5 and there are probably still two in Poole Harbour.
Velvet Scoter: One seen off Lepe at the mouth of Southampton Water on Feb 4
was the first I have seen reported in Hampshire this year although one has been in
the Weymouth area of Dorset from Jan 1 to 28 and is probably still there.
Goosander: John Chapman found 15 on Eyeworth Pond in the New Forest on Feb
4. Others were seen on the nearby Cadman's Pool that day and these 15 are
probably only a part of the number that spend their nights on the Blashford Lakes
but spread out to various New Forest pools during the day (others may be seen on
the River Avon or still at Blashford). The highest roost count so far this year has
been 26 on Jan 23
Peregrine: On Feb 3 the Christchurch Priory male bird was joined by a female for
the first time this year and on Feb 4 the pair at Chichester Cathedral were
displaying. Another pair had been displaying at Dungeness on Feb 1
Avocet: The arrival of three at Titchfield Haven on Feb 3 may well mark the start of
a return to breeding sites ....
Knot: On Feb 6 I saw my first for the year in the Black Point high tide roost on
Hayling (I only saw around half a dozen birds)
Sanderling: I also broke my duck with this species at Black Point on Feb 6 (but only
saw around 20 birds among several thousand Dunlin and well over 100 Ringed
Plover plus the Oystercatchers and Grey Plover there). Among the
Sanderling was a one-legged bird whose 'clockwork mouse' movement was
accentuated by the rapid hopping involved.
Black-tailed Godwit: In addition to a flock of over 100 still in the Pagham
Harbour/Fishbourne Channel area around Chichester a few returned to the
Emsworth/Langstone area on Feb 5 (a dozen birds in the Nore Barn area and
another half dozen at Langstone Mill). On Feb 3 the number back at Farlington
Marshes was up to 52 birds including one whose coloour ring proves it to be over 15
years old.
Spotted Redshank: One was back off Nore Barn at the west end of the Emsworth
shore on Feb 5 - first sighting there since Jan 13
Green Sandpiper: The Havant Leigh Park bird was seen again by the Hermitage
Stream on Feb 3

Black-headed Gull: On Feb 3 John Shillitoe watched a tight 'ball' of some 900
gulls (Common and Black-headed) flying over the Chidden area east of Old
Winchester Hill in the Meon valley and wondered why they were behaving in this
unusual way. Jason Crook suggested the probable reason was that they had just
been 'spooked' by a Peregrine (and this would fit in with the behaviour of the
shoals of fish which we regularly see on TV being rounded up into a tight ball by
Dolphins and other under-water predators)
Feral Pigeon: This species does not often draw a comment from me but as I was
walking through the residential area of south east Havant on Feb 5 I heard the first
'song' from one (or was it a Stock Dove - I can never be sure of the difference, if
any, between the songs of these two species).
Short-eared Owl: The presence of one in the New Forest on Feb 5 probably
indicates a northward return passage of these birds has started (none seen in the
Forest earlier in the winter).
Little Owl: Anyone needing this species for their list could try the Hoe Cross area
(SU 631-149) just west of Hambledon where two different birds were seen on Feb
3 by two different birders (each saw both birds)
Lesser Spotted Woodpecker: Two more reports of sightings come from the
Curbridge Nature Reserve by the Hamble River near Botley on Feb 3 and from Upton
Country Park on the north side of Holes Bay in Poole Harbour on Feb 4
Meadow Pipit: On Feb 5 a small flock of 12+ Meadow Pipits in the shore fields of
Warblington Farm (where they are not normally seen during the winter) made me
wonder if their northward passage had started and back at home I saw that the
Portland website entry for Feb 4 mentioned that the first few Meadow Pipits had
arrived in off the sea that day.
Black Redstart: The Hayling Beachlands (Anne's Court) bird was seen again on
Feb 3.
Dartford Warbler: Although I am pretty sure there will have been earlier song
from them during the winter the first report of song heard in the New Forest came
on Feb 3
Blackcap: Although sub-song had been reported on Jan 14 the first report of full
song came from the Rownhams area of Southampton on Feb 4 (from Paul Winter
who has had a male in his garden on 8 dates this winter starting on Nov 26)
Chiff Chaff: A bird had been heard singing at Romsey on Jan 15 but I have seen no
reports of song since until Feb 3 when Brian Fellows heard two birds at the
Apuldram sewage works near Chichester.
Rook: I do not think of Rook as a migrant species but have occasionally seen
reports of them arousing interest by flying over Christchurch Harbour (though not
so far this year). This note relates to the arrival of one or two in off the sea at
Portland Bill on Feb 4

Raven: Reports of these are too frequent to mention nowadays but I did note the
comment relating to a pair seen on the south coast of the Isle of Wight on Feb 3 it said that the birds were in a sheep field (but did not say whether lambing had
already started - when it does the Ravens will have rich pickings from the
after-births even if they do not get whole lambs.
Corn Bunting: Just one was seen in the Droxford area of the Meon Valley on Feb
3 to prove the species still exists in Hampshire. In Sussex the count at Rye Harbour
was 55 on Feb 4 and a flock of more than 30 were in the Martinstown area (just west
of Dorchester) in Dorset that day. On Feb 5 another flock of 20+ was seen in Dorest
at Tarrant Rushton arifield (east of Blandford and not far west of the Avon valley)
INSECTS
Butterflies
Brimstone: Three new Hampshire sightings of active Brimstones - on Jan 28
one was flying at Bartley Heath in north Hampshire, on Jan 31 one was seen
at Yew Hill southwest of Winchester and on Feb 2 one was in a north Fareham
garden.
Red Admiral: A recent update to the Hampshire Butterfly Conservation
website means that we have 25 new reports of Red Admiral. Typifying the
strange weather that has brought so many out was the sight of one resting
on a Snowdrop while another was nectaring on Buddleia officinalis
that should not have been in flower for another six weeks. Others were
nectaring on Viburnum and one was enjoying over-ripe bananas put
out on a garden 'butterfly table'.
Peacock: Just one new sighting of this species on Feb 2 in north Sussex
Large Tortoiseshell and Camberwell Beauty: The most extraordinary
insect reports so far this winter are of a Large Tortoiseshell seen flying
weakly at Portland Bill on Jan 28 when it was caught and taken into care but
sadly it died a few days later and was taken to the Portland Bill observatory for
confirmation of its identity (photo on their website). Equally surprising was
the find of a hibernating Camberwell Beauty at Peasmarsh near Rye in East
Sussex where it is being watched over and will hopefully emerge when the
real spring arrives.
Moths
Light Brown Apple Moth: First report for the year comes from David
Tinling in Gosport who saw one flying at dusk on Jan 24
Hummingbird Hawkmoth: The first two reports of this species already on
the wing are from the Royal Victoria Country Park in Southampton on Jan 31
(nectaring on Pansies) and the Wallington area of Fareham on Feb 1 (on
Winter Jasmine)
Common Quaker: First of the year at Crowborough on Jan 20

The Satellite: Also at Crowborough on Jan 30
The Chestnut: Also at Crowborough on Jan 30 with a second report of it at
Pagham Harbour on Jan 31
PLANTS
Grey Poplar: One mature tree in Havant which always flowers earlier than others
was unfurling its first catkins on Feb 5
Sea Rocket (Cakile maritima): One plant at Black Point on Hayling had flowers
on Feb 6
Stinking Hawkweed: Not flowering! The interest here was that this species which
became extinct in Britain in the 1980s is the subject of a re-introduction programme
with young plants being grown in rabit proof cages at both Dungeness and Rye
Harbour - the Rye Bay website has a photo of someone checking out the tiny leaf
rosettes of this year's crop which will hopefully exceed the 47 plants which grew at
Rye last summer.
OTHER WILDLIFE
Toad: One was found squashed on a road near Emsworth's Peter Pond on Feb 4 with everything else being early this year I guess Toads maybe on the way to their
breeding ponds a month early - it may be worth having a look at the road leading
north to Stansted House where it passes the Brick-kiln ponds for evidence of their
movement.
Frog: 50+ Frogs were spawning in a New Forest stream on Feb 2 and on Feb 5 an
extra large tadpole was found in a Havant garden pond - I have read that if there
is not enough food in the pond when the tadpoles grow to the stage when they
become carnivores that they will remain in the tadpole stage for a whole year but
this is the first time I have come across a case of this. I guess the remedy is to add
very tiny amounts of very finely chopped meat to the pond when the tadpoles start
to need meat but if you overdo it the pond will suffer from pollution as the excess
meat decays. If the meat is chopped finely enough to float and there is very little of
it this might do the trick.
Tue 6 Feb
Black Point wader roost
Today I drove to south Hayling after lunch and walked out to Black Point to see the
huge wader roost on the bank of sand and gravel west of the sailing club which I
gather the sailors call ‘Seagull Island’.
The huge mat of Dunlin covering most of the area could have had anywhere from
5,000 to 10,000 birds but there were relatively few of the other species. Ringed
Plover probably numbered up to 150 and Oystercatcher were about the same in
number with perhaps 50 Grey Plover and fewer of the species I was most
interested in as I had not got them on my year list - I could only see around 20

Sanderling and only half a dozen Knot. One of the Sanderling caught my eye by
emerging from the motionless mixed flock before any of the others stirred and I
soon saw why as it’s ‘clockwork mouse’ run across the sand was made with only one
leg. Presumably this disability had left it short of food and hunger had driven it to
seek food before the others. It seemed able to get around at the same speed as any
other Sanderling but no doubt it would find it difficult to compete for food as I saw
when it got near a Turnstone and was briskly driven off by that bird.
Other birds on the water included four Swans, a small flock of perhaps 40 Brent
and even smaller numbers of others - two Merganser, three or four Shelduck and
two or three Little Grebe - half a dozen Great Crested Grebe were the most
numerous.
Coming back down the causeway alongside the deep water entrance channel of
Chichester Harbour I had my best bird - a Great Northern Diver which surfaced
three times within 100 metres of me before drifting off towards Bracklesham.
Also on the causeway I had a surprising plant find - one plant of Sea Rocket
(Cakile maritima) with several flowers still open. The only other flower noted was
a single Meadow Buttercup in pavement edge grass as I walked from my parking
spot in Bosmere Road.
Mon 5 Feb
A walk to Warblington
This was a dull, damp and raw morning but I had to go out to replenish the bird seed
for my garden birds - that required a walk to a shop in the next street about 300
metres away but to make it more interesting I walked some 4 km to Warblington
Church and then to Langstone Mill before coming back into Havant.
Despite the dull weather I heard 12 bird species singing including my first Feral
Pigeon (or was it a Stock Dove? - I assume feral as it was in a residential area).
Chaffinch and Greenfinch were heard in several places and a Mistle Thrush
was singing in an area that I have not heard one before, though I think they have
very large territories and several song posts scattered around the territory.
The only new tick for the year was of Grey Poplar catkins starting to unfurl on a tall
old tree in Wade Court Road - this one is always the first of its species to flower in
this area. Not new to the year list, but a first for Pook Lane, was Cherry Plum
blossom on trees at both ends of the remaining part of the old lane south of the
Havant bypass, the construction of which split the lane into two halves and created
the need for a new access road to the old Rectory from Church Lane (confusingly
this tarmac section is labelled Pook Lane).
Back in Havant at the end of this walk I found my second example of Ivy-leaved
Speedwell in flower on the old wall by the path along the south side of St Faith’s
churchyard, within which the White Comfrey plants were for the first time
showing signs of forming flower heads.

Going back to the birds I found the flock of Stock Doves had vanished from the big
field south of the Old Rectory but a few of them were in the field south of the
Warblington farmhouse on the east side of Church Lane where there were also at
least 29 (maybe 31) Little Egrets. With the tide rising there were also a few
Curlew and Oystercatcher, but no Brent, in the farm fields though there were
newcomers in the shape of a dozen or more Meadow Pipits in one of the shore
fields - probably the first sign of their mass movement north for the coming spring.
Reaching the seawall there were still no Brent on the water but when I came to the
seaward end of Pook Lane and looked into the Wade Farm field on the west side of
the Lane I found a massive flock of Brent - I estimated at least 800 birds but I
see that Brian Fellows thought there were 1000 of them when he saw them later in
the morning.
On Langstone Mill Pond the pair of Mute Swans have been back to guard their
territory for some time and on the village shore we will soon be seeing
Mediterranean Gulls returning to their breeding area (on the Langstone Harbour
islands) but I could find none today. What did catch my eye here was a small group
of half a dozen Black-tailed Godwit which have not been here for more than a
month.
SUMMARY FOR JAN 29 - FEB 4 (WEEK 5 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Red-throated Diver: Two were off the mouth of Pagham Harbour on Feb 1, and
Andy Johnson reports that one or two could be seen in the mouth of Chichester
Harbour on most days during January
Black-throated Diver: The Sowley Pond (east of Lymington) bird which was first
reported on Jan 10 continues to be seen there up to Feb 2. Two more birds have
been seen together in Southampton Water since Jan 1 - both were last seen in Jan
27 but at least one was still there on Feb 1
Great Northern Diver: Four were in Southampton Water on Feb 1 with another
off Puckpool Point (IoW) across the water from Portsmouth. Three were in Portland
Harbour and one in Poole Harbour on Feb 2 and one was off Portland on Jan 30.
Andy Johnson reports regular sightings of one in the mouth of Chichester Harbour
throughout January
Red Necked Grebe: One was still off Puckpool Point (IoW) on Feb 1 where it has
been seen on and off since Jan 3 and another was in Pagham Harbour (also on Feb
1). I have seen no reports of one in Chichester Harbour since Jan 20
Slavonian Grebe: The only sightings in the past week have been from the
Lymington area, Portland Harbour and Studland Bay but it is unlikely that the three
birds that have been in the mouth of Chichester Harbour throughout January have
already left. Langstone Harbour has not had any reports so far this year.

Black-necked Grebe: Until now the highest counts of this species in Langstone
Harbour have been 19 or 20 birds in both December and January but on Jan 28 Lee
Evans was at the Hayling Oysterbeds and saw a flock of 26 birds. One remains in the
Lymington area and another at the Blashford Lakes but to see any others you have
to visit Dorset or the Rye Bay area.
Shag: At least one bird has been seen carrying nest material in the Durlston area
and on Jan 27 Russell Wynn found at least 11 birds in the Needles area of the IoW.
On Feb 1 one first winter bird was seen close to Southampton Town Quay.
Bittern: No further reports from Titchfield Haven since Jan 27 but in the past week
there have been sightings at Rye Harbour (2 birds on Feb 2), the Dungeness RSPB
reserve, Radipole Lake at Weymouth and Hatch Pond (on the east side of the A349
coming into Poole from Wimborne Minster - two were there on Jan 26 and one on
Feb 1)
Cattle Egret: An unconfirmed report says that one flew south from Pulborough
Brooks on Feb 1 (there have been no other sightings anywhere this year before or
after that date)
Mute Swan: 98 birds were crowded on to the Emsworth Town Millpond on Jan 27.
This is the highest count I have seen reported anywhere this year - on Feb 2 the
Gosport Cockle Pond had 73 birds, on Jan 15 there were 74 on the Avon at Ibsley
and on Jan 7 there were around 60 on the Ryde (IoW) Canoe Lake
Bewick's Swan: On Feb 2 the count on the Avon at Ibsley jumped from a peak of
8 earlier this year to 14 (and the Black Swan was also present)
Brent Goose: On Jan 29 a total of 145 Brent flew east past Dungeness (95 had
previously gone east here on Jan 22) and this suggests that at least some Brent
think the weather is mild enough to start their spring passage (though I realise that
these could have been birds seeking pastures new - perhaps heading for the
Thames estuary or intending to stay in the Dungeness area to support the RSPB
protest against expansion of the Lydd airport)
Red-breasted Goose: The bird which arrived in the Lymington area on Jan 26
was last seen there on Jan 31 (sometime before 11:45 am) when it flew east as far
as Park Shore (west of the Beaulieu River mouth) where it was seen on the
afternoon of Jan 31. As you need a permit to visit that site, and there is an embargo
on putting out information from the Beaulieu estate without prior permission, it is
quite likely that the bird is still there but there have been no further reports so far ...
Shelduck: Good numbers still present in the Langstone area - cycling across
Langstone Bridge on Feb 1 I counted 89 birds on mud east of the bridge and at least
another 75 to the west of the bridge. On Jan 28 Derek Hale found around 100 in
Newtown Harbour on the IoW
Gadwall: On Feb 2 a pair was on Bedhampton Mill Pool and on Feb 3 there were at
least half a dozen on the Budds Farm pools

Green-winged Teal: One was reported from the Holes Bay area of Poole Harbour
on Feb 1
Pintail: On Jan 30 Brian Fellows found 38 in Nutbourne Bay and on Feb 2 Newtown
Harbour (IoW) had at least 10 birds
Ferruginous Duck: The regular Fudge Duck was still on the Budds Farm pools on
Feb 3 so a similar Ferruginous x Pochard hybrid which turned up at Rye Harbour on
Jan 30 was a different bird.
Scaup: Single birds remain at Weir Wood reservoir and Normandy Lake at
Lymington. At Rye Harbour 3 were seen on Feb 3 and at Abbotsbury in Dorset 14
were counted on Feb 1
Long-tailed Duck: In addition to a couple still in Poole Harbour and one at
Abbotsbury, a new bird was seen briefly in the mouth of Chichester Harbour on Jan
29 when Andy Johnson watched a male fly in from the sea to land on the Sussex
side of the water (not seen again).
Ruddy Duck: The single male was still on Budds Farm pools on Feb 3
Marsh Harrier: One was seen at Titchfield Haven on Jan 31 - the first Hampshire
sighting this year, seen on the same day that a new British record was set when 96
were seen at a roost in north Norfolk.
Hen Harrier: Despite recent suggestions that some sinster person or persons were
trying to drive Hen Harriers from the New Forest by hovering unmarked helicopters
low over their night roosts the number reported at the roost in the north west of the
Forest the count increased to at least 5 birds spending the night there on Feb 2.
Peregrine: A pair were displaying at Dungeness on Feb 1
Avocet: These can still be seen in Nutbourne Bay (4 on Jan 30), Farlington Marshes
area (7 on Feb 2) and the Lymington shore (12 on Feb 2)
Ringed Plover: A pair were displaying at Rye Harbour on Feb 2
Golden Plover: 1000 birds were over Pagham Harbour on Feb 1 when 200+ were
in the Lymington area. On Jan 27 the first substantial flock of 230 was on the Wide
Lane playing fields at Eastleigh
Lapwing: On Jan 28 more than 3000 were present at Pett Level near Hastings and
on Feb 1 Pagham Harbour had 4000 birds
Black-tailed Godwit: The unusual behaviour of these birds in the past month or
so has brought an 'unprecedented' report of 75 at Pulborough Brooks on Jan 31,
and back on Jan 6 I see that a flock of more than 80 appeared at the Lower Test
reserve where it was said to be the biggest flock seen there for five years. I wonder
if large numbers have also been at other unwatched sites - including the grassland
within the MoD Defence Muntions site on the northwest shore of Portsmouth
Harbour where 364 birds were found on 14 Jan 2006.

Whimbrel: One was still in Langstone Harbour on Feb 1 in addition to birds
wintering in Pagham Harbour, Southampton Water and at Keyhaven (just one
report on Jan 20)
Spotted Redshank: One was again in the Fishbourne Channel near Chichester on
Feb 2 but the best place to see them remains the Lymington area where 5 were
present on Jan 31 and 3 on Feb 1
Green Sandpiper: On Jan 27 three were seen in the Alresford area and on the
same day a Common Sandpiper was on the River Hamble where it passes
through Burridge
Black-headed Gull: On Feb 2 the Portland website remarked on the first spring
passage of gulls moving east 'up channel', including 104 Black-headed and just 2
Med Gulls - I suspect that we will soon be seeing increased numbers of both
species back in Langstone Harbour
Iceland Gull: What was probably the same adult bird was seen on Jan 29 at both
Hook/Warsash and Titchfield Haven, on Jan 30 in Haslar Lake at Gosport (south of
the Cockle Pond where the Ring-billed Gull resides), and Jan 31 it was back off
Titchfield Haven
Sandwich Tern: January brought sigthings from Titchfield Haven. Southampton
Water and Poole Harbour (4 there on Jan 21) but no mention of them in Langstone
or Chichester Harbour though that does not mean they were not there as Andy
Johnson has just told us that two were present in the mouth of Chichester Harbour
throughout January.
Auk Species: The bad news of oiled birds on the Dorset coast recently does
preclude the fact that many birds have escaped pollution - Portland Bill reported
more than 2000 feeding offshore there on Jan 29 and gave a count of 3000 there in
Jan 31, with more that 1000 Razorbills in the area on Jan 30
Razorbill: Andy Johnson reports that up to four were in the mouth of Chichester
Harbour throughout Jan and more recently one was seen close off Southampton
Town Quay on Feb 1
Little Owl: I had my first sight of one for the year - it was on a tree at the
Warblington farm close to where they nested last year.
Long-eared Owl: On Feb 1 four were seen at Rye Harbour where no more then
two had been seen earlier this year.
Lesser Spotted Woodpecker: The first four reports of this elusive species have
come in a bunch (probably because this is the time of year that birders go looking
for them!). On Jan 28 Alan Lewis found three in the Rhinefield Arboretum area of
the New Forest (and recorded the first drumming) while Russell Wynn heard one
calling in his Brockenhurst garden. On Jan 29 Keith Vokes had three birds in the
Denny Wood area of the New Forest and on Feb 2 Ian Calderwood saw one at
Rhinefield.

Woodlark: There had been an isolated report of one in full song near Horsham on
Jan 9 but it is now that we are more likely to hear them and Alan Lewis heard one
on Jan 27 at a coastal site east of Lymington and on Feb 2 one or more were singing
in Wareham Forest in Dorset.
Skylark: Since the first report of song on Jan 27 there have been three more
reports (from Sussex, Hants and the IoW) on Jan 28, 30 and Feb 2
Rock Pipit: As yet no one has mentioned Meadow Pipit song but on Jan 29 and
31 a Rock Pipit was singing at Durlston Country Park. Rock Pipit are vocally
distinguished from Meadow Pipits in winter by their much more 'wheezy' calls but
I understand that Rock Pipit song, while very similar to Meadow Pipit, is sharper
in sound and 'more electric'.
Blackbird: I heard my first 'daytime' song from a Blackbird at Brook Meadow in
Emsworth on Jan 30 and Brian Fellows heard another nearby on Feb 2 but there has
so far been no general start-up of Blackbird song (either by day or at dusk).
Fieldfare: There have been fewer than usual along the south coast this winter and
so an isolated report dated Jan 31 of 'hundreds and hundreds' of them at Amblerley
Wild Brooks may indicate the start of a northward movement of birds that have
been wintering in France.
Blackcap: This is another species that has been in very short supply this winter and
several people have recently commented on the absence of birds from their gardens
- in particular I hear that there have been none in the garden shared by Theo and
Graham Roberts on the southern foot of Portsdown where any birds that arrive are
fed cake baked to a special recipe favoured by the birds and the birds are ringed and
closely monitored.
In the 1995 Hampshire Bird Report Graham Roberts published an article reviewing
observations of Blackcaps in this garden over a 25 year period from the 1969/70
winter to 1995/6 and this shows two things that may be relevant to the present
dearth of sightings. The first is that numbers do fluctuate from year to year - in four
of the winters only one bird was recorded and in one year there were none, while in
another five there were always more than ten (with a peak of 37 in1993/94). This
variability occurs in two forms - firstly there are differences from one year to the
next, and secondly there are periodic variations that probably reflect overall
population numbers (peaks occurred in the mid 80s and the early 90s during which
each year had higher numbers than were seen in the 70s and late 80s)
The second major fact is that numbers build up over the winter with peak counts in
Feb and March, so there could still be a significant increase in gardens before the
spring migrants arrive.
Chiffchaff: Numbers of these also seem to be lower than usual and this probably
helps to confirm that a major factor is the absence of cold weather to drive the birds
south and into areas where there is still food (gardens and sewage farms). Lower
numbers (and the consequent thin spread of birds) means that few of them come in

contact with each other and thus are provoked into song. When we used to have 20
or more birds bunched together at Budds Farm sewage works in the past it was
common to hear song on sunny days in January - this year the only site reporting 20
birds has been Brading sewage works on the IoW (and that only since since Jan 25
when only one was seen there) so it may not be surprising that there have only been
two reports of song so far - one in Romsey on Jan 15 and one at the Apuldram
sewage works near Chichester on Feb 3.
Tree Creeper: On Jan 31, among a list of birds heard singing at Durlston country
park, is a note that the 'tremulous squeaks of a Tree Creeper ' were heard - I
take it that constitutes at least an attempt at song by one of these birds.
Raven: A pair were seen displaying in Wareham Forest, Dorset, on Feb 2
Starling: Numbers of these have greatly diminished in recent years though fairly
large numbers can still be seen - this is illustrated by an observation from Brighton
west pier on Jan 28 of around 18,000 Starlings coming to the communal roost
there - that may sound like a lot of birds but the observer commented that it is only
half the number to be seen there last winter.
Chaffinch: Although song was heard earlier Jan 29 seems to be the date on which
Chaffinches started their spring songs
Greenfinch: While these are not yet in general song I witnessed my first song
flight in Havant on Jan 30 and have recently noticed a general increase in numbers
around the area as winter flocks break up and birds return to the places where they
will breed.
Corn Bunting: The only major flock remains at Rye Harbour where 87 birds were
counted on Jan 30 but of more interest to us in the Havant area there was a flock of
18 birds seen on the downs just north of Worthing on Jan 28
INSECTS
Butterflies: Eleven new reports of Red Admiral since last week's summary,
including two within Havant Borough on Feb 2. Also reported since last week are
two Peacocks, one Small Tortoiseshell and one Brimstone
Red Admiral caterpillars: On Jan 27 a report on the Sussex Butterfly
Conservation website from a Newhaven garden read .. "Still a handful of
overwintering Red Admiral caterpillars despite recent storms and
snow". My Collins Guide to caterpillars tells me that the eggs of this species hatch
in about a week and that the caterpillars become full grown in a month, when they
pupate - if this timetable applies to winter months the many Red Admirals on the
wing during the winter were still indulging in sex and laying eggs in December.
Moths: New on the scene have been ...
Pale Brindled Beauty at Edburton in W Sussex on Jan 30
Spring Usher at Pagham on Jan 31 (and Hastings on Feb 1)

Early Moth at Edburton shortly before Jan 30
Tawny Pinion and Early Grey at Portland on Feb 1
The Chestnut at Pagham Harbour on Jan 31
Silver Y at Portland on Feb 1 (migrant?)
Hoverflies: On Feb 2 I noticed two small hoverflies active in the Bedhampton area
of Havant. In my diary I suggested that these were likely to be Drone Flies
(Eristalis tenax) emerging from hibernation but on reflection the smaller size and
long thin body was more like that of the Marmelade Fly (Episyrphus balteatus)
though the specimen which I saw closely lacked the 'marmelade' colour and was
more of a shiny black and white colour
Lesser Bloody-nosed Beetle: Seeing a report of several of these beetles seen on
short turf at Durlston country park on Jan 31, and not being able to find the Latin
name of the species which I needed to add the species to my database, I did a
Google search and found the answer in a list of beetles recorded here on Portsdown
(some years ago). Durlston would seem to be the best place to see these beetles
nowadays.
PLANTS
Marsh Marigold (Kingcup): Finding one plant of this with five open flowers on
the Langstone South Moors on Feb 3 was one of this week's high spots. Other
buttercup species now in flower include Bulbous Buttercup in Emsworth on Jan
27 and Meadow Buttercup in Havant on Feb 2, plus the many Lesser
Celandines now out.
Hairy Bittercress: Flowering plants of this are now becoming widespread but I
only know of one pavement crack in Havant where Thale Cress can be seen
flowering (first seen Jan 31)
Common Mallow: I was surprised to see a plant of this with several fresh flowers
here in Havant on Feb 3 (I think it was responding to the cutting down of scrub
which had been shading it from the light)
Yellow Oxalis: The many self seeded plants of this which have spread around my
garden were starting to open new flowers on Feb 1 after a very short 'rest period'.
Blackthorn: The single aberrant tree at the Hayling Oysterbeds was still flowering
on Feb 1
Common Alder: A few of these had started to flower on Feb 3 - one in a sheltered
position near the Tesco store was well out but others around the Langstone South
Moors were starting to open their catkins.
Wild Primroses: On Feb 1 at least 8 clumps of what I think are genuine wild
Primroses had flowers in the small shoreline copse south of the Oysterbeds

Ivy-leaved Speedwell: The discovery of one flowering plant of this growing on
an old wall near Bedhampton church (St Thomas) was probably the high spot of my
week - unlike the Marsh Marigold which 'hit you in the eye' this tiny plant was so
inconspicuous that I did not recognize it until I used my hand lens and saw the
exuberantly hairy stem and the lovely (but tiny) violet coloured veining of the flower
Giant Butterbur (Petasites japonicus): On Feb 3 I made my way into the
neglected thicket beside the Langbrook Stream where these plants grow and found
them starting to flower - in total there were at least 55 plants but only two or three
had their white flowers open.
OTHER WILDLIFE
Fox: At Budds Farm Pools in bright sunshine on the afternoon of Feb 3 I enjoyed a
prolonged view of two Foxes strolling on the grass north of the pools. One
squatted to show she was a Vixen while the other (presumed to be a Dog) kept his
nose glued to the ground throughout the ten minutes or so that I watched. They
appeared to be just enjoying the warm sun but it is possible they were trying to
persuade the waterfowl that they were not hunting - the birds all kept a respectful
metre or so off the north shore and while the Vixen at one point disappeared into
the shore vegetation there was no attempt to 'jump' the birds.
Harbour Porpoise: The first report for the year is of one seen from Hastings
Country Park on Jan 28
Bottle-nosed Dolphin: One seen from Portland on Feb 2 was the second for the
year - one had been seen there on Jan 10
Fallow Deer: Looking east from the Stansted House area on Jan 29 a herd of at
least 12 Fallow Deer could be seen resting in the furthest open field of the East
Park. Several had good heads of antlers and at a guess they were all bucks as I think
the sexes keep separate outside the rutting season. There could have been a lot
more animals hidden behind trees and one may have been white-coated though the
white patch I could see through the trees was not identifiable as a deer! (In the past
there have been one or two white coated animals fairly regularly seen in this area the first time I saw one I thought it was a goat!)
Bat species: On Jan 28 a small bat was seen flying and apparently feeding in the
Wade Lane area of Langstone. My understanding is that all hibernating bats have to
emerge at least once a month to defecate if they are not to accumulate poisons in
their bodies and I think they normally do this in the daytime when the warmer air
gives them less chance of 'catching a cold' while their body temperature is lowered
by hibernation - when the time comes for proper spring emergence from
hibernation they are perhaps more likely to come out to feed at night?
Lacquered Bracket fungus (Ganoderma lucidum): By chance (having to
creep along the drier edges of the very wet Park Avenue, aka Monument Avenue,
leading east from the road bisecting Stansted Forest to Racton Folly on Jan 29) I
found myself clinging to a mature oak and as I made my way round it I came on an

excellent example of this bracket fungus on the far side of the trunk. Note that
Roger Phillips and Michael Jordan both give this species the name Ganoderma
resinaceum but that name has disappeared from the 'new list' and it seems the
species has been lumped with G. lucidum.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JAN 22 - 28 (WEEK 4 OF 2007)
Sun 4 Feb
Web site updates
Today I have not only put up the usual WEEKLY SUMMARY page for the past
week (and have reduced its size by splitting off the summaries for the last few
weeks of 2006) but have also compiled an experimental form of Monthly Summary
for January 2007 which can be seen on the MONTHLY HIGHLIGHTS page (which
previously had a summary for Jan 2006 - I may eventually get round to doing
highlights for the other months of 2006 as well as for the months of 2007 and they
pass)
All the main pages can be accessed using the Navigation Bar at the head and tail of
each main page but to avoid overloading that bar I have put a separate link to the
‘Previous Summaries’ page at the foot of the main Weekly Summary page
Sat 3 Feb
Langstone South Moors and Budds Farm
Today’s glorious sunshine encouraged me to look for flowers on the South Moors
and I found both the species that I was hoping for.
The first was Kingcup or Marsh Marigold, a single plant with five open flowers
found at the top end of the ‘orchid field’ just south of the Autoliv factory which was
built on an area where I remember seeing well over 500 Kingcups in flower before
the building covered much of the marshy land. Hopefully there will be more than
one plant left there this spring but there is another threat to the plants - lack of
water. Usually at this time of year that area has pools of standing water but today
the ground was virtually dry and nowhere could I see the leaves of other plants not
yet flowering …
The second plant was not of wild native origin - it was the Giant Butterbur
(Petasites japonicus) which was planted by ecological consultants hired by IBM in
the 1960s (?) to landscape the grounds around their new factory. Many people will
know of the unusual female plants of the normal Butterbur which they also
planted by the Langbrook stream but few seem to know that if you penetrate the ‘no
man’s land’ on the west bank of the Langbrook stream south of all the new houses
and north of the bridge by which cattle get from the farm to the South Moors you
can find a colony of 50 to 100 plants which look more like Cauliflowers than
Butterbur, and which have pale green leaf like bracts looking like lettuce leaves and
broad flower heads studded with many small white flowers giving the appearance
of a cauliflower. Today I counted 55 plants with half a dozen already in flower.

One other less expected first flowering noted today was of Common Alder - one
tree had fully open catkins near the Tesco store, others around the South Moors
had only some open catkins. Another surprise found by the roadside while still in
Havant was a fresh Common Mallow plant with several fresh flowers - it had
benefited from cutting down of trees around the large office building, currently
empty, by the Langstone roundabout. Down on Southmoor Lane the single
aberrant Goat Willow was still covered with Pussy Paws while the nearby Cherry
Plum trees had a lot more flowers open (and coming back up Wade Lane from
Langstone Pond at the end of this walk I found the trees there were also starting to
open their flowers).
Reaching Budds Mound to overlook the pools the first thing I saw was a pair of
healthy adult Foxes strolling openly around the open grassland on the north side
of the pools - they continued to do so for at least 10 minutes and seemed to be just
enjoying the sun. One squatted to show she was a Vixen, the other was probably a
Dog but he never did anything to show it - his nose was firmly to the ground all the
time I was there but he seemed to be wandering aimlessly, not following any
particular trail.
The presence of the Foxes kept the birds away from the vegetation along the north
shore and I saw both the male Ruddy Duck and the hybrid Ferruginous x
Pochard (Fudge Duck) as well as all the usual suspects including half a dozen
Gadwall.
Coming back along the shore with the tide well out I could see plenty of waders and
gulls in the distance but did not pick out anything of special interest though at one
point I thought I saw a flock of Knot coming in to land but after walking out to get a
closer look I could not re-find them.
Fri 2 Feb
Leigh Park and Bedhampton
This morning I walked north over the railway line to the Havant cemetery in New
Lane, then on through Leigh Park before turning south to Bedhampton and then
east to return home.
Passing Fairfield School at the start of this outing I had a Mistle Thrush singing
overhead to start a list of 14 bird species in song - as well as those which I have
been hearing daily recently I had several Chaffinches singing in the cemetery and
two separate Great Spotted Woodpeckers drumming in trees near the Hermitage
Stream plus both Greenfinch and Goldfinch.
My count of flowering plant species was 26 and included a real surprise - my first
Ivy-leaved Speedwell of the year. Also on the list was Meadow Buttercup, Wall
Lettuce, and an odd plant of Feverfew. Not counted on my list was a beautiful tree
covered with Mimosa blossom.
One apparently pristine Red Admiral was seen as were two Hoverflies - probably
Drone Flies which can be seen at any time of year and which should be emerging
from hibernation now. Reflecting on this identification I think the insects I saw were
too small and less broad than those of Drone Flies - maybe they were 'Marmelade

Flies' (Episyrphus balteatus) which can also be found at almost any time of year
but these were more black and white in colour
Thu 1 Feb
North west Hayling
This afternoon I cycled across Langstone Bridge and down the Coastal Path as far
as the small copse on the seaward side of the path south of the Oysterbeds where
I found eight clumps of Primrose in flower. On my way there I was surprised to
find the Blackthorn tree in the Oysterbeds area still had flowers.
Crossing Langstone bridge I scanned either side and saw a total of at least 164
Shelduck on the mud at very low tide, and from the Oysterbeds area I could see
plenty of Merganser and probably a flock of around 20 Black-necked Grebe but
without a scope and in failing light I could not be sure of these.
Wed 31 Jan
Latest sightings
A round up of recent reports since my last weekly summary includes ..
BIRDS
Black-necked Grebe: On Jan 28 the wintering flock in Langstone Harbour
increased from 19 to 26 (counted by Lee Evans from the Oysterbeds)
Red-breasted Goose: The bird which left Poole Harbour in Dorset on Jan 25 and
spent Jan 26 to 28 in the Keyhaven area moved east to Pennington Marshes on
Jan 29 and went even further east to Park Shore near the mouth of the Beaulieu
River on Jan 31 but returned to the Lymington marshes that same day. My guess is
that this bird's movements are just a reflection of an increasing growth of the
migration urge among Brent Geese causing the flocks to become more restless as
the days lengthen and the weather is springlike. As early as Jan 22 Dungeness
reported 95 Brent flying east, and on Jan 29 a total of 145 Brent flew east
there.
Ferruginous Duck: Unless the Fudge Duck that winters at Budds Farm has made
a very unexpected trip it seems that it is not unique as a very similar Ferruginous x
Pochard hybrid was seen and photographed at Rye Harbour on Jan 30
Goldeneye: Although numbers remain low this winter there seems to have been an
increase in the past week - on Jan 25 the first double figure count came from the
Lymington marshes with just 11 birds, then on Jan 28 Lee Evans saw 15 off the
Hayling Oysterbeds and on Jan 29 Bob Chapman had 18 on the Blashford Lakes
Red Kite: An increase in reports of these may also reflect the early onset of spring.
On Jan 27 one was soaring over Upwaltham near Pulborough and several were
seen in the Basingstoke area, Jan 28 brought a not unexpected report of 2 seen in
the West Dean Woods area north of Chichester but one seen in the Hastings area
that day was unusual.

Marsh Harrier: We know that numbers of these birds seen in Britain have been
increasing over the years but a count of 96 in one night roost in north Norfolk at the
end of Jan is thought by Lee Evans to be a record for Britain,
Little Owl: The Warblington farm bird was seen back in the usual area by the
tarmac section of Pook Lane on Jan 30 - this time it was on a tree south of the road,
not north of the road where it has been seen in the past
Lesser Spotted Woodpecker: On Jan 28 the first drumming was heard at the
Blackwater Arboretum in the New Forest (and one was calling in a Brockenhurst
garden that day). Jan 30 brought a report of three birds in the Denny Wood area of
the New Forest.
Woodlark: The winter flock in the Hundred Acres area west of Wickham in the
Meon valley numbered 24 birds in December and was down to 12 for most of
January but on Jan 30 only 4 could be seen there - presumably the birds have
already returned to breeding areas
Skylark: First reported song for the year came from Thorney Island on Jan 27, then
on Jan 28 several were singing near Henfield in Sussex and on Jan 30 some were
singing over the Hundred Acres fields near Wickham in Hampshire
Rock Pipit: One of these was singing at Durlston country park on Jan 29 and again
on Jan 31 - the song is similar to that of Meadow Pipit but is said to have a cleaner,
sharper sound (the reverse of the wheezy call which distinguishes it in the winter)
Blackbird: At least three birds were singing on the evening of Jan 19 in both
Havant and Emsworth but no more was heard of them until Jan 30 when I heard
one in Emsworth
Mistle Thrush: These have been singing occasionally since mid-November and
could still be heard on Jan 29 and 30
Tree Creeper: On Jan 31 one was heard making squeaky sounds at Durlston presumably this marks the start of their song.
Starling: Decreasing numbers of these birds brought the comment that only
around 18000 were seen performing their pre-roost aerial display at Brighton pier
on the evening of Jan 28 - this was said to be only half the number seen there the
previous year.
Chaffinch: Although song had been heard in the Hastings area on Jan 22 there
were no more reports until Jan 29 when one was heard at Durlston in Dorset. On
Jan 30 birds were heard at Pagham Harbour and here in Havant.
Greenfinch: I heard and saw one making its song flight over my garden on Jan 30
(probably the same bird was performing a couple of days earlier but I did not note
the date).
Siskin: There have been few of these around this winter but maybe the normal
February invasion has started early with reports of 10 in the built up area of
Whiteley at Fareham on Jan 27 and a flock of more than 20 on the IoW (Alverstone
area) on Jan 30

Crossbill: These are early nesters and at least two singing males were heard in the
New Forest on Jan 28 while a pair were seen together there on Jan 29
Corn Bunting: The usual flock is present in the Rye Harbour area (87 there in Jan
30) but of more interest I see that on Jan 28 there was a flock of 18 birds on the
Downs north east of Worthing (Lychpole Hill near Steep Down)
Escapees: A Speckled Teal was seen at Lymington Marshes on Jan 27 - probably
of local origin as this species is a faily regular sight there. Also on Jan 27 a
non-European Vulture species flew west high over Eastleigh
INSECTS
Butterflies: Another six sightings of Red Admiral between Jan 27 and 30. Also in
the latest reports there were Sussex sightings of Small Tortoiseshell in the Adur
valley near Steyning and Peacock in the Cuckmere valley on Jan 27 plus an
undated sighting of Brimstone in flight somewhere in Sussex. On Jan 27 a
Newhaven garden still had several active Red Admiral caterpillars
Moths: Two firsts of the year at Edburton (north of the Downs in the Brighton area)
on Jan 30 were Pale Brindled Beauty and Early Moth
Other insects: Durlston country park had several Lesser Bloody-nosed Beetles
crawling over short turf on Jan 31 - I see this rare species has been recorded on
Portsdown Hill in the past.
PLANTS
Bulbous Buttercup: The first flowering of this was recorded in Emsworth on
Jan 27
Thale Cress: A couple of plants were flowering in Havant on Jan 31 - the first
I have noticed this year.
Hazel: Tiny red female flowers were noticed this week in Havant and in
Emsworth
Tue 30 Jan
Around Havant
A damp morning often seems to encourage bird song and this morning I heard my
first Chaffinch and Greenfinch song of the year. I am certainly not the first to hear a
Chaffinch but I have not yet seen anyone else comment on Greenfinch song perhaps it is not very spectacular but the bird was not only making its unremarkable
twittering but doing so in flight, weaving around about 100 feet up over its ‘territory’.
I normally note such ‘firsts’ when I observe them, but this morning’s bird reminded
me that I had heard one doing the same things a couple of days ago but had
forgotten to record it so today’s date will go in my database as the first song.
I must also admit to another bit of forgetfulness in not commenting on the first
Skylark song of the year - that was heard on Thorney Island last Saturday (Jan 27)
by Brian Fellows’ group and I obviously did not take in its significance when I read
his account of the morning.

Mon 29 Jan
Stansted Forest Groves
A short visit to this area on a very dull afternoon gave me a good but distant view of
a herd of Fallow deer in the East Park fields, my first earful of Great Spotted
Woodpecker drumming, a close view of a very good example of Lacquered Bracket
growing on the trunk of an Oak, and the unexpected sight of gulls spiralling up in a
thermal to pass the time as they headed back to night roost in the harbours.
I started with a look for Lesser Periwinkle in Pitts Copse and along the edge of Park
Avenue (no luck there) and was led on along the track first by hopes of a Lesser
Spotted Woodpecker on the many dead trees in the Groves area (where all that I
could hear were the songs of Coal Tit and Song Thrush, punctuated by several
violent whirrings as I disturbed Pheasants that had been sheltering in the hedges)
and then by the possibility of Ravens in the East Park.
Making my way among the trees lining the rather wet track to avoid large puddles in
the centre I rounded one large Oak to find a beautiful example of Lacquered
Bracket fungus growing on the far side at about waist height - checking on it when I
got home I was pleased to see that the English name has been retained but the
Latin name used in both Phillips and Jordan has been abandoned - what was
Gandoderma resinaceum is now lumped under G. lucidum.
Reaching the stile taking walkers across the fields south of the big house to the top
end of the Groves I climbed it with some difficulty and halfway across the fields was
rewarded with the view of at least a dozen Fallow Deer, several of them bucks with
big heads of antlers - there could have been more hidden behind trees and there
may have been a white deer with them but the white patch that I could see was half
hidden and might have been a heap of chalk for all I know though there has for as
long as I can remember been a ‘white’ strain among the deer in this area.
A little further on I heard the drumming of a woodpecker from the trees in the
Stansted Arboretum and then saw the gulls pausing to ride the thermal on their way
south to the coast - nothing else of interest.

SUMMARY FOR JAN 22 - 28 (WEEK 4 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Red-throated Diver: On Jan 26 there were 40 feeding off Dungeness but the only
report from our area was of one off East Head (Chichester Harbour) on Jan 24
Black-throated Diver: Two remain in Southampton Water off Hythe (seen on Jan
21 and 27 and present since at least Jan 1)
Great Northern Diver: One was in the mouth of Chichester Harbour on Jan 22 and
24 and one was off Lymington on Jan 25. On Jan 27 three were seen in
Southampton Water (probably including one also seen off Titchfield Haven that
day)

Great Crested Grebe: The only substantial flock on the south coast (off
Dungeness) which was reported to have more than 550 birds on Jan 15 had
increased to 880 birds by Jan 26. By Jan 27 there were 5 on the sea off Titchfield
Haven - a faint reminder of the flocks that used to gather there (217 in 1987 and a
Hampshire record of 220 in Feb 1996). Locally the Emsworth Town Millpond had its
first ever on Jan 22 and it was still there on Jan 23
Red-necked Grebe: Five isolated individuals were reported last week - one off the
north east IoW shore, one in the Southwick Canal at Brighton, and the others at
Christchurch Harbour, Portland Harbour and Rye Bay (Pett pools)
Slavonian Grebe: Three were in the mouth of Chichester Harbour off Black Point
on Jan 22 and two were off East Head on Jan 24 while two remained in the west
Solent off Lymington. Further west one was in Portland Harbour on Jan 21 and
maybe the same bird was at Abbotsbury on Jan 24
Black-necked Grebe: A sighting of 19 off the Hayling Oysterbeds on Jan 22 is the
first proof that the flock seen there in December has survived the storms. In Dorset
up to 11 were reported from Studland Bay on Jan 21
Leach's Petrel: The most unexpected report of the week was of a Leach's Petrel in
Langstone Harbour on Jan 20 where it was seen from the Oysterbeds for more
than an hour before someone spotted it flying east past Langstone Bridge
(presumably going under the bridge) but there were no further reports from
anywhere in Chichester Harbour.
Bittern: There seems to be a shortage of these on the south coast this winter but
locally there was news of one seen flying at Titchfield Haven on Jan 27. This is the
first report from Titchfield Haven since Oct 11 where one had been present from
Sep 15 last autumn, and it is the only Hampshire sighting so far this year. Since Jan
1 the only sightings I have heard of have been at the Dungeness RSPB reserve in
Kent and nearby Rye Harbour while Dorset has had up to 2 at Radipole and one at
Hatch Pond (can anyone tell me where that is??)
Pale-bellied Brent: The number in the Portland area had crept up to 8 by Jan 26
and the Isle of Wight reported its first for the year (a single in the Brading Marshes
area on Jan 24 and 25). So far this year there have been no reports of any in either
Langstone or Chichester Harbours
Black Brant: Singles remain at Gosport, West Wittering, Poole Harbour and
Portland (Ferrybridge). On the IoW their first of the year was at Brading Marshes on
Jan 24 and 25 with the Pale-bellied bird).
Red-breasted Goose: The bird which turned up at Ferrybridge in Portland Harbour
on Nov 4 moved to Poole Harbour on Nov 29 and remained there until Jan 25 but
on Jan 26 and 27 it has been in Hampshire in the Keyhaven area (seen near
Lyemore Lane)
Garganey: An unconfirmed report of a female at Morden Lake (west of Poole
Harbour in Dorset) on Jan 26 ...

Eider: A count of 116 seen off Titchfield Haven on Jan 26 is the highest anywhere
for this winter but last year more than 130 were seen there on Jan 25 and on Feb 3
the count was up to 220+ (probably 240)
Goosander: A single redhead was seen on Sinah gravel pit lake on Hayling on Jan
19 (one had been there on the same date last year and again on Dec 23 but there is
no evidence for a winter resident bird there)
Marsh Harrier: One was reported from somewhere on Thorney Island on Jan 24 ...
Buzzard: On Jan 21 I had a close up view of a bird flying in to perch on a tree in one
of the Warblington Farm hedgerows bordering the field in which Brian Fellows had
seen a Buzzard on Nov 19 and Dec 18 - it would seem that this bird has decided to
settle down on the farm.
Avocet: A sighting of 8 from the east side of Thorney Island on Jan 24 presumably
confirms the continuing presence of a small flock in the Thorney
Channel/Nutbourne Bay area
Ringed Plover: 220 were in the high tide roost just west of the Black Point sailing
club at the mouth of Chichester Harbour on Jan 20, indicating the recent arrival of
more of these birds in our area and on Jan 26 I scored my 'first of the year' with just
8 of them in the minor high tide roost at the mouth of the Langbrook stream at
Langstone.
Golden Plover: Although there have been none in the Langstone/Northney area
recently and 'few' were seen from Thorney Island on Jan 24 that date brought the
first sighting for this winter of a substantial flock of 185 birds on the Wide Lane
playing fields at Eastleigh while the Gosport area has also acquired a small flock of
around 45 birds this week and the flock at the Lymington marshes had increased
from 200+ on Jan 4 to 500+ on Jan 24.
Knot: The only substantial number I have seen reported this year was a flock of
around 200 in Newtown Harbour (IoW) on Jan 4 so recent reports of 50 in the high
tide roost at Black Point (mouth of Chichester Harbour) on Jan 20, and around 70 in
Pagham Harbour off Church Norton on Jan 23, are welcome.
Jack Snipe: Two of these were flushed from East Head in Chichester Harbour on
both Jan 23 and 24
Black-tailed Godwit: Very few are currently being seen in Chichester or
Langstone Harbours (e.g. just 18 at Farlington Marshes on Jan 25) but there have
been counts of 200 at Titchfield Haven (Jan 27), 59 on the north shore of
Portsmouth Harbour on Jan 26 and 60 on Amberley Wild Brooks on Jan 19. I think
there are still substantial numbers in the fields north of Pagham Harbour.
Spotted Redshank: The Emsworth/Thorney birds have not been reported recently
but there are still 3 on the Lymington marshes (Jan 25 - 5 there on Jan 19), 1 in the
Fishbourne Channel near Chichester (Jan 25) and a total of 13 in Poole Harbour
(Jan 21)

Green Sandpiper: The bird which I saw in the Hermitage stream running through
Leigh Park here at Havant just before New Year was back there on Jan 26 (with a
Kingfisher for good measure)
Iceland Gull: An adult was seen at Winchester sewage farm on Jan 22 and off
Titchfield Haven on Jan 27
Sandwich Tern: The only Hampshire sightings so far this year have been of
singles (probably the same bird) off Titchfield Haven on Jan 13 and further up
Southampton Water on Jan 15. Maybe they have moved west as Jan 21 brought
two sightings, each of two birds, from different parts of Poole Harbour (where they
were, I think, newcomers).
Guillemot: This past week has brought sad news of more than 200 oiled along the
Dorset coast west of Portland but on 26 Jan 200 Guillemots were feeding off
Dungeness and 150 Razorbills were seen flying west there.
Stock Dove: The large flock of 150 or more that had been seen at Warblington
Farm on Christmas Day were still there this week - 150 were seen on Jan 22. The
attraction seems to be that the field is being regularly sprayed with slurry that
contains a lot of undigested Maize (Sweetcorn) that is fed to the cattle while they
are being kept in.
Black Redstart: One or more are probably still present in the central beachlands
area of south Hayling and there has been a report of one seen on Jan 24 at a 'new'
site around the Anglican cathedral in Portsmouth
Blackbird: The outburst of song heard on Jan 19 does not seem to have become
regular but Jan 21 brought news of a female collecting nest material in the
Horsham area.
Fieldfare: A few more have moved south this week bringing reports of 100+ at
Lymington (Jan 21) and around 200 (with 100 Redwing) by the R Adur just north of
Henfield on Jan 24. I had my first sighting of a dozen or so (with some 20 Redwing)
in the Idsworth area north of Rowlands Castle on Jan 25.
Common Whitethroat: We have already had more than one report of wintering
Whitethroats at the end of last year (at Portsmouth, Christchurch Harbour and
somewhere in Devon) and Jan 23 brought news of a female eating Ivy berries at
Burpham across the R Arun from Arundel.
Goldcrest: I heard my first Goldcrest song of the year on Jan 21 and I see another
was heard near Hastings on the next day ...
Great Grey Shrike: I see that the Holm Hill bird in the New Forest south of
Rhinefield House was seen on Jan 25 to catch a Blue Tit, stash that bird, and then
catch a Dartford Warbler which foolishly took a short flight between two gorse
bushes and was easily caught by the Shrike before it could get back into cover.
Chaffinch: First (and only) report of song for this year comes from the Hastings
area on Jan 22

Linnet: I have yet to see one this year and I have only seen three reports from
others - on Jan 5 a flock of 20 were near Horsham and on Jan 20 a flock of around
50 was at Adgestone (near Brading) on the IoW. Now on Jan 27 I see that Derek
Hale has come across a total of 70 in the Dungewood Farm area half way along the
south coast of the Island
Hawfinch: The only report for this week is of just one in the West Dean Woods area
north of Chichester.
Yellowhammer: I have at last got this species on my year list with just two of them
seen on Old Idsworth Farm north of Rowlands Castle.
INSECTS
Red Admiral: One of these seen at Portland on Jan 23 was the only insect
mentioned in this week's reports
PLANTS
Common Fumitory: Some had escaped the frost and were still flowering in the
field around St Hubert's Chapel at Idsworth on Jan 25
Sea Kale: No local reports but I see that this had started to put up fresh leaf sprouts
on the shingle at Rye Bay by Jan 22
Sweet Violet: It is not difficult to find these in flower now but on Jan 21 I was
surprised to find one flower of the pale pink variant that grows in Nore Barn
Woods at Emsworth (these and the all white variants normally appear much later)
Cherry Plum: Several trees had flowers open in the Broadmarsh area of Havant
on Jan 23
Hawthorn: The aberrant tree by the Hermitage stream in Leigh Park (Havant)
which had flowers on it at the end of December was covered with flower buds (but
no leaves) on Jan 26
Spurge Laurel: Just one plant in Markwells Wood at Forestside (north of Stansted
Forest) had two open flowers on Jan 25
Goat Willow: The single aberrant tree (growing above the HWT Southmoor
reserve sign by the footpath leading east from Southmoor Lane in Havant) was in
full flower by Jan 23 (I had seen it from a distance on Jan 19 but this was my first
close view of it)
OTHER WILDLIFE
Common Seal: One was well up Southampton Water on Jan 21 and on Jan 22 one
had swum up the Arun as far as Pulborough.
Frog: The first and so far only report of Frogspawn seen in a pond came from
Bishopstoke (Eastleigh) on Jan 20 (the day after a female was run over in south
Hayling, leaving a pile of squashed spawn in the road)

Adder: One was seen basking in the sun, but still only half out of its hibernation
hole, on Jan 23 and was seen in the same place on the next two days (perhaps it
didn't have the energy to go back into its hideaway?)
Blonde Ray: This is one of several species of Ray and Skate (all relatives of the
sharks) to be found in the English Channel and on Jan 22 a large 'Mermaid's
Purse' eggcase of a Blonde Ray (Raja brachyura) was washed up at Rye
Harbour - this species has a larger eggcase than the commoner species and in this
case it still had all four 'horns' intact.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JAN 22 - 28 (WEEK 4 OF 2007)
Sun 28 Jan
Weekly Summary and Latest News
A brief summary of what I read this afternoon is …
Insects: In Sussex on Jan 27 two Peacocks were seen in the Cuckmere valley and
a Red Admiral was nectaring on heather at Lewes among Honey and Bumble
Bees. Another Red Admiral was seen flying that day by the Thorney Great Deeps.
Also late news of a flying Brimstone somewhere in Sussex on Jan 20
Flowering Plants: The first Bulbous Buttercup of the year was in flower beside
Slipper Mill Road at Emsworth on Jan 27.
Birds: On Jan 27 two Bar-headed Geese were among a flock of 70 Canadas
flying onto the Emsworth shore from Thorney Island. A Peregrine was perched on
a post across the Emsworth Channel seen from just south of the Emsworth marina
and further down the channel a flock of 100 Golden Plover was maintaining a low
profile on the mud while inland of the seawall a pair of Stonechats and at least one
Red-Legged Partridge were on Eames Farm fields. Later that day a Kingfisher
flew north up Dolphin Lake which runs along the west side of the Slipper Mill Pond
at Emsworth.
Elsewhere in Hampshire on Jan 27 the Red-breasted Goose was still at
Keyhaven, the Yellow-browed Warbler still at Hawley Meadows (Farnborough)
and a non-European Vulture species flew over Eastleigh in the Itchen Valley
towards Romsey in the Test Valley. Another non-native seen that day was a
Speckled Teal on the Lymington Marshes (further east a Woodlark was in full
song near Sowley Pond).
The Red-breasted Goose was still at Keyhaven on Jan 28
Fri 26 Jan
Leigh Park and Budds Farm
This afternoon the lowering clouds did not invite any outing but I thought a short trip
to the centre of Leigh Park, where I had seen a Green Sandpiper on the
Hermitage Stream in December but not on New Year’s Day, might give me another
tick for my year list, and so it proved.

I went first to where I had seen the Sandpiper last month but could only see four
Moorhens in the stream, and there was no sign of the bird I was after as I went
north up the west bank and then south down the east side. The search here was
not fruitless as I had an unexpected and prolonged view of a Kingfisher flying
down stream and then perching on an overhanging branch at a spot just north of
the first footbridge south of Purbrook Way. I have not seen Kingfisher hereabouts
before but the recent bad weather seems to have driven them inland from the coast
and this may well have been the bird that was seen almost daily in December on
the Brockhampton Stream.
I did not abandon thoughts of Green Sandpiper but continued to check out the
stream down towards Barncroft Way and found it at the first bend above that road
(where the pipes carrying diverted flood water from the Lavant/Langbrook stream
reach the Hermitage stream), and here it was easy to get close and unobstructed
views of the bird.
From here I went on south to Budds Farm where I did not see either the Ruddy
Duck nor the Fudge Duck but the number of Pochard had increased to nearly
twenty (with a similar number of Shoveler and five Gadwall). Heading home along
the South Moors shore I passed a group of nine Goldeneye (just one male) and at
the mouth of the Langbrook stream at least eight Ringed Plover were new to my
year list, bringing the total to date to 86 (excluding the Black Swan and Embden
Geese seen on New Year’s Day)
Thu 25 Jan
Idsworth to Compton Down
This morning I drove north from Rowlands Castle through Finchdean to Idsworth
Chapel for a circular walk north to Huckswood Lane, then east to Compton Down
and back via Markwells Wood.
As I arrived at Idsworth I had my first Fieldfares of the year, about a dozen of them
flying north, and at the east end of Huckswood Lane there were twenty or more
Redwing milling around. While still crossing the Old Idsworth farmland at the start I
came on two Yellowhammers, and coming back through Markwells both
Nuthatch and Jay were heard after a Buzzard had flown low overhead to check
me out as I entered the wood. Not much in the way of birds, but both
Yellowhammer and Fieldfare were new to my year list while my only previous
encounter with Buzzard had been a ‘heard only’ on New Year’s Day.
Wild flowers were also scarce but in Markwell’s Wood I came on just one plant of
Spurge Laurel but it had two flowers fully open with the petal tips of the long
tubular flowers turned back and the anthers protruding. A more surprising find in
the open field surrounding Idsworth Chapel, where most plants were heavily
frosted and wilting, was to find Common Fumitory in fresh flower having escaped
the frost by cowering below the surrounding grass.
Wed 24 Jan
Snippets from the internet

Snow covered the ground here in Havant first thing but it had all melted by mid
morning, but before it had gone there was a good turn-out of birds feeding on the
patches of lawn I had cleared of snow, then covered with bird seed and well
chopped up bread. Woodpigeons were up to 15 in number and House Sparrows
must have been 20+ with a few Collared Doves and the odd Crow and Magpie. A
pair of Robins and a pair of Blackbirds were regular but two pairs of Chaffinch
were a welcome addition to the clientele. Strangely there was no sign of a
Dunnock.
Back indoors I checked through the wildlife reports I have gathered so far this
week, coming up with these items that may be of general interest…
BIRDS
Slavonian Grebe: On Jan 22 three were seen off Black Point (Hayling Island)
where three had been seen on Jan 14
Black-necked Grebe: Two were seen off the Hayling Oysterbeds on Jan 19 and
nineteen were there on Jan 22
Leach's Petrel: One was watched for more than an hour off the Hayling
Oysterbeds on Jan 20 and subsequently seen flying east via the Langstone Bridge
area, possibly then spending some time off Langstone Village (but I have seen no
further reports of it anywhere)
Brent Goose: A few of these are occasionally reported from the Hastings area
during the autumn and spring passage but I think reports of them wintering there
are very unusual - nevertheless there were 16 at Pett Level on Jan 21 and 20 at
Rye Harbour on Jan 22. Nearer home a glance at the harbour shores currently
gives the impression that these geese have already left us but that is only because
the majority are now spending their days feeding on fields away from the shore. On
Jan 22 a flock of 320 were on the Warblington Farm meadow closest to the Nore
Barn shore (Field W on my website map of Warblington) and if you have a look at
the next field to the west (Field V) you will see that most of the growing cereal crop
that was giving the field a green cover a few weeks ago has disappeared - most of
the field is brown earth surrounded by a green border about ten yards wide (the
geese fear foxes and keep away from the hedges)
Gadwall: Eleven of these were on Budds Farm pools on Jan 23 - I have never seen
more than two there earlier this winter.
Goosander: One was on the Sinah gravel pit lake on south Hayling on Jan 19 maybe it has been there since one was reported there on Dec 23?
Red Kite: One was flying north over Southampton on Jan 14 and three were seen
over Hat Hill which is accessed by a track going north west from Singleton (north of
Chichester) towards the West Dean Woods. Listening to a Radio 4 programme
about these Kites I learnt why these birds are so reluctant to spread out from the
areas to which they have been introduced - it seems they have an inbuilt
'community spirit' and like to nest in loose colonies, rather like Linnets!

Knot: Other than a flock of 400+ making a one day visit to Langstone Harbour in
mid-December and a flock of around 120 seen near Farlington Marshes on Dec 23
Knot have been in short supply in both Langstone and Chichester Harbour so far
this winter so a count of 50 in the high tide roost near Black Point on Hayling on Jan
20 will hopefully mean that we will see them back of north Hayling soon
Spotted Redshank: The bird on the Emsworth west shore has not been reported
since Jan 13 but at least five are still being seen on the Lymington shore.
Common Sandpiper: One is probably wintering in the Broadmarsh/Hermitage
Stream area here in Havant though the only reports of it so far this month have
been two of my own sightings - one on Jan 1 and another on Jan 23
Iceland Gull: An adult was seen at Winchester sewage farm on Jan 22. Last winter
a third year bird was seen at this inland site in both January and February
Guillemot: In view of the large numbers currently being oiled along the Dorset
coast I was interested to see (on the Durlston website) - an estimate of the numbers
which breed along that coast - I read that .. "about 400 birds breed at Durlston,
another 200+ along the Dorset coast and also 800+ at Berry Head in Devon". The
birds being oiled are mainly from these colonies which spend the late winter close
to their breeding sites.
Razorbill: One bird which seems to have found a way of avoiding the oil has been
spending several days fishing in the Camber Dock at Portsmouth - I first read about
it in a report from Michelle Ayling which appeared on John Goodspeed's website on
Jan 22 and then on Jan 23 there was a picture of the bird in the Portsmouth NEWS
Stock Dove: The large flock of 150 (maybe 200) birds that was first seen on the
Warblington Farm field south of the Old Rectory on Christmas Day and again on
Jan 1 was still there this week (latest sighting of around 150 birds on Jan 22). This
field is receiving regular loads of slurry from the cows in the nearby farm and I had
been wondering why this slurry was so attractive to these Doves and other birds
when I was told by the farmer that the slurry contains lots of 'sweetcorn' - much of
the maize fed to the cattle passes through them undigested. The Little Egrets which
spent much of January apparently feeding in that field last year are not there this
year but a flock of up to 20 can be seen in nearby (un-slurried) fields.
Goldcrest: I heard my first Goldcrest song of the year on Jan 21 and the first to be
mentioned on the internet this year was heard near Hastings on Jan 22
Chaffinch: The date on which I expect to hear the first Chaffinch song each year is
Jan 23 - I have not heard one yet this year but I see that the first to be reported was
heard near Hastings on Jan 22.
INSECTS
Red Admiral: Latest sighting to come to my attention was of one seen in the
Langstone area on Jan 21. Three others were seen on Jan 20 (1 in Hampshire, 2 in
Sussex), and one was in Ashdown Forest on Jan 19.
PLANTS

Sea Kale: I suspect that a look along the shingle shore of Hayling would find fresh
leaf buds starting to appear - at Rye Harbour such buds were first seen last week
but wave action has swept away much of the shingle and exposed the massive
roots of several plants at Rye (see photos on the RX website)
Sweet Violets: These can now be found flowering in several places including Pook
Lane at Warblington and Nore Barn at Emsworth but I was surprised to find that , in
addition to the normal violet coloured flowers along the north side of Nore Barn
wood at least one of the pale pink variety which occur in the south west corner of
that wood was already open on Jan 22.
Cherry Plum: Flowers were out on several trees alongside Harts Farm Way and
Southmoor Lane in the Brockhampton/Broadmarsh area of Havant on Jan 23
Bee Orchid: It is common to see the basal leaf rosettes gathering winter sunshine
at this time of year so I was not surprised to come across at least two examples at
Broadmarsh on Jan 23
OTHER WILDLIFE
Adder: Last Sunday I mentioned the first reports of Seal, Hare and Frogspawn for
the year and now we have the first report of a male Adder emerging from
hibernation. One was seen at Durlston Country Park on Jan 23, only half out of the
hole in which it had been hibernating, basking in what sunlight there was.
Blonde Ray: Not a creature that I am familiar with but I was introduced to its name
and a photo of its 'Mermaid's Purse' type of egg case by the Rye Bay website - the
eggcase is one of the larger ones produced by the various species of Ray and
Skate that occur off our shores and this example had all four of its 'horns' intact.
Tue 23 Jan
Broadmarsh and back
This morning a female Sparrowhawk flew low through my garden, probably
carrying prey as her flight looked cumbersome though she was heading away from
me and I only saw her back
This afternoon I cycled west in the chill north wind to the east entrance to Farlington
Marshes, going via Bedhampton Mill and coming back along the shore to Budds
Farm then up Southmoor Lane.
There was nothing of much interest to see until I reached Harts Farm Way where
my first Cherry Plum flowers were out on two trees. At Broadmarsh the tree
thinning on the slopes of the old rubbish mountain is coming on well and promises
to gives us a show of wild flowers where the light can now get in and reach the
ground, and the untrimmed line of shrubs screening the north side of the boat park
had one Hawthorn already putting out its leaves.
There was little to see on the water at high tide but I did spot a couple of Bee
Orchid leaf rosettes along the cycleway below the A27. On the way back I kept to
the shore and just before turning the corner to reach the slipway I was pleased to

disturb the Common Sandpiper from the seawall below me - it headed back up
the Hermitage Stream where it is more usually to be found.
No Kingfisher to be seen on the Brockhampton Stream but on the sea close in
below Budds Mound I had a good view of two male Goldeneye accompanied by
five females. The Ruddy Duck was prominent on Budds Farm pools (though there
were very few Pochard or Tufted Duck and I could not spot the Fudge Duck).
Looking around I saw at least 40 Teal and a dozen or more Shoveler before I
spotted a pair of Gadwall - looking further I found a total of 11 Gadwall.
Coming back up Southmoor Lane I had a good look at the Goat Willow that is
covered with fully open Pussy Paw catkins (its base is within a yard of the HWT
reserve sign as you enter the footpath leading east) and from that east side of the
hedge I could pick out quite a few flowers on the Cherry Plum trees.
Passing between the Tesco store and the Langbrook Stream back in Havant I
heard a single Chiffchaff calling from an ivy covered tree over the stream.
SUMMARY FOR JAN 15 - 21 (WEEK 3 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Great Crested Grebe: In recent winters a flock of up to 500 of these grebes has
been on the water of Rye Bay off Pett. On Jan 14 a flock of around 100 could be
seen there (the biggest flock so far this winter) but a flock of more than 550 were off
Dungeness were they are not normally seen.
Slavonian Grebe: Three could be seen in Chichester Harbour from Black Point on
Jan 14 but there have been no recent reports of these (or Black Necked) from
Langstone Harbour
Shag: One was in the mouth of Chichester Harbour, seen from Black Point, on Jan
15. (There have been no further reports from the mouth of Langstone Harbour
since one was seen there on Jan 1)
Little Egret: At least 72 went into the Langstone Mill Pond roost on the evening of
Jan 15. I have previously said that this was the highest count recorded in January
but Jason Crook has since told me that he has two higher counts - on 9 Jan 2006
he recorded 74 birds and on 21 Jan 2005 he counted 92.
Bewick's Swan: On Jan 12 Derek Hale visited Slimbridge and noted 44 Bewick's
there (I guess there were more that he did not see as this seems a low total Dungeness reported 100 flying over on Jan 13) and on Jan 14 Derek was at
Welney where there were more than 200 Whoopers
White-front Goose: Derek Hale had more than 200 of these at Slimbridge on Jan
12
Scaup: The count of these at Lodmoor in Weymouth was up to 8 on Jan 16 and
there was at least one other in Dorset and one in Sussex at Weir Wood but there

have been no Hampshire reports other than the single bird reported to be on the R
Meon at Titchfield Haven on Jan 1
Common Scoter: On Jan 14 around 1000 Common Scoter were put up from the
sea of Rye Bay by a plane and boat passing through the area.
Goldeneye: Still no large numbers - five is the largest group reported anywhere
this month, first at Newtown Harbour, IoW, on Jan 4 and then off Langstone Village
(seen from The Ship pub) on Jan 15
Goosander: There may have been a small arrival of new birds on Jan 13 when a
group of three were seen at Widewater in the Worthing area, and another single
was at Hook/Warsash
Ruddy Duck: The single male was still on Budds Farm pools at Havant on Jan 19
Hen Harrier: On Jan 15 Michael Prior watched one quartering fields at South Holt
Farm, Finchdean. On 30 Jan 2003 David Parker saw one over Warren Down in the
same area and in March of that year John Simons saw one hunting over South Holt
Farm on both Feb 5 and 11. John Simons also reported a Marsh Harrier working
the farm on 15 Jan 2006
Avocet: Four were seen at Nutbourne Bay on Jan 16. (I have heard nothing of
these birds at Farlington Marshes since Jan 4 when 26 were still present)
Greenshank: Six were still to be seen on the west Emsworth shore on Jan 15 and
on Jan 14 there were 7 at Bembridge Harbour, IoW
Sandwich Tern: I have only seen two reports of these in Hampshire waters during
January. On Jan 13 one was off Titchfield Haven and on Jan 15 maybe the same
bird was in Southampton Water off Hythe
Guillemot: On Jan 15 several oiled Guillemots and Kittiwakes were seen at
Portland and on the same day more dead or dying birds were seen in the west
Solent at Milford and the mouth of the Beaulieu River. Another message on the
same day told us that hundreds of Guillemots were dying of stavation around
northern shores of Britain and Ireland with the suggestion that rough seas around
the coasts had driven all the small fish (on which these birds normally feed) into
calmer, deeper waters where the Guillemots could not reach them.
Kingfisher: On Jan 17 two birds were seen in the Worthing area engaged as what
was described as a 'courtship chase'.
Rock Pipit: There have been very few reports of this species this winter - hopefully
this is just a reflection of stormy weather driving the birds away from the exposed
shores where we normally see them but there could have been some other
problem reducing their numbers.
Pied Wagtail: In Petersfield a large night roost (in the Rams Walk area) of up to an
estimated 400 birds was reported on Jan 17 and also this week there is a report of
a roost somewhere west of the Tesco petrol station in Solent Road at Havant.
There is probably a roost somewhere in central Emsworth but the only evidence for

this is the sight of many birds collecting around the town millpond at dusk on
several evenings.
Black Redstart: A female or immature bird was seen again in the Hayling
Beachlands area, near the Anne's Court flats, on Jan 15
Fieldfare: A total of 1206 birds were recorded in the New Forest over the weekend
Jan 14/15 but locally the only report is of 3 birds seen in the Finchdean area on Jan
15
Redwing: The New Forest weekend total was 980 and here I had my first small
flock of around 10 birds in Stansted Forest on Jan 17
Song Thrush: There was a general outburst of song from all these birds in the
Havant area on Jan 15 and they have been heard daily since then.
Blackbird: At dusk on Jan 19 two birds were heard in full song at Emsworth and
another was singing in Havant that evening
Blackcap: The first report of subsong came from a garden near Cheriton Wood,
south of Alresford, on Jan 14
Chiffchaff: One of these was in full song for at least 30 mins at Romsey on Jan 15
Dartford Warbler: A total of 42 was recorded in the New Forest on Jan 14/15
Firecrest: A male was seen displaying to a female near Henfield in Sussex on Jan
13 (and I heard Goldcrest song here in Havant on Jan 21)
Marsh Tit: I encountered two birds in different areas of Stansted Forest on Jan 17
Great Grey Shrike: Only two birds are currently being reported from the New
Forest - one at Vales Moor between Burley and Ringwood (seen Jan 15) and the
other at Holm Hill south of Rhinefield House (on Jan 16). On Jan 9 another was
reported from Dorset at Morden Bog near Wareham
Jackdaw: A flock of around 50 were high in the air over the north of Stansted
Forest on Jan 17
Yellowhammer: Several flocks were seen on game cover in the Finchdean area
north of Rowlands Castle on Jan 15. On the Isle of Wight a flock of 56 was seen at
Whale Chine (near St Catherine's Point) on Jan 13 and Jan 14 brought news of two
flocks of around 100 in Sussex - one in the Ouse valley north of Lewes and the
other in the Pannel Valley near Rye.
INSECTS
Red Admiral: These have been seen all along the south coast in unusually large
numbers for January. On Jan 14 there was a count of 12 from Bartley Heath in
north Hampshire and one of at least 33 butterflies flying in Stansted Forest, with
seven other sightings of up to 3 butterflies from different locations on the same day
(including 3 on Kingley Vale). Jan 15 brought three more sightings of singles.

Peacock: At least three reports of these this week including one in my garden on
Jan 19
Mottled Grey moth: First for the year was trapped at Portland Bill on Jan 15
Mottled Umber: First of these was found at Sway in the Lymington area, also on
Jan 15
Buff-tailed Bumblebee: A newly emerged queen was seen at Durlston in Dorset
on Jan 16
PLANTS
Goat Willow: The only new flowering I am aware of this week was of the single
aberrant Goat Willow at the southern end of Southmoor Lane near Budds Farm in
Havant. This was covered in golden Pussy Paw catkins on Jan 19 (the Cherry
Plum trees around it were close to opening their flower buds)
Spurge Laurel: On Jan 17 I could just see the bright yellow tip of one anther in still
closed flowers at Stansted Forest
Borage: A plant which I had first found in flower on Nov 12 was still flowering on the
dung heap of the Forestside Farm pony stables on Jan 17
Snowdrop: These and many Daffodils have been in flower at isolated places in
the past week
OTHER WILDLIFE
Mink: On Jan 14 one was seen to catch a large eel in the R Ouse south of Lewes
showing that these animals can take prey under water as well as on the banks
Roe Deer: At Durlston in Dorset a buck was seen on Jan 18 with well developed
antlers still in velvet but not yet showing any 'points'
Newts: Newts (presumably Common) were active in the Sway area near
Lymington on Jan 15
Common Lizard: On Jan 15 five Common Lizards were basking in the sun at
Hastings and one was seen at Horsham on the previous day.
Frog: On Jan 19 or thereabouts a female was found on a south Hayling road after
being run over, the corpse surrounded by spawn. So far I have not heard of any
spawn in ponds...
Toad: These normally spawn in March but a couple of reports of active Toads seen
by water may indicate that recent warm weather has brought their schedule
forward...
Dolphins and Porpoises: During the past week a dead Harbour Porpoise was
washed up on the Chesil bank at Weymouth and a few days later a dead Dolphin
was floating in the water there just offshore. I wonder if their deaths are attributable
to lack of food during the rough weather (see comment on Guillemots dying of
starvation)

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JAN 15 - 21 (WEEK 3 OF 2007)
Weekly Summary and latest news
Jan 21
One Common Seal in Southampton Water plus still two Black-throated and one
Great Northern Diver
Red-head Goosander seen on Sinah gravel pit lake (Hayling) and two
Black-necked Grebes off the Oysterbeds
First report of a Hare for the year comes from the Lymington area - one seen
motionless in its form
Jan 20
Single Leach's Petrel off the Hayling Oysterbeds for over an hour - then flew
east over Langstone Bridge and may have been visible from The Ship
A single Whimbrel seen on the Avon Floods near Keyhaven with 500+ Golden
Plover nearby
First report of Frogspawn in a garden pond at Bishopstoke (Eastleigh) this
morning
One Red Admiral in a Brighton garden and another one at Lindfield in Sussex plus
a Hampshire one at New Milton
Jan 19
60 Black-tailed Godwit at Amberley Wild Brooks
One Red Admiral in Ashdown Forest
Jan 15
An interesting report from Kent of at least 25 Buzzards plus a female Goshawk all
flying south west as if on passage
Around Warblington
This afternoon I cycled around the periphery of Warblington farm where the big
flock of Stock Doves (I counted 124 while they were on the ground and some of
them must have been hidden in the grass of small gullies) were once again feeding
in the slurry covered field south of the Old Rectory - happening to meet the farmer
shortly after seeing them I asked if he knew what was so attractive to these birds in
the slurry and I was told that a lot of maize seed passes through the cattle to which
it is feed while they are kept in. There were plenty of gulls, Starlings, Crows and
Rooks in the same field but no Egrets - 16 of them were feeding in a much cleaner
grass field nearby.

Best bird seen on the farm was the Buzzard which Brian Fellows has twice seen in
the big arable field south of the A259. Today after coming up Church Lane I turned
right towards Emsworth and before reaching the large car lay-by I stopped to scan
down the trees lining the east side of the meadow abutting both Church Lane and
the main road - I was looking for a Little Owl in the evening sunlight but instead the
Buzzard swept into my field of view before perching in one of the Field Maples in
this hedgerow which divides the meadow from the arable field in which the
Buzzard has been seen by Brian on Nov 19 and Dec 18 - this sighting on Jan 21
seems to show that the bird has settled in!
At Nore Barn just one of the pale pink coloured Sweet Violets was in flower and
the harbour shore here had two Greenshank but not the Spotted Redshank (the
Spring tide was only just starting to fall). On the way home along the shore I passed
a third Greenshank but little else other than 24 Shelduck.
This morning in Havant I heard Goldcrest song from trees near East St bridge
over the Billy Trail and then saw a Great Spotted Woodpecker on a big tree in the
grounds of Fairfield School - nearby in Connaught Road I passed what I thought
was a Macrocarpa (Monterey Cypress) on which the tips of every branch were
yellow with tiny flowers almost certainly making it a Nootka Cypress.
Fri 19 Jan
Budds Farm area
This morning the Song Thrushes were singing in Havant and this evening at dusk
I heard a single Blackbird singing (while in Emsworth at the same time Brian
Fellows was listening to two Blackbirds). When feeding the birds in the morning I
found three Lesser Celandine flowers in my garden (recently they have been
appearing everywhere in Havant, along with Snowdrops and Daffodils).
Around midday I went out into my garden and nearly trod on a Peacock butterfly
sitting on the concrete path with its wings closed and apparently oblivious to my
presence. With an air temperature of around 13 degrees it may well have woken
naturally but I suspect it had been disturbed from hibernation. A little later I came
back to see if it was still there, intending to move it to a suitable hibernation site in
my garden shed, but it had gone - hopefully of its own volition but may be taken by
a bird despite the camouflage of its closed wings.
In mid-afternoon I cycled to Budds Farm, going down Southmoor Lane to find the
Cherry Plum trees lining the road just before the Budds Mound height barrier were
covered in bulging flower buds, and when I had climbed the mound I looked back
and saw many golden Pussy Paws already open on the single aberrant Goat
Willow which grows close to the start of the path from Southmoor Lane to
Langstone across the South Moors.
On the pools the male Ruddy Duck was prominent with a group of Pochard, and
while scanning the water and finding all the usual wildfowl present (though I did not
see the Fudge Duck) I was lucky enough to get a brief view of a Water Rail on one
of the bramble covered small islands at the west end of the pools - the Rail seemed
to have come down to the water’s edge and to be trying to make up its mind as to

whether it would swim or fly to the mainland but in the end it did neither , just
cocking up its tiny tail and running back into cover.
I came home via the Brockhampton stream but only added Hedge Mustard to the
week’s flowers.
Wed 17 Jan
Stansted Forest
This afternoon I walked from Rowlands Castle through Stansted Forest to
Forestside and back, starting in sunshine but getting rained on before I was back.
Climbing the unusual stile into the Forest over the wall from Woodberry Lane I was
immediately confronted by a huge fallen Beech tree but luckily it had not blocked
the path (and the tips of the branches which were across the path had been
trimmed to allow people to get through). My first interest came here with a Marsh
Tit in the bushes and trees in the deep hollow beside this entrance, and as I
climbed through the trees towards the west end of the main Avenue I noted the two
dead stems of the Violet Helleborines which had flowered in the summer.
From the north side of the Avenue I followed the path leading towards the
Ornamental Drive, and here I disturbed a small flock of Chaffinches, among which
was one Coal Tit. In the old trees above this area I heard both Great Spotted
Woodpecker and Nuthatch - the latter are now becoming very vocal. Within the
next week or so I expect to hear Chaffinch song but there was no hint of it today.
Continuing on the marked public path towards Forestside I could hear dogs barking
and I was nearly knocked over by two Roe Deer crossing the path at top speed - a
few minutes later a fat old Labrador wandered across but neither it nor the other
barking dogs seemed to be chasing the deer which were nevertheless seriously
disturbed.
Both Dogs Mercury and Hazel were in flower and, nearing the stile leading out of
the woodland across the field to Warren Down, I came across a few plants of
Spurge Laurel with unopen flowers (though I could just see the bright yellow tip of
an anther in one flower tube that was starting to open). While searching for any
more Spurge Laurel plants (I hold the deer responsible for the almost total
extinction of this plant over the years I have been visiting this area) a small flock of
Redwing flew through the trees to add one more tick to my year list which is still
only 83 including the ‘plastic’ Black Swan and Embden Goose.
Reaching the path running past the isolated house at the end of Warren Down I
turned left to check for flowers in the arable field and was rewarded with a few
plants of Field Pennycress still having many white flowers and a few of the
diagnostic seeds. Returning along the down to the pony stables at Forestside Farm
I had another good botanic find of flowering Borage on the dung heap, and while
having a look at this the calls of many Jackdaws made me look up and see a swirl
of around 50 of these birds high over the trees behind the Forestside village hut.
By now the clouds were gathering and I saw nothing more of interest on the way
back though I did several times check the skies for roding Woodcock (which I

have heard start their evening flights in January though I have only seen them in
the summer)
Tue 16 Jan
Latest news from the internet
The following snippets seem to show that spring is here - not only are birds singing
and the first Snowdrops and Daffodils flowering but Lizards have been seen
basking and some Newts are already out of hibernation.
OTHER WILDLIFE
Mink: One was seen taking a large eel from the Sussex Ouse on Jan 14 proving
that they can catch fish in the water as well as being predators of creatures on the
river bank
Common Newt: Several of these were ‘disgruntled’ by Steve Keen's gardening
work in the Sway area on Jan 15 - maybe forcibly woken from hibernation but
almost certainly already half aroused before he disturbed them.
Common Lizard: Two reports of these already aroused by nature - one seen at
Horsham on Jan 14 and five basking in sunlight at Hastings on Jan 15
BIRDS
Great Crested Grebe: First report of a large flock on the sea - on Jan 15 more than
550 were feeding off Dungeness
Slavonian Grebe: Three seen in the mouth of Chichester Harbour from Black
Point on Jan 14
Shag: One reported in the mouth of Chichester Harbour on Jan 15
Little Egret: Roost count of 72 at Langstone on the evening of Jan 15 - this is a
very high figure for January and with news of other active roosts in the area must
represent a still increasing population
Bewick's Swan: An estimate of 100 birds at the Dungeness RSPB reserve in Kent
on Jan 13 is by far the highest single group on the south coast this winter. The
Hampshire count has also gone up marginally from 6 to 8 birds at Ibsley
Buzzard: These have now started their spring displays in the Sway area near
Lymington
Black-tailed Godwit: Although the majority are still feeding in the undisturbed wet
land areas around Pagham Harbour and in the lower Avon valley they seem to
move about quite widely in those areas (e.g. 100 were back in the Fishbourne
Channel area on Jan 15) and several smaller groups are back on the harbour
shores (e.g. 25 feeding off Langstone village on Jan 15)
Iceland Gull: After the sighting of one at Hook/Warsash on Jan 12 (reported as a
probable fourth winter bird) one was seen off Titchfield Haven on Jan 13 and
reported to be a full adult.

Sandwich Tern: No recent reports from Langstone or Chichester Harbours but
one was off Titchfield Haven on Jan 13 and another in Southampton Water on Jan
15
Guillemot: On Jan 15 there were reports of oiled birds at Portland but perhaps
more worrying were reports of unoiled birds found dead in the west Solent area
(Beaulieu river mouth and Milford on sea) accompanied by news that hundreds
are currently dying from starvation all around the north of Scotland and Ireland.
One theory is that the birds are starving as a result of a change in the Gulf Stream
but that is backed by a less controversial theory that long periods of rough seas are
driving the fish on which the Guillemots feed into deeper (and calmer) water too
deep for the Guillemots to catch them.
Short-eared Owl: On Jan 13 one was again seen hunting over Shoreham airport
and on Jan 14 there was a new report of one over the fields north of Pagham
Harbour.
Rock Pipit: On Jan 15 Bob Chapman was surprised to find no Rock Pipits on the
Lymington Marshes shore and asks if there has been a general decline this winter.
I think this shortage is also borne out on the Langstone Harour shore but my own
guess would be that the birds have temporarily moved to less exposed sites
somewhere inland ...
Black Redstart: At least one of the birds wintering in the Hayling central
Beachlands area was still to be seen near the Anne's Court flats on Jan 15
Song Thrush: A general outburst of song from what seems to be most of the birds
in the Havant area started on Jan 14 and has been maintained since then with
many birds singing in the late afternoons until it gets dark.
Blackcap: The first report of prolonged subsong from one of these comes from the
Cheriton area south of Alresford on Jan 14
Chiffchaff: Another first report of song comes from Romsey on Jan 15 where a
Chiffchaff was heard singing for 30 minutes
Firecrest: On Jan 13 a male was seen giving his full display to a female in the little
village of Ashurst (across the R Adur from Henfield)
Great Grey Shrike: In the New Forest the Vales Moor (between Burley and
Ringwood) bird was again seen on Jan 15 and what I think is a new report from
Dorset is of one at Morden Bog (west of Poole Harbour and north of Wareham) on
Jan 9
Tree Sparrow: On Jan 13 a flock of around 40 was at the Dungeness RSPB
reserve and on Jan 14 what was probably a different group of 25 was in the Pannel
Valley area west of Rye.
Lesser Redpoll: These seem to be in short supply this winter and a single bird
seen at Christchurch Harbour on Jan 14 was hailed 'bird of the day' by a team of
CHOG birders who won this year's great Dorset Bird Race with a score of 119
species

Hawfinch: Unlike last winter when birds were being reported from many sites and a
staggering count of 66 was recorded at the West Dean Woods (Chichester area) on
28 Jan 2006 the only area to have any appreciable reports this winter has been the
New Forest with one count of 17 birds somewhere near Brockenhurst before
Christmas and now one of 12 birds at a regular site in the north west of the Forest
on Jan 13.
Yellowhammer: These now seem to have a similar status to Tree Sparrows and
Corn Buntings, i.e. virtually extinct but with just one or two remaining hotspots. This
remark is prompted by a report of around 100 Yellowhammers to be seen on a
crop of 'bird seed' at Isfield in the Sussex Ouse valley upstream from Lewes.
Reed Bunting: This species is not far behind Yellowhammer in its race to
extinction but Jan 14 brought a report of more than 100 seen at the Pannel Valley
near Rye.
INSECTS
Red Admiral: Six reports of these over the weekend Jan 14 - 15 and no doubt
many more were flying unreported
Peacock: The Sussex Butterfly Conservation website carries a report dated Jan 14
from Sam Bayley (warden of the Warnham nature reserve at Horsham) which
reads .. "Spring is here!! A Red Admiral seen in the car park followed by a
Peacock sunning itself next to a Common Lizard. Some of the Daffodils have
been in flower for a couple of weeks, all the birds are singing and setting up
territories and even nest-building". Confusingly a similar report on the Sussex
Ornithological website also from Sam for the same day and place ends with the line
.. "Also red admiral, comma and a common lizard". Which was right? My vote
goes for the Peacock.
Mottled Grey: The first report of this moth for the year comes from Portland Bill on
Jan 15 - several Winter Moths were also flying there.
Mottled Umber: Also on Jan 15 the first of these was found, still unfurling its wings,
while cutting back a clump of Pampas Grass at Sway near New Milton
Bumblebee: Durlston Country Park reports a new emerged queen Buff-tail
Bumblebee flying on Jan 16
FLOWERS
Primrose: The wild plants growing beside the Hayling Coastal Path in the shoreline
copse south of the Oysterbeds area had four flower buds showing on Jan 14, two of
them showing yellow tips of emerging petals. Further up the track the Blackthorn
still had flowers and in Daw Lane I found Intermediate Periwinkle in flower.
Autumn Hawkbit: A single flower of this was an unexpected find outside the
Hayling Texaco Garage on Jan 14 - both Hawkweed Oxtongue and Butchers
Broom also had flowers on Hayling that day.
Snowdrop: Brian Fellows was the first to see these flowers - no doubt of garden
origin - in the Lumley area of Emsworth on Jan 15

Mon 15 Jan
Egret roost count at Langstone
The general outburst of Song Thrush song which I heard last night was continued
today with two singing within earshot of my garden and others in the Langstone
area this evening when I went to count the Egrets coming to roost behind the Mill
Pond.
Despite one major disturbance of the birds already in the roost I got a reasonably
reliable total of 72 birds before the birds ceased to come in. This confirms Nik
Knight’s count of 52 birds seen in a pre-roost flock on Jan 8 and both counts show
that there are more birds roosting here this month than in any previous January.
Before the count I found three Goldeneye and two Merganser on the harbour
water, with 25 Black-tailed Godwits feeding on the shore among the Curlew and
Redshank. I saw no Dunlin but did count 74 Shelduck on the mud with at least 40
Lapwing lurking in the saltings and probably 100 Teal feeding along the water’s
edge
SUMMARY FOR JAN 8 - 14 (WEEK 2 OF 2007)
BIRDS
Black-throated Diver: All three diver species continue to be seen along the south
coast and I suspect the reason for them continuing to be a regular sight in the
shelter of Southampton Water has something to do with the gales and rough water
of the open sea - this is also the probable reason why one Black-throated Diver was
seen on Sowley Pond to the east of Lymington on Jan 10
Red-necked Grebe: One was off Selsey Bill on Jan 6 and 7 but it may have then
sought shelter in Chichester Harbour where one was seen from Black Point on Jan
8 (along with two Slavonian Grebes seen there on the same morning)
Black-necked Grebe: On Jan 8 there were 20 of these seen in Studland Bay and
around the mouth of Poole Harbour - - this number equals the highest count in
Langstone Harbour this winter (I have seen no reports of any in Langstone Harbour
this year)
Leach's Petrel: No further 'wreck' of these birds but there were 4 in the Portland
area on Jan 11
Little Egret: The pre-roost gathering around the pool in the pony field north of the
Langstone pond night roost trees numbered 52 birds at dusk on Jan 8 - probably
the highest ever January count there. On Jan 9 there was also a high count of 51
birds by the River Avon at Christchurch. These figures, combined with shortage of
numbers reported from inland Hampshire, seems to show that the Egrets have not
made there normal retreat from the coast this winter.

Purple Heron: One was reported to be in the Bembridge area of the IoW on Jan 7
but the absence of any further reports makes me suspect this was a sighting of a
Grey Heron that had a brownish plumage (which does happen from time to time)
Mute Swan: I have commented above about some of the difficulties that birds have
been having in finding food during the recent gales but I would not have thought of
this affecting Swans until I saw a picture on the Rye Bay website showing Mute
Swans struggling to take off from Castle Water at Rye Harbour and read that the
wind had caused the birds to abandon their daily commute from their night roost on
the water to nearyby meadows - if they got off the surface they were then blown
back and could not make headway towards their feeding ground.
Pintail: A good count of nine birds on the water off the Emsworth Western Parade
on Jan 11 increased to 10 (five pairs) there on Jan 13
Red-crested Pochard: A drake was on the Blashford Lakes at Ringwood on Jan
11
Ring-necked Duck: The female which arrived on Weir Wood reservoir in north
Sussex on Jan 3 was still there on Jan 11
Ferruginous Duck x Pochard hybrid: The Fudge duck was on the Budds Farm
pools, associating the the Pochard flock and not with the Tufties, on Jan 12
Long-tailed Duck: The only birds of this species to get a mention in reports so far
this year are two in Poole Harbour seen near Arne on Jan 1 and Jan 7
Ruddy Duck: The male bird was still on Budds Farm pools here in Havant on Jan
12
Red Kite: Two were seen in the West Dean area north of Chichester during a bird
race on Jan 4 (three Hen Harriers were also in the same area that day)
Sparrowhawk: My first of the year was not seen until Jan 13 flying high over the
road where I live in Havant, bringing my year list total to just 79 species (including
my first Spotted Redshank seen that same day)
Buzzard: I have often wondered how the large number of Buzzards now populating
our countryside manage to find sufficient food and the report of an emaciated bird
being picked up alive on Portland on Jan 12 (but dying despite attempts to feed and
warm it) may show that the Buzzard population has now reached the limit set by the
available food supply (I realize that the temporary difficulty of hunting in the recent
high winds is also a major factor). Another possible indication of food shortage
came in the report of one Sussex bird race team which, at Thorney Island at dawn
on Jan 4, recorded a Buzzard in flight almost before it was light and then recorded
another Buzzard flying at Amberley Wild Brooks at dusk as one of their last birds
seen - are the Buzzards now having to extend their 'working hours' in order to find
sufficient food to keep going?
Sanderling: A report of 36 seen at Black Point on Hayling on Jan 10 probably
reflects birds which would normally be on the Pilsey Sands to the south of Thorney
Island (or elsewhere in the Solent) preferring the increased shelter from the wind to
be found on the Hayling side of Chichester Harbour

Purple Sandpiper: High counts of 9 birds were recorded at Southsea Castle on
both Jan 9 and 10 but more interesting was the report of these birds flying out to
sea towards the Spit Bank Fort at the end of their feeding session. Flying out in the
face of a gale, rather than moving along the coast or even into Portsmouth Harbour
to reach a safe roost, strongly suggests that they greatly prefer the safety and lack
of disturbance offered by this isolated fort.
Black-tailed Godwit: As with Buzzards (see above) any large population of birds
needs a large population of prey items and the sudden disappearance of the flock
of 100+ birds that had been feeding daily along the Emsworth west shore from Oct
23 to Dec 6 (and which had previously been feeding in the Langstone area during
September and early October) was probably the result of increasing difficulty in
finding food in that 'worked out' area. Their disappearance from the Emsworth
shore was soon followed by reports of a flock of up to 800 birds newly arrived in
Pagham Harbour from Dec 23 (and still there now on Jan 12). The gap between
Dec 6 and 23 probably represents a period during which the birds moved about
looking for a new place to feed and escaping the attention of the birders who tend to
watch the 'hotspots' and ignore many parts of Chichester Harbour which the
Godwits would find potentially attractive. The leap in numbers from a peak count of
less than 150 at Emsworth to around 800 in Pagham Harbour shows that several
previously dispersed feeding flocks all had the same urge to find better feeding
grounds at roughly the same time, and I suspect that one of the reasons why they
moved to Pagham is the combination of large areas of mud in that harbour and the
lowlying, undisturbed grass fields to the north of the harbour which, once they
become waterlogged both become easy to probe with Godwit bills and which
suddenly become rich with easy pickings of earthworms (the water in the soil forces
the worms to stay near the surface by day rather than retreating to depths beyond
the reach the birds which they would do at other times of year when they only
surface at night).
The huge numbers of Godwits (2000 to 3000) now feeding in the lower Avon valley
are probably there for exactly the same reasons and my guess is that most of those
birds originate from the west Hampshire and east Dorset shore but it will be
interesting to see if any colour-ringed birds there had previously been feeding in the
east Hampshire and west Sussex area. After all birds that regularly fly between
Iceland and the English Channel would not think much of a fifty mile hop to find
food.
One final thought is based on the remark made by Barry Yates at Rye Harbour
where, on Dec 11, two colour ringed Godwits, which records showed to normally
feed on the Essex shore, turned up at Rye - Barry said then that it was unusual for
Godwits to move between 'regions' at that time of year and my conclusion from that
was that maybe an overall increase in Godwit numbers was causing normal
feeding areas to become exhausted of Godwit food earlier in the year than usual that of course is purely speculative.
Bar-tailed Godwit: Cycling home from Hayling at dusk on Jan 14 I stopped on the
Langstone shore outside the Royal Oak for a quick scan of the harbour and picked
out a distant flock of around 40 Godwits which I assumed were Black-tailed but
which must have been Bar-tailed as I saw several of them flutter their wings with no

glimpse of white, and also noted that when they occasional probed the mud with
their bills their bodies remained parallel to the ground (with the longer legged
Blackwit’s the tail goes up as the head goes down in order to reach the mud)
Spotted Redshank: The single bird which favours the Maisemore Gardens stream
at the extreme west end of the Emsworth built up area is still being seen there
regularly - most recent reports are for Jan 7, 8 and 13.
Greenshank: There is still a good winter population in Chichester Harbour as
shown by recent sightings of 12 at the west end of the Thorney Great Deeps on Jan
9 and around 10 off the Emsworth west shore on Jan 11
Grey Phalarope: One was seen at Portland on Jan 7
Great Skua: Only two reports so far this year - a single bird off Durlston Head on
Jan 7 and two off Portland on Jan 9
Med Gull: The first report of a substantial winter gathering in the Foreland area of
the Isle or Wight comes with a count of 110 birds in the Sandown area on Jan 9
Iceland Gull: What are probably sightings of the same bird started on Dec 28 with
one seen off Titchfield Haven and continued with one over Gosport (Bridgemary
area) on Dec 31 before one was seen at Worthing (Ferring area) on Jan 5 and has
now appeared in the Warsash/Hook area on Jan 12 (where it was given yet another
age - this time a probable fourth winter)
Little Auk: One seen in the Portland area on Jan 11
Wood Lark: Full and sustained song was heard from one in the Horsham area of
Sussex on Jan 9
Swallow: One was reported as seen at the Tesco store in Poole on Jan 7
Whinchat: The bird seen at Chesworth Farm just south of Horsham on Jan 5 (and
said to have been there since Christmas) was seen again on Jan 9.
Stonechat: Wintering birds are normally to be seen on north Hayling but as far as I
know one seen in the Oysterbeds area on Jan 13 was the first to be reported there
this winter.
Blackbird: One was heard in subsong at Emsworth on Jan 9 - the first reports are
normally of birds singing at dusk but this one was heard in the morning.
Fieldfare: A flock of 80+ was in the West Dean (Chichester) area on Jan 4 and a
flock of 300+ was seen in the Gander Down area between Winchester and
Alresford on Jan 10
Firecrest: The bird(s) seen in the Forestside area on Jan 1 were probably both still
there on Jan 7 when one was again seen in the same area (map reference of SU
127254 is frustrating - the 127 part is probably the result of putting the 'northings'
before the 'eastings' but the second part should then be 75x as the Forestside area
lies mainly in the SU 75x12x one kilometre square and transposing the remaining
digits from 24 to 42 gives a position close to the Forestside Farm pony stables
along the track leading to Warren Down and this position seems to fit the verbal

description of the site but I can find no logical reason for changing 127254 to
754122!)
Tree Sparrow: It is a sad reflection on the demise of the Tree Sparrow in southern
England that the only mention of them so far this year comes from Nottingham - so
far there has not even been one report from the Rye Bay area were there were up
to 60 being seen in the Pannel Valley to the west of Rye
Brambling: These also seem to be in short supply this year with only four reports
and the maximum count being of 6+ at Wakehurst Place in Sussex on Jan 1. The
only significant report in Hampshire during December was of just 20+ in the
Aldershot area on Dec 27
INSECTS
Red Admiral: Just three new reports. One had been flying about inside the main
Post Office in Winchester for several days before it was seen and reported on Jan
4. Another was at Peacehaven near Brighton on Jan 9 and the third was in the
Arboretum area near Stansted House on Jan 10
Peacock: One was seen in the Wadhurst area of Sussex on Jan 7
Winter Moth: 8 of these were around an outside light of a house in Edburton to the
north of Brighton on Jan 5
PLANTS
Larch species: A young tree in a sheltered garden in Havant was covered with
fresh green leaves on Jan 9
Lesser Celandine: A new report of these in flower came from the Climping area of
the west Sussex shore on Jan 7 followed by a minor outburst of new flowerings
reported from Jan 9 onwards
Winter Aconite: Brian Fellows was rightly pleased to be the first to find and report
these flowering in the Bishops Palace garden at Chichester on Jan 9. I don't know if
the plants have any religious significance but one of the places I have found them in
the past was in the churchyard at Greatham (east of Greatham Bridge over the
Arun just south of Pulborough) where I saw them more than once on the annual
walks which I once led over the Amberley Wild Brooks in Februarys. Those which I
also enjoyed in past years were definitely planted on the mown grass outside the
IBM building at Cosham - no religious significance there, and the site had been
under the harbour water until the early 1970s.
Common Whitlowgrass: The single plant which had been flowering beside
Waterloo Road in late December became several from Jan 6 onwards.
Tamarisk: On Jan 13 there were still at least two clusters of flowers open on the
Warblington shore trees.
Dogs Mercury: Also on Jan 13 the single fresh plant on the bank of Pook Lane at
Warblington had increased to about half a dozen.

Wild Carrot: The first report of this flowering in 2007 came from the Hayling
Oysterbeds area on Jan 13
Elder: Fresh leaves are now opening on several Elder bushes.
Marsh Ragwort: My report of this flowering in Emsworth on Jan 11 must be
retracted - what looked like Marsh Ragwort in a close up photo was clearly
Common Ragwort when seen with the naked eye on Jan 13.
Scented Mayweed: At least one plant was flowering in Emsworth on Jan 11, its
identity confirmed by disecting the flower head to find a hollow receptacle.
Wall Rocket: What was probably the last to be seen in flower this winter was on the
wall of the path along the south side of Havant churchyard on Jan 12
Blackthorn: Passing the Hayling Oysterbeds on Jan 14 I was surprised to find
Blackthorn still flowering on the one aberrant branch where I had seen it in
December.
Primrose: The genuinely wild plants in the tiny west Hayling shoreline copse at the
north end of the big West Lane fields had four flower buds on show on Jan 14 - two
of them already showing yellow petal tips.
OTHER
Roe Deer: Prior to 2006 it was very unusual to see any Roe on Hayling but in
February and April of last year there were reports of a group of six Roe roaming the
north Hayling fields. Now, on Jan 11, that group has been seen again and has now
grown to 8 in number.

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JAN 8 - 14 (WEEK 2 OF 2007)
Sun 14 Jan
Around north Hayling
I spent this morning writing my WEEKLY SUMMARY , which you can see by
clicking that link, but I was free this afternoon to cycle to the Oysterbeds and
continue around North Hayling via Daw Lane and Northney.
A quick stop at the Texaco garage added Autumn Hawkbit to my flower list but as
I continued around the south of ‘Texaco Bay’ I found that severe hedge trimming
had removed the possibility of find the Dog Roses there though Hawkweed
Oxtongue was still present. Further down the track the single branch of
Blackthorn which had come into flower in December still had fresh flowers and
when I reached the small copse on the harbour shore at the start of the stretch
running past the big West Lane fields I found four flower buds on the genuinely wild
Primroses, two of these buds already showing yellow petal tips.

Just before reaching this copse I stopped to look (in vain) for the Little Owl in the
‘Aston Villa’ fields and was very surprised to find most of this large field under
water.
In Daw Lane the Intermediate Periwinkle was in flower (as were both Rape and
Charlock in the arable field south of the lane) and on Copse Lane I found flowers
on some sheltered Butchers Broom. Also in this area I heard a Great Spotted
Woodpecker noisly checking that the area was safe before retreating to its night
roost and in the fields behind Tye Barn there was a big flock of Rooks feeding with
cock Pheasants (but I could not spot the Stone Curlew which wintered here last
winter!)
Back at Langstone with the light fading I found a distant flock of around 40 Godwits
which I assumed were Blackwits but after watching them for some time I could see
no hint of white when one or two fluttered their wings. Further, those that were
feeding had their bodies parallel to the ground to confirm that these were Bar-tails
- the longer legged Blackwits have to raise their tails and lower their heads to get
their bills down into the mud. That gave me another tick on my year list bring the
score so far to 80 species.
Continuing past Langstone Pond I saw six Egrets enter the roost but did not stop to
make a count as I suspect many birds were already hidden in the trees. Another
feature of this afternoon was that I had noted a total of around 10 different Song
Thrushes singing by the time I got home.
Sat 13 Jan
To Emsworth and back along the shore
My afternoon trip today was a quick one to Emsworth and back with the intention of
having a look at the Ragwort which Brian Fellows had found near Peter Pond and
which I had suggested might be Marsh Ragwort after looking at his close up photo
of it (and assuming it was growing on the watery edge of the pond). In fact it was
growing high on the bank close to the A259 main road and a view of the whole plant
in situ left me in no doubt that it was Common Ragwort.
Before leaving the road outside my home in Havant I had added one bird species to
my year list with a Sparrowhawk flying high overhead, and coming back along the
shore I added another with the Spotted Redshank at Nore Barn (which I might
have missed as it was standing among the Swans up to its belly in the rising water).
Before seeing that I had enjoyed the sight of five pairs of Pintail in the water among
the hundred or so Wigeon lining the Western Parade shore, and had heard at least
one invisible Greenshank calling.
On the Warblington shoreline I found just two flower heads on one of the
Tamarisks, and coming up Pook Lane found that the single plant of Dogs Mercury
I had found on Jan 2 had by now become at least half a dozen.
News from the internet
I suspect that the rain and gales of the past few days will have kept you indoors but
unfortunately wild creatures have to be out and about, and be able to find their food,

if they are to survive. I see that the Portland website reports two predators which
failed to survive - one was a Buzzard, found alive but emaciated, which died soon
after being ‘rescued’, the other was a Kestrel which suffered a similar fate. At
Christchurch Harbour an exhausted Guillemot was seen in the tideline where it
was being attacked by gulls, but it managed to evade them and swam off (probably
to die elsewhere)
(You can see further details of the wildlife news which has caught my eye in my
Weekly Summary compiled on Sun 14 Jan)
Fri 12 Jan
Budds Farm and back
Though the weather was dull and windy it was not raining this morning so I took a
walk via the Langbrook stream and South Moors shore to Budds Farm, coming
back via the Brockhampton Stream.
The only thing of interest on the way down the Langbrook stream was my first sight
of apparently wild Primroses in flower (but I suspect they were planted as they
were close to one of the well stocked gardens).
Reaching the shore I found it difficult to walk into the wind but nevertheless there
were a few birds braving the elements - a couple of Meadow Pipits on the South
Moors where a dozen or more Curlew were feeding, and at the mouth of the
Langbrook a dozen Wigeon could be seen with a few Oystercatcher and three
Turnstones. There was no sign of the Dog Rose flowers which must have had
every petal blown away by the gales.
On the Budds Farm pools I found both the Ruddy Duck and the hybrid
Ferruginous duck, the latter consorting with the Pochards to which it is related.
Also with the Pochards at the sheltered west end of the pools there was a duck
hidden under the overhanging tree which may have been of interest but all I could
make out was that it had a lot of white on its head and neck and was otherwise dark
in colour (I suspect it was a Mallard hybrid). Also of note at the pools were four
Gadwall.
At the mouth of the Hermitage stream near the gravel quay I found both Merganser
and Great Crested Grebe but did not see the Common Sandpiper nor the
Kingfisher. In fact the only interest along the Brockhampton stream was a single
flowering plant of Hogweed and an Elder bush putting out fresh leaves.
Coming back to Havant I found both Hairy and Wavy Bittercress, Hedge Mustard
and Black Medick with Sweet Violets in the churchyard and the last remnants of
flower on Wall Lettuce on the wall south of the churchyard. More Whitlowgrass
was flowering in Waterloo Road and Holly flowers could still be seen in the Park
but I was unable to pick out any flowers on Butcher’s Broom there or anywhere
recently.
Back in my garden a single plant of Thyme Leaved Speedwell was still flowering
with a couple of plants of Smooth Hawksbeard, and Ivy-leaved Todaflax still had

a few roadside flowers on neighbour’s walls. In my own garden the Yellow
Corydalis has ceased to flower but I was able to tick it elsewhere about town.
Tue 9 Jan
Around Havant
This morning I braved the gales to walk to Langstone and back, finding that the
single Celandine flower on the bank of the Lymbourne stream had become eight
flowers, and later finding two or three more lining the footpath through the
Southbrook Road area of Langstone. At the north end of this path, where it meets
the Langstone roundabout and becomes a footbridge, I had just climbed the steps
on the southern side when I came face to face with a young Larch tree planted in a
roadside garden and saw it was already covered in fresh green leaves. Earlier in
the walk I had seen my first fresh leaves opening on an Elder bush but I think I am
not the first to have done so.
From the Langstone village shoreline I counted more than 50 Shelduck but little
else was braving the wind. In the Wade Court fields there was a total of 5 Grey
Herons and about ten Egrets, and at the pond I had a subliminal glimpse of a
Kingfisher disappearing under the stone bridge were the water enters the pond further upstream I had had a much better view of a Grey Wagtail.
Latest news from the internet
BIRDS
Diver species: All three currently being seen together in Southampton Water and
(on Jan 4 only) off Selsey Bill. On Jan 8 one Great Northern could be seen in
Chichester Harbour from Black Point
Red-necked Grebe: One off Selsey Bill on Jan 6 and 7
Black-necked Grebe: In past years Langstone Harbour has had the biggest share
of these birds wintering in the UK but this year the peak count so far in Langstone
Harbour has been 20 birds on Dec 10 and that count has been equalled with 20 in
the Studland Bay area of Dorset (including Shell Bay) on Jan 8
Slavonian Grebe: Two were seen in Chichester Harbour from Black Point on Jan 8
and one was in Pagham Harbour on Jan 4
Fulmar: More of these are currently returning to British waters and 21 were off
Portland on Jan 6. At the end of December twenty pairs were back at nesting cliffs
near Hastings and on Jan 8 more than four were around the Gore Cliffs at St
Catherine's Point on the IoW
Little Egret: My highest count at the Langstone roost in December was 49 birds
but on Jan 8 Nik Knight counted 52 in the pre-roost gathering around the pool in the
pony field just north of Langstone Pond at dusk - the total in the roost was probably
higher than this.

Purple Heron: One was reported from the Bembridge area of the IoW on Jan 7 but
I am not certain how definite the id was - some Grey Herons can have a very brown
plumage.
Bewick's Swan: On Jan 6 there were 23 birds by the R Adur near Henfield with an
unspecified number more in the Arun valley. At Ibsley in the Avon valley the group
of 5 was seen again on Jan 8
Black Brant: On Jan 8 Hampshire briefly had an extra Brant when the bird from
West Wittering flew across the county boundary towards Black Point but it soon
flew back.
Pintail: On Jan 6 a pair were off the Emsworth Western Parade but on Jan 7 more
than 200 (maybe many more) were in the southern part of the Avon Valley near
Christchurch.
Ring-necked Duck: The female which arrived at Weir Wood reservoir in north east
Sussex on Jan 3 was still there on Jan 8 with a first winter drake Scaup
Red Kite: A bird race which found 107 species in Sussex on Jan 4 had two Red
Kites (and three Hen Harriers) in the West Dean Woods area
Buzzard: The same team of Sussex birders was surprised to find a Buzzard flying
over Thorney Island at first light on Jan 4, and then to see another flying at dusk in
the Pulborough area (Buzzards are not normally on the wing until the air has
warmed up, but recently it has been as warm at night as by day!)
Kestrel: Another unusual observation was of a Kestrel 'dust bathing' in a shoreline
sand dune at Climping (west of the mouth of the Arun) on Jan 7
Black-tailed Godwit: The number in the southern part of the Avon valley near
Christchurch was estimated at over 2000 birds on Jan 7 (still some way to go
before the record of 3000 birds there on 8 Feb 2003 is broken)
Spotted Redshank: One was back on the Emsworth west shore on Jan 8 (with 9
Greenshank)
Grey Phalarope: One was in the Portland area on Jan 7
Kittiwake: 500 flew west past Dungeness in a couple of hours on Jan 7 but so far
the only reflection of this in our area has been a sighting of just one off Ventnor
(IoW) on Jan 8.
Swallow: Dorset News includes a report of a Swallow seen around the Tesco store
in Poole on Jan 7.
Fieldfare: A large flock of at least 80 was in fields between West Dean village and
the woods north of Chichester on Jan 4
Firecrest: One was again seen in the Forestside area on Jan 7 - the map reference
given is confusing but I think the bird was seen from the path going west to Warren
Down past the stables.

Escapes: What was thought to be an Indian White-backed Vulture was seen in
Kent on Jan 6. On Jan 8 there was a BBC TV programme in which Chris Packham
was exposing an illegal trade in vultures - sadly I only saw the trailer for the
programme and do not know if the cage full of around 50 Vultures which was shown
in the trailer was in Britain but if it was that trade could easily account for the
number of escaped vultures seen over southern Britain since last autumn.
INSECTS
Red Admiral: Just one new report of a Red Admiral flying around in the Winchester
main Post Office on Jan 4 and said to have been there for several days
PLANTS
Larch: A young tree (species not known) already had many fresh green leaves on
Jan 9 (seen from the footbridge over the Langstone roundabout at Havant)
Lesser Celandine: Also in the Langstone area on Jan 9 I found at least 10 flowers
- eight on the plants by the Lymbourne stream and 2 elsewhere. At least one more
flower had been seen on the Sussex coast at Climping on Jan 7
Common Whitlowgrass: On Jan 6 the single plant flowering by Waterloo Road in
Havant had become more than half a dozen.
Herb Robert: I have not seen this in flower since Dec 8 but on Jan 7 the Durlston
Country Park in Dorset reported a good patch of plants in flower
Summary for Jan 1 - 7 (Week 1 of 2007)
BIRDS
Diver species: All three of the regular diver species were seen in Southampton
Water off Hythe on New Years Day (at least three Red-throated, two
Black-throated and three Great Northern. These species could be seen all along
the south coast with a count of 7 Red-throated in Christchurch Harbour area on
Jan 5 and 12 Great Northern in Portland Harbour on Jan 1 though Southampton
Water was the only place with more than one Black-throated (on Jan 4 the two
were still to be seen from Hythe with another one seen from Kings Quay on the
other side of the Solent near Fishbourne IoW).
Great Crested Grebe: A flock of 220 was on the water off Dungeness on Jan 4 but
Hampshire's highest reported count was of just 28 on the Blashford Lakes (though
not reported I suspect you can still see 50+ on the Chichester Lakes)
Red-necked Grebe: The bird which has been on the sea off Puckpool Point, IoW,
since Nov 11 was still there on Jan 3 and the one that has been in Portland Harbour
since Dec 3 was still there on Jan 5. So far in 2007 these are the only reported
birds.
Slavonian Grebe: Reports for this year have come from Lymington (one on Jan 1,
two on Jan 4), Pagham Harbour (one on Jan 2), and the north east of the IoW

(singles on Jan 3 and 4), Studland Bay (two on Jan 2) and Portland Harbour (two
on Jan 1).
Black-necked Grebe: No reports from Langstone Harbour so far this year but one
was seen at Lymington on Jan 1 and Dorset has at least six in Studland Bay and
singles in Poole Harbour and Portland Harbour)
Leach's Petrel: Probably the best bird for Hampshire on New Year's Day was one
of these seen from Milford on sea
Cormorant: I have in the past been told of a regular Cormorant roost in trees by the
Leigh Park Gardens lake in Havant and on New Year's Day I saw three birds on a
very dead tree (no doubt killed by the Cormorant droppings) at the north west
corner of the lake. Another inland roost at The Vyne (National Trust property near
Basingstoke) was the cause of an interesting comment on Hoslist concerning these
inland roosting and tree breeding Cormorants - I have not been alone in thinking
that inland Cormorants are probably of the continental race which does nest in
trees while our British race birds stay on the coast and nest on cliffs. Martin Pitt
writes about the birds at The Vyne lake .. "The birds seem to be young birds and
are present from Aug thro to March. Seven is an exceptional count but the numbers
have been increasing year on year. Keep your eyes open for a young bird with a
green ring. It is a bird that has been present since Aug this year. It was ringed in the
Bristol Channel and is of the British subspecies P.carbo carbo rather than the
Continental P carbo sinensis that has been assumed to be behind the increase in
inland cormorant records".
Shag: One was present in the mouth of Langstone Harbour on New Year's Day
with others on the IoW coast and at Shoreham Harbour
Bittern: Despite an update to the Titchfield Haven website (which had no news
after Nov 5 until an update in the past few days brought it up to Dec 31) there are no
reports of Bittern there (or anywhere in Hampshire) since one was seen there
between Sep 15 and Oct 11. Hopefully that will soon change as the sightings which
have been mostly around Dungeness and Rye until the end of the year (though one
was at Radipole in Weymouth on Nov 29) are now coming from Dorset where one
was reported at Radipole on Jan 1 and there is news of 2 seen recently at Hatch
Pond (somewhere in Dorset).
Great White Egret: Probably still at the Blashford Lakes where it was seen on Jan
1
Spoonbill: Ten were in Poole Harbour on Jan 1 (where there were 8 on Nov 29 and
9 on Dec 27
Bewick's Swan: On Jan 4 Sussex had a total of at least 33 (23 on the Adur near
Henfield, 7 on the Arun near Arundel and 3 in the Greatham Bridge area. In the
Hampshire Avon valley the group of five which arrived on Christmas Day seemed
to be down to two birds on Dec 31 and Jan 31 but was back to six on Jan 4
Whooper Swan: On Jan 2 there was a report of two adults and one juv flying over
South Mundham (close to the Chichester Lakes) but there is nothing in the report to
convince me that these were Whoopers rather than the Bewick's which are in the

area (this would be the first report of Whoopers in Sussex this winter - in fact the
only reports of Whoopers that I have seen have been of four birds at Dungeness
on Nov 4 and a single at Abbotsbury on Dec 10 and 11). Of course both the South
Mundham and the Abbotsbury reports could have been of escaped Whoopers
rather than wild birds. There have been past reports from the Chichester/Pagham
area which I believe to be of birds taking a winter break from local captivity - two
flew north over Pagham Harbour on 2 Jan 2002, two were near the Pagham North
Walls on 15 Nov 2003 and in 2004 two were again seen at Pagham on four dates in
January before moving to Ivy Lake at Chichester where they were seen on six
dates from Feb 15 to Apr 14. Part of my feeling that these were locally based birds
was the late date in April - surely migrants would have left by then?
Shelduck: Cycling over Langstone Bridge to the Hayling Oysterbeds on Jan 2 I
saw a total of 138 Shelduck - 71 on the Langstone-Warblington shore, 40 on the
South Moors shore and 27 at the Oysterbeds. Hopefully that is an indication that
the decline in numbers of Shelduck in our local harbours is slowing if not reversing
though a count of 138 is no indicator of the totals (in recent winters there have still
been around 600 Shelduck in Langstone Harbour in January and another 700 in
Chichester Harbour)
Gadwall: Of purely personal iterest after failing to see a Gadwall on New Years
Day I was pleased to see a single male on Aldsworth Pond on Jan 5 - others may
like to know that that pond is now brimming with water but has very few birds so far
(one Gadwall, two Mallard, a few Coot and at least one Little Grebe was all I found
there)
Ring-necked Duck: A single first winter or female bird arrived on the Weir Wood
reservoir in north Sussex on Jan 3 and was still there on Jan 5
Scaup: Numbers continue to increase very slightly. There are now at least seven in
Weymouth and probably one in Poole Harbour and one in the Studland Little Sea.
Hampshire had one on the river at Titchfield Haven on Jan 1and on Jan 5 Sussex
had an immature male at Weir Wood reservoir with four still at Rye Harbour.
Eider: The recent update of the Titchfield Haven website gives a peak of 108 on
Dec 23, marginally below the autumn peak of 112 on Oct 29. Currently only one or
two are being reported there in 2007.
Common Scoter: A count of 238 going west off Dungeness on Jan 4 may mean an
increase in numbers in our area.
Goldeneye: A party of three were off Langstone Village on New Year's Day when I
saw two in Langstone Harbour and Dan Houghton had two on Anglesey Lake in
Gosport (the dammed off west end of the Haslar/Stoke Lake creek).
Goosander: A single bird at Titchfield Haven on Dec 28 does not seem to have
stayed there but in the New Year a flock of 18 was on Eyeworth Pond in the New
Forest on Jan 4 (and probably the 34 spending the night of Dec 29 at the Blashford
Lakes were still there in the New Year - and had probably increased)
Ruddy Duck: Seven were at the Blashford Lakes on Jan 1 but the male on the
Budds Farm pools in Havant has not been reported this year.

Buzzard: Looking from the top of Compton Down to the north of Stansted Forest on
New Year's Day John Simons reported a total of 27 Buzzards (not all seen at the
same time!)
Peregrine: One was seen to enter the nest box on Shoreham Power Station
chimney on New Year's Day
Avocet: I had 2 at Nutbourne Bay in Chichester Harbour on Jan 1, and 5 were in
Pagham Harbour on Jan 2 while on Jan 4 the flock in the Farlington Marshes area
still numbered 26.
Knot: On Jan 4 an estimated 200 were in Newtown Harbour on the IoW where
there had only been two reports of more than 9 birds so far this winter (70 there on
Nov 24 and 30 on Dec 8)
Little Stint: A single bird was still at West Wittering on Jan 2 with another single in
Poole Harbour on Jan 2 and 5
Purple Sandpiper: No Hampshire reports so far this year but on Jan 5
Christchurch Harbour had a peak count of 14 birds
Black-tailed Godwit: Further snippets of information about the whereabouts of
these birds come from the newly updated Titchfield Haven website which reports
150+ there on Nov 29, 256 on Dec 23 (but only 30 on Dec 10), then 200+ on Dec
31. Pagham Harbour had a peak count of 800 (estimated) on Jan 2 (much the
same as the 790 on Dec 25 and 750 on Dec 23)
Whimbrel: Single wintering birds were at Pagham Harbour and at Cracknore Hard
(north end of Southampton Water), both seen on Jan 2
Spotted Redshank: At least two of the three birds which have been seen on the
west Emsworth shore this winter were back there on Jan 2 and on Jan 4 there were
five on the Lymington shore and another 3 in Poole Harbour
Greenshank: Two of these were also on the west Emsworth shore on Jan 2. This
week has also brought reports of one at Bunny Meadows on the Hamble, one near
Bosham and two at West Wittering with 6 on the Lymington marshes and one
across the water at Yarmouth, IoW
Green Sandpiper: I failed to see the bird on the Hermitage Stream here in Havant
on New Year's Day but there was one at Titchfield Haven, another at the Blashford
Lakes and a third in north Hampshire on the Mapledurwell cressbeds. The only one
reported from Sussex this week was at far away Bewl Water.
Common Sandpiper: Sussex has had three of these this week (Bewl Water,
Piddinghoe on the Ouse and Beeding on the Arun) and I did have one at the
Brockhampton/Hermitage stream junction on Jan 1. Other singles have been on
the Itchen in Southampton and on the north shore of the IoW at Kings Quay,
Fishbourne.
Med Gulls: Although there is a good chance of seeing one of these anywhere on
the south coast the current hot spot seems to be the mouth of Pagham Harbour
with 47+ there on Jan 2 (though there may well be a bigger flock going un-reported

in the Bembridge Foreland area of the IoW - 50 were there on 15 Jan 2006 with 121
in the previous November)
Little Gull: Up to four have been at Dungeness this week and Jan 1 found 2 in
Southampton water and 1 at Widewater (Worthing)
Ring-billed Gull: The Gosport Cockle Pond bird was present on Jan 1 when there
was an interesting report of one seen on the water of Ivy Lake at Chichester before
flying off east.
Iceland Gull: The single bird seen off Titchfield Haven on Dec 28 and in the north
part of Gosport on Dec 31 may have re-appeared on the Worthing shore on Jan 5 descriptions of these three sightings give the age of the bird respectively as a third
winter, an adult, and an immature (probably second year) so we may have three
different birds or three different views of the same bird.
Sandwich Tern: The only report so far this year is of a single in Poole Harbour on
Jan 1
Auks: New Year's Day saw 2 Razorbills in Southampton Water and 1 Guillemot
in the west Solent area
Stock Dove: The large flock remained on the Warblington Farm fields from Dec 25
(when I estimated 140 birds) to New Year's Day (when 100+ were seen by a local
bird watching melee - I was sadly disappointed to see in their scoresheet that these
lovely little doves that have probably flown here from Scandinavia were
downgraded to the status of Stock Dove/Feral Pigeon as if they were local building
foulers)
Barn Owl: It would appear that Barn Owls had a very bad year in 2006 with many
adults birds dying and even more broods failing as a result of cold wet weather and
a vole shortage in the first half of the year. Locally there have been no reports of the
birds at Nutbourne but I am glad to read that this week has brought sightings of two
hunting at Waltham Brooks (Pulborough), two more at Shoreham airport and one
on the fields north of Pagham Harbour.
Short-eared Owl: This species too has been in relatively short supply this winter
but Jan 2 saw one hunting near Bowley Farm, South Mundham, between
Chichester and Pagham Harbour.
Kingfisher: One perched on trees at the back of Langstone Mill Pond on New
Year's Day was a bonus for a big group of local birders.
Swallow: The newly updated Titchfield Haven website highlights the sighting of a
late bird there on Nov 22 but since then there has been an even later bird at
Portland on Dec 8.
Water Pipit: When I came on four of these at the Spring Garden cress beds (SU
799067) to the north of Bosham on Jan 1 I was particularly pleased as I had not
seen one at all during 2006 and the few reports of them had dried up at the end of
November. Since then I have heard that one was at Titchfield Haven on Dec 28 and
that 14 were seen together on Jan 5 at the Lower Test Marshes, Southampton

Black Redstart: Although there have been widespread reports of these this winter
they seem to have ceased to be newsworthy to those who have them on their
doorstep but at least on fairly local bird was seen on Jan 1 at Newlands Farm near
Stubbington (south of Fareham) where two or more were seen on Dec 17
Whinchat: What was probably the last migrant was at Portland on Nov 1 so one
seen by the Sussex Ouse upstream of Lewes on Dec 14 (and which was filmed and
officially confirmed as a Whinchat) can be regarded as a wintering bird. No more
reports of that one but this week there is a report of another on the southern
outskirts of Horsham, seen on Jan 5 and said to have been there since Christmas.
I recall seeing one wintering at Hilsea Lines in Portsmouth and seeing what may
have been a second bird at Portchester in the same winter - that was in January
1983 and both were surviving in rough grass pony paddocks so if more are around
this winter it could be worth checking out similar habitat. The report of this winter's
first bird was reported in these words .. "At around 2pm today I was very surprised
to see a Whinchat hawking insects from the deer fencing below our bedroom at
Constantia Manor, Isfield. It stayed in the same area for about an hour before flying
off into the wild bird crop". The second report was equally brief, saying .. "A
Whinchat in the tip fields at Chesworth Farm, Horsham".
Common Whitethroat: Another bird finding it warm enough to spend the winter
here remains at Christchurch Harbour where it was showing well on Jan 5 after
being first found on Dec 28. No further news of the bird seen at the IBM Portsmouth
site on Dec 13 or of the other bird 'somewhere in Devon'
Yellow-browed Warbler: The bird at Hawley Meadows just north of Farnborough
was still there on Jan 1 but the only other birds being currently reported are two
separate birds in Dorset (at The Nothe and Sandsfoot Castle Cove)
Firecrest: Two birds remain in the Hook Lake area near Warsash and at least one
(probably two) were seen near Forestside (northern edge of Stansted Forest) on
Jan 1.
Marsh and Willow Tits: I was lucky enough to hear a Marsh Tit in Southleigh
Forest on New Year and I think these can be found fairly easily (on Dec 2 there was
a report of 7 in West Dean Woods north of Chichester and at least one was in The
Sling area of Stansted Forest on Dec 17). Willow Tits on the other hand seem to
be extinct along the south coast and confirmation of this came from Cliff Dean in the
Rye Bay area who, after a walk in Ashes Wood near Battle (north of Hastings) on
Jan 5, wrote .. "Sadly, there was no sight or sound of the Willow Tits which have
been here in the past".
Tree Creeper: I was lucky enought to see two Tree Creepers briefly on the tree I
was standing under in the Stansted Forest Groves on Jan 5 (but not to hear their
song which Bob Chapman tells us he has heard recently in the Ringwood area.
Raven: The pair which have been seen around the Stansted Forest area since the
end of October were seen again on Jan 1 flying north over Forestside.
Crossbill: The only report of this species for the year so far is of three birds flying
west over the Blashford Lakes on Jan 1

Yellowhammer: A flock of around 30 in the Horsham area on Jan 5 was as large a
flock as has been reported anywhere on the south coast this winter. I think these
birds were congregating at a night roost with 35 Reed Buntings and other small
birds.
Corn Bunting: At least one was heard singing on New Year's Day (but only at
Dungeness RSPB site)
INSECTS
Brimstone butterfly: None seen flying in 2007 but on Jan 1 Adrian Hoskins
refound one hibernating under a leaf in an area of Stansted Forest where he had
seen it on Dec 16. One was flying on Portsdown on Dec 18 to be the latest sighting
of 2006
Red Admiral: A total of 18 insects were active at 13 sites on Jan 1 and 2
(combined)
Small Tortoiseshell: Peter Hughes, RSPB warden at Pulborough Brooks, is
cautious in claiming that a butterfly he saw on Jan 1 was a Small Tortoiseshell but I
suspect it was,
Peacock: One of these was seen in the Chichester/Pagham area on Jan 1 - the
location is given at Hamsleys Farm which I cannot track down (maybe Halsey's
Farm near Sidlesham?)
Brown Hairstreak: Eggs of this butterfly were found on Blackthorn at Cissbury
Ring (Sussex Downs north of Worthing)
Pearly Underwing: The first and only moth to be reported so far in 2007 was a
Pearly Underwing in the trap at Portland Bill on the night of Jan 1
Harlequin Ladybird: This species has spread dramatically since it first appeared
in Britain in 2004 and it has demonstrated that it can survive our winters. I have just
heard from Brian Fellows that a specimen found in north Emsworth in November
2006 has been formally identified as one and I know that Nik Knight at Wade Court
Farmhouse in Langstone has had several candidates found in his garden this year
confirmed as this species. In the north of Hampshire we were told in October that a
total of 186 of them had been found at a primary school at Overton (near
Basingstoke) and also in October one was found locally at the Stansted Sawmill.
There are probably thousands more which have escaped notice or identification
and I do not see any likelihood of stopping the spread of these invaders and hope
that, as with many other invasive species that have reached Britain, they will
eventually settle down without destroying all the other species with which they
compete or prey on.
Our native Ladybirds spend most of their time eating Aphids and thus acting as a
vital pest control on both garden and farm crops whereas the Harlequins have a
more varied diet - they will eat fruit but their favourite meal is the larvae of other
Ladybirds and similar insects, and to show their catholic taste they are quite happy
to eat othe Harlequin Ladybirds smaller than themselves (i.e. their one larvae and

young adults). Destruction of the Aphid eating species could have a catastrophic
effect on our food crops.
For those who are concerned and want to be able to identify the enemy there is
great difficulty in doing so as the Harlequin is immensely variable in colour patterns
and has no ‘easy to spot’ characteristic other than its size. It is invariably bigger
than 5mm long, ruling out confusion with several of our smaller species of Ladybird
but the common Seven Spot and the Eyed Ladybirds fall into the same size range
(5 - 8 mm) as the Harlequins.
An article in the Aug 2005 issue of British Wildlife could only give us this help with
identifying them. It said .. "Harlequin Ladybirds are larger than most other species
of Ladybird and typically measure 5 - 8mm. They are highly polymorphic in colour.
The elytra (wing cases) range from pale yellow-orange to black. Common forms in
Britain include those with orange, red or yellow elytra with anything from zero to 21
spots as well as black forms which have either two or four orange or red spots." For
more information visit http://www.ladybird-survey.org
PLANTS
Coastal Redwood (Sequioa sempervirens): The trees which line the path
through the Redwood Groves at Stansted are of this species and at present the tips
of every branch end in many male flowers, one of which shed pollen when I held it
in my hand for a closer look on Jan 5
Wild Radish: One plant with white flowers was flowering beside Hares Lane
(Racton to Funtington) on New Year's Day along with lots of Charlock.
Common Whitlowgrass: The first of the plants lining Waterloo Road in Havant
started to flower on Jan 3 and by Jan 7 the best part of a dozen plants were
showing white buds or flowers
Sweet Violet: On Jan 2 a few of the plants at the Hayling Oysterbeds had flowers
Blackthorn: The single branch of Blackthorn that has been flowering at the Hayling
Oysterbeds will soon drop all its petals but could still be found on Jan 2 with Dog
Roses still flowering nearby
Hawthorn: The flowering tree by the Hermitage Stream in Leigh Park was seen
again on Jan 1
Barren Strawberry: In the Stansted Groves area on Jan 5 I found one white flower
bud on this plant
Spurge Laurel: A plant by Woodlands Lane above Walderton had buds starting to
open (but none in flower) on Jan 1
Holly: A bush in Havant Park still had flowers on Jan 4
Grey Alder (Alnus incana): Catkins were fully open on a tree growing above the
Lavant stream at the Prince George Street carpark in Havant on Jan 4
Dog's Mercury: A single very young plant bearing male flowers was growing in
Pook Lane at Warblington on Jan 2

Cow Parsley: My best botanic find on New Year's Day was a single plant of Cow
Parsley flowering beside Hare's Lane (Racton to Funtington)
Primrose: Plenty of Polyanthus and Primrose type flowers can be seen in gardens
(and both Narcissi and Daffodil have been seen in flower at the end of December)
so flowering Primroses in the small copse bordering the Palmers Road carpark in
Emsworth , seen on Jan 4, are of dubious status as wild flowers. In the Stansted
Groves where I usually see my first wild Primrose flowers I could only find fresh
leaves, not even a flower bud, on Jan 4 (while there I also failed to see any Early
Purple orchid leaves nor any Lesser Periwinkle flowers in Pitts Copse where recent
scrub clearance promises a good flower show this spring)
OTHER WILDLIFE
Field Vole: A sighting of a small rodent in Brook Meadow at Emsworth on (or just
before) Jan 4 raised a couple of interesting points. The person who saw it in the
long grass described it as being "smaller than a rat, but larger than a mouse, with
greyish fur" and thought it was a 'common vole', probably not intending to name its
species but to say that it as one of the commoner vole species. Interestingly there is
a species called Common Vole (Microtus arvalis) which is abundant in Europe
from the Pyrennees east into Russia and south to the Alps but this species is
absent from mainland Britain, just having a toehold on Orkney (there called the
Orkney Vole) and in the Channel Isle (Guernsey Vole). In southern Britain the
only Vole species are the Water Vole, Bank Vole and Short-tailed (or Field)
Vole, and as one of the distinctive features of Bank Vole is a reddish tinge to its fur
(while Field Vole has greyish fur) the animal seen was probably a Field Vole
though (given the mild weather) it could have been a young Water Vole setting off
on a cross country journey or even a young Rat if it was not seen well. While
reading up on this subject I was interested to see that my 1976 edition of a Collins
Field Guide to the Mammals of Europe showed two variations of Water Vole in
Britain - the regular Water Vole (named Arvicola amphibius) in most of England
but in northern Scotland it was replaced by Arvicola terrestris which had the
English name of Ground Vole (a species common in Europe from Germany east
and northwards). By 1984 my Readers Digest Guide to the Animals of Britain only
mentions one species which it calls Water Vole but gives it the scientific name
Arvicola terrestris (as if it was a land species) rather than the more appropriate A.
amphibius
Fungi: Little to be seen at present but on Jan 2 I did see some large gilled fungi
growing on the east bank of Pook Lane at Warblington (near the seaward end).
They were starting to decay but by the tawny colour of both cap and gills, and by
growing from tree roots, I think they were Specatacular Rustgill (Gymnopilus
junonius). Another find made in the Stansted Forest Goves was a cluster of newly
emerging Velvet Shank on a tree stump - this fungus seems to love frosty weather
and the current mild weather may be responsible for the absence of the fungi that
we normally see in January. On Portsdown I see that Jews Ear (now called Jelly
Ear to be politically correct, though maybe an unkind slight on Jelly Babies?) was
seen.
Wildlife diary and news for Jan 1 - 7 (Week 1 of 2007)

Sun 7 Jan
Weekly Summary
My first weekly summary for this year can now be seen by going to the WEEKLY
SUMMARY page
Fri 5 Jan
Stansted Forest Groves
This morning I visited the Redwood Groves of Stansted Forest and found male
flowers already starting to shed pollen on the Coastal Redwood trees which line
the path heading towards Stansted House. I also looked for the leaves of Early
Purple Orchids and flowers on wild Primroses, without success in either case,
but I did come on a single tiny white flower bud on Barren Strawberry. Before
entering the Groves I had been in Pitts Wood copse on the south side of Park Lane
leading east to Racton Folly in the hope of Lesser Periwinkle in flower - I found
none but recent clearance of much of the Hazel growth here has let in light which
promises to encourage flowering of the ground flora when spring arrives.
Back in the Groves I saw my first two Roe Deer of the year and added both
Goldcrest and Tree Creeper to my 2007 bird list. Another find was of fresh young
Velvet Shank fungus on a tree stump.
Going on to Aldsworth Pond I found it brimming with water but with few birds though
I did see a male Gadwall which I had missed on Jan 1 and heard the trill of an
unseen Little Grebe. Over towards Aldsworth Manor the fields were full of many
Rooks and Jackdaws and in this area I also saw Great Spotted and Green
Woodpecker.
Before setting out I had heard Mistle Thrush singing near my garden - that bird is
heard daily, as are Wood Pigeon, Collared Dove, Robin, Wren, Dunnock and
Blue Tit but sadly I have only one heard Song Thrush near the garden since
Christmas.
Thu 4 Jan
Around Havant
Before today’s finds I have one significant find from yesterday (Jan 3) when, on my
way to the shops, I saw that just one plant of Common Whitlowgrass had already
raised its candelabra of tiny but brilliant white flowers on the pavement edge of
Waterloo Road.
Today there was still only one plant of Whitlowgrass in flower, but a diversion
south across the Prince George Street carpark to its entrance, where you get a
brief glimpse of the Lavant stream after it has been tunnelled south under the
railway and before it vanishes under North Street to re-appear on the southern
edge of Havant Park. Here I remember seeing early Alder catkins last year and I did
so again today on the tree overhanging the stream nearest the carpark entrance (a
tree almost certainly planted when the carpark was created). Confirmation of the
tree’s identity as a Grey Alder (Alnus incana) was given by the smooth grey bark,

the early flowering, and the size of last year’s cones (hanging down in bunches of
four or five, ovoid in shape and measuring around 1cm x 0.8cm - dimensions
agreeing with those given by Alan Mitchell). Further confirmation may be assumed
from the fact that this is the species of choice for planting to cover up unsightly
areas such as old coal tips - it will survive in tough conditions!
Continuing around Havant I found flowers on a Holly bush in Havant Park and
came across both Hairy and Wavy Bittercress in flower with other common
species that brought my 2007 flowering plant list to 45 species (including three
grasses - Annual Meadow, False Oat and Wall Barley all fresh and healthy if not
technically in flower). Several of these plant species are ‘on their last legs’ and one
of them (Yellow Corydalis) is only represented by a couple of flowers on one plant
of the hundreds that I normally pass on the local streets.
Latest news from the internet
So far only one or two people have made their New Year’s Day lists public but (of
those who have) a team headed by Simon Ingram with two of his Eastleigh ‘mates’
plus Tim Parminter achieved a score of 107 in the south west of Hampshire. Among
their sightings was a group of three Crossbills flying over the Blashford Lakes (no
one else has mentioned this species), and at the end of the day (when most people
would be glad of just one extra species before darkness falls) they arrived at Hythe
Marina and saw all three common diver species before rounding off the day with
a Common Sandpiper at the Lower Test.
Another person who has reported their daylist is Steve Keen who scored 96
species but made up for failing to reach the 100 mark by being the only person in
Britain (so he claims) to have seen a Leach’s Petrel (off Milford on sea) on the day.
In the Fareham-Titchfield area Dan Houghton and Mark Rolfe listed 87 species
including Scaup, Green Sandpiper, Egyptian and Greylag Goose at Titchfield,
Black Redstart at Newlands Farm and Reed Bunting nearby. They also heard
both Bullfinch and Tree Creeper.
Other news includes ….
Jan 2
A party of 18 Tundra race Bean Geese were still near the R Arun in the Amberley
Wild Brooks area where they arrived on Dec 29. (Four others arrived on the Isle of
Wight on Dec 31 and were still there on Jan 1 when four more turned up at
Briantspuddle in Dorset, and on Jan 2 another four were in fields beside the Long
Pool at Pagham Harbour).
Newly arrived migrant Whitefront Geese were seen today on the IoW (around 5 at
the Bembridge Marshes) and 10 were still at Pett Level on Rye Bay where a flock of
18 arrived on Dec 27. Others have been seen in the Sussex Ouse valley (maybe 10
or more) since Dec 26.
A single Hawfinch flew over Durlston in Dorset today - presumably also on the
move as I do not think they are resident there.

A single Water Pipit was at the Pannel Valley today - I did not see any reports of
this species during December and this one in the Rye area is the only one for
January to add to my sighting of four at Hambrook on Jan 1
A wintering Whimbrel was again seen in Southampton Water at Cracknore Hard
(close to Marchwood military port) where it had been first seen on Dec 30 (when
another was in the Medina estuary on the IoW)
Jan 1
A Ring-billed Gull was on Ivy Lake at Chichester for at least 90 minutes before
flying east and in the Forestside area Mike Collins saw the regular two Ravens
flying north and maybe two Firecrests in the trees of Stansted Forest.
Alistair Martin saw a Shag inside Langstone Harbour near the Hayling Ferry
Two Little Gulls were at the Weston Shore of Southampton Water and another
was at Widewater (Worthing)
A Leach's Petrel was seen off Milford on sea (maybe the same one that was off
Branksome Chine at Bournemouth on Dec 31)
Single Yellow-browed Warblers were seen at Portland Harbour and at Hawley
Meadows, Aldershot.
Sightings at Portland of Snow Bunting, Little Auk and Grey Phalarope may have
come from over-enthusiastic day listers
The annual fund-raising birdwatch organised by the HWT Havant group had a
record turn-out of 43 people at Warblington and while I have not yet seen their list I
hear that they saw three Goldeneye off Langstone and found the large flock of
more than 100 Stock Doves in the Warblington Farm field south of the Old
Rectory on Pook Lane as well as seeing the local Sparrowhawk and Kestrel.
Butterflies seen today included several Red Admirals (fifteen different individuals
reported across Sussex, Hampshire and Dorset), one Peacock, one probable
Small Tortoiseshell (seen by the warden at Pulborough Brooks but only recorded
as a 'probable') and a Brimstone (seen hibernating under a leaf in Stansted Forest
- not active)
Dec 31
An Iceland Gull which flew south over Peter Raby's home in Bridgemary, Gosport,
was described by him as an adult so probably a different bird to one seen off
Titchfield Haven on Dec 28 which was described as probable third winter Kumlein's
Gull but as these are the only two reports of Iceland Gull on the south coast this
winter they could be the same bird seen differently.
Bob Chapman tells us that Great Spotted Woodpecker can now be heard
drumming daily at the Blashford Lakes site and Bob also gives Tree-creeper as a
species which he has already heard singing. He also passes on reports of Frogs
back in garden ponds and 'active' though he does not actually say that spawn has
appeared.

Dec 30
The wintering Common Whitethroat was seen for 90 minutes at Christchurch
Harbour
Buff-tailed Bumblebees were nectaring on Mahonia in Stanley Park at Gosport
Earlier sightings
A report of a Brimstone butterfly flying on Portsdown sometime in the week
before Christmas (the week beginning Dec 18) is the latest I know of for 2006 - the
last of the year prior to this one were on Dec 16 (one at Gosport and two in
Stansted Forest)
Tue 2 Jan
Hayling Oysterbeds
After lunch today I went in search of the Black-tailed Godwits that I failed to see
yesterday and cycled down Pook Lane with the intention of checking the shore
between there and the Oysterbeds.
Before reaching the shore I added Dog’s Mercury to my plant list - just one tiny
fresh plant but already having its male ‘catkins’ even though the plant was not fully
grown. Nearby one of the many Lords and Ladies that are now pushing up furled
leaves everywhere had expanded one of its leaves, and further down the lane there
were some decaying fungi on the bank - from their largish caps and stout stems
with an overall tawny yellow colour these may have been Gymnopilus junonius
(now called the Spectacular Rustgill though these specimens were not
spectacular!).
On the shore were neither Godwits nor Golden Plover but there were many
Shelduck - I counted 71 between Warblington church area and Langstone bridge
and later saw about 40 on the South Moors shore and around 30 in the Oysterbeds
area.
Around the Oysterbeds I found Dog Rose, Sweet Violet and Blackthorn in flower
(the latter oddity nearly over) and en route I passed Hawkweed Oxtongue still in
flower. Coming back up the Billy Line the single flower of Celandine was still out
and in my garden both Thyme-leaved Speedwell and Smooth Hawksbeard had
flowers.
Mon 1 Jan
New Year’s Day
Each year I submit myself to the rigours of an a dawn to dusk bird-race, partly to get
away from the chains that have held me to the Chriatmas tree for quite long
enough, partly out of a genuine interest seeing what’s going on in the natural world,
and partly because the rest of the year must be more comfortable than the
masochism of eight hours on my bicycle - usually in ‘inclement’ weather.
This year, with the tide high from dawn to near midday, I chose a route that would
give me more woodland than in previous years and bring me back to the coast as

the tide was falling. The planned route was to go from home to Budds Farm, up the
Brockhampton stream and through Leigh Park (where I hoped to see the Green
Sandpiper I had discovered in the Hermitage Stream on Dec 28), continuing north
through Leigh Park gardens to Havant Thicket. From there I would turn east into
Rowlands Castle, head south down Woodberry Lane into Southleigh Forest from
where I would follow the Monarch’s Way past Stubbermere and through Stansted
Park to Walderton in the Ems Valley. Downstream at Racton I would turn south
east for Funtington and thence down Watery Lane to West Ashling pond to see the
(captive) Black Swans before reaching Chichester Harbour at Cutmill Creek (north
of Bosham). The final leg of the route would be along the north shore of Chichester
Harbour via Nutbourne Bay, Prinsted, north Thorney Island, Emsworth and the
Warblington shore.
I left home at 7.45am when it was fully light but the sun had not risen, and by the
time I reached Budds Farm I had 21 bird species and flowering Dog Rose on my
list including singing Robin, Wren, Dunnock, Great and Blue Tit and Wood
Pigeon but not Collared Dove. The mouth of the Langbrook Stream gave me a
flock of Wigeon and also Curlew, Oystercatcher, Lapwing, Redshank and
Turnstone but no Kingfisher (a species I dipped on today). Although the sky was
clear of clouds and the sun about to appear the west wind made it a struggle to
cycle along the South Moors shore (and also made it unlikely there would be any
birds to see on the rough water of Langstone Harbour).
Budds Farm pools were sheltered from the wind but I could not spot the Ruddy
Duck, hybrid Ferruginous Duck, or the Gadwall that should have gone on the
list. Looking over Chalkdock Lake running along the north of North Binness Island I
had one bit of luck in spotting two Goldeneye in flight, and turning into the
Brockhampton Stream channel I had another bit of luck in seeing the Common
Sandpiper at the water’s edge south of the Gravel Quay - also on the water there I
had both Great Crested Grebe and Merganser.
Nearing Harts Farm Way I at last heard singing Collared Dove and calling
Chiffchaff, and after cycling north and over a railway footbridge to join the course
of the Hermitage Stream I found both House Sparrow and Long-tailed Tit but not
the Green Sandpiper (it likes to feed in the concrete channel sections of the
stream but today the flow of water was far too deep and strong for it, however the
flowering Hawthorn tree was still there). Still in Leigh Park I heard both Nuthatch
and Goldfinch in Great Copse before leaving the built up area via Thicket Lawn
and Leigh Park Gardens.
Three Cormorants were roosting in a dead tree above Leigh Park Garden lake,
and from the trees around it I heard raucous Jays, a plaintive Buzzard and the
inoffensive song of a Coal Tit. Sadly there was nothing more to be found in this
woodland nor in Havant Thicket, and the Gipsies Plain was devoid of the Rooks
that I expected. I felt sure of Rooks in the big rookery near Rowlands Castle station
but the nearest I got here was Jackdaw and singing Mistle Thrush. Going on
down Woodberry Lane I heard both Great Spotted Woodpecker and - a bonus Marsh Tit in Southleigh Forest.

A complete transit of the Stansted area from Stubbermere to Woodlands Lane
above Walderton give me no new birds and in the Lane there was no sign of Green
Hellebore starting to push up but I did find the flowers on Spurge Laurel starting to
swell (but not yet open). At Racton, where the Ems is now in full flow, a Kestrel
took off from a telegraph pole and the air was full of Rooks around the Racton Park
Farm rookery. Recovering from the steep climb from the river up the first section of
Hares Lane I scanned the fields to the south for Partridge (none seen) but I did get
another botanic bonus here in the form of a single flowering plant of Cow Parsley
(my first this winter) plus one plant of Wild Radish among a lot of Charlock. There
were also a few Meadow Pipits in this area.
South of Funtington I stopped half-way along Watery Lane and counted at least 90
Mallard in a field of rough grass near North Brook Farm - they were waddling
around in a huge flock as if they were domestic ducks but I could see no restraining
cage (nor any water) to keep them there. A little further on West Ashling pond had
four Black Swans on the water - there should be six of them and I wondered if one
pair had a nest and were sitting - as well as a couple of fat Aylesbury ducks and a
dozen white Embden Geese (none of these were counted on my list!)
Newell’s Lane now took me down over the busy A27 towards Bosham but just
before the bridge over the main road I stopped to check the cress beds at Spring
Gardens (SU 799066) and got a real bonus in the shape of four Water Pipits
feeding in a newly cleared section of the cressbeds through which shallow clear
water was running along a stony bed. At first sight I did not recognise these birds
with their large size, upright stance and striped breasts and flanks showing strongly
against almost white underparts - my first impression was of small Song Thrushes
rather than large Pipits. Although I never saw the white outer tail feathers all the
other features that I noted (including the white supercilium, and certainly their
behaviour and habitat) fitted the description for Water Pipit, but on the one or two
previous occasions when someone has pointed out a distant bird in wet grassland
as being Water Pipit the impression of those birds was of a large greyish Wagtails
with bodies held horizontally like a Wagtail whereas these birds were as upright
and ‘square’ as Wheatears with Song Thrush markings.
Reaching the harbour at Cutmill Creek I was about to leave empty-handed when a
shot gun was fired on nearby farmland, startling a Greenshank into posing in a
harbour channel where I had not noticed it among the Redshank.
Next stop was Nutbourne Bay where I was told that there were lots of Golden
Plover nearby (but not in my field of vision). I did however pick out half a dozen
Pintail and two Avocet, as well as a group of Shelduck, that were all new to the
list. Then onto Thorney where I cycled down the main road to view the fields by the
Great Deeps, getting a lovely flock of 40 Canada Geese and a single Great
Black-back gull. Passing the Little Deeps reeds en route I heard a couple of
Water Rails quarrelling but I could not pick out a Snipe in the flooded field though
I did see my first Pheasants of the day.
In Emsworth Harbour I added Dunlin before setting out on the home stretch along
the shore. The sky was now dark with impending rain and the harbour mud was
devoid of all bird life but surprisingly large numbers of Brent came flying overhead

onto the Warblington Farm Fields. I thought this strange as I think Brent normally
leave the fields at dusk for the safety of the harbour but maybe these Brent knew
what was about to happen and were fleeing for any shelter they could find as a
moment or two later I was being machine-gunned with vicious sleet.
Although not yet technically sunset I felt myself lucky to get home and be out of the
rain, especially as I was able to add Heron to my list when passing Wade Court,
bringing my total of bird species to exactly 70 for the day (and no plastic wildfowl
or Feral Pigeon!)

